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BRITISH SCIENTIFIC SOCIETY HONORS A BUREAU ENTOMOLOGIST

Robert E. Snodgrass has "been elected an honorary fellow in the Royal
Entomological Society of London, the third American to be so honored in

recent years. Honorary membership in this society—one of the oldest ento-
mological societies in the world— is limited to 12, all elected for their
contributions to the scientific study of insects. L, 0. Howard, one of

the great pioneers in economic entomology, and the late W. M, Wheeler, of

Harvard University, the world's foremost authority on ants, were also re-
cipients of this honor. Mr. Snodgrass was elected because of his impor-
tant work on the morphology of insects.

FRUIT INSECT INVESTIGATIONS

Sublaboratory at Shreveport, La., discontinued .—The investigations
on obscure . scale and on pecan phylloxera in northwestern Louisiana having
been completed, the sublaboratory at Shreveport has been closed, effective
December 1. W. C. Pierce, who was in charge of this sublaboratory, has
been transferred to the Brownwood, Tex., laboratory for pecan-insect in-
vestigations.

Recoveries cf Dioctes molestae Uch. indicate establishment .—G, J.

Haeussler, cf the Moorestown, N. J., laboratory, reports that D, molestae
,

?n oriental fruit moth parasite imported from Japan, has been recovered
this season from several localities colcinized in previous years, under
circumstances indicating successful overwintering and probable establish-
ment at, several widely scattered points. The most important recoveries
occurred at West Webster anc\ Pultneyville, N. Y. , from liberations made
in 1935« At these points the parasite was- more abundant in second-brood
collections than in those of the first brood, indicating an increase as

the second brood progressed. A recovery at Southington, Conn. , was due,
either as the result of a liberation made on that property in 1935 °r sis

dispersion from colonies placed on other properties in the same locality
in 1936. Recoveries at Pennsauken, N. J. , and at Quincy, Pa. , are of
interest in view of the fact that D. molestae has never been liberated
in these localities, the recoveries being due, therefore, to dispersion
from colonies released in neighboring localities in previous seasons. A
recovery at Arendtsyille, Pa. ,-.was due likewise to dispersion from
liberations made either in 1933 °r 1935 on other properties in the same
locality. The recovery of a single male from first brood oriental fruit
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moth at Lovingston, Va. , indicated that D. molestae survived the second
winter there "but failure to recover the species in subsequent collections
from the sane and nearby properties later in the season suggests that the
survival nay not have been sufficient to maintain the species at that point.

Chenicals tested as baits for codling noth .—During. 1937 R. Van
Leeuwen, of the Yakina, Wash., laboratory, tested separately nine acids
which have been reported as present in fermenting sugar baits. Only one,
glycine, proved to be attractive to 'the codling noth. Of 99 other cheni-
cals tested by adding then to the standard nolasses bait, butyl phenol
acetate increased the catch of noths 2lU percent, dinalyl valerianate in-
creased it 252 percent, and pipernal increased it 186 percent. Several of
the chenicals, including iso-butyl anthranilate

,
cypress oil, lavender

oil, and sweet marjoram, were distinctly repellent.

Codling noth oviposits on or near fruit .—In connection with a study
of the relation of bait catches of the codling noth to its nornal occur-
rence in the orchard, Mr. Van Leeuwen made a study in the spring of 1937
of the location o'f eggs deposited by spring-brood noths. Of 600 eggs, 56
percent were on the upper surfaces of large leaves, 21 percent wereon the
upper surfaces of the snail leaves near apples, l6 percent were on the

apples, and the remaining. 7 percent were in various other locations. Of
the eggs on the large leaves, 90 percent were within 6 inches of an apple.
It is thus evident that the fenale codling noth is definitely attracted by
the apples.

Ethylene dichloride effective, for peach borer control .—Conparative
experiments in New York, Illinois, and Georgia with ethylene dichloride
for control of the peach borer, using paradichlorobenzene crystals as the

standard of comparison, are reported by 0. I. Snapp as giving practically
complete control in the three States. Ethylene dichloride proved to be
not only the most effective but also the safest material for young trees,
as well as being effective under soil temperature conditions too cold for
'the 'paradichlorobenzene treatment.

Dichlorethyl ether dust fails to repel dried fruit beetle .—D. E.

Barnes and C. K. Fisher, of the Fresno, Calif., laboratory, applied di-
chlorethyl ether nixed with hydrated line, at the rate of 1 gallon to 200

pounds, to freshly piled grape ponace. The dust was applied until the sur-

face of the piles was thoroughly . whitened. 'The naterial did not repel the

dried fruit beetle ( Carpcphilus henipterus L.). At the beginning three

piles of ponace contained 2.4, 3»5» an(i 0.8 beetles per pound. After ex-

posure for 1 week in a field the piles were infested approximately as fol-
lows, per pound of ponace:

Pile Ho., and treatment : Adults : Larvae
Number : Number

1, Undusted control : 70 : 69U
p—

»

Dusted after 30 minutes' exposure: Sk : 853

3, Dusted immediately -: 109 : 3U1
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The figures given in the table refer only to findings in pomace at

or ner.r the surface. At depths of a foot or so the heat of fermentation
prevents development.

Seasonal cycle of Japanese beetle in earliest infested region, as

shown by soil surveys over 11-year '.period .—Systematic soil surveys were
made in 1526, at two stations in the earliest, infested area in central New
Jersey. The following year. the number of stations was increased to eight
by adding two • stations in New Jersey and four in. eastern Pennsylvania.
Surveys were continued at these eight points until 1935 T.'hen the number
was reduced to five by dropping two of the New Jersey stations and one in

Pennsylvania. These surveys were discontinued at the close of the 193&
season. Surveys were made in appro:cimately the same locations each year
and 'all were" made1

in permanent turf. Seven of the eight locations used
were in the roughs of golf courses, the eighth in a pasture. In making
surveys, a section of sod 1 foot square was removed and all beetle stages
in and. beneath the turf were found and the number recorded. In the 11

years, 37.^15 surveys were made and 3 71 » ^9.2 individuals, in the various
stages were recovered. 'The data have been compiled by I. M. Hawley and
T. N.- Dobbins, of the Mo'orestowh, N. J., laboratory. In an attempt to de-
termine as nea'riy as' possible what a normal seasonal cycle would be, the
total numbers of 'individuals, found in all surveys during the 11-year
period have' been combined and from these data the percentage in each stage
has' been computed arid is given in the following table.



Normal percentage frequency distribution of the various soil stages

of the Japanese beetle in the Philadelphia area, based on the

total number of individuals recovered in successive 10-day"
periods from 1926 to 1.936 at the regular survey stations

Number : Percentage of soil population as

—

Period ; of : First : Second: Third : Pre- :

surveys

:

Egg : ins tar

i

instar

;

instar : pupa : Pupa : Adult

Jan, and Peb : 1,162 « — : 0.1-: 7,9 i 92.1 !
— j :

—
March 1-10——! 1+95 J — . - .1-: 6.1 : 93.9 i

—
:
—

11-20 ! 609 ! — : .1-. 6,5 1 93,5 — — !
—

21-31 ! 1,119 ! ,1- 7,5 ! 92,5 : — !
— —

April 1-10 . 1,079 :
— ,1- 6,3 1 93,7 — — —

11-20 ! 1,116 !
—

-
,1-' 6.1 : 93,9 :

— — —
21-30 1,497 :

• —
! .1- 6.8 93,2 — — —

May 1-10 : 1,454 -
—

! ,1-1 5,S , 94,2 — -- —
H_20 : 1,569 !

—
i .1- . 5.0 : 95,0 : 0.1- — —

21-31 ! 1,709 — •. .1- s 3,5 95.0 ! 1.2 0.2 -—

June 1-10
: 1,796 __

: : 0^8 71,6 :23,8 : 3,9 —
H_20 : 1,677 \ ! r- : .1- 31,3 :36.2 :30,8 - 1,7
21-30- — » 1,624 2.1 : : .1- ! 16.4 :17.2 48,6 15,7

July 1-10 : 1,288 : 33,5 lla ! 7,3 i 5,0 :20.9 .32.4
11-20

: 1,387 . 76.0 7,3 : ,1- 1 H • 1,3 : u;i : 8.7
21-31 : 1,53S :.54.7 : 3S.5- : 2.8 0,6 : 0.2 : 0.7 2.6

Aug. 1-10
! 1,304 18.2 : 51.0 ! 29.9 ! 0,3 ! .1- : .1- i 0,5

11-20
! 1,225 . 3,2 t 27,7 : 67,7 . 1,3 : .1- : 0.1

21-31 : 1,463 : 1,0 ! ljiO > 69,6 : 16,4 ! ,1-
Sept. 1-10

! 996 : 0.2 : 4.0 : 42,6 ; 53,2
11-20

: 1,172 : .1-
' 1*5 : 25.5 : 73,0 .1-

21-30 : l,4l6 : 0.4 : 11.4 : 88,2
Oct. 1-10 : 1,524 : 0.1 : 7,8 : 92.1

. 11-20
: 1,439 : o t i : 6.2 : 93,7

21-31
: 1,536 : .1- : 6:1 : 93,8

Nov. 1-10
: 1,219 ! ,1- 1 5,5 94,5

11-20 : 1,050 : ,1- : 6,9 • 93,1
21-30 : 1,069 ; .1- : 8.4 : 91.6

December : 883 : .1-
; 5.8 94.2

In this earliest infested area in the general vicinity of Phila-
delphia most larvae pass the winter in the third or final instar. By
averaging the _ number of individuals found between November 1 and March 31
of the following year, when all larvae are in a dormant condition, it was
shown that 93 •! percent were in the third instar and 6.9 percent in the.

second instar. Although this is the normal condition for the years in-
volved, there has at times been considerable variation from this figure.
In the 1931-32 brood over 98 percent reached the third instar by the dor-
mant season, whereas in the 1935-36 brood only 78 percent reached this
stage. In the period from October 1 to the end of the following May, first
ins tars have occasionally been found, but during the 11-year period only
91 were found after October 1 and only 31 of these were found after January 1.
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Rclativcly few surveys were made during the months of December, January,

and February and the data for these periods are given collectively rather

than by 10-day periods.

• MEXICAN FRUIT FLY CONTROL

No Mexican fruit flies taken since July .—Fruit shipments this season

are' slightly ahead' of the same date last year. For the second consecutive
month the numbers of Anastrepha serpentina Wied. trapped in the lower Rio
Grande Valley increased greatly. During November

.
traps took 5<-7 individu-

als of this species. They were collected from all districts in the area
and were trapped both 'in groves and in brushlands. Some other fruitflies
were also present in slightly increased numbers. No Anastrepha ludens
Loew, however, was taken this month nor has any been trapped in Texas
since July. The following table shows the numbers of the various species
of fruitflies identified during November.

Sp e c i e s : Texas : Mexico
Adults ! Number ! Number

A. ludens : 0 i 2

0 : 2

A. serpentina . 527 : 9
Premises : 270 ! 7

A. striata Schin . 1 : 0

Premises \ 1 0

A. sp. "Y" . 12 : 1

Premises t 12 ! 1

A. sp. "L"- 13 •
i 0

Premises 13 0

A. pallens Coq 17S
! 15

Premises 106 : 2

Larvae
*

Rhagoletis sp : 0 . 3S7

Total 731 klk

From market fruit.

CEREAL AND FORAGE INSECT INVESTIGATIONS

Search for larvae of rare species of June beetles in southern Wis-
consin.—T. R. Chamberlin and J. A. Callenbach, Madison, '.Vis., report that
in a search for larvae of some of the less common species of June beetles,
which have not been found in cultivated fields in southern Wisconsin during
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the last 3 years, reconnaissance diggings were made in various localities
during the month. These included diggings in woods around trees and
shrubs and in sod and crops adjoining woods , where adults of those rarer
species were known to occur. The digging was done in sandy hills _ near Lodi
and Poynette and in the silt loam soils east of Leeds. All grubs of
Phyllophaga found "belonged, to the common species, P. rugos a Melsh. , P. fusea
Fro el, P. hlrtlcula Knoch, and P, tristis F. A few undetermined scarabaeid
grubs not belonging to the genus Phyllophaga and others apparently belong-
ing to the genus S erica were obtained. Ho grubs of Anomala ludiviciana
Schffr. or Strigoderma arboricola F. were taken. These last-named species
were fairly common in the sandy areas '.in; 1935 v~n& 193&* I'* ts still puzzl 7
ing where grubs of the rare species of Phyllophaga concentrate, although
the adult beetles dug included several P, drakei Kby. , one P. fosteri Burm.

,

and one P. pronina Lec., which are relatively scarce, and those must have
developed very near the places in the soil where they were found.

Grasshopper damage to hessian fly-rasi stance test plots .—E. T, Jones,
Manhattan, Kans.,' reports as follows: "Owing to the invasion by grass-
hoppers of our hessian fly-resistance test plots at Springfield, Mo., an
interesting situation has arisen. The first fall brood -of the hessian fly
emerged over a period of 1 or 2 weeks. Eggs of the early flies were ovi-
posited and many larvae became established. Before emergence of the first
brood of fly was complete, grasshoppers migrating from fields of cut corn
invaded the plots and prevented further oviposition on the wheat by de-
stroying the leaves. As a result of the combined grasshopper and hessian
fly injury, a large number of plants were killed. Material in several im-
portant experiments was impaired or completely destroyed; however, several
hundred strains of winter wheat and more than 300 strains of fall-planted
spring wheat in the tests have yielded acceptable data on the re-
action of plants, both of extreme resistance and extreme susceptibility to

infestation by flies of the first fall brood. Plants surviving the com-
bined attack of the grasshoppers and the first fall brood of fly produced
new leaves in t'ime for oviposition by flies from this brood. A heavy
second fall brood of fly is nov maturing on the surviving plants which, it

is expected, will enable us to obtain valuable information on the reaction
of these strains to separate infestations by both fall broods. So dis-

tinct a separation of the fall broods has not been possible in previous
tests."

Ramona wheat shows low jointworm infestation .—W. B. Cartwright

,

Sacramento, Calif., reports that the average infestation in early wheat
varieties at Birds Landing, Calif., was percent in plant samples of

1936, with Ramona showing an exceptional low of none. In 1937 "he same

series of varieties was 66 percent infested, with Ramona 13 percent.
Initial crosses of varieties with Ramona are planned to determine whether
segregation of resistance will occur or contrasts of infestations con-

tinue, as are recorded in the field tests summarized below.
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Averago infestation,

Variety ; 1936-57
Ramona : 10

Dixon : 46

Reward : 90
Oakley : 6U

Bunyip : 65
Quality '-: 55
Poso : 74
Pusa No. M : » SO

Early Blackball : 75
•Java --: 41

Sunset : 68

Indian : 08

Escondido -— : 40

Alberta Early : 66

Progress :
42

JAPANESE BEETLE CONTROL

Fall shipping of nursery stock at peak .—Mild f-lear weather prevail-
ing most of the month enabled nurserymen to dig and prepare for inspection
large quantities of plant stock both for immediate shipment and placement
in lead arsenate-treated heelingr in areas in readiness for future shipping.
Inspections of soil-free plant material throughout Maryland were numerous
and included many bulk shipments. On checking records of classified
growers in the Virginia area, an inspector found that several establish-
ments had received uncertified stock which they had failed to report. Cer-
tification privileges were promptly revoked until reports were submitted
and the uncertified stock disposed of in a manner satisfactory to the in-
spector. Two establishments which could not obtain certification of the
unreported stock were deprived of their classified status. Inspected nur-
sery stock in the Philadelphia, Pa.

,, district totaled over l|r million
plants for the month. Below-freezing temperatures during the last week of
the month all but terminated the fall shipping season in most districts.
A -regular biseasonal check-up of all classified establishments was in pro-
gress in all sections of the regulated area.

Treating activities varied .—A recently classified establishment in
Connecticut has treated several thousand plants with paradichlorobenzene
and has also treated three hotframes for plunging of small pot plants.
This was< the first establishment in the New England area to make any treat-
ments under the Japanese beetle quarantine regulations.

Quarantine violators convicted at special session . —A special session
of the United States district court was scheduled at Rochester, N. Y. , on
November 8, to try 10 truckers who transported farm products contrary to
the Japanese beetle quarantine regulations. These men were caught with "on-

certified produce by an inspector stationed at the Rochester Public Market
from the middle of July until Labor Day. Each man had trucked uncertified
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farm products from points within the regulated areas of New Jersey, Mary-
land, Delaware, or Virginia to Rochester, a point outside the regulated
zone. Nine of the ten violators pleaded guilty as charged and were ordered
"by the Court to pay fines of $25 each. Trial of a tenth violator, who
pleaded not guilty, was deferred to 'the next session of the District Court
in Buffalo, N. Y. Prosecution of a number of truckers who are residents
of New Jersey is expected to take place _ wi thin a few weeks.

Road-station activities concluded .—A compilation of interceptions of
Japanese "beetles at quarantine line stations for 1937 reveals that 2,g3g
adults and 123 grubs were recovered ^from road vehicles moving from the reg-
ulated area. Of the l6 stations that reported interceptions, 7 were in

Virginia, k in Ohio, 2 in West Virginia, 2 in Pennsylvania, and 1 was a

roving patrol. All road patrol activities were discontinued on November 20,

Late emergence of elm bark beetles .—Freshly emerged adults of Scolytus
multistriatus Marsh, were found in galleries examined in Warren and Somer-
set Counties, N. J., late in November. October is usually the maximum date
for the pupal stage of this

_
species. There were indications of recent

adult emergence from the tree, with" probable further emergence to occur dur-
ing periods of warm weather. Observations will be continued to determine
whether the advanced immature stages succumb during the winter or succeed
in completing their development during periods of favorable temperatures.

Long- decaying tree finally develops Graphium .—A report was received
from the laboratory this month confirming a tree in Old Lyme, Conn., which
has been under almost continuous observation since the fall of 193^. No
discoloration was discoverable on any of the three sets of samples submitted
during the past scouting season from this long-uecaying and much-pruned
tree. After having been finally removed as a DT, samples of bark contain-
ing Hylurgopinus rufipes Eich. beetles and wood specimens were submitted to

the laboratory for cul taring, Graphium has been obtained from the beetle
galleries in the bark and some of the _ wood samples showed a small amount of
discoloration, but the material is still being held in culture since
Graphium has not as yet been isolated.

Sanitation crews remove old trees .—An elm of historical interest,
situated on Franklin turnpike near the center of Hohokus

,
Bergen County,

N. J., was tagged for removal late in the month. Washington and his gener-.
als, it is said, were sheltered by this tree as they planned the Battle of
Hohokus. The historic scene is preserved in a mural in the Ridgewood, N. J.,

theater. One of the largest elms in Monmouth County, N. J, , was also re-
moved in November. It was a field tree, 7^ inches in diameter at breast
height and at least 200 years old, probably standing before the Battle of
Monmouth was fought. Removal of the slowly dying tree v/as necessary when
lack of care caused it to come within the DT class.

Pruning project completed at Old Lyme, Conn . —November 2 marked the

completion of the first major pruning project undertaken since systematic
foliar scouting was ended for the season, A total of 3 r 539 man-hours were
expended in pruning 1,03^ trees in the once badly infected area at Old Lyme,
Conn, An average of 30 cuts were pruned from each tree. During the first
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3 weeks of the month approximately 5»000 additional trees were pruned in

the major and outlying areas of infection.

.

Graphiun cultured fro:., elr. slash .—In clearing a right-of-way for

electric power lines through Green Township, Sussex County, N. J., work-
men left a number of cut elms and a quantity, of elm slash. Samples ob-

tained from one such pile of slash and submitted to the laboratory- wire

confirmed as infected with Dutch elm disease. Much of the material was

infested with beetles and constituted a probable source of inoculum.

Another diseased tree reported from Indianapolis .—A tree at it 90
percent dead was^ eradicated at Indianapolis, Ind, , the last week 6. Octo-
ber and samples were submitted at that time. Dead and dying parts of the

tree had been sampled last summer, although no typical wilting was ob-

served. Native elm bark beetles had emerged from the tree.

Stored nursery stock requ i res gypsy moth inspection .—Several nur

-

series located in the generally infested gypsy mcth area in western Massa-
chusetts make a practice of storing Daphne evergreen plants and deciduous
trees and shrubs in preparation for the spring shipping season, At one

nursery 25,99*+ trees, 138,790 shrubs, and 50,000 Daphne plants were in-

spected at the time of digging fcr placement in winter storage. One gypsy
moth egg cluster was found on one of the plants inspected. At a smaller
nursery 12,230 Dap line plants were inspected for. storage.

Seasonal inspection of Christmas greenery .—Inspection of carload
shipments of Christmas trees was in full swing during November. Absence
of cold spells and snow made ideal weather for this work. In western Mass-
achusetts and southern Vermont inspection of evergreen-bough lots was
practically completed by the end of November. To date, 19 egg clusters
have been removed from inspected bough lots. Reports from inspectors in-
dicate in excess of 150 carload shipments of evergreen plant material from
Sarre, Vt.

Intercepted laurel returned fcr inspection .—A truckload of uncerti-
fied laurel originating in the badly infested area at Westerly, R. I., was
intercepted by an inspector stationed at the New York City Flower Market.
The driver was instructed to return to Westerly and have the material in-
spected and certified. At Westerly it was necessary to unload and unbale
the laurel to insure proper inspection.

FOREST INSECT INVESTIGATIONS

Sawfly eggs numerous in unsprayed plantations .—J. V. Schaffner, Jr.,
of the New Haven, Conn., Laboratory, reports that on November S and 9 sev-
eral red pine plantations were examined in Middlesex County, Mass., for
the presence of the sawfly Necdiprion sp. It was found that in some locali-
ties where no spraying had been dene for this pest in 1937 » the egg deposit
in the needles was rather heavy, indicating it as a potential menace to red
pine in these localities in 1938.
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Intreduced parasite of oriental fruit moth increase s.—P, A. Berry,
New Haven, reports that observations were made in November to determine
the abundance of the oriental moth ( Cnidocanpa flaves cens Walk.) and the

introduced parasite Chaetexorista javana B, and B. The population of the

oriental moth has definitely increased over that of 193& in 5 of the lj
observation points located at Boston, Mass., and nearby suburban towns.
The greatest increases noted- were at Cambridge and Winthrop, and lesser
increases at Revere and two localities in Dorchester. At~ the other points
the infestation was about the same as that of 193^. Heavy infesta.tions

,

as evidenced by abundance of cocoons on shade and fruit trees, are extremely
local. Nearly 2,000 cocoons were collected and the prepuyal larvae dis-
sected. The results of the dissections showed a decided increase in para-
sitization over that of 193^ by the introduced parasite Q. javana .

Emergence and distribution of Ma t sue 0 ecus on pitch pine .—T. J. Parr,

New Haven, reports that inspection of the infestations at Madison and

Nashua, N. H. ,
proves that the insects have emerged from the twigs in

these northern localities and are producing eggs under the loose-bark scales
on the large branches and main stems of the trees. Examination of material
received from Mont Alto, Pa., shows that nearly 'all of the insects have

left the tYiigs, although a few were still in the galls on November 3. In-

spection of pitch pine in Massachusetts shows a general, although somewhat
spotty, distribution over the eastern half of the State. Infestations were
also found to be rather general in pitch pine areas in Rhode Island, being
heaviest along the shore. Several infestations not previously reported
have- been picked up in eastern and central Connecticut and a very light in-

festation was found near Valatie, N, Y. , on Route 9. This is believed to

be the first record for Matsue 0 ecus in New York,

Mountain pine beetle activity increasing in northern California .—Bu-
reau survey crews are finding that the character of the 1937 infestation of
lodgepole pine by the mountain pine beetle (Dendroctonus monticolae Hopk.

)

differs greatly from that of previous years, according to K. A. Salman, of
the Berkeley, Calif.

,
laboratory. Although infested trees are not particu-

larly abundant in many areas, insect attacks are vigorous, broods are
healthy, and one season of attack is sufficient to kill trees. For the last
few years infestations have resulted in strip killing, broods have been
relatively unsuccessful, and it has often required several years of attack
to kill trees. This change is interpreted as a reversal of infestation
trends, with marked increase in infestation and damage possibly due to ap-
pear within a few years.

Temnochila virescens F. is more important of two predators of moun-

tain pine beetle .—Preliminary studies -during the season of 1937 by G, R.
St ruble, of the Berkeley laboratory, dealing with the seasonal history and
habits of the two more important predators of the mountain pine beetle in

sugar pine, indicate that T. virescens is a more efficient predator than
Enoclerus sphegeus F.

Insecticides tested against lodgepole neodleminer .—J . S . Yui 1 1

,

Berkeley, reports that investigations on the work of the lodgepole needle-
miner (Recurvaria nilleri Busck) during the past field season has brought
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out sone pertinent data on the control of this important pest of the

Yosemite forests. The eggs and newly hatched larvae are the most vul-

nerable points in the life cycle, as practically all of the larval feeding
takes place within the needle, where it is difficult for insecticides to

penetrate. Attention was concentrated, therefore, on the period before
the young larvae enter the needles and start feeding. This occurs only in

July and August of each alternate year. Several different formulae includ-
ing oils, lead arsenate, nicotine, and organic compounds have been tested.
'One of the greatest difficulties in applying a water spray is to find a
combination that will wet the new growth well without causing burning. The

most 'promising" of the materials tested are (l) fast-breaking emulsions con-
taining highly refined oils and nicotine sulphate of thiocyanates , (2)

lea.d arsenate with "dynamite" spreader, and (3) vaporized oils with 95 per-
cent nicotine. The reason for developing sprays for control of the needle-
miner is to protect the trees in recreational areas.

Pine beetle survey shows improved forest conditions in Northwest .

—

One of the most extensive western pine beetle surveys ever conducted in

the ponderosa pine region of the Pacific Northwest was brought to a close
at the end of Octpber, according to F. P. Keen, of the Portland, Oreg.

,

laboratory. The Forest Service, the Office of Indian Affairs, and the

C. C. C. combined forces under plans outlined by this Bureau and covered
with extensive scouting work approximately 8, $00,000 acres, or 75 percent
of the total ponderosa pine acreage in Oregon and Washington. This survey
showed that conditions over the ponderosa pine region had greatly improved
during the last year; owing to control work and natural control factors.

Beetles active in Oregon's "Lost Forest ."—One of the most interest-
ing and little-known forest areas in Oregon was recently visited by W. J.

Buckhorn.'of the Portland laboratory, while making a survey of pine-bark-
beetlo activities. This isolated forest tract, which is known locally as
the "Lost Forest" and is seldom frequented, even by the natives, is lo-
cated in the high desert of southeastern Oregon about Uo miles east of the

town of Silver Lake. The stand, composed of a ponderosa pine-juniper
type of site quality V, covers an area about U by 6 miles in size, and is

completely isolated from other pine forests by about J>0 miles of open :

sagebrush and scattered juniper flats. The pine is scattered, although
several portions of the forest support stands of approximately 5»000 board
feet to the acre. Most of the pine is mature, with, diameters up to 50
inches. There are few immature trees and almost no reproduction in the
area. During the last few years the loss from the western pine beetle
( D-" hdroc tonus brevicomis Lec.) has been exceedingly heavy. According to

Buckhorn, the loss along the south side of the forest will average about
80 percent of the stand, while on the north side about }0 percent of the
stand has been killed. At present beetle activity is less acute, owing
possibly to high larval mortality caused by the low temperatures last
winter. It is interesting to speculate on the source of this infestation
and whether the beetles will eventually succeed in exterminating this
isolated island of pine.
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Carpenter ants in the Pacific Northwest .—Various control methods
suggested in the. past, as satisfactory for dealing with carpenter ants
have been tested recently to determine what methods can tie recommended un-
der local conditions. Twenty- three chemicals and combinations were tried
on carpenter ant colonies in the woods. Results showed that carpenter ants
can be killed by a number of contact insecticides and fumigants, provided
the entire colony can be reached by the liquids or gases. Sodium fluoride,
a stomach poison, applied in runways gave fair results when used under dry
conditions. Several _ attempts at baiting proved unsuccessful. So far, none
of the previously recommended methods of control have proved satisfactory
under all conditions.

Weiser National Forest covered by insect survey .—J. C. Evenden re-
ports th.pt a survey of the Weiser National Forest conducted under the super-
vision of the laboratory at Coetxr d'Alene, Idaho, was completed early in

November. The purpose of this survey was to obtain information relative to

the present status of the mountain pine beetle and Douglas fir beetle in-
festations. Though both of these insects have been responsible for consid-
erable damage during the last few years, the survey indicated that the in-
festations apparently have decreased to a point where they are not alarm-
ing. However, there are several situations that will need to be kept under
careful observation during the next fev; seasons.

Douglas fir beetle in- Yellowstone National Park .—During the winter
of 1934-35 Douglas fir trees around Mammoth, Yellowstone National Park,

were severely injured by unseasonal temperatures. Practically all of the
foliage on these trees and a large percentage of the terminal buds were
destroyed. Though a number of these trees died from this injury, many pro-
vided the foliage necessary for recovery through the production of adven-
titious buds which appeared during, the past season, Mr. Evenden reports
that Douglas fir beetle attacks, were found in a large number of the

weakened trees in 1937*

Windfalls produce abundant bark-beetle broods .—W, D. Bedard, Coeur

d'Alene, reports that windfalls are practically nonresistant to bark-beetle
attack, and serve as excellent host material. Owing to the moisture pro-
vided by one or two uninjured roots, these trees often remain in a condi-
tion suitable for bark-beetle attack for two seasons.

Bark-beetle attacks in elm logs produce. Dutch elm disease .— C . W.

Collins, of the Morristown, N. J., laboratory, reports that small lining
elm trees were cut and transported to Oyster Bay, Long Island, N. Y. , where

they were placed at two points in the immediate vicinity of which trees af-

fected .with the Dutch elm disease had been removed in 193^. Two trees were

put at one point (A) and on» at the other point (B), After being exposed

for 5 weeks the trees were cut into sections and replaced by the same num-

ber of freshly cut trees. The sections were brought to Morristown where

they were peeled, the bark beetle galleries counted, and certain galleries

cut out and cultured to find out whether the Dutch elm disease fungus

(Ceratostomella ulmi (Schwarz) Buisman) was present in them. Except for two
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galleries of Kylurgopinus rufipes Eich. and one of Scolytus sulcatus Lcc

all the bark-beetle galleries- ,found in the trees were made by Scolytur

multistrintus Marsh. The nunber of galleries formed and the percentage

giving C. ulmi were ouch higher in the last set of trees put out than in

the other sets. This is indicated in the following table.

Dates when trees

xiere cut and
S. .nultistriatus
galleries found

in trees

S. multistriatus
galleries
cul tured

Nunber !
Number • : Nunber '

i Percent

Point A . :

May 17— :

•

. 0 • 0
'

0 0

June 21 :

•

58, 58 ;•<! 0 •
! 0

July 26 U07 ! 300 .•

; :
6 •

: ... 2,0

August 30 t 1 ,192
,

: 100 : 20
;

{ .20.0

Point B
May 17 76 ! 1$ '

: 65

\ 6 ! 7.9

June 21 • : 0 ; 0

July :26 1 633 :
: 100 : 0 . : 0

.

August 30 : 1,828 : 50 1 8 : 16.O

Galleries
giving

C. ulni

Galleries
giving

C. ulni

Treating elm stumps with chemicals.—P. R, Tnitten, Morristown, sub-

nits the following summary of experiments which he has conducted in co-

operation with T.' W. Graham, of the Division of Forest Pathology of the

-Bureau of Plant Industry, and with the Dutch elm disease eradication unit.

Between 600 and 700 stumps from recently cut elm trees were experimentally

treated with various chemicals to prevent sprouting and barl:-beetle attacks.

The following • chemicals were applied to the stumps: Copper sulphate, copper
sulphate with calcium chloride, sodium dichromate, ammonium bifluoride^

sodium chlorate, and sodium arsenite. Paradichlorobenzene and calcium

cyanide were applied to the soil under the stump. All treatments were made

during April 1937. lii November 1937 each treated stump and 50 untreated
stumps were entirely debarked and examined for sprouting, live wood, and
bark beetle attacks. The results are included in the following table.

Stunp condition J Bark-
Chemical : Stumps Entirely: Partly . Entirely. S tump s : beetle

treated dead : alive . alive sprouting galle.ries

Numb e r Percent! Percent

!

Percent! Percent Numb e r

Copper sulphate , 100 : 29 71 0 30 0

Copper sulphate and
calciun chloride 99 : 28 te 73 0 : 27 0

Sodium dichromate 100 1 5 j Ho • 36 : 0

Ammonium bifluoride

—

100 5 27 : 73 : 0 « 3^ .
: 0

Sodium chlorate : 50 ! 32 -! 68 0 ! 10 : 65
Sodiun arsenite : 50 : 18 : 80 ;

9
! 50 ! 0

Paradichlorobenzene

—

: 50 : U : 12 . 8k ! 80 : lU
Calcium eyenide : U2 s 0 :: 2h : 76 ! 60 i 0

: 50 . ', 0 ; 100 ! 8U : 0



Chemical treatnents to remove elm trees .—Mr. Whitten also reports
on the results of experiments, conducted "by him and other members of the
Morristown laboratory during the past season, on the use of chemicals as
a means of removing undesirable elm trees. To be effective the tree must
be entirely killed, and protected against any subsequent bark-beetle attack.
The following table includes the results of a few of the most effective
chemicals and one of the least effective for comparison. 1

Treatment Trees 5 Tine of treatment
examined:

Trees : per tree
dead :S. nultistriatus 'H. rufipes

NHl^.hf - H20 (

-

NHlj.3P.hf - H2O; !

NaASOg - H20-;

CUSOI4. ~ HgO-- !

CuSOlj -(dry salt)—

Number Percent: Number Number
12 :October 1936
.' 6 -May 1936 ;

33 :May-August 1937 <

U5 :May-August '1937 ,

1

; 27 :May-Augiist.-1937

100 : ; 0

\ 95 : :
0

98 :
0'

90 : o;i6

• 79 : 3.59 :

0

0

:

0"

• o;U7

1.07

Bark-beetle broods

GYPSY MOTH AMD BROUN-TAIL MOTH CONTROL

No brush accumulated from gypsy moth thinning work .—There has been
sufficient rainfall this autumn throughout the area where Federal W. P. A.

gypsy moth -work is being carried on to prevent damage to the forests
through that source, and it has been possible to immediately dispose of
most of the waste material resulting from this type of work, either by
burning or by the use of the machine that converts brush and forest debris
into sawdust.

Scouting work suspended in some swamps and highlands .—Gypsy moth
scouting work was temporarily discontinued in certain types of territory
in various sections because of unfavorable climatic conditions.

Check-up by experienced employees improves scouting .—Supervisory em-
ployees directing Federal W, P. A. gypsy moth work in Vermont, Massachu-
setts, and Connecticut report; noticeable improvement in the work of the

W. P. A. scouts in their charge since a small force of agents paid from
regular appropriation funds has been assigned to check their work.

Barbed-wire fence removal delayed .—Governnent-owned barbcd-wir

e

fences, erected last spring to exclude livestock from sections that were
to be sprayed for the gypsy moth, have, been removed in a few scattered lo-
calities. However, most of the fences cannot be removed and returned to

storage until after the first general, fall of snov; forces the confinement
of cattle to barns and yards* The unseasonably warm weather prevalent in
New Sngland- and Pennsylvania^ has enabled the property owners to continue
grazing cattle in the pastures and many of the fences are still needed to

protect the livestock from poisoned foliage.
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Two gypsy moth colonies found in Princeton, Maine .—During the first

week in November the gypsy moth scouting crew assigned to duty in Washing-

ton County, Maine, discovered an infestation in the town of Princeton,

which is only one town removed from the "border of the Province of New
Brunswick. The infestation, which consisted of 3 egg clusters, is located
approximately l/2 mile from the site of the colony found in that town dur-

ing the fiscal year 1937« The tree growth in the immediate vicinity of

this infestation is composed chiefly of white and paper birch, poplar,

maple, spruce, and fir. Later, the crew found. another colony of 25 egg
clusters. The second colony is located approximately l^r miles east of the

first infestation and ^ mile east of Princeton.

Steep slopes and debris from forest fires retard scouting .—Progress
;ypsy moth scouting work in Kidder and Penn Forest Townships in Carbon

County, Pa., has been slow. A large percentage of the territory now being
scouted has been burned over repeatedly, leaving much debris on the

ground, which must be examined. Considerable additional time is required
to remove loose bark from trees damaged by the fires, as egg clusters fre-

quently deposited under such bark cannot otherwise be detected.

/ •

' ..v:t:- ir.iV.-t-.tior. discovered by form r
"
T.vployee.—For the

second time within a year, a former gypsy moth employee has discovered and
reported a now infestation in Pennsylvania. During the first week in No-
vember a man who had previously been employed on gypsy moth work observed
egg clusters while walking through a wooded section in Lehigh Township,
Lackawanna County, which is within the quarantined area. He reported his
discovery to the supervisor in charge of the district.

Strict re.yulations enforced while scouting powder works .—Gypsy moth
scouting work was begun on the property of the Atlas Powder Company in

Pittston Township, Pa., early in November. Each Federal W, P. A. worker
scouting in this area is searched daily for matches, lighters, or other
dangerous articles before passing the fence, and is required to wear rubber-
soled footwear. A company guard accompanies the men while they are within
the fenced area. Gypsy moth infestations have been found in the locality
in previous years.

Unusual crew formation used in mountainous country .—Gypsy moth
scouting of a mountainous area several miles long and 1 mile wide in Barrett
Township, Monroe County, Pa., lias progressed slowly, but completion is ex-
pected in the near future. This area is particularly hazardous because of
the loose stones and bowlders that cover the exceedingly steep slopes. It

has been necessary for the crews to cover this territory in reverse echelon
formation, so that the men on the lower end of the scout line would not be
in the path of stones dislodged by workers higher up on the cliffs. There
is an area of similar terrain approximately 2^ miles long and 1 mile wide
adjoining this area, but situated in Paradise Township, which probably can-
not be examined before next spring.

Severe infestations east of the barrier zone in Massachusetts .—Heavy
gypsy moth infestations near the eastern border of the barrier zone furnish
a source of supply from which small caterpillars are scattered by the wind.
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C. C. C. enrollees have reduced the intensity of many of the more severe

infestations,, thereby diminishing the danger of yearly reinfestation of

the barrier zone by windspread. .".
; ,

Selective thinning reduces Infestation in heavily infested woodland
block.—Approximately 55,000 gypsy, moth egg clusters have been destroyed
by C. C. C, enrolleos.: in a-lj-8-acre block of woodland in the town of Rocking-

ham, Windham County, Vt
.

, which. is adjacent to the New Hampshire State line.

. PIANT-. DISEASE CONTROL ...

Testing barberries for susceptibility to stem rust .— In the testing
of barberry species and varieties for determination of resistance or sus-

ceptibility, fall inoculations in the greenhouse at St. Paul, Minn., are
proceeding rapidly. Most .of the bushes leafed- out at about the same time.

Barberries in the. doubtful class with respect to susceptibility are .being
tested and more data are. being obtained on some varieties recently added
to the resistant class. Availability. of good telial material of Puccinia
graj^inis avenae has made .it possible for the first time to make crosses be-
tween this variety of - stem rust and other, varieties on barberries. The cul-
tures obtained will be grown for physiologic-race determination and possible
hybridization. Results. .obtained thus far in hybridization experiments are
embodied in ah abstract "of ' a'paper to" be presented at the Indianapolis,
Ind.

,
meetings, entitled, "Experiments in crossing varieties of Puccinia

graminis ,". by Ralph U. Cotter, and 'Moses N. Levine. •

'Preliminary results of the 1937 stem rust survey .—Two additional ab-
stracts have been approved for presentation at Indianapolis: "The epidemi-.
ology of stem rust of wheat in three successive contrasting years," by E. C.

Stakman et al. , which describes and compares stem rust in 1935 » 1936 , and

1937; "The 'increase and importance of race 56 of Puccinia graminis triti -

ci ,
" by E. C. Stakman and R. C. Cassell. The physiologic-race survey of

P. graminis ' tri'tic'i for 1937 is well along toward completion. To November 19,
identification had been completed of 1,120 isolations made from 875 uredial
collections from the United States; of 70 isolations from M-h collections
made in northern Mexico; and of US accial collections, comprising ~f6 isola-
tions. A total of 20 physiologic races was identified in uredial collec-
tions from the United States, 13 from Mexico, and 19 races from barberry ma-
terial. Thus, a different physiologic race was obtained from each 56 uredial
isolations in the United States, or from each 1+U collections. On the other
hand, a different race was found in every U aecial isolations, or in each
2-g- collections. The five' most prevalent races in the uredial collections
were as follows: 56, 11, U9, 38, njrLd 17^ a-^d in the collections of aecia,

38, 56, 11, U9, 59» Observations on fall infection in the Mississippi Val-
ley have been made and attempt is being made to determine how long the
uredial stage lives in these infection centers. Studies also are being made
of the dissemination of spores by the wind, particularly in Texas.

Progr ess of barberry survey in Michigan .—According to P. B. Powers,
in charge of barberry eradication in Michigan, a complete survey of Barry,
Eaton, and Washtenaw Counties has been accomplished since July 1 and some
work has 'been dono in Arenac and Calhoun Counties.' Work is now under way in
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Bay, Branch, Hillsdale, Kent, Midland, Montcalm, Saginaw, and Tuscola
Counties. Extensive areas of escaped bushes have been found in all except
Montcalm County. In Barry County a. farm-to-farm survey was nr.de in I923

and 192U, resulting in the eradication of 2,393 bushes on hj> properties. A
detailed inspection of this entire county with emergency labor during 1936
end 1937 has resulted in the eradication of more than 15,000 bushes on 271
properties. All but about 300 of the bushes destroyed were found growing
v/ild in timbered areas scattered throughout the county.

Progress of barberry crndicat ion in Dane- Coun ty, Wis .—A recent report
submitted by Vcrn 0. Taylor, loader in charge of barberry eradication in

Wisconsin, shows the progress that has been made to reduce the barberry pop-

ulation in Done County, which is recognized as one of the largest continuous
barberry infestations in the control area. ' On ho properties comprising

about 5^ sections of land, nore than l,l6H,900 bushes and seedlings had been

destroyed prior to 1933. A survey made in 1933 and I93U with P. W. A. labor

in the same area resulted in the eradication of about U,600 bushes and seed-
lings. This area was covered again in 1937 when 6,200 bushes and seedlings
were destroyed. While the number found in 1937 exceeds the number destroyed
in 1933 » the bushes were snail and additional seedlings were found only on

5 of the hG properties. Mr. Taylor explains that the summer of 1935
"

l7as

particularly favorable for seed gemination and seedling survival. He be-

lieves this may account for the increased number of small bushes found in

193 7 » as compared with 1933* The 1937 survey was also more intensive than
tne work done in 1933 > as an attempt was made to get all bushes and seed-
lings, regardless of size. In view of the very small proportion of proper-
ties having seedlings this year, it is expected that very few bushes will be

found when future rcsurveys are made.

Spread of blisicr rust in the North Central States .—The past season
has been especially favcr.- blc for the spread of blister rust in the Middle
West. Scouting resulted in the finding of infection on caltiva/tcd black
currants in Lake, McKenry, Boone, Winnebago, and Kane Counties, 111. No' in-
fection was found in Indiana: nor in southeastern Nebraska. In Iowa six in-

fected Ribcs nigrum bushes were found on September 17 at Ennetsburg, Palo
Alto County. In Michigan infection was found on Ribes for the first tine in

Wayne, Livingston, Arenac, Gratiot, Washtenaw, Shiawassee, and Ogenaw Coun-
ties. In Wisconsin the disease was found for the first tine en Ribes in

Kenosha, Milwaukee, Racine, Walworth, and Waukesha Counties, the heaviest
infection occurring in Racine and Kenosha. Counties adjoining Lake Michigan.
Most of these infections were on cultivated black currants. In addition,
infection was reported for the first tine on both pine and Ribes in Trem-
pealeau County, Wis. In Ohio, the rust was found on Ribos in Lorain and
F.-.irficld Count ies for the first tine. No newly infected counties were
added to the list in Minnesota, but a new pine infection center wa.s found in

St. Louis County, a short distance from the Canadian border. This is the

first time infection has been found in this part of St. Louis County and ex-

tends the known range of blister rust infection in Minnesota about 12 niles
farther north. About 80 percent of the trees in the snail area examined
were infected with blister rust.

Control work in the Northeastern St-tcs .— In connection with the es-

tablishnent and maintenance of blister rust control in this region during
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the period May to September 1937, a total of 655,521 acres was cleared of
16,9.36,650 wild Ribes and 17 ,

55U cultivated bushes as a result of 211,850
man-days of work. Over 81 percent of this acreage was protected by labor
provided by the E. C. W. and W. P. A. programs.

Blister rust found adjacent to Yellowstone National Park ,—This fall
infection on Ribes petiolare was found on the Gallo/tin National Forest in
Montana within 19 miles of the northwest corner of Yellowstone Park and 26
miles of the Mont ana-Wyoming line. This infection is one of l6 found during
the course of scouting southeast of the Inland Empire white pine belt in a
region that has a scattered but large acreage of whitebark and limber pine.
The l6 infections are distributed on the U national forests between the
western white pine region and Wyoming as follows: Bitterroot, 11; Deerlodge,
1; Beaverhead, 3l ^a Gallatin,. 1. The location of infection on the Beaver-
head and Gallatin forests marked the first discoveries of rust east of the
Continental Divide in the Northwest region. Because of heavy Ribes defolia-
tion and leaf darkening from freezing temperatures and snow, it was neces-
sary to terminate the scouting in Yellowstone Park and the adjacent forests
in Montana after onl3>- a small portion of the area had been worked. It is

believed that the discovery of one infection by only a relatively small
amount of work on badly defoliated bushes indicates that there were probably
several -undiscovered Ribes infections in and adjacent to Yellowstone Park.
Some of these will probably result in pine infection centers, since one or

both of these two species of five-needle pines occur throughout most of the

area, even in the predominant lodgepole pine type. Although R. petiolare
,

which is generally plentiful throughout the region scouted, was used as the

chief scouting species, eight other species of Ribes , each of which is an
associate of the five-needle pines, were observed. Infection was found on

five species, namely, R. petiolare , R. inerme , R. vi scosissimuro , R. triste
,

and R. irriguum .

Spread of blister rust in Southern Appalachian region .—This year
H. E. Yost„ State blister rust leader in Maryland, located the rust on

Ribes in Baltimore County, Md. , near Lutherville, a short distance north
of Baltimore, and near Bengues, east of Baltimore. In Harford County a
plantation containing about 1,600 cultivated red currants was found to be

about 75 percent infected with blister rust, while in Carroll County a
light infection was found on cultivated red currants near Westminster. For-

tunately, there were no white pines very near- these infected Ribes . The

rust was found for the first time in the State of Delaware at Hockcssin,

in New Castle County, on four R, nigrum bushes. In West Virginia light in-

fection on wild gooseberries was located in Greenbriar County. In Virginia
blister rust was discovered for the first time on wild Ribes in Alleghany

County. Pine and Ribes infection was found to be quite heavy from the top

of Shenandoah Mountain north of Briary Branch to Bother Knob, a distance of

U miles. This area lies in Pendleton County, W. Va, , and Rockingham County,

Va. In Augusta County, Va.. , pine and Ribes were found infected in Braley

Branch and infected pine were located on the Shiflett plantation.

Blister rust in the "fruiting" stage reported in Massachusetts in Novem-

ber .— C. C. Perry reports the finding of a young branch canker in the active
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aecial stage at Belchertown, Mass., in November. While our records show
that the development of aecia at this time of year has "been noted before,
it is so rare as to be worthy of 'mention.

' COTTON INSECT INVESTIGATIONS

Population studies of nemipteroun insects attacking cotton . -'-A survey
to obtain more information concerning the abundance' of various species of
hemipterou's insects,' wild-ho'st-piant relationships, s'oasunal distribution,
and other ^similar factors in relation to 'cot'ton in the irrigated sections of
Arizona, New Mexico," Califomia, "and 'southwestern Texas was made by Horace
G. Johnston in July,' August," and September. " Population count's were made by •

sweeping and 'by 'examination of plants' in different localities. Fifty species
of hemipterou's insects were collected in 'cot-tori fields, some for the first
time, and at least 15 of the species affect cotton production enough to be

considered important. For convenience the species of economic importance may
be divided into: (l) The boll-feeding group, which include in the order of
their importance, Euschi stu s inpietiventris Stal. , Chlorochroa sayi Stal., C.

ligata Say, Thyoat?, oust at or Fab. ,
Dysdorcus mimulus Husscy, and Euryophthal-

mus succinctus Linn. These species are gregarious and are constantly moving
so the populatirn is seldom uniform in a field and their relative importance
varies greatly in different localities. The two latter species were seldom
sufficiently numerous to be of much importance. (2) The squarc-fceding group
of mirids include Lygus hespcrus Knight, Psallus sor iatus Rent., Par t he nicus
sp. , Creont iades femoral is V. D. , Adcl v hocrrus suporbus Uhl . , and Rhinacloa
for t iccrni s Reut. The first throe soecies are now definitely known to also
feed on smo.ll bolls and to cause shedding. (3) The predatory group include
Gcocoris sonoraensis V. D. , Nab is ferus Linn.

, Zelug socius Uhl. , Zelus
renardi Kolo. , and Orius- insi.iiosus Say. But little is known of their feed-
ing habits in cotton fields. Chlorochroa sayi and Lygus- glisus were found
feeding on Russian-thistle ( Salsola pestifor ) across southern New Mexico and
into northwestern Texas. No C. sajrj, wore found cast of Pyote, Tex., though
Russian-thistle was abundant farther east. Psallus sor iatus , the cotton
flea hopper, and its most important wild host plant ( Croton~sp. ) w re not
found after a diligent search at Presidio, Tex., though both were found on
the north slope of the Chinati Mountains, which border the valley to the
north. Lygus elisus , L. hesperus , and Par thenicus sp. were found on cotton
in the Pahrump Valley near Las Vegas, Nov., where cotton was being grown
for the first time. The peculiar distribution and seasonal abundance of
srr.e of the species cannot yet be explained. It is suspected that the popu-
lations, in part, at least, are due to long-distance migrations, as some of
the enormous populations found in cotton fields could not be explained on
the basis of local migrations from alfalfa and other crops.

Pink boll worm population studie s. --Records were again taken this season
by H. S. Cavitt and 0. T. Robortson to determine the percentage of bolls in-
fested, the number of larvae per boll, and the worm population per acre in
their studies of the factors influencing the seasonal abundance of the pink
bollworm in the Big Bend, Green bolls from 30 fields, selected as repre-
sentative of the area, were examined biweekly, the same fields being used in

1936 and 193 7 • Results for the 2 years are shown in the following table.
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1936 1937
JJ&i Vciu • U C 11 :Larvae Green

Peri od per 1 li- • D 0 X X S * J-1cU V cio :per in- UUllo
pr cii nf -DO X X S • fe st ed # per » per Bolls vested per

, toll iulant • -acre - 'infested: boll plant ! acre
Percent No. : No. j No. •Percent : No. No. ' No.

Aug
1

. 1-15—

—

12.17 -
' i75k : cTTs : 12,009 27.93 :

1 2.19 7.7 43,069
Aug. 16-31— ' 36.57.

•

2.3U : 8.2 : 65,420 ' 73.27 : 4.90 6.5 211,900
Sep. 1-15 74.20 U.45 '.

: 7>g :177,*03 97.30 : S.70 ! 3.1 242,588
Sep. 16-30— 93.77 : 7.0S

"
: '5.0 :212,0l4, '99.67 11.90 ' 1.8 188,322

Oct. 1-15—- .100.00 10.35 : 2.4 : 160, 132 100.00 : 11.46 ! 1.0 99,578
Oct. 15-31— 100.. 00 11.36 : 1,4 :lll,403 100.00 : 9.11 0.9 70,921

The infestation .and population per acre during the early part of 1937
was, considerably, higher than, for the sane ..periods last year. Although there
were more worms per acre at' the height :of the infestation , the peak popula-
tion (242,588 larvae, per. acre), was reached' during the first half of Septem-
ber, 1937 » or 2 weeks earlier than in 1936. -. There was a decline in the num-
ber of worms per acre following the peaks In both' years but by the end of
the year 1937 the population was considerably lower than in 1936. During
1936 there was a steady increase in the number of larvae in infested bolls
from August 1 to October 31, while in 1937 the greatest number of worms per
boll (H.9) were found, during " the last 2 weeks 'of September. The smaller'

worm population during the latter part of this season as compared to last'

year is attributed largely to the early maturity of the crop. The earliness
.of the crop is indicated by •"•the* peak production of green bolls per plant,
which occurred during the first half of August in 1937, 'and during the latter
half of August in 1936. ' The decline in number of bolls per plant was also
much more rapid than last year, .although the average yield per acre will be

approximately the same. The earlier maturity" -of the' 1937 crop with the re-

salting late-season' reduction in the number of bolls per plant and worm pop-
ulation per acre was due to the more extensive use of early maturing varie-
ties with determinate growth 'habits, earlier. planting, closer spacing of

plants in the row, and favorable, seasonal conditions. The earlier crop will

also aid in reducing the carry-over' of long cycle \or hibernating- larvae by
permitting, the crop to be picked and the fields cleaned earlier in the fall.

The higher temperatures earlier in the season are more favorable for larvae

to complete development and emerge this fall than the lower temperatures
.

later in the season, and it is expected that a smaller percentage of the lar-

vae present will go into hibernation. The use of bettor varieties and im-

proved agronomic practices for growing cotton under pink bollworm conditions

are based on the results of experimental work by S. L. Calhoun, of the Pre-

sidio laboratory.

Longevity of the boll weevil .— G. -L. Smith reports that 5 01 the 76

boll weevils emerging from hibernat ion /cages at Tallulah and kept under ob-

servation for longevity studies were still alive on November 1 and were

placed in hibernation cages for the second winter. Iri 193-4 two weevils lived

until November 1, bat in 1935 ^d I936 all died before this date, This is
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the largest number ever carried through the year until time for hibernation
installation the next year. There are no records of boll weevils living
through tv7o winters.

PINK BOLLWORM AND THURBERIA V/EEVIL CONTROL

G-in-trash inspection .—Gin-trash inspection has been completed in

the Texas Panhandle district and in southwestern Oklahoma. No indication
of infestation was found in Oklahoma. In the Texas Panhandle several
additional specimens were found in two counties where infestation had been
discovered the previous month. Intensive inspections just outside this dis-

trict continued to give negative results. In the Tucson section additional
specimens "of the pink bollworm and also of the Thurberia weevil were found.

A light infestation of the pink bollworm was also discovered near Feldman,
Ariz., in Pinal County, where a few hundred acres arc grown. Incidentally,
the Thurberia weevil quarantine line goes through the middle of the ranch
on which the finding wa.s made. After finding the light infestations in

the Tucson section and at Feldman, it was considered advisable to give the

Salt River Valley of Arizona a rather thorough inspection. Consequently,
five machines were sent there about the middle of November, aid on Novem-
ber 23, one specimen of the pink bollworm was found at Ca.sa Grande, in

Pinal County. Intensive inspections have been continued there since the
finding, with negative results, as has also been the case in the Salt River
Valley. In view of the favorable conditions for inspection, and the large
amount cf trash inspected, it appears that the infestation at Casa Grande
is extremely light. Stoos are now being taken to add this new section to

the regulated area.

Destruction of stalks.—The destruction of cotton stalks in the lower
Rio Grande Valley of Texa,s has gone forward, with excellent cooperation
from farmers and others concerned. At the end of October over half of the
original stalks standing at the beginning of the month had been destroyed.
There has been very little rainfall in the valley the last few months and
this has made the destruction of stalks much more difficv.lt. All fields in

which stub cotton came up were taken care of before it began fruiting.
There has recently been some cold weather which has halted the growth of
stub cotton. On the Mexican side of the river, where the same program is

being carried out, it was approximately 95 percent completed. All of the
acreage on which stalks are still standing is in the upper part of the dis-
trict, where no infestation was found this sca.son.

Road-traffic inspect ion .—At the Marfa, Tex., road station 20 confis-
cations of contraband material were made during the month, S of which were
infested with the pink bollworm. The infested material consisted cf small
lots of seed cotton, 52 living and 1 dead pink bollworm larvae being in-
tercepted. One of these infested interceptions might have been the means
of spreading infestation to another area, as 37 living and 1 dead larvae
were found in 1 pound of seed cotton on November 2. This is the largest
infested interception made this season.

Thurb',-ria»-plant eradicrt ion .—This activity has gone forward satis-
factorily throughout the month. Very good progress has been made, consid-
ering the fact that the camp was moved to a new site and approximately U
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miles of trail had to be made so that equipment could be carried by the
pack train. It appears that work can be carried on from this new site
for some time. During the month 1,8^0 acres were gone' over and 19,Ul7
Thurboria plants destroyed. . ....

Wild cotton .—The eradication of wild cotton in southern Florida
made excellent progress throughout the month, as weather conditions were
favorable. Some of the crews were handicapped somewhat, as rough water
caused a little delay in the boat work. It is of interest to note that
there is a redaction of from 20 to 30 percent in the usual number of plants
encountered, and very few of them have contained mature bolls. By the end
of the month all of the Bradenton' area had been recleaned, and considerable
progress made in the Fort Myers, Florida Bay, and Mainland Key areas. A
camp was being set up at Cape Sable at the end of the month and work was -to

get under way 'in that area shortly. Throughout the month 1,770 acres were
gone over, and approximately 57 > 000 seedling and 100 sprout plants were re-
moved. In addition, 355 acres were covered without finding any wild cotton.
Approximately 150 wild cotton bolls were inspected from Key Largo and
Lower Matecumbe and 2 pink bollworm larvae were found.

TRUCK CROP AND GARDEN INSECT INVESTIGATIONS

Cryolite-dust mixtures and cornmeal-cryolite baits give promising re-

sults in control of tomato fraitworm .—Joseph Wilcox and M, W. Stone, of

the Alhambra, Calif., laboratory, report that the results obtained from. 523
field plots of tomatoes treated for the control of Heli-othi s obsolcta F. in

southern California in 1937 disclosed that the most promising results were

obtained with a dust mixture consisting of equal parts of cryolite (either

natural or synthetic) and talc, and with a bait made of 25 pounds of corn-

meal to 1 pound of cryolite. Uusally three applications of each material

were made in these tests, the first being applied when the plants wore about

'I foot in diameter and the other applications were spaced at 2-weck intervals.

Since biological investigations have disclosed that most of the tomato fruit-

worm eggs are ' deposited on the upper or lower surfaces of the tomato leaves

at the periphery of the plant, special attention was devoted to this por-

tion of the plant when applying insecticides. The dust mixtures were ap-

plied with rotary hand dusters and the bait was broadcast by hand over the

leaves of the plant. Sprays wore also tried in several fields and the most

promising were those containing U pounds of cryolite to 100 gallons of water

or phenothiazine at the rate of 3 pounds to 100 gallons of water. Prelim-

inary analyses of samples of tomatoes picked from the treated plots indi-

cated that when a 3~\7eek interval had elapsed between the time of the last

application and the time the sample was picked, no excess residue was' found.

Additional investigations will be necessary, however, before definite con-

clusions can be reaohed on the insecticide-residue phase of the tomato fruit-

worm problem.

Negative results' in attempt to control bulb nematode by hi.;;-h frequency

wave s.— In preliminary tests performed at New Brunswick, N. J., by R. Lett a.

and F. S. Blanton, of the Babylon, N. Y. ,
laboratory, in cooperation with

T. J. Headlee and D. Manley Jobins, of the New Jersey Agricultural Experiment



Station, in an attempt to control the bulb nematode (Ditylenchu s dipsaci
(Kuhn) Filipjev) by high-frequency waves in the radio band, negative re-
sults were obtained, since no mortality to the bulb nematode resulted
after exposures of ]>0 minutes, using waves of 12.5 an(i *+2 meters. It was
demonstrated that the rays were not absorbed to any great extent by bulb
tissue, which resulted in a slow rate of temperature increase and no lethal
effect on the nematodes. Infra-red rays were absorbed by the surface
layers of tissue.

Beet l^afhopper population shows goncrol decrease in San Joaquin Val-
ley .—& T. York, of the Modesto, Calif., laboratory, -reports that, as a
result of surveys made in the weed areas of the Son Joaquin Valley of Cali-
fornia during the fall of 1937 » it has been determined that in general the

population of Eutottix tenellus Bak. has decreased during the H-ycar period
from 193*+ to 193 7 1 inclusive. The estimated population in 193*+ was ap-
proximately 120,169 million; in 1935, 8,205 million; in 1936, 25,000 mil-
lion; and in 1937, 10,000 million.

Hot- water : treatment controls cyclamen mite .—?. F. Smith, of the Belts-
ville, Md.

,
laboratory, reports that the first application of the hot-water

treatment to control Tarsonemus pallidas Banks on cyclamens under commercial
conditions was made .on approximately 4-, 000 plants at Alexandria, Va. , in
October 1937* In the course- of these tests, the mite-infested plants were
subjected to the standard hat-water treatment of immersing the plants com-
pletely for 15 minutes in hot water maintained at- a temperature of 110 F,

Approximately 90 percent of the plants subjected to this treatment showed
severe injury by the cyclamen mite, which would have rendered them valueless
had not some control been applied. As a result of the hot-water treatment,
the treated plants showed no evidence of injury and, compared with typical
untreated plants reserved as checks, showed considerable improvement in

growth and flower-bud development. At the end of November an examination
of the treated plants disclosed that they were apparently free from mites
and that they developed satisfactorily without any indication of injury
from the treatment.

Physical qualities of roter.one-tobaccc dust mixture not improved by
ad'1 in ft clay .—Experiments and observations during the last several years
have indicated that finely ground and sterilized tobacco dust is the most
satisfactory diluent for cube or dcrris when applied to shade-grewn tobacco
in combating the tobacco flea beetle "(Zpitri x parvula Fab.). Some tobacco
grorers, however, were of the opinion that tine physical qualities of this
dust mixture could be improved by the addition of finely ground Georgia clay.

As a result of experiments to test this theory, F. S. Chamber1in, of the
Qaincy, Fla. , laboratory, rororts that the addition of the clay to the cus-
tomary cube- or djrris-tobacco dust mixture used for combating the tobacco
flee beetle apparently did not improve its dusting qualities when applied
with rotary hand-operated dttstors. It appeared that the use of a dust mix-
ture containing 1 percent rotenone, with 75 percent tobacco dust and 25 per-
cent finely ground Georgia clay as a diluent, on shade-grown tobacco under
favorable weather conditions at the rate cf 6 pounds per acre did not leave
conspicuous residues on the cured tobacco leaves. Heavier applications of
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this dust mixture, however, did leave conspicuous deposits on the cured
product. In general, these experiments demonstrated that the addition of
finely ground clay to the derris- or cube-tobacco dust mixture did not
result in any appreciable improvement in the finished dust mixture and may
cause a permanent white residue to remain on the treated leaves.

Pea weevil infestations in Palouse area of Idaho' and Washington .

—

T. A. Brindley and F. G. Hinman, of the Mosco\7, Idaho, laboratory, report
that on the basis of data collected by the pea grading service of the Bur-
eau' of Agricultural Economics, cooperating with the Department of Agronomy
of the University . of . Idaho , it appears' that the pea weevil infestation in
the Palouse area showed a slight decrease in 1937> 0-9 compared to the pre-
ceding 3 years. These data are based on collections of samples made in

56 locations in Washington and 13 locations in Idaho. The pertinent data
from these examinations are shown in the following. table.

Year
j

Samples
Infestations

Samples

'

Infestations !

[Average for
! territoryAverage Maximum Average .'Maximum

I93U-:
1935- !

1936— '

1937— !

'^umber Percent Percent Number Percent ^Percent ; Percent

669
:' 599

688

795

3.64
2.77

' 1.93
2.21

33.2"
' 27.2

17.3

37.1 !

655
652
43g !

391

4.4s : 55.6
'4.4-1 • 41.5
4.1S : 35.1
3.50 : 29.7

: 3.95
: 3-35
1 2.69

: 2.57

The samples from which the infestation data were taken were obtained
by taking small uniform samples from every fifth bag 'of each grower's lot
of peas as they were driven to the warehouses. From this composite sample,
25O grams were examined to determine the percentage of weevil-infested
peas on a weight basis.

Bait of cornmeal, zinc phosphide, and yeast as control for mol e

cricket . -~As a result of recent laboratory tests, J. N. Tenhet, of the San-
ford, Fla.

,
laboratory, reports that under the conditions of the experi-

ments, a bait consisting of a combination of cornmeal, zinc phosphide, and
yeast gave surprisingly superior results to any other combination bait
tested against mole crickets ( Scapteriscus spp.). It was definitely shown
that a bait containing cornmeal was slightly superior to the other foods
tested; that both par is green and zinc phosphide were definitely more ef-
fective than derris and calcium arsenate; that zinc phosphide was much
more highly significant in effectiveness than paris green; and that, the

use of brewer's yeast did not increase the effectiveness of any bait to justi

fy its use, except when this yeast was used in combination with cornmeal and
zinc, phosphide. In view of the relatively high effectiveness of baits con-

taining zinc phosphide in controlling mole crickets under laboratory condi-

tions, it seemed desirable to determine the effect of such a bait on the

foliage of celery seedlings, because celery seedbeeds arc frequently injured

by mole crickets in Florida. For this purpose a bait made up at the rate of

100 pounds of cornmeal, 5 pounds of zinc phosphide, and 2 pounds of brewer's
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yeo.st was broadcast heavily on the foliage of snail celery seedlings. No

foliage injury resulted.

INSECTS INFESTING MAN AND ANIMALS

Shape of cg~s determines species of certain Aedcs nosquitoes . --H. H.

Stage and C. M. Gjullin, who arc studying the biologies of sorao of the eco-
nomic species of mosquitoes of the Pacific Northwest, report that in the
course of their work in separating eggs of Acdes vexans Meig. raid Acde s aid-
richi Dyar and Kriab from the soil it has become apparent that there is enough
difference in the shape of the eggs of these tyro species to separate them by
that character alone. The eggs of A. vexans arc long and slender as compared
to those of A. aldr ichi . Error in selecting eggs according to this character
has been reduced to approximately 1 percent.

Certain ants locate and- destroy screwworm pupae underground .—A . V7

.

Lindquist, of the Uvalde, Tex., laboratory, states: "The most interesting
finding during the month was that Eciton and Pheidolc ants locate and destroy
pupae of Cochliomyia americana C. and P. underground. 17e have previously de-
termined that ants attack the larvae and evidence is now at hand that pupae
are also destroyed. Four tests were made in which C_. americana . larvae were
dropped in boxes with screen-wire bottoms. The boxes contained 3 inches of
ant-free soil and were buried 3 inches in the ground. By using these boxes
the soil could be removed and examined for the pupae. In one test, using 150
C_. americana ' larvae, examination showed 33 percent of the pupae eaten into by
ants, 52 percent emerged, and 15 percent dead from on unknown Cause. The
ants were apparently Pheidole . In another test in a different environment
all .150 pupae were eaten into by ants, apparently Eciton caecum .

"

• ' FOREIGN PLANT QUARANTINES

Entomological interceptions of interest .—Six living larvae of the
Mexican fruit fly (Anastrcpha ludens Loew) were intercepted at Roma, Tex. , on
September l6 in a quince in baggage from Mexico. Fifteen living larvae of
the nelonfly (Daous cucurbitae Coq. ) were taken at Son Pedro, Calif., on
October 10 in two cucumbers in ship's stores from the Philinpines . Living
specimens of Anuraohis cynarae (Theo. ) were intercepted at New York on April

9, A~:ril 29, and May 12 on globe artichokes in ships' stores from Itoly, Al-
geria, and France, respectively. Living specimens of Aptinothrips rufus von.
stylii era Tryb. were- taken at Boston on August 15 on on ornamental grass in

baggage from Ireland. A living larva of the golechiid Golochia ericctclla
Hbn. was found at Philadelphia on August 4 among dry heather in the mail from
Scotland. A livi:v: larva of the weevil Cholus c at t leyarum Barber was inter-
cepted at Son Francisco on October 27 in an orchid ( Cattleya sp. ) in cargo
from Colombia. The coccid Fornosaspis formosanus (Tak. ) arrived at Seattle,
Wash., on May 28 on bamboo leaves used as packing for too. in cargo from China.
This sca.lc insect was also token at New York on Juno IS on bamboo leaves in

cargo from China. The determinations by H. Morrison are from description
only. Living specimens of the thrips Franklir.iclla fortissimo. - Pr. were taken
at the airport at Brownsville, Tex. , on May 6 on orchids in cargo from Mexico.
Two living larvae of the bean pod borer (Maruca testulal is Gcyer) were col-
lected on October 1 in string beans in the field at Cidra, P. R. Living
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specimens of the cydnid Geotomus pygmaeus Dallas were intercepted at Hono-
lulu, Hawaii, on October 31, 1936, in the quarters of the Philippine Clipper
arriving from the Philippines via Guam, Fake, and Midway Islands. The scale
insects Adi scodiaspis tamaricola Mai. and Pariat or i a chinonsis Marl, were
found at Washington, D. C.,. on Juno 15, 1937, on tamarix cuttings in the
mail from India. H. Morrison reports as follows: "Wo have no previous
records for the occurrence

.
of these coccids in India."

Fruitflies in old clothes.—During the course of inspection of baggage
from Italy at New York on October 7 a trunk was opened and flies were im-
mediately seen crawling over some of the bundles in the trunk. These proved
to be newly' emerged adults of the olive fruitfly (Dacus oleae Gmel.). Living
larvae and pupae of this fruitfly were also foixnd in olives contained in the
trunk. In addition to the olive fruitfly, living larvae and pupae of the
Mediterranean fruitfly ( Cerat it is cap it at

a

Wied. ) were picked out from among
the old clothes and from under the loose lining .of the trunk. Besides olives,
the trunk contained quinces, oranges, pricklypears, and pomegranates.

Pathological interceptions of interest .—What appeared to be Bacterium
lachrymans Sm, & Bryan was intercepted at Baltimore on November 20 on pumpkin
from Straits Settlements. ' Diplodi a natalensis By. was found fruiting
abundantly on a grain of corn from Mexico on November 13 at Roma. Gloeo-
sporium leguminum Ckc. was intercepted for the first time on July 1, 1936,
on mesquite pods from Mexico. A fungus determined as probably G, ulmicolum
Miles, though not previously reported on seed, was intercepted on elm seed
from Canada on June 29 at Buffalo. Helminthosporium allii Campanile was
found on garlic from England on November 2 at Port Arthur. H. torulosura

(Syd. ) Ashby, first interception, was found on a shipment of plantains from
Dominican Republic on November 11, 1935 > at New York. Hetcrosporium allii
Ellis & Mart, was found on leek tops from England for the first time on
November 20 at Philadelphia. Macrpphoma, hippoglossura Berl. & Vogl., first
interception, was found on Ruscus hypoglossum leaves from Italy on May 20
at New York. Marssonina juglandis (Libert) Magnus, first interception, was
found on walnut leaves from Italy on October lU. at New York. Puccinia car-
linae Jacky was intercepted at New York on November S, 1935 » Pn Carlina vul-

garis from Germany. Pucciniastrun myrtilli (Schum. ) Arth. was intercepted
on June 26 at New York on azalea cuttings from Switzerland. Puccinia oxali-
dis was found on November 11, 1935 1 at ^T°w York on Oxal i s lati folia leaves
mixed with parsley from Venezuela. Ravenelia sp. (cfr. R. talpa (Long) Arth.),
first interception of the genus, was intercepted in the mail on Cracca

(Tephrosia ) at the Inspection House at V/ashington on January 13 » 193&*
Sporonema strobilinum Desm. was intercepted on June 29 at New York on a ship-

ment of Picea excel sa cones from Sweden. During the Holland bulb-shipping
season, interceptions at the Inspection House at Washington included
Aphelenchus avenae Bastian on August l6 on Colchicum Autumn Queen (new host

genus for our interception files); Ditylenchus dip sac

i

(de Man) Eilipjev on

Colchicum spec io sum album and numerous interceptions on bulbous iris of

various kinds; Urocystis colchici (Schlecht) Rab. on several shipments of

Colchicum and Verticillium albo-atrum Reinke and Berth, on Eremurus sp. (new

host for the interce _otion files).
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Plant diseases in Guam . --The first set of plant discr.se specimens
collected in the field in Guam by R. C-. Oakley reached Washington in excel-
lent condition and included Oorcospora batatae Zinn. on swectpota.to ; a leaf
spot determined as probably C, ci trail ina Cfcc. on cantaloup; C_. cucurbitae
E. & E. on cantaloup; Cercospora sp. on morning-glory; Phyllosticta c.olo-

casiophila Any Gf. Veedon on taro; Phyllosticta dioscoreae Cooke on Dioscerca
sp.

(

D. acalcata or an allied species); and Physoderna. zcae-naydi s Shaw on

corn. Tho last-named fungus is one of those on which the corn-disease quar-
antine (No. 2k) is based.

DOMESTIC PLANT QUARANTINES .

Corliss and Dopson assigned new field projects .—Effective January 1,

J. M. Corliss will be placed in charge of field supervision of the white-
fringed beetle project, with headquarters at Elorala, Ala., and R. IT. Dopson
will take charge of field supervision of transit inspection and enforcement
of white pine blister rust quarantine activities, with headquarters at

Chicago. Mr. Corliss 1 experience in organizing -and supervising field con-
trol activities, in addition to his more recent responsibilities in super-
vising transit inspection, make him especially qualified, it is believed,
to organize the activities relating to tho white-fringed beetle. Mr. Dopson
is also experienced in transit inspection and has been successful in co-
operative control work on phony peach and citrus canker diseases in the
Southern Sta.tes.

Yfritc-fringed beetle population .—Adult specimens of white-fringed
beetles have been taken from tine to tirno in November from known infested
areas at a temperature near freezing. The finding of live beetles in ditches
indicates that these insects are still migrating. Soil sampling during the
month disclosed large numbers of larvae. No pupae have been found since
August 1,

I.cw shipload of animal bor.es inspected .— Sixty tons of animal bones
arrived at New Orleans from packing houses in Argentina and Uruguay on No-
vember 17 and the U tons of debris at the bottom of the hold were made
available for inspection for white-fringed beetles. The bones were found
to be free from animal matter and dirt, having been treated with heat at
origin and piled to await shipment. The inspectors sifted the debris in
tho electric screening machine and examined it closely. No signs of the
white-fringed beetle were found. The five inspectors of the white-fringed
beetle project were assisted by one inspector from Louisiana arid two from
the Division of Foreign Plant Quarantines. Inspection at the New Orleans
docks where skeletons of the beetles were found in September resulted in
finding large numbers of larvae of this pest.

'.7hite-fringed beetle unimportant in Uruguay .—According to a recent
official statement from a government agricultural official of Uruguay,
Naupactus leucoloma Boh., although common in that country and observed to
feed in the larval stage on alfalfa" roots and other cro")s, has not been con-
sidered of economic importance and -has therefore not been thoroughly studied
in that country. ;
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Shaker-machine experiments for white-fringed be etle.— In order more
effectively to inspect cotton trash, peanut hay,. soil, bone trash, and
other material for the presence of adults or larvae of the white-fringed
beetle, a shaker-machine has been devised which is operated by electricity
and; fitted, with a. hopper of 1/2-ihch mesh and with three trays of 1/3
inch, l/s inch, and 1 /.1 6 inch mesh, respective'ly. The experiments have
consisted in placing a certain number of live beetles or . larvae in dif-
ferent types of clean trash from noninfested areas.,, running the machine at

275 r.p.m. , and checking on the presence of these insects in the recovered
material. The l/8-inch tray was found effective in screening gin trash.

Of the 25 beetles placed in the trash, 22 wore recovered and 3 were found
clinging to the wire screen. The machine also proved effective in screen-
ing bone debris, the l/S-inch tray catching insects the size of N. leucoloma

Act ivities relating t o the white-fringed beetl e.—Cooperat ive Federal-
State inspection and scouting for the white-fringed beetle has been made
in ports, cities, and various industrial points in 55 counties in 6 States.

Crop surveys have been made of approximately 10,000 acres of the infested
area in Florida and Alabama, including U , 000 acres of cultivated land and
woodland. Many of the infested farms have been previously surveyed

_

by the

A. A. A. and the data made'' available by county agents. Inspectors are pre-
paring detailed plats showing each kind of crop produced as a basis for

control activities in the coming field season.

Sweetpotato weevil control and eradication .— Survey work \7as con-
ducted in November in parts of Georgia, Mississippi, Alabama, and Texas.
The freezing weather extending to the Gulf in certain localities has
greatly reduced the host food supply of adult weevils. The fields are be-
ing , replowed, however, and all remaining vines removed and burned in order
to eliminate the possibility of development of spring volunteers. Federal
and State inspectors are concentrating their efforts on clean-up measures,
assisting growers in selecting weevil-free tubers for storage, trapping
weevils in cleaned seedbeds, supervising the harvesting and movement of
sweetpotatoes to city markets for consumption, inspecting stores and com-
mission houses, and turning bark or destroying, shipments moved. from one
property to another in violation -of State quarantines. Numerous infesta-
tions now existing have been traced directly to tenant movement of in-
fested material from one property to another. The, inspection force in No-
vember consisted of 17 Federal and 20 State employees. Weevils were found
in Conecuh County, Ala., and clean-up measures were promptly instituted
and surrounding properties surveyed. Trappings in old seedbeds in Mobile
County, Ala., resulted in talcing l,bS<+ weevils with 1,595 tubers. In Bald-
win County 1,130 weevils were taken with 378 tubers. The activities for
the season through November are .shown below.

State C 0 u n ties Prone r t i e s

1 11snooted ! Infested . Inspected : Infested
Alabama 8 : ^

: 153
Georgia. 16 k 801 : 23
Louisiana—:- 30 '- 12 22,959

'

:
,

2,037
Mississippi- 13 ! 6 2, '491 . 223
Texas 5 1,317 13

Total -I 96 30 28,562 2,4149
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Transit inspection . — Inspectors investigating the origin of Christmas
greens in the flov/er-market section of Now York City have founl on several
occasions that trucklers of such material had been brought out of the
area infested with the gypsy noth without having been inspected. The
drivers were accordingly required to return their loads to the point of
origin and report to the local noth inspector. Such quarantine enforcement
has been accomplished through the assignment of gypsy moth inspectors, three
of whom arc stationed at New York and two at Boston, to assist in transit
inspection. Shipments of such materials are also being inspected at rail-
way points in IS other cities throughout the East, Middle West, and South.

Mormon cricket conference . --Representatives of six States and of the
Bureau of Entomology and Plant Quarantine in attendance at the Mormon
cricket conference at Pocatello, Idaho, on November 18 and 19 discussed pro-
posed cooperative control in 193^ and the administrative set-up for such a
project. A conservative estimate based on a defensive campaign placed the
areas to be treated at U5'M-,500 acres in 10 States.

Citrus canker activities .—Citrus canker work conducted in Texas in
November by 7 inspectors and 29 relief laborers consisted principally of
eradication of orange and grapefruit seedlings from Galveston and Brazoria
Counties and of reworking properties from which Citrus trjfoliata has been
eradicated. Nearly all such trees have been eradicated from Galveston County
and 75 percent of the property owners have given permission for the eradi-
cation of orange and grapefruit seedlings also.- State inspection was re-
sumed in Louisiana on November 16.

Phony poach disease greatly reduced in 1937 « — Inspection in 1937 of
"

all properties found infec ,ed with tne phony poach disease in 193&, and

those adjacent, in the lightly infected States of Arkansas, Illinois, Indi-

ana, Maryland, Missouri, North Carolina, Oklahoma, Pennsylvania, South Car-

olina, Tennessee, and Texas, showed a reduction of from 50 to 100 percent.

The intensive Federal-State inspection and scouting activities which have

been conducted throughout the- known infected States and regions bordering

thereon, and extensive eradication of v/orthless peach trees especially in

the outer rim of -the infected region and the vicinity of nurseries, have

yielded effective results in the control of this disease. A reduction of

the disease in the generally infected States has also taken place, one

county in Georgia snowing a 75-?crcon
"

t reduction.

Phony peacn end peach mosaic disease activitie s.—Tree-removal work
was carried on in November in Alabama, Arkansas, California, Colorado,
Georgia, New Mexico, Tennessee, and Texas, with an average of 421 relief
and 25 nnnrolief employees. In California the labor force was recently in-
creased to 215 and' the eradication work organized in San Diego and Los
An-eles Counties. It is also continued in San Bernardino and Riverside
Counties.
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C0NTR0L INVESTIGATIONS

Action of insecticides on -insect tissues . --P. A. Woke , of the Belts-
ville, Md.

,
laboratory, isainvestigating the action of insecticides on the

epithelial cells' and "muscle fibers of -the alimentary canal of insects. He
reports differences in action on the cells and tissues of the alimentary
canal of the southern armyr/orra. As examples., /the- -epithelial cells of lar-
vae killed 60 to SO hours after ingesting rotenonc or

.

phenothiazine present
no abnormalities definitely attributable to the action of the poisons,
whereas the afsenicals cause marked disintegration of the epithelial cells
end barium fluosilicate causes the epithelial layer to be thrown into

characteristic folds, ' probably as a result of an action of barium on the

unstriated muscle fibers.
,

Resistance of different species to organic compounds .—T e s t i ng a
group of 100 organic compounds for possible toxicity, A. M. Phillips, of

the Sanford, Fla.
,
laboratory, reports that only l pj caused a mortality of

50 percent of. fourth-instar mosquito larvae 'at a concentration of 20 parts
per million.. As a standard of comparison, one part per million of pheno-
thiazine will kill approximately bO percent of the- larvae. Testing the

same group -of compounds, M. C, Swingle and James B. 'Gahan report that 37
of the compounds will: kill at least 90 percent of first-ihstar southern
armyworms and; 2h of- the. compounds pause the same mortality of first-instar
cross-striped cabbage worms.. Furthermore,- it was found that all compounds

toxic to mosquito larvae were toxic to the leaf-feeding species. Either
the mosquito larvae are harder to kill than the loaf-feeding insects or the

habits and environment of the mosquito larvae decrease the effectiveness of

the compounds in some way. With this group of compounds, the southern army-
worm was the least resistant insect of the three.

INSECTICIDE INVESTIGATIONS

New copper comp ounds as bunt fungicide

s

.--0. A. Nelson, of this
Division, and R. W, Leukel, of the Division of Cereal Crops and Diseases,
Bureau of Plant Industry, have just published (U. S. Dept. Agr. Cir. k$2)
the results of tests of certain copper compounds against bunt, or stinking
smut, of wheat ( Tilletia tritici (Bjerk. ) Wint. and T. lacvis Kuehn). Lab-
orabory, greenhouse, and field studies wore carried on ever a period of 5
years. Basic copper sulphate, high-grade cooper carbonate, copper sulphate-
aniline, and possibly copper chloride-aniline, in general, were found to be

superior to other copper compounds from the standpoint of cost, general ef-

fectiveness in bunt control, and freedom from certain objectionable charac-
teristics. Other copper compounds tested were copper phosphate-, copper
silicate, cupric oxide, cuprous oxide, cuprous sulphide, copper fluoride,
copper diazoaminobenzenc compound, and copper parexamine"benzene compound.

Calcium arsenate studied .—Mr. Nelson has completed a study of the
three component system calcium oxide-arsenic oxide-water from the point of

vie\r of the phase rule. The existence of the following compounds has been
determined: CaHAsO^, Ca^UsOiP^HgO, Ca^(AsO^) 2 .2H26, and UCaO. As20p-, xHgO.
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The evidence presented for the existence of those compounds includes, in

addition to equilibrium data, information gained from microscopic and X-

ray examinations. The existence of the compound 10Ca0.3As20^.4H20 was not

verified. All the data obtained pointed instead to a region of solid solu-

tions between the conditions for tricalcium and tctracalciun arsenate.

These results are published in the Journal of the American Chemical Society

(5912216-2223), November 1937.

BEE CULTURE

Bees clean culls of disease . --A. P. Sturtevant ,
Laramie1

,
Wyo., reports

that each of five colonies, under observation to d.etermine the behavior of

bees in the presence of American foulbrood, removed diseased remains, al-
though some did this more rapidly and completely than did others. In gen-
eral, the most raoid removal takes place within the area where the queen is

laying, removal being slow and uncertain on the outside combs and outer
edges of the combs. Remains most frequently are removed before the scale
has become dry and hard. Many scales are removed completely within a 1- or

2-day period, whereas others are removed gradually or worked on intermittently,
the work being initiated at the outer or head end and proceeding slowly
toward the base of the cell. The portion of scale at the cell base seems to

be the most difficult to remove and may remain for some time or be neglected
entirely. Infrequently the lower cell wall is torn down in removal of the

scale. Occasionally an egg is deposited in a cell before the last diseased
material is removed, but later these usually are- removed. Numerous larvae
were found that at least reached the sealing stage in cells which were
"cleaned out" by the bees. While -the further development of such larvae
without disease was observed,' only a few such instances were recorded, be-
cause of the seasonal restriction of brood rearing. Mr. Sturtevant further
states that the temporary storage of diseased honey in brood cells appar-
ently does not contaminate them sufficiently to cause infection of brood
reared in them later.

Season's v.-ork gives some 'indicet ion that rosistrnce to American foul-
bropj is hcri t -' l'le . --Of 16 line-bred queens reared this year from two bee
strrins that showed signs of resistance during I936 five, after being inoc-
ulated, showed no disease during the season of 1937. according to Mr.
Sturtevant. Of. 17 cross-bred queens representing crosses between the 2

foregoing and 2 additional strains, all developed disease. Seven of these
were killed at the end of the season because of the high degree of infec-
tion. On the whole, the line-bred queens showed to better advantage than
the cress-bred,

S verse dure of package queens higher in second year than in fir st.

—

C. L. Farrar
,
Larmaio, earlier reported that of bC6 package queens observed

in the suporsed.ure studies during 1936» and for which data were available,
practically 9 percent were lost by supersedure. He now reports that, of the
best 1936 package queens stxll in colonics on May 1, 1937. approximately 50
percent were replaced during the summer and part of the survivors were of
poor quality by the close of the season.
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Two-queen colonies surpass single-queen coloni es.—John D. Hitchcock
and H. J. States, Jr., Laramie, report that eight two-queen experimental
colonies produced an average of S^,~J pounds -more honey and had SO percent
more pollen stores at the end of the season than was true of nine single-
queen experimental colonies.

Chemical anaylsis shovrs significant' difference between worker and
que e n .—Warren .Whit comb', Jr., Baton Rouge, La., in commenting on the chemi-
cal determinations made on queen o,nd worker by R. M. Melampy, also cf the :

Baton Rouge laboratory, states that the most significant difference between
the two forms lies in their respective nitrogen content. He suggests that

the retarded development of the worker is due in part either to a qualita-
tive or to a quantitative deficiency, : or ' both, xn.the amino acids of the lar-

val diet. He also states that fat is synthesized and apparently utilized
during the period of organ formation, as the adult worker and queen contain
less fatty material than is present at that period.

IDENTIFICATION AND CLASSIFICATION OF INSECTS
•- ......

v

Second record of a European moth found i n United States *—A single male
moth reared from larvae boring in the bark of white pine at Hartsdale, N. Y; ,

was received from George P. Engelhardt. The moth was determined by Carl
Heinrich as Laspeyresia coniferana Ratz. ' This is 'the second American speci-
men of this European species to be received. The first specimen was recorded
in the News Letter for April 1935* Apparently the species is well established
in Westchester County.

Acquisition of certain little- known Diptera .—Through a recent exchange
with Nathan Banks, of the Museum of Comparative Zoology, Cambridge, Mass.,
C. T. Greene obtained the larvae, pupae, and adults of Vermileo comstockii
Wneelor, V. vermileo Degeer, V, tibialis var. ftowi Wheeler, and Lampromyia
canariensis Wheeler, all belonging in the family Rhagionidae, The adults of

V. tibialis var. dowi and the larvae and pupae of all the above forms are new
to the National Collection. The larvae form conelike pits in the dust in

which they ensnare their prey, much as the larvae of certain ant lions do.

An interesting ant interception .—T. S. Uye&a, of Honolulu, Hawaii, . .

recently found a queen and approximately a dozen workers of a Japanese ant,

determined by M. R. Smith as Euponera (Brachyponera ) soil t aria (F. Smith), in

a shipment of flowering cherry, Prunus sp. ,
originating in Japan (F. P. Q,. ,

Honolulu No. 10^18).- The species, however, is already established in the

United States, having been found for the first time by H. T. Vanderford in 1932
in a number of localities in Georgia, North Carolina, and Virginia. It is

probable that the ant' may have been introduced into these place's by "shipments

of flowering Prunus prior to the time of the establishment of the foreign plant

quarantine inspection service.

Another European leafhopper in the United Stat es .—Specimens of a leafhop-

per collected in .abundance in the Pacific Northwest in 1935 have been identified

by P. 7/. Oman as a European spe'eies, Athysanus schenki Kirschbaum, not previously

reported from America, A study of material available in collections reveals the

following American records for the species: Idaho: Moscow, Sept.' 30, 192? (Shull);

Moscow, Oct, 21, 1929 (Gillett); Moscow Mountain, Sept. lU, 1931 (Gillett); Coeiir

d'Alenc, July 9, 1935 (Oman); Cataldo, July 9, 1§35 (Oman). Washington: Ritz-

ville, July 8, 1935 (Oman); south of Spokane, July 9, 1935 (Oman). Oregon: Mt.
Hood (post office), July 3, 1935 (Oman).
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.

T7ayne E. Leer, associate pathologist and Bureau representative in

charge of the barberry-eradication program in Indiana, died at the Home
iospital in Lafayette, Ind. , on January 2, 1938, following an illness of

several weeks' duration. His wife, Elizabeth P. Leer, and tv/o daughters,
lean Frances and Virginia Anne, survive him.

Mr. Leer was born at Fairraount , Ind. , on June 5» 1S97. In 1919 ne re-

ceived the degree of 3achelor of Science in Agriculture from Purdue Univer-
sity and in 1923 he received the U. S. degree from, the University of Illinois.
Since then he has held the position of State leader of barberry eradication
in Indiana, with headquarters at Purdue University.

Mr. Leer was a member of Spcilon Sigma Phi, an honorary fraternity of
agricultural extension workers, also of Alpha Zeta, Sigma Delta Chi, and
Kappa Delta Pi fraternities •

• FRUIT INSECT INVESTIGATIONS

Headquarters for peach-orchard- ins ect survey move d.—The headquarters
for the survey oi insects in peach orchards in connection with the peach
mosaic problem were moved, effective December 1, from Riverside, Calif., to

S-:n Bernardino, Calif., and were consolidated with the suboffice of the Divi-
sion of Domestic Plant Quarantines at that point. L. D. Christenson is in

charge of the survey work and is assisted by Laurence Jones.

Two generati ons of peach bo>:er in Gcorgir .—0. I, Snapp and J. R.
Thomson, Jr., Fort Valley, Ga.

,
r-.port that during the 1937 season they

reared second-generation adults of the peach borer in peach trees under nor-
mal orchard conditions. Die number reared was small in comparison to the

total borer population. .

Succession of insects in rrislr.s .—A stack of 12 tons of Thompson Seed-
less rairins of the 193° crop was sampled by H. C. Dcnchoe, of the Fresno,
Calif., laboratory, at intervals of U wo.jks, beginning March 2k and ending
October U. She following table presents a summary of succession of all species
and all stages of insects found.
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Ir.fe station per"' ton
Raisin: Indian- : SaW-'r;f.:

•
• : j Misc.

Date ! moth s meal : toothed: Crypt- :Cephal- : including: Total

1937 moth s' -grain : ophagus :Dermes-•: onomia : Micro- (all

: "beetle : insoitus : tidae: : tarsalis , bracon species

)

3/24- 1,350: 400 : 1,400: 600 : 0 : 0 0 3,750
4/21- 850: 300 : 8,500: 550 0 0 : 0 : 10 , 200
5/19- . 350: 700 : 213, 050: 5o0 : 0 : 0 : 150 : 214,750
6/16- 200: 2,200 :17S f 150: 0 : 0 : 0 : 50 . : 180,600
7/lU- s 150: 700 : 79,900: 0 : 50 :6,350 : 150 : 87,300
S/12- : 250: S50 : 24,600: 0

'."

,: 500 : 1,000 1 50 i 27,250
9/g- ! 350: 2,000 : 15,100: 0 : 900 :i,250 : 400 : 20,000

: 10,45010/U- : . 100: 2,550 : 6,650: 0 : U50 : 350 ! 350

Of especial interest are the dominance of the saw-toothed grain "beetle;

the appearance of Cephalonomia tarsalis Ashm. , a parasite of its larvae, in

the samples taken in July and later; the disappearance of Cryptojphagus insoi-

tus Casey after the May sampling, date; the appearance of derinestids in July;
and the typical dwindling of the raisin moth population during the year fol-
lowing harvest. The table supports other evidence which points to the in-
ability of the Indian-meal moth' to "become abundant in the presence of an in-
festation of the saw-toothed grain beetle.

Organisms of milky diseases of Japanese beetle larvae viable after 25
months in soil .— In October 1935 the late G-* P. White buried samples of soil
contaminated with organisms of the milky, diseases of Japanese beetle larvae
in outdoor plots. The plots throughout this period have been protected se-

as to prevent any Japanese bee-tie larvae from being in the plots. Recently
R. T. White and S. R. Dutky, of the Moorestown, N, J., laboratory, have
tested these soil samples on healthy larvae, to determine whether the dis-
ease organisms are still viable. The results of the tests show that the

disease organisms are still viable, after 25 months, both types of the dis-

ease, types A and 3, developing in healthy grubs feeding, in the soil samples.

Normal depth of 3oil population of Japanese beetl e.— I. M. Hawley and
T. N, Dobbins, Mocrestown, have completed a summary of data on the depth of

the soil-inhabiting stages of the Japanese beetle in turf in .the older in-

fested New Jersey-Pennsylvania area. Records are available on a total of

213,037 individuals over the period from 1925 to 1935* Over 90 percent of

the larvae normally hibernate at depths of from 2 to 6 inches, with the

greatest number in the 2- to 4- inch layer of soil. During 5 of the years

covered by the surveys, no larvae were found below 8 inches, whereas in 'the

other 5 years only 56 larvae were found as deep as the 8- to 10-inch layer

of soil. The data given apply only to larvae in turf. In cultivated fields,

where the soil is of a looser texture and where soil temperature and moisture

conditions are somewhat different, the larvae often move to greater depths.

Overwintering strawberry leaf roller. a reservoir for hibernating para-

site .—For a number of years large quantities of material of Macro centrus
ancylivorus Rohw. for distribution 'in colonization of the oriental fruit moth
parasite have been obtained from strawberry leaf roller in the immediate
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vicinity of Mocrestown, N. J. The great reduction of strawberry acreage
in that vicinity has made it desirable to look..elsewhere for supplies of
leaf roller parasitized by Macrocentrus . H. U. Allen and W. P. Yetter, Jr.,

of the Moorestown, N. J., laboratory, have recently completed a survey ex-

tending fro::. Norfolk, Va., to Moorestownj N. J. It has been found that

strawberry leaf roller occurs in varying degrees of abundance at all points
between these two locations in which cultivated strawberries are grown. It

has also been found that M. ancylivcrus occurs in fair abundance in the

overwintering strawberry leaf roller at most of the localities sar.pled. At
Moorostown strawberry fields are sparse, the. overwintering .leaf roller is

moderately abundant, and the overwintering Macro cer.trus is unusually abundant,

parasitiEing core than 60 percent of the larvae in sone fields. Strawberry
leaf rollers are very abundant and strawberry acreage extensive about Bridge-
ville, Del., and the parasitization by Maerocentrus is about 20 percent.
The strawberry leaf roller infestation from Pocomoke to Cape Charles iB fron
moderate to scarce, although the strawberry fields are abundant and the Mac-

ro centrus parasitization at places is in excess of 50 percent. At Norfolk,
Va. , the leaf roller is scarce, but parasitization by Maerocentrus is r.bout

15 percent.
MEXICAN IRUI TIT-Y CONTROL

Mexican fruitfly caught in lower Rio Grande Valley .— Inclement weather
throughout noct of December seriously interfered with field activities on

the Mexican fruitfly project. In spite of bad working conditions, however,
the month's trap catch was one of the highest on record. Anastrcpha ludens
Loew. was. taken for the first tine since July, 11 of this species having
been trapped in the groves and brush. The population of Anastrcpha serpen^
tina TCied. diminished only slightly from the high mark of last month, and
Anastrcpha sp. "Y" increased from 12 in November to 106 during this period.
To date none of the adult A. ludens trapped have been gravid nor have any
larvae been found in the fruit. Fruit shipments for the season total ap-
proximately 7io50 equivalent carloads by rail, truck, and steamer. The num-
bers and species of fruitflies identified during December are shown in the
following table.

cies : Texas : Mexico
Adults : Nunber : Number

A. luc- :r.s : 11 : 0

A, s er..-entina : 50B : 7

A, si . "I"— : 15 : 0

A. sp. "X" : 1 : 1

A. sp. »Y» : 106 : 3
A. sp, "C." : 2 : 0
A. sp. »Z" : 1 : 0
A. sp. "n. sp." : 5 : 0

A. pal lens Coq : 975 : 73
Miscellaneous

:
22 ; U

Total * "l,6^6 : ZZ

L-.rvoe : : *
A. c -,ntina : 0 : + 55
Rh" ;c 1 . tis sp .

: 0_ : }1

Total : 0
j

15

~

Grand total : i.bUb" • VfU

Prom market fruit.



JAPANESE BEETLE CONTROL

Fall shipping season nears end ,—Inspectors in -.the.Philadelphia, Pa.,
district reported that fewer plants, were certified far shipment to points
outside the regulated area this month than last, and that the peak months
for the year 1937 were April and November, over l|- million plants having

.

"been shipped during each of these months.
m

,

'

Preparations for spring shipping season ,—Many establishments are
digging and storing plant stock intended for shipment in the spring.. Pre-
mises of classified . dealers were closely checked- -for the presence of Un-
certified stock which had been received but not reported as required. In
order to insure several carloads- of stock, received by a large establish-
ment at Princess Anne, Md.., from 'States outside the area, against possible
infestation, a certified storage shed was provided by erecting a 10-foot
partition of solid boards in a large general storage shed located on the

:

premises, thus separating certified and uncertified material. .

•

More quarantine violators successfully prosecuted .—Seven violrtors
of the Japanese beetle quarantine regulations were successfully prosecuted
in December. All but one of the violators convicted this month were among
those caught with tmcertified farm products by the inspector stationed at

the public market in Rochester, N. Y. , last summer. One of these who had
pleaded not guilty at the special session of the district court called last
month at Rochester changed his plea, to guilty and was ordered to pay a fine
of $25. Pines of $25 each were also paid by four violators resident in New
Jersey who pleaded guilty to identical charges in Pederal Court held at

Camden, IT. J. Similar disposition was made of a single case at. Buffalo,
N. Y. Misuse of Japanese beetle certificates on two shipments of ivy des-
tined to Florida was the charge to which the sixth violator pleaded guilty
in the district court session held in New York City. A fine of $50 on ea.ch

of the t\?o counts was remitted by the court in view of the defendant's
clear record over a period of many years.

New strawberry plant treatment authorized .—Successful experiments
conducted since early last spring with methyl bromide as a fumigant for

strawberry plants have led to the authorization of this treatment by the Bur-
eau. A large nursery in . Salisbury, Md., is now consulting with representa-
tives of this Division concerning the erection of a suitable fumigation
shed for such treatments. The newly authorized treatment is expected tc

save much labor without impairing the quality of the plants.

Quarantine hearing will not be called .—From a study of the data ob-
tained during the last trapping season, it appears that only local extensions
of the regulated area will be necessary at this time. In lieu of a quaran-
tine hearing, which will not bo necessary this year, the Bureau has distribu-
ted a statement which summarizes the results of the season's trapping in
nonregulated areas. Accompanying the statement is a detailed trapping re-
port by States, including comparative data, where available, of beetle
catches in this and previous seasons.
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Colci •;: other permits scouting and cL r.r-cuttin: in s r -nDp y ar c as . - -liew
Jersey Dutch el:., disease scouts took advantage of the frozen swanps to scout
a number of such areas, which' are practically inaccessible when not frozen
over. • Clear-cutting work in the four major swanp areas in New Jersey nade
rapid progress. Swamps were -sufficiently frozen to permit tractor units to

work with little interruption for several weeks. In a single work week of
U days, a total of l6,6l9 trees were removed in these areas. Of this num-
ber 11, U8 7 were removed from the 5 work sites in Morris County.

Renoval of sickly and inaccessible trees .—Sims in infected 'areas

difficult' to scout and all dead and dying trees in the major infected work
area are being rapidly eliminated. In areas scheduled for clear-cutting,
approximately 8U5.000 elms were removed this year, as compared with less
than half that number last year. Over half a million dead and dying trees
in the major infected area were also removed in 1937. At the end of the

year approximately 375»000 trees tagged for removal remained standing. This
compares with approximately 63^,000 trees tagged DT standing at the beginning
of the year. During the 12 months ended December ~$1

, 1937, 2T scouts tagged
approximately 33^iOOO trees for removal. The total number of trees removed,
in clear-cutting, eradication, and sanitation activities was approximately
1,550,000 in 1937, as compared with approximately 1,270,000 removed in 193&.
To December 31 i 1957, a grand total of 3t833«^5^ trees have been removed in

all activities. 3y far the largest number of these, 2,293, 50U, were removed
in the New ^ersey infected area.

Logs confirmed as Craphium infecte d.—During the first week of the

month confirmation was reported of specimens obtained from. one of a group
of logs located on the grounds of the Rockland State Hospital, N. Y. The

logs had been cut from a nearby point on the same property,

Inspection of Christmas trees and greenery completed .—Although final
reports of Chris taas-tree end greenery- inspections in the New England States

have not yet been compiled, it is evident that the wholesale market for this
material was as good if not better than last year. The quality of the trees,
however, was rather poor. Recutting over a period of years in the sane lo-
calities of the lightly infested gypsy moth areas, to which cutting is re-
stricted, has resulted in a scarcity of the best grades of trees.. Thinning
of needles observed on trees offered for inspection in the Maine areas was
attributed by inspectors to feeding by the Surcpcan spruce sawfly. An ap T
preciable increase v/as noted, in the quantity of material intended for manu-
facture into Christmas wreaths and decorative pieces requiring inspection.
Many tons of fir balsam boughs, later cut into small pieces for use in the

manufacture of Christmas wreaths, required picce-by-piece inspection because
of increased gypsy moth infestation conditions throughout the regulated area.

In some instances inspectors found balsam boughs so heavily infested that
they denied certification and advised the owner to collect other boughs else-
where . Increased infestation in the fir balsam areas of Maine is making it

more difficult each year to properly inspect such wreath material and to

certify that the completed wreaths do not include uninspected material.

Historic granite is inspected .—A piece of granite obtained from the

promises of th birthplace of John Crcenleaf Whittier, at Haverhill, Mass.,
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required gypsy noth inspection and certification for shipment to Battle
Creek, Mich. The granite was shipped Toy the Haverhill Historical Society
and is to be placed on a historic nonunent.

FOREST INSECT INVESTIGATIONS

Mininur-vair temperatures in eastern Oregon forests .—J. M. Whiteside
reports that on December 3i 193 7 1 the first readings were taken in an ex-
periment being conducted by the Portland, Oreg., laboratory, to determine
the variation in the minimum air temperatures over a large area of pcnde-
rosa pine on relatively flat terrain. The. spread in the temperatures re-
corded by 50 thermometers placed in pairs at random over an area of 8 town-
ships on the Deschutes National Forest, Oreg., was 12° (10° to 22°F.),' with

the elevation ranging from U,500 to 5»300 feet oyer the SCO-foot area. How
ever, owing to local conditions, the lowest temperature was recorded at '

5,000 feet and the highest minimum at 5i300 feet. When compared with
similar readings taken in.193^ ftfn the Ochoco National Forest, Oreg., a con-
siderable difference is noted. On November 2, 193&, a spread of 18°

(-2° to l6° F. ) was recorded, but with an elevaticnal difference (3,600 to

5,800 feet) over the 2,200-foot area. Here the lowest temperature occurred

at U,H00 feet and the highest minimum at U,800 feet. It is evident from
these observations that .local differences in topography are potent factors
in influencing, the air temperatures that exist at any given point during
periods of cold weather. This seems to be true on both broken and flat
forested areas. V .,"

Lo'cus't b'crer infestation in Spokane, Wash *—J. C. Evenden, of the

Coeur d'Alene, Idaho, laboratory, reports that the locust borer infestation
in Spokane, which was first recorded in 1931 t ^as increased in severity dur
ing the last few 'years, and that trees on a much larger area are now being
attacked. City officials and officers of the Soil Conservation Service
are showing interest in this situation and plans are being formulated for
the institution of control' in the spring of 193'3«

Forest tent caterpillar decreased in Northeas t.—J. V. Scliaffner, Jr.
of the New Haven, Conn., laboratory, reports that collections of egg clus-
ters of the forest tent caterpillar were made between November 30 and De-
cember 3 in 1^" localities in Vermont and 1 in Massachusetts to obtain data
on the parasitization of the eggs and also on the present population. The

data obtained indicate that the infestation has decreased at six points
and increased at three, where collections were made in both 193°" a&d 1937*
A general decrease was anticipated, owing. to the epidemics of disease of
the caterpillars noted last 'summer, which materially cut down the extent
of defoliation throughout the entire area. The egg-cluster records indi-
cate, however, that this pest is still a potential menace to the sugar or-

chards and hardwood forests in many localities and, in general, that the

outbreak is not yet under control. In at least five susar orchards heavy
cutting operations of dead and severely weakened trees were noted. Com-
plete mortality resulting from 1 to 3 consecutive years' defoliation is

not always the case, but very often the 'entire center of the crown succumbs
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Second recovery of introduced garasito --P, B. Dowdcn and P. A. Berry,
New Haven, re; ort that examinations of the "birch leaf-mining sawfly (Phyllo -

to.ua nenorata Fall.) material collected at Eustis, Maine, revealed the
presence of several larvae of the introduced parasite Phonomer is phyllo -

tomae Muescbeck. Adults have not yet been reared,, but the larvae arc very
distinctive. This is the second recovery of this parasite in the United
Statos, it having boon already, obtained from host material collected at Bar
Harbor, Maine.

Tests with spreading agents .— S. F, Potts, New Haven, reports that
investigations carried on during the last few years on the action on stomach-
poison residues of nine different spreading agents showed that the more pop-
ular spreaders reduced the initial insecticide deposit by as much as 50 per-
cent in some instances. Most of these spreaders increased the loss caused
by weathering. In the arsenicals and bordeaux mixture the copper and ar-
senic were rendered water-soluble by the spreading and wetting agents, thus
causing much more injury to the plant than when these agents were, omitted.
Observations on the ccticn of spreaders on contact insecticides shewed that
in seme instances the effectiveness of the insecticide was increased,
whereas in others it was reduced.

Transmission of Dutch elm disease by bark be etles .—T,
T
. D . Buchanan

,

of the Morristown, IT. J., laboratory, reports on experiments conducted in

cooperation with C. S. Moses, of the Division of Forest Pathology, Bureau
of Plant Industry. In these experiments seme small elm trees were exposed
to attack by adults of Scclytus multiatriatus Marsh., and others to attack
by adults of Ilylurgopinus rufr.es Sich. The beetles of both species were
given equal chances of becoming contaminated with the Dutch elm disease
fungus ( Cerates tome 11a ulmi (Schwarz) Buisman) before. they were confined on

the trees. The trees were later cut down, examined, and cultured to as-
certain whether they. had become infected with C. ulmi . Part of the trees
wore fed on by beetles that were confined to specific spots on the 'trunks
in gelatine capsules. The other trees were fed on by beetles liberated in

a drum or cheesecloth cylinder that covered the entire tree. The results
are as follows: C. ulmi was isolated from 7 of 10 trees (70$) fed on by
S. multistriatus confined in capsules; C . ulmi was isolated fro:, k of 9 trees
T^U$) fad en by H. rufipes confined, in capsules; C. ulmi was isolated from
8 of 19 trees (U2#) fed on by S. multistriatus which fed at large on the
trees; C. ulmi was isolated from 5 of 1J. trees (3&$) fed on by H. rufipes
that fed at large on the trees; C. ulmi was not isolated from lE trees fed
on by beetles not contaminated with C« ulmi .

GYPSY MOTH AND BEDWNrTAIL MOTH CONTROL

T7. P. A. ;.ypsy aot'. force: reduce d.— The services of approximately 50
percent of the r

r. P. A. employee? engaged in gypsy Both work were terminated
after the completion of the working period for December,, owing to a reduc-
tion in TT. P. A* funds available for gypsy moth work during the 6-month
period beginning January 1, 193^.



Workers withdrawn from woods during deer-hunting season .—Gypsy moth
work was interrupted for Varying periods of time during December, in many
sections of the infested areas "by the opening of the deer-hunting season
in the various States. Crews were withdrawn from woodland areas and em-
ployed in scouting open country or in residential areas for the duration of
the open seasons, after which they were returned to their former locations.
These precautions prevented injury by stray "bullets to any member of the .

Federal gypsy moth forces.
„ ,

•

Personal injury record is low despite treacherous f ield conditions .

—

All of the territory where Federal W. P. 'A. gypsy moth work is being per-
formed is now covered with snow ranging in d.epth from a few inches in the
lowlands to 2 feet on the higher elevations.. Despite these _ adverse con-
ditions, there have been relatively few cases of personal injury to the

workers while performing their official duties in the field. The low in-
jury record is largely attributable to the experience of the workers, most
of whom have been employed on this type of work for a considerable period
of time. Scouting work was suspended for 2 or 3 days in the middle of the

month over most of the territory, when a severe ice storm coated the trees
and highways.

Two towns in eastern Maine found to be lightly infested by the gypsy
moth.—Check-up work: in Washington County, Maine, was completed about the
middle of December. The work was done in eight townships, only two .of

which were found to be infested. Two infestations totaling. 28 egg clusters
were found in Princeton, and 2 colonies of 1 egg cluster each were located
in Calais. The Canadian Government is continuing similar work near infes-
tations found last year on the east side of the St. Croix River, in St.

Stephen and St. Andrews, which are located across the river from Calais.

Large cherry trees endangered by the gypsy moth .—Early in December
the agent in charge of gypsy moth scouting, selective thinning, and treat-
ment work in Hampshire County, Mass., reported an infestation in cherry
growth in Goshen. The trees, ranging from 1 to 2-^ feet in diameter, are
valued highly for furniture making, and rarely grow to such large size.

Work in Vermont to be confined to mountainous sections during the re-

mainder of the fiscal year . --With the completion of work in Adc'ison County,
Vt., at the end of December, gypsy moth scouting work planned for that
State during the remainder of the fiscal year will be confined to towns

along the Green Mountain Range, where a large percentage of the area, is

heavily wooded.

New flood-control reservoir isolates a section where gypsy moth work
is in progress .—The flood-control reservoir under construction on the Little
River, an important tributary of the Winooski River in northern Vermont, was
partially filled with water during a period of heavy rainfall early in De-
cember. The impounded water flooded several of the old abandoned roads lead-
ing to mountainous areas in the northeastern part of the town of Waterbury,
where scouting is now in progress. The cos't of scouting this section of
Waterbury will be materially increased unless the water recedes sufficiently
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in the near future so that the old roads can be used in transporting the

nen to and fron their work.

Two infestations apparently eradicated .—A gypsy noth infestation of

approximately ICO egg clusters was discovered in Clinton, V'ayne County,
Pa., and another colony of 325 egg clusters was found in the adjoining
township of Dyberry during the fiscal year 1937. Both townships aro just

outside of the Pennsylvania quarantined area. Intensive externinative
measures applied at these colonies have evidently been entirely successful.

Heavy infestations in Pennsylvania are concentrated in four adjoining
townships .—From July 1 to December 1, 1937. approximately 135 t 000 acres
of woodland and open country have been scouted in Pennsylvania, and over

132,000 gypsy noth egg clusters have been destroyed. More than 90 percent
of the egg clusters found were in the four townships of Spring Brook, Jen-
kins, Pittstcn, and Plains, all located within the r.iost heavily infested
area. Only two infestations have been found outside of the area under quar-
antine. One is barely outside of the quarantined area near the Ooolbaugh-
Paradise line, and the other is located a few niles northeast of the quar-
antined area, in the township of Damascus.

New infestation discovered by former gypsy noth employee .—A forner
¥. P. A. gypsy noth enployoe discovered a new infestation while hunting in

a wooded area near Lake Harmony in Kidder Township, Carbon County, in the
southern port of the Pennsylvania quarantined area. He reported his find
to the supervisory employee in charge of gypsy moth work in a nearby section.
The report was confirmed when a hurried examination of the area by the

agent disclosed approximately 10 new gypsy moth egg clusters. The wooded
area within which the infestation was found was scheduled for scouting later
in the season, and the infestation would undoubtedly ha^e been discovered
at that time. This, however, does not detract from the value to the eradi-
cation campaign of the continued interest in the work which is maintained
by former gypsy moth workers. This is the third occasion this year, in the

Pennsylvania area, where former employees have located and promptly re-
ported infestations found by them while hunting or working.

Heavy infestation threatens barrier zone .—A gyp sy mo th infe station
estimated at from 2,000 to 3»000 new egg clusters per acre , and which is

scattered over several hundred acres, exists in Granby, Hartford County,
Conn. This is the heaviest infestation over an extended area that has ever
been observed by the C. C. C. personnel in that State. The forest growth
in this area consists partly of white oak and gray birch and certain sec-
tions are suitable for silvicultural treatment.

Silvicultural trcnt.v.ent controls serious gypsy moth colony .—Coordina-
tion of silvicultural methods and gypsy moth treatment work by C. C. C. en-
rolleos has been practiced at a heavy infestation in Shelburne, Mass. Pcrty
large white oaks and 7 old apple trees growing among pines ever an area of
approximately U acres on a high elevation were destroyed. A total of 19,065
new egg clusters, or an average of U

, 766 per acre, were creosoted on these
trees. The cutting of the trees removed a serious source of windspread of
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small caterpillars, and left a practically pure stand of white pine which
should require no further treatment for the gypsy moth.

PLANT DISEASE CONTROL

Nursery inspection and identification .—During the last summer and
fall U6 eastern and midwestern nurseries planning interstate shipment of
immune species of Berberis and Mahonia , other than Berberis thuhbergii , re-
quested the inspection required "before permits are granted. A total of ap-
proximately 10,760 acres of nursery stock was inspected. Thirty-three nur-
series fulfilled the requirements , of Quarantine No. J>% (revised) and were
granted permits by the Division of Domestic Plant Quarantines; 9 failed to

qualify, and h 'are pending.. During these inspections 2,870 susceptible bar-
berry plants were destroyed.

Farmers assist- in barberry eradication in Pennsylvania .—During 1937
stem rust spread to virtually all fields of oats and wheat iri an area of ...

approximately 150 square miles: in eastern- Erie County and 200 square miles
in western Bradford County, Pa. Some fields of grain within these areas
were completely ruined by rust and many of those that were harvested yielded
only from 5 to 20 bushels per acre, with the weight per bushel ranging from
12 to 20 pounds. Practically every farm within these areas was found to be
infested with barberry bushes, which were definitely established ca-s the

principal source of inoculum. As a result of these losses, numerous letters
were received from farmers requesting aid in barberry eradication. '. As
emergency funds were not available for further expansion of crew work in
Pennsylvania, local meetings of farmers were arranged thro\igh the county . . .

agent and a procedure was outlined, which they might follow in effectively
applying their own efforts toward control, L, K. Wright, in charge of bar-
berry eradication in Pennsylvania, states that,, when they are given assist- •

ance in organizing the work, the farmers are extremely cautious to locate
and properly eradicate all bushes and seedlings. As a. result of two co- . .

operative programs, 66,891 bushes and more than 126,000 seedlings have been
destroyed on US different properties in Bradford County. In Erie County
k square miles of territory have been surveyed and 31.000 bushes and 8^,000
seedlings have been destroyed on 8 properties.

Portable wooden mess halls for blister rust contrcl camps .— In the In-
land Empire all Ribes-eroflication work is performed by crews quartered in

temporary camps. Until 2. years ago little attention was'given to the prob-
lem of making mess halls fly-proof; however, in 1935 this part of camp sani-
tation began to assume more importance because of the larger camps and the

great number of men working in the forests. To solve the problem of fly-
proofing the mess halls it \7as decided to construct sectional wooden units
that could be easily transported, assembled, and dismantled for use in

other locations'. Eighty of these wooden sectional mess halls wore con-
structed during t'he spring of 1936. After two seasons of use these units
are still, in good .condition, even though some of them have been taken down
and reassembled five times. »'
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Autcgirc usee in mapping white ; i:ie areas .— In connection with blister

rust control activities ir. Ilonrce County, Pa., an ejqierir.ont was recently
conducted to determine the practicability cf napping white pine areas from

an autogiro. Using U. S. C. S. sheets, or enlargements of such naps, the

observer indicated the location cf .the pine areas and clas-ified then accord-

ing to the amount and size of the pine stocking. The other sections were

merely, s loaded in, to denote that they did net contain sufficient pine to

justify protection measures. Although the observer had no previous ex-^eri-

ence in flying, he was' able in 22 hours and 40 minutes cf actual napping
tine to determine and record conditions on 396,666 acres, or 17,591 •'• crcs

per hour. The examination of such a large area in the tine indicated was

possible, owing to the fact that over 95 percent of the area could be

covered rapidly because of the lack of white pine. The survey showed that

Monroe County contains about 19,200 acres of white pine worth protecting,

mostly natural stands. It would' have taken a ground 'crew cf four men sev-

eral months to have acco. plished the same results.

31i;-t^r rup. t control operations in sugar pine regie n of Cali fornia .
—

During the field season of 1937 blister rust control operations were con-

ducted in California on four national forest control units— the Plumas, El-
dorado, Stanislaus, and Sierra National Forests—and in Oregon on the Rogue
River National Forest. With the closing down of field operations e-°rly in

November the equipment was placed in the warehouses and one winter camp

was opened at a lower altitude on the Sierra. National Forest, near Mariposa,
Calif. All work done in this region during 1957 was conducted under the

technical supervision of the Bureau of Entomology and Plant Quarantine and
was performed in cooperation with the U. S, Forest Service in the field.

Two C. C. C. camps, one on the Eldorado National Forest and the other on

the Plumas National Forest, engaged in Ejbes -eradication work during the

summer. The following table shows the results of the control work in Cali-
fornia, and Oregon during the year, together with averages for man-days and
for Ribes bushes eradicated on a per-acre basis. Of the total acreage
worked, 43 percent was initial and the remainder was reeradication of pre-
viously worked areas.

: Total :

Operation : area j

: worked :

Total
man- :

days

Tota.l : Per acre

—

Ribes : Man-
pulled : clays Rit 3S

: cros : N imb r Number : Number Nu be r

California: i : :

Plumas ^' - : 4,172
Eldorado : 11,715 !

Stanislaus : lo,S47
Sierra : 7,574 .

5,076
21,613
12,697
18,613

435,503: 1.21
.2,383,65!+: 1.34

:3, 771,965: 1.11
•1, 745/490: 2.45

117
: 203
: 224
: 2J0

Total : 40,308 S3.999 :3, 389. 617: 1.59
"

208

Oregon: : :

Rogue River : 21,355 5,703 : 990,109: 0.27 : US
Tota.l for region : ">l,6o3 69,70? :9, 379, 726: 1.13 : 152

-/in addition, 157 iaan-c

25 acres of willow and Ribes
'ays were spent by the bulldozer crew clearing
inerme. The man-cloys include the tine cf the

ground crew, and the tir.e spent in piling and burning the slash and in seed-
ing the area to grass.
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COTTON INSECT INVESTIGATIONS

Helationship of boll-puncturing insects to internal boll diseases ,

—

L. D. Christenson, of Tucson, Ariz., has submitted a report on his investi-
gations on the nature of "spotting" and _ "staining" of cotton
lint, internal boll rot, and the role of insects in their transmission.
These investigations were conducted, in cooperation with John T. Presley, of
the Bureau of Plant Industry, at Sacaton, Ariz, Previous work by Cassidy
and Barber had shown the importance of staining in lowering the grade of
cotton and had proved that in Arizona it occurs largely in association with
the attack of boll-puncturing insects, the most important of which are the

pentatomids Buschistus impictivcntris Stal, Chlorochroa sayi Stal, and Thy-

anta custator P. Cultures were made of the organisms causing the staining
and boll rot and a species of bacterium and three fungi were isolated and
grown in pure culture. The fungi have been identified by specialists of
the Bureau of Plant Industry as Aspergillus niger , A. nidulans , and A, ter-

reus , but the more abundant bacterium has not been identified. Inocula-
tions were made with a hypodermic needle into healthy, surface-sterilized
cotton bolls and the wounds were closed by dipping the bolls _ in hot paraf-
fin. Nearly all bolls inoculated with suspensions of the bacterium showed
severe lint staining typical of that prevalent in the fields. The excep-
tions were large, nearly mature bolls that were about dried out. Inocula-
tions in culture tubes on sterilized cotton fibers of the proper succu-

lency also resulted in typical staining and showed that living tissue was

not necessary for the development of the bacterium. The staining or dis-

coloration of the lint progressed from a faint yellowing to a dark brown

or almost black. The seed usually remained unaffected, unless pricked by

the needle, although in advanced cases of infection the entire contents

were retted to a slimy mass. Bolls inoculated on the outside remained un-

affected when no abrasions wore present. 'Thile the effects of inoculations

with the three species of fungi varied somewhat
,
they wore in general

characterized by causing internal boll rot, decomposition of the seed, -and

browning or blackening of the boll walls* Typical staining did net occur

immediately, though the lint was ultimately broken down into a flesh-colored

or brownish-colored slimy mass and complete destruction of the boll contents

resulted. These fungi are also known to cause external boll rot. Of the

organisms tested, only the brctcrium caused staining similar to the type

most common in Arizona, although there may be other organisms concerned,

which were not worked with. Cotton, bolls protected from insects by sacks

did not become infected and in the dissection of 2,200 field-infected bolls

all were found to] have been punctured' by insects. The pentatomids pre-

viously determined by Cassidy and Barber as responsible for causing lint

staining were allowed to puncture ' healthy bolls from time to time to de-

termine whether they consistently caused staining. It was found that not

all of the ficld-collectod individuals caused staining and that the infec-

tive organisms were present primarily as superficial contamination of the

mouth parts, which could be eliminated by surface, steriliza.tion in a

mercuric chloride-alcohol solution. In the fields under • observation the

incidence of staining ana boll rot was correlated with the seasonal abundanc

of the insects.
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Overwintering pink bollv/orn larvne enter soil at different d ate . - -

Additional data cn the relative numbers of pink bollworr.i larvae entering
hibernation at different dates were ootained by A. J. Chapnan and H. S.

Cavitt at Presidio, Tex., this fall. In a block of uniform cotton all of
the fruit was stripped from the plants in the plots on October 1, October

15, November 1, and November 15. Most of the overwintering larvr.e that

leave the bolls had emerged and entered the soil by November 15, as the

temperatures are too low for much activity a-rter that date. Apprcxinotely
a month after the lest date of stripping the plants, 10 square yards of

soil fron each plot was oxanined for larvae. It was found that 12 percent
of the hibernating larvae had entered the soil by October 1, 66 portent by
October 15, 70 percent by November 1, and 100 percent by Novenber 15 . As

a further check, nature larvae were allowed to energe naturally fron cotton
bolls and were placod in cages over soil within 2U hours after emergence.
Four cages, each containing 1,500 larvae, were exanined 3 weeks after the

last installation. An average of 2U percent of the total nuribor of larvae
was recovered as hibernating larvae in the soil. Computed cn the basis of
total recoveries, the following percentages of the larvae placed in the

cages at different dates were recovered as hibernating larvae: Septenber
l6-30, 17.6 percent; October 1-15. 58.5 percent; October l6-31, SO. 8 perr
cent; Novemoer 1-15. 100 percent. These results agree with the previously
mentioned stripping tests in that the optinur. pcricd for the development
of hibernating larvae was October 1-15. Although those tests are subject
to a nunber of experimental errors, they indicate that early maturity of

the crcp and an early clean-up of the fields are important factors in re-
ducing the pink bollworn carry-over in the soil.

Balloon drifts in relation to flea hopper dispersal .—The final re-
sults of balloons released in May and June to obtain data on the relation
of air currents to the dispersal of the cotton flea hopper have been re-
ported cn by J, C. Gaines, of the Texas Experiment Station, and K. F. Swing,
of the Port Lavaca, Tex.

,
laboratory. Of the 3»33^ balloons released in

17 counties in south-central Texas, 3^6, or 10. U percnt, were recovered
and the identification tags were returned by the fin js. The maximum dis-
tance covered by any recovered balloon was 375 miles. Each of three
balloons drifted over ~$00 miles, an average of $kl miles in 19 hours, or

1 7 • 9 . miles an hour. Twelve of the balloons recovered on the sar.e day re-
leased had drifted an average of o2,U miles in U.7 hours, or 13.3 niles per
hour. Most of the recoveries were fron comparatively short distances, the
average drift being H2.6 miles. The prevailing direction of the drifts was
to the north and northeast. The releases were made in areas of light soil
where there were large quantities of Crotcn , the principal host plant in
v/hich overwintering flea hopper eggs are laid. The general directions of
recoveries were toward the black-land areas where Crotcn dees not grow
abundantly but where the flea hopper damage to cotton is more severe than
in the sandy areas. These experiments and the catching of flea hoppers
on airplane traps at 2,000 feet elevation indicate that flea hoppers could
drift or be carried by wind currents for long distances fron the hopper-
infested Crotcn to cotton fields.
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PINK BOLLWOHM AND THURBERIA WEEVIL CONTROL

Inspection .—Gin-trash inspection was continued in the Salt River
Valley and Coolidge-Casa Grande sections of Arizona until December 10, At
that time the trash was becoming more bulky, indicating that the most
favorable period for inspection .had passed; therefore the operation of the
machines was discontinued. Five crews had been operating, and as condi-
tions were ideal a large volume of trash had been inspected. The only
finding in the above area was one specimen at Casa Grande in November,
Since the above work was discontinued the men have been engaged in the in-
spection of green-boll samples at the San Antonio laboratory. The results
have been negative.

Destruction of stalks .— In the lower Rio Grande Valley of Texas there
are less than 500 acres on which 1937 stalks are still standing, and these
areas are scattered. All of this acreage belongs to nonresident owners
and in many instances we have been unable, to contact them. The land was
planted by squatters and it has also been impossible to locate them. Some
of the stalks that were cut but not uprooted put out new growth. A careful
check has been kept on this situation end. none of the plants have been al-
lowed to produce fruit. By the end of December preparations were begun for
the coming cotton crcp and soon all of the acreage will have been plowed.
Considerable rain in December put the land, in excellent condition for plow-
ing.

Road-traffic inspection .—At the .Marfa, Tex., road station 1,057
cars were inspected in December and 11 interceptions of contraband material
were made. Of this number, three were infested with the pink bollworm,
three living and one dead larvae .being found. In past years the station
has been closed about the first of January but this year no field clean-up
is being carried on, consequently- the station will be operated as long as

there is danger of infested material being *aken out of the area.. Fewer
interceptions have been made this season, indicating that educational work
done by the inspectors is having good effect,

Wild cotton .—Satisfactory progress has been made with the eradica-
tion of wild cotton in southern Florida, A considerable area has' already
been completed along the' west coast and the upper counties are now being
cleaned for the second tine this season. All of the plants found consist
of small seedlings which have recently come up and none of which have
fruited. Excellent progress has been made at. Cape Sable, where a camp was
set up the latter part of November, Although a large number of plants were
found, there has been a considerable decrease as compared with former clean-
ings. During the month 3»S98 acres was covered and 254,296 seedlings and

571 sprout plants were removed. Of this number only 1,33^ plants contained
bolls and most of these were at Cape Sable. In addition, 3^5 acres was
covered without finding, any wild rotten.

Thurb er ia-p 1 an t er ad. i cat i on ,—Satisfactory progress has also been made
with the eradication of Thurberia plants in the Santa Cat"Una Mountains
of southern Arizona, The new camp is now in full operation, with a good
supply of water available and little chance of a shortage. The area being
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worked is very rough and contains a- considerable number of Thurberia plants.
It is estimated that about }0 work days will be required to complete the area
available from this camp. During the month 2,3&0 acres was covered and

18,231 Thurberia plants were destroyed, making a total to date of 112, 2U5

acr 3 covered in the Santa Catalina Ran ;/ e and 1,158,070 Thurberia plants de-

stroyed.

TRUCK CROP AND GARDEN INSECT INVESTIGATIONS

Rotenone-containing dust mixtures control pea weevi l .--Reports by F. G.

Hinman and R. A. Fisher, of the Moscow, Idaho, laboratory, on the research
'.7ork accomplished last summer in the Blue Mountain area of eastern Washing-
ton and Oregon, in cooperation with the Pea Insect Control Committee and the
State experiment stations, show very favorable results in controlling the

pea weevil by the use of rotenone-containing dust mixtures. Extensive field
examinations showed that the use of hoods on the large dusting machines in-

creased the efficiency of these dusts. When hoods were used, the average re-
duction in weevil population was estimated to be 98. S percent, when treated
with dust mixtures containing 1 percent rotenone, as compared with yk.& per-
cent when hoods were not used. When hoods were used for the application of
dust mixtures containing. 0. 75 percent rotenone, the reduction in weevil popu-
lation was approximately 98.1 percent, as compared with 90.0 percent control
without the aid of hoods. These data are based on results obtained when ap-
plications of the dust mixture ranged from 2a to U5 pounds per acre. Satis-
factory results were obtained with applications of 25 pounds of the dust mix-
ture containing 1 percent rotenone per acre, therefore a heavier dosage is

net considered necessary. No appreciable difference cculd be detected in the

percentage of weevil control obtained with dust mixtures containing 1.0 or

0.75 percent rotenone when the quantities applied per acre were practically
equivalent. Results obtained indicated, however, that dust mixtures con-
taining less than 0*75 percent rotenone might not result in satisfactory
control. Although unsatisfactory results were obtained in experiments whereby
undue ted strips 30 feet wide were left between each trip of the large field
dusters, a reduction of approximately 82 percent in weevil infestation was
found in such undusted strips, indicating that the applications of dust mix-
tures have an effect on adult weevil populations on undusted parts of fields.
A close correlation was found between the recorded adult weevil populations
obtained by sweeping with an insect net and the percentage of weevil-infested
peas at harvest time. It is believed that the use of early planted border
strips as treps materially reduced the acreage of peas that would otherwise
have needed dusting in the Blue Mountain area through the concentration of
the early emerging weevils on such strips and their ultimate destruction by .

plowing under. Observations in 1937 demonstrated, however, that unless these
trap plantings were destroyed before the congregated weevils dispersed to
the inner parts of the field, such strips may become an important source of
pea weevil infestation to the main part of the crop. Similar satisfactory
results against the pea weevil with dust mixtures containing rotenone are
reported by J. C. Chariberlin, of the Corvallis, Oreg.

,
laboratory, who con-

ducted large-scale field tests with this insecticide in peas grown in the .

Willamette Valley for canning or for special processing, in cooperation with
the State experiment station and the canners.
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Parasitization of the European earwig .— C, W, Getzondaner, of the
Puyallup , Wash., laboratory;;, reports that, to the close of last October
Bigonichaeta setipennis Fall., the imported. parasite of the European earwig,
has been liberated at 20 different points in Washington, Idaho, and Oregon,
during the H-year period 193^-37 inclusive. Recoveries of this parasite
have been made at or near 15 of the colony sites. Three -of these recov-
eries were made, however

,
. only during the year when the parasites were re-

leased and not subsequently, whereas two other recoveries were made fron
colonies released in 1937 • J't is believed that the parasites are definitely
established at the remaining 10 colony sites. Recoveries have been nade at
sites where the original liberation consisted of as few as 10 to 25 B. seti -

pennis adults, indicating that it nay be possible to obtain establishment
of this parasite by liberating a comparatively small number of individuals*

Relation of time of planting to curly- top damage to beans .—In sum-
marizing the field-plot experiments with beans in southern Idaho in • 1937
A. 0. Larson, of the Twin Falls, Idaho, laboratory, reports that beans of
the variety "Bountiful," known to be highly susceptible to curly-top disease
transmitted by the beet leafhopper, were planted at intervals during the
period from May 10 to June 28, in an attempt .to discover the relation be-
tween the date of planting and the degree of resulting curly-top disease.
In general, the earliest planted beans showed the lightest infection. Ap-
proximately lU»7 percent of the beans planted on Hay 10 showed evidence of
curly-top disease, whereas 6l percent of those planted on June 3 were dis-
eased. A corresponding decrease in yield was recorded. Last year the beans
planted on June 3» the day after the migration of the beet leafhopper from
the wild to the cultivated area, were the most heavily infected by curly-* top

disease up to that time, .and the next planting, made U days later, had the

next heaviest infection. Beans that were up 2 weeks before the first leaf
hopper migration suffered the least injury. All plantingsof beans nude
after the migration had begun (June 2) were infected more heavily than were
the first three plantings, which were up before that date.

Biology of tomato worn on tobacco in Florida .—In reporting on bio-
logical studies of Frotoparce sexta (Johan.) on tobacco in Florida, A. H.

Madden and F. S. Chamberlin, of the Quincy, Fla, , laboratory, state that
the attack of the tomato worn in the Quincy district in 193°" and 1937 v>

ras

confined principally to tobacco, although this species is considered pri-
marily a pest of tomatoes. In the insectary the duration of the egg stage
averaged h»S days, the larval stage 19.5 days, and the pupal stage 151.7
days. In a few instances the pupal period required almost 2 years. Three
complete generations and a partial fourth generation occur each year at

Quincy, The maximum seasonal abundance of larvae is reached the middle and
latter parts of July, corresponding to the period of maximum growth of the

tobacco plants. Although various natural enemies, including several species
of parasites

,
predators , and a bacterial disease, attack the tomato worm

in the Quincy district, their combined effect has but little influence, be-
cause such enemies exhibit their greatest activity after the harvest of the

crop. In the absence of a satisfactory insecticide for combating the to-

mato worm, the data obtained in these studies substantiate the practiciabil-

ity of supplemental control methods, including the de-

struction of the tobacco stalks directly after harvest, fall plowing of in-

fested tobacco fields, and the use of moth traps.
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Rotenone-ccntaining compounds give good ccntrol 01" '-exican bean beetle

. in C o lorado .— In summarizing the results of tests performed with insecticides
against the Mexican bean beetle in Colorado in 1937. R« L« Wallis, of the

Brand Junction, Colo., laboratory, reports that sprays containing derris and

cube gave better results than any other materials tested, the increase in

yield ranging from 10. k to US.7 percent over the check plots; that cryolite
sprays gave the next best results, yielding fror:- 7.0 to 18. 9 percent increase
in yield over the check plots; and that sprays containing zinc arsenite were
third in importance, giving an increase in yield of 8.3 to 13 . 3 percent, as

compared with the untreated plots. Sprays containing calcium arsenate -lime

or barium fluosilicate gave poor results.

Late pl.?ntin' reduces wireworm injury to potatoes .—K. S. Gibson, of

the Walla Walla, Wash.
,
laboratory, reports that results in 1937 corroborated

those of previous years in demonstrating that, in general, the damage to

potato tubers by wireworms, principally Line nius californicus Mann, and L.

canus Lee, was reduced greatly by late planting, Potatoes harvested from
pl:ts planted on May 5i May 20, June 5» and June 20, shoved a progressive de-

crease in the percentages of injury to tubers, i. e., jG, kG, 33 1 smd 25 per-
cent, respectively.

Biology of sweetpc-or to leaf beetle .—L. W, Brannon, of the Norfolk,
Va., laboratory, reports that biological studies on the sweetpctato leaf
beetle ( Typephorus viridicyaneus Crotch.) in 1937 showed that, from a total
of 2oS adults collected in the field on June 15 and caged with food, ap-
proximately 31 percent wore dead at the end of June; 72 percent at the end
of July; 87 percent at the end of August; and $Z percent at the end of Sep-
tember. The last beetle died on October 20, after a life span of slightly
over U months. These data indicate that the adults of T. virid icyancus are
capable of depositing eggs over an extended period, although it was not pos-
sible to find beetles under natural conditions in Currituck County, N. C.

,

later than a month after their first appearance in June. The caged individu-
als reported on in these tests deposited eggs during the period fror. July 1

to September 8.

INSECTS AFFECTING- LAN AND ANIMALS

Wccl-mrggot fly reared at high tempe rature.— C. C. Deonier, of the
Tempo, Ariz,, laboratory, reports that he has been able to rear Phormia re-
gina Meig, through two successive generations at temperatures of .approxi-
mately 99 to 10o° ?, The larvae matured in 3 days, the pupae in 6 days,
and the precviposition period was 5 days in the first generation. In the
second generation 15 days were required from adult emergence to adult emer-
gence. This fly is ordinarily consider^. d a cold-weather species and with tho
onset of high summer temperatures it rapidly disappears from Southern and
Southwestern areas. The findings in these experiments indicate that there nay
be a thermophilic strain of P. regina in the Western States,

Insects damage pickle barrels .—3. A. Back, Washington, D. C, reports an
interesting and rather unusual case cf damage caused by insects recently at New
^obanon, Ky. Considerable difficulty was experienced in a pickle factory in
keeping the brine in which the pickles were preserved from leaking out of the
barrels after the pickles had been packed for shipment. A close examination of
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tho defective barrels showed that a large number of then were riddled with
tiny holes arid further observation revealed the presence of a snail bostri-
chid, Pterocyclon

.
fasciatum . Apparently,, the wood was attacked after the

barrels had been. filled with brine. Practically all the oak barrels at the
plant were damaged, while those made of cypress and other woods were free
from infestation.

"Tagette" oil apparently of little value as a repellent for blowflies
in Southwest .—Oil of tagetes, an essential oil derived from certain species

,

of plants belonging to the genus Tagetes , has recently received some pub-
licity as a very promising blowfly repellent in Africa. Roy Melvin and E. 17.

Laake report that tests ,with this material against adults of Cochliomyia
americana C, and P., C. macellaria P., and Phormia sp. , made in nature and
under laboratory conditions at Menard and Dallas, Tex., show that it is

practically worthless in protecting the wounds of animals against infesta-
tions by these species of blowflies.

Toxicity of potroleun-base pyre thrum sprays .—Prom, the results of re-
cent experiments, C. W. Eagleson, Dallas, Tex., reports that the toxicity of
petroleum-base pyre thrum fly sprays to Musea domestica L. increases as the

boiling point of the base to a critical point, and that when fractions boil-
ing above this critical point are the principal bases, a reversal in slope
of the ^recovery curve is obtained from flies sprayed with pyrethrins dis-

solved in these fractions. The resistance of Stono xys calei trans (L. ) to

pyre thrum sprays is less than one-fiftieth of that displayed by M. domestica .

70R2IGN PARASITE INTRODUCTION

Parasite importations in 1937 .—The following table gives a record of
importations into the continental United States during the year. These ship-
ments were assembled by the two foreign stations of the Division, with the
exception of those of Che 1onus annul ip es , Collyria calcitrator ,

Microploctron
fuscipennis , and Leucopis obscurus , which were received through the courtesy
of the Canadian Department of Agriculture, and of Gambrus stokesii , received
from the Australian Council for Scientific and Industrial Research.
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Country : Parasites shipped
Hor.tr-, and parasites of origin : Nur.iber : Stage

Cri atal fruit moth:
Ganbrus stokesii Cam. Australia : k2S : Cocoons
Dioctos moles tae Uch.

'

)

•

Microcentrus thoracicus Net;s. )

Eubadizon extensor L. )

Or^ilvtS longiceps Mues. ) mm — 1 Japan, Chosen : Uo,U68 : Cocoons
Apantelos spp. )

Pristomorus spp. )

Bassus sppl )

laisc. Hynenoptora )

Phaeogenes haeussleri Uch.- Japan : 5,09? : Adult ferial es

Elcdia spp.

—

— —
; Japan, Chosen :

" 7b9 : Puparia
Perisierola sp. — — 1 Japan ; 187 Adult, females

Do. .-- Japan : 500 : Cocoon?,

Citricola scale:
Coccophajus spp. Japan 97 In living hosts
Coccinellidae spp. ( Japan ! 29 Larvae

European corn borer:
*

Phaeogenes nigridens We am.. .Italy ' : 8,280 : Adults
Chelonus annulipes VJesm.-- _ • Canada , 8,715 ' Adults

Hessian fly:

Pl-.tygaster pleurcn 7alk»- __ France 1,039 Adults
Trichacis romulus Walk. : France : 855 : Adults

Black wheat-stem sawfly:
Collyria caicitratcr Grav. : Canada . ,: 5,100 : Adul t s

Vetch bruchid:
TriasT.is thoracicus Curt.- •France, Austria 30.570 : In infested beans
Uscana senifumipehnis Gir. : France : 1,000 • In host eggs'

Lima bean pod-borer:— — - '— — —
Microbracon spp, : France : 90 : Adults

Do. : France , : 3,sUa : Cocoons
s • —

: Hunger

y

: 0 , 00U : Cocoons
Do. : Hungary :3000-U0C0 In host larvae

European pine shoot moth:
Copidosoma geniculatur. Dal : Holland : -100, 000 : In dead host

: larvae
Omcrgus boreal is Zett. )

Orgilus obscurator Nees. ) :Holland
': 3,656 : Cocoons

Crenr.stus interruptor Grav .)

kisc. Hynenoptera )

Lypha dubia Fall. )-- : Holland : . U88 : Puparia
'Actia midibasis Steii. )

Larch case-bearer : Holland i 53,^30 : Hoc t-larval cases
Spruce sawfly:
I-icroploctron fuscipennis Zett.-- : Canada -''1300000

: Adults
Fir bark louse:

L - uc pis c'jscurus Kal. : Canada : 569 : Adul to

Estimated
f

Approximate
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: FOREIGN PLANT QUARANTINE'S

South American bcllworm intercepted .—A larva of the South American
bollworn ( Sacadodes pyralis Dyar) was intercepted at New York on February
13 1 1937* in a. cotton Seed in "baggage fror.- Colombia. ,A larva of this
noctuid was also 1 taken at Now Orleans ,<s»n March 2S, 1937, in seed cotton
used as packing in "baggage from Panama* The.; larva attacks the cotton -boll.
It has also boen recorded from Trinidad, Venezuela, Argentina, and British
Guiana.

? m
: • ,

Corn diseases ,—The corn disease; quarantine (F. H.B. 24), which be-
came effective • July 1, 1916, was

(
based; primarily on four known diseases.

These were named in the
;
quarantine as Peronospora maydis Raciborski, Sclero -

spora sacchari '- I.Iiyalee , Physoderma zeae-maydis Shaw, and Physoderma maydis
Miyako , Not long after: the quarantine became effective it was. found that
Physoderma zoae-maydis was already well established in this country, •es-
pecially in the South. ? In 1937 Perono spora maydis , now known as Sclerospora
maydi s (Rac. ) Palm, was. reported as occurring in Belgian Congo. Other downy
mildews of corn thai, are not known to. occur in the United States but have'
been reported as occurring in Africa are. S. philippinensi s Weston, in the

Union of South. Africa; S. sorghi (Xulk» ) Weston and Uppal , in Egypt and
Tanganyika; and an undetermined species of Sclcro.spcra

, occurring in Uganda.
There are other records; of doubtful status. S. phil ippinensi s is rather well
distributed in the Ox-ient and often is 1 responsible for severe damage. These
reports of dangerous downy mildews of corn in another part of the world may
necessitate an amendment to or a revision of the corn disease -quarantine.

Entomological interceptions of interest .—-.Two living larvae of the Mex-
ican fruit fly (Anastrepha ludens Lw. ); were intercepted at Hidalgo, Tex., on
August 22, 1937 * in a sweet line in baggage from Mexico... Living larvae of
the melon fly .-(Pacus cucurbitae Coq. ) were collected or. July 19, 1937. in
cucumbers in the field in Guam. Two. living larvae of the plutellid Acrolepia
as'sectella Zell. were taken at -Baltimore , Md. , on November 3i 1937. on leek
(Allium porrum ) leaves In ship's stores from the Netherlands. Living adults
of the hairy vetch bruchid (Bruchus brachial is .Fahr.) were intercepted at
Philadelphia on October 25,1937 » in vetch seed found in wheat-straw jackets
used as packing for vermouth in cargo from Italy. A living larva of the

Asiatic rice borer ( Chile simplex Butler) arrived. at San Pedro, Calif., -on

September 7» 1937* in rico straw in passenger's baggage from Japan. Two
living larvae of the weevil Curculi o elepha s C-yll. were found at Chicago,
111., on November 8, 1937* with chestnuts in the mail from Italy. A living
specimen of the cicadellid Exitianus obscurincrvi s Stal was intercepted at

Brownsville, Tex., on October 21, 1937* on a marigold in cargo from Mexico,
Two living larvae of the European corn' borer (Pyrau.sta nubilalis Hbn. ) were
taken at San Francisco on August 12, 1937* in string beans in ship's store's

from Japan. Twenty-eight living adults of Bruchus rufipes Hbst. were found
at New Orleans on August b, 1937* in spring vetch in cargo from Hungary. A
living adult of the cerambycid Phytoecia rufiventris Gaut. arrived at Seattle,

Wash. , on October 15, 1937 » in a chrysanthemum stalk in ship's quarters from
Japan. Workers of the ant Iridomyrmex iniquus var. nigella Emery were inter-

cepted at Washington, P. C, on November 1, 1937* in a wild orchid in the

mail fror: Costa Rica.
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p- tiv:. icr.l intgrce£tlona of inter est. --Asc ghyta achlyfliB De-^rnoss

was int srceptod fcr the first tine on July 13 at Blaine on Achlys triphylla

fro.: British Columbia, The conidia were larger then the description calls
for. An undetermined bacterial spotting of pumpkins fron Japan was col-
lect, d rt Baltimore on Nove/.i>er k. The lesions resembled those produced by
Bacterium lac] .ryrans Smith & Bryr.n but tnis pathogen is not reported fron
Japan an<3 is not known to attack. pumpkin. 51 o e c sp - r iun sp , , unlike any
Recorded species, Was found on December 5 at Boston on globe artichokes fron
England, Hendersonxa oryzae IIiy > . first interception, was found on rice
straw mats used as packing for car'50 from Japan on December 23 at Philadel-
phia. I'eterosporium fcrill li E. & 3, , first interception, was found on
Trill iur. ov? turn fro... British Columbia on July 17 at 31aire. Holsnospora sp. , •

asci and spores abundant: was intercepted on water chestnuts from Japan on

DecRmbor lU at Buffalo, Myrotheciur. vcrrv.c^r ia (A. & S« ) Ditm. , first inter-
ception, was found on ton-' 1

1 0 iron: Mexico on April 30 at Kogales. Asci, as

well as conidia, of a Njecjjria species were found on ginger root from China
intercepted at Buffalo on December , lU. There was so little of the perfect
stage and secondary organisms were growing so strongly that a determination
of the species was not practicable. The first interception of Oidium horten-
giae Jors. was made on June 20 at Boston on hydrangea from. Scotland, Phor.ia .

rimosa West, was intercepted for the first tine on May, 26 at New York on a
cargo shipment of reeds (Phrsgnites communis ) fron Holland, Puccinia tage-

ticola Diet. & Kolw, was intercepted on Tc vot es sp, (T. tenuifoliae 7 ) fron
Mexico on April 26 at New York, Sclerotium sp., apparently distinct fron

S. rolfs ii Sacc,, was intercepted in mango seeds in baggage fron Sierra Leone,
on June 21 at Philadelphia.

DOMESTIC PLANT QUARANTINES

Activities relating to white-frir. v\:d beetle control proje ct.—Care ful

inspection of places adjoining the known infested properties in the Florals,
Ala., area in December resulted in finding 15 additional infested properties
totaling 793 acres. Proa July 22, when the work was started, to the last of
December, QUO properties totaling 15,720 acres have been found to be infested.
The largest control areas are in Okaloosa and Walton Counties, Fla, , and in

Harrison County, Miss., e--.cn. of the three counties having over ^,000 acres
infested. The other infestations are located in Elorrla, Ala,, Pensacola,
Fla.

, Laurel, London, and McHenry, Mis?:, , and New Crloans, La, Thirty-nine
percent of the infested area in the four States consists of cultivated land,
A complete survey of the barrier ditch was made in December and close super-
vision was given the handling of the farming effects and crops of the 266
tenants whe moved fron the r. gulotod areas in December,

Crop-pro due t ic n surveys in v..it' -fringc d bee tle area ,— Inspectors who
surveyed and platted the crops in the quarantined areas of Florida and Alabama
found that there were [31,000 acres of crops in the area, produced by 1,300
farmers. The estimated value of $5^5,91^, based on actual surveys and units
sucn as bales of cotton and wagonloads of corn, was trken as very nearly ac-
cur'te, Tne acreage of woodland and uncultivated land if also being determined,
as thee types represent distinct factors in the eradication progran.
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Phony peach and peach mosaic eradication .—Tree-removal was con-
tinued in December in Alabama, Arkansas, California, Colorado, Georgia,
New Mexico, Tennessee, and Texas. Although special attention is directed
toward diseased trees, abandoned orchards are also removed, as well as
wild and escaped trees which are still found in the Eastern States. Of
the force of h~fb relief employees, 65 percent are working on the peach
mosaic project. In the Palisade district of Colorado, notwithstanding the
fact that tree-removal has been in operation since 1935> growers have co-
operated with the project and replanted to the extent of an increase of
8Q,000 trees over the number grown when the work was begun. In California
the results of the year, as compared with those of 193&, show satisfactory
progress.

_

Sweetpotato weevil work .—Eradication activities carried on in De-
cember throughout the sweetpotato weevil infested areas of Alabama,
Georgia, Mississippi, and Texas consisted of having all infested fields
cleaned of any remaining host-food material*. Throughout the infested
areas, inspectors have had considerable success in having fields replowed,
following the cold weather. Storage banks are being inspected and where
infestation is found, the owners are induced to destroy the tubers or feed
them to stock. The practice in certain areas of" paying laborers with
sweetpo tatoes in lieu of cash has necessitated a careful check of such
farm-to-farm movement. Small markets are also inspected to prevent the

distribution of tubers from infested properties. The trapping of weevils
by placing occasional clean tubers in fields from which all c ther host
food has been removed is continued with, satisfactory reyul ts« Inspections
of these various types, by lb Federal and IS St^te inspectors, resulted in

finding 60 infestations in the 4 States. Local broadcasts by the county
agent of Thomas County., Ga. , and a moving picture by the Georgia depart-

,

ment of entomology, showing damage caused by the sweetpotato weevil, have
rendered considerable assistance to the work of the project. A survey of

this important sweetpotato-producing county was completed in December and
eradication measures were put into effect on the 22 properties on which
infestation was found.

Transit inspecti on. —Transit inspectors throughout the 21 cities in

which work was conducted in December report a greatly increased movement
of citrus fruit from Texas. These shipments and carlo ts are inspected for
certificates required under the Mexican fruit fly quarantine. Christmas-
tree interceptions from the gypsy moth area in New England were greatly in-

creased at New York and Boston through the assignment of additional in-

spectors from the gypsy moth project, end the inspection of truck movement
of Christmas trees and Christmas greens at the Hew York City flower-market
district, where come apparently willful violations were caught. Although
New England Christmas trees were inspected at nearly all stations, inspec-
tors report that large numbers of such trees are shipped from the North-
western States .and. from Canada, At Chicago the December freight arrivals
consisted of 83 cars of Christmas trees from Canada, 36 from Montana and
Washington, and.U6 from New England. Nursery stock other than fruit trees

showed increased shipping over Novenber at Indianapolis, Cincinnati, and
Southern points.
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Citrus conker in Louis irna and Toxas . --Three Citrus trifoliota trees

were recently found infected on the water's edge, one on Bayou La Fcurche
in Assumption Parish, and two in La Fourche Parish, all in the vicinity of

sites wh^re canicer was previously found. In Galveston County, Tex., in-

fection was found on nine Citrus trifoliata seedlings recently geminated
on a spot where trees had been eradicated; on five such seedlings ^ mile
from an old infection; and on one seedling orange on a property not pre-
viously known to be infected.

CONTROL INVESTIGATIONS

Response of insect heart to electrical stimulation. —J, F. Yeager, of

the Belt^ville, Md.
,
laboratory, reyiorts that electrical stimulation of the

heart of Pcripl quota amoricana L. (in isolated, perfused preparation) has
shown that this insect's h^r.rt can give responses that are somewhat differ-
ent from the responses usually given by the perfused vertebrate heart. The

stimulated roach heart gives extrasystoles throughout the periods of relaxa-
tion and rest but no compensatory pauses following the extra contractions,
shows marked summation of contractions, shows an apparent response (summated
contraction) to stimulus -during most of the contraction period, can exhibit
complete cardiac tetanus with rapid recovery at the end of stimulation, may
show apparent treppe or staircase effect, can exhibit summation of stimuli,
and appears to have a relatively short absolute refractory period. These
responses seem to place the oardiac muscle of this insect somewhere between
vertebrate skeletal muscle and vertebrate cardiac muscle, when considered
from the functional standpoint. Histologically, the roach cardiac muscle
is striated.

Pew compounds have characteristics of good insecticide .—Dur ing the

year 1937 approximately 250 organic compounds were tested for insecticidal
action on mosquito larvae by A.- M. Phillips, of the Sanford, Fla. , labora-
tory. Of this number only J>h had any appreciable toxicity and a bare half
dozen approached the toxicity of standard insecticides. Of the 500 samples
tested on several species cf leaf-feeding pests by !.'. C. Swingle and James
B. Gohan, 65 gave good control of first-instar larve and less than 10
filled the requirements of toxicity to full-grown larvae and lack of injury
to foliage. In other words, only 1 sample out of every 100 tested gives
any definite promise as an insecticide.

INSECTICIDE INVESTIGATIONS

Study cf quassia continued .—E. P. Claric, of this Division, has found
that the bitter insecticidal constituent of quassia wood ( Quassia ar.ara ) is

a mixture of quassin, which has a melting point of 20S'' C. , and neoquassin,
which has a melting point of 226 . . These materials are isomeric and have
the molecular formula Cog^C^o* A method for the preparation and purifica-
tion cf th^se compounds ana some cf their reactions have been described in
two recent publications (Jo\ir. Amer. Chem. Soc., vol. 59 1 po. 927~9 7 1 (Way
1937) and pp. 2511-251-U (Dec. 1937)).
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New solvents for rotenone .-—Hv A v Jones and S. Love have determined
the solubility of rotenone .at 25° C. in 55 solvents not hitherto reported.
Rotenone is more soluble in methylene chloride (58.2 g of rotenone in 100 g
of solvent) than in any other material* Rotenone is also quite soluble in.

benzaldehyde, pyridine, nitrobenzene, furfural, and U. S. P. cresol. These
results are published in the Journal of the American Chemical Society (vol.

59, PP. 269H-2S96. Dec. 1937).

Determination cf oil deposit on sprayed foliage .—L. H, Dawsey and J.

Hiley have described .an improved weighing method for the determination of
oil deposit on chrysanthemum foliage after spraying with emulsions. The
method is applicable to nearly all kinds of nonvolatile insecticidal oils,
including both petroleum oils and fatty oils. The procedure consists of
four steps: (1) Cutting leaf disks in preparation of samples, (2) extract-
ing samples, (3) evaporating the solvent, and (k) drying residues to con-
stant weight. Recovery of oil from chrysanthemum foliage is 100 percent
(Jour. Agr. Research, vol. 55, pp. 693-701, Nov. 1, 1937).

Some physical properties of commercial paris green .—L, D. Goodhue
and E. L. C-ooden (Jour. Econ. Ent., vol. 30, pp. 913-917. Dec. 1937) have
reported the results of an examination of nine commercial brands of paris
green. These were found to vary widely in particle size, density, cubic
inches per pound, and angle of slope. The values for cubic inches per
pound were in approximately the same order as the. results of particle-size
determination by sedimentation analysis, and may be used as a rough measure
of the fineness of paris green.

Paris greens prepared from .animal and vegetable oils .--F. E. Dearborn
of this Division, has described (Jour. Scon. Ent., vol. 30, pp. 958-962, Dec

1937) a procedure for making homologues of paris green from various animal
and vegetable oils, including castor, coconut, cottonseed, corn, fish, pea-
nut, and soybean oils. Fassig and Campbell, of the Ohio State University,
have reported (Jour, Econ. Ent,, vol. 30, pp. 681-682) that sor.e of the

greens prepared from oils are more effective than ordinary paris green,

which is made from acetic acid.

BEE CULTURE .

Queen introduction needs further study . --C. L. Parrar, Laramie, Wyo,,

reports: "The introduction of queens under fall conditions on a commercial

scale by the spray-direct release method gave very disappointing results,

as compared with those obtained during the summer. The spray-direct re-

lease method cf introduction gave definitely poorer results than were ob-

tained by cage introduction the previous two seasons.. All queens appeared
to arrive in good condition, except two which had dead attendants; one of

these was lost, the other successfully introduced. The results were suf-

ficiently variable to indicate that the spray method may still have possi-
bilities," The actual loss- reported in the study of the spray-direct re-

lease method of introduction this fall is 19.8 percent of a total of 207
queens. Roboing is ruled out as an appreciable factor in this loss by the

statement, "Robbing reached serious proportions in only one yard. Three

queens out of 26 (11.5 percent) were lost, which was considerably less than
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the average loss fcr the other yards." The following conclusion is

given: "In general", these losses are not inconsistent with the experience
of commercial beekeepers carrying out queen introduction on a large scale;
however, the extent of these losses emphasizes the importance of finding a
safe method of introduction."

Suporsedure causes hecvy loss .—Mr. Farrar reports as follows cn 50
packages received at Loramie on June" 5 fcr use in the super se dure studies:
"10 queens, or 20 percent, were lost between June 5 and August 2U, although
U cf these were probably lost because of manipulation. Neither variation in

the pollen factor while the queens were - being reared nor the length of time
the queens were laying in the nuclei appeared to influence losses."

Kutrtions obtained by use of X-ray .—Otto Mackensen reports that a

number of mutations of the honeybee have been obtained at the Baton Rouge,
La.

,
laboratory by the use of X rays and that the results indicate a muta-

tion rate of 12-1/2 percent for the germ cells tested. In describing the

mutations he states: "One of the mutations causes thickenings raid branches
on the veins of the hind wing; the other a weakened chitinization of the

posterior portions of the abdominal scleritcs causing irregular posterior
margins and often holes through' the sclerites near their posterior margins.
The phenotypic expression of both varies considerably and may overlap the
normal condition. The mature drones carrying either mutation are very weak
and some of them live long enough to become sexually mature."

IDENTIFICATION AND CLASSIFICATION 07 IiTSZCTS

West Indian sweetpotato weevil .— It has recently been pointed out by
E. C. Zimmerman, of the Bernice 3ishop Museum, that the correct technical

le for this insect is Suscepes postfasc ictus Fairm. , the specific name
postfasciatu o antedating bat a tee Watorh.

t':..T Eur?p-:-:n weevil in N:rth America ,

—
*.7. J. Brown , of the

Canadian Entomological Branch, has deposited in the National Museum col-
lection several specimens of Sitona linoatus L., collected on green pea
seedlings at Victoria, British Columbia, in Kay 1937. The species is com-
mon and widely distributed in Europe, but has not before been reported from
North America.

Larva of a parasitic lepidopteron received . --A lepidopterous larva
attached to the body of the fulgorid Oliaru?. concinnula Fowler was received
from William F. Turner, cf the Division of Fruit Insect Investigations, The
fulgorid, with the parr site attached, had been swept from plum foliage in
Brown County, To:-:. Carl Heinrich identified the larvc as Bp ipyrcps sp.
Larvae of this genus are seldom received, this being the third specimen to

come to the National Collection. The genus Zpipyrops belongs to a small
family (Epipyropidae ) of wide distribution, all of whose species, as far as
known, are parasitic on Homoptera.
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Notes on ant identification ,—Workers of the tiny "black ant Mono-
morium minimum (Buckley) were sent in for determination by J. U. G-ilmore,'.

with the statement that they were eating flea "beetles at Oxford, N. C,
the latter part of June 1937* Specimens of ants collected at Anacoco, La.,
on December 12, 193 7 » and submitted to the Division of Insect Identifica-
tion "by K. L. Cockerham have "been determined "by M, E, Smith as the Texas
leaf-cutting ant (Atta texana (Buckley)). Mr. Cockerham states that he
collected the ants from collards, turnips, and onions, where they were
cutting the leaves and causing considerable damage.

New record of an .aphid on tulip .

—

Rhopalosiphum nymphaeae (Linn.)
was identified by P. W. Mason from tulip bulbs from Holland, intercepted,
at Detroit (Detroit Ho. 193l)» This common aphid usually migrates between
plum and various aquatic plants, sometimes living partially submerged be-
neath the water, and at times being injurious to aquatic plants in green-,
houses. Its presence on tulip bulbs is very unusual and not previously
reported.

_ ,

Preparation of soft-bodied insects .— Soft-bcdied insects, such as

wingless crickets, wingless blister beetles, and. termites, are rarely found
satisfactorily preserved as pinned specimens. 3ecause of distortion and
shrinkage they are often not readily recognized as the species they repre-
sent, Excellent, permanent preparations of such material can be made, how-
ever, by the following method which has been outlined by H. S. Barber: The

insects are killed and fixed in 95 percent alcohol. TThen moderately hardened
the membranes and coagulated viscera are punctured with a fine micro pin •'

to facilitate complete dehydration in absolute alcohol. The. specimens are ,

then placed in xylol or benzol to clear them and to remove any remaining
soluble fats. After this they are allowed to dry and are then in condition

for permanent preservation. If it is desired to pin the insects through the

body this is done after hardening in 95 percent alcohol, before complete de-

hydration. It has been found more generally satisfactory, however, to

puncture the right side of the insect with a scalpel and to insert a, suit-

able card point coated with an adhesive, the pin later to be run through the

base of the triangle.

oOo
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SCREWWORH CONTROL WORK DISCONTINUED FEBRUARY 15

The special educational and demons trational work on control of screw-
worms, which has been carried on for the last few years, was discontinued
on February 15. With the discontinuance- of this work, the headquarters for
screwworm control. maintained: at San Antonio, Tex., and Gainesville, Fla.

,

will be closed out as early as practicable.

The extensive work conducted during the last few years in cooperation
with various State agencies and individuals has made- available to farmers
in the areas where screwworms occur information regarding methods of con-
trol. It is believed that the stockmen and others have now had ample op-
portunity to become fully advised regarding the control measures, and the
educational and demonstrational work will now be turned over to the State
and other agencies to be handled in the same general manner as. is the work
concerning the control of other important pests.

FIELD HEADQUARTERS ESTABLISHED FOR GRASSHOPPER AND MORMON CRICKET CONTROL

Part of the unexpended balance of the appropriation for the control
of incipient and emergency outbreaks of insect pests and plant diseases has
been made available for use in cooperating with States in the control of
grasshoppers' and Mormon crickets. This fund will be uoed for the establish-
ment of field headquarters and preliminary work incident to the organiza-
tion of cooperative control work, as well as for the procurement of bait
and other materials needed. Information regarding the program for coopera-
tive work during the coming season has been ma.de available to the State
agencies. Field headquarters for grasshopper control work are being es-
tablished at Minneapolis, Minn., and field headquarters for. the control
work against the Mormon cricieet will be established at Salt Lake City, Utah.
As indicated in the News Letter dated December 1, 1937 (vol. k, no. 12),
this work is under the direction of B. M. Gaddis, leader of the Division of
Domestic Plant Quarantines. W. 3. Dove has been selected as field leader
in charge of the work on grasshopper control and will be assisted by F. D.
Butcher. The field leader in charge of the work on Mormon crickets has not
been selected. R. A. Roberts and K. H. Townsend, who have been associated
with the work on screwworm control, are being assigned to this work.
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FRUI T INSECT' IIWESTI GATIONS"

Figs with closed eyes less subject to spoilage .—Perez Simmons and
C. K. Fisher, of the Fresno, Calif., laboratory, report on examinations of
figs selected for closed or wide-open eyes. . The selections were made in
the packing house where the figs had been graded to six sizes, but not
culled, having, presumably, been culled on the ranches where they were
grown. The examinations showed that the figs with closed eyes were less
subject to spoilage. The samples examined to determine infestation,- dis-
eases (mold, ' souring, and endosepsis), and internal dirt, gave the' follow-
ing results:

Total percentage objectionable
Size

: Adriatic Cal imyrna
Closed ' :' ' Open ' : Closed Open

Standard-
—

'

'•

. o :
: 6 0

Choice—r- -—--• 2 - 16. 0
'

il
Extra choice

—

: 0" ' lG\ .

:

. 3 . 21, .

Fancy : 2 :* 26
1

! 5 : 27
Extra fancy :

. 3 , :
. 3D . .. ..! 2 : , .23 ,

Jumbo— -
:
—

:

7 V 39 1 31

Of the 19., 500 figs of the Adriatic variety about 3,500, of all size
grades, .were 'closed at the eye. .About 1 ,500 of the 19,000 Calimyrna figs

were closed. -As the . fruit .was a mixture from several sources, the figures
indicate that closed figs were plentiful in these leading varieties in the

crop of 1937- An investigation is planned to determine the extent to

which such figs occur in orchards.-- ,
•

;,

Smulsifiors for ethylene dichloride.— To provide a nonsoap emulsifier
for ethylene dichloride for use. in localities where hard water may cause

trouble with soap emulsions, 0. I.. Snapp and J. R. Thomson,. Jr., of the Fort
Valley, Ga, ,

laboratory, have made a study of emulsifiers for use in con-
nection .with the new treatment, recently developed at that laboratory for

peach borer control. They found that calcium caseinate will satisfactorily
emulsify ethylene, dichloride .when used at a rate as low as 1 pound to 5'g'

gallons of the chemical. Emulsions made at that rate on January 17 and di-.

luted with water to 12§- and 50 percent concentrations, were holding up even
better than soap emulsions on. January J>1, They also report that ethylene
dichloride emulsified with potash fish-oil soap and diluted with the hardest
water obtainable in central Georgia (from a lime-rock area) held up as long
as emulsions of that material diluted with very soft water.

Accuracy of observers tailing field r ecords ,---At the suggestion of

E. H. Van Leeuwen, of the Yakima, Wash,, laboratory, the accuracy of ob-

servers taking field records of fruit infested by the codling moth has been
checked and. the results computed by F, P. Dean. The procedure was to have

each observer record separately the condition of each of 100 blemished apples,

then to have a committee of experienced observers decide on the actual con-

dition of each apple by careful examination. Based on percentage of wormy
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fruit, the accuracy of observers with less than 3 years' experience was
from 90.0 to 95*5 percent, and of the nore experienced observers from 97«0
to 97»5 percent. Based on the number of worms per 100 apples, the ac-
curacy v/as fron fS to SU percent and 39 to 92 percent, respectively. The

greater accuracy in the first instance is due to the greater ease in deter-
mining whether or not an apple is wormy than in determining the exact num-
ber of worms that have attacked it. As some of the errors were negative
and sone positive and therefore would cancel each other in the total re-

sults from the 100 apples used, the average accuracy of all the observers
turned out to' be 98 percent'- for percentage wormy and 93 percent for' number
of v;orns. .'This degree of accuracy .would appear to be sufficient for the

purpose for which these observations are used. •'

IIorr.pl trends in Japanese beetle populat i ons as inc . icated by
. trap

catches .—During the
•
7-year period, from 1920-32, trapping was. carried on in

the earliest- infested area in the general vicinity of Moorestown, N. J., to

obtain data on trends in the adult population during the summer, I, M,

Hawley and T. N, Dobbins have recently summarized :these data. The' number
of traps employed ranged fron 21 to 2U and all were., in continuous use from
June 15 to September 15 each year. 'The number of .-beetles caught in each
>-day period was determined for each- of the. 7 years. The. period when the

greatest number of beetles were taken was considered to be the peak of popu-
lation and was expressed in the table as an index number equivalent to 100,

The catches in all other periods -were expressed as proportionate parts of
the catch during 'the peak period. There was a considerable -variation in

the numbers of beetles caught in the different seasons. To prevent a large
catch of any 1 year having a disproportionate influence in determining the

average. for the 7 years," the index numbers for each period for all years
were summed and used- in the same maimer as in evaluating the yearly trap
catches. It is evident from the table that the peak, or highest 5"*day

period, may occur at any time between mid-July and nid-rAugust, depending
largely on weather conditions. Trap catches are dependent on the number
of beetles in flight and this, in turn, is influenced by temperature,
humidity, sunlight, ond wind velocity. On cool, cloudy, or rainy days
there is little flight. When the air is humid on clear, warn days, beetles
feed extensively and fly little, but they are very active under conditions
of lew humidity, Fron the normal for the ~f-yeriT period, as shown in the
last column of the table, it is evident that a gradual increase in the
beetle population until late July is to be expected. This is followed by
a slow decline in numbers until mid-August when a sudden drop in the .popu-
lation occurs, followed by a gradual falling off during the remainder of
the season. This relative abundrnce is shown in the following table.
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Relative abundance in— Average
Period :

1926 1927
:

1923
!

1929
:

1930 '
:

1931
:

~ j ,

June 15-13 ! • — • — 1/
!

i/o \

•

June I9-2U -! —

—

: ; 0.3 0.1: i/o; : 0.15 0.1

June 25-29— -—

!

I/O" 0.1)
1/ •

0 - . 3*2 : 0.8: 0.2:
. 1.3: 1.1

June 30-July U-j .0.2 : 0.3: 0.6, :.. • 9.1 ! 4.8; 1.9: . 8.3;. .5.0
July 5-9——---! 2.4 t 2.0: 4.2 S/U8 r5 :

* '27.5J
. 25l3: 22.9

July 10-1k : 11.5 10.1 • 3.2 ;£aoo.o

.

!• 24.7: 21:3: 8815: 51.6
July 15-19 : 15.0 2216. . 39.6 : 35. U : 67..I: 1:6.9! .62.6: • 51.6
July 20-2k : 62.8 , 32:8 , 56.2 . , 86.9.

2/
U6?5!

100,0:

27.0: 65.I

;
.

'

3
14,7:£/ 100,0July 25-29— --' 46.9 ^100,0. ?/ 57>o . 90.7 • ..73.5:

July 30-Aug. 3-. 29.3 100.0
; 44.3

o/ 90.6
;£/ 100.0

- 55.9 97.3
Aug. 4-8-—----, 2/63.9 : U7^9 70jl 33.9! 2/ 75.0:

~ 100 ;0:

86.6

Aug. 9-13 rioo.o t 6iio : yj • 0 ', 32.0 : 20. / : ik'.l 78. U

AUg. XH—lO "i7 7
! 51.7 : 17*1 : 8.3 ! -M .1 ^ -44.6: 37:5

Aug! 19-23-—-.: 0.4 t 6.6 23.7 : s.o : 6.4 1.8 ' If. 7: 12:9

Aug. 24-28——

,

11.5 :. 1.6 : .15.2 : 5.8 : 5.8 I..
2;'6

: 7.S: 10.0

Aug,>9-Sept. 2 : Sl9 ! 'G'.i !. 2.3 :. 1.9 t 4.3 t 1.9 : 3.0:
.

6.5
Sept. 3-7 —

: 0.S : 6a : 0.2 : 0.6 : : 1.7 : 0.4 !

'

l.O:. 2.1
Sept.' g_i2—— : 1.0 : 0.7 ; 1.5 : 0.4 ! U3< 0.3 :

. 0.3: 1.1

Sept. 13-15—^ : 0.2 : .
O.U ! 0.4 : 0.1. : • 0.4 : 0.1 !

. .
o.i: 0.3

Peak catch—

,

:255.926 : 602, 920 :lU5,929-:139,H31 : 72,855 : 184, 096 M16.977?

-A few "beetles were caught in this period "but the index number was much
less than 0*1 and is considered practically equivalent to 0.

.

-~ Index. number of 100 shows highest catch in any 5-day period in each
season. The numbers caught in this period are indicated at the bottom of

each column.

MEXICAN FRUIT FLY CONTROL

Fewer Mexican fruit fly than a year ago .—Traps indicated that the

population of Anastre^ha ludens Loew in the Rio Grande Valley. throughout
January was less than one-fifth as high as for the corresponding period of

1937» only 97 individuals of this species "being taken in traps.' Of the 39
female flies trapped, 18 we_e gravid. Spraying operations were started on
four large developments and several small citrus plantings the last \?eek of
the month. .A spray composed of tartar emetic, sugar, and water is being
applied. Fruit shipments for the season are approximately 200 cars less than
last season. The total to date stands at 11,420 equivalent carloads. The

numbers of fruit flies identified in January were as follows:
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Species : Te xas : he "ico

Adults
A. ludena • 97 ;

:
> li

A* serpentina 77ied 283 lb
||T II cU . i

n

A. sp i i
i 1 (Y£ <

! 1Uij l nxu

Other A. sp. not ludens : 7 t 0

A. pal lens Coq : 2,171 92

Total 2.6S1 : 122

Larvae : 1/
: .. ' 0 1,118

—
' Pro in market 'fruit*

CEREAL AND FORAGE INSECT INVESHGAflONS

Estimated d:i. .a . v by European, corn "borer in 1937 •—A. M . Vance
,

Toledo, Ohio, presents the following estimates. of damage to the corn crop

by the European corn borer in 1937* based on crop values computed from

estimated yields and current market quotations. The estimates include''

only the- area involved in the 1937 fall survey of corn borer abundance,,

comprising 1,SU3,021 acres of corn harvested for grain rnd ^3,480 acres
harvested for sweet corn. Damage indices of 3 percent and 8 percent loss

per borer per plant for grain and sweet corn, respectively, were utilized
to measure the effect of the borer, the estimated total loss in 193^ for

the same area being included.. Resulting from differences in borer popu-
lations in the 2 years, the percentages of crop loss calculated from these
indices for field and sweet corn, respectively, were 4,2 and 11.3 in 193 7

*

and 2.6 and 6.9 in 193^. The increased loss due to the borer in 1937.
compared with' 193^ was partially offset by lower market quotations in

1937« The estimates of damage by areas are shown in the following table.

Area , x'iold corn Sweet corn • Total

Lake States
Eastern States

Total less in 1937—

.

Total loss in 1936--

$40b,7&4
S5.701

$l62,46i
769.165

$ 5^9,225
854,866

$ 492, US5 $ 9 31, :32G $1,424,091
$1,155,326

•

'

Certain spring wheats resis t ont t o hessian fly .—-E. T. Jones, Man-
hattan, Kans., reports that several years' wo rlc in southeastern Kansas and
southwestern Missouri, in cooperation with R. H. Painter, of the Kansas
Agricultural Sirperiment Station, have shown no variety of common winter
wheat to bo resistant to the hessian fly. In the same tests a very few
spring wheats and a large number of hybrid selections (Fp to generation)
of crosses between the resistant spring wheat Marquillo and desirable win-
ter varieties have shown continuous resistance in the same tests. In a
search for resistant parental material, 299 foreign plant introductions of
spring habit were, tested for resistance at Springfield last fall. Recently
completed examinations show lU of the varieties tested to be resistant to
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infestation. The remaining varieties were definitely susceptible. Varie-
ties found resistant were::Pusa 101, Triumpho, Sarletta, Candeal Ho. 2,

Rafaela, Caliph, Lambrigg, Quean Fan, Commonwealth Champion, and F. P. I.

Hos. 94511, 9U571, 9^570, and Further tests of these resistant
varieties will be made in 193S.

: ;

JAPANESE BEETLE CONTROL

Accumulative Dutch elm diseas e totals .—During the 4-week period
January 1 to 29, reports were received from the Dutch elm disease _ labora-
tory of h~f elms confirmed as infested with the disease. In the same period
4,65o twig samples were submitted to the laboratory for culturing. Samples
in process of being cultured and on which reports were being awaited num-
bered 3 1 757 on January 29, Accumulative grand totals on this date were:
Elms confirmed, 28,123; suspects collected, 209 ,007; dead and dying trees re-
moved in elm-sanitation work, 2,3S7,997; dead and dying trees tagged for
future removal, 3^1, 65S; elms removed in selective-cutting areas, 123, S13;
elms removed in clear-cutting areas, 1,566,659; and total elms removed to

date in all activities, 4,106,591»

Special elm-sanitation projects around isolated Hew York infections .

—

In upper Westchester and Orange Counties an a.ttempt is being made to remove
all devitalized elms within a mile of isolated confirmed trees. Permissions
for selective sanitation work have been obtained by the State office from
the owners of most of the swamp areas around these locations. Sanitation
crews will work on this basis as long as possible. Should the number of

trees encountered prove to be too large for completion of the program, the

trees removed will probably be limited to those showing at least 3^_PorcerLt
devitalization, as has previously been practiced in Orange County,

Scouting for dead and dying trees in Hew Jersey .—Scouting work in

Warren County was discontinued about January 15 and the crews were trans-
ferred to Morris County to assist in completing the work in Washington Town-
ship. Washington and Jefferson Townships were the only unsccuted. townships
in Morris County. Scouting for dead trees in Hunterdon County was completed
by January 22. Toward the end of the month scouting was terminated in

Passaic County and the crews were transferred to Bergen County. Work was
also discontinued in Sussex County and the personnel assigned to elm-sani-
tation work in Warren County. Scouting in Bergen, Middlesex, and Morris
Counties was continued into February.

Reduction in 17. P. A. personnel .— In January the force of W. P. A.

workers engaged in the winter elm-sanitation work in Connecticut, Hew Jer-
sey, and Hew York and at Indianapolis, Ind, , was reduced to 3>H0 nen, in-

volving a lay-off of approximately 950 men since mi d.-December.

Clear-cutting of elms postpone d pending beaver removal .—Contemplated
clear-cutting of the elms in beaver ponds located in Ramsey, Hohckus , and
Franklin Lakes Townships, Bergen County, H, J., have been delayed, as the

State Fish and C-ame Commission has announced its intention of removing the

beavers in these sections to a more suitable location. Were the clear-
cutting to proceed now, it would be necessary to break the beaver dams to

lower the water level and permit access to the elms that are to be removed.



Inspection of funeral spray discloses gypsy moth egg cluster .— In-

spection at Sonerville, Mass., of a funeral spray prior to its removal to

Bakersfield, Vt., disclosed one egg cluster on an evergreen cutting. Wreaths

containing cuttings of evergreens are always probable carriers of the mot^.

Other interceptions of importance made in January consisted of J>2 egg clus-

ters taken from 8 truckloadr, of, logs being transported from Ossipee, N. H.

,

to Johnsbury-, Vt.; 18 egg masses in a carload of lumber moving from Deering
Junction, Maine, to Reading, Pa.; 13 egg clusters in a carload of rocks and

stumps being shipped from Readfiold, Maine, to Hew York, IT. Y. ; 9 egg masses

in a truckload of stumps and trees moving between the same points as the

rocks and stumps; 3 egg masses in a carload of lumber originating at Deering
Junction, Maine, and destined to Suspension 3ridge, N. Y. ; and S egg clusters
in 2 carloads of lumber from the same point of origin consigned to Buffalo,

N. Y. Egg clusters in lesser numbers were found in four other shipments of

lumber and shims, making a total of 9^ egg clusters removed from certified
shipments during the month. Rocks, stumps, and trees in which infestations
were found were among the exhibit materials certified for shipment by the

Maine Fish and Game Commission go the Sportsman Show to be staged in Boston
from February 5 to February 12. This exhibit will later be moved to New York
City.

Increase in annual Christmas-tree inspection .—Pinal tabulation of
records of the past Christmas-tree-inspection season shows that 763t062 trees
wore inspected and certified for movement to nonregulated gypsy moth areas
from the lightly infested zone. This was an increase of 20 percent over the
number of inspections in 193°»

Farmer to build own fumigation house .—As a solution to his problem of
faro-products inspection during the adult Japanese beetle season, one South
Jersey farmer decided to construct a fumigation house for the large quanti-
ties of fruits and vegetables he transports to nonregulated points in his
fleet of trucks. He has received reports that growers in California are
successfully using old railroad refrigerator cars as fumigating chambers,
thereby reducing the expense of building air-tight structures.

Strawborry-plant-fumigaticn house to be constructed .—Shortly after
approval on December 20, 1937 > of a supplement to the Japanese beetle treat-
ing instructions authorizing the fumigation of strawberry plants for Japa-
nese beetle larvae by means of methyl bromide liberated in an approved fumi-
gation chamber, a large-scale grower of strawberry plants on the Eastern
Shore of Maryland began plans for constructing an approved house that will
accommodate large quantities of strawberry plants. This vn.ll be the first
commercial attempt to fumigate strawberry plants with this type of fumigant.

Classified nurseryman enlarges azalea shed .—Results in growing potted
azaleas under a screened shed apparently show such an improvement over pre-
vious methods that one large azalea grower in central New Jersey has in-
creased the size of the screened shed he devotes exclusively to this purpose.
Better control ever growing conditions is claimed. The screening furnishes
an ideal protection from Japanese beetles, permitting certification of all
plants, grown in the shed.
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FOREST INSECT INVESTIGATIONS

Mild winter favors "bark-beetle activity in central Sierra , region .—

•

Development and activity of mountain pine beetle broods in sugar pine
stands have been but slightly impeded thus far during the winter. A field
trip -to -the Yosemite area by &. R. Struble, of the Berkeley, Calif., lab-
oratory, during the first week in January revealed that all stages of brood
were present, from parent adults and eggs to pupae, and new adults. The
lowest ' temperature reached" this winter prior to the examination was 20 F.

,

the highest 20°. Continued mild weather in this area gives promise for an
early season in 1938 • New developments of the western pine beetle in pon-
derosa pine were also - noted, during this same' trip. Several small groups of
freshly faded trees were seen along the South Fork of the Merced River.
One group contained 11 trees. In two groups examined near Wawona, Calif.,
heavy broods of mature larvae were found. This condition and. others reported
on similar sites is indicative of a build-up in western pine beetle activity.

Fecundity of green trogositid .—Mr, Struble also reports that labora-
tory experiments at Berkeley on Temnochila vircscens an important preda-
tor of the mountain pine beetle in sugar pine, have brought out the follow-
ing points on reproduction and larval development. (l) A total of 504 eggs
was deposited by 9 female adults between October 19 » 1937. and January.10,
193S. These adults were collected in the field from infested trees in Sep-
tember. (2) Dissection of 5 gravid females revealed an average of 312 eggs
per individual. (3) Newly hatched larvae fed on a diet of fly larvae

(Luc ilia sericata Meig.), in experiments started on December 1, had developed
to fully grown larvae by January 15

.

Control directed against abundant mountain pine beetle broods .—Control
work against an infestation of the mountain pine beetle in western white
pine was conducted in the Smith Creek drainage of the Kaniksu National For-
est, Idaho, last season. In order to ascertain the actual status of this
infestation, IS trees were felled and examined intensively. W. D. Bedard
of the Coeur d'Alene, Idaho, laboratory, in reporting on the results of
these examinations, states that mature broods of the mountain pine beetle
were very abundant in those trees. Normally, under comparable conditions,
there are from 40 to 50 insects per square. foot, whereas in the Smith Creek
trees there were 85 per square foot. The numbers of parasites, on the other
hand, were approximat el y ho percent below normal. The brood-analysis data
indicate that, had this infestation been left untreated, an increase of 500
percent would have occurred in the area.

Forest-insect exhibit .—An exhibit depicting the destructiveness of
forest insects has been placed in the window of the Potlatch Lumber Company
at Coeur d'Alene, Idaho, by the forest-insect laboratory. This exhibit,

\-/hich has caused considerable comment and attention, centers around a large
painted sign telling of the annual losses of commercial timber within the

Coeur d'Alene National Forest as a result of bark-beetle attacks and showing
what these attacks mean in the local security of the lumber-manufacturing
industry. A white pine log infested with the mountain pine beetle, with a .

portion of the bark removed to show the bark-beetle .brood, occupies the fore-
ground. Mountain pine beetles in the process of attacking a white pine log
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are shown on freshly cut material within a glass cage. Adult beetles were

reared in the laboratory for this purpose. Trays of mounted insects and

baric specimens complete this exhibit.

Western pine beetle losses diminishing .—The Portland, Oreg. , labora-
tory reports an encouraging indication in the trend of the western pine
beetle epidemics in the ponderosa pine forests of Oregon and Washington.

A recapitulation of the data gathered on annual cruises of permanent sample

plots totaling U5,10o acres (4o,l60 acres in 193^) shows quite conclusively
that this trend is continuing downward from the peak reached in 1932. The

following table shows the number of trees killed per timbered acre on these

sample plots during a 4-year period.

State ! Tre ? hilled per rcre in

—

10,34 19 7
5 1936 1937

Oregon
Washington
Regional average-

Number Number Hum"') . r Number

0,335
.1SS

0r218
,05k

c,iSi

.049

' 0^138
.078

.237 .167 .12b : .119

Notwithstanding the fact that the 1937 figures are estimations of the
total expected losses based on partially completed surveys, these data in-

dicate that the bottom has not yet been reached in these infestations. How-
ever, in Washington, a slight increase in the number of trees killed on cer-
tain areas was noted this year. On the Yakima Indian Reservation, where

• the greatest increase was found, maintenance control work is now under way.

Ccrambycids attacking fire-killed Dougl as fir, Salvage loggers; in
the Tillamook Burn of 1933 are becoming more raid more apprehensive regard-
ing the possible presence of Ergate-s spiculatus Lec., an important wood
borer that frequently limits salvage Of fire-killed Douglas fir in the Pa-
cific Northwest, according to R. L. Purniss, Portland, Oreg. However, there
has been no authentic record of this beetle attacking trees killed in 1933.
Recently a Portland mill was reported to be cutting wormy timber that orig-
inated in the Tillamook Burn. Upon investigation the borers were found to
be Criocephalus sp., a cerambycid that for the last year has prevented sal-
vage of many of the smaller trees. In some of the boards examined at the
mill Criocephalus galleries had penetrated the heartwood from 1 to 3
inches.

Sprouting and infestati on in old elm stumps,—R. ?.. Whitten, of the
Morris town, N. J., laboratory, reports concerning the examination of U3
elm stumps. The trees had been cut from 3 to 4 years previously and the
stumps ranged in diameter from 2 to lSh inches. None of the stumps had"
been chemically treated. They were examined for evidence of sprouting and
insect attack. Eleven stumps (26$) showed vigorous sprouts and five (12^)
weaic sprouts. Only one stump showed bark beetle attack. In it there was
one gallery of Hylurgopir.us rufipes (Sich. ). None of the stumps had been
attacked by ambrosia beetles, but 2£ (i5$) showed either past attack by
cerambycids or contained their larvae at the time of examination. There was
an average of 19 cerambycid larvae or holes through which beetles had emerged
in stumps with no sprouts, as compared with 13 in stumps with sprouts.
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Producti o n- and hatching of Mat s\xcoecus- eggs .—T. J ;

. Parr, of the New
Haven, Conn,

,
laboratory, reports that some information has' been obtained,

on the reproductive capacity of Mat sue o ecus sp., based on counts of complete
egg masses laid "by 15 females. The number of eggs laid by individuals
ranged from 166 to H69, the average number per .female being' 293 Experi-
ments to determine the percentage of hatching of the 'eggs are now under Tray,

One mass of eggs held out of doors from October 27 and transferred to the
laboratory at room temperature and humidity on December 23, began hatching
in l6 days. Another series from the same- mass placed in a covered jar at
room temperature and 100-percent humidity, began hatching in 11 days. Ex-
cept for mechanically injured eggs, both series hatched 100 percent, A
third series collected on October 23 and held at 50, P. until January 11,
when they were placed in an incubator at 70 and a relative humidity ranging
from ho to 70 percent, began hatching 1^- ..days later, . . -

.

.GYPSY MOTH AND BROW-TAIL MOTH CONTROL

Disappearance of snow aids- gypsy moth work.—After unofficial records
of -30° to -35°E. in. northern. Vermont, in the middle of January, with corre-
spondingly low temperatures oyer- the remainder of the area where gypsy moth
work is done, scouting conditions became better during the latter part of
the month than at any time since the middle of November, Unseasonably warm
weather, accompanied by a heavy rainfall on January 2h and 25, melted most
of the snow in the open country in Vermont, Massachusetts, and the northern
part of Hew York State, and in both open and woodland country in Connecticut,,

lower Hew York State, Hew Jersey, and Pennsylvania,

Prospective thinning work revised .—A gypsy moth control supervisor
has been engaged in surveying the. infested areas, together, with the dis-
trict superintendent in charge -of the work in each State, to" select locali-
ties where the greatest benefit can be obtained from the limited amount of

thinning work that' can be- done by the small force of unskilled workers now
available. Many infested areas in Massachusetts, Connecticut, and Pennsyl-
vania have' already been surveyed.

Pharmaceutical collections aid gypsy moth work .—The district superin-
tendent in charge of Federal gypsy moth work in western Massachusetts has

been informed that it is planned to cut approximately 100 tons of witch-
hazel growth in Huntington during the winter. The witch-hazel bush is a

favored food plant of the gypsy moth and the removal of such a large quan-
tity from the woodlands at Huntington, near the eastern border of the

barrier zone, will be of distinct benefit to the gypsy moth ¥/ork in that

area, '.'"..

Several smal l infestations found near barrier zone in Vermont.—Al-

though no gypsy moth infestations have been found during the present fiscal

year in the barrier zone section of Vermont, a total of five single-egg-
cluster infestations have been loca.ted in the town of Mount Holly, Rutland
County, which is only one town removed from the zone area.'.

Progress of gypsy moth work in Hew York State .—At. the end of December
a total of approximately S.900 acres of woodland and 32 miles of roadside
had been scouted by Federal V,\ P. A. workers, C. C. C. enrollees, and New
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York State employees in the vicinity of the infestation discovered during
the present fiscal year in Hague Township, Yfarren County, N. Y. Three
gypsy moth infestations totaling 12,068 egg clusters were located and de-

stroyed. At the infestation discovered in 1937 in Shawungunk j Ulster Coun-

ty, a total of more than 11,000 acres of woodland and 69 miles of roadside
was scouted, and 5 infestations totaling 11 egg clusters were found and
treated. More than 6,800 acres of woodland and 53 miles of roadside were
scouted in the infested area in Putnam Valley Township, Putnam County, and
h infestations totaling UO egg clusters were destroyed. There was a marked
decrease in the density of infestation in the two latter towns, resulting
from the very intensive scouting and treatment work applied during the past
year.

Progress of gypsy moth work in Pennsylvania,—Prom the "beginning of

the current fiscal year to the end of December a total of approximately
112,000 acres of woodland and 5&1OOO acres of open country had been scouted
in 30 townships in the Pennsylvania area, resulting in the destruction of

more than 156,000 gypsy moth egg clusters. Nearly 90 percent of the egg
clusters were found in the townships of Plains, Jenkins, and Pittston, in

Luzerne County, and in Spring 3rook Township, Lackawanna. County.

Infestation apparently eliminated in Dyberry.—Intensive scouting in

the vicinity of the gypsy moth infestation located during the fiscal year

1937 in Dyberry Township,' "ayne County, Pa., was completed in January. No
new egg clusters were found. Dyberry .is immediately outside of the Pennsyl-
vania quarantined area.

Scouting demonstrates value of spraying . -^-Because of l (ack of time,
spraying was the only control measure used last season in a section of Plains
Township, Luzerne County, Pa., Where gypsy moth infestations are abundant.
A crew now engaged in scouting and treatment work in that area is locating
many old egg clusters, but very few new clusters are being 'found. The
scarcity of new egg clusters in a region where infestation is general and
in an area that was heavily infested the previous year emphasizes the value
of spraying as an eradication measure.

Pennsylvania State gyp sy moth quarantine revised .—The latest re-
vision of the Pennsylvania State gypsy moth quarantine becomes effective on
February 15. The revision provides for the division of the quarantined area
into two z>.nes, one including the towns where infestation ir. i.iost abundant
and the other the towns where only isolated infestations are present. This
change should prove very effective end will redr.ee the cost of inspection
and certification work.

3gg clusters creoscted by C. C. C. passes 2, 000,000 mark .—Prom July
1, 1937. to January 8, 1938, C. C. C. enrollees crcosoted 2,018,388 gypsy
moth egg clusters in the 3 States in which such work is in progress. Of
these, l,8a2,205 were destroyed in Massachusetts, 20,519 in Connecticut,
and lU5,6SU in Vermont. During the same period 88,1+75 acres were examined,
and thinning or cleaning work was done on 2,^37 acres.
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C. C. C. enrollees thoroughly trained before starting field work .—Be-
fore starting actual work against the gypsy moth, new C. C. C. enrollees
undergo a thorough course of training. They are instructed in the proper, use
of snowshoes, .of spurs and ropes, in climbing, and of tools used in thinning
work,. Tree Identification, which ''is necessary in thinning operations , is ..

also taught, Scouts are trained in scouting, formations and in searching . for
egg .clusters, 'artificial infestations being used for training purposes and .

for efficiency ratings, While thorough training requires considerable time.,

this loss is more than repaid by the improvement in the character of the ...

work performed by the specially trained men,

- PLANT DISEASE CONTROL

Barberry eradication in northeastern Ohio ,— In 1808, when pioneer
settlers from Massachusetts and Connecticut moved westward, they settle'd in

the five extreme northeastern counties of Ohio-—Ashtabula, Lake, Geauga,
Portage, and Trumbull, These early settlers brought common barberry. bushes
with them, - Here, also, early nurseries were established and common barberry
bushes were propagated and sold in large numbers. Prom these early plantings
barberries escaped from cultivation and have been found growing wild through-
out the area, ..These five counties' comprise an area of 2,53*+ square miles,

50 percent of which ! is wooded land, consisting of second-growth timber,

slashings, and a generous supply of underbrush. In these counties 2,120,864
barberry bushes, sprouting bushes, and seedlings have been destroyed on

2,866 different properties. Two-thirds of all the bushes and seedlings de-

stroyed in Ohio have been found in this small area. Approximately 97 percent
of these bushes had escaped from 'cultivation, although barberry had been
planted on 1,028 different properties. The high percentage of planted proper
ties, both city and rural, is due to the great number of nurseries in Lake
County that sold the plant for ornamental purposes. Of the planted locations
2h~j> -were found in Lake County,* The area would have shown a greater' percent-
age of escaped bushes . had it not been for the 80,000 barberries removed from
nurseries in Lake . County. These five counties 'have proved to be one ex-
tensive area of escaped barberry and bushes "nave been found on practical^
every square mile. The limited survey in Ashtabula add Geauga Counties and
the survey. in Portage and Trumbull Counties in .1937 » show a marked decrease
in the number of new properties and also a great 'decrease in the number of
new bushes. More than 90 percent of the bushes found in these counties in

1937 were found on old escaped locations.
:
These bushes were small and

scattered, indicating that they had developed from seed since the last sur-
vey was made.

W. P. A. workers destroy over 12 million Ribes bushes . --R. G. Pierce,
regional leader, reports that, since the beginning of the W. F. A. blister
rust control project on July 1, 1535 • ^P to and. including December 1937. a
total of 12,321,309 wild and cultivated currant and gooseberry bushes have
been destroyed in the Southern Appalachian States by W. .P,,A. workers. On
this phase of the work they expended 832, hoj man-hours of labor and located
and destroyed an average of about 15 bushes per man-hour.

Scouting for blister rust in Oregon in 1937 »—Scouting was carried on
extensively in southern' Oregon during 1937 • The major sugar pine areas were
examined in an effort to obtain 'samples of infection conditions which would



be representative of the whole southern Oregon area. A total of 19,555
Hibcs plants were inspected and 257 of this number, or 1.5 percent, were

found to be infected with blister rust. Since the infected bush:s were
generally distributed over the entire southern Oregon sugar pine region

and wore not confined to any specific area, it is assnmed that the samples
obtTincd represent conditions for the region as a whole. Undoubtedly,
there were nany diseased bushes that were not located. As a- result, it

appears probable that some pine infection has taken place this year which
will develop into infection centers within } or h years.

Bird Creek infection area .—In 1937 a very heavy infection area was

discovered on Bird Croek in the St. Joe National -Forest, Idaho. The lower

part of this drainage supports nature' and pole tinber but the upper part
comprises several thousand acres of white pine reproduction. • Sample strips

run throughout this reproduction show a general infection ever the area. A
study of the data reveals the fact that the infection decreases rapidly with
the increase in distance away from the stream and 'that there is a definite

correlation between the extent of infection and the number of Ribes per
acre. Both stream-type .and upland Bibes v/ere present. In this r>rea 25,6o6
trees were examined, of wrdch'6,27U, or 2U.5 percent, were infected. The

amount of infection according to distance from the stream is shown in the

following table.

Cankers
Distance
(Chains)

, Trees
Per 100 trees

examinedExamined < Infected. Total
iTum'oer Numtoe r P-vrcent Number Number

0-5 S , 462 . 3,261 33.

5

23, 52^ 272.0
6-10 7.U50 : 1,710 23,0 5,613 75,3
11-15 5,0^7 : S76 : 17,3 2,280 U5.2
16-20 : 3,531 ^63 ! 10.3 : 72U : 20.2
Over 20 i,o66 59 : 5.5 . 90 8.U

Total : 25.b0b S.27U 2U.5 "S2.2"*! i2 p5.q
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COTTQN INSECT. INVESTIGATIONS

Pilosity of cotton leaves, effect on aphid infestation .—The ef-
fects of pilosity of cotton leaves and dusting with calcium arsenate on

the abundance of aphids and their parasites have "been studied "by E; W.

Lunnam and J. C. Clark at Stoneville, Miss. Previous investigations had
shown that the more pilose leaves held larger quantities of calcium ar-
senate and retained it for a longer - period: -than did the leaves with fewer
hairs. Four varieties with an average of l.H hairs per square millimeter
(range O.Ul to 2.^-3) and H -varieties with an average of.ty, 7 -hairs per;---'- •

square millimeter (range 3 • 79 to 6.09) Of lower leaf surface were grouped
as "smooth" and ''pilose," respectively. Some varieties of each type were
dusted 3..times, some 7 times, and others were left undusted, The aphid
infestation was .determined "by counting the population on a 2.5-inch disc

'

cut from
1

the fourth leaf from the top of each of 100 plants.' The results
are summarized as follows:

Average ! Undusted series . Dusted series
Type hairs^ per ; Leaves Para- ,.!

- ;: Para-
of '

: Aphids

,

infested : siti- Aphids : Leaves .
• siti-

leaf zation infested zation

Smooth

Pilose

Number Number Percent Percent Number ! Percent -Percent

• U.7

:

;
33 '

'

:. 100

iU,5

. 36.7...;

:

35,1

: 1H.9

: 2Sk 1 30 ' ^0 f 7

: 25. U1 I 612 l 72

The aphid population was from two to three times as : great on the

pilose-leafed" as on the smooth-leafed varieties: in both the dusted' and.

undusted series, and from six to eight: times as ..great -.on the dusted 'as

on the undusted p-l-arrts with both types of leaves, Al though".. the' aphid •

population was greater on the pilose varieties under all conditions, the
percentage of parasitization was lower. Pilosity of the leaves, by af-
fording a more favorable environment or through interference of parasite
activity, appears to be a factor in increasing aphid population. Even
though pilose varieties may not become heavily infested with aphids when
not dusted with arsenicals, this condition is probably just within the

bounds of natural control and the application of poisons upsets natural
control more readily in the pilose-leafed than in the smooth-leafed
varieties.
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Experiments in cotton bollworm control *—The result? of his plpt ex-

periments for the control of the cotton bollworm in 1936. and 1937 have been
summarized by R. 17. Mpreland, of College Station, Tex. libst of the damage

was caused by the second brood of bollworms. from moths migrating from corn

to the cotton. The damage varied considerably in different experiments,

being so great in some that no cotton was. picked- from the check plots. Cal-

cium arsenate, calcium arsenate-par is green mixtures, and mixtures of cube,

pyre thrum, cryolite, barium fluosilicate , and calcium arsenate with sulphur
were used as dusts. In 1936 the average gains , from- five plots receiving
four and five applications of calcium arsenate- were U95 pounds of send cot-

ton and a profit of $lS.03 per acre. Four plots receiving two and three

applications showed an average gain of vM-JL founds per . acre. In 1937 the

average gain of four plots dusted three tines with calcium arsenate was

326 pounds and a profit of $11.39 'Per acre-.- The. average gain in the plots
treated with the calcium arsenate-paris green mixtures during the two sea-

sons was 373 pounds, with a profit of $9 • 79 • In the plots treated" with
the calcium arsenate -sulphur mixtures, the- gains were less than in. the cal-
cium arsenate plots and in proportion to the poundage of calcium arsenate
used per acre. The gains from the cube, pyrethrum, and cryolite were all

much below those from the calcium arsenate. .In the one experiment receiv-
ing barium fluosilicate the profit was $11.71, as compared to $6.03 on the

calcium arsenate, plot. It was not so great, however, as the average profit
from all the calcium arsenate plots. .

;,*...-'

Field population of overwintering pink bollworms .—Examinations were
made in December and January by A. J. Chapman, H.. S. Cavitt, M. K. Hughs,
and 0. T. Robertson-, of Prssidic , Tex., to determine the population of over-
wintering pink bollworms remaining in the 1937 cotton fieldr. of the Big
Bend after the final picking. The surface trash and plant material above

. ground and the soil under the plants from- 1-square-yard areas were examined
• separately. Twenty-five representative fields with different intensities
.. of infestation, plant growth, and soil types were sampled at five points in

each field, or a total of 250 samples of plmt material and soil. .The num-

, ber of hibernating larvae in the cotton bolls and square's oh the plants and
on the soil above ground ranged from 6.2 to 123.2, with rn average of 55*5
larvae per square yard, as compared to an average of 2,7 in 1936 and U3 in

1935» The large increase in number of worms, over previous years is attribu-
ted to the generally heavier infestation and especially to the unusually
large amount of unpicked cotton left in the fields because of the shortage
of pickers, heavy fall rains-, and the low. price of cottor. Fields that con-
tinued to fruit late in the season because of late planting, varieties,
soil types, late irrigation, or second -growth of the plants, had a,much
higher population in the plant material than had fields where the cotton
matured early. The larval population in .the top 3 to .5 inches of the soil
ranged from 1.0 to Ul.8, with an average of 7.98 larvae per square yard.
In 1936, ^.33 in 1935. 12.5 larvae per square yard were fo\ind. With
few exceptions, the fields with the late cotton also had the highest soil
populations. Contrary to last year's results, more larvae were found in
the heavier types of soil than in the lighter types. This was attributed
to the fact that, because of more rains this year, the heavy soil did not
crack 30 badly and a higher percent of larvae were near the surface and were
recovered. The exceptionally heavy populations in a few late-fruiting fields
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increased the average number of larvae found in the soil. Eleven of the

25 fields examined contained a lower soil population than last year.
Killing frost occurred on November 22, 1937 1 as compared to November U,

1936, allovdng the larvae to continue to increase and enter the soil for
a longer period. Approximately 13 percent of the overwintering larvae
were found in the soil- and 87 percent above ground, which was about the
same- percentage as last year. None of the cotton fields were cleaned by
the Bureau this fall and, owing to the uncertainity of establishing a non-
cotton zone in the Big Bend

s
the farmers did not begin preparations for

next year's plantings until very late i-n the season-. About" 1,000 acres
were heavily pastured by cattle and sheep and examinations before and after
pasturage showed that approximately 95 percent of the larvae overwintering
above ground had been destroyed by the animals.

PINK BOLLWOEM AND -THURBERIA WEEVIL CONTROL

Inspection .—-The inspection of green-boll samples has been continued
at the San Antonio, Tex.-, -laboratory throughout the month, wi-th negative
results. These samples were collected last fall in areas near the infested
zones. Other samples were collected in sections where there is not suf-
ficient cotton production to justify operation of gin—trash machines.

Destruction of stalks .—Preparations for the coming cotton crop have
gone forward very rapidly throughout the lower Rio Grande Valley of Texas
and considerable stub cotton has already .been destroyed. A close watch is

being kept of all the stub cotton remaining, to see that none of it pro-
duces fruit. In the latter part of the month there was freezing weather
and a killing frost. A survey made since then indicated that all of the

stub cotton had been killed back; consequently, there will be no cotton
upon which any insect could propagate itself until the new crop -comes in.

Several hundred acres of the 193& crop have already been planted.

Road-traffic inspection .—The road-inspection station at Marfa, Tex.

,

was in operation throughout the month. A number of interceptions of contra-
band material were made but none of them were infested with 'the pink boll-
worm. The men on duty at the station report that practically all cars and
trucks showed evidence of having been cleaned before reaching the station.

Wild cotton ,—Owing to depletion of funds, eradication of .wild' cotton
was discontinued at Cape Sable on January 13. At that time a considerable
portion of the area had been cleaned once this season and some of it a

second time. The last of the month additional funds were obtained and work
has been resumed at Cape Sable, Along the west coast excellent progress
has been made, practically all of the area having bean cleaned once this
season and several counties a second time. In a number of locations where
plants previously occurred none were found. Excellent progress has also
been made on the Mainland Keys, most of the area having been covered once
this seadon. During the month 158,897 seedling and 617 sprout plants were
removed, 3? 210 containing bolls. Approximately 200 bolls were inspected on

the Mainland Keys and 5 pink bollworm larvae were found on Key Largo and U

on Long Key.
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Thurb e r i a-p 1 an t eradication .— The eradication of Thurberia plants in

the Santa Catalina Mountains of southern Arizona has gone forward as usual.

During the apnth 1,3^0 acres were covered and 10,272 Thurberia plants de-

stroyed. This makes a total of 13,605 acres covered and 1,168,3^2 Thurberia
plants destroyed in the Santa Catalina Range. The territory worked during
the month has been very rough and rugged. Practically all of the plants de-
stroyed, with the exception of seedlings and very sr.all plants, have shown
weevil infestation. In carrying on this v/ork it is necessary to construct
some roads and pack trails %o reach inaccessible parts of the range. The
local chief of the Forest Service has made some very conplinentary rer.arks

concerning this v/ork, and the roads and trails are being used "by forest
rangers and Qovernnent trappers.

TRUCK CROP AND GARDEN INSECT INVESTIGATIONS

Cryolite and cuprous cyanide control tomato pinv/orm .— In summarizing
the results of insecticide tests against Snorimo schema lycopersicella Busck
in California in 1937 • J« C. Elmore, Alhambra, Calif., reports that cryo-
lite and cuprous cyanide, in either sprays or dusts, were the most effective
stomach poisons used against this pest. Contrary to former belief, both
cryolite and cuprous cyanide protected the treated plots effectively for
oO days following the last application. Two dust or spray applications
gave sufficient protection from a light pinv/orm infestation, whereas five
applications were required in fields subject to heavy attack. It was de-
termined that for best restuls, the insecticide applications should begin
when the first pinworms formed leaf folds on the plants. In instances
where the leaf folds became numerous before the insecticide applications
were started, it was difficult to obtain satisfactory control. Nicotine
sulphate, light mineral oil, a proprietary insecticide containing an ali-
phatic thiocyanate, and extracts containing pyrethrum, or cube, were not
effective against the tomato pinv/orm at the dilutions tested.

Pyrethrum-oil spray reduces beet leafhopper population on seed
beets .—V. S. Romney, of the Phoenix, Ariz., laboratory, reports that exper-
iments performed last November in fields of sugar beets grown for seed in
the Salt River Valley of Arizona demonstrated the efficiency of a pyrethrum-
oil spray, applied in an atomized form, in killing the adults and nymphs of
Eutettix tenellu3 (Bak. ). In experimental plots laid out in a field repre-
senting average conditions and plant growth in the valley, an average of
97.1 percent of the leafhoppers v/ere killed by the

. spray on November 5,
when the daily range of temperature was from 76° to 89° P. , whereas on Novem-
ber 27, when temperatures ranged from oG to 7^° P., -m average of 91. 1 per-
cent of the insects were killed by the spray. An average of 10 gallons of
spray per acre was applied in the first treatment ana" 6-3 /U gallons per acre
in the second treatment. Some of the plots received the first treatment
only, others received the second treatment only, a third group received both
treatments, and other plots were left untreated. Forty-eight hours after
the second application of spray the following average numbers of E. tenellus
adults and nymphs were present per foot of seed-plant row for each set of
four replications: Sprayed twice, 0.07; sprayed once (late), 0.U7; sprayed
once (early), 0.55; unsprayed, 5.29. In the spring an examination of those
plots will be made, in cooperation with the Bureau of Plant Industry, to de-
termine the comparative percentages of curly-top injury as a measure of the
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degree of protection afforded by each of the spray treatments. The spray
used in these experiments was composed of one part white mineral oil and
two parts- kerosene , - mixed at the rate of 30 to 1, by volume, with pyrethrum
extract containing 2.03 grams of total pyrethrins per 100 cubic centimeters.

Observations on cabbage worm populations .— In summarizing the results
obtained' in a survey of conditions relating to cabbage and cabbage worms at
Baton Rouge, La., in 1$J>G and 1937* G. E, Smith and R. W. Brubaker report
that the cabbage ' looper (Autographa brass icae (Riley)), the imported cabbage
worm (Ascia rapae (L. ) ) , and the larvae of the diamondback- moth (Plutella
maculipennis (Curt.)) constitute most of the worm population on cabbage,

their relative importance being in the order named. It was found that the

cabbage looper was the dominating factor en fall crops and appears late on
spring crops. The imported cabbage worm is the most important, if not the

most abundant, species on spring crops,, and appears late on Tall, crops, in
damaging numbers. The. diamondback- moth may become abundant on either the

spring or the fall Crops. -'The cabbage webworm ( Hellula -undalie
_
(P. )), the

cross-striped cabbage worm (Evcrgestis rimosalis (G-uen^ ) ) , and several
species of Agrotinae are abundant on fall crops. The importance of the lar-
vao of the diamondback moth appears - to- depend a great deal on the proximity
of the affected crop to the source of infestation and on natural control
agencies. This species seems to spread rather slowly and' thrives best dur-
ing periods of dry, cool weather, especially when the temperatures are low
enough to cause a check in the activity of its parasites but not sufficiently
low to check its own activity. Damage caused by the cabbage webworm is con-
fined largely to the seedlings of fall-grown cole crops. This species de-
stroys the buds, thus rendering ' the plants worthless. Although the cross-
striped' cabbage- worm is seldom sufficiently numerous to cause important
damage , the infested plants are usually injured very severely, owing to the'

deposition of the eggs in clusters and to the gregarious feeding habits of
the larvae. In addition to the losses caused by cutworms in. cutting off the
young plants, these worms and the corn earworm ( Hello this obsoleta (F,))

often attack the young cabbage plants when heads are forming. Plants thus
injured either produce poorly shaped unmarketable heads, or may fail to form
heads because of the feeding of the worms.

Pacific coast v;ireworm varies in duration of life cycle .—During the

course of biological studies on Limonius canus Lec,, E. W. Jones, of the

Walla \7alla, Wash.
,
laboratory, found that 62 percent of the 1935 brood of *

this species reared in large outdoor cages completed their development as

larvae in- 1937 arG destined to emerge as adults in the spring of 193^,
thus completing a 3-year life cycle. Ten percent of this brood emerged
last year to complete a 2-year life cycle. The remaining 28 percent are
still in the larval stage and will presumably complete their life cycle in

a H-year period. It appears, therefore, that individual wireworms originat-
ing from the same brood may complete their life cycles within periods of 2,

3, or h years. It was determined that when moisture conditions in the soil
fell below the optimum during the summer, the wireworm populations decreased
and fewer larvae transformed to adults than when optimum conditions pre-
vailed. This phenomenon occurred particularly' in fields planted to aspara-
gus, alfalfa, and pasture.
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Data on the cabbage webworm in North Carolina.— In summarizing infor-

mation obtained in investigations on Kellula undal is (P. ) at Chadbourn,

N. C. , in 1937 » W« A. Thomas reports that "three generations and a partial

fourth developed in the Chadbourn area. The first generation is of the

greatest potential importance because it functions as the primary infesta-

tion, the progeny of which attack crops grown later in the season; tae

second and third generations cause a maximum degree of damage because of

their larger population; low temperatures retard larval development late

in the fall and thus limit the degree "of "injury caused by the species;'-

•

freezing weather is apparently not always fatal to the H. undal is. adults,
especially when such weather occurs intermittently during the late fall;

data obtained "from light-trap studies demonstrated that there were two dis-
tinct flights of adults," oach with a duration of approximately 6 weeks, oc-

curring during July-August and October-November. Distribution surveys
demonstrated that the webworm is a potential pest to cruciferous crops
throughout North Carolina, South Cardlina, and Virginia, with the possible
exception of the mountainous sections.

INSECTS AFFECTING MAN AND ANIMALS

Relative percentage of eggs of two mosquito species in na.tu.~e .—H . H

.

Stage reports that of 15,3^7 mosquito eggs taken from the soil of p. pro-
lific breeding area on Leer Island near Portland, ^reg.

, 35 percent were
Aedes vexans Meig. and 65 percent \jrere A. alcrichi Dyar and Knab.

• Hexachlorethane shows little promise as mosquito larvicide .—W . V

.

King, Orlando, 71a., reports * the ' following results of laboratory tests with
a mixture of two parts of hexachlorethane and one part of talc, as a mos-
quito larvicide:

Species

Culex quinquefasciat\is Say--
Do-

Do-

Do-

Aedcs sollicitans (Walk. )

C. quinquofage iatus
A. sollicitans
C. quincuefr.seiatus

Do-

Do-

Tcsts

Numb e r

Insecticide used
Per pan
Grr

0.

UK

1.
3".

3.

006
,032

,063

.320

,320

.630

630

57

15

Per icre

Pounds

1

5
10

50
100
100
250
500
500'

"Water"

tempera-
ture
°?

69
68-69
68-69

85
68-69

85
72
80

72

Larvae
dead in 2k

hours
Percent

0

0
0

5,0
0

7 ^ u
^7.5(52. 5)1/
72.5(77.5)7
9?.5(95.o)i

1/
Percent dead in US hours.
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Specificity of organic insecticides .--'In tests on the insecticidal
value of organic chemicals, Roy Melvin, Dallas, Tex., reports that of 26
compounds that kill all larvae of Cochliomyia anericana C. and P. in arti-
ficial media at a concentration of 0.05 percent or less, only U killed 50
percent or more of adults that were fed 1 percent of the chemical in honey
for 3 days*

IDREIGN PLANT QUARANTINES

Verticillium wilt of carnations ,—-A- fungus with gray conidia isolated
from wilted carnations found in the Rhine district of Germany in, 1929 was
described as Verticillium cinerescens - by Tfollenweber. .Already it is con-
sidered "by; some to be the worst disease of carnations in England. The United
States imports carnations from England for propagation. As the disease may
be present in the tops of plants for some days before any discoloration or
other symptoms are evident, it is sometimes carried in apparently healthy
cuttings and infects the, soil' of new. beds. -So far as one may. determine from
the literature available, the disease might be present and escape detection
on imported propagating material. '• ,.•

Tomato diseas es.—A new fruit spot of tomato was intercepted at New
York on January IS on tomatoes from Haiti. The fungus causing the spots is

a Helminthosporium with much larger spores than any species described as

occurring on tomato. . A rotting tomato from Mexico intercepted at Nogales on
January 22 was producing masses of Phytophtho ra spores cve^r much of the sur-
face. Although the species .of this downy mildew genus that may occur on

tomatoes from Mexico cannot well be determined without pure culture- work,
this specimen seemed to be P t capsici Leonian. P. capsici is known to at-
tack a number .of hosts and appears to have been increasing in economic im-

portance during recent years.

Cercospora leaf spot of banana .—A leaf spot of banana caused by
Cercospora musae A. Zimrn. was described in Java in 1902. Although not re-
ported as important in Netherlands East Indies, it has since proved to be
serious in the Fiji Islands, in Australia, and in the Caribbean region. The
disease was not noted in the Caribbean region until 1933* when it was found
in Surinam by Gerold

:
Stahel and in Trinidad by C. W. wardlaw. It has been

reported from Jamaica also. The rapidity with which this new disease has
spread and its evident destructiveness in the Caribbean region has caused
apprehension regarding the future of the numerous small plantings of bananas
and plantains grown for noiue use in Puerto Rico, where; the food supply is

already a serious problem, ^oudies to determine what may be done to meet the
situation have been started.

,

Green alfalfa as a packing medium .—A passenger,- arriving at the port
of New York on June 25, 1937 » carried 11 pounds of cherries, which were
seized as' contraband material. The cherries, were carried in a large basket
and were carefully packed between layer-s of green alfalfa. Although no pest
was found' on the cherri-es, living larvae of the alfalfa weevil ( Hypera posti-

ca Gyll.), thrips, aphids, and cecidomyiid larvae were among the 10 inter-
ceptions made on the k pounds of green-alfalfa packing.
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Sntonological interceptions of interest . --Two living larvae of the

Mexican fruit fly ( Anastrepha ludens Lcev;) were intercepted at, Laredo, Tex.,

on September 8, 193 7 » in. a pomegranate in baggage from Mexico. Nine living

larvae of the Mediterranean fruit fly ( Ceratitis capitata T7ied
t ) arrived at

Port Arthur, Tex., on November 17 i 1937 i in four oranges in ship's stores

from Spain. Living specimens of Anaphothrips orchidaceus Bagn. wore taken

at Honolulu, Hawaii, on October lo, 193°» on an orchid, Phaius nshworthianus t

in express from England, A living larva of the bean pod borer (Maruca tf stu-

lalis Geyer) was intercepted at San Francisco on August lo, 1937 1 in a
string bean in ship's stores from Japan. Two adults of Apicn craccae L. ar-

rived at Mobile, Ala., on December 21, 1937 > in vetch accompanying straw

packing in. cargo from Scotland. This weevil was reported as attacking
vetches and oats in Russia. A larva of the oecophorid Endrosis lactcelln
Schiff. was found at Baltimore on October 21, 1937 < in a hyacinth bulb in

cargo from the Netherlands. Living specimens of the mirid Ceratocapsus pun c tu-

la tus_ Reut. were taken at Brownsville, Tex., on October Jl, 1937* on chry-
santhemums in baggage from Mexico. A. living adult of the silky cane weevil

(Metamasius ser iceus Oliv. ) was intercepted at New Orleans on November U,

1937 i with banana debris in cargo from Mexico. Living adults of Bruchus
viciae Oliv. arrived at New York on October 22, 1937 » in vetch seed contam-
inating straw jackets in cargo from Italy. The coccid Pollinia pollini (Costa)

was taken at Washington, D. C
f , on October 2S, 1937 » on an clive leaf in the

nail from Italy. Sixteen living larvae of the Y/est Indian sweetpotato weevil
(Euscepes pontfasciatus Fairm. ) were intercepted at Eagle Pass, Tex., on No-
vember 22, 1937 f in sweetpotatoes in baggage from Mexico. This weevil was
formerly known as Euscepes batatae V'aterh.

DOMESTIC PLANT QUARANTINES

Progress in standardization of State plant quarant ine s .—Various State
plant quarantines of several southern States are being standardized, or in
some instances revoked, as an outcome of concerted action to this end on the
part of the quarantine committee representing the Southern Plant Board at the
meeting held at New Orleans on February 3- to 5»

Grasshopper-control project started .—Cooperating State agencies are
being contacted for the purpose of setting up control organizations, and an
initial 'supply of poison-bait materials will be made available in all areas
of heavy infestation in advance of grasshopper egg hatching.

Mormon cricket project contemplated ,—A cooperative Federal-State pro-
ject for the protection of crops against the Mormon cricket is contemplated,
with field headquarters at Salt Lake City, The general plan of operation
provides that the States will furnish mixing plants and power dusters, dust-
ing materials, oils, storage for materials, and transportation of laborers,
supplies, and materials. Federal funds may be used for supervision and labor
and for supplemental light-dusting units. The work will be limited to such
States, counties, and communities as provide cooperation.

Funds provided to continue work on white-fringed beetle ,—To carry on
control activities for the remainder of the fiscal year, $135, UUo has been
allotted to the white-fringed beetle project from the appropriation provided



for the control of emergency outbreaks of insect pests and plant diseases.
The infested States are cooperating by allotting special funds to the
project or by assigning inspectors and laborers. In addition to con-
tinuing the type of control measures carried on in the 1937 campaign
against the white-fringed beetle,, several additional measures will be under-
taken including the use of weed killers, flame throwers, metal barriers,
and the recommended adoption of selective cropping and special cultural
practices. The use of cheap crude- oil, it is believed, will be the most
practical, economical, and perhaps the most effective weed-killing agent
for most of the infested area. Chemicals will be applied on uncultivated
open land,- and on undergrowth in timber land. Nonpoisonous chemicals will
be used on areas exposed to livestock and .on vacant city lots. Standard
sprayer machines with necessary modifications .will be used for applying
weed-killer chemicals.. The use of flame throwers for destroying beetles,
as well as host plants, will be undertaken when the beetles emerge and be-
fore egg deposition, and, if .their use is found to be practicable, will be
repeated at about 10-day intervals. . Several -types of equipment will be
tried for this work, consisting of knapsack burners for marginal and in-
accessible areas; two-wheeled hand-operated burners for city lots and
similar areas; two—wheeled, mule-drawn burners equipped with Leads of; -long

hose and nozzles for use on roads and similar strips; larger units mounted
on pick-up trucks equipped with, boom with fixed burners and supplemented
by burners affixed to long lines of hose for reaching inaccessible spots
(this, machine will also be used: for distributing weed-killing chemicals);
and caterpillar .tractors equipped with flame throwers and weed-killing
equipment for use on areas inaccessible to trucks. Selective cropping and
cultural practice will be recommended to farmers in the infested area. At
a recent meeting of 2D0. .farmers all agreed. to eliminate favored host plants
to the extent possible and to adopt cultural practices most suitable to

beetle control. Residents of Florala, Ala., are giving.,excellent coopera-
tion ija agreeing to discontinue" growing vegetable and garden plants of any
kind. in city gardens after June 1, leaving such areas available for control
measures. A large lumber company in the infested area has removed from
cultivation over 1,100 acr.es of cultivated land in the interest of the pro-
ject, permitting vegetation to be kept down and barriers to be erected.

The use. of metal barriers against migrating- beetles will" be under-taken on

certain type's Of infested areas where trenching is impracticable.

Ho living adults of the white-fringed beetle at Saucier, Miss .— In-

spection for Naup actus at Saucier, Miss., in January resulted in finding
no adults in the field where th'ey were numerous on November 23.

Another shipload of Argentine bor.es inspected for white-fringed
beetle .—Inspectors who examined the debris from approximately 126 tons of

animal bones that arrived at New Orleans on January G from a town near
Buenos Aires, report finding increased numbers of both insects and species

over the numbers in the cargo that arrived on November 20, but no white-

fringed beetles were found. Half the cargo consisted of field bones with
animal matter and soil adhering to them; the remainder of treated packing-
house bone's-. About 9 tons" of debris taken at random from the field bones

and 2 tons of debris from the packing-house bones were screened and examined.
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Sweetpotato weevil .—Fields on infested properties throughout the

States of Alabama, Georgia, Mississippi, and Texas where intensive eradi-

cation work is carried on are now in excellent condition, following the

campaign of vine removal after harvest and replowing in winter to expose

any remaining potatoes to killing frost. Growers are disposing of stored
sweetpotatoes in order to lessen the possibility of carrying over an infes-

tation, and inspectors are assisting them in locating their seedbeds at a

safe distance from the old infested properties. Twelve infestations were

found in January.

Treated logs found infested with gypsy moth . --Five gypsy moth egg

masses were -recently found on a shipment of birch logs consigned to Washing-

ton, D. C, from a point in Massachusetts, and one egg cluster on a log

shipped to a point in New Jersey by the same consignor. Although the logs,

which were shipped as firewood, had been treated to produce colored flame,

the infestations wore found on the uncertified logs and the shipments were

intercepted by the Boston transit inspectors,

Phony peach disease reduced 8^ percent .—An examination of the results
of the 1937 inspection activities shows that in the lU infected States there

was a reduction of nearly SU percent over last year in the number of trees

found infected. Inspection was made in 1937 of all properties that had been
found infected in 193& also of outlying areas. In the lightly infected
States 3^2 counties were worked, as compared with J>Go in 193&. Of the peach
nursery stock located in areas inspected for the phony peach disease in the

1937 season, 99»5 percent met the certification requirements for interstate
movement. Action on the part 'of the various States in establishing and en-

forcing uniform quarantines and local eradication areas has effected out-
standing accomplishments' in the campaign against this disease. Supplemental
allotments for the continuance of projects relating to phony peach and peach
mosaic diseases, respectively, have been granted from the emergency relief
appropriations for the remainder of the' fiscal year. Nurserymen have been
very active in effecting the removal of diseased trees from neighboring
properties ,. replacing the trees in many instances with clean stock. All
States in the lightly infected area have contributed freely of funds to carry
on the work.

Statuq of peach mosaic infecti-'ns .—The cooperative peach mosaic in-

spection work conducted in 1937 jointly by the 3ureau and the several States
has revealed an extension of infected areas in certain States, Infection
was found for the first time in Oklahoma in a county adjacent to an infected
county in Texas. The mosaic disease was also found in one additional county
in California, one in New Mexico, and in several additional counties in
Arizona and Texas. However, careful inspection in many Texas counties pre-
viously reported as infected resulted in finding no mosaic disease.

Citrus canker work .—Citrus canker was found in January on three prop-
erties in La Fourche and Terrebonne Parishes, La, These properties are lo-
cated in an old area cf canker infection. Recurrent infections were also
found on young seedlings on two properties in Brazoria County, Tex. Although
these findings show the necessity cf continued persistent search for the
disease, a comparison of the 1937 situation with that of 193& shows a decrease



of 7I+ percent in the number.,-of trees found -with canker An. the two -States.

More funds have recently been allotted fron the emergency relief appropria-
tion for continuing the work of abandoned-rtree removal in the two infected
States. '
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control Investigations'

Plant extract found to be toxic .—W. N, Sullivan, G. L. Phillips, and
E, R, McGovran, of the Beltsville, Md.;, laboratory, report that' an extract
of the fruit of the Amur cork tree (Phelloderidron - amurense ) of China and
Japan., .showed considerable toxicity when tested against mosquito larvae'

and the house fly. The- .material tested was prepared by: H. L. Haller, of
this Bureau, from the -residue left after E. K. Nelson, of the Bureau of
Chemistry and Soils, had distilled- the volatile 'oils ' from. the fruit. Against
mosquito, larvae the extract was more toxic than was a derris standard con-
taining -5.2 percent rotenone. Tests against the house fly showed the ma-
terial: to be about as toxic as tne '..'derris standard. A single spray test •

indicated that this material possessed low toxicity..tp southern arnyworn
larvae, but this, also

;
applies to derris and pyre thrum. This extract is a

fast-acting poison, much like pyre thrum. The results 'of these tests are

encouraging,, as it is probable that only -a small percentage of the extract
contained the"toxic principle. The Soil Conservation Service 'is interested
in the possibility of using, the tree for soil conservation,,

,

Dormancy believed essential to laboratory rearing of certain insects. .

—

Some interesting observations cn the hibernation of insects have been made
by-M. C. Swingle,-- of the Sanford, Ela.

,
laboratory, who reports" that a stock

of the cross-striped cabbage worm has almost completely died cut after being
reared for about 10 consecutive months in the lab oratory. The stock became
so badly, diseased that it was impossible to rear the. larvae even in an open
plot in the field. Meanwhile it was observed that' larvae collected in the

field were entirely' immune to the disease. It was -then discovered 'that,

larvae in the field normally experience a dormant period brought on by
lower temperatures and other factors, and it is assumed that this rest
period is required" "for regeneration of the species. Considerable diffi-
culty has . been experienced at times in rearing the imported cabbage worm
and it now' appears that an enforced dormancy- may correct these difficul-
ties also. In this locality factors other than temperature may force the

species into hibernation,

INSECTICIDE INVESTIGATIONS

Determination of rotenone in derris and, cube ,—H . A
.

' Jone s
, _

0 f thi s

Division, and J. J. T. Graham, of the Food and Drug Administration, have
recently published ( Indus . Engin. C-hem.. Analyt. Ed., vol. 10, no. 1, pp.
19-23. .Jan. 15, 1938) the results of a study of the extraction of rote-
none from derris arid cube roo-ts. They find that chloroform is the best
solvent. In order to extract all rotenone from a sample, it is exceed-
ingly important that it be ground sufficiently fine, so that at least 95
percent passes a. bO-mesh sieve. ' Samples containing a high ratio of

rotenone to total extractives were found to be more difficult to extract
than those with lower percentages of rotenone. When the ratio of rotenone
to total extract was about Uo percent or over, particularly in the case of
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derris roots, it was necessary to employ extraction at room temperature

with successive lots of chloroform in order to obtain satisfactory ex-

traction of the rotenone. This method should also he employed as a check

whenever there is doubt as to the completeness of extraction by the ali-

quoting procedure. Cube roots in general are more readily extracted of

their rotenone content than are derris roots. The moisture content of der-

ris and cube roots as received in this country has not been found to be

sufficiently great to interfere with their analysis, hence preliminary
drying of samples seems unnecessary.

Determination of snail amounts of nicotine . --L. 1). Goodhue has de-

scribed (Indus. Engin. Chem. Analyt. Ed., vol. 10, no. 1, pp. 52-5*+ • Jan «

1 5 ,
193S) a new method for the turbidimetric titration of small amounts of

nicotine. The unknown nicotine sample is added to an excess of silico-.

tungstic acid and the excess of the latter is titrated with standard nico-

tine formate. Results that check to about 5 micrograms can be obtained.

Flocculation of the precipitate is prevented by the addition of Irish moss
extract, and the tendency to crystallize is retarded by using formic acid
instead of hydrochloric acid, as in the analysis by the gravimetric method.

New compound of rotenone . --United States Patent 2103195 was granted
on December 21, 1937 1 to K. A. Jones on a new chemical compound composed of
a monomolecular combination of rotenone and dichloroa'cetic acid, ^23 22^6*~
C2H2O2CI2. i r> believed that this new compound will not only prove valuable

as an insecticide but will also provide a new method of analyzing derris
root, inasmuch as it can be accurately titrated with standard alkali.

New copper-arsenic insecticides .—F. E. Dearborn on January U, 193^,
was granted United States Patent 2104584 on certain new compounds of copper
ar'senite and a copper salt of a higher unsaturated fatty acid. These com-
pounds, which resemble paris green,' are practically insoluble in water and
are suitable for insecticidal and fungicidal use.

Nicotine-pent process patented .—United States Patent 210705S was
granted on February 1, 1938, to L. N, Markwoodt This patent covers the

process for preparing nicotine-peat, which consists in washing peat with,

an acid and then contacting the peat with an aqueous solution of nicotine.
Nicotine-peat contains the nicotine in a form largely insoluble in water.

Is cube equal to derris as an insecticide ?—R, C. Roark has reviewed
(Soap, vol. lk, no. 1, pp. 111-11}, 120. January 1933) the reports of
about 30 investigators who have compared the insecticidal action of derris
with that of cube of equal rotenone content. Laboratory and field tests
indicate that in the control of some insects derris gives better results
than does cube of the same rotenone content, whereas other insects appear
equally susceptible to derris and cube. Any insecticidal superiority of
derris over cube is more than offset by the present difference in price,
which is 11 or 12 cents per pound. More economical control of those in-
sects susceptible to rotenone can be obtained with cube than with derris

f
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BEE CULTURE

Chemical and physical; analyses of ,
we stern beeswaxes. ..— Geo.. H. Van-

sell, of the Pacific Coast Bee Culture Field Laboratory, Davis., Calif.,
who has been working in. cooperation with C. S. Bisscn, of the- University
of California, reports that western beeswaxes , have been subjected to chen-
ical and physical analyses and to tests for the removal of foreign solids
and colors. Pure wax obtained by stimulative feeding has uniform charac-
teristics and lacks color. As the adsorption or mixture of materials in-

creases, the characteristics progressively diverge from, those possessed
originally. Contact with metals ,

particularly., iron, and certain pollens
causes the wax to become discolored with browns and yellows. The. yellow
colors of almost infinite variety occurring in crude beeswax are. traceable
almost entirely to . the liberation of yellow wax-soluble constitutents by
pollens. The red, blue, and purple pollens investigated did not discolor
the wax. Admixture of propolis in wax greatly changes it because this sub-

stance possesses characteristics differing radically from beeswax; for ex-

ample, the- acid number of propolis is in some cases six times that of wax
and it sinks in water, whereas wax floats (specific gravity 1.180 to O.963).
Treatment of crude beeswax with dilute, acids greatly facilitates the clean-
ing of wax by quick coagulation and precipitation of nunerous impurities.
Acid-treated wax, after, one washing in hot water, has the same acid number
as the original, but it appears to be somewhat harder and more br.ittle.

IDENTIFICATION AND CLASSIFICATION OF INSECTS

Valuable additions to collection of coleopterous larvae . --Larvae of
the following species of Phyllophaga have been received, all definitely de-
termined by rearing, through Bureau sources: P. submucida (Lec), P. lati -

frons (Lec), P. glaberrima Blanch., P. parvidens (Lec), P. luctuosa (Horn),
P. soror Davis, P. prunuculina (Burm.T* and P. forsteri (Burm. ) . Also repre-
sentatives of six different reared species were received fror; Paul 0.

Pitcher, of the University of Kentucky, who is engaged, in a study of the

Kentucky species. Mr.. Pitcher has cooperated further , with A. G. Boving ,by
contributing data on. specific variation and suggestions concerning the

value of different characters in'' the larval classification of this group.

Host record for a species of Agromyzidae.— Specimens recently iden-
tified by C. T. Greene as Phytomyzr, atricornis Meig. were reared from mines
in leaves of Cynara scolymus (artichoke) at Half Moon Bay, Calif., by
W. H. Lange. This appears to be the first host record for this species.

The braconid genus Stantonia in North America .—Until recently species
of the genus Stantonia have been recorded only from the Orient, Africa,
and South America, and the host relationships of the group have been alto-

gether unknown. A short time ago, however, S. C. Bruner submitted speci-

mens from Cuba, reared from larvae of Lamprosema indicata (F. ) and during

the past month, a, single specimen, reared from a cocoon of the codling moti

in western Kentucky, was forwarded by Mr. Pitcher. Both species are new
and are being described.
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Notos on psoci d s recently subr.it tod for determination .—Several spe-

cies of Corrodentia, or psocids, which represent valuable additions to the

Museum collections, have recently been received. A number of species of

considerable interest have been collected in connection with the current
survey of the insect fauna of peach orchards conducted by the Division of

Fruit Insect Investigations. Two species, Ilynphop Bogus gr av inyngha (Weber)

nn<3 Fsoquilla slossonne. (Banks), have been taken at Pert Washington, K. Y
f ,

and Hew Orleans
,
La., respectively. These species occur in houses in situa-

tions similar to that of the cor.ir.on bocklouse (Troctes divinaturius (Mull.)),
The latter species is practically cosmopolitan and has been recorded from
the flowers of plants and the nests of birds, as well as from dwellings.
The above species of Hymphopsocus and Fsoquilla are distinguished fron pso-
cids usually encountered by the reduced size of the wings .and by different
venation. In connection with biological studies of Ilccurvaria r.illeri 3usck,
J. S. Yuill has submitted male specimens of Psocus sub apterous Chcpiaan taken
in Yosemite National Park, Calif. This species has nearly wingless females
and was described, as new in 1930 • The principal section of the Nearctic
Corrodentia is now fairly well known, but a few sections are in need of
rcvisionary study. Specific identities are often difficult to determine in
the case of Neotropical Corrodentia.

Another United States record for a T7er?t Indian sugarcane leafhoppe r.

—

A single specimen of Sac chares yd ne saccharivora (We sty:. ) , collected from
weeds and grass in a peach orchard in Peach County, Ga. , on August 23, 1937,
was submitted for identification by William F. Turner. This is the third
record of the species in the United States, the two previous ones having
been from localities in Florida. Inasmuch as Peach Count;- is in central
Georgia, it seems probable that S. saccharivora is more widely distributed
in the southeastern United States than has been thought.

A collection of scale insects received .—The R. A. Cooley collection
of coccids, former!;/ held at the Montana State Agricultural Experiment Sta-
tion, has just been deposited in the National Collection of Coccidae through
shipment by H. 3. Mills. This acquisition adds some species not previously
contained in the National Collection and also the type specimens of some
specios hitherto represented only by determined specimens.

—oOo
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FRUIT INSECT INVESTIGATIONS

Hibernation of plum curculio .—As very few adults of the plum cur-

culio have ever "been found in hibernation and an there has been consider-
able speculation as to exactly where this insect hibernates, studies have
been made by Oliver I. Snapp and J. R. Thomson, Jr., at the Fort Valley,
Ga.

,
laboratory, to determine just where it passes the winter and its con-

dition during the hibernating season. The plum curculio was found hiber-
nating in debris, woods mold, and other materials, at the edge of woods
bordering or near peach orchards. The individuals reared and fed in the

field had built up a large reserve of body fat before entering hibernation
and apparently have more of this fat than do the individuals reared and fed
in the inscctary. It was found that hibernating female plum curculios do

not contain eggs that have developed to any extent. These workers had here-

tofore determined that a period of about 1 month is required for eggs to

develop and mature in the bodies of female plum curculios and, as there is
no egg development in hibernating individuals, an explanation is presented
as tc why plum curculio adults do not begin to deposit eggs in peaches for
a period of a month or more. after they appear from hibernation. This gives
peach growers an opportunity to apply a spray for the control of the plum
curculio before the beginning of the oviposit ioii season in. the spring.

Volatil ity a factor in effectiveness of oil emulsions in .control of
San Jcs' sgjgle.—Oliver I. Snapp and J. R. Thomson, Jr., have just com-
pleted the third season's experiments to determine the relation of vola-
tility of lubricating oils to their effectiveness in the control of the
San Jose scale on peach trees at the Fort Valley laboratory. A series of
seven oils, with volatilities ranging from 0.3 to 6.9 percent and with
practically the same viscosity, were used at two strengths for this year's
experiments. The data obtained during the 3 years' work indicate that for
best results in the control of the San Joso scale, the volatility of a
mineral oil should be not more than 1 percent, although the toxicity of the
insecticide to that insect is not greatly affected when oils having a
volatility between 1 and h percent are used, provided, of course, that the
viscosity is within the ^range of 125 seconds Saybolt or higher. Control
of San Jose scale. was greatly reduced this year with oils having a volatil-
ity range between U,9 and 6.9 percent, the viscosity being within the
recommended range.

Vol. V, No. k



Growers using fewer treated bonds for codling moth than formerly ,

—

Surveys made by M. A, Yothers ancl E. J. Newcomer in the vicinity of Yakima
and Wenatchee, Wash., for the last 5 yoars have shown that the following
percentages of orchards have "been banded with chemically treated "bands:

Year Yakima , Wenatehee
1933 - 33 .

: 33
1934 — 3S

: 35
1935 — .30 :

3>+

1936 23

1937 : 17 : 12

MEXICAN FRUITFLY CONTROL

Mere Mexican fruitfly found than in February 1937. —Fruit continues
to move at a rapid rate to . the x^acking and processing plants. It is esti-
mated that 75 percent of the crop has been harvested and that much of the

remaining crop will be picked before the end of March. Trap - catches through-
out February indicated that the population of Anastrepha ludens Loew was
slightly lower than in January and approximately one-twentieth as high as in

February 1937- Much closer field inspection, however, revealed lo larval in-

festations. This year's total exceeds that of February a 3/ear ago by three.

The numbers and species of fruitflies identified in February are shown in the

following table.

Species Texas Mexico
Adults Number Number

Anastrepha ludens 71 6

A. serpentina wied— 22 .
. : 2

A. sp. "L»— 1 0

A. sp. "Y" 9 : 2

A. Bp. «n, sp." : 2 : 0

A. pallens Coq : S63 :
1 .

25-

M i s c e1 1 aneous
'

: ' 25 0

Total 993 35

Larvae ' 1/
A. ludens : ^20 561

Grand total— ---

—

: 1,313 59o

iAiarket fruit.

CEREAL Aid) FORAGE INSECT INVESTIGATIONS

Airplane meets wind-borne grasshoppers at high elevations .—The fol-
lowing, notes were contained in a letter from John P. Gaty, vice president of
the Beech Aircraft Corporation, under date of February lS J "On February 12,

193S, while flying from Des Moines, Iowa, to Kansas City, Mo. , at an altitude
of 2,000 feet, considerable numbers of grasshoppers were encountered. Many
of them were killed by smashing into the structure of the airplane. Winds of
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gale velocity had been bloving from the southwest for more than 2j| days.

Undoubtedly these insects had been carried by this strong southwest wind
into the area in which we found them. We have often encountered grass-
hoppers in flight at altitudes above 10,000 feet."

Differences between single- and multiple-strains of European corn
bore r.—K. D. Arbuthnot, New Haven, Conn., reports that the multiple—genera-
tion strain from the field near New Haven, and the single-generation strain

from the field near Toledo, Ohio, will cross and produce fertile eggs. The
multiple-generation strain, in the two generations reared in the laboratory,
showed a consistence in its reactions which indicate that this is a homozygous
strain. The single-generation strain, in the two laboratory generations,
showed inconsistencies which indicate that this material is not homozygous
but is a mixed race. The reciprocal crosses between the two strains were
very vigorous in the 3P]_ generation, as evidenced by high rate of larval sur-

vival and eg,: production, but the ?2 larvae had a very low rate of survival. .

Because of the inconstancy of characters in the parent single-generation
race, no analysis can be made of characters or their behavior in the crosses.

Field tests with insecticides for European corn borer control . C. H.

Batchelder, Hew Haven, says that under the seasonal conditions of corn borer
populations and climatic factors prevailing in the New Haven area in 1937

»

redactions of corn borer populations in ears of early market sweet corn
when treated with insecticidal agents under commercial conditions averaged

78 percent with the quebrache-fixed nicotine treatment and 77 "percent with
the derris treatment, both applied as sprays. Dual-fixed nicotine, applied
as a dust, reduced the corn borer ear populations 71 percent under similar
conditions. These reductions were accomplished at average total costs per
acre as follows: Quebracho- fixed nicotine

, $25. Oo; derris, $2U.84; dual-
fixed nicotine, $22.32. Dual-fixed nicotine and cube applied as dusts and
quebrache-fixed nicotine applied as a spray effected approximately 90 per-
cent reduction of borer populations infesting dahlias in experimental plots.

Second-generation corn borers severely, infesting ears of late-grown sweet
corn were reduced from 80 to 90 percent as a result of treatments with dual-
fixed nicotine dust.

Varietal resistance cf field corn to European corn borer .—L . E. Fat ch

an'". R. T. Ivc.rly, 11- ;"
. , Ohio , report that double crosses involving RU, Hy,

and L31732 in their pedigree, if the additional inbred is not a susceptible
line, are about as bcror-resistant a3 the standard single cross RU X Hy. It

is indicated that the single cross RU X L3i?32 is the most bcrer-resistant of

the field-corn strains tested to date, only half as many borers surviving on

this strain as on RU X Hy from an equal number of eggs in the 1937 tests. Of
lU6 inbred field-corn strains tested to date, only the following U may be
classed as materially borer-resistant: Illinois RU, Iowa L31732, Iowa 205,
and Michigan 77* The largest part of the differentiation in the number of
borers between RU X Hy and A X Tr takes place in the first 6 days, and is

possibly associated with leaf characters as indicated by differences in
feeding habits of the borer on the leaves of the two strains. The corn-
borer resistance of RU X Hy is shown to be operative at least over a 30-day
developmental period, ranging from 21 days before
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pollen shedding to k days after. ' Michigan Hybrid No.. |6l, reported "by

Marston to be resistant to the corn borer, was found not to be resistant
in comparison with standard strains of about equal seasonal requirements
under the conditions of tests conducted at Toledo. " This interpretation
applies to resistance as measured by larval survivals, egg deposition,
and tolerance, the last as measured by reduction in the yield of grain by
a given number of borers. .-

JAPANESE BEETLE CONTROL I

Further reduction in W. P. A. .force .—At the completion of the Feb-
ruary work period, the Works Progress Administration personnel was reduced
to 1,182 men. The Connecticut State ¥, P. A. office requested that it be
given in advance a list of names of men whose services were to be termi-
nated at the end of the work period. Upon receipt of this list the office made

reassignments to local projects. Notices of transfer were given to the men
at the same time they were notified that their services were being ter-
minated on the Dutch elm disease project.

Seasonal sanitation activities nearing completion in New Jersey .—Regu-
lar activities in dead and dying elm sanitation were rapidly nearing com-
pletion in some sections of New Jersey at the end of the month. All scout-
ing for dead and dying trees was completed in Bergen, Mercer, Morris, and
Union Counties, Scout crews in Bergen and Morris Counties were transferred
to regular sanitation work. In Mercer County less than 2,000 tagged de-
cadent trees remain standing, and in Union County less than 1,000. The
only remaining dormant season scouting in the State is in Middlesex County,
where the work is necessarily slow because the scouts are spotting on scout-
ing maps all standing elmsj as well as elm-free areas.

Sanitation work completed at Indianapolis .—Sanitation work has been
completed in the Crown Hill section of Indianapolis. Several hundred trees
were pruned and over 100 devitalized elms removed from the JOO-acre plot.

Social Security numbers for W. P. A. workers .—The State leader in

charge of the Dutch Elm Disease field headquarters at Norwalk, Conn. , was
requested by^ State W. P. A. officials to obtain and submit to them the

Social Security numbers of W. P. A. personnel- employed by the division. It

was found that less than 25 percent of the men had applied for Social Se-

curity numbers.

Sanitation activities disclose conc entration of disease . —Eleven

diseased trees were reported in mid-February in a small area within the

Great Swamp in Morris County, N. J. Confirmations were obtained from speci-

mens submitted by regular clear-cutting crews.

Special sanitation work completed on private estate .--Selective sani-

tation work was completed by February 26 on an estate in North Castle Town-

ship, Westchester County, N. Y. Special attention was given this location

because 13 confirmed trees had been found on the property during the 1937
scouting season.
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Inspection of wood shavings .—Tests are in progress to determine

whether a special machine, recently built to convert wood edgings into

shavings, will separate out or destroy any gypsy moth eggs that nay "be de-

posited on the edgings. The owners of a box factory and dressing mill in

the he-rvily infested area of southern New Hampshire recently applied for

inspection arid certification of 125 carloads of wood shavings to be manu-

factured from waste-wood edgings. Approximately 65,000 feet of round-edge

lumber are sawed daily at this factory, and waste-wood edgings accumulate

at the rate of about 30 ccrds a day. Actual inspection cf this iarge

quantity of waste material is impracticable, therefore disinfection or heat

treatment are the "only methods of obtaining certification. These methods

are too costly for the manufacturer.

Infestations in Inspected commoditie s.—One or more egg clusters were

found in seven shipments presented for inspection and certification in

February. The largest infestation, consisting of nine egg masses, was re-

moved fro:.; seven truckloads of logs inspected at Ossipee, N. H. , for move-

ment to Saint Johnsbury, Vt. Six egg clusters were taken from a carload

of white birch wood destined from Dixfield to Lincoln, Maine. Smaller

finds wore made in hemlock boughs and lumber, making a total of 2k egg

clusters intercepted during the month.

Heavy gypsy moth infestation near granite-cutting sheds . —A rcport

from the district inspector at Ouincy, Mass., indicates . that there is a

heavy gypsy moth infestation throughout the areas where the granite-cutting
sheds are located in this center for building and monumental granite. City
employees of the local moth department creoscted the egg clusters in these

localities.

Heavy shipments' of certified pulpwood .—During February, 1 company
shipped 75 carloads of pulpwood to paper mills in northern New York, This
product was obtained in the spruce-growing sections of New Hampshire and
Vermont. It was certified on the basis, of either inspection of the lot
where grown or actual . inspection of each log, depending on the conditions
of infestation in the .cutting areas.

Dahlia growers appoint corn borer committee .— Concerto among . dahlia
growers over the rapid increase and spread of the corn borer is indicated
by the appointment of a corn borer committee by the American Dahlia Society,
One of the duties of this committee is to urge research activities particu-
larly directed to control of the borer in dahlias. The past moderate win-
ter is believed to have been favorable: for corn borer survival in New Jer-
sey and on Long Island, where dahlia growing is seriously affected by this
pest.

Movement of nursery stock begins in Japanese beetle area . --Early sea-
son shipments of nursery stock from classified nurseries began in volume
in February. Spring orders to the South were dispatched from the Phila-
delphia area. Three carloads of stock, consisting of fruit trees and rose
seedlings, were certified from the Eastern Shore of Maryland. An unusual
shipment for this time of the year, 100,000 tomato plants, was certified
for shipment from New Jersey to a grower in North Carolina.
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Adult beetles in greenhouses .—Adult beetles emerged as usual in the

"run-hot" rose-growing greenhouses in the Philadelphia area. Several
greenhousemen have employees picking then daily. Little damage to rose
blooms has been reported, as many of the growers also had employees destroy
all adults seen- last summer. A report was also received of adults being
found in a greenhouse in the New York area. Two "beetles were found on
February IS in an infested, greenhouse on Staten Island.

Winter larval collection . —Five hundred- Japanese beetle larvae were'

collected during the month in, the vicinity of Shiloh, N. J. , in a section
where the ground had thawed sufficiently. Those were found a spade-
length deep and deeper. The larvae \7ill be used in trials with methyl
bromide as a fumigant for strawberry plants now being conducted at Salis-
bury, Md.

FOREST INSECT INVESTIGATIONS

Bark beetles more destructive than fire in Rocky Mountain region .

—

According to. J. A. Baal, of the Fort Collins, Colo., laboratory, insect

losses in the forests of the central Rocky Mountain region have been par-
ticularly severe during the last few years. Bark-beetle outbreaks in the

pine type are responsible for most of these losses and the Black Hills
beetle (Dendroctonus ponderosae Hopk. ) ranks first from the standpoint of
destructiveness. Its importance as, a tree killer can be illustrate by
comparing the volume of timber it has killed annually in recent years with
the volume lost annually by fire and with the annual timber cut. These
data are presented by States in the following table:

Annual losses from

—

Annual
State '

, Fire, D. ponderosae-, timber cut,

all tree species pine only •

: pine - only
: Board feet Board feet :. Board feet

Colorado 380,000. 15,000,000 : 51,907,000
VJyoming 11,723,000 69,150,000 35,700,000
Utah—- 1,163,200 7,500,000 : 5,7^0,000

Total 13, 266., 200 91,550,000 93, 3%,000

There are some very apparent reasons for this present condition: First
fires are held in check by an adequate fire-detection and fire-suppression
system, whereas insect losses have received far less attention; second, we
are undergoing a period of extremely heavy insect losses which have probably
been augmented by weather conditions favoring the development of bark-beetle
outbreaks; third, from the standpoint of timber cut, this is not a particu-
larly heavy lumber-producing region, as much of the timber has a higher
value for other purposes.

The Douglas fir beetle causes a tax problem in Oregon .— In 1935 the

Douglas fir beetle (Dendroctonus p.seudots\igae Hopk. ) attacked a great many
Douglas firs, in the vicinity of the Tillamook Burn in Oregon. This oc-
currence did not come to the attention, of timber owners in the affected area

until 1937, when a 20-percent cruise of one large property showed that
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82,130,000 board feet had been killed on 15,000 acre's. R. L. FurnisSi of
the Portland laboratory, states- that the problem now 'confront ing this cbn-
pany ir, to determine when the trees died. Fading of attacked Ikuglas fir

trees is comparatively slow and, in addition, nany trees suffer a delayed
death as a result of infection by Cc rat o g t og e 1 1 a ,

• a blue-stain fujxeus intro-
duced by the beetles. Therefore it may not be possible to cruise the en-

tire loss until the second year after attack. The irvpertance of this prob-
lem lies in the fact that tho company in question is salvaging burned tim-

ber and can claim credit for a reduction in taxes on the basis of the

beetle-killed volume. As the reduction is dependent rn the amount of tim-

ber salvaged in the year of the loss it is necessary to determine when the

trees died, in the eyes of the law.

I nsect problems worrg forest supervisors. —At the recent annual meet-
ing of the Regional Investigative Committee, two forest supervisors, one

from the Douglas fir region and one from the' ponderosa pine region, were
asked to enumerate the most important problems requiring s'olution in their

respective territories. Of the half dozen or so subjects mentioned by
each supervisor, forest insects were given an important place.

Pine trees recoveri ng from injury by unseasonal temperature s .—Dur ing
the latter part of October anc the first part of November 1935, a 3~day
period of low temperatures occurred throughout most of the northern Rocky
Mountain region. These low temperatures, although not extreme for the

region, were abnormal for the season and were preceded by a period of un-
usually warm weather. This sudden climatic change killed considerable
western white pine and ponderosa pine foliage in many parts of the region,
and records have been taken to detex-mine the rate of recovery and sus-
ceptibility to bark-beetle attack. '<7. D-. Bedard, of the Coeur d'Alene,
Idaho, laboratory, reports that in the second year following injury two of
the mature white pine trees marked for observation were attacked and killed
by the mountain pine beetle. This loss is no greater, however, than that
which occurs under normal : conditions; In the white pine reproduction plots
two trees have died with no evidence of insect injury, indicating that the
climatic injury was perhaps responsible. In general, all living trees are
mnking good recovery. In white pine reproduction recovery appears to be

in direct proportion to the severity of injury. In mature ponderosa and
white pine, the :slov;er growing trees suffered mo-st injury but are apparently
making the most 'rapid recovery. 1

Spray controls mountain pine beetle In Igdjrejoole pine . — In 1336 and

1937 a series of experiments to develop a" spray that would control the

mountain pine beetle in lodgepole pine was carried on by A. L. Gibson and
J. C. Svenden, of the Coeur d'Alene laboratory. " Certain lethal oils ap-
plied late in the spring and early in the summer were found to readily pene-
trate the thin bark of lodgepole- and gave' nearly 100 percent control of all
stages of the insect. This method offers' many advantages over present con-
trol methods, chief of wnich are: (l) The small amount of equipment required;
(2) freedom from fire hazard, a very objectionable feature of previous
methods; (3) control operations can be deferred until road and weather con-
ditions are favorable for establishing control camps; and (h) control can be
conducted until immediately prior to emergence- of the insects late in July.



Elm, bark 'beetle penetrates bark on sprayed trees .—During the winter
of 1934-35, R. R. Whitten, of the Morris town, N. J., laboratory, conducted
a few experiments to test the effectiveness of certain insecticidal sprays
in preventing feeding by adults of the smaller European elm bark beetle
( Scolytus multistriatus Marsh. ) in the twig crotches and elsewhere on the
bark of elm. Observations and experiments have shown that elm trees com-
monly become infected with the Dutch elm disease fungus after adults of
S. multistriatus , contaminated with fungus, have fed on them. Mr. Whitten'
experiments were conducted in a greenhouse and consisted of spraying both
small potted elms and small elm twigs v:ith an insecticide and exposing the
sprayed material, together with untreated elns and twigs, to attack by a
known number of adults. The measure of control was determined by counting
the feeding scars which penetrated the coxibium and by the dry weight of
the beetle excrement after all beetles had died in the cages containing
sprayed elms and twigs. Lead arsenate, magnesium arsenate, zinc arsenate,
ferric arsenate, and cupric arsenate were used at the rate of 10 pounds to

100 gallons of water. The dry weight of the beetle excrement showed that
all the spray mixtures reduced the amount of feeding per beetle, but feed-
ing scars which, extended well into the xylem were found in all cases. Fur-
ther experiments were conducted by R. R, Whitten and W. C. Baker during
the past winter. Two 5-year-old potted elm trees were thoroughly sprayed
with each mixture used. The sprayed trees and two untreated trees were
placed in a large indoor screened cage. Twenty- five hundred active S. mul-

tistriatus adults were liberated in the cage and allowed to feed for at

least 2 weeks. The trees were then removed and the feeding scars in the

twig crotches and on the trunks counted. The entire procedure was later re

peated. The two lots of trees are referred to as "Series A" and "Series B"
in the following table, in which the numbers of feeding scars on trees re-
ceiving different treatments are shown.

Poetdng scars in

—

Spray formula Series A : Serie s B Total
Crotches Trunk Crotches

:

Trunk. : Crotches Trunk
; iTumber Number , Number : ITumber Number Number

Lead arsenate, 5 lbs.,,

linseed oil, 20 oz.

,

water, 100 gal : 57 57 70 9 : 127 66

Concentrated lime-
sulphur, 1 part,
water, ^0 parts 25

', 6
!

^3
!

28 ! 6S
*

3^

Quebracho -fixed
nicotine, 1 part,
water, 100 parts \ 20 ! 2 i 6u ! 15 I S4 17

Untreated : 93 i 74 I 45 I 39 \ 13S : 113

The table shows that none of the spray mixtures prevented feeding by
the beetles. Most of the beetles found in the feeding scars when the trees

were finally examined were alive, except on the trees sprayed with lead.v .
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arsenate. On these trees over 90 percent of the beetles were dead but

death did not occur until the beetles had reached the xylen.

GYPSY MOTH AND BROWN-TAIL MOTH CONTROL

Infest^ti en found near Connecticut-New York State line .—A crew of

agents assigned to special scouting in Kent, Litchfield County, Conn., on

February 1 found several gypsy moth egg clusters outside of the area
sprayed last season.

Now infestation in Pennsylvania quarantined area .—A gypsy moth in-

festation consisting of two egg clusters was recently discovered in the

southern part of Penn Forest Township in Carbon County, Pa. This isolated
infestation, which is near the southern border of the quarantined area, is

only a few niles distant fron the site of a colony that was exterminated in

Slauch Chunk Township several years ago. Eradication of the new infestation
this season is expected.

Infested areas cleared in preparation for spraying .—Most of the un-
skilled laborers assigned to gypsy moth work in the Pennsylvania area are
now engaged in piling and burning dead wood and debris in areas where infes-
tation is known to occur. It is fortunate that the absence of snow permits
an early start on this type of work, as nuch remains to be done before the

eggs hatch. Sbrk of this nature cannot be done satisfactorily when the

ground is covered with snow.

Loose bark in burned-over area retards gypsy ncth work . —Gypsy r.oth

crews working in the northern part of Kidder Township', which is in the

southern part of the Pennsylvania quarantined area, are laboring under most
trying conditions. A serious forest fire swept through the section where
work is in progress in the summer of 193^"» killing practically all of the
trees. An enormous number of trunks and large branches are now covered with
loose bark, which must be removed and examined 'by the sccut6. The work is

further complicated by the- development Of sprouts at the bases of the dead
trees. Dead leaves and twigs, which lodge between the sprouts and the tree
trunks, must be removed in order to "determine the presence cr absence of
gypsy moth infestation.

New quarantine regulations in effec t in Pennsylvania.—The new quaran-
tine regulations promulgated by the State of Pennsylvania Department of Agri-
culture concerning • the movement of materials likely to harbor the gypsy' moth
"became effective on February 15. It has already been possible to reduce the
number of men employed on inspection and certification work, and a further
reduction in personnel will be possible after the shippers become thoroughly
familiar 7/ith the requirements of the modified regulations.

Shippers and courts corporate in enfarcing Pennsylvania quaran tine. --

Excellent cooperation has been maintained between the officers charged with
enforcing the Pennsylvania State quarantine on account of the gypsy moth and
the shippers and property owners within the quarantined area. The courts
have also cooperated in the prosecution of willful violators of the Quarantine



regulations. There were 371 violations of the quarantine regulations, dur-
ing the calendar year 1937 »

by persons who were unfamiliar with the re- .

quirements. Each of the first offenders was sent a formal warning by the

State "bureau of plant industry and was officially informed that he would
he prosecuted in case of a second violation. Only eight of the group vio-
lated the quarantine regulations a second time 'and each was prosecuted,
found guilty, and fined.

Discarded rubbish is a serious problem in Pennsylvania . —A serious
problem in connection with the gypsy moth eradication campaign now being
waged in Pennsylvania is the inspection of tin cans, old jars, and other
worthless articles dumped in wooded areas, especially in the residential
sections. The discarding -of materials of this nature along river banks is

particularly serious, as it greatly increases the possibility of down-
stream spread of the gypsy moth during flood periods.

Check-up work by Federal arid State forces in Hev; Jerse.y.--The small
force of W. P. A. employees assigned to duty in New Jersey has completed
scouting work in the area in Hendham Township, Morris County, where a male
gypsy moth was recovered at an assembling cage a year ago last summer, and
they are now working in the adjoining township cf pLandolph. The State .

forces are scouting at the sites of infestations located several years ago,

which are apparently exterminated. No evidence of the presence of the
gypsy moth has been found by either W. P. A. or State employees.

Over 2? million egg clusters creosoted by C. C. C ..--From July 1, 193 7

»

to February 19, 1933, C. C. C. enrollecs have creosoted over 2,6S5»000
gypsy moth egg clusters. Of these, approximately 2,UU5,000 were destroyed
in Massachusetts, 217,200 in Vermont, and, 22,000 in Connecticut.

C. C. C, work program rearranged in s outhwe s t e rn Mas sachus e 1 1

s

.

—

Necessary work at severe infestations in some of the towns near the barrier

zone, worked by the C. C. C. gypsy moth camp in Wegtfield, Mass..
r
has re-

tarded progress in that section, and it will not be possible to treat as

large an area as ' was anticipated before the eggs hatch. The program is

being rearranged to concentrate treatment ' work in the most dangerous infes-

tations during the remainder of the season, and efforts are being made to,

obtain additional men for work in that section.

Proposed C. C. C. gypsy moth work in Vermont. --Plans have been made

for considerable gypsy moth work by- C. €;. C. camps in Vermont during the

11th and 12th enlistment periods, which begin April 1, 1938, and terminate

March 31, 1939. Of a passible 35,000 man-days, 22,000 have been allotted

f°r gypsy moth work from the .Bellows Falls camp. This car© has. also been
moved higher on the priority list. One crew of men for gypsy moth work
has been promised from the Plymouth camp, with the possibility that a second

crew may be made" available during the winter months. Although the Water-

bury camp is located within the barrier zone, 1,000 man-days have been al-

lotted for gypsy moth work in towns immediately east of the zone. Five

hundred man-days were promised from the camp in Brunswick for gypsy moth .

work at a known infestation in Lancaster, N. H.
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PLANT DISEASE. CONTROL

SI ashing and 'broadcast burning as an ugland blister rust control

peasure .—An area of several hundred acres of the 192o burn in Larib Creek

on the Kaniksu Forest of Idaho represented such a costly and uncertain con-

trol chance that it was not worked when Ribes were eradicated on adjacent
areas in 193^» Control of the rust by hand-eradication methods on this

area would have been very costly because of the abundance of Ribes and the

difficult working conditions resulting from a dense tangle of standing and
fallen snags, Ribes

,
brush, and white pine reproduction. Also there was a

strong probability that another fire night sweep the area and' destroy the

white pine. To add to these difficulties it was found that blister rust

infection on the white pine reproduction was well established on the area
and increasing rapidly. As a solution to the problem, the Forest Service
decided to fell the standing snags and burn the area under controlled con-

ditions, so as to eliminate both the fire and disease hazards. An area of

7'K) acres was covered by men from one 100-man B. H. A. carap furnished by
this Bureau. In the fall of 1937 the debris was burned and nearly all in-

flammable material on the area was consumed. The burn is expected to

largely eliminate Ribes regeneration on the area. Within 2 to k years any
Ribes that may appeal' can be eradicated and the area can be planted to

white pine. This method eliminated a serious pest and fire hazard and
brought the forest land to a manageable status.

Blister rust notes from the Southern Appalachian States .—31 i s te

r

rust has been found for the first time on white pine in Highland County,

Va. , three pines being infected. Canker-elimination work was carried out
in Geroge Washington National Forest in Augusta County, Va. Of 3»525
pines examined, 135 > or ~$.Z percent, were diseased. Of these, 111 were
treated and 2k removed. In ali, 277 cankers were removed, all but 5 'oeing

branch cankers. The weather was so moderate in January and February that
U95,022 Ribes bushes were destroyed by an average of 255 nen working 50,^11
hours on 87,l6l acres.

Rust observations in Mexico. —During February, 2. C. Stakman and
7f. L. Popham observed rust conditions in four of the six important grain-
growing areas in Mexico. The first stem rust found was on February 11 near
Ric Frio, at an altitude of about 3,000 feet. On February 12 infection was
found to be abundant in some fields both east and north qf Tehuacan. There
was a wide variation in the stage of development of crops in the different
fields examined in this area, some being in the rosette starve while others
had reached the boot, and a few were heading to soft dough. Very distinct
overwintering centers of infection could be found in fields seeded during
the period September 10 to October 15. The number of centers located in
different fields varied considerably. In some only one or two could be
found, but in others it appeared that practically every grain plant had be-
come heavily infected with stem rust in the fall and that rust had survived
on from 50 to 75 percent of the plants. In seme spots the fungus had reached
the telial stage. Although the prevalence of stem rust in a fas? of the more
advanced fields between Tehuacan and Orizaba, near Mcrelia, in the Saltillo
area, and near Sabina Hidalgo approached 100 percent, with severity ranging
from 5 to 30 percent, the infection was practically all on the lower parts
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of the stems and on the lower leaves. Hardly a pustule could be found on
the flag leaves or necks of plants examined, probably owing to cool dry
weather that prevailed for several weeks just prior to the time when obser-
vations were made, Mexican- officials stated that there was much less rust
in Mexico this year than at the same time a year ago.' Some of the 'heaviest
infection observed was in two fields of durum wheat about 3 miles east of
Tehuacan. It is apparent that the- extent to which stem rust will spread in
winter wheat in Mexico this year depends on weather conditions between now
and harvest time. The aggregate amount of rust in Mexico was not great at
the time observations were made, as fields seeded prior to October 15 ap-
peared to constitute only a small percentage of the entire winter wheat crop.
Stripe runt was observed to be a little more widely distributed than stem .

rust, particularly at the higher altitudes.

COTTON INSECT INVESTIGATIONS

Cotton flea hopper emergence .—EC. P. Ewing and E. L. McGarr, of Port
Lavaca, Tex.

,
report that the first cotton flea hopper nymphs .hatching from

overwintering eggs were recorded in the hibernation cages on February 12.

The earliest dates previously recorded at Port Lavaca were February 8 in

193^ and. February 12, 1937- ' In February of this year 55*+ flea hoppers
hatched, the largest number recorded during this month for the o years dur-
ing which records have been made. The maximum and minimum temperatures were

' f 0 0. '

higher, and the mean temperature for the month averaged ol.32' F. , or 2.5
higher than last year. The rainfall was about the same for the 2 years.
On the same date that nymphs \7ere found in the cages , three- first-ins tar and
one second-instar nymphs ;vere found in Croton texensis in the field in the ..

light sandy soil area of Calhoun County. This is the first time tho.t posi-
tive evidence has been obtained that flea hopper eggs hatched in the open
fields before hatching occurred in the cages. During the week. ended March 5t

two nymphs matured 'to adults in the insectary and 11 adults were collected
on C. texensis in the vicinity of Rockport. This is the earliest date that
we have ever found flea hopper adults in eastern Texas.

Rain reduces thrips damage to cotton .—Last May E. ¥. Lunnam and
J. C. Clark examined the various plants used as cover crops on cotton farms,

and the more important weeds occurring at Stoneville, Miss., to determine
the thrips populations and the importance of these plants for early season
thrips development. Most of the cover crops and all of the weeds were in-

fested with thrips, but the vetches were by far the most important host
plants. The early population appeared sufficient to cause serious, damage
to cotton. On June 1, after the cotton became large enough to become a
favorable host, samples of 20 plants from each of 44 varieties of .cotton

were examined to determine the thrips population. On June 15 a second ex-

amination of the same varieties was made. At the first examination the

number of thrips ranged from J to 55» averaging 28 thrips per 20-plant
sample. At the second examination the range was from 3 to 18, with an
average of 10 thrips per sample. This 65-percent reduction in thrips popu-
lation resulted in practically no terminal bud destruction in any of the

44 varieties. A comparison of the weather records and the thrips popula-
tion on cotton in 1937 with those in 193^i when a high percentage of ter-
minal buds were destroyed, showed that precipitation was the important

factor in the reduction in numbers. In June 193^ rain fell on only 2 days,
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totaling O.S ]l inch, whereas in June l f

j37» rain fell on 9 days, totaling
U.23 inches. Moot of the rain in 1937 also fell during the period between
the thrips counts. Of the first 15 days, 7 were rainy, with a total of H.ll
inches and a very heavy rain of 1.7*+ inches on 1 day. Several species of
tyrips were involved, but determinations have not been received.

Hibernating boll weevils in woods trash .—Examinations of woods trash
to determine the number of hibernating boll weevils found at various dis-
tances from the cotton fields were made by F. F. 3ondy at Florence, S. C. ,

in December, January, and February. All of the leafage material and surface
litter on the soil surface was collected from 3 -foot by 6- foot areas, and
stored indoors a few days to dry out and permit the weevils to become active.

The material was then passed through a mechanical shaker with screens of
different sizes that separates out the large ana small trash and reduces the

volume to bo examined to one-fourth or loss of the original volume. Ten
samples of surface trash were collected in woods from the edge, at distances
of 5C feet, 100 feet, and 150 feet from cotton fields on each of 6 farms,

or a to cal of 2*4-0 samples from 2,530 square feet, and were examined with the

following results:

Location Samples' We 3vils

Living Lend Av ri ' per acre
Number , Numb er : Number . Numb < r

Edge of woods : bO ho u 1,775
50 feet frou edge : 60 \ 2S : 1 1,176
100 feet from edge—

:

60 g 0 i 323
150 feet from edge—

:

60 : 12 ! 0 : UgU
Total : 21+0 '< S3 ! F

Average : : 9Ho

It will b :- noted that weevils were found' in largest numbers at the

ecU>- of the woods and approximately 30 percent of the total within 50 feet
of the edge. This indicates the probable value of burning the trash along
the edges of the woods as a means of reducing the weevils. The proportion
of dead and living weevils found is not an accurate, index of the mortality
that has taken place, because the dead weevils disintegrate and are more
difficult to find.

Effects of early disking rand irrigat ie 1 1 on pin'c bollworm ropulation .
—

An experiment was started in December by E. S. Cavitt and 0. T. Robertson, of
the Presidio, Tex.

,
laboratory, to determine the effect of early winter disk-

ing and irrigation on the pink bollworm larvae overwintering in the soil.

This is a cultural practice followed by farmers who plant bats, wheat, or

other '.."inter crops in the cotton fields. The cotton stalks were cut and
burned and on December 13 part of the field was double disked and immediately
irrigated. Examinations of the soil and surface trash prior to the disking
bhowod an average of 3^«9 pi-^k bollworm larvae per square yard. On February
21, soil samples were again examined and contained' an average cf S.o larvae
per square yard, or a reduction cf 72.5 percent. In the examinations in the

chec!-: that had not been disked or irrigated an average of kS larvae were
found in December and 3&.3 PGr square y^rd in February, a mortality of only
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l6w7 percent. Although an experiment of this nature is subject to con-
siderable error, it indicates that the early winter disking and irrigation
for' planting winter crops increased the pink bollworm mortality considerably.

PINK BOLLWORM AND THURBERIA TOB2VIL CONTROL

Inspecti on.—The inspection of green bell samples at the San Antonio,
Tex.

,
laboratory has continued to give negative results. In addition to the

inspection of green bolls, a considerable number of Thurberia bolls col-
lected in various mountain ranges in southern Arizona have been inspected
during the past few months . Gin-trash inspection last fall revealed a rather
general pink bollworm infestation in southwestern New Mexico and southern
Arizona. The only satisfactory explanation for this spread of infestation is

that ncths were brought in by favorable wind currents from infested areas to

the east. Assuming that this was true, it became important to determine
whether Thurbe-ria plants growing wild in various mountain ranges of southern
Arizona were infested with the pink bollworm. Some 30,000 Thurberia bolls
were inspected and all ranges were found to he infested with Thurberia weevil
in varying degrees, the highest infestation being about 33 percent and the

lowest about 6 percent. Only one specimen of the pink bollworm was found,
this being in bolls collected in the Silicon. Mountains . east of Tucson. Some
additional inspections -/ill be .made.

Thurb e r ia-p1 ant eradi c a t i on .—During1 the. month 920 acres were gone
over in the Santa Catalina Mountains and 13,783 Thurberia plants destroyed.
The above acreage is 'somewhat Smaller than that covered during previous
months. This is due 'to the fact that the territory covered was exceedingly
rough and some time was lost because of unfavorable weather. Towards the

close of the month all of the area immediately adjacent te the camp had 1

been completed and plans were "being made to move to a hew -site. This new
site is in the national forest, but is under lease to an individual, who has

not only granted permission for the camp to be erected in one of her pastures
but has also given the privilege of getting an adequate supply of water from
a well adjacent to the new site. Supplies con be trucked right to the camp

instead of having to be carried part way by pack train, as has been the case

in several previous locations. It is estimated that by hauling the laborers
by truck to and from camp each day the present site can be used for the next

3 months, without having to go more than 6 or 8 miles from 'camp.

Wild cotton .—-Very satisfactory- progress has been made in the eradica-
tion of wild cotton in southern Florida. Work was resumed at Cape Sable the

first of the month with six full crews. The area farthest 'from 'camp is

being worked first, so that in case of bad \7eather the crews might be able

to reach areas nearer camp. A considerable number of seedling plants are

being found in the Cape Sable area, but a rather small percentage of them

have matured bolls. Considerable difficulty has been encountered in cleaning

the keys in Florida Bay, because of shallow water. This area had not been
cleaned in about 10 months, and a good, many of the plants removed had mature

bolls, but very few open bolls. A camp was established on the Chatham River,

in the Ten Thousand Islands section, and the crew has been removing a large

number of seedling plants. A small virgin colony containing 10 mature plants

and 9 seedlings was found by this crew. On the upper west coast, all of the
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Bradenton section has been cleaned twice this season. 77ork has been discon-
tinued for the time being in this section and the men transferred to Cape
Sable. In the Port Myers section all of the area has been covered once and

a second cleaning is now in progress. work on the mainland keys is going
forward satisfactorily. This section is now in excellent condition and it is

believed that there will be little trouble in maintaining it. During the

month some 5i300 acres were covered and 277iH'° seedling and 55^ sprout
plants were removed. By far the larger portion of those plants was in the

Cape Sablo area. In addition to the above work, some 2,200 acres were scouted
without finding any wild cotton.

TRUCK CROP AND GARDEN INSECT INVESTIGATIONS

Cryolite dusts and sprays control corn ear worm on lima beans .—Re sul ts

of an experiment conducted at Eastville, Va.
,
by L. W. Brannon, of the Nor-

folk, Va.
,
laboratory, to determine the relative effectiveness of various in-

secticides for control of Hgilothis gbsoleta (P. ) or. Eordhook liroa beans show

that cryolite dusts and sprays continue to be the most effective materials
for control of this pest. Of the three commercial brands cf cryolite used
in the experiment, imported synthetic cryolite and domestic natural cryolite
appeared to be about equal in effectiveness, both brands being slightly more
effective than a domestic synthetic cryolite. Talc appeared to be equal in

effectiveness to wheat flour as a diluent for cryolite. Of the sprays used;
both imported synthetic cryolite and phenothiazine (h lbs. to SO gal. of water)
gave satiscatory control, the 4 to 50 dilution being more effective than a

3 to pO dilution in each instance. Nicotine-peat spray gave no control and
caused, a reduction in the number of pods on the plants at harvest, as compared
with the untreated plots. . Samples of shelled and unshelled lima -beans from
the plots that had received fc\u* treatments of cryolite dusts and sprays were

submitted to the Insecticide Division for analysis to determine the quanti-
ties of fluorine residues present. The results of these analyses corroborated
similar analyses made in 193^. Host of tli:; samples of unshelled. beans ex-
ceeded the tolerance established for fluorine* on fruits (0.01 grain per pound),

whereas most of the residues on the shelled beans were well below this toler-
ance. These analyses indicate that cryolite may be applied, in the manner
.indicated, in these experiments, without danger of harmful fluorine residues
remaining on the edible parts of the b> ans , provided such beans are shelled be-

fore they are consumed.

Experiments against the Mexican bean b eetl e in Ohio . —Experiments per-
formed in 1937 at South Point, Ohio , "gains:-. Epil-achna varive s tis Muls. by
N. P. Howard and H. C. Mason, of the Columbus, Ohio, laboratory, gave the fol-

lowing results with the various insecticides tested.: Phenothiazine at 2 pounds
to 50 gallons cf water gave good control, but slight plant injury resisted;
derris, cube, timbo, and f.evil 1 s-shoestrings gave good, control at a concen-
tration of 0.015 percent rotenone and. usually at concentration of 0.01 per-
cent rotenone. TTrule the use of a varnish sticker with derris and cube in-
creased the degree of control in one instance, no increase could be noted in

two other experiments. The use of sulphur with derris or cube sprays, and
its use as a diluent with dust mixtures cf these materials, does not con-
sistently result in improved control in Ohio; however, its use farther east
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usiially results in better bean crops. Cryolite spray, 3 pounds to 50 gal-
lons, gave satisfactory control in nost cases, but the imported synthetic
cryolite tested was not as good as a domestic natural cryolite or a domestic
synthetic cryolite. Copper cyanide at 3 pounds to 50 gallons gave fair con-
trol, but moderate plant injury resulted. Sulphur nitride could net bo
milled satisfactorily for field use, but with the finest material available,
control was fairly satisfactory at 1^ pounds to 50 gallons. Poorly milled
material at 7 or H ounces to 50 gallons was very poor. Quebracho tannin-
uncombined nicotine and nicotine peat wore unsatisfactory, the former being
so poor that beans treated with this material had to be sprayed with a
rotenone-bearing root to save them. Magnesium arsenate gave good control.
The use of hoods behind the power duster permitted reduction in dosage with-
out reduction in control.

Residue properties of derris or, bean leaves .—Exp er iment s c onducted at

13 Bureau laboratories from coast to coast, and coordinated by E. A. Fulton
and Mr. Howard, of the Columbus laboratory, indicate .that the nost important
factor concerned in the decrease of rotenon© from sprayed bean plants was
rainfall, heavy rains causing greater loss, as would be expected. The loss
in toxicity was comparatively slight after 31 days where no rainfall occurred
(Twin Falls, Idaho), but very rapid at Columbus, Ohio, within k days., owing
to rainfall. Intense sunlight in the Southwest and the South did not account
for as great a loss in toxicity as did rainfall, although it appears to be a
factor.

Seasonal occurrence of cabbage worms at Charleston, S. C .— Stud i e s con-
ducted by W. J. Held, Jr., of the Charleston, S. C.

,
laboratory, on the

seasonal occurrence of the principal species of cabbage worms on cabbage in
that locality, disclosed that these species,' consisting principally of the

imported cabbage worm, the diamondbach moth, the cabbage looper, and several
species of Agrotinae (cutworms) are more abundant during the spring months
than during the fall and winter; that populations of all species decreased
to a marked extent during the fall, when the mean temperatures are below ap-

proximately 50° F, and do not increase greatly in the spring until the mean
temperatures are consistently above b0°; that after the plants are thinned or

transplanted the cutworms and the cabbage looper are the most abundant
species during the fall months and the cabbage looper and the ciamondback
moth during the spring; and that there are about two generations of each of

the major species of cabbage worms during their more active periods in both
the fall and spring seasons.

Beet leafhop'por condi tions in southern and central Idaho .—J . B

.

Douglass and his associates at the Twin Falls, Idaho, laboratory, have sub-

mitted the following summarized report upon the information available at the

end of February on the probable populations of the beet leafhopper during
the spring and early summer in Twin Falls, Jerome, Minidoka, and Cassia Coun

ties, south-central Idaho: (l) Precipitation. above normal during April and

May 1937 germinated a dense stand of Russian-thistle, the summer host plant

of the beet leafhopper. Abnormally dry stunner weather reduced, the suitability

of dense stands for leafhopper development and early fall populations were the

lowest for the past four seasons, even though the equivalent acreage of
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Russian-thistle was the second largest on record. (2) Fall temperatures
above normal; with sufficient precipitation, permitted adequate germina-
tion (aoout October 2h) of mustard, the leafhopper 1 s natural fall and win-
ter host plant. Excessive precipitation in November and December per-
mitted a much more dense and widespread germination near the end of Novem-
ber. Consequently, the beet leafhopper left its holdover host with little-

delay and entered the. winter under favorable conditions. (3) Fall surveys
in the Sailor Creek sagebrush area showed the highest late-fall population
in k years. (^) The winter was extremely mild and in general has been
favorable for survival, being comparnble to that of 1933-3^» which was fol-
lowed by a season of high leafhopper populations. Recovery from hiberna-
tion cages also indicates a high winter survival. (5) Experience has shown
that an early spring advc-nces the date of migration into the cultivated
areas. It is, however, i^ossible that if the coming spring should be cool
and wet the migration into the cultivated, area will be reduced and delayed.

(6) Regardless of conditions, high populations may be expected in beet
areas very close to leafhopper breeding grounds. (7) As spring conditions
gre tly affect leafhopper populations and time of migration into beet
fields, a second statement, based, on field studies in the spring, will be
issued later.

INSECTS AFFECTING MAN AND ANIMALS

A new variety of Anopheles crucians Uied. found in G-eorgir.—W. V. King,
0rlar.de, El a.

,
reports: "Specimens of anopheline larvae showing peculiar

variations in larval characters were collected in Georgia by R. E. Bellamy
and forwarded to us for identification, In company with Mr, Bellamy, a col-
lection of this form was made by the writer at Quitman, Ca. , on February l6
and the material was brought back to the Orlando laboratory for rearing and
Study. The larvae proved to be a distinct variety of A. crucians and are
readily distinguishable from the t\ 0 other forms of this species."

Phenothiaziae as a mosquito larvic ide.—Mr. King also states: "A series
of larvicidal tests was carried out with phenothiazine dissolved in sul-
phonated oil and acetone in the proportions of 1-20-5. In catch—basin
tests, using a phenothiazine dilution of 1-500,000, the treatments gave mor-
talities (within 2k hours) of from 85 to 100 percent, with en average of

95 percent in 11 tests. At a dilution of approximately 1-1,000,000 the
mortality ranged from 50 to 87 percent, with an average of 68 percent in
four tests. It was evident, therefore, that a considerably higher concen-
tration was required to destroy the larvae than that indicated by the labora-
tory tests, in which dilutions of 1-2,000,000 were effective with tub-reared
larvae. From further laboratory tests in 'which larvae fro:, the two sources
were compared, both in catch-basin water and in tap water, it was found
that the larvae from the catch basins gave variable results but were generally
much more resistant to poisoning with this material. This is somewhat compara-
ble with the results obtained last year v/ith larvae reared on an artificial
diet of yeast and. dried blood."

Activity of screwwerr. flie s.—D. C. Permon, of the Uvalde, Tex., labora-
tory, reports: "The survey traps indicate that Cochlioayia anerioana C. and P.
was practically exterminated during the summer in the southern areas in which
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traps are operated t
viz, at Catarina, Laredo, Hebbronville

,
Alice, and

Three Rivers, Te*c. In no catch since August 1937 has there been nore than
one or two flies in any of those traps, none has been taken since December-*

and only one fly was taken in Dec@raEb-.er. From the last screwworm control re-
ports, it is indicated that there were infestations of C. americana building
up in Canoron and Hidalgo Counties. • The trappings have indicated that
weather conditions have been very favorable for build-up of C. nacellaria F.

There were 15 quarts of flies taken at Laredo in January and 87 percent were
Cochliomyia . We have completed Laredo, Hebbronville , and Alice traps for
February and they took 21, 2b, and 19 quarts of flies, respectively, and
approximately 90 percent .were C. mac eliar i

a

.
11

Scrgwwo rm abundance .— C. C. Deonier, Tempe, Ariz., reports: "In Ari-
zona C. americana was taken at Bumble Bee and Wickehburg during the latter
half of January, and at Kasseyampa during the first part of February. C.

americana was also taken at Uogales and Tempe during the latter half of Febru*

ary. A considerable outbreak of screwworms was indicated by examination made
in the Yuma area on February 17, infestations running as high there as 20 to

30 percent. 1 A' few cases of sereworms have been reported throughout the
area worked during the winter."

Derris powder effective against cattlo_ lice.—R. 7. Wells, Amos, Iowa,

reports: "It was found that derris powder diluted by tripoli earth to l/lo
of 1 percent ' rotenone is inadequate to kill all the lice, but some dead lice
wore found. From this test, and in view of the tests performed .last year,
it is concluded that dilution should not be greater than l/8 of- 1 percent
rotenone. Because of the small difference in cost of rotenone content, l/U
of 1 percent is judged to be the proper dilution for general recommendation.
Such a content world compensate for lack of thoroughness in application,

"

FOHSIGi: PLANT QUARANTINES

Kail inspections incre ase .—During the 'last 2 years a drive has been .

made through the cooperation of the Postal, and Customs Services for a better
coverage of foreign mo.il for plant-quarantine examination. Coincioentally,
we have been striving to bring about the use cf the groen-and-yellow mail
tags for authorized mail shipments of foreign plant material and a correspond'

ing decrease ' in . the amount of unauthorized,,plant material forwarded to this

country by mail. That these efforts are achieving results is shewn by the

fact that during the fiscal year which closed June JO* 1937, a total of
2l+9»52>3 foreign nail packages were inspected, as compared with 107,^50 .pack-

ages for the year ended June JO, 1935, the last complete year- prior to plac-
ing the present special emphasis on this phase of our regulatory work. These

figures show that more packages are brought to our attention than was
formerly the case, and the credit is due to the added interest and efforts of

the plant quarantine inspectors and to the personnel of the Postal. and Cus-

toms Services.

Hew fungus on plug .—On February 16 Sep tobas idium prunophilrai Couch was

'found covering large patches 'of a plum branch from Japan in- the furnishings
' of a Japanese boat at Philadelphia. This fungus grows over scale insects and
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do<is net infect the plant itself. The largo patches of brrwn fungus v:ith

light borders arc quite showy. The species is based on materiel collected

in Japan by R. Kent Seattle . As the article in which the species is de-

scribe::, was in galley proof when our material was received for confirmation

of the deternini ti:n, Mr. Couch said the name might be used In the News

Letter.

Weevil in bambo o elato.—Two larvae, two pupae', and four adults of
Zucalandra sotulo'sa

,
3-yll. were intercepted at Washington, D. C. , on August

13, 1937, in bamboo slats in, cases containing orchids ( Cattl 3ys sp.) in

egress from Colombia. L. L.Buchanan remarks a.s follows! "Formerly Site-

philus F.etulo sac Gyll . Sc far as known this is the first record of S. s e ta-

le g a. from bamboo. Previous datr. (on pin labels on other specimens in

National Museum) indicate that the species may be associated with banana
also." A. G. Boving reports that the larvae and pupae are new to the

National Museum collection.

Sn tomole ;;ical intercept ions of interest .—Ten living larvae of the

Mexican fruit fly (Anastrcphn Iv.e.or.s Loew) were intercepted at Nogales,
Ariz., on May 15 t 1S

!

37» in s single mango in baggage from Mexico. Forty-
four living larvae ef the Mediterranean fruit fly (Ggratitis cap_itata Wied.

)

arrived at Mobile, Ala., on December 39 • 1937 » in eix tangerines in ship's
stores from Portugal., A living larva cf the Japanese beetle (Popill ia
japonica Kewm. ) was taken at New York on December 10, 1937 1 in soil around!

the roots of chrysanthemum in cargo from Japan. Specimens of Cnrdin's
white fly (Aloureoicus ( me t al ourod i cus ) cardir.i Back) were intercepted at

Miami, Flo., or. December 17 1 1537 » on a guava leaf in passenger's baggage
from Cuba. A living specimen of Actinothrip s tricha^tus Ha. wes found at

ITew Orleans on October 29, 1937 » with banana debris in cargo fron 'Nicaragua.

A living specimen of the coreid Cheliniaoa hunte r i Han. was taken at

Nogales, Ariz., on November 2k, 1$'37» on a cactus (Lophocereus schottii )

stalk in cargo from Mexico. A living larva cf the turnip gall weevil

( Ceutorhynchns pi euro stigma Marsh. ) arrived at Philadelphia on January 13
in n turnip in ship's stores from Gernany. A living specimen of the thrips
Fraaklinjollg lilivora Kur. was intercepted at San Francisco on.December 1,

1937 « on a bulb of Liliun sp. in the nail from Japan. A living specimen of
the lygaeid Pcrigencs dispositus Dist. was found at 3rownsville , Ten., on
August 30 » 1537 » on husk tomato (Physe lis sp. ) in baggage from Mexico. A
living specimen of Bruchug chinensis L. arrived at Honolulu,- Hawaii, on
- brua'ry 5» 1937 » with red beans in baggage from China. Three living larvae
of the olethreutid La-p eyre sin splendana Hbn. were intercepted at Chicago,
111. , on November 2, 1937i with chestnuts in the mail from Italy.

Pathological interception s of interest .—Our first interception of a
plant disease on statice was on una: t-. rained species of Cerccspora. on
St f tree armeria in baggage from Guatemala and taken at the Brownsville air-
port on February 11. Cercc 5] orella sp. was found on Loelia sp. in a ship-
ment of orchids from Mexico on May 20, 1937 » at San Francisco. Sryiphe
ur.-.b e 1 1 i fgrarum Do 3ary w?s intercepted for the first time on February 7 at
Philadelphia on parsnip seeds in a shipment from Holland, . Fueicladium de-
p re? sum (3. & Br.) Saec. was found on fennel seeds in a shipnent from Union
cf Soviet Socialist Republics on May 17 at Hew York. Glceooporium euonymi-

colum Hemmi was found at Seattle on August 31? 1937 on FucnymuG foliage from
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Japan, for the first tine since 1931* Ho rno dendrun c1ado sp o r i o ide

s

(Pres.)
Sacc. was intercepted for the first tine on January 21 at New York on to-
matoes fron France. Mac rophon

a

sp. (no species reported as .occurring on the

host) was intercepted at New York on an Ismene plant in "baggage fron
Azores on June k, 1937* Phomatospora sp. (no species described on Camellia )

was intercepted on a shipment of canellia plants fron japan on January 6

at San Francisco. Fhyllosticta laeliae Keissl. was intercepted on a number
of plants of Laelia sp. in a shipment of orchids fron Mexico, May 21, 1937

»

at San Francisco. P. rubo run Sacc, first interception, was found on rasp-
berry cuttings fron Switzerland on November 27, 1937 1 at Baltimore. Sep-
toria weisii Allesch. , first interception, was found on chervil ( Chaerophyl-

lun bulborum ) fron Italy on January IS at Philadelphia. A fungus found on
bark of a log of Cryptocarya palnerstoni fron Australia on Novenber 10,

1937 » at New York has been determined doubtfully as Sphaeronema talcahua-

nense Speg. , since the spores were narrower than the description calls for.

Thielavia basicola (3. & Br.) Zopf was intercepted on sweetpotato from
Japan for the first time on February 27 at Philadelphia.

DOMESTIC PLANT QUARANTINES

Grasshopper control work being rapidly organized .—Field offices have
been established at 707 Thorpe Building, Minneapolis, Minn., as headquarters
for the grasshopper control work in 2k 'Jestern States. B. M. Gad&is and
the field project leader, W. S. Dove, are contacting State committees and
State leaders and organizing the campaign. The emphasis in this year's con-

trol program is on crop protection and the work will be carried on in the

sane nanner as in previous years. Activities will be conducted on a county,

township, or connunity basis and will include the treatment of highways and
uncultivated lands. The States have been, circularized as to quantities of

bait material remaining on hand from last year, points of delivery for early
shipments, storage facilities, nixing stations for poison bait, .and me-
chanical spreaders available. An early survey will be .made of the nynphal
stage of the insect, and later of the adult and egg stages. This work will
be under the s\ipervision of R. L. Shotwoll. A recent Departmental press re-

lease says: "Unless conditions unfavorable to grasshopper development inter- £

vene, heavy infestations of the pest may be expected in 2k States from
Michigan to the Pacific coast and from the Canadian border to Mexico." The
season in northern Texas and. Oklahoma is reported to be about 2 weeks earlier
than usual. With initial shipments of bait materials made early, work
started early in each State, and it is anticipated that the work, if vig-
orously pursued, will effectively aid in preventing crop losses from grass-
hoppers..

Field leader sel ected for Mormon cricket control .—Claude lakeland, on

leave from Idaho, has been selected as field leader of the project on Mormon
cricket control for the duration of the project. His headquarters are in

the Newhouse Building, Salt Lake City, Utah. Control measures found effective

in the past— the use of poison dust—will be employed and the program will
emphasize crop protection, with activities placed on a county, township , or

community basis,, the sane as for grasshopper control. The States of Colorado,

Idaho, Montana, Nevada, Oregon, Utah, and Wyoming face .heavy infestations of

Mormon crickets in 1938. State leaders estimate crop losses from the cricket

in 1937 at approximately $898,000.
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States vitally interested, in now projects .—The Mormon cricket ruid

grasshopper control activities were recently discussed with representatives
of 6 Western States while attending a conference at Salt Lake, City, and all

showed keen interest and activitiy in setting up the local organizations
and getting the work under way.

TTnito-fringed beetle field office moved . --A field office for the

white-fringed beetle control project was recently established in the Gates
and Cook. Building, Gulfport, Miss. Other offices are maintained at Florala,
Ala., Laurel, Miss., Fensacola, Fla. , and New Orleans, La., the last being
in the State Department of Agriculture and Immigration, 3925 South Carroll-
ton Avenue.

Work in white-fringed beetle area s.—Activities in February were de-
voted principally to contacting farmers as to cultural practices and to

clean-up work in the infested towns, in order to prepare areas for trap

crops or for burning or dusting. At Now Orleans, where no control work has

previously been done, an engineer is laying out ditch linos and a 6-man
crew is cleaning up the area. A recent meeting was held in that city at

which colored notion pictures of the beetle wore shown and a talk on control
measures was given by one of the project representatives. The meeting was
attended by members of two large industrial plants in the infested area, a

railway official, sheriff, State representatives, a farm agent, and ethers,
all of whom agreed to assist in control work. In the Florala, Ala., area,

contacts with, farmers agreeing to leave implanted 10-foot strips aro\xnd

fields and betv/een rows and to eradicate weeds along fence rows, has been
speeded up in four counties in the infested area in Florida and Alabama by
the employment of additional men. Four men are working Laurel, Hiss., and
obtaining signed agreements of property owners to limit garden growing.
This work is furthered by State officers and county agents running newspaper
articles in local papers. Control work at Gulfport, Miss., carried, on by
five men, is facilitated by a city ordinance authorizing such activities as

spraying, burning, trap-crop planting, and forbidding the public to graze
cattle in the city limits. At Saucier, Miss., where an infestation of
Naupactus similar to the white-fringed beetle was found last year, 15 nen
are clearing away underbrush, and farmers are cooperating 100 percent in

the control program. The clean-up work at Pensacola., Fla. , has been com-
pleted in the infested area with the assistance of city officials and is

being extended to adjacent city blocks.

Public coop., rating in v.i.it . -fringed beetle campaign .—Citizens
throughout the infested ar .as are showing a public-spirited attitude in the

campaign against the beetle. Meetings are participated in by farmers,
school principals, industrial groups, chambers of commerce, county agents,
extension workers, and State officials. Project leaders, in response to re-
quests, have exhibited motion pictures and discussed the work before meet-
ings of entomological clubs in Mississippi and Texas.

Equipment for white-fringed beetle work .—Five spray machines of 2, 3»

5, S, and 10—horsepower have been purchased. They are being used in spray-
in.;- oil to kill vegetation on areas where eradication has been carried on and
will be used later in the season for spraying arsenicals when adult beetles
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are feeding., Two nilos of galvanized strips . halve "been obtained for
"barrier purposes. Five carloads of tank trucks, trailers, flame-throwing
units, tractors, plows, and ether equipment, have "been transferred from
the Japanese "beetle project at ITew Cumberland, Pa. A nobile shop, office
furniture, a caterpillar tractor, and a shroud-burning outfit have been
transferred or loaned fron other projects. Machinists are reworking the
equipment to meet topographic conditions. Pyrol igneous acid and oil have'
been donated by commercial concerns for experimental purposes. Pine-tar .

extract is being tested as a weed killer. Maps of all farms in, the in-,

fested area are being completed, showing details, as to crops or other
ground cover, location, and acreage.

Phony peach and peach mosaic disease control .—Officials of Sta.tes

infected with the phony peach disease, whose activities contributed to the
marked reduction of the disease in 193 7 ? are preparing to increase such
activities ' in 1938. During the past season the various States assigned 31
inspectors to the phony peach project and the. Bureau employed 64 inspectors.
In the States infected with peach mosaic similar activities were carried on
and a peach mosaic committee was formed of gro\7ers and State officials.
V"ork carried on by an average of 179 relief employees in February in the
States of Alabama, Arkansas, California, Colorado, Georgia, Hew Mexico,
Tennessee, and Texas, effected the destruction of 97»000 abandoned and es-
caped peach trees, as well as trees found infected in the inspection season
of 1937. Most of the large abandoned orchards in the infected area in
California, for which \vaivers have been signed, have been removed, and
waivers are continuing to be signed.

Soil Conservation Service aids peach mosaic program.—The Indian Ser-
vice has been provided with 7*5^0 peach nursery trees by the Soil Conserva-
tion Service to replace diseased trees on Indian pueblos in New Mexico, on

condition that all' mosaic trees are removed from the pueblos, and word is •

received that agreements are now being made to remove the diseased trees.
The need of familiarizing, the growers in the State with the mosaic situa-
tion is being met through contacts with farmers, aided by county agents.

States make importan t changes in peach mosai c quarantine s.—One o

f

the principal changes in the standardized State quarantines relating to

the peach mosaic disea.se now being revised to include new areas, is the re-
duction of the 5-^'ilo sanitation zones around nurseries growing jjoach

stock. During the 1937 inspection season thorough inspection was made of
the 5-r'-iio zones surrounding 226 nurseries and budwood sites in the 7 in-
fected States, representing a coverage of l6, 950 square miles. Observa-
tions of . the disease in the several infected areas over a period of years,

particularly as to spread from year to yea.r, have led to the belief that
the 5-uile inspection zone, may be safely reduced to 1 mile, and several
States have adopted this provision as standard in current revisions of the

quarantines. To the host list is added plum, and the movement of such
stock is prohibited since certain species have been found to be symptomless

carriers of the disease. The quarantines, as heretofore, place restrictions

on shipments from the infected area within the State issuing the quarantine,

as well as upon their entry from regulated areas of other States.
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Progress in gweotgotato weevil control.—An analysis of the sweet

-

potato we vil work shows that during the 5y" months since the project was 'be-

gun to the close of the year, 97 counties have been surveyed in 5 States,
in cooperation with these States. The area constitutes a "belt ranging from
southern Georgia through southorn Alabama, central Mississippi, central
Louisiana, and northeastern Texas. Thirty counties have been found to bo in-

fested. Nearly 30,000 properties were inspected, 2,500 of which were found
to be infested. The work was intensive in the known infested areas, includ-
ing a 5-mile radius of properties where the weevil was found, and "spotted"
in the outlying areas. Eradication activities have been concentrated on the

lightly infested areas. To this end sanitary measures and cultural practices
have been carried out in lb counties. Vines were ronoved from the field1 s be-
fore harvest, sweetpotatoes were culled before storage, fields were . replowcd,
storage houses cleaned,,, seed tubers selected, .old seedbeds destroyed. and
sites selected for new ones, and weevils trapj)ed in the clc-?\nod fields. Of
the 630 acres planted in the eradication areas, 95 percent have been re-
plowed during the winter. Disposal of tubers normally held by growers for
seed the following spring, amounting in many instances to 2,000 bushels,
was the greatest problem in the eradication work. At the insistence of in-

spectors, however, 35 percent of the sweetpotatoes stored on infested
properties have been fed to livestock and those on adjacent properties have
been confined to local markets for food. State inspectors experienced in

the sweetpotato weevil work have greatly assisted the activities in the

various States. A uniform quarantine on sweetpotato weevil infestations was
drawn up at the February meeting in Hew Orleans of the Southern Plant Board
and .the quarantine is being adopted by the various infested States.. , . . .

T,
r
. He arc? in charge of citrus canker project.—L'r. Heard has been,

selected as field leader of citrus canker eradication activities, with head-
quarters at 313 Citizens State hank Building., Houston, Tex. He has been
employed in this Bureau since 1921 and has successfully conducted field
activities on projects relating to the pink bollworm, tropical and sub-
tropical insect investigations, Mexican fruit fly, and citrus canker.

Citrus canker activities . — It was necessary to close the Federal in-

spection work i:: Louisiana the last of February, following an intensive
inspection with the force increased by- 10 inspectors of whom 3 wore cm-
ployed by the State. All properties which have been found infected with
citrus canker since 1935 were carefully covered, as were the 5-mile .zones

surrounding them. The bayous and canal levees near the water's edge were
.reached, in a boat and inspected much better than could have been done on
foot. Aerial photos were used to locate old ho .e sites in marshes. Every
property, fence row, and ditch bank was covered in such a manner that every
citrus tree was found and inspected if it was humanly possible to do so. Uc
canker was found in the State in February. The few abandoned and escaped,

citrus trees found were destroyed. The State of Louisiana will continue the

services of tv/c inspectors formerly on the Federal roll. *7crk is continued,
in Texas, and citrus canker was recently four.:? cr. one small seedling of
Citrus trifoliata in Hamshire, Jefferson Comity, in an area, where 625 trees
were found infected in the •./inter of 193?-5£. Not since April 193& had
canker been found in the county.
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Transit-inspection activities .—Transit inspectors report that shipping
of nursery stock was showing an increase the latter part of February in the
Northeast and Middle West, but that Texas citrus fruit shipments were de-
clining. During the month of February transit inspection was carried on at
20 of the more important railway terminals throughout the United .States, and
77il25 shipments moving via express, freight, and parcel post were in-
spected, and 152 of them were found to be moving in violation of Federal
quarantines

.

DIVISION OF CONTROL INVESTIGATIONS

Electric soil-heating cables for controlling temperature in insect-

rearing cages .—F. H. Sabers, of the Beltsville, Md.
,
laboratory, has found

electric soil-heating cables with thermostatic control satisfactory as a
method of controlling temperature in cages used in rearing southern army-
worms. Thirty- foot lengths of cable are buried in loose sand in the bottom
of each cage. These cages, designed by P. A, Woke, are approximately 39 "by

27 by 16 inches, with glass sides and a fine-mesh metal-cloth top. With
the outside temperature between 50° and 55° E. , the cage temperatures were
maintained at SO0 ± 5°.

Effect of diet on resistance of mosquito larvae .—An interesting study
has just been made of the effect of 13 diets on the resistance of mosquito
larvae to nicotine, rotenone, and phenothiazine. A. M. Phillips, of the San-

ford, Fla. ,
laboratory, reports that by feeding various diets to different

groups of larvae it was possible to cause a variation of 75 percent in the

mortality of fourth-instar larvae resulting from nicotine and rotenone. The

variation in the results from phenothiazine was not as great, because the

concentration used was high enough to cause complete mortality in most cases.

In general, the better diets caused a more rapid rate of growth and resulted
in more resistant larvae. It was noted, however, that the diets did not
have the sane effect with all three insectidides or, in other words, the lar-

vae most resistant to rotenone were not the most resistant to nicotine or

phenothiazine.

IDENTIFICATION AND CLASSIFICATION OF INSECTS

An important rice pes t identifie d,.—Moths reared from rice and sub-

mitted by 3elisario Lesada, chief of the department of economic entomology
of Colombia, were identified by Carl Heinrich as Rupela albinella (Cramer).

This species belongs to an American genus of white moths, all similar in

appearance and identifiable only by their genitalia. Until recently they
could not be named v/ith any certainty. E. albinella is distributed through-

out Central and South America and appears to be the major pest of rice in

the American tropics. Dr. Losada states that in the department of Vallc,

Colombia, it has caused serious damage to the crop. Specimens of an egg para-

site of this lepidopteron, which accompanied the moths, have been determined
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by C. 7. Muesebeck, after preliminary examination, a? apparently iden-
tical with Tol~nc:.rus ( Ph.: nurus ) rowoni G-ah. , which has previously been
known only from the Philippine Islands and Formosa, where it parasitizes
the eg^s of another rice pest, Schonobius incert alius Walk.

Chgngos in the scientific n-u.ies of two sawflios .—In the Bureau
News Letter for February 1937 (vol. IV, no. U) a distribution record was
given fcr a spruce sawfly under the ncv.ie of Pachy.iouatus alaskensis Rohwer.
This species has recently been transferred to another genus and should now
be called Pikonepa alaskens is (Rohwer). It has also been taken in New
Brunswick and Quebec, as well as ether localities between those and British
Columbia, on Picea en.jol:van:ii , P. canadensis , and P. pariana . Pachynematus
ccreatus (Earrington), the references to which usually apply to P. alas-
konsis, is no longer valid, as it is a synonym of Pikonoma dir.zicckii (Ores-

sen). The purslane sawfly, which lias usually been known under the name
Schizocerus za'oriskc-i Webster and l.ialley, should, as a result of the synony-
...izing of the genu™ Schizocerus with St ~rictiphcra , be called Storied iphora

( L - ton ) zabriski ei ('Job 3 tor and halley) , tlie subgenus Listen having been
recently proposed fcr this species.

0O0
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FRUIT INSECT INVESTIGATIONS

Daily flight period of Cnemeplatia sor icea Kern . -.-This small tene-

"brionid was taken in considerable numbers in a fig orchard in 0 series,

of collections made by Dwight F. Barnes, of the Fresno, Calif., labora-

tory, in 193 T- It is a minor pest of fallen figs. The remarkably short

daily flight period of the beetle was. shown by collections made at 15-

minute intervals from a motor-driven net revolving horizcntnlly at a

height of 3 feet and at a speed of 2o miles per hour. The time of flight
res. evidently controlled by light intensity, which was measured by means

of a photoelectric exposure meter. The following table combines the

records of 6 evenings—July 20 and 22 and September It 1^, 17-» and 23,

and shows the number of C. scricea taken at various light values with a
rotary not at Round Mountain in 1937.

Light value
ct candles

loO-

S5-

40-

20-

10-

S-

5-

C. cericea taken
I'ur.o r

0

0

5
0

1

0

Percent
0,0
.0

.U

.0

.1.

.0

Light value
Fo c t candles
3.2
2 .<j

1.0
.5

.25

. 0

Total

sericea taken
Numb,

r

2

0

37
775
PQ?

1,119

Percent
0.2
,0

3,3
69.3
26.1

100.

c

ithyleng di chloride and di chlcirg thyl gther fo r peach borer con-

trol .—Oliver I. Snapp and J. R. Thoc Jr. , of th: Fort Valley, G

laboratory, have reported further work on ethylene dichlcride and dichlo-
rethyl ether for the control of Conopia exitios o Say. In experiments with
dug nursery ~,tock a 2.5-percent emulsion of ethylene dichlcride gave a
control ranging from 9U to 100 percent; a 3-percent strength gave from 93
to 100 percent control. The data in hand from k years' work indicate thct
peach borer larvae can be eliminated from dug nursery stock by spraying
the soil packed and settled around bundles of stock heeled in an upright
position with 2.5~or 3-Pe**cent ethylene dichloride emulsion at thn rate of
1 quart to each lp trees. The treatment should be made in dry soil while
the nursery stock is fully dormant. In the experiments with orchard trees,
ethylene dichloride emulsion applied in midwinter during a period of un-
usually cold weather did not give as good results as in previous experi-
ments during periods of moderate or normal midwinter conditions in the
South, when good results have been obtained, Dichlorethyl ether, a
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water-soluble material, gave remarkably good control of the peach borer
in orchard trees during midwinter, confirming results of previous experi-
ments which indicated that this material has its greatest effectiveness
against the borer and the greatest safety on peach trees during cold
weather* With dug nursery stock, dichlo re thy1 ether at the rate of 2/3 of
a quart of approximately 1-percent solution to five trees gave only partial
control and slight injury to the bark of several trees treated.

Empirical dosage—survival curve impractical in Japanese beetle so il-
poison tests .—W. S. Fleming, of the Japanese beetle laboratory at Moores-
town, N. J. , has .just submitted a report on studies he has made of the pos-
sibility of using an empirical do sage-survival curve as a standard of ih-
seciticidal effectiveness in tests with stomach-poison insecticides against
larvae of the Japanese beetle in soil. In work of this kind it has been
the practice to conduct parallel tests of the new materials .and of a standard
insecticide at the seme time under controlled conditions. Freshly applied
acid lead arsenate has been used as the standard of insecticidal action. Dur-

ing the period from October 20, 1933 1 v/hen this procedure became standardized,
to January 17* 193^, data have been obtained on the acid lead arsenate stand-

ards for 55 series of tests. A statistical study has been made of this ac-

cumulation of data in the hope of developing an empirical curve that could
be used as the standard, instead of running load arsenate tests in connection
with each series. Analysis of variance has shown, however, that the varia-
tion between the standard lead arsenate treatments run at different times
was much greater than could be accounted for by 'random sampling and that the

survivals in the different standards were significantly different. It was
therefore concluded that an empirical standard dosage-survival curve could
net be substituted for parallel tests of the lead arsenate standard, in de-

termining the effectiveness of a material as a stomach poison against lar-
vae of the Japanese beetle in the soil.

- • MEXICAN FRUITFLY CONTROL

Catches of Mexican fruit fly increas e.—Shipment and canning of fruit
continue in a satisfactory manner. Fruit from infested parts of groves is

being sterilized before shipment is permitted. Trap catches of Anastrepha
ludens Loew increased from 71 in February to 113 in March. From the ap-

pearance of these flies it is evident that many of them were young and had
recently . emerged. Larvae were found in grapefruit on 121 premises through-
out the month. As was to be expected with a below-normal fly population,
the number of properties found infested this month is approximately only
one-ninth as great as for the same period last season. The numbers :>f frai*-

flie! "dontifiao in March ire shown in the following sable.
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A.

A.

A.

A.

A.

T.

A.

A.

Sp ecie s

Adv.lt s

ludens
Premises
serpentina TTied—

Premises
sp. "L"
Premises
sp . i'Y"

Premises
pal lens Coq
Premises
curvicauda Gerst-
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—

:

. Total— -

Larvae
ludens
Prenises

sp. not luden:
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Texas a co

n 7
J- 1

i n
i c «la !! • b
i li . c

• :
0

o
c. > X

2 : , 1

11 :! -29

10 i: 3

309 : -.62

» J- C_

6 : 1

4 : 1

681 lug
:

1/
1 ,10k 1

121
0 ;

i/j
x
2

1,825 ! 3U

1/From market fruit in Mataaoros.

CZHZAL AND F0PA3E INSECT INVESTIGATIONS

Bstinated damage by the sggarcane borer in 193 7*—J« Ingram, W. E.

Haley, and L. J. Charpentier made a joint survey with L. 0. Ellisor, of the

Louisiana Experiment Station, University, La., during the harvesting season
of 1937 to determine the extent of borer injury to sugarcane in Louisiana.
Counts of borer-infested internodes per 100 stalks were made on 3 commonly
grown varieties of sugarcane in 2 locations in each of 10 representative
areas. The average percentage of internodes found infested was 16.05 and
of stalks infested, 63. U7. In similarly conducted surveys S.7 percent of
the internodes were found infested in 193^ and 8.1 percent in 1935* Prom
these and production figures, it is estimated that sugar farmers in Louisiana
lost over $3,000,000 in 1937 as a result of borer injiiry.

Insecticide! control of sugarcane borer in sum -.lg r-p 1 0 nt ed cane . — In
cooperation with Dr. Ellisor, Messrs. Ingram, Haley, and Charpentier conducted
preliminary experiments with synthetic cryolite (86 percent sodium fluoalu-
minate), natural cryolite (90 percent sodium fluoaluainate) , and bordeaux-
calcium arsenate (3^ percent arsenic pentoxide and 10 percent copper sulphate)
as insecticides for the sugarcane borer on sugarcane planted in August 1937*
Duplicete l6-plot Latin-square experiments were conducted with plots l/20
acre in size. Dusts were applied at weekly intervals from September 2 to

November 18. Examinations were made of all borer-killed plants on the inner

198 row feet of each plot 3 times at 3-,-7eok intervals, beginning on October U.

On December 2 and 3 final examinations were made, when all jointed plants
in the same area included in previous examinations were examined for borer



injury and stages. No injury was found in the ncnjointed plants. A sun-
nary of results of all examinations follows.

Reserve plantation experiment Saceland plantation experiment
Total Un~ Total

jrxo u s
' borer . Total infested "borer- Total TTv-, n ri *p0 ci + p rl

infested: ' "borer jointed infested borer jointed
: plants stages plants plants , stages plants
: Number , Number Number Nunber .

' Nunber Nunber
Synthetic &
cryolite 93 i ^9 I 155 31 ; 16 , 18U

Natural
cryolite 91 I

: Ui j loo 26 s : 193
Bordeaux
cal.-ars . .991 : -582 : 19 : 26h : 112

Check , 7U8 k5k 25 330 : 200 : 109

Y/hen analysed statistically, the number of borer-infested plants in
both sets of cryolite plots was found to be highly significantly less than
in the check plots in each experiment.

JAPANESE BEETLE CONTROL

Certification of nursery stock .—Mild weather toward the end of March
permitted early digging of nursery stock in most sections of the regulated
area. In the New York City district four carloads of evergreens \?ere

certified' for movement to nonregulated territory and several truckloads of
certified plants were exchanged by classified establishments. Inspection
calls in this area totaled 635 for the month, as compared to 290 in March
1937. Nurserymen in the Philadelphia district have been able to ship large
nursery stock to southern points almost continuously since last fall. Many
early spring orders for perennial plants and small nursery stock were shipped
from this area in March. Seven temporary inspectors were added to the New
Jersey force to help with the rush of work attending the certification of

21 carloads of nursery stock. Approximately 250,000 asparagus roots were also
certified for shipment from New Jersey. At one establishment the inspector
found. five Japanese beetle larvae in cavities in the asparagus roots. Quan-
tities of rhododendrons and azaleas were treated with paradichlorobenzene, a
method which is still increasing in favor with nurse x*ynen desiring certifica-
tion for these species.

Certificate of merit for Divia ion'

3

exhibit at St. Louis .—A certifi-
cate of merit was awarded to the Division for its comprehensive exhibit of
divisional activities at the Greater St. Louis Flower Show, held in the St.

Louis, Mo., arena from March 26 to April J>. J. C. Silver, of the Bloomfield,
N, J., field headquarters' staff, supervised the assembly of the exhibit at

St. Louis and was in attendance during the 9 days of the exhibit to answer
questions and distribute literature. He was assisted by 0. K, Courtney, a

representative of the Division, who is stationed at St. Louis.
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Soil-conservation payments stimulate sale of fruit trees . —Orders
for plants of snail fruits and for fruit trees to "be shipped from nur-
series on the Eastern Shore of Maryland and Virginia have tripled this
year, owing, it is reported, to the distribution of Government benefit
payments to farmers.

Second offender fined $100.—On a plea of guilty to an information
containing six counts, involving shipments lacking Japanese beetle cer-
tification extending over a period of 3 years, the proprietor of a nursery
at Haihmonton, 17. J., was fined $100 in the United States District Court
at Camden, N. J., or. March 18. On May 28, 1928, this nurseryman pleaded
guilty to an information involving one uncertified shipment. At that time

he was fined $50. In imposing the $100 fine,' the Court warned the nursery-
nan that in case of further convictions it would probably be necessary to

add some confinement to the fine.

Bidivisionpl beetle exhibit at International Flower Show.—Valuable
space on the first floor of Grand Central Palace, New York City, wis
assigned to the Bureau for a Japanese beetle exhibit at the International
Flower Show, from March lU tc 19. Japanese beetle parasite material, and
control measures for Japanese and Asiatic beetles were the principal
features of the half of the exhibit prepared by the Moorostown, N. J.

,

laboratory of the Division of Fruit Insect Investigations. A miniature
road-patrol station, scouting traps, and mounts depicting quarantine and
suppression activities of the Division of Japanese Beetle Control comprised
the remainder of the display. I. M. Hawley, of the Moorestcwn laboratory
.staff, and J. C. Silver, of the Eloomfield, IT. J., field headquarters,
were on hand to answer questions on all phases of the research and control
work.

Road stations reopened on south-la: una highways. —Road-patrol activi-
ties for 1938 started on March 24, with the opening of the station on

U. 5. Route 211 at Anissville, Va. The following day the important post
on U. 3. Route 1 at Fredericksburg, Va. , was reopened. On March 26, the

stations on State Routes 2 and 3 0,it of Fredericksburg were posted.

Strqwberry-T)lant fumigation house completed.—A large strawberry-
plant grower at Salisbury, Md., has completed construction of a fumiga-
tion house. The interior is lined with sheet metal, with seams made air-
tight with calking material. The house is equipped with a large-capacity
power blower for circulating the gas in the chamber and exhausting the gas
when the Ventilators are open. The floor cf the house has been lined with
steai.1

. pipes to bo used when it is necessary tc raise the temperature to o0°
F. , the minimum temperature to be maintained during the fumigation period.
No commercial fumigations have been performed as yet, but extensive. tests
and research have b^on carried on with methyl bromide under the direction
of the Division of Control Investigations.

Info st ed shipment

s

. —El even shipments from which gypsy moth egg
clusters were removed wore offered for inspection and certification during
the month. The most heavily infested shipment was a carload cf 'lumber in-

spected at Deering Junction, Maine, prior to movement to North Tonawanda,
N. Y. Fourteen egg clusters were taken from this lumber.
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Dutch elm disease personnel increase s.—An additional allotment of
W. P. A. funds made in March permitted restoration to the payroll of some
of the crew members dismissed at the end of the February work period. By
the end of the month the number of men on security wages in the respective
States was 126 in Connecticut, 1,108 in New Jersey, 2% in Hew York, end
13 in Indiana.

Two more confirmations in Indianapolis .—Two additional trees in-
fected with the Dutch elm disease have been found in the Indianapolis, Ind.
area. One was in Crown Hill Cemetery and the other on Chapel Road, in
Washington Township. This brings the total number of confirmed cases at
this isolated infection to 67.

FOREST INSECT INVESTIGATIONS

Larval mortality for eln bark beetle .— C. E. Hoffmann, of the Morris-
town, N. J. ,

laboratory, reports that r total of 2S square feet of bark
from five heavily infested eln trees was examined in March to determine
larval mortality for the smaller European elm bark beetle ( Scolytus multi -

striatus Marsh.). Counts were made of all larval mines and all living
larvae. These shewed that of 19,93^ larvae that had once been present,
only 2,390 remained alive. The total larval mortality due to crowding,
bark and wood condition, woodpecker feeding, and other factors amounted
therefore to 88 percent. There were approximately l6 brood burrows per
square foot of bark examined.

.
Records on spruce sawfly cocoons .—H. J. MacAloney, of the New Haven,

Conn., laboratory, reports that square-foot samples of duff and litter
containing cocoons of the European spruce sawfly wore taken at 50-^°°^ in-

tervals along two compass lines run for approximately half a mile up the
north slope of Mount Monadnock, at Dublin, N. H. , in October 1937t the num-
ber of samples totaling 86. Each sample was placed in a canvas bag and
the entire lot was delivered to J. G-. Conklin, of the University of New
Hampshire, who held then in cold .storage. Counts during the winter showed
a total of 5>650 cocoons, or an averag.-.. of about 65 per square foot.

These were divided as foil 017s, on a square foot basis: Adult sawflies had
previously emerged from 20 (apparently from 19 in 193 7 » from 1 prior
to that time); 12 destroyed by mammals; and 3 destroyed by predatory in-
sects; while the remaining 30 cocoons, about U5 percent of the total, were
Considered as sound and still containing insects. Since removing the

samples fro:.: cold storage, a high percentage of the sound cocoons have pro-
duced female sawflies but no males have been obtained and as yet no para-
sites have issued. Another collection of 86 samples will be taken from
the same points this spring, just before the sawflies emerge, to obtain
further infoi-maticn on destruction by mammals. It is believed, that there
will have been no appreciable winter mortality, as weather records taken
in this area indicate a relatively mild winter.

Propagation of spruce sawfly parasit e.—P, B. Dowden and P. A. Berry,
New Haven, report that large-scale propagation of Microplc-ctron fuscipenni s

Zctt-. , a cocoon parasite of the European spruce sawfly, is now under way.
To aid in this work -the Society for the Protection of New Hampshire Forests
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through a cooperative agreement with the United States Department of

Agriculture, has furnished an assistant, Frank E. Miller, Jr., who re-

ported for duty on March 1.

Insect hazard inventoried in California .—The forest insect hazard
on 563»000 acres of pine tir.iberland in the Lassen area of California was
inventoried by a field crew during the 1937 field season, according to

P. C. Johnson, of the Serkeley, Calif., laboratory, using methods pre-
viously developed to measure past loss and present stand susceptibility
to bark-beetle attacks. A complete working circle which supplies the

raw materials for 0 sawmill of large capacity was included in the area
inventoried. A hazard greater than moderate exists throughout the area.

By locating and napping the areas of different degrees of hazard and by
measuring the resources in each, a basis has been provided for direct ap-

plication of the results in forest management and utilization plans.

Susceptibility classif icotior, applied or. Black's Mountain Experi-

mental Forest. —J. 77. Bongberg, Berkeley, reports that tentative classifi-
cation of the susceptibility of ponderosa and Jeffrey pine trees was
applied on the Black's Mountain Experimental Eorest in California, in

193 7 • Crown characters, indicating the presence of California flatheaded
borer broods, were used to identify susceptible trees. A total of 12,712
trees on l.oUo acres were rated in four susceptibility classes. Suscepti-
ble trees averaged, by volume, 15-5 percent of the total green stand. They
were found to represent an approximate average of stand values. Analysis
of 430 trees, totaling 625,570 feet b.n. tfcat uoic cut from 2U9 acres after
having been classified as highly susceptible, showed that between 80 and

90 percent contained incipient flathead borer broods and were classified
correctly.

Eood habits of Enoclerus sphegeus (E. ) and Temnochila virescons
(?.

)

.—Ely larvae as a diet for young larvae of Enoclerus sphegeus , an
important predator of the mountain pine beetle, have proved to be unsatis-
factory in tests conducted at the Berkeley, Calif.

, laboratory, according
tc G-. R. Struble. On the other hand, Temnochila virescens another im-
portant predator of the mountain pine beetle, feeds readily aud develops
rapidly on larvae of the fly Lucilic sericata Meig. , when provided as on
artificial diet. This would indicate that E. sphegeus is more specific in
host-selection habits than is T. virescens .

Technique developed for precurin .

; eggs cf pred.atrrs.—Procurement of
• s in abundanc3, of two important coleopterous predators of the mountain

pine beetle in sugar pine, has been demonstrated by Mr. Struble. This is
an important step in the development of technique for biological control.
Controlled tests conducted on the ovipesition habits and reproductive po-
tential cf Temnochila virer;ce::s and Enoclerus sphegeus have resulted
in large numbers of eggs, following the prevision of propo itinuli. The
conditions necessary are: (l) The use of mated pairs, eaca pair enclosed
in a separate container (small glass jar or petri dish); (2) a small, green
sugar pine block containing bark and phloem; (3) a supply of Dondro c tonus
adults, which attack the blocks end serve as food for the predators. A
continuous supply of eggs has been assured by setting up fresh green blocks
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each week. At the end of the week eggs are removed .from the blocks and
placed in petri dishes, where they hatch out within U to 6 days. Fertility
of eggs collected thus far has "been nearly 100 percent.

Nature affords protection of newly hatched predators against canni-
balism.—Among newly hatched larvae of Ter.no chi la vires cons and Enoclerus
sphcgeus cannibalism is absent. Observations by Mr. Struble on many egg
masses have led to this belief. The stored-food material from the egg
stage enables the young larvae to go without eating for several days, dur-
ing which time they wander away from the egg masses and rarely molest them.
In later stages the voracious appetites of growing larvae impel them to

feed indiscriminately on whatever larval lifo moves, including their own
kind.

Dark-beetle control work successful in southern Cal ifornia recre -

ational areas .—During the fall of 1937 a forest-insect survey of the sum-
mer-home and resort areas in the southern California forests was initiated
by the Berkeley laboratory. This work was directed by J. 3. Patterson and
included coverage of about 250,000 acres and the establishment of 12 perma-
nent sample plots. The purpose of this survey is to keep numerous organi-
zations, interested in protection of the forest cover on those areas, in-

formed regarding current insect infestations and needs for control work.
• Conditions found in the fall of 1937 indicated that bark-beotle infesta-
tions we're at a lew status and only a minor amount of control work was
recommended for the winter control .season. The Idyllwild Project, in River-
side County, where control was. carried out by private and federal agencies
during the winter of 193^-37f nas shown excellent results. >

Type of host material important in bark-beetle infestation .—W . D

.

Bedard, of the Co our d'Alene, Idaho, laboratory, in reporting on the re-
sults of an intensive study of an infestation of the mountain pine beetle
in the western white pine stands of the Coeur d'Alene National Forest,
points out that the abundance of beetle broods varies in the different types

of white pine host material attacked by the insect. The 2 years of data
available at the present time indicate that debris from road construction,
logging slash and cull logs, and fire-scorched trees, although potentially
capable of abundant broods, are unfavorable for development and do not

threaten as sources of mountain pine beetle infestation. Mont of the avail-

able bark surface in these materials is utilized by secondary bark beetles

and wood borers. Mountain pine beetle broods in windfalls, on the other

hand, are almost as abundant as those in standing trees, even though there

are nearly three times as many attacks in the standing trees. Trees infected

with root rots appear to be slightly preferred by the mountain pine beetle

over uninfected trees. The diseased trees are found mainly en drier, poorer

sites, are attacked with approximately the same density as uninfected trees,

and are capable of producing approximately the same volume of new beetles

per square foot.

Unseasonably warm winter temperatures contribute to bark-beetle mor-

tality .—Tests conducted at the Coeur d'Alene laboratory indicate that the

occurrence of abnormally warm temperatures during winter months, when moun-

tain pine beetle larvae are normally inactive, may contribute to subsequent
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brood mortality. J. C. Evenden reports that larvae that withstood on ex-

posure of -25° F. were far loss resistant after "being exposed to abnormally
warn temperatures. The reduction in larval resistance to low temperatures
was in rather direct proportion to the duration and severity of the orcposure

to warm temperatures. These tests furthermore demonstrated that when larval
resistance had once been reduced it co\ild not be rebuilt to the same degree
as previously existed.

Relation of cold-hardiness of Black Hills beetle to locality .—Pond.e-

rosa pine infested with the Black Hills beetle was collected by IT. D.

Wygant, of the Port Collins, Colo., l'boratory, from four localities in

January and February to determine whether or not the cold-hardiness of the

insect varied over its natural distribution. The infested logs were brought
to Port Collins by truck and the larvae were tested immediately in a cabinet
with controlled temperatures. One hundred of the insects wore exposed to

the cold for 2 hours and 15 minutes as naked larvae in petri dishes at in-

tervals of 2.5° P. ever the critical range. The locality, name of national
forest, date tested, and critical range of each were as follows: Pine Lake,
in southern Utah, Powell N. P., Jan. 26, -17.5° to -32.5°; South Pork, in
southern Colorado, Rio Grande N. P., Feb, 9t -15° to -32.5°; Custer, S. Dak.,
Harney H. P. , Fab. 25, -22.5° to -35°; and Roosevelt N.F., in northern Colo-
rado, Jan. 26 and Feb. S, -20° to -32.5°. The critical ranges from the

various localities were very nearly the same, except that the larvae from
the Black Hills of South Dakota were a little more cold-hard.y than all the

others, and the larvae from northern Colorado were slightly more hardy than

those from southern Colorado and southern Utah. The tests were made in mid-
winter, when the larvae reach their maximum cold-hardiness. Their fall and
spring hardiness would no doubt vary in proportion to the local seasonal
temperatures.

0 r tho di c h1 e r ob en z eno -naph t h a1 ene emulsion fairly effective ageinst
larv - s -f fl "i;headed apple-tree borer . —Of the various chemicals tested
against larvae of Chryscbothris feme rata Oliv. under the bark of American
elm at Lincoln, Nebr. , in August 1937 hy N. D. Wygant, of the Fort Collins,
Colo., laboratory, an emulsion of orthodichlorobenzene and naphthalene gave
the best results, killing 92 percent of the young larvae in the trees
sprayed on August 3« A stock emulsion was made up of 2 quarts of orthcdichlo-
rcbenzene in which was dissolved 2 pounds of flake naphthalene, 2U ounces of
water, and 2 ounces cf potash fish oil soap. One part of the stock was di-
luted with 2 parts of water, which gave a spray of approximately lc—2/3 per-
cent orthodichlorobenzene and S-l/3 percent aaphthlene. The emulsion was
sprayed on the bark of the infested trees until the liquid began to run
down the crevices of the bark. A week later the 3prayed tr-^es were cut, the

bark pooled off, and the mortality of the larvae counted. The sprays ap-
plied on August lU, afWr the larvae were larger, wore net as effective as

those applied on August 3«
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GYPSY MOTH AND BROWN-TAIL MOTH CONTROL

Cleaning work at infestations speeds up subsequent scouting .—Mo s

t

types of gypsy moth work require skilled men, "but efficient cleaning work-
in the immediate vicinity of' infestations can he done by unskilled laborers,
This work, which includes picking up, examining, and burning dead wood and
debris, not only improves the forests and reduces the gypsy moth population,
but also is of material benefit to scouting and treatment work subsequently
performed in the cleaned areas.

Gypsy moth wo rk only slightly delayed by maple-sugar season .—Gyp s

y

moth work is often retarded in some sections by the resignation of many
W. P. A. employees to accept other work of a seasonal nature, such as har-
vesting crops. Host interruptions of this sort occur in the fall, but the

maple-sugar crop is a very important exception. The season begins early in
the spring, when the sap starts to flow in the trees, and continues for an
indeterminate period depending on the favorableness of the weather. Sev-
eral W, P. A. workers assigned to gypsy moth work in Vermont and, western
Massachusetts obtained temporary employment in March in tapping maple-.sugar
trees, gathering sap, and assisting in the manufacture of maple sirup and
maple-sugar products. -Gypsy moth work in that section was not seriously de-

layed, as the unseasonably warn temperatures during the month shortened the

maple-sugar season and caused a subnormal yield of sap.

Access to isolat e d territory facilitated by new lumbering road s.—Much
gypsy moth work is performed in wild mountainous country, whore the woodland
blocks extend over thousands of acres, and some sections can be reached
only on foot. The eastern portion of Sunderland, in the -southern part of
the Vermont section of the barrier zone, is a typical.' example of such coun-

'

try. Formerly it could only be reached by walking over trails and old
abandoned wood roads, many of which were partially filled with brush and
were -difficult, to follow. However, a concern engaged, in heading pulpwood
from a large woodland area in this territory has recently constructed a main
road into the block and side roads to the different sections, capable of
supporting heavy-duty trucks.- -The new roads are of great assistance to the

gypsy moth scouts, who started work in Sunderland the latter part of March.

New industry consumes gypsy moth food plants .—In West Stockbridge,
in the Massachusetts section of the barrier zone, a lumberman has developed
a market for poplar lumber. Ho is cutting a large quantity of poplar
growth into 12-foot lengths, sawing the logs into boards and planks of

various thicknesses, and shipping then to Hazardvillo, Golan. , where they are

used in the manufacture of radio cabinets and inexpensive furniture. For-

merly, poplar lumber was considered unsuitable - for such uses. As poplar is

one of the most favored food plants of the gypsy moth, the removal of such
a largo quantity will be of .material assistance to the control work in that

section.

Brush pulverized at infestation where burning would he dangerous . —The

sawdust machine purchased by this activity some time ago is at present being
used to dispose of brush accumulated from gypsy moth thinning work in Hamp-
shire County, Mass. The machine reduces the brush to sawdust and can either
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blow the sawdust into a pile or "broadcast it over a considerable area.

It is particularly useful in locations where the burning of the brush
would endanger the surrounding territory, as is the case at the infesta-
tion where the machine is now working. An abundance of tall dry grass
and weeds in the area where the brush is piled could easily become ignited
if the brush were burned, and serious damage night result.

Spraying needed in area where egg clusters were broken by ice

s torus .—A large percentage of the egg clusters in northwestern Connecticut
were broken by ice sterns during the winter months and the disturbed por-
tions of the clusters dropped to the ground and were lost among the leaves.
In such cases even the raking up and burning of the leaves would not de-

stroy all of the eggs. Many snail portions of egg clusters and individual

eggs would escape, despite the most careful work, and subsequent spraying
of the foliage is the only reliable remedy in such circumstances.

Municipal thim.ing work helps eradication campaign against gypsy
moth.—The city of Waterbury, Conn.

, recently began cleaning and thinning
operations on their waterworks property in the town of Warren, which is in

a part of the barrier zone that is most susceptible to gypsy moth infesta-
tion. The Federal forces have found it necessary to work in this town
annually for the last several years in order to keep the barrier zone free
of the pest. The work by the city of Waterbury automatically assists the

gypsy moth eradication campaign, as it reduces both the quantity of food
plants in the region and the material that must be examined by the Federal
scouts.

Gypsy moth work benefits from real estate development .—A real estate
syndicate has recently purchased many of the vacant farms in Sherman, Fair-
field County, Conn., and is constructing lodges of field stone and planting
pines arid spruces in many of the unforested areas. As Sherman is adjacent
to the Hew York State line in the Connecticut section of the barrier zone,
gypsy moth work in that section will be benefited in two respects: The
amount of field stone that would have to be examined in case gypsy moth in-
festations should be found in the vicinity will be materially reduced, and
the solid stands of coniferous growth will be practically immune to damage
by the gypsy moth.

Shipments of nursery s tock inc reasing rapidly . --A government in-
spector stationed on Lor..; Island, IT. Y. , to examine materials likely to

harbor the gypsy moth before shipment from the regulated area in Nassau
County, reports a large increase in tho movement of nursery stock from that
area. The volume of inspection work practically doubled during the last
week in March. Similar conditions are reported from Pennsylvania, where
there has been a material increase in the shipments of rhododendron and
kalmia shrubs, especially from the woodland areas in the region of the
Pocono Mountains. It has been possible this year to dig the plants at
least 2 v/eeks earlier than usual, which is of decided advantage to the op-
erators because of an unexpectedly large increase in business. The opera-
tors have already received orders for more rhododendron and kalmia plants
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than were sold during the entire season in any of the last 10 years. All
of the plants that originate within the quarantined area must he inspected
for the gypsy moth "before they are shipped. Large quantities of selected
ash logs were inspected in the vicinity of Moscow, Fa.

, during the last
week in March. The logs are to receive special treatment and will then be
shipped to a large manufacturer of baseball bats in Louisville, Ky.

Progress of gypsy moth work in Pennsylvania .—During the period July 1,

1937, to February 28, 193&» more than 203»000 acres of woodland and open
country were scouted in the Pennsylvania area and 217 infestations, totaling
nearly 190,000 egg clusters, were located and destroyed. Approximately 50
percent of the infestations and more than 70 percent of the egg clusters
were found in Luzerne County.

Shipments increase in Pennsylvania quarantined area .—During the first
half of March a total of 1,25^ shipments were inspected and certified, and
1,927 shipments were allowed to move under permit in the Pennsylvania area
under quarantine on account of the gypsy moth. The bulk of the shipments
consisted of field stone for highway construction work; mine props and
lagging; and junk metal, much of which was exported. The shipments were all
made in compliance with the new quarantine regulations promulgated by the
Pennsylvania department of agriculture, which became effective on February 15»

Large white oaks on high elevation removed by C. C. C .—The plan of
work to be done by C. C. C. enrollees assigned to gypsy moth work has been
revised so that special emphasis can be placed on the treatment of infesta-.
tions that especially threaten the barrier zone, before the emergence of the

caterpillars. In accordance with this policy, 131 large white oak trees on

a high elevation in Russell, Mass., which were badly infested with the gypsy
moth,- have been removed. The trees ranged from 10 to 30 inches in diameter,
measured breast high. It required approximately 2-|- man-days per tree to

take them down, cut them into 8- or 12-foot sections, and clean, up and burn
the slash. As Eussoll is only one town removed from the eastern border of

the barrier zone, and as the infested trees were so situated that there was
serious danger of wind spread toward the zone, their removal should be of
direct benefit to the zonal work. Lata in March several T7. P. A. employees
were assigned to work in sections of this heavily infested area that could
not be covered by the C. C. C. men before the beginning of the spraying
season.

PLANT DIS.3ASS CONTROL

Barberry eradication in Illinois .—In making an analysis of control
work conducted in two cities, core or less typical of those found in northern
Illinois, R. W. Bills, in charge of barberry eradication in that State, has-

compiled the following data. Some work was done in each of these cities
during each year indicated in the following table. Each successive survey has

been more thorough than the previous one.
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Year Infested properties Bushes destroyed
BrO vi H pvp r?n pV""fO Vfl Bel vi di"j T*p Rockfovf

Nunber Nutiber Numb j r Number

1918 - ? ? : 2,350 1,962
1919 9 : Uso : 21 ! 2,116
1923 3 : 65 ! 22 : 1U3

1926 : 17 65 : 1+6 150
1937 3

r
27

To til 32 +
: S37 + - 2 , HU2 kM3

The number of bushes found in 1937t a? compared with the total num-
ber found in each city, is extremely small and it appears that the problem
of complete eradication in these' cities is practically solved. Mr. Bills
reports further that only one area infest "jd with Berber is canadensis is

knovm to exist in Illinois. This is located along the Illinois River in
Tazewell County. The area was first reported in 1924. Existing bushes
were destroyed in 192^, 1933 1 in 1937 • More than 59iOOO bushes were
destroyed in I92U, 9,^50 in 1933, a»cl 3,690 in 1937. Not only were fewer
bushes found in 1937 "but the individual bushes were much smaller, many of
them less than 6 inches high. It is believed that only one more detailed
inspection of this area will be needed to bring about complete control.
The area extends for about 2-g- miles along the bluffs of the river and so

far as can be determined it has not increased in size since it was first
discovered.

Barberry eradication in South Dakota.-- In a recent report sum-
marizing progress that has boon made in barberry eradication in South Dakota
since 1933i George tf. 3ade, State leader in charge, submits the following
data: Certain areas in 21 counties, where there was evidence that barberry,
bushes might exist, have been given a detailed inspection and bushes have
been found on 97 new properties and on 35 properties reported- prior to 1933*
As a result of this work 1,3^5 bushes have been destroyed, bringing the
total number eradicated in South Dakota since control was first undertaken
to 135(572. Hr. Eade reports further that of the 97 hew properties lo-
cated in these counties, all but 1 were found within a radius of 2 miles
of properties on which bushes were known to exist or had been destroyed by
work completed prior to the time this intensive survey was made.

Scouting for blister rust in the sugar pine region in 1937.—The
principal objective of the scouting work in California in 1937 was to ascer-
tain the southward spread of white pine blister rust in the State along the
Coast Range and the Sierra Nevada. An intensive search for fruiting pine
cancers was made in the vicinity of all infections found on Ribes. 31ister
rust infections were found in the Coast Range on the southern end of the
Trinity National Forest, approximately 125 miles south of the Oregon border.
This discovery narked an advance in the known spread of the disease of 100
miles in one season. In the Sierra Nevada, scouting parties identified
blister rust on infected Ribes for the first time. The discovery was made
on Rib

e

a roezli in Tehama County on the Lassen National Forest, also 125
miles south of the Oregon border. The prevalence of infected Rib or. indicates
that blister rust spores were dispersed widely over southern Oregon and
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northern California during the spring of 1937. Although the source of
these spores is not definitely known, it is probable that, owing to their
general distribution, they cane from a considerable distance to the north.
The exposure of white and sugar pine in this area to blister rust infection
in 1937 will result in centers of infection on these trees that will become
visible in 1939 and following which a further spread and: intensification of
the disease nay be expected. The results of the scouting work done in 1937
in this region are shewn below. The host plants examined include .nil

species of Ribes in this region and two species of pine--Pinus nonticola and
P. lambertiana.

State Host plants examined Host plants found infected

California

—

Oregon
Total-

Number
82,165

Number : Percent
223 : 0.27
257 : 17.7^

S3,!614 hso : . 57

Winter camp operated with relief labor .—On December 1, 1937 » a work
canp was opened at Mariposa, Calif. , and manned with 65 selected nen fron
the blister rust control operations in the sugar pine region of California.
The canp was comfortably housed in semipermanent buildings formerly occu-
pied by a C. C. C. canp. The elevation at this point is 2,000 feet, which
is above the fog belt and just below the winter snow line, permitting
ideal working conditions. The purpose of the camp was to overhaul and re-
pair the equipment used in blister rust control operations. One of the

major activities during the winter was the laundering and stenciling of

5,000 wool blankets, 1,200 sleeping-bag covers, 1,200 sleoping-bag sheets,
200 mattress covers, and 100 canvas tarpaulins. Several hundred cots and
tents were repaired and all pick-mattocks, saws, and axes were sharpened.
In addition to providing jobs for needy persons in compliance with W. P. A.

regulations, very satisfactory work was accomplished and trained nen were
hold over the winter in readiness for the opening of the field season in
the spring. One of the najor problems faced by the blister rust control
office in the sugar pine region has been that of obtaining an adequate
supply of nen qualified to fill the important positions of field foremen,
clerks, and crew leaders. This problem is directly tra.ceable to the

seasonal character of the work and is one that requires considerable train-
ing of new men at the beginning of the field season. 3y carefully selecting
the nen for this winter canp, it was possible to retain the best of the

trained men, thereby facilitating the opening of canps in the spring.

COTTON INSECT INVESTIGATIONS

Studies of long-cycle pink bollworm larvae in Puerto Rico .—The be-
havior of the larval stage of the pink bollworn was studied by L. C. Fife,

Mayaguez, P. R. , in relation to definite changes in the environmental com-

plex over a period of years, in order to determine the factor or factors that

induce the development- of long-cycle larvae, He found that the resting stage

was always abundant in the fields during long periods of drought, regardless
of the age of the crop or time of the year at which this takes place. However
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regardless of the amount of rainfall, a small percentage: of long-cycle lar-

vae always occurs, indicating the' existence of an inherited seasonal cycle

which cannot be "broken within several generations. The reaction of larvae

to artificial- drought conditions in the laboratory was also studied, in

order to aid in the interpretation of the effect of the environmental com-

plex in the field. Cotton plants wore grown in 176 5-g'-H° n oilcans filled

with sandy-loam soil. About 25 days after date of planting the plants

were divided into two lots and treated as fellows: In the dry series the

amount of water supplied to the plants was so regulated as to cause a severe

water-stressed condition, the plants shedding most of their leaves and

fruiting: forms. In the wet series the plants were given an abundant supply
of water. The plants in this scries were vigorous and healthy, bearing
many fruiting forms per plant. Blooms on all plants were tagged daily so

that the age of the bolls would be known. About U5 days after date of

planting first-ins tar larvre wero installed on all bolls regardless of age,

and 15 days after date of installation the bolls were collected, the lar-
vae removed, and classified according to age. The percentage of long-
cycle larvae was determined from each series of different ago groups. The
moisture content of the seed and lint from bolls of various ages was also
determined from each series. It was found that the moisture content of
the seed and lint of the bolls grown on cotton plants suffering from water
deficiency was always lower than that of the seed and lint of bolls grown
on plants receiving an abundant supply of water, the aver^g^s being 3^.3
and 52.9 percent, respectively. These determinations were mcde 25 days
after the treatments were started. The percentages of long-cycle larvae
from the bolls of the dry series were always higher than the percentages
of resting larvae from bolls of the wet series, the averages being 86.

U

and 57«1 percent, respectively. In order to supplement the above experi-
ment, the percentage of long-cycle larvae that develops in vrricus types
-of fruiting forms under field conditions was also determined. 7our types
of fruiting forms, namely, young green bells (soft), old green bolls (hard),
young dry bolls (dead but hanging on the plant), end open bolls, were used
in these studies. The results are shown in the following table.

Type of fruiting fcrm , Records Long-cycle
1 a rvae

Number Percent
Young green bolls (soft)

: 3d d(d.3

Old green bells (hard )
: U12

: 75,7
Young dry bolls : 195 : 79.5
Open bolls : 340 52. U

It is obvious that the highest percentage of long-cycle larvae oc-
curred in the older fruiting forms, i. e. , bolls containing the least
moisture. In another test young (soft) and old (hard) green bolls were
collected in the field. The percentage of long-cycle larvae and the
moisture content of the seed and lint in each type of bell were as follows:
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Typo of fruiting form Records Long-cycle : Moisture content
larvae ;of seed and lint

' Number Percent • Percent
Young green bolls (soft) ! 11.2 : 81.6
Old green "bolls (hard) : Ilk 26.3 : 71.9.

It will be noted that the highest percentage of long-cycle larvae
was found in the bolls containing the lowest moisture .content. These
field tests confirm the results of laboratory studies, that lack of
moisture in the insects' food induces the development of the long-cycle
phase. Under laboratory conditions the coefficient of correlation be-
tween the moisture content of the seed and lint in green bolls and age
of the boll was -0.953 * 0.009. The moisture content of the seed and
lint of cotton bolls was inversely proportional to the percentage of long-
cycle larvae, the coefficient of correlation being -0.552. 4 O.1S9. Corre-
lation studies also showed that a higher percentage of larvae was found
in the older bolls, the coefficient being * 0.55^* 0.177. These studies
indicate that the resting stage is found in greater abundance in the older
bolls, not because of age but because they contain loss moisture. In order
to determine the effects of temperature and moisture acting together in
causing the development of the long-cycle stage, numerous short-cycle lar-
vae were placed in desiccators where constant relative humidities of from
1 to 100 percent were maintained at various high temperatures . The highest
percentages of long-cycle larvae were found in treatments maintained at

the lowest humidities, this being especially true at the higher tempera-
tures. Very few long-cycle larvae were found in treatments maintained at

90 or 100 percent relative humidity, regardless of the temperature. These
results indicate that lev? humidity and high temperature reduce the water
content of the larva itself by evaporation, thereby decreasing the rate
of metabolism, with consequent cessation of development. Since the de-
velopment of long-cycle larvae is induced by dry food and that of short-
cycle larvae is induced by moist food, it was deemed important to deter-
mine the' moisture content of these two types of larvae. This was ac-

complished by drying the larvae in an oven at 215°?.' for U8 hours. The

results are shown in the following table.

——n-
Samples—

'

Type of
larvae

Short-cycle-
Long-cycle--

Biunogr

1

11

Moisture content
Average tMaxi.mum

Percent

70. S

62.9

Percent

* o.U6 ; 65. k

Minimum
Percent

60.

S

1/
Samples contained 25 or more larvae each.

It will be noted that the moisture content of short-cycle larvee

averaged 7»9 percent higher than that of long-cycle larvae. This condition
was probably caused by the difference in the moisture content of their food.

Prom the above studies it seems reasonable to conclude that the development
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of long-cycle larvae is caused by any factor or factors that reduce the

water content of the larvae themselves. Also, as a snail percentage of

long-cycle larvae are encountered, even under apparently favoratlle environ-

mental conditions, the existence of an inherited long-cycle phase oust "be

acknowledged.

PINK BOLLTCORM AND THURBERIA VffiEVIL CONTROL

Insp o c t i o

n

. - -Labo rat o ry inspection at San Aiitonio has been negative
during the month. Some of the green bolls inspected were collected from
the top crop last fall in counties adjacent to the lower Rio Grande Valley
of Texas, and about li- months after gin-trash inspection was completed.
It therefore seems that if infestation had spread to those adjacent counties
it would hove shown up in the late bolls. As regulatory activities have
been decreasing, the inspection of green-boll sanples is- also being carried
on at some of the field stations. Bolls originating in Dona Ana County,

N. Mex. , were negative so far as actual specimens were concerned; however,
one exit hole was found. In bolls from Luna County, N. Mex. , seven speci-
mens of the pink bollworm were found and 3 were found in bolls from El Paso
County, Tex. From the heavily infested part of Hudspeth County, Tex.

,

2,000 bolls were inspected and 1,252 specimens of the pink bollworm were
found, while the same number of bolls from the lightly infested part of the

county contained only 53 specimens. Since the finding of a pink bollworm
larva in Thurberia bolls in the Rincon Mountains of Arizona additional bolls
are being collected from various mountain ranges adjacent to the Santa

Cruz Valley. By the close of the month acme U3,000 bolls from 3 ranges had
been collected, placed in the proper preservative solution, and sent to

El Paso, Tex., for inspection. Collections will be made in the remaining
ranges as rapidly as possible.

Vi'i Id— co tton e radi cat i o

n

.—The eradication of wild cotton in southern
Florida has continued to go forward satisfactorily. A few days' work was
lost at Capo Sable the latter part of the month because of rain. Even so,

a considerable part of the area was cleaned for a second, time. One section
required only k days for a second cleaning, as compared to 6 days for the
first cleaning, as the men could follow old trails. Consequently, during
this second recle.aning excellent guide trails are being cut all over the
area and should result in a considerable time saving in future. The crew,
which has been camped, in the Everglades and Ten Thousand Islands, has made
good progress and has removed a considerable number of plants. In the
Fort Myers section a third recleaning war. begun the latter part of the
month. Many old colonies were visited without finding any cotton. At
Indian Field only U5 seedlings were found, whereas this location usually
contains mere seedlings than any other section. A fairly lar;;e virgin
plant was located, and removed in the Goodland Point section. It had twe
limbs extending at least 25 feet from the trunk and crntaining a great
many nature bolls. Daring this third cleaning considerable sr-outing of
suspicious areas is being carried on. On the mainland keys a second clean-
ing is in progress, with a number of sections already completed. This
season has been exceptionally dry in practically all cf the Wild cotton ter-
ritory. This has resulted in many of the small seedlings making very slow
growth, and naturally they are much harder to locate. Over 6,500 acres were
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covered in March, from which 17^»691 seedling and 1,248 sprout plants
were removed. Of this number 11,659 contained mature bolls. Approxi-
mately 3 t

000 additional acres were scouted without finding any wild
cotton.

Thurberia-plant eradication .—The eradication of Thurberia plants in
the Santa Catalina Mountains has gone forward satisfactorily. luring the
month a little over 500 man-days was put in and, from the 2, 120 . acres
covered, l,Gj>k Thurberia plants were destroyed. Most of the area covered
was very rough. The laborers have been transported to and from Tucson
each day while the new camp is being erected. Everything will be in readi-
ness to carry on work directly from camp early next month.

TRUCK CROP AND GARDEN INSECT INVESTIGATIONS

Peanut-oil emulsion added to derris-dust mixture aids in pea aphid •

control .—In ah extensive series of greenhouse tests with several combina-
tions of derris-dust mixtures against Illinoia pisi (Kltb.), T. E. Bronson
and P. V. Stone, of the Madison, Wis., laboratory, found that a derris-
dust mixture containing O.U percent rotenone, with talc as the diluent and-

conditioned with sodium oleyl sulphate as a wetter and spreader (l percent),
plus a crude peanut-oil emulsion (2 percent), gave a satisfactory mortality
of the pea aphid through all the ranges of relative humidity from 20 to

85 percent. The application of derris-dust mixtures that did not contain
any conditioning materials resulted in a low mortality of the pea aphid at

all the ranges of relative humidity encountered. The application of derris-
dust mixtures containing sodi\im oleyl sulphate (l percent) as a wetter and
spreading agent, but without crude peanut-oil emulsion, gave a low mor-
tality of the pea aphid at low relative humidity and a satisfactory mortal-
ity of the -test insects after the expiration of k days when the relative
humidity was 50 percent or higher. It was concluded, on the basis of these

tests in the greenhouse, that derris-dust mixtures containing the sodium
oleyl sulphate as a wetter and spreader were decidedly superior in toxicity
to the pea aphid than a dust mixture not containing this ingredient, whereas
the dust 'mixture containing this same wetter and spreading agent, plus a

crude peanut-oil emulsion, was greatly superior to the dust mixture that

did not contain this vegetable oil. These results corroborate previously
reported findings of N. P. Howard and R. A. Pulton, of the Columbus, Ohio,

laboratory, that when emulsions of peanut oil arc added to sprays or dust

mixtures, their efficiency is increased greatly against large plant bugs.

If the results of these tests in the greenhouse are borne out under field

conditions, it may be possible to greatly increase the effectiveness of

dust mixtures containing rotenone for use against the pea aphid by the

addition of peanut-oil emulsion, as thus far many field experiments against

this insect have shown variable results in the presence of different

humidities.

Tomato fruitworm hibernates successfully in Utah .—H. E. Porst, of

the Logan, Utah, laboratory, reports that an examination of cages simulating

natural conditions containing pupae of Heliothis obsoleta F. , which pupated
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normally at Hooper, Utah, in the foil of 1937 • ihdicr.te th^t approximately

65 percent of the pupae had survived to the close of March 193^. It was

found that on an average these pupae were present at a depth of J.k inches

below the level of the soil surface. Examinations of soil in cornfields

where the pupal population was determined at appro xinat el y 0.15 P°r square

foot in the fall of 1937 showed that approximately 50 percent of the pupae

survived the winter and that the depth of pupation in the cornfields was

similar to that observed in the overwintering cages. The mortality of the

tomato fruit worm, as observed in overwintering cages. during the winter of

1936-3 7 t 100 percent. No survival of overwintering pupae was observed
in cornfields or tonatc fields in the spring of 1937*

Cabbage worms controlled on fall-grown cabbage in South Carolina .— In

summarizing the results obtained in insecticide tests directed against cab-
bage worms on cabbage grown at Charleston, S. C. , during the fall and winter
of 1937-3^1 W« J' Reid, Jr., reports that a cabbage worm population consist-
ing of the cabbage looper (Autcgrapha brassicae Riley) and various Agrotinae
principally the corn ear worm and several species of climbing cutworms) can

be controlled effectively by the use of a calcium arsenate-hydrated lime
dust mixture (3-1) prior to the heading of the "plants, followed by applica-
tions of a pyre thrum-talc-dust mixture containing 0.3 percent total pyre-
thrins, or a derris-clay-dust mixture containing 1.0 percent rotenone, at

10-day intervals after the plants have headed, provided the plants had been
well protected against cabbage worms before being thinned or transplanted.
During the progress of these experiments the cabbage worm populations were
held to a relatively low point by early frosts end general low temperatures;
consequently, the populations did not exceed a maximum of S7. 5 P^r 100
plants. These populations evidently were not sufficient to cause marked
injury to the plants, as the final observations showed that only about U

percent of the plants not treated with insecticides were considered un-
marketable as U. S. Grade No. 1, because of worm damage, while no signifi-
cant differences were demonstrated between U. S. Grade No. 1 yields of the
various treatments, highly significant correlations were shown to exist be-
tween the numbers of worms rand the numbers of worn-damaged plants and, in

the revorse ratio, with the numbers of plants free of worm injury. It was
shown that if the numbers of worms were reduced by the insecticides, the
numbers of injury-free plants were increased and the numbers of worm-damaged
plants wore decreased. The experiment demonstrated that the pyrethrum-dust
mixture and the derris-dust mixture were r.cst effective against the cabbage
looper and that the colcium arsenato-dust mixture was most effective against
the Agrotinae. . .

Chlorr.picrin unsatisfactory rs
g fumigant for cigarett e beetle .—W . D

.

Reed, of the Richmond, Vs., laboratory, reports that the results of a recent
fumigation experiment with chlcropicrin at atmospheric pressure demonstrated
that this fumigant was not effective against larvae of Las io derma gerricorne
F. , and that the residual properties of this fumigant were such that it was
retained in the fumigated bales for a long period of time, complicating the
handling of the fumigated tobacco in storage. The experiment was performed
in a fumigating chamber 25|- by 27 by 9 feet, filled with Puerto Eicon cigar
tobacco in bales of relatively low density, each of which weighed approximately
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158 pounds. A dosage of 2 pounds of liquid chloropicrin was applied for
each 1,000 cubic feet of space, for an exposure period of h~[ hours. The
temperature of the tobacco at the beginning of the exposure was 58° and
the room temperature v/as 57°. Some, test lots of well-grown larvae of the
cigarette beetle placed in the bales of tobacco at the top and bottom levels
indicated that no appreciable toxicity to the insects was obtained at this
dosage and exposure period. Owing to pronounced irritating effects on the
eyes, the 278 bales involved in this fumigation test could not be removed
from the chamber until the 11th day following the end of the exposure period,
although during this interval the ventilating system v/as. operated for W%
hours.

Effectiveness of poisoncd-bran bait against green June beetle larvae in

tobacco plant beds .—Norman Allen, of the Florence, S. C.,. laboratory, re-
ports that, in tests conducted in February, a poisoned-bran bait consisting
of 1 pound of paris green to 25 pounds of wheat bran, applied broadcast to

a tobacco plant bed infested by larvae of Cotinus nitida (L. ) „ resulted in
an apparent reduction of approximately 88 percent in the number of new bur-
rows of this pest a.fter the expiration of 72 hours* The plant bed undor
observation, covering an area of slightly less than 800 square yards, was
found to have 717 burrows prior to the application of the poisoned bait and
only 37 after the bait had been applied. Some of the. tobacco growers ob-
tained satisfactory control of the green June beetle larvae by applying this
bait only around the burrows. Indications were that injury by this pest
was confined to old plant bed sites and such injury ccmld have been avoided
by the selection of new bed sites. It was not possible to determine the
number of dead grubs because such a procedure would have necessitated the
digging up of the plant bed.

Relative suitability of various plant? as overwintering hosts- of beet
leafhoj-jper .—0. A, Hills and M. F. Bowen, of the Grand Junction, Colo., lab-
oratory, report that the hibernation cages placed over various host plants
of Eutettix tenellus Bak. last fall, tc determine the relative suitability of

such plants as overwintering hosts for the insect, were examined in March,

with the following results: The plants tested in order of suitability indi-
cated were: Norta altissima

,
lepidium sp. , Cheirinia repanda , Gutierrezia

microcephala , Dondia sp., Artemesia tridentata , Atriplex corrugata
,
Atriplex

confertifolia , Juniperus utahonsi s . The fix^st three mentioned are fall-
geminated mustards and survival ranged from ''bout Uo to U6 percent. The

other six are perennials. Survival en Gutierrezla , Dondia , and Artemesia
ranged from about 26 to J>0 percent. ' The moan survival on the Atriplex spp. was

about 11 percent, and no leafhoppers wore recovered from the juniper.

Feeding and oviposition responses of sweetpotato weevil adult s.—As a

result of. experiments to determine the feeding and oviposition responses of

the adults of Cylas formicarius (L.), K. L. Cockerham, of the Sunset, La.,
laboratory, reports that when the weevil adults were given the opportunity to

choose between young -growing sweetpotato plants and sweetpotato roots,, the

adults fed almost exclusively on the roots and that all of the eggs were de-

posited in the roots.
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INSECTS ArijCTIlTGr MAN AND AiQr.IALS

Kero sene- .-•rcthi'vu.. c r :nl s i o n r e ta i r. a toxicity to no squi to larvae for

long periods .— H. H. Stage, of the Portland, Orog.
,
laboratory, reports

that testa with a kerosene-pyre'thrun emulsion showed that this material

had not lost its to-icity to third- and fourth-instar larvae of laboratory-

roared Aedos vgxang Moig. and Aodos aldrichi Dyar and Knab, when applied at

the rate of 25 gallons per acre, even after this material had regained in

storage for 5 years.

Effect of cold stor:vo on the ticlc parasite Ihmterellu? hoos-rri Hot/.—
C. IT. Smith, of the Martha's Vineyard, Mass., 1 boratory, in preliminary
tests to determine Methods for mass rearing of those parasites, has found
that about 50° -• is. the optimum ter.7peratuu.-e at which parasitized nynphal
ticks can be held, although storage at 60° was fairly satisfactory. At So0

there is some developnent of the parasite inside the nymph, while at 50°

there is less development, or. possibly none. Storage* for 21 days at these
temperatures did not reduce emergence whori the storage period, began from 2

to 7 days after the parasitized nynphs had dropped, but caused considerable
mortality when the parasites had developed for 12 or more days before
storage. The longevity of adult parasites was also increased by storage
at low temperatures. The most favorable temperature for storage appeared
to be 50°. At S()° there was some activity of the parasite and consequently
a shorter survival than at ;;0° , when all activity was suppressed. At k0°

there was no activity of the parasite, but recovery was less satisfactory
tl'on at 50 • The maximum longevity at 50 was actually 13 days and the maxi-
mum at 60° was actually 11 days . Longevity at 80° was often less than 2k
hours and almost invariably less tiian kS hours.

Tot tabl e sulphur apparently effective in contro lling cattle lice.—
Experiments conducted at the Sonora, 'rev.

,
laboratory by 0. G. Bahcock indi-

cate foot 325-mesh vettable 'sulphur is effective in controlling Linognat bis
vituli L. , when animals are dipped three times at 11-day intervals. Fifty-
eight head of cattle were used in these tests and at the time of the second
slipping only a few lice could be found:. One very heavily infested cow
harbored only a few live female lice on the face and nose. After the thi^d
dipping- not a single louse could be found or. any of the cattle or calves.
The strength of the dip was 10 pounds of sulphur to 100 gallons of water.

C-lycero-ooric acid apj - routly not effective as a preve ntivc of screw-
worm infestation in wounds.—Tests 'conducted at the Dallas, Tex., labora-
tory indicate that glycero-boric acid, which has been reported as an excel-
lent material for preventing blowfly "strike" of sheep in Australia, pre-
vents only $5 percent infestations of wounds by C. ataericaha for." periods of
0 to k hour3 and is entirely ineffective after 23 hours.

Effect of tomy:.-.raturo on ster i 1 it;/ of primary scr wworm fly. - -According
to experiments corn v.c ::.ed at the- Menard, Tom., laboratory, when pupae of Coch-
llomyia amoricana C. and P. develop at a temperature of 35 0. or higher, the
resulting males are sterile, but the fertility of the females is apparently
little affected.. This phenomenon was net observed in 0. macellaria and.
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Phornia regina Meig. (Menard strains) reared under similar conditions.
These studies further indicated that from 2 to U days' exposure at high
temperatures is required to produce sterility, the shorter period being
during the early pupal development.

FOESIGN PLANT QUARANTINES

Damage to corks by a nicrolepidopteron .—Two living adults of the

lyonetiid Oinophila v-flava Kaworth were intercepted at New York on July
21, 1937 t in a case of liquor in cargo fron England. A. Busck reports
as follows: "An interesting little moth of African origin, introduced long
ago into Europe, where its larvae feed on a fungus, Zosnidiup

,
growing in

old wine cellars; quite commonly the corks of the v/ine "bottles are
attacked and r.iade leaky, causing appreciable loss of wine in storage. This
is, as far as I know, the first record in North America. The introduction
of the species here is /possible and should be guarded against."

gonana leaf spot .—The banana leaf spot ( Cercosijora nusae Zinn. ) (see

News Letter dated March 1, 1932 (vol. V, no. 3» F« 1~>)) nas been found in
Puerto Pace. Its distribution there is not known as yet. An infected leaf
fragment showing numerous spots of various sizes, some of the older ones

with scattering acervuli, was found in cargo fron Honduras on March 31 at

Charleston, S. C. The leaf was heavily coated with blue spray deposit in-

dicating that it was from one of the plantings which are kept sprayed with
bordeaux mixture to hold the disease in check. Numerous spores were
present on the loaf surface.

Helninthosporiun sp. on tomato .—Several interceptions of a new
fruit spot of tomato have been nade, particularly at Brownsville, Tex.,
on tomatoes fron Mexico. The spots are dark, grayish, and felt like. The
fungus seens to be a species of Helninthosporiun not reported as occurring
on tomato. It is hoped that it will be possible to get the fungus in pure
culture and its status determined by specialists. There has been sufficient
spotting on some shipments to indicate that the disease might become quite
serious. The fungus nay be the sane species as that intercepted on to-
matoes from Haiti and noted on page 19 of the News Letter issued on March 1,

1933.

Entomological interceptions of interest .—A living larva of the Mexi-
can fruitfly (Anastrepha ludens Loew) was intercepted at El Paso, Tex., on
February 5 in a sapote in baggage fron Mexico. Living larvae of the Medi-
terranean fruitfly ( Ceratitis capitata Wd. ) arrived at Boston on Decenber
12, 1937 » in a tangerine in ship's stores fron Italy. Two living adults
of the bruchid Phelomerus aborrans (Sharp) were taken at Honolulu, Hawaii,
on April 7» 1937 » in pod of Cassia, sp. in the nail from the Canal Zone..

A living specimen of the bean pod borer (Maruca testulalis Geyer) was inter-,

cepted at San Pedrc, Calif., on November 29, 1937* with lei ( Canavali a sp.)
in a stateroom on a ship fron Hawaii. Living adults of Bruchus rufipes Hbst.

were found at New Orleans on December 6, 1937 » in vetch seed mixed with
rye-straw packing in cargo from Portugal. A living larva of the European
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corn "borer -(Pyrgusto nubilalis Ilbn. ) was intercepted at Seattle, Wash.,

on January k in the center of a branch of Paeonia (Moutan) in cargo fron

Japan. Living specimens of the coreid Mesocerus narginatus L. were found

at Washington, D. C.,' on December 3^1 1937 1 with straw and nose packing
for Julians ,

Corylus , and grape cuttings in express fron Poland. Thirteen

living and two dead larvae of the pink bollworn (Fectinophora gossypiella
Saund. ) were taken at Chicago, 111., on January 11 in two ounces of seed
cotton in the nail fron Italy. A living specimen of the earwig Labia curvi -

cauc'a (Motsch. ) was intercepted at San Francisco on November 30, 1937 » on
an orchid ( Cattloy'a sp. ) in cargo fron Colombia. A living larva of the

mango weevil ( S t erne che tus nangi ferae F. ) was intercepted at Blaine, Wash.,
on February 11 in a mango seed in a woman's purse fron New Zealand. Six
living adults of the weevil Apion ulicis Forst. arrived at New York on
Au-just 15, 1937 » in furze ( Ulex spTT seed and pods in baggage fron Ireland.

Pathological interceptions of interest .

—

Cytospora sp. was inter-

cepted on Macro zania sp. fron Australia in mail at San Francisco on February
2k. No previous reports of a Cytospora on this host were found. An inter-
esting leaf spot of Ruscus in cargo fron Italy was intercepted on March lo

at Philadelphia. The spots wero large, irregular, light colored, an<? seemed
to shade off to the color of the rest of the leaf in some places, instead
of having a sharp margin. The pathogen was evidently a Phyllosticta but

there was not enough material for study. Pjiccinia incondite Arth. (first
interception) was intercepted on February 22 at Brownsville on Selanun tri-

quetral! . Arthur's manual lists this rust a:: occurring on this host only
and its distribution as southern Texas. Small sclerctia occurring in abun-
dance on Ferine apponcliculata and IT. 3amiens is could be determined as

Sclerotium sp. only. The bulbs were intercepted in mail fron South Africa
cn March 16 at Seattle. Septori a alliorum West, was the name given a fun-
gus causing a disease of leeks from France intercepted on February 2k at
New York, but the species description and specimen did not agree entirely.

DOMESTIC PLANT QUARANTINES

Sra'.-. shepp or-cc r.tro 1 work under way .—Such activities as checking bait
materials on hand, arranging for assistance by county agents, and meeting
with farmers, are under way by the Federal and State forces in Colorado,
Idaho, Iowa, Kansas, Minnesota, Montana, Nebraska, New Mexico, North Dakota,
Oklahoma, South Dakota, and Texas and dates have been set for early confer-
ences cn organization work in other States. Training conferences with field
workers w^re held in March at points in Texas, Oklahoma, and North Dakota.
The uniform method of making nymphal surveys in order to determine the hatch-
ing time was covered at these conferences in order to determine the tine
for applying the first bait in the different localities of the various States.
This information will be made available to county agents so that the job can
be done effectively and with a minimum quantity of bait. Control methods as
related to the biology of the insect, farm practices, and the extension pro-
gram, in the different States were also discussed. A manual of instructions
has been supplied to supervisors and State leo.ders. An initial supply of
bait has been shipped to each of tho affected States where grasshoppers
hare developed to the stage where early control measures arc needed. Sup-
plies to other States will be made available in advance of the period when
control work should be started.
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Mornon cricket control work organized .—Personal contacts have "been

Dade with State officers in Colorado, Idaho, Montana, Nevada, Oregon,
Utah, Washington, and Wyoming with the result that satisfactory cooperative
working programs have "been completed in each of these States. The. key per-
sonnel has "been selected, district supervisors appointed, and initial pur-
chases made of poison dust. Snail dusting units of frfimf to 1 h.p. are
"being purchased by the States and other organizations. Suboffices have
been established at Boise, Idaho, and Billings, Mont., the latter through
the cooperation of the University extension service. The area to be dusted
in the above States and in North Dakota and. South Dakota is estimated at

^5^,500 acres.

Inspection for larvae of white-fringed beetle .—larval inspection is

being conducted in the vicinity of Now Orleans, La., in Harrison and Jones
Counties, Miss., and in Mobile and Baldwin Counties , Ala. , with special
attention to nurseries and to properties adjacent to known infested areas.
An infestation of Naupactus leucolona Boh. was recently found at New Or-
leans on a 10-nile area along the river front, contiguous to the known in-
fested area. The new species of Naupactus was also found at Long Beach,
Miss., near Gulfport.

White-fringed beetle control activities .—Surveys are approaching com-
pletion for the construction of outside barrier ditches and rights-of—way
around infested properties in the Mississippi towns of Laurel, Gulfport,.
Landon, McIIenry, and Saucier in the same manner that such barriers were con-
structed last year in the Florala, Ala. , area. In the latter area, the work
of discing land, clearing fence rows and "brush land, and constructing ter-
races- is approaching completion. Contact work with farmers and property
owners id completed in all infested areas except Pensacola, 51a. , and in all

these areas the indications are, according to project leader J. M. Corliss,
that "cooperation will be all that could be hoped for." The educational
campaign which has been carried on throughout the winter and participated
in by various organizations such as Rotary Clubs, extension entomologists,
county agents, and local groups, has proved well worth while. Personal con-

tacts are necessitated in many instances, owing to the large population of
negroes that cannot be reached in any other way. In Now Orleans' idle land
near the docks has been cleared and ditches and levees are being constructed

for the purpose of flooding the known infested area in- this lowland at

about the peak of the pupal period and keeping it flooded until emergence
is over. This plan has the sanction of cooperators. A light film of oil

to be used on the water is expected to be effective against adult beetles

that may be trapped thereon.

Sweetpotato weevil inspection and eradication .—Survey work in March
was extended into new territory in 16 counties in Texas, Mississippi, and
Alabama, and weevils were found in the Texas counties of Sabine and San Au-

gustine. Such a survey was made possible through the examination of old
storage banks, which were then cleaned and destroyed. A heavy infestation
of sweetpotato weevils found on seaside morning-glories on Mobile Bay is

believed to be the source of an infestation of sweetpotatoes found last sum-

mer a mile away in Mobile County, Ala. The Strte is employing W. P. A. la-

bor to eradicate the morning-glories in two counties and to clean sweetpotato
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fields. Inspection has "been uc.de , jointly with the States, on practically
all properties whore infestation was located last summer in the States of

Alabama, Georgia, Louisiana, Mississippi, and. Texas. Spring volunteer

plants are now appearing in the fiolds and inspectors ere making every ef-

fort tc have then eradicated. The trapping of swoetpotato weevils "by plac-
ing occasional tubers in cleaned fields has proved to be an important fac-

tor in determining the weevil population in a given area and the extent of

the infestation.

Pca'ch-inspection force increased .—The States affected by the phony
peach and peach mosaic diseases are increasing their inspection force for

the coning field season. Cf the 190 inspectors-

, the States are assigning

52, the counties 10, and 4-2 inspectors are relief employees who are trained
to carry on such work. There is increased cooperation in the west. Con-
siderable educational work has been dene in the high-school agricultural
classes, civic clubs, and other organizations.

Peach troe-reucval activities extended .—An additional allotment of

$3.6,000 from the emergency relief appropriation will make it possible to

extend the work of removing abandoned peach orchards in the States affected
with the peach mosaic disease. The eradication of abandoned and escaped
peach trees for the control of the peach mosaic and phony peach diseases
was continued in March in Alabama, Arkansas, Georgia, South Carolina, Ten-
nessee, California, Colorado, Hew LSexico, and Texas. Field work in Utah-

is being rrsuned.

Sruv.,;,ry cf citrus canker work 1935-3

7

—A report of the results of
citrus canker activities tc the close of 193 7 shows that in this 2-year in-
tensive campaign of Federal—State inspection, 58 properties were found in-
fected, of which 46 were in Texas and 12 in Louisiana, all in the noncom-
mercial citrus-growing areas. Only 35 properties had been reported in Texas
during the 13 preceding years. In 1937* canker was found on three proper-
ties in Louisiana and two in Texas. These were in ar^as formerly known to

he infected. Ninety-nine percent of the abandoned and escaped citrus trees
have been destroyed in the infected areas, the remaining trees consisting
principally .of yard plantings of satsur.as resistant to canker and easily
inspected.

Citrus canker program for 1 93% »— -he eradication project has reached
the stage where the work in the infected States will consist principally in
reinspecting the relatively few plantings of edible citrus, inspecting each
spring and fall all properties found infected since 1935s and reworking
with labor crews all properties where parent trees have been destroyed, do-
ing this work chiefly in the fall and winter when tiny seedlings are nore
easily distinguished. Oil will be applied to prevent further seedling
growth. Some inspection will be done in Alabama. As heretofore, the work
will be done jointly with State inspectors.

jTillful violators fined .—Transit inspection at the ITew York City
flower markets during the last Christmas season resulted in the prosecution
and fine of $25 cf a trucker who had transported Christmas greenery from
Connecticut to Hew York without gypsy moth inspection and certification.
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Peach nursery stock shipments "checked .—Transit inspectors are
checking shipments of peach and other host plants of phony peach and
peach mosaic diseases and supplying State officers with information as
to any violations of State quarantines relating to these posts.

Japanese "beetle quarantine regulations revised .—The regulations
of Federal quarantine No. kS were revised, effective April 11, to include
as the principal change the extension of regulated area in New York,
Pennsylvania, Ohio, Maryland, Virginia, and West Virginia.

CONTROL INVESTIGATIONS

Deposits of lead arsenate from talc-lead arsenate dusts .— In 'labor-

atory tests with a dust made of lead arsenate and talc, E. R. McGovran
and Percy Jones, of the 3eltsville, Md. , laboratory, in cooperation with
L. D. Goodhue and C. 0. Cassil, of the Division of Insecticide Investiga-
tions, report that the percentage of lead arsenate in dust deijo.sited in
a settling chamber varied considerably. ¥hon a fraction of talc made up
of fine paj-ticles of fairly uniform size was mixed with lead arsenate and
the deposits collected for 20, J>0 t and 2^5 seconds,. at intervals of 5» 25»
and 55 seconds, respectively, after the dust was released, the amounts of
lead arsenate in the deposits wore 3«0U,3.12, and 2,59 percent

,
respective-

ly. As compared "with this, when commercial talc was mixed with lead ar-
senate and the deposits collected for 10, 35 1 and 550 seconds at intervals
of 5» 15i end 50 seconds, respectively, after the dust. was released, the

amounts of load arsenate in the deposits were 2.Ul, 3«?3« nn& ^*35 per-
cent, respectively. The fine talc mixture contained 2.81 percent load
arsenate and the commercial talc mixture, 2.89 percent. It was also re-
ported that the fine talc-lead arsenate dust mixture was slightly more
toxic to southern armyworm larvae than was the commercial talc-lead ar-
senate dust.

INSECTICIDE INVESTIGATIONS

Method for analysis of phenothiazine.—L. E. Smith has described a
method for the chemical evaluation of commercial phenothiazine sold for

use as an insecticide, which consists in extracting the material in a
tared Soxhlet thimble with other in the usual manner (Indus. Engin. Chen.
Analyt. Ed., vol. 10, no. 2, p. 60, Feb. 15, 1933). The residue, which
consists of the impurities present, is determined from the increase in

weight of the dried thimble. Six samples of phenothiazine sold for use
as an insecticide when analyzed in this way tested better than 98-percent
pure.

An improved crystallization method for determinatio n 0 f rotenone in
derris and cube .—H. A. Jones and J. J. T.. Graham have recently described

a method for the determination of rotenone in samples of roots (jour* Assoc

Off. Agr. Chen., vol. 21, no. 1, pp. lUS-151. Fob. 1938). The finely
powdered root is extracted with chloroform and the rotenone in an aliquot

of the filtered extract is determined according to a modification of the

carbon-tetrachloride method. In the analyses of 31 samples of derris and
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cube, some containing as high as 10 percent rotenone, the results of the

two authors never differed more than 0.U percent, and the average dif-

ference v/as only 0.2 percent. Equally as good results should ho obtained

by any careful analyst.

Determination of nicotine on apples sprayed with nicotine bontonite.

—

L. K. Markwood has described, a method for determining the small quantities of

nicotine remaining on apples after thoy have been sprayed with nicotine bento-
nitc (Jour. Assoc. Off. Agr. Chem. , vol. 21, no. 1, pp. 151-155. Feb. 193^).
The nicotine residuo is removed from the apples by dipping them in boiling
dilute hydrochloric acid containing a small quantity of brucine. Brucine, an
alkaloid which is not volatile with steam, replaces the nicotine in the

bentonite. Recovery by this method is practically 100 percent.

Wetting properties of ti-iethanolcnine oleat e.—H. L. Cupples has
tested the wetting properties of solutions of trie thane 1amine oleate accord-
ing to the methods developed by him for the study of wetting properties of
various soaps (Jour. Been. Ent., vol. }l

t
no. 1, pp. 68-70. Feb. 1938). At

concentrations from 0.01 to 1.00 percent oleic a.cid the wetting power of
aqueous triethanclamine-oleic acid mixtures, increases with increase of the

ratio of triethanol amine to oleic acid, at least up to the mole ratio S.O.

At mcderatly high concentrations, such as 1.00 percent oleic acid, there is

no abrupt change in wetting properties in the vicinity of the ratio 1.00
(point cf equivalence), such as occurs when the base is a caustic alkali. So-
lutions of triethanolamine oleate readily produce a stable foam and the ma-
terial has a number of desirable properties which make it an efficient wetting
agent.

Effect of ir.r.ect attack on rotenone content of stored ctiIk- root .—H. A
Jones has reported the analysis of cube root infested with Dined eras bifcveola
tus Woll. (Jour. Econ. Snt., vol. 31, no. 1, p. 127. Feh. 1933) . The rotenone
content of the powder produced by the insects tunneling through the root was
only about one-fourth tc one-half as much as that of the original whole root.
However, there v/as no reduction in the retenone content ef the entire material
as the result of the insect attack, as show, by the fact that the net rotenone
content of the whole , sample , when the relative weights of whole root and
powder are taken into account, was about the sr>me as that of the original
sample of whole root.

A new constituent of pyrethrum flowers , — T.
?
. G> Rr so one II. L. Hall or

have reported the occurrence of a. celeries", crystalline compound in pyre-
thrum flowers (Jour. Organic Chem., vol. 2, no. a, pp. kZk-kB'o. JTov. 1937,
ree'd. April 1938). This compound melts at 201° C. and has the formula

Pi7^22^5* -^i- 5 compound has be^n called chrysnnthinc

.

ITew synthetic insecticides patented .—D. L. Vivian and H. L. Haller
have recently been granted four United States patents covering the use as
insecticides of certain synthetic organic compounds. U. S. Patent 2,110,6lU
covers the use of phenazine as an insecticide. This has shown promising re-
sults when tested against codling moth larvae. U. S. Patent 2,110,896 covers
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thc ur>e as an insecticide of l-(o-tolylazo )~2-naphthol and certain other
azo compounds. In preliminary tests these have shown high toxicity to mo-
squito larvae. U. S. Patent 2,110,897 covers the use as an insecticide of
H-phenylazo-l-naphthol and certain related compounds. These also are quite
toxic to no squito larvae. U. S. Patent 2,111,879 covers the use as an in-
secticide of l-phenylazo~2-naphthylamine and certain related compounds. At
a concentration of 1 part to 200,000 parts of water this compound killed 9^
percent of culicine mosquito larvae within lS hours.

3EE OTLTUK3

Shaking stimulates "brood rearing .—Warren Fnitconb, Jr., of the
Southern States bee culture laboratory, Baton Pouge, La., reported at the
end of March that preliminary data this year indicate, as did last year's
data, that queens in colonies subjected to heavy shaking tend to be stimu-
lated in their brood—rearing activity and thus are able to maintain their
normal populations. He also stated: "To date colonies shaken heavily this
season have yielded 9« 5 .pounds of bees per colony, colonies shaken lightly
have yielded U.O pounds of bees, two 2~queen- colonies shaken at 7-day in-
tervals have yielded lS.S pounds, and two 2-queen colonies shaken at 10-day
intervals have yielded 12.6 pounds. A study of populations in these colo-
nies at present would not reveal significant difference,"

Bees require low relative humidity and high temperature .—A . ¥.

Woodrow,.. of the Intemountain States bee culture laboratory, Laramie, tfyo.,

reports that continued experiments on the effects of relative humidity on
caged bees support his previous findings that relative humidities of from
20 to 30 percent, with the temperature at 85° F. » are much more favorable
to the bees than are higher relative humidities. The length of life of
bees fed 50-Pcrcent-sucro se solution was from two to seven tines as great
with such relative humidities as that of bees kept at relative humidities
of from 53 to 86 percent. A ^O-^ercent-suerose solution is a more satis-
factory food than honey or cedar honeydew.

IDENTIFICATION AND CLASSIFICATION OP INSECTS

Larvae of an economic South American weevil added to collection .

—

E, J. Hambletcn, of Sao Paulo, Brazil, has recently forwarded for the
National Museum collection a large number of nicely preserved specimens of
the curculionid Gas terocercodes braziliensis Hambleton. This species, which
is an important pest of cotton in Brazil, has been intensively studied by
Mr. Hambleton, who lias recently published .an excellent paper discussing it

in detail.

Si tophi l\is oryza L .-—The specific name of the rice weevil, usually
spelled oryzae , is properly spelled oryza.

Another European weevil recorded from North America.—A specimen of

Brachyrhinus raucus F. , a European species, labeled "Toronto, Canada,

VI-16-37, II* S. Parish," has been presented to the National Museum by Peter
C. Ting, of the California- department of agriculture, who has two similarly
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labeled specimens. The species has not been previously reported fron North
Ar.erica. It is said to be common and widely distributed in Europe, where

it has been reported as injurious to a variety of plants.

Tabanus oklahomensis Stone in the Carolinas .—In a snail lot of,

Tabanidae fron L. L. Pechunan were a male and fenale collected along Route 301

on April 2, 1937—one near Florence, S. C. , the other in North Carolina. The

only other material of this species in the National Museum consists of a num-
ber of specimens collected in April in Atoka and Johnston Counties, Okla.

The species is closely related to T. carolinensis Macq. , which occurs com-

monly in the East but also extends to Oklahoma. The two species are quite

distinct, although carolinensis has been collected in Oklahoma and oklahomen-
sis in the Carolinas, The former flies until late in July, whereas the latter
has never been collected after April 26.

Additions to blackfly collection .—C. R. Twinn, of the entomological
branch, department of agriculture, Ottawa, Canada, recently visited the

National Museum, bringing with him for deposit here a number of Canadian Sim-
uliidae, including paratypes of nine species not hitherto represented in the

collection. Mr. Twinn spent several days studying the Dyar and Shannon
species and took with him a number of specimens in exchange for these he
brought.

Note on a parasitic ant .—On July h
t 193^» J- 0. Bridwell collected

at Kearney Station, Arlington County, Va. , a winged queen of a species of
Anergatos

, which, in the opinion of M. R. Smith, may prove to be that of the

European atratulur. . This record is of more than usual interest in that this
appears to be only the second time that any species of Anergatos has been
taken in North America. A. atratulus (Schenck), which is represented only
by the queen and male castes, is an interesting parasite of the European
pavement ant ( Totramcrrum caesp itun (L.)). The host species when parasitized
contains only the worker caste.

New distribution and host records for a recently described aphid .

—

Rhcp alo s iphum subterraneum Mason was identified from Heworthi?. :..argaritifera
(San Franciscc Intercej tion No. 13552) and from Echinc cactus quchlicnus (San
Francisco Interception No. 13553 )» both from Japan. This aphid, which is in-
jurious to cotton roots in the southeastern seaboard area, has been taken
from a number of hosts in the United States, but never from Eaworthia or
members of the cactus family. This is the first record from foreign countries.

oOo
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CHIEF OF BUREAU RECEIVES ADVANCED DEGREE

On May 30 Louisiana State University conferred the honorary degree
of doctor of science on Lee A. Strong, chief of this Bureau.

FRUIT INSECT INVESTIGATIONS

Gum arabic as a dispersing agent for lead arsenate spray in turf
treatment .—In the treatment of turf for destruction of Japanese beetle
larvae, acid lead arsenate is applied as a spray with a high-power
sprayer, the spray residue on the grass being washed off with clear water
immediately after its application. In order to facilitate the removal
of the spray residue from the grass, tests with different dispersing
agents have been made by W. S. Fleming and E. D. 3urgess, of the Mooros-
town laboratory 1 in cooperation with the Divisions of Insecticide Inves-
tigations 'and Japanese Beetle Control. It was found that the addition
of gum arabic to the spray solution in the tank at the rate of 2 pounds
to 1,000 gallons of spray solution produced a much more uniform deposit
on the grass, and that the deposit on the grass was removed by the wash-
ing more completely 'than when -a dispersing agent was not used. .Of the
dispersing agents tried, gum arabic was the most satisfactory and its use
has been recommended to the Division of Japanese Beetle Control.

More on ethylene dichloride for peach borer control .— In coopera-
tion with the State Natural History Survey of Illinois, experiments with
ethylene dichloride -emulsion applied in the early spring for the control
of the peach borer have just been completed in southern Illinois and
Oliver I. Snapp, in charge of this work, has submitted the following sum-
mary of the results obtained from this material, as compared with para-
dichlcrobenzene crystals. There was no preparation whatever of the soil
around the trees before the ethylene dichloride emulsion was applied for
these early spring experiments, and tho application of that material was
made by merely pouring the dose. on the soil around tho base of the tree
and on the lower part of the trunk, from a half-pint tin cup, covering the
treated surfac c witn a little soil. Tr.o results of those experiments
show that ethylene dichloride emulsion is about as effective against the
peach borer when applied early in the spring as at any other season of
the year, and it gave excellent control of the insect at a time when para-
dichlorcbcnzene crystals gave practically no control, because of low soil
temperatures. Ethylene dichloride emulsion is safer than paradichlcro-
benzene for use on peach trees, especially on young trees, and is somewhat
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cheaper and easier to apply, in addition to its effectiveness at tines
when paradichlorobenzene crystals .give poor results.

Demonstratio n of shade cloth for control of dried-fruit^ insect s.—

•

A test of the effectiveness of shade-cloth protection over drying peaches
was made in 1937 "by "the Sried Fruit Association of California and the Ex-
tension Service of the College of Agriculture, University of California,

.

cooperating. The cloth was furnished "by the Agricultural Adjustment Admin-
istration as a part of the program for developing new outlets for qotton.
The Fresno laboratory of the Bureau took part in planning the denonstration
and H. C, Donchoc supervised the examination of samples. About 265 sheets
of cloth, 27 by 28> feet, were distributed to jG growers in 1*+ counties. Ac-
ceptable samples were submitted by jG percent cf the growers. The samples
of peaches that had been dried on stacked trays without protection averaged
U5. 2-percent infested by the raisin moth (Ephestia figulilella Greg. ),

whereas the infestation of peaches that had been protected by shade cloth
was 8.7 percent.

MEXICAN FRUIT FLY CONTROL

Populations lower than in 19}

7

»—Larval infestations were found on

217 premises during February, Marsh, and April. This was a reduction of
8H5 infestations from the total for 193&-37* The fly population also
showed a marked decrease. In 1937 the end of April 3»795 flies had
been trapped, whereas for the sane period this season only 510 specimens
had been taken. The annual clean-up of fruit missed by the harvesters
will start on May 2. The numbers of adults and larvae identified in April

(Anastrepha ludens Loew) are shown in the following table.

Location : Specimens : Premises: Collections

Adults trapped : : :

Valley : 21 ^ : 96 :

Laredo : 3 5 3 :

Adults from cages : : :

Valley : 69 : — : 22

Larval infos- ! ! !
,

tat ions : : :

Valley : : 79 : 79

The harvesting season for citrus in the Rio Grande Valley of Texas
closed at midnight, April 30. Total production was almost the same as for
last year, namely, approximately 30,700 equivalent carloads.

\ CEREAL AND FORAGE INSECT INVESTIGATIONS

Personnel changes .—17. 3. Cartwright, formerly in charge of the Sacra-
mento, Calif., laboratory, has been transferred to Lafayette, Ind. , for the

purpose of talcing over the coordination of all the research work on the

hessian fly now being carried on by this Division. Mr. Cartwright has been
relieved of administrative duties so that his entire time will be available
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for the coordination and prosecution of hessian fly work. 3y this moans,

it ic hoped to make our cooperative investigations on the control of'

hessian fly more effective than heretofore. P. Luginbill has been placed

in administrative charge of the Lafayette laboratory and L. G. Jones is

now in charge of the Sacramento, Calif., laboratory.

JAPANESE BEETLE CONTROL

S£irly gypsy moth hatch.—District inspectors in the Hew England
States report that for the first time in many years hatching of gypsy
moth eggs was observed in April. The unusually early hatch is attributed
to periods of above-normal temperatures in March and April, reaching 89° P.

in one instance. On April 27 hatching was observed in the following towns:
Ponfret, Conn.; Keene, N..H.; Holliston, Greenfield, and Westfield, Mass.;
and Cranston, R*. I, Other hatches noted late in the month were in the

towns of Stcnington, Conn.; Rochester, N. K. ;
Stoughton, Mass.; and Putney

and Westerly, R. I. .

_

Gypsy moth egg clusters removed during inspection .—Among shipments
inspected during April were 1} from which gypsy moth egg clusters were re-
moved. The most heavily infested shipments were carloads of lumber in-
spected at Dcering Junction, Maine, and at Rochester, N, H. , destined to

Niagara Palls and Gordon Cit3r
, N. Y. The first shipment yielded 5 egg

clusters, the latter 10, and in all, 26 egg clusters were removed by the
district inspectors.

Bureau field stations cooperate in determining Jopanese beetle
spread .—Arrangements have been made with the several divisional leaders
for the operation of a dozen Japanese beetle traps in the vicinity of each
field staticn of the Bureau throughout the United States, where there are
several divisional field stations in a single locolity, one of the stations
has been selected for the cooperative trapping work. Approximately 125
field stations will receive these traps. Brief instructions for assembly
and operation of the traps are sent to each station head. All specimens
caught in the traps are to be forwarded to the Bloomfield, N. J., field
headquarters for identification. The first traps to be placed in the
field were set on April 12 at Fort Myers, Fla. , Las Cruccs, N. Mex., and
Fab ens, Tex.

Methyl bromide approved as Japanese beetle fumigant for potatoes in
refrigerator cars .—Administrative instructions approved on April 30 au-
thorize the fumigation of potatoes in dry refrigerator cars with methyl
bromide at a dosage of 2 pounds per 1,000 cubic feet of space, including
the space occupied by the potatoes and the bunkers of the cars. A 2-hour
fumigation period at a minimum temperature of 70° F. is provided. Circu-
lation of tho gas-air mixture is required. Determination by the Divisicn
of Control Investigations that such treatment is effective against the
Japanese beetle is a been to potato . shippers on the Eastern Shores of Mary-
land and Virginia, as it will permit fumigation of the loaded cars at Wil-
mington, Del., and Philadelphia, Pa., the principal diversion points,
thereby eliminating the pre fumigation of all refrigerator cars moved into
the Eastern Shore during the potato-shipping season. At a meeting held at
Onley, Va. , on April 2?, attended by farmers, shippers, railroad officials,
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Virginia State representatives, and members of the Divisional staff, it

was -unanimously agreed that all refrigerator cars loaded with potatoes

destined to nonregulated territory would he fumigated at the diversion

point; also, that refrigerator cars to be used in transporting beans and

other quarantined farm products would be protected by screens while being

prefumigated and loaded. .
s :

Soil treatments at isolated Japanese beetle infestations .—Appl i ca-

tion of lead arsenate at Japanese beetle infestations outside the recently

extended regulated territory began for. the year at Atlanta, Ga. , on April

5. Treatment of 17.S acres in the Druid Kills section of the city was com-

pleted on April 26. At South Bend, Ind. , 37*1 acres were sprayed with the

insecticide between April 12 and 2J. Soil treatments were started in Ro-

chester, N. Y. , on April IS, and in Erie, Pa., on April 25. Approximately
70" acres will be treated in Rochester and approximately 36 acres in Erie.

One' 'of the Division's spray trucks left the New Cumberland, Pa. , warehouse
on April 28 for Charlottesville, Va.,

:

to assist in a small soil-treating
project there. In each instance, these' control programs are sponsored by
the State, city, or other agency, and this Bureau mrerly furnishes the

spray equipment and men for its operation and supervision.

Gum arabic improves lead arsenate spray for Japanese beetle in soil .

-

At the s\xggestion of the Division of Fruit Insect Investigations, the usual
formula for lead arsenate soil spray—1 pound. of lead arsenate to a gallon
of water—has been modified by the addition of 2 pounds of gum arabic
(cleaned amber sorts) to 1,000 pounds of 'the spray solution. Field trials
with this material are being made to check on the investigational work,
which indicates that the addition of gum arabic produces mixtures that
tend to remain in suspension for a longer period of time than does acid
lead arsenate alone. This mixture reduces the amount cf spray residue' on
the blades of grass and on the ground and significantly increases the ef-
fectiveness of the treatment in killing Japanese beetle ' larvae in the soil.
Reduction in the spray residue decreases the amount of clear water neces-
sary to wash in the spray solution. Field, treatments with this material
are being made in connection with the' soil treatments now in progress in
Erie, Pa., and Rochester, N. Y.

Valve controls modified on dual- tanked spray trucks .—Several of the
Division's- spray trucks equipped with two tank compartments, to permit con-
tinuous operation by the preparation of one tankful of solution while the
other is being emptied, have been further adapted to the soil-treatment
work- by the installation of independent valves on each compartment. This
makes' it possible to pump lead arsenate through a hose line" and to shift
valves immediately so that clear water may be pumped through the sane hose
lines to wash in the lead arsenate spray. This adaptation makes it pos-
sible to complete soall spray jobs at isolated points more economically
than when the spraying and washing operations are performed in successive
loadings of both tanks. A single outfit of this type will cover a minimum
of 1 acre per day. Tanks with the new Valve action were used at Atlanta,
Ga. ;

.

Survey of newly regulated Japanese beetle area .—Surveys
,
were ab.out

completed by April 30 of all nursery and greenhouse establishments in the

area included in the Japanese beetle regulated zone with the extension of
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area effective April 11. Post offices, express agencies, and freight

stations were visited and supplied with copies of revised regulations.

Selective elm sanitation in Connec ticut .—Selective elm sanitation,

comprising in some instances clear-cutting of elms on estates or small

properties and in others removal of all elms of low vitality, was started
in Fairfield County, Conn., the middle of April. The work will be con-

fined to the vicinity of the first confirmations of 1937 in the towns of

Redding and Weston, and in small swamp concentrations in the center of

the most heavily infected zones in Greenwich and Stamford. "Clear-cutting
of chemically injected trees at Branford was started as soon as sanitation

crews completed removal of dead and dying trees in New Haven County.

Increase in Dutch elm disease personnel .—During April, the W. P. A.

personnel was increased from 1,496 to 2,242, New men were referred for

interview on April 4 and 5 °y the Connecticut W, P. A. headquarters and
were immediately assigned to work. In New Haven the number of eligible
men referred exceeded the number requisitioned. Difficulty was initially
experienced in filling the New York quota of 631 men. Later the T7. P. A.

district office was authorized to assign single men that were available
through local welfare agencies. Personnel in Indianapolis, Ind. , was in-
creased by the employment of l4 men on regular funds.

Healt.h-tcst crews on watershed .—Three Dutch elm disease sanitation
crews in Passaic County, N. J. ,

composed of men who had qualified in a
"T7idal-test, were assigned to dead- and dying-tree scouting and removal
wcrk on Newark watershed property. Blanket approval has been granted for
removal of rll devitalized elms on this extensive tract.

April Dutch elm disease confirmations .—Laboratory reports were re-
ceived during the month covering 35 confirmations and 4,005 miscellaneous
cases. The laboratory received 2, 215 samples submitted by the several
States, as follows: Connecticut, ~[l6; New Jersey, 57^1 New York, 496; States
outside the major infected area, 429.

Tr e gHUj idlcation to s t Li'.— In cooperation with the Morristown, N. J.,
laboratory of the Division 01* Forest Pathology, Bureau of Plant Industry,
859 ©Ins with an average d.b.h. of 9.19 inches were injected with zinc
chloride to determine the suitability of this chemical as a killing agent
and elm bark beetle repellent.

Athen s ,
Chic , elm sanitation program resumed.--Sanitation activities

in the area surrounding the single Dutch elm disease confirmation at Athens,
Ohio, were resumed on April 18, with a personnel of 3 appointed and l4 per
diem workers.

FOPJSST INSECTS

Study plots on old forest fire .area reexamine d.—The last week in
April, P. P. Keen, of the Portland, Orog., forest-insect laboratory, as-
sisted a group of foresters in reexaming sample plots established on the
Deschutes National Forest of Oregon in 1916 following a 10,000-acre forest
fire in ponderosa pine of August 29, 1915. Subsequent losses from bark
beetles and wind throw, tree growth, forage, and reproduction conditions



were studied on three plots representing heavy, medium, and light "burn.

Insects have played an important part in determining subsequent losses,

both on the burn and in adjoining unburned stands.

Douglas fir b ee tle complicates selective logging of Douglas fir .— In
1936 a light selective cutting of Douglas fir was combined with salvage of
wind-thrown timber near Cushman Lake, on the Olympic National Forest. The
total stand including the down trees on the area amounted to about 10 mil-
lion board feet. Subsequent to the wind throw, which occurred in the winter
of 193^—35> Dendroctonus pseudctsugae Hopk. attacked and developed one gen-
eration in the wind-thrown trees, according to R. L. Furniss, Portland,
Oreg. In T936 the progeny from this attack emerged and attacked numerous
reserve trees that were left in the selective-cutting area. Mortality was
greatest where the heaviest cut (about 50 percent) has been made. As.- a
result of the killing, it was necessary to reenter the area in 1937 ';

salvage the insect-killed trees. On April 15, 1932, an examination dis- ''

closed the fact that it will be necessary to repeat the salvage operation.
Most of the trees that are now dead were attacked in 193& but kad not

turned- color sufficiently to be noticeable last year.

University students visit forest-insect- laboratory.—On April 20, 193 2,
the forest pathology class from the University of Idaho at Moscow, compris-
ing kj> students, visited the forest-insect laboratory at Coeur d'Alene,
Idaho. The morning was spent in viewing the insect collections, insect
work, and the station experimental equipment, which had been arranged in

three exhibits, each in charge of and explained by a member of the labora-
tory staff. In the afternoon the high-school auditorium was used for a
series of illustrated lectures depicting the work of the' laboratory. In
addition to the university students, three of the high-school biology
classes, numbering about 90, attended the lectures. •

Spruce budworm hibernates in pitch pockets of ponderosa pine .— A

.

'Seal, of the. 'Fort Collins, Colo., laboratory, reports that a recent search
for hibernating larvae of Cacoacia fumiferana Clem, on infested ponderosa
pine revealed the fact that a large percentage of these larvae construct
their- hibernacula in the dried "pitch pockets" in. the bark of larger limbs
and. upper portions of the trunks of the trees. Although the larvae also
construct their hibernacula beneath the bark scales and in bark cracks of
ponderosa pine, the larger number found in the dried "pitch pockets" indi-
cated their preference for those places. These so-called "pitch pockets"
are numerous tiny cells or pockets scattered throughout ponderosa pine bark
and may or may not be filled with resin.. Many of them, especially near the
bark surface, appear to dry out, thus leaving empty pockets in which
single larvae hibernate.

Bark beetle control project under way in Denver mountain parks. Ac-
cording to Mr. Beal, the W. F. A. project for control of the Black Hills
beetle (Dendroctonus pon^ei-osae Hopk. ) in the Denver mountai?i parks area has
been approved and field work was started about April 25. The W. F. A. office
has assigned 200 men to the project and a continuous force of 100 men will
be kept on the work. Over 3,000 infested trees will have been treated by
W, P. A. labor by June 30. The infested area has been subdivided so that

the United States Forest Service will treat about 2,000 trees, using 75

C. C. C. employees, and the National Park Service will also treat about

2,000 trees, with an equal number of C. C. C. men. All work on this project
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has "been coordinated by agreement of the above agencies through the efforts

of the State entomologist's office and the Fort Collins forest-insect labor-
atory.

New sawfly on pine in Hew Jersey .— C. L. G-riswold, Morristown, IT. J.,

first found a sawfly attacking, white pine in Morristown and Somerville, IT. J.,

in 1936. In 1937 the insect was brought to the attention of the laboratory
by a member of the ^"ew Jersey Department of Agriculture, who found it causing
noticeable defoliation on red pine in Oakland Township. The species has re-

cently been determined as Acantholyda 0 rythr 0 c ephal

a

L. by Grace Sandhouse,
of the Division of Insect Identification* It is said to be widely distrib-

uted in Europe, also present in Chosen and Japan, and to attack 'various

species of pine, as well as spruce, fir, and larch. The first, and appar-

ently the only previous record of the species in North America, is from

Chestnut Hill, Pa., where two males were taken in 1925. Besides the locali-
ties mentioned, Mr. Griswold has taken A. erythr^ cephala in Convent, Mahwah",

Bornardsville , Springfield, and Mountain View, N. J. In northern Hew Jersey
the species appears to have but one generation a year. The eggs are laid
late in April and early in May, deposited in rows of from three to eight

along the flattened surfaces of the needles. The larvae hatch early in May
and feed on the older needles, inclosing themselves in frass-covered webs
along the stems' whose needles they are eating. Frequently the larvae are

so numerous that all old needles are eaten before the larvae reach full

growth. In such cases the new needles are attacked also. The larvae become
full grown during the first half of June. They then enter the soil to a
depth of 2 or 3 inches and hibernate as larvae within an earthen cell. Pu-
pation occurs late in March and early in April and the adults issue in April,

the males appearing earlier than the females. Infestations found in Hew Jer-
sey up to the present have, with cne exception, been limited to isolated
trees. The exception is the infestation found in Oakland Township, where
about 1-3? acres were defoliated. Observations indicate that the adults ex-
hibit a marked tendency to lay their eggs on trees upon which they fed as

larvae.

Hatching of sawfly eggs .—J. V. Schaffner, Jr., of the Hew Haven,
Conn., laboratory, reports that sawfly eggs of Heodiprion op. on red pine
collected at Groton, Mass., on April lU began to hatch on April 19. Hatch-
ing of eggs of Heodiprion sertifgr Geoffr. was nearly complete on April 25
at Far Hills and Lemington, in Somerset County, IT. J.

Gypsy roth studies under way.—Henry A. Bess, New Haven, reports that
detailed field studios will be conducted during May and June at Petersham,
Mass., and Eastford, Conn., in connection with the ecological investigations
of the gypsy moth. Eggs of the gypsy moth started hatching in Petersham,
Mass., about 1 week earlier than in 1937-

Observations on Mat suco ecus scale insect.—Ihaddeus J. Parr, Hew Haven,
reported that the first hatching of overwintered Mat sue" ecus eggs was noted
on pitch pine in the field on April 25 at Plainville, Conn, Egg masses were
immediately placed in a refrigerator to be held for transfer to other species
of pine to determine susceptibility of other species to Mat suec cus attack.
An inspection of the Mat succ ecus infestations at Mont Alto, Pa., was made on
April 27-29. On April 3° aa inspection of the Paradise Furnace C. C. C. camp
plantation infestation in Huntingdon County, Fa. , was made.
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Gypsy moth work adapted to variable conditions in April .—During
April working conditions in the territory infested by the gypsy moth were
.extremely variable, ranging from winter storms to summer heat. On April 6
the most severe storm of the winter covered the ground with from H to 7
inches of wet snow in .Pennsylvania. Ho scouting work could be done in the
^ew England States on April 7 and 8, because of snow and rain which froze
to. the trees on the high elevations and made traveling hazardous. The snow
and ice quickly melted and by the end of the following week even the dirt
roads were in reasonably good condition, except in the mountainous sections
north of Rutland, Vt. On April 29 a brief^but severe hailstorm occurro-d in
the vicinity of Danby and Rutland, Vt. , and the huge hailstones caused con-
siderable damage to tree growth by knocking off twigs and developing buds.
However, except for this local disturbance, warm clear weather was usual
over the entire territory, during the latter part of the month.

Gypsy noth eggs hatching earlier than usual .--Gypsy moth eggs de-
posited on a fruit tree in the village of Inkerman, Jenkins Township, Pa.,
hatched on April IS. Additional reports of emerging larvae were received
the following week from Pennsylvania and Connecticut. The early records are
made by egg clusters deposited in sheltered spots that are fully exposed to

the rays of the sun,., and they hatch several days in advance of the clusters,

deposited in less favorable locations. The first emergence of larvae noted
in the .Pennsylvania area during the fiscal year 1937 occurred on May 4, in-

dicating that development is somewhat. earlier this year.

Weather stations established in three States. —Weather stations were
set up about the middle of April in Westficld, Mass.; Rutland, Vt.; and
Berlin and Milan, IT. Y. As has been the custom during recent years, the

machines will be operated until about the first of June so that records of
temperature, wind velocity, and wind direction may be studied and corre-
lated with the probable dispersion of young gypsy moth. larvae by the wind.

Experiments in tree marking by gypsy noth scout s.—Trees examined by
gypsy moth scouts are marked so that there will be. no repetition of work by
members- of the crew and the work can be checked by foremen, supervisors,
trailers, and others. Each man is assigned a symbol which he marks on the

trees with a crayon or bark knife. Many property ov/ners object to the use
of the bark knife, especially on fruit, shade,, and smooth-barked trees,
and blue crayon has been used extensively in recent years. 'The blue crayon
makes a visible mark which remains on the trees for long periods; so long
that, under certain conditions, fresh marks cannot be readily distinguished
from marks made several years ago. In order to determine whether any other
color would prove satisfactory, selected crews in several sections where
scouting work is done were furnished with red, green, white, and yellow
crayons, and the field supervisors were instructed to report on the effec-
tiveness of the. marks under various conditions. Red and green crayon marks
were not clearly visible, except on white and gray birches, and the white
crayon did not have sufficient body for satisfactory work. The yellow crayon
•gave nearly as good

:
result.s as the ; blue when used in yroodlands, but certain

characteristics render it unsuitable for use in open country, especially on

fruit and street trees and on trees around residences. The marks left by
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the yellow crayon resemble those made by bark knives and would be as

objectionable' to the property owners. The yellow crayon is now being

used' in woodland scouting, especially in previously scouted areas where

the old blue marks are still prominent. It is not yet known whether the

yellow crayon vail stand up reasonably well under adverse weather con-

ditions, but if the marks remain legible for from 6 to S months this

crayon should prove satisfactory in future woodland scouting work.

Spraying propar n tiens in full swing .—Preparations for the beginning
of the gypsy moth spraying season are in full swing in both the New England
and Pennsylvania areas. Sprayers arc receiving their final tune-up and
other equipment is being tested. Large quantities of spray hose, suction
hose, barbed wire, lead arsenate, fish oil, and other supplies are being
moved daily from storage to central points in the field. 3arbed-wire
fences are being erected around the areas to be sprayed, and thinning work
is' being pushed at sor.ie locations that are to be sprayed and where thinning
has not yet been completed. Actual spraying will be started as soon as

the foliage has developed sufficiently to hold the poison.

' Eg^ clusters found on dry lo-.vo s on the ground .—The crews assigned
to duty in Pussell, Hampden County, Mass., east of the barrier zone, are
finding gypsy moth egg clusters on dry leaves on 'the ground. The area
where these men are working is heavily infested and progress is slow.

World's Pair increases inspection and cer t ificaticn work .—Inspection
and certification of nursery stock and other trees and shrubs originating
in the area quarantined on account of the gypsy moth in Nassau County, Long
Island, N. Y. , increased considerably in April. Much' of ' the nursery stock,
and all of the large trees obtained from private estates, moved from this
area- are being used in landscaping the World's Fairgrounds near Flushing.
This landscaping work, which is now more than 50 percent completed, will re
quire at least 10,000 trees and shrubs.

Heavy ir.f^ tvtL.n r-.?t^ri-"lly reduced by intensive treatment work .—
"ver 56,000 gypsy moth egg clusters were destroyed during the fiscal year
1937 at an infestation covering approximately 200 acres in Plains Township,
Pa. Intensive treatment work, including spraying, was performed and only

egg clusters were found when the area was scouted this year.

Long fence erected in isolated infestation in pastured country. --A
U-strar.d barbed-wire fence approximately 10,000 feet long is being erected
around the site of the isolated gypsy moth infestation in Damascus Township
in the eastern portion of Wayne County, Pa. This length of fence is neces-
sary to Insure the exclusion of animals from the section to be sprayed, as
the colony is located in open country in a heavily pastured area.

Shipments of surface stone and forest products increase .—The opening
of several new road projects resulted in a steady increase in the movement
of surface stone from the quarantined area in Pennsylvania in April. More
than 2,200 tons were inspected for the gypsy moth or moved under permit dur
ing the week ended April % Greater activity in the nines, caused by the
seasonal reduction in the price of coal, has materially increased the ship-
ments cf mine props from the quarantined area. This increase will probably
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be of short duration, as the. movement of mine timber definitely coincides
with the amount of coal shipped, and. only a limited amount of mine timber
is sold when the mines are inactive. All surface stone and forest products
moved from the quarantined area must be inspected or moved under, permit.

[Rhododendron and kalmia shipments temporarily discontinued,—Movement
of rhododendron and kalmia plants from the Pocono Mountain region in Penn-
sylvania was temporarily suspended the first week in April. No plants could
be dug because of the snow and oold temperatures and....those already dug were
so heavily coated with ice that they could not be safely moved or inspected.
Operations. were resumed the following week, after the snow and ice had
melted, and large quantities of the shrubs were shipped out of the area
quarantined on account of the gypsy moth.

Progress of C. C. C. gypsy moth work from camps in Vermont .—C. C. . C.

enrollees from the camp in Brunswick will soon complete work at a gypsy moth
colony centered in growth along stone walls on -a farm in Lancaster, K, H.
Gypsy moth work .from the camp in Waterbury is also nearly finished and the
crew will soon be transferred to blister rust work, No new egg clusters
were found in the territory covered by either of the crews. The crew from
the Plymouth camp continues to find scattered gypsy moth infestations,
mostly single-regg cluster, in several towns located east of the barrier
zone ,in the south-central part of Vermont. Gypsy moth crev/s from the camp
in Bellows Falls are working in heavily infested territory and have creo-
soted large numbers of egg clusters in several towns in the southeastern
part of Vermont.

Change in C. C. C. enrollment methods .— In the future C. G. G. en-
rollments will be made each month instead of each quarter, so that camp

quo.tas can be maintained at their maximum. The new arrangement will in-

crease materially the man-days available for work throughout the year.

C. C. C. work concentrated in most heavily infested areas .—During
the. last few weeks C. C. C. men working in areas. where there is a heavy
gypsy moth infestation have been concentrated in the centers of population
and have creosoted large numbers of egg clusters. They have destroyed more
than 3 » 335*000" new egg clusters since July 1, 1937*

Celebration of the fifth anniversary of the C. C. C .—A meeting com-
memorating the founding of the C. C. C. was held at the 3ellows Falls, Vt.,

camp during the week beginning April U. As this camp is concerned mainly
with gypsy moth work, considerable attention was given to this project at

the indoor meeting. Later the -visitors, which included the Governor of the

State, were shown an excellent gypsy moth exhibit prepared by the superin-
tendent and his gypsy moth foremen. Many of the visitors also attended
the field section of the meeting, where actual field work such as scouting,

creosoting, .thinning, and climbing with ropes was demonstrated.

PLANT DISEASE CONTROL /

Barberry .eradication in Colorado active throughout the winter .—Since

the first of January local laborers employed *ith emergency funds were used
in the survey and eradication of native barberry in the agricultural areas
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of Montezuma, Archuleta, La Plata, and Costilla Counties. In these four
counties 133 square miles were surveyed between January 1 and April 30.

On 15 properties 3 f->9»64o barberry bushes and seedlings were found. Of
this number, 302,790 were grubbed and burned; the remainder were found on

more reeky ground and were treated with chemicals. Recent inspections of

areas covered in the San Juan Basin during the early part of the emergency
program show very little rogrowth. In the areas that were grubbed the bar-
berry population has been reduced by from 90 to 100 percent. Areas treated

with atlacide at the rate of 6 pounds to 5 gallons ox water, used as top

spray rind soil drench, have less than 2 percent of the former number of

barberries. The rocky areas that were treated with dry salt or salt brine

also show effective control. Resurveys of these areas are being made by
trained chemical crews and a careful check is being made to treat all

sprouts and missed bushes. The following table gives a summary of accom-

pli shraents by months since January 1.

Bushes, and. Mon-
Month ..'Counties : Area Properties: seedlings

:

days of: Relief
: surveyed cleared destroyed! labor labor

: Square ,

Number : miles Number Number Number Percent
January 2 : q 1+ 99,140 910

! 9"C3
Pebruary • 2 : U5 . : 2 61,755 SOS : 96 t l

March :I 2 : ko 3 66,370 : 783 96.2
April k : 39 ; 6 : 22,375 ; 1,219 96.2

Total :
1

Li
: 133 15 . 309,640 . 3,720

Average

—

9o.2

Large areas of Berberis fendleri still to bo eradicated in Colorado .

—

During the early spring months, prceradication surveys were made in all
grain-growing areas in Montezuma and Costilla Counties. Although only a
snail percentage of these counties was surveyed, 20 large areas of 3. fend-
leri were found adjoining agricultural land. Examination of stubble and
strawstacks indicates that stem rust was rather severe in these sections
last sea.son. The farmers and millers report frequent, epidemics of stem
rust and are very much interested in barberry eradication. When these pre-
eradication surveys were made, farmers indicated a willingness to cooperate
in the removal of bushes. A letter arid a county map showing the location
of properties on which barberries have been found and eradicated were re-
cently sent to each county extension agent and to county pest inspectors in

the State to inform them of the progress of the stem rust control in the

various counties and to show the locations of barberry areas. The agent in
Larimer County recently reported finding escaped bushes in the 3. vulgaris
area west of Loveland. Uncn checking this location, five escaped bar-
berries wore found on two properties.

Spread of blister rust infection .—During April infected white pines
were found in Ashland, Geauga, Loke, -\nd Knox Counties,. Ohio. A survey of
the pine-infection center near Londonville, Ashlar/ County, by E. E. Honey,
of the Milwaukee regional office, and C. J. Dowd, State leader, showed that
1.6 percent of the U37 trees examined were infected pn 1930-3^ growth.
Heaviest infection recurred on 1932 growth and 70 percent of the teal cankers
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were producing aecia. This area was first discovered in April 193^ by un-
skilled laborers. The initial eradication /of wild, gibes (chiefly R. cynos-

bati ) , made late in August and in September 193^» has apparently prevented
further infections on the native pine. Oae infected ornamental white pine
tree was found on an estate _ near Chagrin Falls, Geauga County. It is be-
lieved that all infected trees on this estate have "been removed by annual
inspections nade since 193^» Infected European black currants were found
and destroyed on this estate in 193^» The first white pine infection to

be reported in Lake County v/as found by Mr. Dowd near Willoughby, Infected
European black currants were found and destroyed on this estate in 193^»
Two juvenile cankers on 1933 growth and two on 1935 growth were found on
four young native white pines in the northeast corner of Knox County by
Messrs. Honey and Dowd on April 2h. Infected R. cyno sbati were. found there
in 1936 by the Rib e s- e radi cat i 0n crews. European black currants were found
approximately 1^ miles away in the spring of 193^ and destroyed. The known
range of infection on white pine in Ohio' has thus been extended during
April to include three new comities. Blister rust on white pine was re-
ported for the first tine in Montmorency County, Mich., in April. Three
cankers were noted on one tree—one of 192S and two of 1930 origin. In-
fected white pine was found for the first tine in Colunbia County, TCis.,

on April 12 by S.R. A. skilled laborers. One infected tree was found ap-
proximately 1 mile southeast of Wisconsin Dells. The canker was on 1929
wood. The tree was

.
so nearly dead that the canker produced no ae,cia. Two

"fruiting" cankers were also reported on April 12 in Devils Lake .State

Park by T. E. Kouba. This park is located in Sauk County, where blister
rust has been previously reported. Initial protection was afforded the

the. white pines in this park during .the 1937 season. On April 12 L. W.

Hodgkins and A. C. T/hite,* while making a survey, of blister rust conditions
in the northern part of Rhode Island,- found blister rust in a plantation
of white pines on the Pawtucket watershed. There are about 2 acres of.

trees approximately 10 years old in this area and the disease seems, to be
coming from wild Ribes in a swampy area on two sides of the plantation.
The infection is scattered through the stand and ranges from 1932 to 193^
origin. . There are some valuable white pine plantations cn the watersheds
in the State.

Tfcite pine planting .— In connection with the North Carolina refores-
tation program, a new forest seedling nursery is being laid out in Hender-
son County, Hundreds of thousands of white pines, as well as trees of
other species, will be grown at this nursery. K. 3, Teague, in charge of
blister rust control work in the State, writes that he has investigated
the site of this nursery and finds no wild Ribes in the vicinity and no

cultivated bushes within 1,500 feet. Control work in Indiana in the early
part of April was devoted almost entirely to cooperative control work with;
the Soil Conservation Service. This Service has planted nearly 100,000
white pines on farms in the State in 1937 and 1938. The white pines are
generally planted in a mixture with other' conifers but they are taking a
more and more prominent . role in such plantings,

.

Phenol ogical data.—Reporting for the Northeastern States, Ray R.

Hirt, of New -York, soys: "During a 'trip to the Pack Eorest at 17arrensburg,- .

N. Y. , on April 13, I noted blister rust aecia beginning to break through
the bark in some abundance. On April 20, aecia on white pine in plantations'
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in the vicinity of Syracuse, N. Y. were fully mature and were disseminating
aeciocpores. " In the North Central States aecial blisters were noted on

April 2H on four infection study plots in central and northern Wisconsin,
with aeciospores just beginning to be dispersed. The records show that

aecial blisters on these same plots were well formed on May 15, 1937» and
that perhaps 5 percent of the spores had been disseminated. It is appar-
ent, therefore, that aecial development in this locality is about 3 weeks
ahead of 193 7- The first report of aecia in lower Michigan was on April 18,

1938,. on the Anthony and tamarack pine infection plots in Newaygo County.

On both areas fruiting practically ceased on April -23 and the Kibes leaves

were slightly expanded. The season in this area seems advanced about 2

weeks over last year. In Montmorency County, Mich., the first appearance
of aecia was on April 25. . In the Southern Appalachian States this has

been an exceptionally early spring. In Gilmer County, Ga. , cAiltivated

gooseberries were observed leafing out on February 9i whereas in Murray
County foliage v/as noted on Ribes curva turn during the week ended January
29. In North Carolina Ribes in leaf were noted in Haywood County on March

23 at an elevation of about 3§QCI0 feet. In Maryland foliage was observed
on cultivated gooseberries in Carroll arid Baltimore Counties on March 2h

and on March 25 on wild gooseberries in the Catoctin Mountains. In Vir-

ginia leafing of R. cynosbati was reported on March 25.

Blister rust control in national parks in California and Oregon .—As
a result of the advance of blister rurt into northern California, the

National Park Service is this year undertaking a program of Ribes eradica-
tion in Lassen Volcanic, Yosemite, and General Grant National Parks. Blis-
ter rust was found on Ribes just outside the southern boundary of Lassen
Park in 1937. This park contains three species of white pine composing
from 5 to 60 percent of the timber stand of nearly two-thirds of the park
area. Sugar pine occurs at the lower elevations, western white pine at
middle elevations, and white—"bark pine at timber line. At present only the
white pines on an area of 11,660 acres are considered of sufficient value
to warrant their protection against destruction by blister rust. The
National Park Service is assigning about 175 C. C. C. enrollees to perform
the initial Ribes-eradi cation work on the area selected for protection. The
personnel of the Bureau* s regional office at Oakland will give advisory and
technical supervision to the work on all the parks where control work will
be carried out. In Yosemite Park, which is farther removed from known in-
fections of rust but which supports far more extensive and valuable stands
of white pine, a larger program is planned. Two complete C. C. C. camps
and part of a third, totaling about 375 men, will eradicate Ribes in sugar
pine type, which comprises 123,000 acres. An extensive reconnaissance of
large areas of western white and white-bark pine in the high back country
will be nade by a three-man party. In addition, plans are being laid for.

3 3. R. A. camps of 100 men each, which will also operate in sugar pine
typos if S. R. A. funds are allotted tc the Park Service for this purpose.
General Grant Park is a snail park of 2,560 acres that was set asido to pre-
serve a fine stand of "big trees" ( So quo i a gigantga ) , which are associated
with an equally fine stand of sugar pine. A sufficient number of C. C. C.

enrollees will be assigned to control work to complete the initial Ribes
eradication in this park. Sequoia National Park, situated near the extreme
southern end of the Sierra Nevada, has in parts a good growth of sugar pine
associated with its magnificent sequoias, but has more notably one of the
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few areas where the extremely rare foxtail pine (Pinus balfouriana ) grows.
This unusual 5-nee <ile& pine is found only in California and there grows
only in comparatively small stands at two or three widely separated places.
Sequoia Park also has western white pine and a small amount of limber pine
(P. floxilis ). In 1938 a rough preliminary survey of these generally in-
accessible areas will be made by Bureau blister rust men, cooperating with
the Park Service, to obtain some idea of the control problems involved. In
Crater Lake National Park, in Oregon, 50 C. C. C. enrollees will complete
Ribes eradication on a 1,1^5-acre control unit established last year.

.' COTTON INSECT INVESTIGATIONS

A new foreign parasite of the pink bollworm .—A shipment of Micro -

bracon nigrorufun Cush. , a para-si to of the pink bollworm, was received by
'

L. ¥. Noble, of the Presidio, Tex., laboratory, on May 2. The material was
collected and shipped -from Japan by the representatives of the Division of
lbreign Parasite Introduction, was received at the Mo orestown, N. J. ^lab-
oratory, and was reshipped by T. R. Gardner. The original shipment, con-
taining J t

000 cocoons and 832 adults, was. shipped from Yokohama on April lh
and arrived at Moore stown on April 30* The mortality of the adults from
Japan to Moorestown was only 11.5 percent. The cocoons were placed in cool
storage at Moorestown and the adults were fed, watered, and repacked for
shipment by air express to El Paso. The parasites were in good condition
upon arrival at Presidio on May 2, with 731 adults alive. The females will
oviposit on Ephestia larvae but it is not known whether the parasites will
successfully develop on this host.

Cotton leaf worm in Puerto Rico .—L.- C. Fife, Mayaguez, P. R. , reports
that the cotton leaf worm was found continuously in Puerto Rico from August

1935 to January 193^1 which shews that this pest may overwinter in this

area. Since the island has two cotton sections with seasons at opposite
periods of the year, the leaf worm is able to find suitable food at any
time. Even under these apparently favorable conditions, its population
density per unit area varies greatly at different periods of the year and
at any given time in closely adjacent areas. Most farmers do not purchase
insecticides to protect their crop. An abundance of caterpillars on the

young growing plants may cause a severe loss, especially in areas of light
rainfall. If favorable rains do not follow the incursion of. the cater-
pillars, the plants have no reserves for sending out new leaves and, as a
result, they either die or develop only a few fruiting forms. Whether or

not favorable rains are encountered, the main crop is still delayed 2 or

3 weeks by the damage, thereby subjecting it to a heavier infestation by
ether insect pests.

Effect of planting date on cotton production and boll weevil damage
to bolls .—Observations were made by E. W, Dunnam and J. C. Clark at Stone-
ville, Miss., on the boll production and mature bolls containing boll
weevil cells on cotton planted on the 1st and 15th of each 'month from April
1 to July 15. This work showed that the 3^0-fcot rows, planted on April 1,

produced a total of 3 t 6~fl bolls. But as the season advanced the numbers de-

creased to 256 bolls on rows of equal length seeded on June 15. The July 1

and July 15 plantings did not yield a single boll. The number of open bolls

required to make a pound of seed cotton for the April 1 planting was 8f.h,
but for the April 15 planting only 77*2 bolls were required. From this date
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as the season advanced this number increased to lib. 4 for the June 15
planting. For the first planting there were 52^.'-!- perfect bolls for each

boll containing a weevil cell. For the subsequent plantings this number

dropped to 172.7, 65. 1, l6.1, 5«U| SuacL 2.2. The total production of seed

cotton per acre for the April 1 planting was l,6lU pounds. As suggested

by the boll size, even though the number was slightly less, the production
for the April 15 planting increased to 1,807 pounds. The weights for the

other plantings decreased to 1,U59» l|*+59i 1,220, and 83 pounds per acre.

The April 15 planting produced more seed cotton per acre than any other
planting and the number of weevil cells in the bolls was not great enough
to affect the commercial grade. Boll weevils did not infest this cotton
until migration took place between July 28 and August 6. No attempt was
nade to poison the boll weevil and the cotton was never infested by the

leaf worm.

Tests against cotton root aphids .—Tests conducted against the root
aphids Trifidaphis phaseoli (Pass.), pLhopalo siphon subterraneum Mason, and
Anuraphis r.aici-radicis Forbes cn cotton were reported by C. F. Rainwater,
of Florence, S. C. In the first series of experiments the materials were
mixed in the soil of the seedbed from 2 to 3 weeks before planting at the
following rates per acre: Oil of tansy, 5 gallons, and HOO pounds of lime;
600 pounds of flake naphthalene; kOQ pounds of paradichlorobenzine; 100
pounds of derris; 200 pounds of sulphur; and oOO pounds of tobacco dust.

The seed in all of the plots, with the exception of the paradichlorobenzine
treatment, came up to a good stand. On the plots treated with paradichloro-
benzine the germination was very poor, the plants were stunted, and. most of
them died. Practically all of the aphids were also killed by this treat-
ment, an average of only one colony per 100 feet of row being found.. On
the derris-treated plots 2.5 colonies and on the tobacco-dust plots 3*5
colonies per 100 row fr.et were present in comparison with 7.5 and 10.5 colo-
nies in the checks. The other treatments did not reduce the number of aphid
colonies. In another series of tents conducted in a field where the cotton
had been killed by the aphids and it was necessary to replant, the ma-
terials wore lightly mixed with the soil and the seed was immediately planted.
Two hundred pounds of tobacco dust, to which 0.25 percent rotcnone from
derris powder had been added, 272 pounds of sulphur and 255 pounds of flake
naphthalene per acre were used in the respective plots. The tobacco-derris
and sulphur-treated plots pane up to a good stand, whereas in the naphtha-
lene plots the seed germinated but the plants were killed before they came
through the ground. In the third series of tests the materials were mixed
with the cotton seed jnst before planting, at the following rates per 100
pounds of seed: 1 pint of oil of tansy and 5 pounds of lime; derris, 1,6
pounds; sulphur, 3.2 pounds. All of the seed came up to a food stand but
the seed treated with oil of tansy was delayed 2k hours in coning up,
whereas the seed treated with derris germinated quicker end were up P.k hours
earlier than the checks. No difference in germination was noted between
the seed treated with sulphur and the checks, and in a few days no differ-
ences were noted in the growth of any of the treatments. There was very
little reduction in the number of aphid colonies.
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Pip BOLLWORM AND THURBERIA WEEVIL CONTROL

The 193% crop,—The planting of the 193& cotton crop is nearing com-
pletion in all districts except the Texas Panhandle. In that area plant-
ing is always later and is largely dependent on moisture conditions. The
earliest plantings are made in the' lower Rio Grande Valley of Texas, and
the crop in that section is making excellent progress. Indications are
that the first bale will be ginned by the middle of June or earlier, and
ginning will be in full swing by the first of July.

Stub cotton ,— In Arizona it is customary to grow cotton from stubs
for several years at a time, as this method is more economical. This season
plans had been made to grow several thousand 'acres of stub cotton in the

regulated area, but cold weather killed a considerable amount of the cotton
and reduced the stand to such an extent that in most cases farmers . decided
to plow up the stiib cotton and plant in the regular way. In the 3ig Bend
area of Texas more stub cotton cane out this year than ever before. Huch
of this was destroyed as land was prepared for the new crop but there is

still a good deal left on acreage lying idle. Toward the close of the

month some of the stub cotton was beginning to fruit, and a considerable
number of squares were inspected without finding any infestation. Addi-
tional inspections will be made during the coming month. Some of the
farmers have stated that they will destroy the stub cotton if much of an
infestation develops on it.

Inspection .—Laboratory inspection of green-boll samples has been
continued at San Antonio with negative results. Included in the inspections
were 151 samples of 100 bolls each from the area in northern Florida which
was under regulation several years ago, and 53 samples from counties in

southern Georgia near a previously regulated area. In samples inspected at

field stations, llU specimens of the pink bollworm were found, all of which
came from counties within the regulated area and where infestation had al-
ready been established last fall by gin-trash inspection. In addition to

the above, a considerable quantity of Thurberia bolls, collected in various
mountain ranges of so\ithorn Arizona, were inspected. A total of 38,^71
Thurberia bolls were inspected and 9, '+93 specimens of the Thurberia weevil
found, but no indications of 'the pink bollworm were seen.

Thurb cr i a-p

1

an t e radi cat i 0

n

.—During the month of April 2,UU0 acres
was worked in the Santa Catalina Mountains of southern Arizona and 8,162
Thurberia plants were destroyed. Most of these plants were infested with
the Thurberia weevil. Little time was lost from vork on the cotton line
by unfavorable weather, but high winds wore experienced at the camp site
and tents wore continually being blown down., Nevertheless, activities went
forward satisfactorily and it is estimated that work can be carried on from
the present camp loca.tion until the end of June,

Wild.-cotton eradication .—Conditions continued to be quite favorable
for wild-cctton work in southern Florida and excellent progress was made in

all areas. Work was completed at Cape Sable on April 30 and all of the equip-

ment has been dismantled and placed in storage in Miami. During the season
the entire Cape Sable area was cleaned twice, and some ]>00 acres west of camp

were cleaned three times. In addition, about 100 acres were cleaned for the
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first tine and a nuriber of seedlings destroyer!. In ordinary years this

area would be very difficult to reach hut tho men were able to enter with-
out r.iuch difficulty this year, as it has been especially dry. Along the

upper west coast a third recleaning for tho season is now under way. At
a number. of locations whore cotton previously existed none is being found
at this tine, and when plants were found the number did not usually exceed
10 or 12. This section seems to bo in excellent condition. In the Ever-
glades section of Collier County and the Florida Bay section of Monroe
County, several snail colonies of virgin cotton have been located and
cleaned. While the plants 'were being destroyed a few bolls were inspected
and three specimens of the pink bollworn were found. Work on the no/inland

keys has gone forward, with post of the area having been cleaned twice this

season. During the month 10|- acres were cleaned for the first tine, from
which ^1 nature and H05 seedling plants were removed. The recleaning
covered 7 « 791 acres, on which 89, '+72 seedling and 212 sprout plants were re-
noved. VThile the second and third recleanings are being made the crews
are devoting some time to a thorough scouting of areas near wild-cotton lo-
cations and other sections where it night occur. During the month ever

3,000 acres were covered without finding any plants.

TRUCK CROP AND GARDE1T INSECT INVESTIGATIONS

Adding oil omul si on to derrir. sprays or dusts increases toxicity to

plant "bugs .—Laboratory tests were performed during the last 10 months at

the Columbus, Ohio, laboratory by R. A. Fulton and N. F. Howard in an ef-
fort to determine whether the toxicity of derris root powder in water to

plant bugs could be increased by the use of oil emulsions. They showed
that the toxicity of" derris, nicotine, nicotine sulphate, and anabasine
sulphate to the squash bug (Anas a tristis Dog. ) was markedly increased by
the use of certain oils, especially peanut oil. The toxicity of derris
was greatly increased when acetone was added to the powder ?M hours before
use and was still further increased when peanut oil was used. Peanut oil
appeared to be the most effective of the oils tested, which, in addition
to the latter, included tung oil, teaseed oil, corn oil, olive oil, and
petrolatum. More recently peanut oil mixtures and pine oil mixtures have
been tested against the harlequin bug (Murgantia hi stri^nica (Halm) with
similar results. Derris-talc dust mixtures in which peanut oil has been
impregnated have also been experimented with in tho Laboratory and it ap-
pears that the addition of peanut oil or pine oil to a derris-talc dust
mixture greatly increases its toxicity. In fact, a derris-talc dust
mixture without an oil anc1 containing C.5 percent of rotenone is very nearly
innocuous against the harlequin bug. The status of a wotting agent in the
derris-talc-oil dust mixture has not been determined definitely, but it is.

believed, on the basis of results obtained in preliminary experiments,
that a wetting agent is unnecessary in this mixture and ma;/ be detrimental.

Swectpotatc weevil adults live for long periods without food,—In a
series of experiments in field cages simulating natural conditions at Sun-
set and Houna, La., during the winter of 1937~3^» K. L. Cockerhan, of the
Sunset, La., laboratory, found that of adults of Cylas formicarius (F. ) one
individual lived 118 days without food during the period extending from
November 23, 1937 to March 21, l93S

f
whereas other individuals lived S6 days.

In cages placed over green sweetpotate vines certain of the C. formicarius
adults lived 92 days. These cages were placed in position in the autumn of
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1937 ir- the latter part of the sweetpotato harvest season and "before the
fields were cleaned. In general, it was found that access to food pro-
longed the life of adults in the field. There Was no significant differ-
ence "between the longevity of sweetpotato weevil adults held in cages at

Sunset, La., and at Houma, La., nor was there any appreciable difference in
adult survival "between the cages protected from direct precipitation and
those exposed to precipitation. The results obtained from the cages indi-
cated also that newly emerged adults that had not fed at all, or had fed
very little before being placed in the cages, did not live as long as adults
that had fed for several days. It was indicated that, both with and without
food, the females apparently lived longer than males. While only a smell
percentage of the total adults used in these tests lived throughout the
winter period without food, it appears that this phenomenon may occur in any
season when conditions are favorable, thereby affecting adversely the clean-
up or eradication cf farms infested with the sweetpotato weevil.

Fumigation with methyl bromide seriously injures narcissus bulb s .

—

F. S. Slant on, of the Babylon, N. Y.
, laboratory, reports that fumigation

with methyl bromide as applied in the attempted control of the bulb nema-
tode ( Ditylenchus dip sac

i

(Kuhn) Filipjev) caused severe injury to the
treated bulbs. Observations on the flowering of such "bulbs that did not
deteriorate completely before planting time demonstrated that the flowers
produced "by such bulbs were smaller than those produced by untreated bulbs
and that, in most instances, the flowers' were bleached in color -and the
foliage was stunted.

ITew facts on hibernation of tobacco flea beetle .—As a result of
quantitative sampling of hibernation media for overwintering adults of
Fpitrix parvola (F. ) in several environments in the Oxford, IT. C.

(
locality,

W. A. Shands and his associates found that far greater numbers of the S.

parvula adults, per unit of area, were present in old, -undisturbed tobac-
co fields than in fields of grassland, or on the edge of woods. Within the
tobacco fields the greatest numbers of flea beetles were found in the im-
mediate vicinity cf the old stalks, and fairly large numbers were found
in the dead stickers still attached to such stalks. Formerly it had been
believed that the majority of S. parvul a adults overwintered along the

edges of woodlands.

Sweetpotatoes left on soil surface prove source of weevil reinfesta-

tion .—Mr. Cockerhara, Sunset, La. ,
reports that the adults of the sweet-

potato weevil emerged on March 10 and 2k from rotten sweetpotatoes that

had been exposed on the soil surface' of infested fields from the time of

harvest during the autumn of 1937 to February 2k, 193&> when they were
collected for adult emergence observations.

Lead arsenate effect ive against vegetable weevil larvae in tobacco

plant beds .—F. S. Chamber!in, of the Quincy, Fla.
,
laboratory, reports

that lead arsenate applied either in the dust form or in a liquid spray

gave a. satisfactory control of the larvae of Listroderes obi i gnus King,

infesting tobacco plant beds in the Quincy district. . Lead arsenate added
to the recommended spray for blue mold apparently formed a compatible mix-

ture and caused no detectable burning cf the foliage. On the other hand,

.cube root powder applied either as a dust or in a spray gave little control
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of the vegetable weevil larvae in tobacco plant beds. Before the applica-
tion of lead arsenate sprays or dusts considerable damage war- caused by-

vegetable weevil larvae in feeding on the tobacco in the piant beds and 3ome

of these larvae were carried on the plants to tobacco fields, during the

process of transplanting, where they continued to feed until controlled.

Lima bean pod borer causes marked injury to lima bean crop in southern
California .—Rodney Cecil, of the Ventura, Calif,, laboratory, reports that

a survey of the 1937 crop of lima beans produced in Ventura, Orange, and
San Diego Counties of southern California, disclosed that the average loss
to the growers from beans damaged by Etiella zinckinclla (Treit.) and the

cost of removing such damaged beans during the cleaning process, averaged
approximately 28 cents per sack for the 1,087,190 100-pound sacks of beans
involved in this survey. The total estimated loss from the sources men-
tioned amounted to approximately $300,000.

INSECTS AFPECTIITG MAN A3D ANIMALS

Toxicity cf phenothiazine to poultry lice ,—Preliminary tests made
by H. S. Parish, of the Menard, Tex., laboratory, . show that most of the
body lice of chickens are killed in 2h hours and are completely destroyed
in U days by dusting the birds with phenothiazine.

,

Cashew nutshell oil toxic to mosquito larvae ,—H. H. Stage, Portland,
Oreg., reports that a high degree of toxicity was exhibited by cashew nut-
shell oil in several laboratory experiments or. species of flood-water mos-
quito larvae.

Pine oil activators increase toxicity of pyrethrum extract to mo s-
quito larvae .—Preliminary tests made by 77. V. King, Orlando, Pla. , with
pine oil activators, in combination with pyrethrum extract and abase oil,

gave the following results against the - larvae of the southern house mos-
quito ( Culex qui nquefa sciatus Say):

Mixture i

Pyrethrum:
i per i

gallon !

Quantity
per
acre

Mortality in

—

1 nr. 6 hrs*24 hrs.

Pounds ! Gallons "Percent iPercentiPercent
Plus base oil and 10-

percent activator 0.1 1 6.6 : 89 9k : 96

: lU ! 3UPlus base oil only : .1 i 6.6 jt 7

3ase oil and 10-rercent
activator l .0 ! I 6.6 1 0 : 7 : 19

Experiments on natural food cf primary screwworm fly .—Cage tests
at the Valdosta, C-a.

, laboratory en the effect of natural food materials on
the longevity of Cochliomyia angrjicang Cushing and Patten have shown that
adults were able to survive for periods longer than 23 days and to produce
fertile eggs when fed only a diet of oranges, grapefruit, or tomatoes;
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whereas, when supplied with only animal feces or liquid secretions from
wounds, they died in from 3 to S days, or as quickly as with no food at
all.

FOREIGN PLANT QUARANTINES

Sealed tins found to contain fresh fruits and vegetables at port of
New York.—On the S. S. Borinquen , on March 28, a passenger from Puerto
Rico came ashore 'with four tin cans sealed with solder and declared them
to contain preserves and du.lce (Spanish for sweets). The passenger's
actions and the weight of the cans -caused the inspector to suspect some-
thing irregular. Opening the sealed cans revealed no preserves. Instead
the cans contained restricted and prohibited fruits and vegetables con-
sisting of: 15 pounds of bananas, 8 pounds ginger roots, 2 pounds chayotes,

15 pounds sweetpotatoes, U pounds malangas, 2 pounds plantain leaves, and
k pounds fresh sugarcane. Approximately 20 percent of the sweetpotatoes
were infected with Ceratos tomell a fimbriata and five of them were found in-

fested with Cylas formicarius larvae. The next day on another ship, the

S. S. San Juan , the same inspector found another sealed can under similar
circumstances and it contained preserves as declared but, upon probing the

preserves, four fresh jobos were uncovered. These fruits were evidently
dropped into the cold preserves and the can sealed just before the passenger
sailed from Puerto Rico. It was obvious that these passengers believed the
sealed cans would not be opened by the inspectors where opening would mean
a- total loss of the preserves to the passenger.

Merodon in gladiolus corm.—On March 2, 1933, a shipment of gladiolus
corms from Italy arrived at the Inspection House, Washington, D-. C. Upon
inspection, one of the corms was found to be infested with a larva which
was identified as Merodon sp. This is our first interception of the greater
bxilb fly attacking gladiolus corms.

Fruit flies found in a suitcas e.—On September 23, 193 7 » one living
larva and three living pupae of the Mediterranean fruitfly ( Ceratitis capi-
tata Wied. ) were intercepted at New York on decayed peaches in an old suit-
case in baggage from Italy. The suitcase in which these insects were found
was abandoned by the passenger and destroyed by the Customs, after every
other article which it contained had been carefully inspected.

Entomological interception's of interest.—Six living larvae of the

dark fruitfly (Anastrepha serpentina Wied. ) were intercepted at El Paso,

Tex., on January 11 in a tangerine fruit in passenger's baggage from Mexico.
Three larvae and one pupa, all living, of the fruitfly Anastrepha suspensa
Loew. Were intercepted 'at New York on January. 10 in two guava fruits in

baggage from Fuerto Rico. One living and four dead adults of the weevil
Apion pottonae F. wore taken, at Portland, Oreg. , on March 11 in vetch seed
contaminating packing material for cargo from Belgium. ' The scale insect
Mrrganella longi spina (Morg. ) was found at Seattle, Wash., on December 29,

1937 » 0:a the rind of pomelo in baggage from China. A living adult of the

chrysomelid Capo seel i s quinque 1 ine at

a

Latr. was taken at Laredo, Tex., on . .

February 2 on a banana in cargo from Mexico. A living specimen of the mirid

Jornahdes intermedins Dist. arrived at the airport at Brownsville, Tex.., on

December 2b, 1937, on a gardenia in cargo from Mexico. Living specimens of
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thc ceccid Odonaspis sagjghar i c aul

i

s (Zehnt.) were found at Washington,
D. c. , on Depei-iber 7» 193 7 1 on Saccharun sp. , in the nail fron Nov/ Guinea.

The identification was nade "by K. Morrir.cn fron description only. A liv-

ing spocinen of the lygaoid S^strodes joponicus (Stal) was intercepted at

Honolulu, Hawaii, on July 23, 193 7 » on a pine cone in baggage fron Japan,
Twenty-three living larvae of the turnip gall weevil ( Coutorhynchus pi pure-

st igna Marsh.) were taken at Port Arthur, Tex., on January 2 in a single
turnip in ship's stores fron France. A living larva of the Asiatic rice

"borer (Chile simplex Butler) was intercepted at San Francisco on April 1

in a wisteria plant in cargo fron Japan. It was found in the gallery of a
coleopterous larva.

Pathological interceptions of interes t. --B o tryt is alii

i

Munn was in-

tercepted iron Greece for the first tine on January 26, 1937? in an onion
"bulb in cargo at Hew York. B. squamosa Walker was intercepted for the

first tine at Hew York or- February 25, 1937 » in a cargo shipment of garlic
fron Chile. Cercospora LTUsae ' Zlnn. was intercepted on banana leaf frag-
ments fron Guatemala at listen on May 2 and fron Java at Philadelphia on
May 3» Colletstrichun sp. (no species reported on host) was found on
Stagelia fron Uganda, Africa, on Decenber 21, l$37i and another species on
Stapeliq fron Aden, Arabia, on Lecenber J>O t 1937 » both at San Francisco.
Leptosphaeria rusci (TTallr. ) Sacc. was intercepted at Philadelphia on
leaves of Ruscus in wreaths in cargo fron Italy on April 5- Monochaetia
conpta All. var. ranulicold Berl. & 3res, was intercepted for the first
time on January 24, on iianetti rose stocks fron Holland. Phoma hypo gloss

i

(Mont.) Sacc, first interception, was found at New York on Bus cue leaves
fron Italy, en December IS, 1937. Phonop sis juglar.dina (Fckl.) Trnv. and
Verticilliodcchium tubcrculrrioidos (Speg.) Dub., first interceptions, were
found at New York on walnut scions in a shipment fron Poland, January 23,

1937. Phompsis s eposita (Sacc. ) Trav. , first interception, was found at
San Francisco on Uista ria venusta alba in mail from Japan on January 7. An
immature asconycete, probably DiaTjcrthe seposita Sacc, was associated with
P. seposita . Puccini a c annae (V,'i:it . ) P. Henn, was intercepted fron Mexico
for the first tine on April 28 at 3r Dwnsville on canna leaves on two plants
in baggage. P.habdospora sp, (no species reported on Paeonia) was found at
San Francisco on Paeonia moutan plants in two shipments from Japan on De-
cember 23, 1937, and March 11, 1933,

DOMESTIC PLANT QUARANTINES

Trr.ite-frij.i- ed beetl es emerging .—The first adult beetles to be found
this season were discovered en May 5 in the known infested area at New Or-
leans, in soil that had boon stirred. Emergence in that locality was well
under way by May 10,

TThite-fringed beetles found in more localities .—Larvt 1 i nspe c t i on
has recently brought to light an infestation of Noupoctus leucolona Boh.
at Taylorsville , Smith County, Miss.

,
bringing the number of infested coun-

ties in that State to four, A more widespread infestation was found at
Gulfport, Miss. , than was known to exist and the State has quarantined 280
square miles in this area. At New Orleans larval inspection has shown that
the infestation formerly known tc exist on 60 acres extends over 20,000
acres, and Louisiana has quarantined the parishes of Orleans and St. Bernard
and part of Jefferson Parish, Systematic inspection for adult beetles will
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"be carried on cooperatively, it is anticipated, in every county in Louisiana,
Mississippi, Alabama, Florida, Georgia, and in parts of Texas, Arkansas,
Tennessee,- and South Carolina.

White-fringed beetle control activities .—Trap crops are being planted
in areas where there are no preferred native host plants. Results of ex-
periments as to the most effective and economical method of clearing «vood-

land areas indicate that a steel wagon mounted with a 5-fire jet flame
thrower recently constructed in the Florala, Ala.

,
shop will work out sat-

isfactorily. Experiments in clearing woodland by labor, conducted jointly
with the State of Florida, show a cost of from 90 cents to $11,20 per acre,
depending on the nature of the ground cover. In the Florala area 1,100
acres of land have been disced, Ibk fence liner, cleared, 27 miles of right-
of-way surveyed, and 2k cleared, and 12 linear miles of new terraces built
for protection against erosion. Another shipload of animal bones from
Uruguay' was inspected with negative results. Quarantine enforcement on a,

24-hour basis has been necessitated by increased movement of garden truck,
bedding plants, farm implements, cottonseed, and other articles. Merchants,
filling-station operators, and the piiblic are cooperating. Freight waybills
are checked and nurserymen have provided us with lists of shipments from
their premises for tho last 3 years.

Educational work on white-fringed beetle.—To carry on the search for
the beetle during the next few weeks, an all-inclusive educational program
has been set up through various channels through which it is hoped to en-
list the help of a wide range of organizations and individuals throughout
the four infested States in collecting and sending in suspicious-looking
specimens. A taxoriomic unit is being established at Gulfport, Miss., in

cooperation with the Division of Insect Identification. Posters describing
the insect and a four-page illustrated circular will be distributed. Eight-
een hundred exhibits of crops showing larval damage have been prepared.
Motion and still pictures of larval feeding sighs have 'been added to the

material. Meetings with H-H Club members, students, and others are well
attended.

Mormon cric'cot ha tch.—Cold, and rainy weather throughout the infested
States has retarded hatching and development of the crickets. Certain
areas in Utah, Idaho, Oregon, and Washington showed a 100-percent hatch the

middle of April and dusting operations . were begun in five counties of these
States. The following week the crickets had. developed to the second, third,

and fourth instars in the above States. In Washington they were migrating
into the sand trenches which had been constructed in Franklin County to pro-
tect ad-joining wheat fields. The few which were able to cross the barrier
were poisoned with dust. A 95~P e **cent hatch was reported in ilevada the

third week in April and dusting was begun the following week. Crickets in

that State showed a tendency to migrate in earlier ins tars than in former
years. In Wyoming tho hatch ranged from 10 to 60 percent the middle of

April and slightly lower in Montana. 3y tho last of tho month they were
migrating in many spots in these two States, necessitating the cleaning of
ditches and making ready for oiling and dusting. The Colorado hatch began
the last week of April. Egg fertility in the various regions ranged from

50 to 90 percent and as low as 10 percent in one area in Wyoming.
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Mormo n cricket control operations .—Working pirns are completed for

cooperative Federal-State dusting operations in Utah, Colorado, WyoEiing,

Montana, Nevada, Washington, Oregon, and Idaho. Counties and communities
are contributing to the campaign and farners are responding favorably to

prompt delivery of materials. The present field force consists of 3*+ ap-
pointed employees, 11 under letters of authorization, and 167 laborers.
Ducting operations -in Utah are showing kills of from 90 to nearly 100 per-
cent; in one Idaho locality, 99 percent; in Nevada, from 75 to 95 percent
on the 287 acres worked to date, hand dusting effecting a 90-percent kill.
In Oregon crickets began to die in froi.i 6 to 8 hours nfter the dust was
applied. Rains in one Idaho area were believed to hove caused 30-percent
mortality to hatching crickets. Field loaders in that State report that
a species of scarabaeid beetle and also the black widow spider have been
observed eating snail crickets. The presence of predaccous wasps was also
noted. Purchases had been made up to April 15 as follows: 6l tons of sodium
arsenite; k^ miles of metal barrier; SO hand dust-guns; 157 tons of diato-
nacoous earth; 12 power dusters; and 900 barrels oil. Motion pictures of
the crickets and of the control operations were recently taken in a Utah
area.

Grasshopper co ntrol activiti es.—The organization of grasshopper con-
trol work has been effected with a force of 15 workers at the field head-
quarters office at Minneapolis and 81 field supervisors -in the 2k States in

which the work is conducted. Participating counties applying for Federal
aid to fight grasshoppers are organized on both a county and a township
basis. Old mixing stations have been conditioned and new ones constructed.
Mechanical bait spreaders are being constructed to supplement the 5,000 on
hand. Hatching began the latter part of March in the southernmost States
of the area, and by the first week in May the hatching had reached 100 per-
cent in some spots, was general in Kansas and Colorado, and was beginning
in the Northern States.

Grasshopper poisoning begun.—The application of poison bait to areas
infested with hoppers, which has been limited thus far this season to a few
spots in Arizona, California, Oklahoma, and Texas, was being extended gen-
erally the first of May and will progress northward as the hatching in-
creases. It is estimated that 178,000 tons of bait will be needed in the
2k States. Over 39»000 tons were left on hand in these States from pre-
vious years, over 20,000 tons have been shipped to the various regions, mak-
king available for immediate use Hi, 000 tons in the Great Plains, 17,000
in the Mississippi Valley, and 1,U00 on the Facific Slope, or approximately
33 percent of the estimated needs. Additional purchases are being made and
will continue to go forward in such amounts that there will be no shortage
of materials when needed. Field supervisors are holding demonstrations
and timing tho work in the hope of poisoning young hoppers concentrated on
the hatching grounds. Farmers and sheep herders are supplying information
as to infested localities. Four high schools in Wyoming are building me-
chanical spreaders. An organization in New Mexico gave dances, called
"grasshopper hops," tc raise funds for this purpose and also auctioned
pies at $5 to $15 each.

Arnywc rm infest sttio ng .— To control severe outbreaks of armyworms,
which have appeared in Arkansas and Mississippi, funds have been made
available from the grasshopper control project, and grasshopper bait is
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being utilized. The infestations are localized and the later reports
from the field indicate that the attack on economic crops is gradually
abating. The Mississippi infestations are principally on oatfields.

Peach mojsalc inspection and eradication under way .—Peach mosaic in-
spection was started in California in March and in Texas, -Hew Mexico, Utah,
and Colorado in April. The affected States have assigned an increased num-
ber of inspectors to the project. There are 55 Federal and 32 State in-

spectors at work, in addition to U from the Experiment Stations and Exten-
sion Service, 33 relief men, and 6 California county inspectors. The States
of Tennessee, North Carolina, and South Carolina are each assigning- an in-
spector in New Mexico for training in mosaic inspection. The April work
covered 269,000 trees on over 3t000 properties. The environs of U2 nur-
series and budwood sites in eastern Texas were inspected, -and 3 were found
exposed to the disease. A few spots of peach mosaic infections are being
found in parts of the Palisade area of Colorado after partial inspection.
Experiments are being conducted' in this area jointly by the Department,
the State, and the Experiment Station, in placing healthy peach grafts in
plums as method of inspection to determine whether the plums so grafted
are symptomless carriers of the disease. The educational work in New Mexico
has been strengthened by a news letter on peach mosaic published in Spanish
by the State leader, R. E. Crawford. County agents in infected counties,

agricultural high-school classes, civic organizations, and others are also

cooperating.

Tree removal work under peach di sease projects .—Relief labor has
been increased in Colorado, New Mexico, and Utah and eradication' of diseased,
abandoned, and escaped peach trees for control of the phony peach and peach
mosaic diseases is continued in Alabama, Arkansas, California, Georgia,

Tennessee, and Texas-

, with a force/of 318 relief employees. A greater part
of the removal work has been centered around nurseries grov/ing peach stock
and in removing abandoned orchards.

.

Swoetpotato weevil activiti es.—Sweetpotat.o fields as a whole are re-
ported in good condition. The inspection which has been carried on jointly
with the State on all properties found infested last season, is being ex-
tended to all adjacent properties to chock the growth of any volunteer host
plants, devils were recently found in Angelina County, Tex, A preliminary
cooperative survey in two coastal counties in South Carolina shows that
inspection is needed in these counties in which seaside morning-glories
were found. Thomas County, Ga.

,
owing to "its high rank in sweetpota.to pro-

duction in the South, is being thoroughly inspected. Fifteen laborers are
cleaning the fields and two State inspectors will continue in this county,
it is expected, throughout the season. Trapping in Alabama shows that the
adult weevil population is on the decline. The standardized quarantine
adopted by Georgia is being adequately enforced. As new properties are
found infested, seedbeds within a .half-mile radius of infestations are being
removed, in some instances necessitating the destruction of seedbeds planted
prior to the adoption of the quarantine. No opposition has been encountered
to this work.

Citrus canker eradication.—Reinspoctioh ' in March of all properties in

two Texas counties found to be infected since 1935 brought to light canker



on 1 small seedling in Harris County and on lo seedlings on 2 properties
in Jefferson County. All grass, weeds, and briars wore thereupon burned
with a pear burner, not only on the spots where the canker was found but

on all IS properties formerly found to be infected, and this process will

be repeated every 2 or 3 months, Mr. Heard states, in the hope of prerent»-

ing the recurrence of canker. In the present calendar year thus far in-

spection has been made of over half a million trees on 65^ properties in

U Tex?.s counties. About two-thirds of the trees have been destroyed. The

present force of 4 Federal, 4 State, and 2 experienced relief inspectors
are working Texas. The relief labor force has been increased from 20 to

39.

Dogwood air shiiment inspected .—Through a St. Louis newspaper item,

a transit inspector learned that a dogwood tree was being shipped by air-
plane to that city from the World's Fair headquarters nerr Hew York City.

Examination at destination indicated that the tree had not been inspected,
and the tree and soil were accordingly treated before release and the in-

cident was reported to the Japanese beetle project leader so that any
further shipments might be inspected at origin.

Trans i t - insp o c t i or. ac t i vi t i e

s

.—The inspection forces have been in-
creased for the spring nursery-stock shipping season at Pittsburgh and Hew
York, and an inspector has been assigned at Buffalo for the remainder of

the season. M. S. Connolly, transit inspector at St. Louis, is cooperat-
ing with the Division of Foreign Plant Quarantines in the enforcement of

quarantines at that point.

Revisions of quarantine regulations .—The regulations of Quarantine
48 were revised, effective April 11, to extend the regulated areas in six
States. The regulations of the District cf Columbia were simplified and
redrafted, effective April 3°. Circular B.3.F.Q. kj2, relating to sterili
zaticn of fruit for the Mexican fraitfly, was revised on April 8 to reduce
the holding period from 8 to 6 hours in fumigation. Circular 3.3.P.Q.. 395
was revised on March 18 to exempt from Japanese beetle certification peat
when treated with crude petroleum or other insecticide.

CONTROL HTVESTIGATIOUS

Colorado potato beetle in spring dormancy.—A stock of Colorado po-
tato beetles was collected in April by M. C. Swingle and A. K. Phillips,
of the Sanford, Fla. , laboratory, for use in insecticide-testing work.
'The species was found feeding on eggplant in Seminole County, Fla. Over
half the adults collected and those reared from larvae which were field-
collected soon entered the soil for a period of dormancy. On the besis of
a single generation roared in the laboratory with daytime temperatures of
85 -90 F. , the length of the egg stago was found to be about U days, the
larval stage l6 days, the pupal stage 10 days, ard the adult over 6 weeks.
A^ter emerging from the pupal stage, the adults feed for about 2 weeks be-
fore laying eggs, which would make a complete generation every 6 weeks* Al
though temperature may be a partial cause of dormancy of the species in-

this locality, it appears possible that the physiological condition of the
insect may be just as important in bringing on the period of estivation.
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Absorption of glucose "by southern armyworm .— In studies on metabolism
in Progenia eridania Cram,, being carried on in the Beltsville, Hd., lab-
oratory, the variation in reducing sugar content of the blood (henolymph)
of the insect following glucose ingestion has been studied by F, H. Babers.
Sandwiches nade from turnip leaves, with. a filling of glucose-cornstarch
paste, were fed to sixth-in3tar larvae and the blood sugars were determined
quantitatively at varying time intervals. The normal reducing value of the

blood of the southern army.vorm has previously been found to be 75 n£ per
100 ml of blood. Fifteen minutes after feeding on a glucose sandwich began,
this value rose to 165 mg per 100 ml and continued to rise steadily to a
maximum of 581 ng per 100 ml in 1-|- hours. The reducing sugar value then
fell off sharply and was normal again 6 hours later. The utilization of
this glucose by the insect is now being studied.

INSECTICIDE INVESTIGATIONS

Synthetic insecticide patented.—It has been known for some tine that
H, 6-dinitro-o-cresol has high insecticidal value; however, it is injurious
to growing plants and for that reason its use is limited to dormant sprays.
L. E. Smith has found that, if an ether of this phenol is prepared, the re-
sulting compound is effective in killing many species of insects; also,
it can be sprayed or dustod on delicate foliage without injuring it.

Suitable ethers are the methyl, ethyl, and phenyl ethers. On mosquito, lar-
vae in aqueous solutions H,6-dinitro-o-tclyl methyl ether was very toxic.
In laboratory tests on codling moth larvae 4,6-dinitrc-o-tolyl ether in

water suspension at a concentration of 2 pounds to 50 gallons of water gave

73.2 percent of clean fruit. Under the same conditions lead arsenate gave
only 53 • 5 percent of clean fruit. Public service- patent 2,115>OUS was
granted to Mr. Smith on April 26, 193^» covering this development.

A new duster patented .—L. D. Goodhue, of this Division, has been
granted U. S. Patent 2,llU,092 for a continuous blower-type duster for in-
secticidal materials. During the operation the blower is run at a speed
ranging from 5,000 to 15,000 revolutions per minute. This duster is so

designed that the large particles in a dust are returned to the blower by
way of a circulating tube. In this way the large particles are disinte-
grated into smaller particles.

Formula for tank-mix nico tine-bento nite for codling moth control .

—

L. F, Steiner and H. F. Sazama,. of the Division of Fruit Insect Investiga-
tions-, and J. E. Fahey and H, W. Husk, of this Division, have recently pub-
lished E-U2S (mimeographed), which describes the best method of preparing
tank-mix nicotine-bentonite for control of the codling moth. The formula
is as follows: Sodium lauryl sulphate, l/2 ounce; nicotine sulphate (Uo-
percent nicotine), 1 pint; Wyoming bentonite, 5 pounds; soybean oil, 1

quart;, and water to make 100 gallons.

Hydi-ogenating pyrethrins diminishes their insecticidal value ,—H. L.

Haller, of this Division, and W. N. Sullivan, of the Division of Control
Investigations, have reported (Jour. 3con. Ent., vol. 31t no, 2, pp. 276-277-
Apr. 1933) that when a pyre thrum concentrate rich in pyrethrin I is hydro-
genated, the knock-down effect and also the mortality after 2k hours are
greatly lessened. When a pyro thrum concentrate rich in pyrethrin II is



similarly hydrogenated, the knock-down effect is diminished, hut there

is little change in the mortality after 2H hours. This mortality figure
is low compared with that of pyrethrin I.

The complexity of calcium arsenate as reveale d by chemical analysis
of frac t ions of different particle size .—Mr. Goodhue and G. C. Cassil, of
this Division, have reported that when commercial calcium arsenate is

separated into fractions of different particle size by an air classifier
the different fractions have different chemical composition. The fine
pc.rticles contain more arsenically combined colcium oxide than do the

coarse ones and, as a result, much less water-soluble arsenic. Their re-
sults are described in the Journal of Economic Entomology (vol. 31i I10 « 2,

pp. 27o-2S0. April 1938).

Some organic compounds found highly toxic to codling moth larve .—
L. E. Smith, of this Division, and S. H. Siegler and F, Hunger, of the Di-
vision of Fruit Insect Investigations, have published a list of 20 synr
thetic organic compounds, all of which gave 50 percent or more fruit free
from worms when tested by the apple-plug method (Jour. Scon. Ent., vol. 31»
no. 2, pp. 322-323* April 1933).. These workers were unable to find any
simple relationship between chemical constitution and toxicity to insects
of the organic compounds studied.

Toxicity of oxidized phenothiazine .—T7. A. Oersdorff and H. V. Cla-
bcrn, of this Division, have reported (Jour. Agr. Research, vol. 56, no. U,

pp. 277-232, Feb. 15, 193^) that phenothiazOne (an oxidation product of
phenothiazine) is about ten times as toxic to goldfish as is phenothiazine.
°ther oxidation products of phenothiazine, namely, phenothiazine sulphoxide
and thionol, wore not appreciably toxic to goldfish. Unpubl i she d results
by Mr. Siegler, of the Division of Fruit Insect Investigations, against
codling moth larvae and by D. E. Fink, of the Division of Control Investi-
gations, against mosquito larvae indicate that none of the oxidation
products of phencthiazine are as toxic as phenothiazine.

A list of proprietary detergents, wetbing agents, and emulsifying
agents .—H. L. Cupples, of this Division, has compiled a list of the more
generally used wotting agents (E-U26 (mimeo.), 2k pp., April 1938). In-
formation is given as to the manufacturer and the chemical and physical
properties of each product. In addition, the surface tension, interfacial
tension, and spreading coefficient of a 1-percent aqueous solution of each
of these products are recorded.

Synthetic organic compounds toxic to mosquito larvae .—Mr . Fink , of
the Division uf Control Investigations, and L. E. Smith, D. L. Vivian,
raid H. V. Claborn, of this Division, have reported tests with U00 synthetic
compounds against culicine mosquito larvae (E-U25 (mimeo.), J>k pp., March
1933). Two hundred and twenty of these compounds proved effective enough
to kill about 50 percent of the test insects in l6 hours at a concentration
of 100 parts per million, and 23 were adjudged to be at least as toxic as
rotenonc. Phenothiazine was the most toxic of all compounds studied.
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BEE CUETUBE

Spraying open pear blossoms nay affect nectar secretion .—Geo. H.

Vansell, of the Pacific States bee culture laboratory, raises the question
whether the practice of spraying pears with bordeaux mixtures or with line

sulphur to help in the control of fireblight does not interfere with
nectar secretion by the blossoms. In connection with pollination studies
on pears in Oregon he says of these sprays: "Evidence seemed clear that
the caustic action from the spray practically stopped nectar secretion in

the blossoms. After such spraying the blossoms appear dry, even during
periods favorable to secretion in unsprayed blossoms. What effect, if any,

this spraying nay have on bees seeking pollen is not clear." He adds:

"Pear petals, in the blossoms about to burst at the tine of the above spray
application, were burned so that they cling together over the stanens until
after dehiscence. When such blossoms were forcibly opened by hand, nectar
was found in then.

"

IDENTIFICATION ABU CLASSIFICATION OF INSECTS

Additions to the National Collection .—Eight species of weevils,
four species of lepidopterous larvae, and nine species of coleopterous lar-
vae, hitherto not represented in the National Collection, have been re-

ceived fron P. C. Ting, of the California State Department of Agriculture.
This material was received partly in exchange and partly as a gift.

Progress reported on special project in Hymenoptera .—3. D. Burks,
assistant entomologist of the Illinois State Natural History Survey, who

was given a temporary appointment as associate entomologist in the Division
of Insect Identification for the purpose of working up a revision of the

large and difficult genus Tetrastichus , of the superfanily Chalcidoidea,
spent the period January 22 to April 21 in the Museum engaged in the prepara-
tion of such a revision. During that period Dr. Burks worked out the

generic and specific synonymy, prepared a tentative key to the North Ameri-
can species of the genus, and assembled material of a number of new forms.

Work on the project will be continued by Dr. Burks in his spare time at the
laboratory of the Illinois State Natural History Survey and eventually the
much-needed revision is expected to be published.

oOo
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APPROPRIATIONS EOR 1939

The Act making appropriations for the Department of Agriculture for

the fiscal year 1939 * approved June lb, 1333, provides a total for the

Bureau of Entomology and Plant Ouanuitin^ of $5,701,367. The amounts
provided for the following items are less than those appropriated for

the fiscal year 1333 » as indicated:

Japanese Beetle Control $30,000
Gypsy Moth and Brown-tail Moth Control.. $25,000
Dutch Elm Disease Eradication $82,371
Insect Identification $10,000
Insecticide and Fungicide Investigations $25,000

The appropriation for Truck Crop and Garden Insect Investigations
was increased by $30,000 to provide for the construction and equipment
of a laboratory in North Carolina for the study of insect pests and
plant diseases of tobacco.. The appropriation for Insects Affecting Man
and Animals was increased by $£,500 to provide for investigations on
gnats at Clear Lake, Calif.

The Second Deficiency Act for the fiscal year 1933, approved
June 25, 1933, included an appropriation of $700,000 for the Bureau of
Entomology and Plant Quarantine under the authorization for the control
of incipient and emergency outbreaks of insect pests and plant diseases.
It also included an appropriation of $10,000 to provide for the expenses
of a Mediterranean Fruitfly Lcard to be appointed "by the Secretary under
general authorization providing for the creation of a "board of five mem-
bers to carry on investigations and surveys cn possible losses that may
have been occasioned by the work of eradicating the Mediterrrnean fruit-
fly from Florida and report their findings to the Secretary of Agri-
cul ture.
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EKUIT INSECT INVESTIGATIONS

Nev; data on raisin moth females .—Records of Ephestia figulilella
Greg. , taken in a rotary net operated in a fig orchard at an elevation
of 3 feet above the ground, from July to November 1937 » show that the

percentages of females steadily declined as the- season advanced. Dwight

1% Barnes, of the Fresno, Calif., laboratory, found that the percentages
of females in the catches examined by him were as follows; July, 5*+i

August, hj>; September, 39? October, 27; November, 21. The percentages
of females containing eggs, from examinations made beginning in Septem-
ber, were: September, 35; October, 27; November, 18. Although the per-
centages of females and of gravid females which were in the air at the
elevation of the net nay have differed from the proportion of females
and gravid females in the population as a whole, the declining percent-
ages probably reflect a general condition and point to a progressive
weakening of the power of the species to reproduce.

Development of Japanese beetle larvae in Philadelphia area .—The
Japanese beetle laboratory at Moorestown, N. J., reports that, at the

close of May,- development of the overwintering population of the Japa- 1

nese beetlo in the Philadelphia area appeared to' be approximately normal
for this time of year. Soil surveys conducted at a number of golf courses
in the Philadelphia area indicated that approximately 6 percent of. the
soil population could, be recognized as prepupae'at the close of the
month. Weather conditions' during the first k months of the year were very
favorable for the .survival and development of overwintering larvae. Soil
temperatures. during. the normally cold months of January and February, al-
though below- the threshold of development (j50° P., )» were from 2

C
to 6°

above normal. Soil temperatures above normal also characterised March
ajid April, so that by the end of April vegetation and presumably larval
development were from 10 days to 2 weeks ahead of normal. Within the
soil levels occupied by the greater part of the overwintering larvae (l

to 6 inches), temperatures generally reached 50° about March 20. whereas
in 1937 this did not occur until approximately April 1. The month of
May has been characterized by abnormally cloudy, cool weather, with soil
temperatures ranging from 3° to 5° below normal, so that the rapid early
season development has been to a large extent offset. The first field-
collected pupa was recovered on May 25 in some laboratory plots, but at
the regular survey stations no pupae were recovered in surveys made on
May 31

Colonization of Japanese beetle parasite.—At the Japanese beetle
laboratory at Moorestown, notwithstanding the exceedingly unfavorable
weather conditions during the normal collecting period, a sufficient num-
ber of females of Tiphia vernal is P.ohw. 'were collected during May in the

field to make up ]>lS colonies . Of these, 300 colonies were released in
Maryland, 15 in Connecticut, and 1 in Pennsylvania.

Effect of hydrocyanic acid on Japanese beetle larvae .—At the

Japanese beetle laboratory, Moore stown, W. E. Fleming and E. D. Burgess
have completed 127 tests, using 3^0 larvae in each test, with hydrocyanic
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acid at temperatures ranging frou ^5 to 100 F. , with exposures of 0.5 to

3 hours and dosages of 2, 4, 6, and 8 ounces of hydro c^nic acid per 1,000

cubic feet. Previous work indicated that the third-instar larva of the

Japanese beetle, removed from soil, v:as a satisfoctery test insect to use

in determining the exposure and dos?ge requirements at the different
temperatures. As a result of this study, a schedule has been prepared for

the fumigation of refrigerator cars with HON at temperatures ranging from
45° to 75 at 5-dogroc intervals,

MEXICAN EHUITFLY CONTROL

Inspection results .—The annual tree-to-tree inspection of bearing
citrus trees in the regulated area under Quarantine No. 64, was practically
completed by the end of May. This inspection is for the purpose of re-

moving all nature and off-bloom fruit that might serve as hosts during the

host-free period. Only one infested fruit was found during this inspection.
It cane from a grove found infested late in the season. During the early
part of May emergence from infested groves continued. Trops took 129 adults
this month, all but 12 of these, however, being tdcen before May 15. The
decrease this season is following the normal trend of previous years. The
numbers of adults and larvae identified in. May were as follows:

Species Texas Mexico

Adults ! ITumbor ! Number
A. ludens Loew : 129 !

A. ' 4 : 1
A. r,r,. "Y"~ 1 1 ! 0

5- 1 aliens Ccq Si
:

27
Total 195 62

Larvae
A. 5 : 2,386
_• nodbinpraeoptins Soin— ; 0

m— J. _i _______ 65

> : 2,951

CE1GAL AND FORAGE INSECT INVESTIGATIONS

Early geaso nal development of European corn borer in Lake States .

A. M. Vance, Toledo, Ohio, reports that pupation and emergence of the
European corn borer in Ohio, Michigan, and Indiana were earlier in the
spring of 193S than in any previous year on record. The first pupa was
found west of Toledo, Ohio, on May 4 and the first evidence of moth emer-
gence was noted there on May 26. The earliest previous records of pupation
and emergence in this area were on May 26 and June 12, respectively, in
1936. On May. 11, 1932, 1 percent of the larvae had pupated in a cornfield
examined in Allen County, Ind. , and 2 percent had pupated on June 1 at Mt.
Clemens, Mich., near Toledo, in fields believed to be largely infested by
a second generation cf the corn borer in 1937. Pupation in I93S averaged
6 percent on May 12, 64 percent on May 26, and 84 percent on May 31 and in
all cornfields examined the seasonal development of the insect was unusually



far advanced. The observed mortality of the corn borer in the Lake

States this spring averaged only 2 percent.
t *

•

Flight of June beetles (Phyllophaga spp. ) in southern Wisconsin . --

Messrs. T. R. Chomberlin, C. L. Fluke, -Lee Seaton, and J. A. Callenbach,

Madison, Wis., report that warn weather during April induced an early
flight of June beetles, heavy flights occurring on April 25 and 26 in the

vicinity of Madison. Cool weather thereafter reduced the flights to snail

proportions until May 18, after which large flights occurred frequently.

In the districts between Darlington in Lafayette County and Linden in

Iowa County, nany "bur oaks were stripped of their foliage, especially those
in snail, nore or less isolated groves. Stripped oaks were nore scattered
throughout southwestern Wisconsin to sone distance north of Madison.
Doubtless such stripping also occurred in other areas not observed. The

predoninant species were Phyllophaga hirticula Knoch, P. rugosa Melsh.

,

and P. fusca Froel. Flight of P, fuse

a

began earlier in the season than
that of the other two species. Thirteen additional , species have.been taken

as follows:. P.

.

tristis P., P. prunina Lec. , P. drakei Kby. , P. ilicis Knoch,
P. implicita Horn, P. nitida Lec, P. anxia Lec, P. futilis Lec, P. mar-
ginal is Lec., P. crenulata Freel. , P. balia Say, P. inversa Horn, and P.

spreta Horn. P. spreta and P. inversa were taken only at Gays Mills, Craw-
ford County, P. prunina has been abundant in woods on the sandy hills
near Lodi and Pgynette, Colur.ibia County.

Developmental status of the black grain sten sawfly in..Ohio , •"•Accord-

ing to J. S. Houser and S.
r
J, Uc.ine, adults of Cephus tabidus F. are now

(June 6) ovipositing in abundance in wheatfields in eastern Ohio. They were
still numerous in both the- old stubble fields and the growing wheat, and
there are prospects for infestations conparable in intensity to those pres-
ent in the past few years. The principal parasite (Pleurotropis- benefica
Gahan), which attacks this sawfly,' has noticeably increased in nunbers in
the whoatfields examined near Youngstown.

JAPANESE BEETLE CONTROL
" :

Hew sprayer-trailer'unit in operation for Japanese beetle control .

—

Sleek and trin in its new paint, a compact sonitrailer sprayer unit was
driven away from the Bloomfield garage on May 9 to start its contribution
toward the division's cooperative soil-treatnent programs in Marietta and
Ashtabula, Ohio. Designed by Donald E, Armstrong, of the control methods,
and development section of the division, in collaboration with E. G, Brewer,
divisional head, the sprayer was constructed by mechanics of the division.
Essentially, the trailer unit consists of a remodeled 1,000-gallon tank
with a light-weight spray pump operated by a separate motor, all mounted
on a reconstructed chassis from a condemned 3l"~ton truck. The front part
of the chassis was first stepped up to the required height for the fifth-
wheel plate tractor attachment. In reconstructing the discarded 1,009-
gallon tank for use on. the trailer, it was first necessary to weld in a
middle partition for the dual-tank arrangement, then to build a new bottom
for the forward compartment to follow the lines of the stepped-up chassis.
Instead of the center manholes in the tanks, these were moved to the side
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by welding on a doroerlike side connon to "both tanks, r,o that the insecti-

cide nay be loaded in the tanks fron the side. This resulted in a rear

tank of 300-gallon capacity fcr lead arsenate spray and a 580-gallon forward
tank for water used in washing in the spray mixture. In the rear of the

tanks is mounted a light-weight standard spray pump, powered by a motor fron

a wrecked -|-ton truck. The power outfit is driven. by gears, with the ex-

ception of the chain drive on the agitator. All notor controls, including
a button self-starter, are located on a rear panel. The tractor, trailer,

and equipment, including 2,000 feet of hose, nozzles, and supplies, weigh
10 tons. When both tanks are filled there is an additional load of 3-2/3
tons. A 5-ton tractor with dual. tires in the rear is used in conjunction
with this trailer. Vacuum-op crated brakes on the trailer wheels are hooked
up with the tractor brake svsteu.

Southern trappi^ for Japanese beetle started .—Trap supervisors pro-
ceeded to Charleston, S. C. , and Atlanta, Ga.

, during the nonth to start
the trapping in the South. The supervisor at Charleston will work north-
ward until trap setting is finally completed in Hew York, while the Atlanta
supervisor will work westward as far as Chicago. Cooperative arrangements
have been made with the States of Georgia and North Carolina for the furnish-
ing of local labor to tend traps operated in sections where infestations have
been found in previous years. Distribution of traps to the various field
offices of the Bureau scattered throughout the United States continued dur-
ing May. Reports at the end of the month showed that traps had been assem-
bled and placed at the following number of field stations in the States
listed: Alabama,. 1; Arizona, 3; California, 7; Florida, 7; Georgia, 3;
Louisiana, J>; Mississippi, 3» ^ev' Mexico, k\ North Carolina, 1; Tennessee,
1; and Texas, 30.

Sprin~- go il—treating program for Japanese beetle control ne'ars. com-
pletion .—Applications of lead arsenate were concluded during May at the"
sites of the 1937 Japanese beetle infestations in Charlottesville, Va.;
Marietta, Ohio; Brie, Pa.; and Rochester, II. Y. Only a few days were re-
quired to spray U acres in Charlottesville, v;h-re the work was finished on
May U. Treatments of 36 acres in Brio, in progress since April 25, were
concluded on May 23; Rochester treatments, covering approximately 70 acres',
were completed by May 26; and 5 acres were treated in Marietta, Ohio, be-
tween May 12 and 21. A newly constructed sprayer-trailer had its initial
use on the Marietta job. At the conclusion of the spraying work in Marietta,
the sprayer-trailer was driven to Ashtabula, Ohio, where 6.5 acres were
treated between May 22 and June 3- Except for the soil-treating work still
to be performed in Chicago, this concludes the treatments scheduled for
this spring.

First reports of Japrj.er.e beetle emergence .—Earliest reports of
Japanese beetle emergence were received fro the Philadelphia district of-
fice. Two beetles were found on roses in a yard at Bristol, Pa., on May 26
end another was found on the ground in the Bristol Cemetery. Three beetles
were collected from weeds near a greenhouse at Hatfboro, Fa., on June 1,
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-Nursery scouting in lightly infested gypsy moth area .—Late in May
larval scouting was started in the .Connecticut nurseries that are author-
ized to ship under gypsy moth permit. Most of these nurseries are also
classified under the Japanese "beetle quarantine and ship under a certifi-
cate issued jointly under Quarantines U5 and US. 3y the -end of the month
pno "gypsy moth larva had 'been found on a previously uninfected nursery in
the Manchester, Conn., district. Larval scouting during June 1937 and re-
scouting of the .premises for egg clusters last winter failed to disclose
any infestation on these premises. Presence of this on the nursery is

attributed, to a severe windstorm from the east on May 15, which uprooted
many trees in the vicinity and probably dispersed small caterpillars for

some distance westward. All stock moved from the block in which the infes-
tation v/as found will require inspection before removal to other parts of

the nursery, to other dealers, or to nonregulr.ted territory.

Cool weather lengthens Nov; England nursery shipping season .—Cons id-

erable cool, rainy weather during May permitted Hew England nurseries to

continue their shipping season throughout the entire month. The district
inspector at Eramingham, Mass.

,
reports that nearly twice as many carloads -.

of nursery stock have been shipped from one of the large nurseries in his
district as moved in the spring of 1937« According to the district in-

spector at Westfield, Mass. , one of the important nursery establishments
in his district did 50 percent more business this spring than last. Erom
the Boston, Mass., district it is reported that the largest amount of cu,t .

laurel ever certified from this market was inspected and sealed this spring.
Most dealers in cut laurel report a Larger volume of business this spring-,

than for many years. .

Gypsy moth egg cluster s and larvae removed during inspection s .—S inee
egg hatching was well under way in most of the infested area in May, few
egg clusters were found on products presented for inspection and certifica-
tion this month. One egg cluster was removed during the inspection of a
carload of lumber being shipped from Leering Junction,' Maine, to North
Tonawanda, IT. Y. One egg cluster and 25 larvae were removed from another
carload inspected at Leering Junction prior to movement to North Jay, Maine,
and 15 caterpillars were taken from a bundle of nursery stock inspected at

East Boxford, Mass., for shipment to Guilford, Conn.

Gypsy moth hatching in Maine.—Early in May first hatches of gypsy
moth egg clusters wore observed in Maine at the .following.' locations: Gray,
May 5; ' Standish r May 9; Leering Junction, May .11; Burnham, May 13; and Erye-
burg, May 15. .

New^townships added to Lat ch elm disease infected area .—A deyi ta-

lized tree in Delaware •Township, Euntordon County, IT. J., sampled at the
time of removal, v/as reported by the laboratory as infected on May 2. This
tree was situated -approximately 700 feet east of the Delaware River. This

.

first-record case adds 37 square miles to the New Jersey zone of infection.
Of 17 confirmations reported from New York. during the week ended May lh, 1

diseased tree was located in Eemptonburgh, Orange County. This is a first-
record infection for this town and adds 26.3 square miles to the infected
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zone. This tree was approximately 2 miles v/est of a 1937 Blooming Grove

confirmation and was located near the town of Girard. It was listed for

removal as a decadent tree on an old unfinished work order issued to a

C. C. C. camp in 1937* and was turned in as unfinished when the camp was

abandoned in the fall of 1937. A large portion of the tree was blown down

in a heavy windstorm in 1937 » leaving only a large stub remaining. When
the tree was destroyed on April 5» typical discoloration war. fount1 in a few
of the suckers and in the live portion of the stump. Symptoms of the

disease were foun,. only in the 1937 annual ring. Old Seel ytus multi stria-

tes galleries wore found in the trunk but all beetles had emerged when the

tree was removed. Scout ing for dead and dying trees around this point had
been completed by May ?1 and hS devitalized trees and several piles of slash
were tagged. Permissions for removal were soon obtained and the work was

completed in the last 2 days of the monthly work. period,

Dutch eln disease act ivitin s in Indianapoli s. --21m-sanitr-tion work
in the city was concluded ab ut June 1. One. crew of 5 men started, syste-
matic scouting there on May 25 in the Brightwocd section. In days of
scouting samples were collected from 73 olms. An additional case of Dutch
elm disease was reported in the city late in the month.

,
H;,*lurgopinus rufi-

pes Sich, has been active in Indianapolis since the first of May. Tfcll-

dovolopod egg galleries were fount* in elm slash on May 5» . The fall canker-
worm has defoliated many elns in the. northern, part of the Indianapolis work
area. A few of the fall eankorworms were noticed in 1536. They were
present but caused liucj.-:-. aoiuxiation in 1937« This year they arc. very
abundant in certain areas. Second-growth elm folia^o may be produced be-
fore scouting b:gins.

Transition from elm—sanitation activities to summer scouting .—Prep ae-

rations for the summer scenting season were made throughout the infected
States. Trucks and scouting equipment wore overhauled and assigned. A new
scout manual was .also prepared, to assist in the training of men, for this
work. Field activities of security wage workers were at a minimum after
May 26, when most of the men completed their 15-day work period. There will
be no mere work of a general nature until the training school for summer
scouts begins on June 6.

Early season wilting of elm foliage .— In Hew York elm foliage show-
ing wilting characteristic of the Dutch elm disease was first noted in
central ond lower Westchester County oh May l6. Little discoloration in
the wood of the wilted trees was in evidence. On May 10 a tree was found
in Harrison, Westchester County, with wilted water sprouts and showing
definite discoloration. Severe wilting of that tree was apparent by May 28.
Definite foliage wilting in Hew Jersey was first observed on May 20 in
Somerset County. The earliest typical wilting seen in Now Jersey in 1937
was at Green Village, Morris County, on, May 30.

Pow-.-r-saw units moved from swamp .—Clear-cutting operations for con-
trol of the Dutcl eln disease by the power saw xuiits in the Great Meadows
section of Warren County, N. J., were discontinued at the end of May. A
large quantity of wood remains to be piled and burned behind these units.
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All clear-cutting work for which permissions have "been obtained on the
southeast side of the Pequest River is completed, except for this piling
and burning.

Millionth culture plate for elm disease poured.—Report from the
Morristown, N, J., research laboratory states that on Friday, May 13, the
millionth petri dish of potato-dextrose agar was poured. The first culture
plate for eln chips being tested for Dutch elm disease was poured at Morris-
town on June 5f 193^. During 1937 a total of 333,152 plates was poured.

Watch injected elm trees .—Observations of the 859 elms injected with
zinc chloride by workers from this division were continued during the month
by members of the staff of the Division of Forest Insect Investigations
from the Morristown, IT. J., laboratory. Last month's news notes reported
in error that this work was performed in cooperation with the Division of
Forest Pathology, Bureau of Plant Industry, at the Morristown laboratory.

FOREST INSECT INVESTIGATIONS

Survey of European' spruce sawfly .—R. C. Brown, of the New Haven,
Conn. , laboratory, reports that plans are under way for surveying the im-

portant spruce areas of New England and New York, in cooperation with the

States. One of the principal objectives of the survey is to determine the
location of suitable infestations of Diprion polytomum (Htg. ) for parasite
liberations. P. B. Dowden will have immediate charge of the details of the

survey.

European spruce sawfly emergence and parasite work .—Mr. Dowden re-
ports that the first emergence of Diprion polytomum adults in the field
was observed on May k at Mount Monadncck (Dublin, N. H.). Square-foot
samples of duff were taken at Wilmington and Lincoln, Vt.

f
on May 5 and 6

and the sawfly cocoons analyzed. Results from 15 samples at each locality
are shown in the following table.

Locality
! Diprion polytomum cocoons found
:Previously:Killed by: ^ : Liyi :

emerged :predators: :

Total

Wilmington
Lincoln

: Number : Number : Number: Number :

! 1+26 : 183 : 20 : 18 !

! kok : 218 : 28 : 55

Number

: 705

Reproduction work with Microplectron fuscipennis Zett. is progress-
ing satisfactorily. Cocoons containing approximately 1,200,000 larvae of

this parasite are being held at temperatures that will retard development
until time for colonization. Some experiments are under way in attempting
to rear Micro cryptus sp., a cocoon parasite of D. pblytomum received from
the Canadian parasite laboratory at 3elleville, Ontario.
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Satin moth paras ite liberated .—Mr, Dowden also reports that 351
puparia of Tachinor.yia sinilrg 'Jill, reared from the satin noth were re-
ceived from Olynpia, Wash., in July 1937* .They wore hibernated at New
Haven. Adult flies issued between April J>0 and May S. A total of 25H
adults—130 males and 12U females— emerged. The flies mated well and a
colony of 10U mated females v;as liberated at ffatorbury, . Conn. , on May 12.

ITiiito pine weevil reclamation plots show results .—H . J . MacAl 0ney

,

of the Nov/ Haven laboratory, reports that the white pine weevil reclamation
plcts at Petersham, Mass., v/ere measured and notes on the condition of the
pruned trees taken during the last week of May. The predictions made by
A. C. Cline and Mr. MacAloney in the beginning of the oxperiment have ma-
terialized. The pruned trees are putting on satisfactory diameter growth
and are straightening at the points where weevil ing occurred. Practically
all the girdled trees have died and are breaking down gradually, thereby
acting as "trainers 11 to the pruned trees during .the process of disintegra-
tion. The- girdled trees which have not died have bridged at the point of
girdling or are root-grafted, with healthy trees. Additional pruning to

'

make a clear log length of l6* feet and girdling a few more competing scrubby
dominant trees is necessary this year. The maximum cost of $S per acre for
girdling, predicted during the earlier vork, will not be exceeded. The
pruning cost is a necessary management expense to obtain clear lumber raid

should not be considered as an entomological feature, whereas the girdling
cost can be so considered..

Observation s on two pine sawflies in the Northeast .—J. V. Schaffner,
Jr., New Haven, reports as follows on two species of He 0 dip r ion which have
attracted attention in the Northeast during the last few years: "An ex-
tensive survey was made during May in the northern part of New Jersey, along
the ea-stern border of Pennsylvania, and in southeastern New York, to de-
termine the distribution of Neodiprion serbifer Geoff, Only a few definite
recoveries were made outside the limits of infestation found in 1537. In
Lamington and Far Hills, N. J., severe defoliation was noted on red, Scotch,
Montana, jack, and Japanese red pines. On one estate in Lamington several
hundred red pines, ranging from 5 to 15 feet in height, had practically all
old foliage eaten and thousands of larvae were massed on the trunks' and
branches on May 2U. The defoliation on the other pine ranged from about
50 to nearly 100 percent. The feeding on white pine, Austrian pine, and
Japanese (black?) pine was very light, although these trees are growing in
close proximity to heavily infested sjecies. At Par Hills, N. J., some
Pinus montar.a at the entrance to an estate had been defoliated (all eld
needles) both in 1937 and in 1938. This year nearly full-grown larvae were
also found feeding on blue uprue e and white pine near the defoliated P. non-
tana* The indications are that the spruce and white pine are not favored
but that larvae will feed on these species when grown in close proximity to
favored species. In regard to the second species, Neodiprion sp., cn red
pine, observations in red pine plantations in Worcester an; Middlesex Coun-
ties cn May 5 and 6 indicated that hatching had taken place during the last
week of April and the hatch approached 100 percent. In one plantation at
Grcton, Mass., with trees from IS to 20 feet in height, counts showed an
average of 13 tips per branch, with 3 tips per branch infested. In a natural
stand of red pine reproduction, random counts on trees from 12 to 15 feet
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high showed en average of nearly 7 tips per branch, with the infested tips

averaging l^r tips per "branch. The larvae are gregarious and were found

feeding, on the tips near the eggs from which they had hatched. The infes-

tation is rather heavy in these areas and nany plantations are being

sprayed."

Injections with enzyme fron Mat suco ecus scale produce typical in-

jury .—T. J. Parr, New Haven, reports that in recent studies with Mat su-

coccus sp. , salivary glands dissected out of first- and second-instar

insects have been extracted in 30-percent glycerine, using an extraction
tine of 18 hours at room temperature. Fresh salivary secretion fron six
sets of glands extracted in 10 mm-5 of 30~P0rcent glycerine was injected on
May 21 . into the new growth on No, 1 pitch pine in the greenhouse. Five
enzyne injections were nade, with one check of 30-percent glycerine. Five

nore enzyne injections wore nade on another shoot of the sane pine on May
2h with five check injections. In this case the checks consisted of three

enpty bulbs for nechanical injxiry and two glycerine-filled bulbs. On May
24, three of the five injections nade on May 21 appeared to show "typical
injury. " No injury was apparent on the check. (By typical injury is neant
a yellowing of the plant tissue on the surface of the new growth around the

glass injection tube. This yellowing occurs not only laterally, where it

night possibly be caused by compression of the plant tissue during in-

jection, but also lengthwise of the ston, above and below the point of in-
jury. ) All five of the enzyne injections nade on May 21 were showing
"typical injury" on May 26. The glycerine check still showed nothing. On
the sane date two of the five enzyne , injections nade on May 2h appeared to

be showing symptoms of typical injury. The- checks—both dry-bulb and 30-
percent glycerine— showed no injury.

Concentrated spray mixture effective .— S. F. Potts, New Haven, re-
ports that an examination of 100 of the 1,200 pines sprayed with a concen-
trated, lead arsenate mixture at East Rutherford, N. J., for European pine
shoot moth control, showed approximately 90-percent kill of overwintering
larvae.

Autogiro uses concentrated spray mixture against sawfly .—R. R.

TChittan, of the Morristown, N. J., laboratory, reports that in 1937 a
serious infestation of an introduced pine sawfly (Acantholyda erythrocephala
L f ) was found in, a' large-stock. nursery at Oakland, N. J. This infestation
covered approximately 12 acres and occurred on Pinus strobus , P. resinosa ,

P. sylvestris , P. nigra , and P. densiflora ranging fron 6 to 20 feet in
height. By June 15 the larvae had completely devoured all the old needles
on more than SO percent of the P. resincsa . Control of' this pest in 193^
by the application of an arsenical spray was considered, but it was found
that with ordinary ground equipment it would be necessary to first cut sev-
eral roads through the densely growing stand. It was therefore decided to

attempt the job by moans of an autogiro equipped to distribute a concen-
trated lead arsenate spray mixture. The formula for this mixture was' as
follows: 200 pounds powdered lead arsenate, 50 gallons water, 10 gallons
fish oil, and 2|- gallons paraffin oil. The mixture was applied at the rate
of 20 pounds of lead arsenate per acre, or approximately 10 gallons of
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concentrated mixture per acre. The application was made early in the

morning of June 1. The atmospheric conditions were very good, with

no wind and considerable dew on the foliage. The atomization of the spray

was excellent and the resulting coverage good, even on the lower branches

of the more densely growing trees. At the time the spray was applied the

majority of the larvae were about one-third grown. On June 3t 2 days after

the spray was applied, a collection of 876 larvae was made by clipping in-

fested terminals from all parts of the sprayed area. An examination of

these revealed that 9^ percent of the larvae had been killed. An examina-

tion of a few nearby infested pines, which had not been sprayed, showed
that 93 percent of the larvae were alive and active. On a second visit to

the sprayed area on June 6 an extensive survey revealed only an occasional
living larva. Considerable spray deposit remained on the foliage after
about 1 inch of rain. The spraying was done by a commercial . firm. The Mor-
ristown laboratory cooperated with the New Jersey Department of Agriculture
in recommending the mixture used and in checking the results.

Dutch elm disease areas in Indiana and Ohio examined .—T7. C. Baker, of
the Morristown laboratory, spent May 9 to 17 in Indianapolis, Ind. , and
May IS to 21 in Athens, Ohio, making observations on bark beetles and borers
attacking elm in the areas where tho Dutch elm disease has been found to oc-
cur. He was assisted by members of the Dutch elm disease eradication unit.
Tho native elm bark beetle .(Hylurgopinus rufipes Eich. ), previously found
in both Indianapolis and Athens, was again found in material examined in
both cities. The smaller European elm bark beetle ( Scolytus nultistriatus
Marsh.) has not yet been found in Indianapolis but occurs in Athens. In
the vicinity of Athens it was noted that the girdling of elm trees by
farmers, a practice followed to eliminate then from farm and pasture lands,
makes available a continuous supply of material suitable for the develop-
ment of Scolytus . The species is therefore very abundant in that section.
Several native coleopterous insects that attack elm were seen at both
Indianapolis and Athens. The population of the elm borer ( Saperda triden-
tata Oliv. ) wa.s extremely high in Indianapolis. Two other ccranbycids

,

Physocnemum brevilinoum (Say) and Neoclytus acuminatus (Fab.); two bu-
prestids, Chrysobc thris fenorata (Oliv.) and Anthaxia viriclifrons Gory; and
two bark weevils, Hagdalis arnicollis Say and M. barbita Say, were common.
A bostrichid, Xylcbiops basillare TSay), was found in abundance at Athens
in certain trees that were apparently in suitable condition for egg laying.

Chemical injections to kill elms tested further .—The Morristown,
N. J. ,

laboratory is cooperating with the Dutch elm disease eradication unit
in an experiment to determine whether elm trees can be satisfactorily killed
and subsequent bark beetle attack prevented by introducing zinc chloride
solution into the tree trunks. The laboratory had previously tested the ma-
terial on a small scale with promising results, and the present experiment
is intended to determine whether it will prove satisfactory when used on a
large scale to eliminate undesirable wild elms. Approximately 350 trees
were treated in April while the trees were dormant, and about 500 additional
trees were treated in May after the foliage had appeared. In April all
trees were treated with 60 grams of zinc chloride per diamoter-inch at
breast height, using the chisel-kerf and rubber-collar method. The sane
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dosage was used on the trees treated in May but, while the chisel-kerf and
rubber collar method was used on part of then, the turpentine hack-kerf
and rubber-collar method was used on the remainder for purposes of compari-
son. .

Ips infestation in Indian Reservatio n.—J. C. Evenden, of the forest
insect laboratory, Coeur d'Alene, Idaho, reports that in 193^ and 1937 a
rather severe killing of ponderosa pine by Ips oregcnl Eich. occurred on
Rocky Boy's Indian Reservation, Mont. This infestation developed in pine
trees growing on subnarginal lands and which had been weakened by a period
of deficient precipitation. The method of logging practiced in connection
with the operation of a small sawmill on the reservation was responsible
for building the Ips population to a point where their attacks in these
weakened trees became primary. During the last season an effort was made
to conduct the logging operation in such a manner that the logs would be
sawed prior to the emergence of the first Ips generation in the spring of

;

the year. Unfortunately this plan was defeated through the burning of the

sawmill the latter part of May, leaving approximately 20,000 board feet of
ponderosa pine logs which were heavily infested with Ip_s» Mr. Evenden, who
examined 'the area the first of June, recommended that the infested logs be;

rolled onto a peeling deck, have the bark removed, and then destroy the bark
by burning.

Mountain pine beetle infestation, Coeur d'Alene National Forest .—Mr

.

Evenden also reports that the control project instituted in the fall of

1937 to combat a localized outbreak of the mountain pine beetle in white
pine had to be discontinued in October, because of heavy snows, but that
work was again undertaken about the middle of May.

. Because of extreme fire
•danger, the trees are being felled and the infested lengths peeled. Work
is progressing nicely and will be completed by the middle of June,

GYPSY MOTH AND BROWN-TAIL. MOTH CONTROL

• Gypsy moth egg survival varies greatly.—Hatching of gypsy moth eggs
was extremely, variable this year, ranging from complete "emergence to com-
plete winter-kill. Eggs deposited in protected locations in' areas where
the temperature did not drop below -15° P. during the winter suffered very

little mortality, while unprotected egg clusters in colder situations were
'partially or tot-ally destroyed. All gypsy moth eggs are killed by a tem-
perature of -25° and some mortality occurs at -1? . In years when a general

cold wave sweeps over the infested territory gypsy r.cth infestation is

greatly reduced, as practically all of the egg clusters not covered by snow
or ice •ore killed. Conversely, a mild open winter is usually followed by
a much heavier gypsy moth infestation. The last winter does not fall into

either category. Relatively mild temperatures prevailed in many sections,
while killing temperatures were recorder] in others. Consequently, while
the caterpillar emergence wa s above normal over most of the gypsy moth in-

fested territory, the mortality was very heavy in some localities.

Retardation of foliage development delays spraying.—When unseasonably
warp weather in April caused the early start of deciduous foliage development,
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indications were that it night he possible to "begin gypsy moth spraying

earlier than June 1, the usual starting date in New England. However, the

expansion of the foliage was practically halted by cold, stormy weather,

accompanied by severe frosts in numerous restricted areas, during the

second week in May. This was followed the next week by a general heavy

frost throughout the infested areas in New England and eastern Pennsylvania,

causing such serious damage to the foliage that much of it died and is being

replaced by new foliage from the secondary buds. It was possible, however,

to begin spraying in selected areas in Massachusetts on May 25 and at one

location In Connecticut the next day. The selected areas contained no oak
trees, the predominating growth consisting principally of gray birch, maple,

and elm, all of which produce early foliage. Areas containing white oak,

ash, hickory, and black birch will not be ready for spraying before June 1.

Preparations for gypsy moth spraying. --Gypsy moth scouting was cur-
tailed in May in Massachusetts ,

Connecticut, New York, and Pennsylvania, as
the major part of the working force was employed in preparing for spraying.
Early in the month large quantities of supplies were moved from the store-
houses in Greenfield, Mass., and Wilkes-Barre, Pa., to various points in

the field central to the work, ready for distribution when needed. Thou-
sands of feet of spray hose were transported to the areas to be sprayed and
hose lines were laid, ready for immediate use. Sprayers were driven to

their stations and made ready for work, tanks have been mounted on small
trucks to serve the sprayers with gasoline, and two skilled shop mechanics
were detailed to check up the pumps and make any necessary miner adjustments.
A large force of W. P. A. workers was employed during the month in erecting
barbed-wire fences around areas where spraying will be done, to prevent live-
stock from eating the poisoned foliage, and in preparing sot-ups for the
spraying apparatus near the water supplies. Progress in all branches of the
work was satisfactory, .and preparations were completed sc that actual spray-
ing could begin as planned. In addition to the preparations for spraying,
the workers have applied great quantities of strip burlap tc trees at in-
fested locations in both the barrier zone and the Pennsylvania area. The
burlap bands will be patrolled regularly and all caterpillars seeking shel-
ter under then will be killed.

Storms provide water near areas to be sprryod .—The s t o rms . whi ch
caused considerable damage to tree growth during the latter part of May
were net an unmixed evil, so far as gypsy moth work is cencerned. The rains
swelled small streams and filled water holes, which were nearly dried up a
short time previously. In many cases this will assure a suitable convenient
water supply, during a part of the spraying season at least, and enables
tho sprayers to be placed much- closer to the areas to be sprayed than was
anticipated*

Snow delays plant development in the Green Mountains .—Th i1 e deci d.uous
foliage had expanded BUfficiontly to permit. gypsy moth spraying by the end
of May in most of the infested territory in New England, the contrary was
true in the mountainous sections of Vermont. All of the higher peaks in the
Green Mountain Range were still covered with. snow cn May 21, and there was
no indication of foliage development on deciduous growth, except on occasional
snail shrubs in particularly protected spots. There is always a considerable
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lag in foliage development in this region, "but this year the difference is

especially marked.

Scouting work rushed in area soon to be flooded .—Gypsy moth scouting
was recently resumed in woodland areas above the future high water nark,

surrounding the site of the Little Winooski River dam, located in the town-
ship of Waterbury in the northern part of the Vermont barrier zone area.

Work in this section was discontinued in midwinter when deep snow rendered
the roads impassable, but every effort is now being made to complete scout-
ing in all areas above the level of the spillway before the water impounded
within the flood-control reservoir floods sections of the roads now open
for automobile travel.

Many young whi to pines killed by gypsy moth.—A gypsy moth official
recently inspected an area in the Milton-Canton section of Boston that was
severely defoliated by the gypsy moth last year. There was formerly a fine
understory of white pine over a large part of the area, but most of it is

now either dead or dying as the result of a single complete gypsy moth de-
foliation. Some of the trees have produced a few small clusters of new
needles but in many cases -the terminals are dead and the bark withered, in-
dicating that they have little chance to survive.

Gypsy moth spraying in Pennsylvania .—The securing- of spraying per-
mits in residential sections of the gypsy moth infested area in Pennsyl-
vania was completed during the first part of May. Only IB of a total of

1,588 property owners refused to sign the standard form of permit, and the

few who refused permission were served with notices by an official of the

bureau of plant industry of the Pennsylvania Department of Agricxilture

under authority granted in the Pennsylvania Plant Pest Act of 1937 » so

that the premises could be treated in their proper order. Spraying of resi-
dential districts in the Susquehanna and Lackawanna River Valleys was be-
gun on May lb. Infestation conditions in these residential areas have im-
proved to such an extent that only 10 sprayers are needed this year, while
28 were required a year ago. The spraying schedule is so arranged that the

work should be completed in the towns and villages by the time that the

foliage in the woodlands becomes large enough to hold the poison efficiently

Black flies force suspension of scouting .—Multitudes of small black
flics attacked gypsy moth scouts in some sections of the Pennsylvania in-

fested area .on May 3 to s\ich an extent that scouting became impossible.
Several lotions sold as repellents were tried but none proved satisfactory
and the eyes and lips of many of the men were badlj'- swollen from insect
bites before work was discontinued for the day.

Tree bonding and patrolling chief occupation of C. C. C. gyp sy moth
crews during May .—Banding trees with strips of burlap became the chief oc-

cupation of G. C. 0. enrollees in gypsy moth work during May. By May lU
over 170,000 trees had been burlapped in Massachusetts and Connecticut. As

the season was not as- far advanced in Vermont, the enrollees in that section
were employed during this period -in preparing areas, for burlapping. Later
in the month patrolling the bands and killing all caterpillars found seeking
shelter under the burlap occupied most of their time.
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Tcnt catorpillars abundant in Massachusetts and Vermont .—Observa-

tions made during the first week in Hay "by C. C. C. enrollecs engaged in

gypsy noth work in Massachusetts and Vermont disclosed heavy infestations

of forest tent caterpillars in those States, where they have been abundant

for about 3 years. Tho eastern tent caterpillar is also plentiful, as has
been the case for several years. Many trees were conpletoly defoliated.

PLANT DIS2AS3 CONTROL

Barberry-eradication force expanded in Wisconsin .—On May l6 the bar-
berry-eradication field force in Wisconsin was increased fron 121 nen work-
ing in 7 counties to 275 nen working in 11 counties. These additional nen
reported for work during the first 3 days of the second pay period in the

month, thus making it possible for the State leader and his assistants to

give the supervisors a. naxinun amount of assistance in training and start-
ing the men to work. No difficulty was experienced in obtaining a suffi-
cient number of experienced foremen to provide adequate supervision at

places where it was most desirable that survey work be undertaken. The

15^ men added. to the field force were obtained in U counties. The entire
force is now working out of 11 field headquarters with an average of 25 men
in each place. Present field work is conducted with two points in view—,
work in areas of escaped barberries and survey to finish counties where work
lias been in constant progress since the emergency program started in 1933*
Area survey now being done is a resurvey of infested territories that were
last inspected in 1933 or 193^» Considerable progress has been made with
intensive survey in the southern half of Wisconsin since the spring of 1933

•

Every known area of escaped barberries has been worked once and other in—

'

fested areas have been found and eradicated. The records show that 25
counties have been completed by the intensive survey method and lU others
have received varying amounts of survey. There is a comparatively small
amount of work yet to be done in 6 of these lU counties, and it should be
possible to finish them in 1938 if a sizable program can be continued
throughout the season.

More than two million barberries already destroyed in Virginia this
year .—Ruing the first 4 months of the present year 2 , 78 2 , 43 5 nat ive bar-
berry bushes were destroyed on 82 properties in southwestern Virginia, by
the use of 151 tons of salt. In April some resurvey work was conducted in
two counties and l4,S35 sprouting barberry bushes were destroyed. In-
spection of large areas where salt brine was used last summer and fall in-
dicates that brine can be used very effectively in actual eradication field
practice. Good kills were secured by the application of 80 pounds of
evaporated salt per square rod. Preliminary observations indicate that the
use of salt brine was more effective if applied when the soil was dry.
Squads of laborers began the first eradication work in Russell and Botetourt
Counties on May l6 at the urgent request of the county agents and farmers,
and 31 men are now employed in these two counties. The cooperation received
in these counties has been excellent. In Russell County one farmer donated
tho use of his l-|-ton truck with a driver for 6 hours to assist in unloading
a UO-ton car of s?lt. The use of entire houses, barns, sheds, and other
buildings has been donated for storing salt. In some cases even locks and
keys have also been furnished.
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"Lost species" of Ribes found in Californi a.—A most interesting dis-
covery v/as nade on May 20, 193§» by H. Harris and F. A. Patty, of the Oak-
land/blister rust control office, of Rib e s tularensis , a species of Ribes
which has been lost for some '30 years. These Rioes bushes, first thought to

be R. binominatum , but later determined "by C. R, Quick, of the Berkeley
blister rust office, as R. tularensis , were found growing in a.bundance on an
area of about 500 acres in the Sequoia National Park in the vicinity of Re-
joicing Sunnit, a locality on the southwestern edge of Giant Forest, in
Tulare County, Calif. The Ribcs wore fairly widespread in a dense forest
consisting mainly of white fir and sugar pine, on northerly and easterly
slopes at an estimated altitude of 5»500 feet. The species was not en-

countered in other localities visited by Messrs. Harris and Patty in their
inspection of various areas within the park. Ribes tularensis had previously
"been known from a single collection made in the Giant Forest in August 1905
by Katharine Brandegoe and described by Dr, Coville in 190S in North American
Flora (v. 22, part 3» P» 218). The species seemed then to have disappeared
from this locality, as the Giant Forest has been, carefully inspected by
competent botanists without finding it. The type specimen, and presumably
the only specimen, of Grossiilaria tularensis Gov. is supposed to be in the

herbarium of the University of California. On an index sheet, without a
specimen, filed with the rest of the Ribes material on floor 3 (family 118)
of the herbarium, is an identification label reading as follows: "Herbarium
of the Univ. of Calif. Grossularia tularensis Coville. The type sheet or

its representative is filed in the type collection on sheet No. 79»592."
In' a small pocket on this index sheet, are two slips of paper, one a regular
specimen-identification slip, reads: "Flora of California. Ribes Giant

Forest, Tulare County, Katharine Brandegee, August 1905." On the second
slip, the following is written, apparently in the, same hand as that on the

identification label: "The type, is the only plant in existence, was col-
lected by, Mrs. Brandegee in the Giant Forest, Aug. Passed over to, Dr. Rose,
who had a photograph made of it. This and a leaf are in the U. S. National
Herbarium. This information is on the. type sheet, in the type' case."

White pine infection study plot established .—An infection. study plot
of 3»S square chains was established near Loudonville,' Ohio, the latter part
of April by S. E. . Honey, of the Milwaukee , Wis. , regional office. This
study plot shows that 1.6 percent of the trees on the plot were infected
from 1930 to 193^« ^ne highest percentage of infection occurred in 193"2.

Apparently all of the visible cankers developed before the first Ribes eradi-

cation, which was performed on August 31 and September 3 and H, 193'-'-. Records

show, that approximately 250 R. eynpsbati per acre were pulled by C. C. C.

crews at that time. A second working performed on April k and 5t 1938 » re-
sulted in the removal of approximately 68 bushes per acre. These were much
smaller than those found on the first eradication.

Blister rust control work in Saratoga County, N. Y.—The Board of Super-

visors of Saratoga County, N. Y. , recently appropriated $6,000 for blister
rust, control work. The men that are to be employed on the project will he
taken from among those not eligible for W. P. A. relief but who need assist-
ance. Employment will bo given to about 25 men during the period from May 15

to September 30, and their efforts will be confined chiefly to initial con-

trol work, since 26,000 acres in this county have not as yet been protected.



Newly infected comity reported from Ohio .—Blister rust infection was

found by State loader 0. J. Dowd on white pine in Holmes County on May 11.

This is the first tine blister rust has been found in this county.

Field v/ork begun in western white pine region .—Field operations have

gotten off to a good start in the western white pine region of Idaho, Wash-

ington, and Montana. Camps have beer established by both the Bureau and

the Forest Service. Labor turnover has been very light and the quality of

labor measures considerably higher, as compared to that of recent years.

Inspection of Ri'ocs eradication showed exceptionally efficient work, which
would compare favorably with that of select crews. Field conditions have

been good for early season work as the Ribes were in full leaf and the

foliage on associated brush is much slower in coning out. Chemical work
was started on the Clearwater National Forest about the first of June,

whereas in former years it was not begun until late in June or early in
July. A large amount of mop-up work will be done this season in stream-
type; also, cut-over areas reproducing to white pine will be reworked where
sufficient Ribes have cone back to cause additional infection. Temporary
personnel paid from 77. F. A. allotments totaled for May.

COTTON INSECT ILITESTI GATIONS

Damage to cott:n by heniptcrcua insects in Puerto Rico .—In order to

determine the amount of damage caused by the boll-feeding group of henip-
terous insects, 3,038 mature green bolls were examined from Jo fields by
L. C. Fife, of the Mayaguez, F. R.

f
laboratory, throughout the cotton-growing

districts during 1935» 1936. 1937- The injured bolls per field averaged
20.1 percent, ranging from 0 to 32 percent. On one occasion the numbers of
injured bolls and locks were recorded separately. Of 900 bolls examined, the
percentage of injured bolls ranged iron 6 to 30, averaging l6.6 percent,
and the percentage of injured locks ranged from 3 to 19, averaging 9 percent.
Most of the damage was probably caused by the following pyrrochorids and
pentatomids, as they were found to be rather , abundant in the fields: Dysder-

cus sangv.i:iarrn.s Stal. , Dysdorcur. sndroae L. , Nozara viridula L. , Acrc-
sternun marginatum F. 3. , Thyanta perditor F. , Podisus sagitta F. , Fiezo -

dorus guildinii Westw#, and Mornidea cubrosa . Dallas

«

Bollworn on cotton in Puerto P.ico .—Mr. Fife reports that during the

2g years in which he was stationed in Puerto Rico the bo11worm ( Heliothis
obsolete (F.)) was nGver observed to attack Sea Island cotton. Corn is

usually heavily infested and Heliothis is one of the most serious pests
of this crop in Puerto Rico. The bcllworm attacks Sea Island as readily
an short-staple cotton in the continental United States. Heliothis virescens
(F.) was occasionally found attacking cotton in Puerto Rico.

Pink bollworm emergence.—The number of pink bollworm .moths emerging,
during May from cverwintcred'larvae was considerably less than last year,
according to reports from A. J. Chapman and H. S. Cavitt, of Presidio, Tex.
Of the approximately Uo,COO larvae in cotton bolls used in the experiments
to determine the survival ur.der different conditions, only 7.2 percent had
emerged by the end of the month, as compared with 10. U percent under comparable
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conditions last year. In the cages in which winter irrigations were ap-

plied following winter 'burial there was percent emergence, whereas

10.3 percent had emerged in the cages in which winter "burial was not fol-

lowed by a winter irrigation. The earlier in the winter the "bolls contain*-

ing the larvae were "buried and irrigated, the lower the emergence; and the

earlier in the winter the "bolls were "buried but not irrigated, the higher
the emergence. In the series of cages installed to determine the effects

of the time of a spring irrigation on the time of emergence, there was a
much earlier emergence from cages watered on March 10 than from the cages
not irrigated until April. It was again noted this year that where irri-
gation was delayed until April 20 most of the emergence occurred over a

very short period while in the cages that did not receive a spring irri-
gation the emergence was strung out over a considerable period. There has
"been little difference in the emergence thus far from the cages in which
the bolls were buried 6 inches and cultivated to a depth of two-thirds
inch following the March 15 irrigation and from cages with similar treat-
ment except that they' were not , cultivated. The emergence from larvae that

left the bolls and spun cocoons in the ground has averaged O.U3 percent,
as compared to an average of 7*21 percent of larvae in bolls receiving
similar treatment. These results are in agreement with those obtained last
year and indicate that larvae leaving the bolls and spinning up in the

soil may not be as important in the pink bollworm carry-over as had been
thought

.

Pink bollworm parasites .—One generation of Microbracon nigrorufun Cush
has been reared on Ephestia larvae from the adults received from Japan last
month by L, v7. Noble at the Presidio, Tex,, laboratory. The results of
rearing on this host were disappointing, as a high percentage of the parar
site larvae died before spinning cocoons and over 60 percent of those that
spun cocoons did not complete development. Most of this mortality seems to

have been caused by decay among the host larvae and it is thought that the
percentage of development can be increased by frequent transfers from hosts
beginning to decay. The present rearing technique will have to be improved
before it can be adapted to large-scale rearing. An examination of over
700 adults of Che1 onus blackburni Cameron to determine the sex was made.
Only females were again found and no males have been found in any of the
material reared in the Presidio laboratory. During the last several months
adults of this species have not lived as long as formerly, possibly because
of prolonged breeding under artificial conditions,

PINK BOLLWORM AND THUKBSHIA WEEVIL CONTROL

The 1938 crop .—The new cotton crop in the lower Rio Grande Valley
of Texas has continued to make excellent progress. The first bale of the.

season was ginned on May 31* this being the second earliest bale in the
history of the valley. Considerable cotton is beginning to open in the dry-
land section but it will be several weeks before there is much ginning. In

the Matanoros section of Mexico, which is opposite the lower Rio Grande
Valley of Texas, the cotton crop is. also making good progress. At the re-
quest of the Mexican inspector in charge of that district, inspectors of
this project have accompanied him from time to time on inspection trips in
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his district. On May 12, while inspecting blooms in a field 2 niles north-

west of MatanoroSi one pink bollworn larva was found and on May 15 four

additional larvae wore found in another field U niles northwest of Matamoros.

Following these findings in Mexico, sone field inspection lias "been, done on
the American side hut with negative results. In the remaining districts of

the regulated area the cotton crop is making satisfactory progress.

Stub cotton .—As mentioned in the' last Hews Letter practically all of
the stub cotton in the regulated area of Arizona was killed by cold weather

•

In the Big Bend area of Texas stub cotton continued to grow and put on con-
siderable fruit during May. Much of the cotton war. destroyed while crops
were being cultivated, but there arc several abandoned fields that contain
a rood deal of this type of cotton. Inspections have been made throughout
the month and it has been fairly easy, to find specimens of the pink bcllworn.
The stub cotton has not been watered in the' abandoned fields and indications
were that it would soon stop fruiting. The field cotton, however, was
putting on considerable fruit by the end of the month and inspections will
be made next month.

Labo rat o ry in sp e c t i o

n

.—The Thurberia bolls collected from various •

mountain ranges in southeastern Arizona have all. been inspected. The re-
sults were negative so far as the pink bollworn is concerned; however, a con-
siderable number of Thurberia weevils were found. At the San Antonio labora-
tory green-boll samples collected'outside regulated areas ^have been inspected
with negative results. Green bolls collected within the regulated area have
been inspected at field stations and a few specimens of the pink bollworm
were found in counties where infestation had already been established.

Thurb c ri a-pl a nt e radi c at i o

n

.—Approximately 68 laborers have boon em-
ployed under this activity during May. They worked in the Santa Catal^na
Mountains of southern Arizona, covering 2,520 acres' and locating and de-
stroying 19,336 Thurberia plants. Most of these plants were heavily infested
with Thurberia weevil. It is estimated that work can be carried on from
the present camp until the first of September. There are some rather large
colonies of plants on the western slopes of this range but the weather has
been exceptionally dry and it has not been practical to establish a camp
there. An adequate water supply is available at the present camp from a
well on a ranch.

wild-cotton eradicatio n.—Zxcellent progress was made with the eradica-
tion of wild cotton in southern Florida, throughout May. There was consider-
able rainfall in some sections but very little time was lost. .On the upper
west coast a third recleaning for this season is nearing completion. In the
Ten Thousand Islands section a second cleaning wars in progress. This crew
located anc

1 destroyed two virgin colonies covering some IS acres and contain-
ing 311 mature and 230 seedling plantr,. A second cleaning has been completed
on the mainland keys. Daring the month approximately 3,1t00 acres were
covered, from which 17,83s seedling and 17 sprout plants wore removed. It
is of interest to note that only 33° of the plants contained bolls. In con-
nection with the third recleaning on the west coast, a considerable amount
of scouting lias been done near known colonies and also in other locations
favorable for wild cotton. Plantings of Sea Island cotton now extend southward
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to a.po'inf east of Tanpa, which means that such plantings occur inter-
nit tently froc close tc the wild cotton area. all the v;ay to the main Cotton
Belt, It is therefore very important to he absolutely sure that no wild
cotton is overlooked and allowed to produce fruit, especially along the
upper west coast. Some 350 wild cotton "bolls were inspected as plants were
"being destroyed in the Bradenton section, This is the most northern section
on the west coast where wild cotton occurs, and it is especially gratifying
to report that results were' negative, * . .

TRUCK CROP AND GARDEN INSECT INVESTIGATIONS

Paradichlorobenzene as a funigant for sweetpotato weevil .—Reporting on
a survey to determine the results of furtigation of seed sweetpotatoes with
paradichlorobenzene in storage houses, bins, and banks, as a means of combat-
ing Cylas formicarius (F.), K. L. Cockerham, of the Sunset, La., laboratory,
says that general conclusions indicate definitely that wherever the fumiga-
tion with paradichlorobenzene was performed properly the results were satis-
factory, "but in instances where the recommended methods were not followed
results were unsatisfactory. It was found that most of the farmers did not
construct fumigatoria properly with particular reference to rendering them
air-tight, failed to use the proper dosage of the funigant, or failed to make
the proper prefumigation preparations*

Insecticide tests against pea weevil,—Laboratory tests against
Bruchus pi sorun (L. ) by T, A. Brindloy and his associates *of the Moscow,
I'daho,- laboratory,

,

gave, the following indicative results? (l) Distinct dif-
ferences were shewn to exist between the mortality obtained with dust mix-
tures

,
containing 1,0, 0,75t and 0,50 percent rotenone, respectively. Much

less difference was noted in the toxicity of dusts containing 1,0 percent
and 0.75 percent than between those containing 0,75 percent and 0,50 percent
of this ingredient, (2) A cube dust mixture with -diatomaceous earth as a

carrier did not give as high a mortality as cube with talc as a carrier.

(3) The addition of 2,0. percent peanut oil, 1.0 percent sodium oleyl sul-

phate, and 0.5 percent water to , cube in talc die not increase its toxicity.

(k) A dust containing 0,005 percent sulphur nitride was nontoxic to the

weevils,, (5) The addition of 0.225 percent pyrethrins to a cube dust in

talc, containing 0,50 percent rotenone, markedly increased the toxicity of

the dust, (6) Additional data were accumulated to indicate that at least a

part of the toxic effect of dusts containing rotenone to the pea weevil is

due to its contact properties,

Paris green-sulphur dust mixture^ controls flea beetlos on sugar beets .

—

H. 2. Dorst, of the Logan, ' Utah, laboratory, . reports that recent experiments
in the control of flea beetlos attacking sugar "beets in Utah indicated that

a paris green-sulphur dust mixture (7*5 - 92.5) was effective against these

pests, A 9^P ercent control was observed 72 hours after application and a
6l-percent control was recorded after 3 days of intermittent precipitation,
Experiments in the control of the flea beetles with sprays indicated that a

spray composed of 1 pound of sulphur and 7 pounds of paris green per 100 gal-

lons of water gave a "Jl-percent control after the expiration of US hours.

The flea, beetle population consisted principally of the hop flea beetle

(Psylliodes punctulata Melsh, )

.
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Observations on pea weevil migrations ,—J. C. Chamborlin, of the Cor-

vallis, Oreg», laboratory! reports that in the course of studies on the mi-

gration of the pea weevil in Oregon this spring, it was determined that a

light initial movement occurred during the period April 28-30 into sparsely
blooming fall-planted Canadian field peas. Another light flight was recorded
on May 5*-7 p̂ a relatively large flight occurred during the period of warm
weather from May 12 to l6. Thi3 flight was succeeded within a few days "by

the main migration of the season, which started May 18, reached its. peak on
the 19th .and 20th, .and ended on May 26. As based on trap records, the rela-
tive magnitude of the three last flights was as follows: May 5-7 » 0.7 per-
cent; May 12-16, 10A percent; May 18-26, 88. 9 percent.

Insecticide tests promise control of striped cucumber "beetle.— In pre-
liminary tests directed against Dia'orotica vittata (F.), excellent control
was obtained by IT. F. Howard of the Columbus, Ohio, laboratory, with a dust
mixture containing O.k percent rotenone with trie as a diluent. Applica-
tions of the undiluted finely ground root of the gourd Cucurbita fostidis-

sima E, 3. K. supplied by H. 3. Campbell, of the , Alhambra
, Calif,, labora-

tory, were not as effective against the cucumber beetle as the dust mixtures
containing derris, but showed some possibilities. The derris-dust mixture
was effective for several days and exhibited considerable protection from
D. vittata for 6 and 10 days after application, even though heavy rains oc-
curred and the plants made rapid growth. Indications from these experiments
were that in commercial practice the derris-dust mixture should be applied
every few days. Tests. with mixtures containing sulphur nitride-talc (25-75)
and sulphur nitride-talc equal parts, indicated that this material is toxic
to the cucumber beetle. A number of dead beetles were found 2k hours after
the treatment. Although no comparable applications of derris v/ere -nado in
this experiment t .it appeared on the basis of these tests that sulphur
nitride is not as effective as a derris-talc dust mixture containing O.k
percent rotenone.

Parasitization of whibeflies on tomatoes in greenhouse .— C. A. ffeigel.
of the Beltsville, Md., laboratory, reports that recent observations indi-
cated a parasitization of 39. U percent of the greenhouse whitefly (Trialeu-
rode s vapororiorua (Westw. )) by the hyncnopterous parasite Encars ia fornosa
Gahan on greenhouse-grown tomatoes. Although it appeared that theThost in-
sect was held in complete control by this parasite, the latter was slow in
developing the needed balance of biological control, therefore the plants
were appreciably. weakened by the attack of the whitefly. There are a number
of accounts published in English literature on the control of T, vaporariorum
by this parasite.

_

Beet lcafhopper survives winter in Montana.—J. H. Douglass and F. H,
Harries, of the Twin Falls, Idaho, laboratory, report that a survey of the
Billings, Mont., district on May 2-3. resulted in finding l4 living adults of
the best leafhopper, indicating that during certain winters this insect is
able to survive in the area surveyed.
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INSECTS AFFECTING MAN AND ANIMALS

Equine encephalomyelitis' cases appear.—In May a few scattered cases
of this disease in the Central States were reported, apparently its first
occurrence in the United States this season. Last year an epizootic of
the malady affected some 60,000 to 70,000 horses in the Middle West, South-
west, South, and West, with a death loss estimated at, U6, 000 animals. Mos-
quitoes are the only known vectors of the disease, although it seems
probable that other insects. and ticks maybe involved.

Tick paralysis of dog? .—During the past month several oases of
paralysis of dogs apparently caused by the American dog tick (Dermacentor
variabilis (Say)) have been reported to the Bureau from various parts -of

the United States. This Division is much interested in obtaining as much
information as possible on the distribution of the disease and on the species
of ticks responsible for it in different sections of the country. The Wash-
ington office will be glad to have information on any cases that might come
to the attention of Bureau employees and to receive- preserved specimens of
ticks collected from afflicted animals.

Insect-borne disease of turkeys ind icated to be widespread in South-

east .—A blood parasite, Leucocytozoon smithi Laveran and Lucet, has been
found by B. V. Travis to be present in a fairly large percentage of the

domestic turkeys of Alabama, Georgia, Florida, and South 'Carolina. In cer-
tain sections of the country the parasite is carried by buffalo gnats, but
whether this is the insect vector in the Southeast has not yet been deter-
mined. Farmers report that the disease is responsible for killing as high
as 50 percent of their young birds in some years. The disease also occurs
in wild turkeys, but the percentage of affected birds has not been deter-
mined. Occurrence of the disease has been reported previously from South
Dakota, Nebraska, and Minnesota and is thought to occur in Virginia.

F0E3IGN PLANT QUARANTINES

Orchid diseases intercepted .—Determinations, have been received from
Miss E. X. Cash for a number of diseases of orchids intercepted at San Fran-
cisco from November 26, 1937 » to May 6 of this year and one interception at

Brownsville, Tex. , on April 2U, 193^ ^e pathogens include Colletotrichum
macro sporum Sacc, on Cypripedium haynal dianum from the Philippines; C.

orchidearum All. on Cattleya labiata from Brazil, Cattleya sp. from, Colombia,

Oncidiun ampliatum from Canal Zone, 0. cavend i shi anum and 0, splendidum from

Guatemala, Oncidium sp. from Colombia, Phalaenopsi s amabilis (2). P. aphrodite

(h), P. grandi flora and P. schilleriana (2) from the, Philippines, Stanhope

a

wardli from Guatemala, 'and 'an undetermined orchid from Mexico; Colletotrichuo

sp. on Cymbi dium lowianum from Sian; Coniothyrium sp. on Dendrpbium nobile

cuttings from Japan; Dendro do chium cattleyae All. on Cattleya sp. from Colom-

bia; Oloeosporium affine Sacc. on Phalaenopsis amabilis (U) , P. grandiflora ,

P. s chi11er iana ( 2 ) , and Vanda sanderiana from the Philippines, on Saccola-

bium giganteum illust re and Vanda coerulea from Siam, and on Schomburgkia
leudenannii from Canal Zone; G. bidgoodii Cke. on Odontoglossum harryanum
from Colombia; G. cattleyae Sacc. & D. Sacc. on Cattleya sp. from Colombia;
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G. cinctug B, & C. on Cynbidinn lowii fron Sian, Dendrobiun tgurinun fron

"the Philippines, and Epidendrun st anfordianun fron Canal Zone; G. dendrobii

Maubl. on Dendrobiun nobilo cuttings fron Japan; G. oncidii Oud. on On-

cidiua bicallosun fro:. 1
. Guatemala, 0. crispun fron Brazil, 0. leucechilun

and Oncidiun sp. fron. Guatemala; G. or chide aran on Oncidiun fie xuo cram fron

Brazil; Gloeonporiur. sp. on Cynbidiun eWrneur~fron India, C. lov/ii fron

Sian, and Oncidiun sp, fron Mexico; Mo crop noma oncidii P. Henn, on Oncidiun
ampliitun fron Canal Zone, 0, longipes fron Brazil, Phalaenopsis schilleri-
ana fron, the Philippines, and Schcnburgkia leudenannii fror. Canal Zone; M.

orchidicola (Speg. ) Sacc. & Syd. on Stanhopea wardii fron Guatenala; Ophio-

bolus spT (no species- of the genus reported on orchids) on Oncidiun caven-

dishianun , fron Guatenala; Pestalozzia sp. (not any of the spp. described on
orchids) on Oncid iun bicallosun and Stanhopea wardii fron Guatenala; Pho-

popsls sp. on Stcnhoi^ea wardii \2) fron Guatenala; Phyllosticta sp. (P.

1 ae 1

i

ae Xeissl.? with snail spores) on Oncidiun o rni thorhynchun fron Guate-
nala; Fhyl lor ticta sp. (unlike any species reported on orchids ) on Laelia
sp. (L. alb ida ?) fron Mexico; Phyll:>sticta sp. on Phalaenopsis anabilis
fron the Philippines and on Stanliopea wardii fron Guatenala; Physrlospora
orchidearun P. Henn. on Cynbidiun eburneum . fron India, C. lowipnun iron
Sian, Cnci f' run c a

v

ondishienun fron Guatenala, Oncidiun sp. fron Mexico,
Phalaenops is anabilis , P, aphrodite , and P, grandiflora fron the Philip-
pines; Vermicularia sp, (V. geayana Del. ?) on Cymbidium viren s swonsis
fron Japan; and Yolutella alb i do-pila Boud. on Phalaenopsis sp. fron the
Philippines.

Scolytid in rooted cutting of fig.—rTwo living adults of Hypoboras
ficus Br. wore intercepted at New York on January 19 in a rooted cutting
of fig in passenger's baggage fron Italy. M. T7. Blacknan reports as fol<7

lows on this scolytid: "Ilypoborus ficus Zr. is largely confined to the
Mediterranean region in southern .Europe, northern Africa, and Asia Minor.
It is of sone economic importance, but the degree of importance is judged
differently by different writers. It probably is comparable economically
to Scolytns -rugulosus Rata,, which usually confines its attacks to 'mori-
bund or decadent bark. Decadent bark of fig is the favorite breeding place
of II e ficus. It is not known to be established in this country, although
it would not be surprising if it has become established through imported
fig planting stock."

Entomological interceptions of interest .—A living larva' of the fruit-
fly Anastrepha rxmbinp r ae op t -an s Sein was intercepted, at Baltimore, Md., on
January 24- in a mango in ship's quarters from Haiti.' Three living larvae
of the Mediterranean fruitfly (Cgratitis capitat

a

ffd, ) were intercepted at
New York on October 29, 1337, in a pomegranate in unaccompanied baggage
from Greece. Jour living larvae of the turnip gall weevil (Ceutorh --nchus
pi --"are stigma Marsh. ) arrived at Philadelphia on January 22 in~"turnvps in
ship's stores from Belgium. Living specimens of the mirid Mertila nalaven-
sis Dist. wero taken at Sah Francisco on March 2k on an orchid (lienuathera
gtoriei) in the mail from the Philipj.ines. A larva of the European corn
borer T?yrausta nubilalis Hbn. ) was found at Chicago, 111., on April 7 in
a corncob in the nail from Yugoslavia. Five living adults of Bruchus
tristis Boh. were intercepted at Boston on March 1 in dried peas in the
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mail from Italy. A living specimen of Lygaeus pulchellus F, was found at

Nogales, Ariz*, on January 1 on a bell pepper in cargo from Mexico. Living
workers of the ant Iridomyrmex meIleus Whir, arrived at Honolulu, Hawaii,
on September 8, 1937* ori orchids in express from France. Three living
adults of the coleopteron Discoloma ves'titum Pasc. were taken at Hew Orleans
on November 18, 1937 $ under the "bark of a primavera ( Tabebuia donnell-
smithii ) log in cargo from Mexico. A living specimen of the cicadellid •

Graphocephala ruflmargo Walk,, was intercepted at Brownsville, Tex, , -on Decen-
ber 6, 1937 f in a Shasta daisy ( Chrysanthemum maximum ) in baggage from Mexico,

The mealybug Pseudo coccus theaecola (Green) was intercepted at Washington,

D. C, on January 21 on rhizomes of Iledychium gardoner ianum in the mail from

India*

Pathological interceptions of interest .

—

Aphel enchoi de s biCaudatus

Imanura and Ilexatylus n. sp. were intercepted on ginger root
,
from China on

April l6 at Boston; Bacteriim citri (llasse) Doidge on lemon from Singapore
at Boston on May 13; Colletotrichum groninicolum (Ces.) Wils. on grass from
Ethiopia on May 9 at Hew York; Cronartium sp. ,

probably C. quercuura (Berk..)

Miy. , on Pinus densi flora from Japan on December 22, 1937 » a* Boston;
Fabraea maculata Atk. , first interception, on quince fruit from South Afri-
ca; Fusicladium depressum (3. '& Br.) Sacc. , with spores shorter than de-^

scripticn calls for, on fennel seed from India on December 9» 1937» a-t Hew
York; Helicosporium sp. , first interception of genus, on Cedrus deodara
seed from Italy on January h at Hew York;

.

Microdiplodia wistariae Grove on.

\7isteria from Japan at Seattle on December 28, 1937» and at San Francisco
on March 25; Ovulari a obi iqua (Cooke) Oud. , first interception, on Runex
sp. from Mexico on November 22, 1937» a^ San Ysidro; Peridormium sp. on
Pinus halepensis needles from Italy on May 27 at Hew York; Pestalozzia bi-

C olor E. & E., first interception, ' on February 15 at Hew York on willow
ties from Argentina; Pestalozzia ' sp. , no species described on the host
genus, on Limoniun sp. from South Africa on December 18, 1937t at Hew York;
Phoma sp. on Eugenia holtzii seed from Australia on May 20 at Hew York; a.

disease of rose stems from Yugoslavia tentatively determined as Phomopsis
incarcerata v. Iloeh. on April 19 at New York; P. magnoliicola (Syd. ) Died.

,

first interception, cn magnolia from Japan on March 25 at San Francisco;
Phyllosticta sp., no species reported on host, on Schizccodon macrophyllum
from Japan on March 23 at Ssn Francisco; Puccini a pimpinellae (Str. ) Mart.

,

first interception, on anise from Mexico on January 22 at Brownsville; P.

urbaniana P. Ilenn, on Valeri anodes .jamai cense from Puerto Rico on May 26
at Hew York; Sclorotium sp. on Lycoris sp. from Japan on April 6 at San
Francisco; Sclorotium sp. , unlike anything reported on host, on Camellia
japonica from Japan cn May 11 at San Francisco; Sclerotium sp. on pyre-
thrum seeds from England on April lH at Philadelphia; Septoria drummondi
E. & E. on Phlox drummondi from Berwu&a on May 11 at Hew York; Sphaceloma
sp. on lemon from South Africa on May 3 at Hew. York; Tromatosphaeria cac-

torum Earle, first interception of genus, on Schino cactus macro discus from
Mexico on A pril 29 at San Francisco; Uredo sp., no rust reported for host
genus, on Maxillaria sp. from Venezuela on March 29 at San Francisco; Uro -

myces comnelinae (Speg.) Cooke, first interception, on Tradcscantia fluminen-

sis from Mexico on April 23 at Brownsville,- the host not listed under this

rust in Arthur's manual; a rust, perhaps the aecial stage of Uromyces limonii

(DD.) Lev., on statice leaves from South Africa on December 18, 1937» at Hew
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York; Ustilo.go sp., unlike any smut reported cn seeds of host genus, on

seeds of Fhalaris canariensis from Morocco on February 10 at Philadelphia.

DOMESTIC PLANT QUARANTINES

Grasshopper poisoning .—Baiting operations are under way in Arizona,
Arkansas, California, Colorado, Iowa, Kansas, Missouri, New Mexico, North
Dakota, Oklahoma, South Dakota, Texas, and Wisconsin. Good results have

been reported fron baiting even though the weather conditions are not

favorable. Materials have been shipped and mixing stations established in

Illinois, Michigan, Minnesota, Montana, Nebraska, Nevada, Oregon, Utah,

Washington, and Wyoming. The activities are conducted jointly by Federal,

State, county, and community agencies. Grower cooperation is good. The

wide publicity which has been given the program in a practical and compre-
hensive manner by the various States, counties, and county agents has
strengthened the activities of the campaign. Mixing stations for the areas
in Colorado where the insects are migrating are operating nearly 2H hours

a day. Iowa State workers are establishing some large central mixing plants
which may represent a progressive step in the economic handling of bait
materials. In New Mexico it is estimated that ]>00 mechanical bait spreaders
will be in use to meet the heavy infestations in that State. Cool v/eather

and showers have delayed the hatching of grasshopper eggs in several areas
in northern affected States. This prolonged period of hatching has made it

necessary to bait several times to obtain the utmost efficiency in baiting
operations. Additional bait materials will bo required in many areas for
protection of crops, according to recent surveys. The additional super-
visors employed in the different States are advising county and State
leaders on the status of grasshoppers locally and on timely control pro-
cedures. From 30 to more than 65 percent of the bait materials needed, as
estimated by the survey during the fall of 1937i have been delivered to

counties in the infested States.

Grasshopper development spasmodi c.— In the Texas Panhandle the hatch
was completed in May and nymphs numbered up to 2,000 per square yard in
bands migrating at the rate of 100 to 150 yards daily. This area is of
first concern in Texas, and general poisoning was under way by the middle
of May. 3y the latter part of the month about 300 mechanical spreaders
were in operation. Decause of prolonged hatching in the Fanhandle area,
all instars, including adults, are present. The first adult Dissosteira
longipennis Thos. was found in Childress County, Tex., on May 31, the
earliest recorded adult of this species in the Southwest. Extending from
Texas northward, the period of hatching has been prolonged. By the end
of May, fourth .and fifth instars of two very common species were present
in North Dakota and hatching was only 25 percent complete in the central
counties. Severe weather in eastern Wyoming reduced the hopper population
from 3 to 25 percent, with a reduction of 60 percent in one locality.
Some arsas showed destruction of ogg pods by predators and parasites but
the part played by these natural enemies has not reduced the need for
baiting.
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Mormon Cricket Control . r

Surveys to determine -the extent of cricket damage
,
including obser-

vations on range lands, were nade in Hay in the Northwestern States. With
the aid of the Forest Service, several plots were laid out to determine
the various range plants which are hosts of the cricket. Field men
throughout the infested States are reporting- the various species of plants
on which the crickets are found to feed and are making observations as to

birds and small animals that feed on' the
:

crickets. Claude Wakeland, on a
recent field survey of conditions and status of progress of control in the

infested' region, reported on work' in various States- as follows : . -

Idaho .—Seven counties in which control operations" are-' under 'way were
visited and the observations show' that crops are being' protected. Alfalfa
and wheat fields have been -entirely protected by dusting the advancing-

crickets nearing cultivated areas, killing countless numbers and turning
the bands' back. The oiling of ditches has given very satisfactory results
and is done at slight cost. Any crickets which reach irrigation lands be-
yond the oil barriers are readily cleaned out with hand dust guns. Farmers
are enthusiastic over the results. The control of crickets in a wheatfield
in Washington County by the use of a power duster has interested farmers
in the purchase of power machines to be used locally. Many crops adjacent
to range lands have been entirely protected by hand dusting. It was also
observed that there are heavy infestations in areas not dusted in 1937
light infestations in areas where dusting was done last year. The cricket
population in one county appears to be less than one-fourth that of lSJ>o,

Destruction of seeds of many species of range grass is evident in all areas
where crickets occur in numbers,

Nevada .—Heavy infestations are reported from two counties. Dusting
operations are under way with 127 men working in 15 crews, including C. C.

men.and Indian labor. Good results are evident where weather conditions
were suitable for carrying on the work.

Montana. .—Working programs in a number of counties were put into ef-

fect end a survey nade of conditions in nine counties. Hand and power
dusting was in operation in three counties by the third week of May. A
metal sheet barrier, approximately 3 miles long, is being erected in Yellow
stone, Carbon, and Big Horn Counties. Streams and rivers in the area are

being oiled, A great deal of interest is being shown in the campaign and
equipment is in readiness for further operations as soon as weather con-
ditions are suitable for effective results. The Forest Service is conduct-
ing control operations , furnishing relief labor from the C. C. C. camps to

protect crop lands in the vicinity of the national forests. Field workers
in Montana areas observed that crows were gorging themselves on Mormon
crickets,

Oregon .—Although range lands adjacent to wheatfields in Umatilla
County were found infested, the crickets were remaining in the stands of

dense succulent grass the first of June. Dusting will be done in the evont
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the crickets bunch or the crops are threatened. A similar condition was
found in 3aker County. The Forest Service is active in range control v/ork

in Morrow County for the "benefit of crop lands, and the Indian Service is

carryinr on control work on a reservation in Wasco County. Work programs
have been completed for all infested counties in Oregon. Snowstorms de-

layed operations in Wallowa County in May.

South Dakota . --Shipments of dust and dust guns have gone forward, mix-,

ing operations started, and arrangements made to start dusting with volun-
teer labor on May 25. County agents and the Indian Service are cooperating.

Utah .—Practically no migration took place until the third weuk in

May. Dusting v/as then begun in three counties, the Forest Service contribut-
ing to the work. Sxcellent kills were reported. A, count US hours after
dusting near grainfields showod a 92-percent kill and the remaining crickets
so affected that the kill will approach 100 percent. The stomachs of

lizards collected were found to contain Mormon crickets. Spiders were ob-
served feeding on fourth instars and nymphs, and seven kinds of birds, in-

cluding jays, larks, and robins, were seen feeding on the crickets.

Washington .—Field reports from Pasco mention an extensive band of
crickets "with a several-mile front" entering a tronch line on May U, neces-
sitating an increase in the number of trench pits and the dusting of a
small area. The trench held the migration satisfactorily. It is believed
the band traveled h to 5 miles a week. Crickets were reported to be very
numerous in certain sections of Franklin County, along the Columbia River.
Growers erected 6-inch metal- topped barriers in trench lines and halted
the invasion of their strawberry beds, while the crews poisoned the

crickets congregating against the barriers. Ho feeding was observed on
the strawberries, llcrthward movement of cricket bands necessitated ex-
tensive power- and hand-dusting operations and the construction of new
trenches. Southbound bands carried along and across an irrigation canal
were dusted at points of entry and screened at crossings. Large flecks
of seagulls on a Columbia River island were observed to feed daily on the
crickets.

Wyoming .—Four countiec in Wyoming were recently visited and, al-
though weather conditions thus far have been unfavorable for general dust-
ing operations, the counties are buying power dusters and completing
barriers. Sheridan County has purcliased J>0 such dusters

,
and is ready to

purchase 20 more if the need arises. About 4,000 acres of crop lands in
the county are being protected by U miles of oiled canal. The surface of
the canal was found entirely covered with dead crickets which 'had started
to migrate from range land toward the crops. Other areas in the county
were dusted to protect young beets and grain.

White-fr inged bgj tie control activities .— Control operations in the
Florala, Ala., area, such as clean cultural practices on over 1,600 acres
of land and removal of host vegetation along highways and fence rows, have
been practically completed, well in advance of the period of peak emergence
of the beetle. Among the measures employed are the use of fuel oil to keep
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vegetation down oa areas from which it has "been removed and the use of
salt along fence rows and in waste areas near buildings . where the use of

oil night . constitute a fire hazard. Six thousand gallons of oil and two

carloads of salt have "been received for this purpose. Fifty turnplows are
"being distributed at various strategic points in readiness for quick re-
pair of ditches which nay "be damaged "by rains.

White-fringed "beetle survey .—Arrangements are now under way for a

county-by-county survey to determine possible spread of the beetle in Ala-
bama, Florida, Georgia, Louisiana, and Mississippi, in cooperation with
the States. A survey on a somewhat less intensive scale is being planned
for Texas, Arkansas, Tennessee, South Carolina, and other Southern States
in which the beetle is not known to exist. The survey in the latter group
of State will cover railroad and other rights-of-way, as well as processing
and manufacturing plants, and other places to which host materials have
been shipped from infested States. Arrangements are also being made to ob-
tain the cooperation of such organizations as Boy Scouts, C-irl Scouts, and
future Farmers of America, and of vocational agricultural students, in
scouting for the beetle in the known infested States.

White-fringed beetle exhibit .—At the recent entomological meeting at

Baton Rouge, La., an exhibit showing damage to various types of products
attracted considerable attention of entomologists, as well as several visi-

tors to the Capitol. At the request of the Louisiana State entomologist,
the exhibit was left at the building for several days in order that it

might be available for observation by State senators and representatives
and others interested.

Peach mosaic found in two more counties .—Peach mosaic has been re-

ported from Woods County, Okla. , by 'a State officer, and the disease was
also found in Utah County, Utah, each finding representing a new locality
of infection, the latter within a large peach-growing area. The cooperative
inspection of the greater percentage of the peach trees throughout the

State is approaching completion, including 180,000 trees in Utah County.

Peach mosaic on the increase in Colorado .—A survey in the Palisade
and Yineland districts of Mesa County, Colo., has been completed and more
diseased trees were found than in 1937 • Some orchards in the heavily in-

fected areas have been inspected as many as four times and a greater number
of mosaic trees was found on the second inspection than the first. In

practically all instances there was a reduction on the third and fourth in-,

spections. The first inspection was earlier, however, than in 1937 and
might be considered a pre scouting as compared with last year's first survey.
It is believed that trees found on the second survey had not shown symptoms
on the first survey since mosaic symptons develop very rapidly and ample
time had elapsed between the first 'and second surveys for symptoms to appear.

The cold weather conditions which have prevailed in the present season have
apparently been very favorable to the development of the disease. ,

Peach
growers have been kept fully advised of conditions and are in full accord
with the program. Mesa County has supplied a tractor to assist relief la-

borers in the removal of diseased trees. Removal work has been. completed cn

the two more heavily infected areas.
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Poach mos-aic reduced in California .—Properties in the infected areas

where trees were removed at the tine of inspection in 1937 are shewing a

reduction in infection this year of 25 to 35 percent, with a greater reduc-

tion in sone orchards. On properties where the diseased trees wore not re-

moved at the tine of inspection in 1937 there is a decided increase in the

disease.

Inspection for peach diseases .—With a force of 173 men, including

Federal and State inspectors, and ^3 relief employees in California and
Colorado trained for the work, inspection for the phony peach and peach
nosaic diseases was carried on in May in Alabama, Arizona, Arkansas, Cali-

fornia, Colorado, Georgia, Indiana, Mississippi, Missouri, New Mexico, Ten-

nessee, Texas, and Utah. Tree-repoval work. is under way in 11 States.

Swectpotato weevil control activities .—During the month (May) 11

Federal and 15 State inspectors continued activities in Alabama, Georgia,
Mississippi, and Texas. Of the 11,200 properties inspected in these In-

states since the work was begun last July, over 500, or U.5 percent, have
been found infested. Inspections have also been made in the heavily in-

fested areas of Louisiana. Activities for the month consisted principally
of inspecting old infested fields, and these within a radius of l/2 mile
of known infestations, and removing any remaining sweetpotato growth. The
recent examination of Texas fields showed few volunteer plants after re-
peated coverage during the winter and no additional infestations of sweet-
potato weevils, indicating that any adult weevils remaining after harvest
have been starved out. Systematic inspection of wild host plants in 2

Texas counties resulted in finding no weevils. Similar checking of volun-
teers was carried out in 6 counties in Mississippi, 2 in Alabama, and 3 in
Georgia. Trapping is proving an excellent means of determining whether .a

field has been well cleaned. During the month 3»7?n adult weevils were
trapped on 2kk properties. The continued informational and control work
in Thomas County, Ga. , is showing excellent results.

Transit-inspection activities .—Inspection conducted in April at 15
railway centers resulted in finding 53& quarantine violations en route to
U2 States, Canada, and Alaska. There were approximately 12 percent more
violations than were found in April 1937

•

Interceptions of interest .—A recent interception at Pittsburgh is
mentioned as illustrating thoroughness of transit inspection; A package
consigned to a tool company in Detroit had the appearance and weight of
netals but as it did not have a metallic sound when shaken, it was opened
and found to contain uncertified strawberry plants with soil from the
Japanese beetle area. Inspectors in the Boston area report the intercep-
tion of several violations in shipments bearing such labels as "Cut flowers,"
"Greenhouse-grown, " or "Herbaceous plants-No inspection required." On in-
spection, several such packages were found to contain cuttings of evergreen
or pussy willow from the gypsy moth area, or plants in soil from the Japanese
beetle area. Shipments bearing Japanese beetle "A" certificates shipped by
classified dealers were found lacking as to gypsy moth certificates. One
hundred and eighty packages of perennials from a shipper in the Japanese
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beetle area were intercepted "by the transit inspector at the Hoboken, N. J,,
nail terminal on May 26 for lack of "beetle certificates. The shipments
"bore the return address of a Chicago nail-order house but wore postmarked
at a point in New Jersey and the entire lot of eight mail sacks was turned
back to the office of nailing. Some 500 to 1,000 dozens of plants y/ere in-
volved. Investigation on the part of the Japanese beetle field office
showed the contents had been certified and the certificates omitted.

Citrus canker eradication .—Efforts have- been concentrated during the
last 2 months on the elimination from former infected properties of every
seedling that may have originated on properties on which canker had formerly
been found. All properties- that have been found infected with citrus canker
in the Texas noncommercial area since 193^ have been re-inspected during the
last 6p days and the infected spots burned with pear burners. The second
round of inspection on those properties' has now begun. No canker was found
in May. Inspections were^ nado with a force of nine Federal and State in-
spectors in the counties of Brazoria, Galveston, Harris, Jefferson, and Mata-
gordo. , All areas- within a mile of formerly infected properties were "walked
out" in formation by the eradication crews to find and destroy all escaped
host trees. In May 57 relief laborers destroyed 1S>4,000 citrus trees on 200
properties.

Terminal inspection activities increased .—The State of Arkansas has
arranged for terminal inspection of sweetpotatoes and sweetpotato plants at
Little Rock for the enforcement of its sweetpotato weevil quarantine. Under
this arrangement provision is made for postmasters to refuse delivery or
mailing of such consignments from any part of the- continental United States
unless accompanied by a -State certificate. Provision has been made by the

State of California for the terminal inspection of plants and plant products
at lk additional points in that State.,

Blister-rust regulations revised .—The white-pine blister rust quaran-
tine regulations were revised on June 1, effective July 1. The present
requirements are designed to protect two pine-growing regions in which the

blister rust has not been found, one comprising the Southeastern States of

Georgia, Kentucky, North Carolina, South Carolina, and Tennessee and the

other region the Southwestern States of Arizona, Colorado, Nevada, New Mexi-
co, Utah, Wyoming, and part of California. Five-leafed pines are pro-
hibited movement into these States (except between and among them) and
Ribes shipments thereto are required to be dipped or dormant and defoliated
Control work in other regions is protected through the control-area permit
requirement in shipping currant and gooseberry plants into 23 States. The

former embargo on European black currant shipments is continued.

CONTROL INVESTIGATIONS

Photographic technique to determine knock-down effect of insecti-

cides.—W. N, Sullivan, E. R. McGovran, and G. L. Phillips, of the Belts-
ville, Md. , laboratory, report the development of a photographic technique

to determine knock-down effect of insecticides, as well as the mortality of

the insOcts when tested on the Campbell metal turntable. By this method flie
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in screen-covered Petri dishes, 145 013 diameter and 52 mm deep, are

placed in the cage holders under tho spray chambers-, the cylinders are

filled with a spray of sufficient concentration, and the flies oxposed to

the falling mist. Artificial light entering the cylinder fron above is

diffused by the spray droplets so that it forms a good "background for the

taking of silhouette pictures o.f tho paralyzed flies at various tine in-

tervals during the tost "by means of a canera focused on the "bettor 1
, of the

dish. All flies except those on the button: of the Petri dish are out of

the narrow range of the sharp focus used (f.4»5) and any movement of the

flies on the bottom of the dish causes a blurred inage on the negative (l-

second closure period). Approximately 15 minutes is required for spraying
and photographing a -series of five tests. This technique could be applied
to tests using a single charibor constructed along the sane lines.

Pyrethrin I and pyrethrin II differ in knock-down e ffeet and kill . -

-

Messrs. Sullivan, McGovran, and Phillips and H. L. nailer, of the Division
of Insecticide Investigations, report that tests of the knock-down and the

subsequent mortality of houseflies by fly sprays high in pyrethrins I and
II showed that under the conditions of the tests pyrethrin I caused a higher
mortality than did pyrethrin II, although the latter was nuch superior in
its knock-down effect. For the purposes of these teats the photographic
method described above was utilized.

INSECTICIDE INVESTIGATIONS.

Improved methods for determination of arsenic .—The Gutzeit method
for arsenic, which is used as an official method by the Association of Of-
ficial Agricultural Chemists, has an inherent error of 5 to 10 percent. In
an effort to find more accurate methods three procedures were studied dur-
ing 1937 by C. C. Cassil, referee on arsenic for the Association of Official
Agricultural Chemists. A report of Mr. Passil's work was made at the Novem-
ber 1937 meeting of this Association and this report has just been published
in the Journal of the Association of Official Agricultural Chemists (vol,

21, no. 2, pp. 192-203, May 1932).

Determination of small quantities of antimony in tartar emetic spray
residues .—Tartar .emetic mixed with a dilute solution of sugar or molasses
has been used as a spray to control fruitflies attacking citrus trees. A
method of determining antimony residues has been published. by J. Davidson
and C, N. Policy, of the Bureau of Chemistry and Soils, and C. C. Cassil,
of the Division of Insecticide Investigations (Jour. Assoc. Off. A'-rr.

Chemists vol. 21, no. 2, pp. 31U-318, May 193S). The antimony is determined
by a procedure similar to that used in the Gutzeit method for arsenic.

Derri? residues on cabbage .—A study has just been completed concern-
iiig the amount of derris i."ft on cabbages at the. time of harvesting. C. C.

Cassil went to the truck-crop experiment station at Charleston, S. C. , and
analyzed cabbages, both U. S. No. 1 and U. S. No. 1 Green, that had been
treated with five applications of a derris-plus-clay mixture containing 1 per-
cent rotenone, the applications having been made at 7-day intervals. It was
found that, whereas 1 such dusting applied about 23 parts per million, the
series of § dustings resulted in an accumulation of only 36 parts per million.
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An opportune shower gave the chance to demonstrate that nearly 90 percent

of the residue was removed "by 0.6 inch of rain. These analyses were made'

"by neans of a colcrimetric test for rotenone, developed in this Division
and described briefly in a previous issue. The results have "been prepared
for publication.

Review of organic insecticides .—IF. B. LaForge and L. IT. Markwood con-
tributed a chapter on organic insecticides to the Annual Review of Bio-
chemistry (vol. 7)» which covers progress in that field for. the year 1937*
The following insecticides are discussed: Compounds of the rotenone group,

the pyrethrins, quassin, and nicotine and related compounds.

Fine phenothiazine more toxic than coarse .—A cooperative project be-
tween the Division of Insecticide Investigations and the Division of Fruit
Insect Investigations on the study of the variation of toxicity to codling
moth larvae with particle size of different insecticides has revealed some
interesting results in the case of phenothiazine. A commercial sample' was
separated by L. D. Goodhue in a Federal air classifier. The coarse (about

50-70 microns in diameter) and a fine fraction (below 10 microns) were sub^

mitted to E. H. Siegler for tests against codling moth larva. Using 123
plugs, the coarse fraction allowed 63 percent entries and 2 percent stings.

The fine fraction on ikl plugs allowed only 10 percent entries and 2 per-
cent stings. The load deposited on the plugs and the chemical composition
was found to be almost identical

,
according to the analyses by C. C. Gassil.

Further evidence of the identical chemical composition of the coarse and
fine samples was obtained when each was dissolved in alcohol, re-precipitated
and tested for toxicity in the same way. Treated in this way, the toxicolog-
ical results were practically the same for both samples.

BEE CULTURE

Field laboratory established in ITcrth Central States .—In April the

new laboratory of the Division at Madison, Wis., was opened. It will be
known as the ITorth Central States Bee Culture Field Laboratory, and its

immediate problems have to do largely with the studies on supersedure and
package bees. In connection with the opening of this laboratory, the fol-
lowing statement „was prepared for publication in the various "bee journals
of the country: The 3ureau of Entomology and Plant Quarantine has recently
concluded a memorandum of understanding with the Wisconsin Agricultural
Experiment Station which will provide facilities at Madison for work on bee
culture, particularly those phases of the work in the ITorth Central States
concerned with problems on supersedure and package bees. In addition to

studies on these special problems, the Bureau will cooperate with the Wis-
consin Agricultural Experiment Station in the study of beekeeping problems
peculiar to the State and will also cooperate with the University in planning
various work on beekeeping, including teaching. Under this arrangement the
station will provide facilities so that the Bureau can make use of the

package bees and queens, hives, and -other apiary equipment offered through
the agencies of the American Honey" Producers ' League. The 'Americon Honey
Producers' League, through a special committee of which W. E. Andersen, State
Entomologist, Baton Rouge, La,, is chairman, offered to obtain without cost
to the Government up to 500 colonies of package bees and necessary apiary
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equipment to be used in connection with investigations on beekeeping
problems, particularly those related to package bees and queens." C. L.

Farrar, of the Intermountain States Bee Culture Laboratory at Laramie,

Wyo., has been transferred to Madison to be in charge of the work of the

Bureau at this new laboratory. He will also be responsible for carrying

out the cooperative arrangements with the Wisconsin Agricultural Experi-

ment Station' and the College of Agriculture of the University of Wisconsin.

IDENTIFICATION AND CLASSIFICATION OF INSECTS

Identification work on white-fringed beetle conducte d at Culfport
,

Miss ,—In order to expedite identification reports in connection with the

extensive survey to determine the distribution of the white-fringed beetle
in the Southern States, R. S. Blackwolder has been appointed to handle this
phase of the identification work and has been stationed at Gulfport, Miss.
J. I.. Roberto, of the Department of Entomology at the University of Louisi-
ana, is associated with Mr. Blackwelder in this undertaking.

New United States record for a species of Noc tuidae .— In material sub-
mitted for determination by Rollin II. Baiter, of College Station, Tex., was
one specimen from Brewster County, Tex. , determined by J. F. Gates Clarke
as Tarochidia he o ni x Dyar, a species of Noctuidae. This is the first speci-
men of this species recorded from the United States. In addition to the

above specimen, there are in the National Museum the type and two other
specimens, all from Mexico.

Identity established for lepidopterous larva in shipments from
Mexico .—A moth reared at Laredo, Tex., from larvae in groen string beans
from Mexico has been determined by Carl Heinrich os Epino tia opposita Eein-
rich (family Olethreutidae). This species was described from moths reared
from alfalfa and cowpeas at Lima, Peru. Specimens have also been received
from Guatemala, Costa Rica, and Argentina, those from the last-named coun-
try reared from Vicia fab

a

. The species is evidently of considerable
economic importance for the larvae have been frequently intercepted in ship-
ments of groen beans and peppers from Mexico. Hitherto these larvae had
not been associated with adults and were determined merely as a species of
Olethreutidae. The species is not known to occur in the United States.

Notes on Ants

Ants determined by M. R. Smith as Phoidole morrisi Forel were found
by A. L. Brody, of the Division of Insects Affecting Man and Animals, at-
tacking and killing larvae of the secondary screwwora fly ( Cochlicr.yia aa cel-

lar i

a

(F. ) ) at Valdosta, Ga.

A. C. Burrill, Curator of the Missouri Resources Museum, submitted for
determination specimens of the legionary ant ( Eciton (Acamatus) sennitti
Emery), found clustering on the wall of a basement at Cedar City, Mo. Accord-
ing to Burrill, "there was a knot of ants on the side of the basement wall
as big as your hat." This species is known to be predatory on termites and
other oats.



On June H, 15,, R. Snith captured a braconid wasp which was attempt-
ing to oviposit in the gaster of an ant, Formica fusea, var. subsericea Say,

on a nest at Washington, D. C. The parasite was , determined by C. F. T7.

Muesebeck as Slasmcsoma pergandoi (Ashn. ). Species of this genus are

known to attack ants, but are rarely encountered.

J. C. Bridwoll found the snail ptiliid beetle Limulodes paradoxus
Matthews in the nest of an ant, Lasius (Acanthocyops ) interjoctus Mayr,
at Vienna, Va. This appears to bo a new specific host record for this
myrnecophilous beetle.

Mealybug intercepted on cipollini bulbs now described .—Since 1932
there have been received fron tine to tine fron the Hew York and Phila-
delphia port-inspection groups of the Division of Foreign Plant Quaran-
tines, specimens of a curious mealybug collected on.bulbs of cipollini

(Muscari cone sum ) , coming into this country fron Morocco. It is now pos-
sible to provide, these insects with a name since Dr. A. 5alachowsky, in
France, has described the form as Bouhelia naroccana , new genus and new
species. The insect is so distinctive that it could be immediately
recognized from the Balachowsky description.

0O0
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R. A. VICKERY

The Bureau has received notice of the death of R. A. Vickery, asso-
ciate entomologist in the Division of Pink Bollworm Control, at San An-
tonio, Tex., on July 13. Mr. Vickery was born in Minnesota on March 15,
IS83. He received his A. B. degree from the University of Minnesota in

1906 and his M. A. degree the following year. His service in the Depart-
ment of Agriculture began with his appointment an agent and expert in

190S. His field was economic entomology, specializing in the study of
cereal and forage-plant insects. His published works include reports on
studies of armyworm parasites, wingless May beetles, and Aphiidae. His
outstanding work was "A species list of Aphiidae of the world and their
recorded food plants," published in 1918 as joint author with H. F.

Wilson.

Mr. Vickery was a member of Sigma Xi, the American Association for

the Advancement of Science, the Entomological Society of America, the

American Association of Economic Entomologists, and the Washington Ento-
mological Society.

AMERICAN ASSOCIATION OF ECONOMIC ENTOMOLOGISTS
CONSIDERS FORMATION OF TEACHING SECTION

The American Association of Economic Entomologists has appointed a
special committee to consider the advisability of forming a section on
teaching. The committee welcomes the support of any member of the Bureau
of Entomology and Plant Quarantine who feels that this is a worthy under-
taking. The Bureau is greatly interested in the teaching of entomology,
especially as it offers the largest field for employment of young ento-
mologists. Members of the Bureau who wish to express their views fin this

subject may communicate with Prof. Paul Knight, of the University of Mary-
land, College Park, Md. , a member of the committee.
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ERUIT INSECT INVESTIGATIONS

More on dichlorethyl ether for peach borer control .—In cooperation
with the Illinois State Natural History Survey, experiments with dichlor-
ethyl ether (30 cc per gal. of water), applied around oaoh tree early in the
spring for the control of the peach borer, wore conducted in southern
Illinois, and Oliver I. Snapp, in charge of this work, has submitted the fol-
lowing table, summarizing the results obtained on April 11-13 from this ma-
terial applied on March l6, 17» and 19.

Dosage of dichlorethyl:Age of
ether : trees

Results
Total borers Borers dead Tree injury

: Years
• : 101 pint

3/U pint : 10
10
10
U
k
2

2

2

2

1 pint

3/4 pint
3/U pint

1/2 pint

1/2 pint
l/H pint

1/2 pint
l/H pint

Number

29
16

31
30

97
112
26

15
9

9

Percent

93.1
87,5

100,0
100.0
91.8
82.1
SO.

8

66.7
8S.9
8S.9

None
Do.
Do.

Do.

Do,

Do.
Do.
Do.

Do.
Do.

Tho soil around the trees received no preparation whatever before the

dichlorethyl ether was applied, and the application of that material was
made by pouring the dose from a half-pint tin cup around the base of the

tree, which wetted the soil immediately surrounding the tree, and the lower
part of the trunk received some of the liquid during treatment. The treated
surface was covered with a little soil. Although not quite so effective as

ethylene dichloride emulsion, dichlorethyl ether, a water-soluble material,
gave very good control of the peach borer in most of these early spring ex-
periments at a time when paradichlo robenzene crystals gave practically no

control, because the joil temperatures were too lew for that material to be
effective. The results confirm those of previous experiments in that this
material is more effective against the peach borer and safer for use around
peach trees during cool or cold weather.

Oviposition by grape berry moth in the laboratory .—Investigators have
for years experienced difficulty in inducing Polychrosis viteana (Clem.) to

lay eggs under laboratory conditions. George A. Runner and George W. Still,

of the Sandusky, Ohio, laboratory, have given special attention to this .

problem in the last 2 or 3 years. By giving the insect special conditions

of light intensity and reflection in a cage recently constructed, eggs have

been obtained in fair numbers. These will be used in laboratory tests of

insecticides, both against the egg stage and against newly hatched larvae.

Grape berry moth reared on cherry in the laboratory.—In the course of

experiments to develop cages in which grape berry moths would lay eggs,

Messrs. Runner and Still found in 1937 that under certain conditions of light

and temperature the moths would deposit eggs on sweet cherry and these eggs
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develop to the adult stage of the insect. This as far as known is the

first record of complete development in any fruit other than grape. Dar-
ing the present season numerous eggs were obtained on sweet cherry and
moths were again reared from this fruit. Various other fruits were used
under like conditions hut no eggs were obtained.

Flight period of the Indian-meal moth .—A record of the activity of
Flodia~intcrpunctella (Hon. ) throughout the night of May 13-1^ was obtained
by Dwight F. Barnes and George H. Kaloostian of the Fresno, Calif., labora-
tory. Collections were made by means of a rotary net driven by an electric
motor at a speed of about 21 miles per hour at an elevation of about 3
foet. The net was located in a raisin storage yard in Fresno. Catches
were removed at intervals of 15 minutes from 5 P^n. to 7 a.m. Ten species
of insects found in dried fruit, totaling J>,hlO individuals, were separated
from the catches. The habit of nocturnal flight of the Indian-meal moth
was demonstrated. The first moth was taken during the period which ended
at 6:^5 p.m. (sunset was at 6:58), when the light intensity was 100 foot
candles. Five were taken at 7^5t when the light reading was 0.25 foot
candle. The photoelectric exposure meter used for measuring light intensity
registered zero at 8 p.m., at which time the net contained 7 Indian-meal
moths; between 8 and 9 p.n. , 5^ noths were captured; from 9 "to 10 p.m., 33;
from 10 to 11 p.m., 22; from 11 to 12 p.m., 15; from 12 to 1 a.m., 5; from
1 to 2 a.m., 1; and from 2 to 3 a.m., h. The last moths, two in number,
were taken at 3*15 a.m., about 1-1/2 hours before sunrise.

Adult Japanese beetle activity during June .—The Japanese beetle lab-
oratory at Moorestown, IT. J., reports that owing to the general prevalence
of cloudy, relatively cool weather which characterized the greater parts of

May and June, emergence of adult Japanese beetles appeared to be somewhat
later than usual. The first adult was collected in the vicinity of Moores-
town on June 18, while the corresponding date in 1937 ^as June lU. Beetles
thereafter increased slowly in numbers and did not become locally abundant,
even in heavily infested areas, until near the close of the month. During
the last 10 days of the month, adult beetles for the most part were
relatively inactive as a result of unfavorable meteorological, conditions.
Obvious injury to vegetation was evident locally in parts of New Castle
and Kent Counties, Del. The first beetles of the season in New England
are reported as having been found in Bridgeport, Conn., on June 20 and at

Springfield, Mass., on June 23.

MEXICAN FRUIT FLY CONTROL

Few Mexican fruit flier, trapped .—Only four adult Anas t repha ludens
Loew were trapped in the lower part of the Pdo Grande Valley in June.
Three of these came from one property which was known to have been heavily
infested earlier in the season. No larval infestations were discovered
within the area. Intensive trapping and pupation-tray studies throughout
the month failed to reveal the presence of any A. ludens adults or larvae
in the Falfurrias district. The following table summarizes the collections
during the month.
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Species : Texas ; Mexico

Adults^ : :

A. ludens : 70 : 32
A. serpentina Wied : 5 " 0
A. sp. "L" : 2 : 0
A. pallens Coq : 210 : 96
Toxotrypana curvicauda Gerst-: 1 ; 0

Total i 288 : 128

Larvae : :

A. ludens : 0 : 1,012
A. momb inpraeop t ins Sein ; 0 ; 2jj

Total ; 0 ; 1,037

Grand total : 288 : 1,165

Of these, 66 were from without- the regulated area.

CEREAL AKD FORAGE INSECT INVESTIGATIONS

European corn borer parasites in Lake States area .—W. G. Bradley,
Toledo, Ohio, reports that field collections of corn borer larvae were
made in the vicinity of release points in northwestern Ohio and south-
eastern Michigan in the fall of 1937* Emergence of parasites, in a develop
mental environment following winter storage in the laboratory under hiber-
nation conditions, provided the following information relative to their
status in the area studied. In Jerusalem Township, Lucas County, Ohio, the
parasitization by Lydella stabulans var. grisescens R. D. has increased con
tinuously since its first release at that point in 1927. Within a 3i" mile
radius of the colony site parasitization averaged 23 percent, and averaged
10 percent within a radius of 7? miles. Adequate collections from five
fields showed an average of 53-Percent parasitization by this species. Dis
persion of Lydella follows closely the limits of marshland contiguous to

Lake Erie. Inareolata punetoria Roman, the only other exotic parasite re-
covered, was obtained for the fifth consecutive year at a point 1 mile
east of the colony site in Erie Township, Monroe County, Mich. The native
parasites Panzeria peni talis Coq. , Zenillia caesar Aid.

,
Labrorychus pris-

maticus Nort., and Bassus agilis Cress, accounted for less than 1 percent
of the parasitization in all the collections.

Effect of flooding on viability of grasshopper eggs .—C. C. Wilson,
Sacramento, Calif., reports that during January, February, and March many
alfalfa fields in the Sacramento Valley were under water and that the soil
was supersaturated during April and the early part of May. Ten egg pods
each of Molanoplus differontialis (Thos.) and M. femur-rubrum (Deg. ) were
recovered from the supersaturated soil and placed in laboratory cages on
May 25. The chorion of the eggs was black and in some cases nearly burst-
ing; however, in less than 10 days 100 percent of the eggs of M. different

i

alis and 82 percent of the eggs of M. femur-rubrum had hatched, indicating
that the excessive moisture had little or no effect on their viability.
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Classified American wheats show high susceptibility to hessian

fly .—Jg. B. Cartwright, Lafayette, Ind. , states that approximately 200 com-

mon wheat varieties were tested in the greenhouse at Lafayette in May and

June 1932 » coincidental with the period of emergence of a normal supple-

mentary brood of flies in the field. One hundred eighteen varieties with
winter habit of growth showed high plant infestations with only Imperial

Amber, Mediterranean, Kruse, and Penquite falling slightly below the range
of high susceptibility. Of Si varieties with spring habit of growth,
Illinois No. 1, W33 (Java type) had a low plant infestation of 15 percent.
Dixon, Java, Marvel, and Marquillo ranged within 60-80 percent plant infes-
tations, in contrast to 100 percent for the more susceptible varieties.

Survival of hibernating corn earworm pupae to exposure of winter air
temperatures .—According to F. F. Dicke, Arlington, Va. , it has been ap-
parent for a number of years that a combination of temperature and soil
moisture was an important limiting factor in the rate of successful hiberna-
tion of the corn ear worm. For the last two winters, hibernating pupae in

salve boxes on dry and on moist sand have been exposed to outdoor tempera-
tures at Arlington, in order to obtain some idea of what minimum tempera-
tures they might be able to withstand. In the following table are briefly
summari zed the results of the experiment carried through the winter of

1937-33. All were started on November 13.

Salve-.

Source ! box ! Host ! Pupae ! Pupae ; Mc ths
Of ! environ- surviving on : emerged

mo ths ment April 2 :

Number Number [Percent Number

Arlington, Dry 'Field corn* 52 28 - 53-8 ' 27
Va : Moist : do. :. 52 i! 2 : 3-8 !: 1

Moorostown, : Dry :.Sweet corn 32 15 : 46.9 : 13
N. J : Moist : do.

! 32 S 0
Marietta, : Dry ! do. : 6k : 3^ I 53.1 : 28

Ohio : Moist t do

.

63 0

The mean temperature for December was slightly below normal, for Jan-
uary slightly above normal, and for February and March considerably above
normal. Moths emerged from approximately 87 percent of the pupae surviving
on April 2. For a total of 67 days the minimum temperature was freezing,
or below. The minimum temperature for the winter was lk° F t t which was re-
corded twice. On 13 days the minimum temperature was below 20°. The lowest
soil temperature recorded at a depth of 3 inches, about the average hiber-
nation level, was 32. 5°

• The data indicate that hibernating pupae can with-
stand rather severe winter temperatures, especially under low soil moisture
conditions. The difference in the survival on dry and on moist sand is
attributed primarily to the difference in the rate of thermal conductivity
under these two conditions. On moist sand the exoskeleton of the pupa is
moist, and in contact with a moist medium heat is permitted to flow readily
from the insect body. TChen pupae become fused by ice (which has a higher
thermal conductivity than water) to the medium on which they are resting,
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the body heat is given up rapidly. In a dry environment the exoskoleton
is dry and there is little direct flow of heat fron the insect body be-
cause it is largely surrounded by air, which is an excellent insulator.

Amazon fly parasite of sugarcane borer received and bred in Louisi-
ana .—-Thirty-nine mated female Amazon flies (Metagonistylun minense Towns .

)

were received at the Houna, La., laboratory on May 4 fron K. A. Bartlett,
Puerto Rico. T. E. Holloway, Ralph Mathes, and others dissected these
flies and inoculated 1,646 larvae of Diatraea saccharalis (F.) with at
least 3 maggots each. As a result, 1,951 adult flies were reared from
these inoculated borers. Field releases of the fly have been made and
breeding work is being continued.

Ohelonus annulipes 7fesn. released for sugarcane borer control in
South.~~J. W. Ingram, Houna, reports the receipt of a shipment of 6,000
adults of C. annulipes on June 8 from W. A. Baker, of the Toledo, Ohio, lab-
oratory. Only 14 of these were dead. Releases were made in two locations
on each of three sugarcane plantations in Louisiana. Arrangements were
made for R. N. Lobdell, entomologist of the Everglades, Fla. , State Experi-
ment Station, to receive the same number of parasites from Mr. Baker.
These were received at tfest Palm Beach on June 9 and- releasod at two loca-
tions near Lake Okeechobee and at two sites .On Fellsmere Plantation, near
the town of Fellsmere.

Plant and stubble sugarcane as sources of spring borer infestation.—
E. K. Bynum, Houna, reports that eight times as many eggs of Diatraea sac-
charalis (F.), many times as many borer stages, and l4 times as many "dead
hearts" caused by borer larvae were found in first-year stubble sugarcane
fields, of the variety Co. 231, as were found in adjacent plant cane of
the same variety. These results confirm those of previous years, that
stubble cane is a more important source of spring borer infestation than
is plant cane.

Corn ear worm infestation in the Central States may originate from
commercial shipments .—R. A. ' Blanchard, A. F. Satterthwait and J. M. Magner,
Urbana, 111., state that circumstantial evidence indicates that early ship-
ments of s\7eet corn from the Gulf States may be a source of infestation by
the ear worm in the Central States, During 1937-33, this problem has been
studied in Illinois and Missouri. Green corn is shipped to the wholesale
center at St. Louis, beginning early in May. This corn has been observed
to be heavily infested by the larvae of Heliothis obsoleta (F.). After
reaching the wholesale centers, it is distributed over a wide marketing
area throughout the surrounding States. Sono of this infested corn is dis-
played for sale in open-air markets for a considerable length of time. No

records of larvae leaving the corn and entering the soil to pupate have
been obtained as yet, but that could easily be the case. The early field
infestation records for 1933 further tend to point to the early shipments
of corn and tomatoes from the South as a source of ear worm infestation.

Very little natural infestation occurred north of the southern tip of Illinois

up to June S. In an early market corn area near East St. Louis, however,

infestations up to 26 percent were observed by June 9» This area is near sid-

ings where large numbers of refrigerator cars carrying infested corn and
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tomatoes fron the South are switched and cleaned. Large numbers of full-
grown H. obsoleta larvae have been found in these cars and in one instance
four living pupae were found in a car that had made the trip fron the
South to East St. Louis, thence east to Pittsburgh, Pa., and back to a
siding in central Illinois. It was determined in 193& that areas 25 niles
or so fron the car-concentration points had only a light early infestation.

Spring wheats resistant to infestation by hessian fly .—E. T. Jones,
Manhattan, Kans., reported on July 9 that tests of spring wheat under
actual field conditions of infestation to hessian fly at Springfield, Mo.,
show that a nunber of varieties are resistant to spring infestation. Of
a series of 100 selected spring wheats, F.P.I. 9H5U9, IV CI + #, IVy
(Gelou), Honaciniento, Triunpho , F.P.I . 9^585, Illinois, No. 117 19, F.P.I.
9H57O, F.P.I. 9U6OO, Unnaned connon CI IOIU3, F.P.I. 9U571, and Unnamed
connon CI 10153 » were found to be resistant to fly. Artigas and Pusa #U
also appeared to be resistant in these tests. Varieties are listed in
order of resistance.

Wild grasses nay become hessian fly reservoirs .—Recently completed
infestation tests of grasses likely to become hosts of the hessian fly
show that appreciable populations may be built up on several wild grasses.
Of the l6 species of Agropyron , lU species of Elymus , and 2 species of
Hystrix tested, all selections of these species were found to support in-

festations of hessian fly. Of a number of selections involving six species
of Lolium , only one selection of L. remo turn became infested.

JAPANESE BEETLE CONTROL

Pre fumigation of refrigerator cars .—Fumigation of empty refrigerator
cars prior to their loading with bananas began in Baltimore on June 17. As
was the case last year, the United Fruit Company continued to use liquid
hydrocyanic acid with a dosage of 3 ounces in each of two pans set in the

doorway of the car. Standard Fruit Company repeated their use of HCN dis-
co!ds . In addition to the fumigation of empty cars by the Standard and
United Companies, both the Pennsylvania and the Baltimore & Ohio Railroads
fumigated enpty cars for the Lanassa Fruit Company. Similar prefumigation
of cars prior to loading with certified farm products was started in New
Jersey on June 25 and 20 empty cars were fumigated between June 25 and 30.
In addition, four cars of onions were fumigated with HCN by the Central
Railroad of Now Jersey at Bridgeton Junction, N. J. This railroad will use
HCN for the fumigation of all farm products that require this treatment
befcro moving out of the heavily infested area in New Jersey. The same
fuuigant will bo used by the Pennsylvania-Reading Seashore Lines in the
fumigations made at Camden, N. J. All arrangements had been made at the
end of the month to start fumigations in Philadelphia and New York City on
July 1.

Fumigation with methyl bromide .—Following a demonstration of a new
method of methyl bromide fumigation by a representative of a Michigan chem-
ical manufacturer, fumigation of white potatoes with this chemical was be-
gun on June l6 at the Pennsylvania Railroad freight yards at Edge Moore,
near Wilmington, Del., and the Greenwich yards in Philadelphia. The pro-
cedure followed requires plugging of the drips, closing of the doors,
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setting of plugs in the "bunker doors, and lowering of the electrically
driven blower assembly in one bunker hatch. Eight minutes is required to

introduce the 5 pounds of nethyl bronide in spray form through one bunker
at the sane end as the blower. The blower is operated while the funigant
is being introduced and for an additional 20 minutes. The 2-hour fumi-
gation period begins after the introduction of the gas. At the end of the

fumigation period, the bunkers are opened and cloth screens on light
wooden frames are wired in each of the four bunkers. One door is also
opened and immediately covered with a screen, which remains in place while
the car is being ventilated. During the latter half of the month, 73& car-
loads of white potatoes wore fumigated in this manner.

Heavy beetle infestation in Washington, D. C—Infestations in the
District of Columbia and nearby Virginia are quite heavy this year. Those
most affected are residents in the northeastern and southeastern sections
of the District and in Alexandria, Va. During heavy emergence of the

beetle on June 21, the Washington suboffice, in a 5-hour period, received

35 telephone calls from individuals reporting beetles on their property
and requesting control measures. Visits were made to 6 infested gardens,
where from 100 to 1,000 beetles were observed. Beetles were found on
clothes hanging on wash lines, on sides of houses, in homes, and, naturally,
on practically all flowers and shrubs in the yards.

Beetle information service in Baltimore .—Because of the large number
of telephone inquiries concerning Japanese beetle control received annually
from Baltimore residents, the City Park Department, during the latter half
of June, established a beetle information service at Druid Eill Park. De-
spite the availability of this service, telephone inquiries continued to

pour into the Baltimore district office.

Trap-scouting for Japanese beetle .—Trapping in nonregulated areas
progressed according to schedule during the month. Trapping had been con-
cluded and the traps lifted in Mobile, Ala.; Valdosta, Ga. ; Tallulah, La.;
Leland, Miss.; Las Cruces, N. Mex.; and 3ryan, Del Rio, El Paso, Lamesa,
and Laiedo, Tex. Traps v/ere still in operation in the following numbers
of cities and towns in their respective States: Alabama, 1; Arizona, 7;

California, 11; Florida, 3; Georgia, 17; Illinois, 3i Indiana, 3J Iowa, 1;

Kentucky, 5; Louisiana, U; Mississippi, 3> Missouri, 2; He?/ Mexico, 3?
ITorth Carolina, 23; Ohio, l6; South Carolina, 13; Tennessee, 2; Texas, 32?
Virginia, 53; West Virginia, 5»

Japanese beetle control personnel increases .—-By the end of the

month many of the summer personnel had been hired and assigned to their
stations. One hundred and sixty-two inspectors of farm products were as-
signed to U2 inspection centers scattered throughout the regulated area.

Scouting of classified nurseries and greenhouses was assigned to 48 nen.
Forty-seven men were engaged in soil-treating work at Erie, Pa., and at

Chicago, 111. The total trapping personnel distributed among 12 States
numbers 283. The grand total of men employed on the project, both ap-
pointed and temporary, as of June 30, was 73^«
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Blueberry fumigation .—Officially the fumigation of blueberries with
carbon disulphide at the New Lisbon, N. J., fumigation house started Juno

20. Prior to this date, however, the Blueberry Cooperative Association
had fumigated son© berries on their own accord to control a maggot infest-
ing their product. Of 2,531 crates fumigated by the Association during
June, 2,3^. crates were certified for movement to markets outside the regu-
lated area.

Early beetle emergence .—Appearance of the adult Japanese beetle dur-

ing June preliminary to heavy emergence was observed in Richmond, Va. , on
the 3th; Governor's Island, New York Harbor, on the 17th; Hartford, Conn.,

on the 19th; Bridgeport, Conn., on the 21st; Bloomfield, N. J., on the

22nd; and Springfield, Mass., on the 23rd.

Gypsy moth egg clusters reappear in inspected material .—Among quaran-
tined products submitted for inspection in June were two carloads of lum-
ber, on each of which single egg clusters were found. One was inspected
at Deering Junction, Maine, for shipment to Gibbstown, IT. Y. , and the other
was destined from Cornish, Maine, to Outremont, Quebec. Enough larvae to

start a sizable infestation were destroyed in a carlot shipment of rail-
road ties from Smithfield, R. I., to Montowcsc, Ccnn. Six larvae were also
destroyed in a carload of lumber en route from Deering Junction, Maine, to

Camden, N. J. , and a single larva was detected in a similar shipment in-

spected at the same point for movement to Suspension Bridge, IT. Y.

Scouting of railroads by autogiro .—The largest autogiro of the fleet
left the home airport on June 10 with a pilot and two observers for Laurel,
Miss., arriving at destination on the following evening. The gasoline
tank truck and operator were contacted at this point. On June 13 the unit
started the first flight in the railroad-scouting program, proceeding to

Louisville, Ky. A total of 3i6l5 niles was flown by tho autogiro crew in
the first 3 weeks of flight. The itinerary of the IS States to be covered
by the aerial crew and the follow-up ground crews involves a complete sur-
vey of lk railroads over which imported elm logs were shipped, as follo\7s:

Atlanta & West Point, Baltimore & Ohio, Illinois Central, Louisville &
Nashville, Missouri Pacific, Norfolk & Western, Pennsylvania, Southern,
Big Four, Delaware, Lackawanna & Western, Erie, New York Central, Nickel
Plate, and Western Maryland.

Training Dutch elm disease scouts .—Scout schools were started on
June 6, all W. P. A. personnel having been laid off from June 1 to 5 *n an-
ticipation of the opening of the scouting season. Schools in Connecticut
were located at Stamford, Danbury, Trumbull, and Guilford. Approximately
275 men, 62 of them from the Pine Shoot Moth project, were trained at
these U schools. In New York, 6l0 17.P.A. workers reported for training. In
New Jersey, scout schools were started in each infected county on June 7«

A schcol at Baston, Pa., was started on June 9t with a total of 15 man. In
isolated infected sections, scout schools were organized at Indianapolis
and Evansville, Ind. ; Cleveland, Cincinnati, and Athens, Ohio; Martinsburg
and Parkersburg, tf. Va. , and 3a.lt imore and Cumberland, Md. Systematic scout-
ing started in most localitites on June 13.
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Extensions of infected zone .—Confirmation of an elm in Hope Town-
ship, Warren County, and another in Asbury Park, Monmouth County, N. J.,
enlarged the infected zone "by several square miles. An additional confir-
mation in Holland Township, Hunterdon County, N. J. , further added 22.75
square miles to the New Jersey area. On June 21, two confirmations were
received covering elms located in Beacon and Poughkeepsie, Dutchess County,
N. Y., thereby adding a new county to the infected zone. Later in the
month a third confirmation in Dutchess County added the township of Hyde
Park to the infected zone. The third tree was found by a Federal crew from
the Poughkeepsie training school while checking a group of devitalized
elms for field practice.

Reduction in force on Dutch elm disease work.—Several reductions in
W.P.A. personnel were made during June, particularly in New Jersey. The
total force to be carried over into the next fiscal year on the entire proj-
ect numbers J>0 percent fewer than was available for the work last year. Ap-
proximately 3*697 workers of different classifications have been retained.

Autogiro scouting in the main work area.—On June 20, auto giro scout-
ing was started in Morris and Passaic Counties, N. J. In Putnam County,

N. Y. t scouting started June 21. The aerial crew operating in Northampton
County, Pa,, began their flights on June 21 also.

Dutch elm disease accomplishments .—During the 4-week period ending
July 2, 1,410 elms were confirmed as infected with the Dutch elm disease.

Scout crews collected a total of 15,013 samples from trees showing wilting
or yellowing foliage or streaking in the wood. In the same period, eradi-
cation crews destroyed 376 diseased trees, and other crews removed 9»^07
dead and devitalized elms.

Mass autogiro flight .—A tune-up flight of the Division's five auto-
giros was held on June 7» preparatory to dispersal of the ships on their
individual s couting assignments to search for elm trees infected with the

Dutch elm disease. In formation the giros flew over Bloonfield, Montclair,
East Orange, Newark, and Paters on.

FOREST INSECTS

Cooperative study of Armillaria mellea .—J. C. Evenden, of the Coeur
d*Alene, Idaho, laboratory, reports the institution of a cooperative study
by the Forest Experiment Station at Missoula, Mont., the School of Forestry
at the University of Idaho, and the Forest Insect Laboratory concerning the

importance and interrelations of the shoe-string root-rot fungus, Armil-

milaria mellea , in white pine to attacks of the mountain pine beetle. This
study is being conducted on the Coeur d'Alene National Forest where a field
laboratory has been established to determine the various root fungi en-

countered.

Biological 'studies on the Black Hills beetle .—J. A. Deal and Donald
De Leon, Fort Collins, Colo., report that an analysis of the data obtained
on the biological study of the Black Hills beetle during the summer of 1937
largely confirms the findings on this study during the two previous years.
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lt is interesting to note that second-year emergence (beetles requiring 2

years to develop at high elevations) was found to "be about the same as last

year, or 9 percent. A small amount of third-year emergence was recorded

for the first time in 1937 • The number of adult beetles emerging from the

three hosts studied varied greatly. Emergence from limber pine averaged

88.1 booties per square foot; from lodgepole, only 19.7 per square foot;

and fron ponderosa pine, 28 per square foot. A ^-year comparison of Black
Hills beetle emergenco from lodgepole pine and limber pine is shown in the

following table:

Year Lodgepole pine : Limber pine
of ! Emergence :Sq. ft. I Emergence : Sq. ft.

emergence per sq. ft. :of bark :per sq. ft. : of bark

1935 1 18,2 : ;$2 : 164.5 : 28

1936 !! 51.9 : MO : 89.I : 32

^37 ' ; 19.7 : 40 : 8S.1 : 60

The period of emergence from ponderosa pine at tfah Keeney Park, Colo.,
practically coincided with the emergenco of the beetle from limber pine
at Elk Mountain, T7yo

. ,
although the latter place is 2,500 feet higher and

about 150 miles farther north than T7ah Keeney Park. Elevation does not
seem to affect the amount of brood. Also, the side of tree appeared to

have little effect on beetle emergence. In 1937 over 140 different asso-
ciated species of parasites, predators, and associated arthropods were
found to be present in infested trees. Although a similar number were col-
lected from both the Tfah Keoney Park ponderosa pine and the Elk Mountain
lodgepole and limber pine, the species and relative numbers were not
similar in these two areas.

Another bark beetle found capable of transmitting Dutch Elm
disease .—77. D. Buchanan, of the Morristown, N. J., laboratory, has carried
on an experiment with Scolytus sulcatus Lec. as a vector of the Dutch elm
disease fungus. This bark beetle has been found most frequently attacking
apple trees but infests also elm. It is sometimes found in elms affected
with the Dutch elm disease. Mr. Buchanan artificially contaminated adults
of S. sulcatus with the fungus and then placed them in cages with small
healthy elm treos. The adults vigorously attacked the twig crotches and
the trunks and the trees later showed wilting and discoloration in the wood.
The fungus was later cultured from sections of the trees . The experiment
indicates the possibility of the beetle causing healthy trees to become
infected provided it has come in contact with the fungus before attacking
such trees.

Attempt made to trap elm bark beetles in upper air .—A. E. Lantz, of
the Mcrristown, N. J., laboratory, was able to make three flights in a semi-
rigid airship during June in an atter.pt to trap elm bark beetles in the air.
This was nade possible through the kind cooperation of the United States
Naval Air Station at Lakchurst, II. J. Mr. Lantz constructed screens and a
frame to hold them in place on the side of the airship. The screens were
treated with a sticky material and could be placed in and removed from
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the frane at will. The flights were nade over parts of New Jersey, Hew
York, and Connecticut. The total mileage flown was approximately 686,
and 90,552,000 cuMc feet of air were sampled at altitudes "between 606
and 3,^-00 feet. No elm Dark beetles were taken on the screens.

Sim trap logs furnish information on elm bark beetles .—The Bureau's
eradication unit and the Morristown, II. J., laboratory, have cooperated in
placing elm trap trees in six outlying areas where elms affected by the
Butch elm disease have previously been found and destroyed. The object of
this work was to secure additional information on the elm bark beetles
occurring in these areas, and also to find out what percentage of them
were carrying the Dutch elm disease fungus. To obtain this, latter infor-
mation, beetles and galleries made in the trap trees were removed and
cultured. The six areas were as follows: Old Lyme and Guilford, Conn.;
Brunswick, Md.; Cumberland, Md. -Wileys Ford, W. Va.; Athens, Ohio; and
Indianapolis, Ind. The trees were placed during May and examined and later
destroyed in June. The native elm bark beetle, Eylurgopinus rufipes Eich.

,

made galleries in the trap trees in all six areas. The smaller European
elm bark beetle, Scolytus multistriatus Marsh., made galleries in trees put
out in the Athens, Ohio; Brunswick, Md. ; and Cumberland, Md.-T7ileys Ford,

W. Ya. , areas. This is the first time that this introduced bark beetle
has been taken in the Brunswick, Md. , and Cumberland, Md.-Wileys Ford,
W. 7a., areas.

Recent work on European spruce sawfly .—P. 3. Dowden, F. A. Berry,
and F. E. Miller, Jr. (Collaborator), of the Hew Haven, Conn., laboratory,
have been engaged in investigations on the European spruce sawfly and its

parasites. Mr. Dowden is conducting the sawfly survey, Mr. Miller the

mass reproduction work with Microplectron fuscipennis Zett., and Mr. Berry
reproduction work with other species of parasites. Surveys have been com-
pleted in 5 towns in Vermont and 5 towns in southern Hew Hampshire, and
about 10 infested areas suitable for Microplectron liberation have been
discovered. All of these are in towns adjacent to Wilmington, Vt., and
Dublin, N. II., where severe infestations were found in 1937 • Sawfly feed-
ing is already heavy at these points. Development is very irregular;
some overwintering cocoons are just producing adults, all stages of larvae
are present, and a great many are full grown or nearly full grown. On
June 28, one newly formed first-generation cocoon was found. To date ap-
proximately 3 million Microplectron fuscipennis larvae have been produced
and are being held at temperatures to retard further development. Repro-
duction work with throe other parasites of European origin which will
attack this sawfly is under way. These parasites are Microcryptus sp.,.
Exentorus abruptorius Thunb., and Exentorus adspersus Htg. Breeding stock
was obtained from the Dominion Parasite Laboratory, Belleville, Ontario.

Sprays tested against white pine weevil .—S. F. Potts, Hew Haven,
Conn. , reports that practically a complete kill of the white pine weevil
was obtained in 2 plots of approximately 1,200 trees each by spraying with
a concentrated mixture containing 1 part lead arsenate to 10 parts of water
and with 1 part lead arsenate to 20 parts of water. The mixture contained
fish oil as an adhesive and "aresket" as a wetting agent. In several small
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plots treated with mixtures containing lead arsenate, derris, derris resi-

nate, cryolite, and free nicotine in oil, derris gave the most promising
results. The cost of application did not exceed $3 per acre.

Additional injections of enzyme from Mat sucoccus scale made in pine
twigs.—T. J. Parr, of the New Haven, Conn., laboratory, reports that all

enzyme injections made on May 21 and May 2U t as discussed last month,

showed definite injury to the pitch pine twigs on June 1. On June U, five

enzyme injections were made in tree No. 2„ This extract was made from the

salivary glands of two insects which had just completed the second molt.

Six checks were made on the same tree, three "being dry bulbs and three
v/ith 30 percent glycerine. On June 8 the enzyme injections were beginning
to show slight injury, the chocks none. On June lU the twig injected
June U was showing more injury and there was a definite swelling of the

twig at point of injection. Toward the end of Juno slight injury was ap-
parent on some of the check injections in the greenhouse at New Haven. On
June lU extraction of salivary glands from 12 late first-stage crawlers
was made in 10 cu mm of 30 percent glycerine and transported to Prescott,
Ariz., whore this material vras injected in both current and 1937 growth on
young ponderosa pine trees. In the next several days extractions from the

salivary glands of the late first stage of a different species of Matsucoc -

cus , which occurs around Prescott, were made and injections carried out
on several young ponderosa pine trees. Injections and checks totaling 179
were made on both current and 1937 growth. On June 23 these injections
appeared to be showing injury. There was some slight injury also on check
injections, especially where there had been much prodding to get the bulb
to stay in tho extremely soft now growth. It was still too early to tell

Whether there would be any injury on the 1937 growth.

GYPSY MOTH AND BROWN-TAIL MOTH CONTROL

Progress of gypsy moth spraying .—Federal gypsy moth work in Massa-
chusetts, Connecticut, and Pennsylvania during the month of June consisted
almost entirely of spraying tree foliage at selected locations with lead
arsenate in order to kill the feeding caterpillars. On June 1, 12 spraying
machines were in operation in Massachusetts, IS in Connecticut, and 26 in
Pennsylvania. In addition, IS sprayers, most of which were loaned by the
Federal Government, v/ere in operation in Not/ York State under the super-
vision of the State Conservation Department. The majority of the sprayers
were operated on the single-shift basis because of the lack of available men,
but the double-shift method was employed wherever possible. During the
first two weeks in Juno approximately 60 tons of lead arsenate and U7
barrels of fish oil were delivered to spraying centers in Massachusetts and
Connecticut alone.

Varied types of gypsy moth work undertaken in Jane .—3y June first all
regular and emergency employees assigned to gypsy moth work in Massachusetts,
Connecticut, and Pennsylvania were engaged in spraying the trees with lead
arsenate during favorable weather. As no spraying work was planned in Ver-
mont this season, the workers in that State continued their scouting work in
the mountainous regions along the eastern edge of tho barrier zone. The bulk
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of the spraying in New York State was done "by C. C. C. enrollees, <\7hich re-
leased a large percentage of the W. P. A. workers for scouting, burlapping,
patrolling "burlap hands, and other duties. As no infestation was found
in Hew Jersey during the past year, the snail force of workers in that
State continued to scout the areas nost likely to contain infestations.

Frost damage to foliage alters spraying plans in some sections .

—

Severe frosts in May damaged the foliage in certain woodland areas where
gypsy moth spraying was planned to such an extent that the work could not
he performed until the foliage from the secondary buds had had an oppor-
tunity to develop. This condition was especially noticeable in Pennsylvania.

Pulpwood cutting retards gypsy noth scouting work .—Gypsy noth scout-
ing crews working in Bennington County, Vt

.
, have been retarded materially

because of the methods used in cutting a large amount of pulpwood in that
region during the spring. Throughout large forested areas softwood trees
have heen cut, and the upper portions have "been left where they fell. The
tangled tops not only impede the progress of the scouts but also are most
difficult to examine for gypsy moth infestation. This condition is particu-
larly true in the town of Sunderland.

Islands in Lake Champlain not infested by the gypsy moth .—The
islands in Lake Champlain could not be examined for the gypsy moth at the

time that scouting work was done on the mainland in Addison County, Vt.,

"because of the unsafe condition of the ice during the past winter. They
were recently scouted "by the regular supervisory personnel assigned to

duty in Vermont and were found to be uninfested.

Long hose lines used where convenient water supply is lacking.—Sover-
al gypsy moth infestations in New Marlboro, Mass., are located at consid-
erable distances from a suitable water supply, and it was necessary to

pump the water through long hose lines in order to spray the are,as. At one
of the infestations, which is situated on a high elevation and is a danger-
ous source from which caterpillars could be distributed in all directions
by the wind, approximately 5>000 feet of hose was used in the water line
supplying the sprayer and about H,300 feet was used in carrying the solu-
tion from the sprayer to the area treated.

Porcupines damage hose lines .—Porcupines in the vicinity of T7est

Stockbridse have developed an appetite for rubber. They have damaged sever-
al lengths of hose used in spraying for the gypsy moth, and tooth marks
were plainly visible on several other lengths. One section of hose was
gnawed in six different places. Similar trouble was experienced in a few
localities in 193^.

Early completion of spraying on Long Island releases sprayers for

work at other locations .—Tree foliage developed earlier on Long Island,

N. Y.,,than in other sections of the State, and spraying for the gypsy moth
was started during the first half of May. All of the work planned for that

region by the New York Conservation Department was completed on May 31. an&

the equipment was moved to Putnam Valley and to other locations in the

barrier zone where the foliage was slower in developing.
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Intensive treatment precedes spraying at two gypsy moth infesta-

tions .—Spraying work was completed during the first half of June at the

isolated infestations in the towns of Damascus and Paradise, Pa,, and
the sprayers were transferred to Spring Brook and Bear Creek. The spray-
ing of these two infestations was preceded by intensive scouting, thinning,

and treatment work, and total extermination of the gypsy moth is expected
by the end of this year.

Nearly U, 000, 000 gypsy moth egg clusters creosoted by C. C. C .—During
the past fiscal year C. C. C. enrollees croosoted slightly more than

3,800,000 gypsy moth egg clusters. Of these, more than 28,000 were treated
in Connecticut; approximately U00,000 in Vermont; and the remainder, about

3,372,000, in Massachusetts. The creosoting work was completed during the

latter part of May, and by the end of the first week in June the men had
placed burlap bands around more than H70,000 trees and had crushed approxi-
mately 60,000 caterpillars.

Gypsy moth defoliation reported by C. C. C .—Reports of severe gypsy
moth defoliation have been received from scattered locations in the in-

fested area. Trees at a very heavy infestation in Russell, Mass., where
C. C. C. enrollees performed a largo amount of gypsy moth work during the
past winter, were approximately Uo-percent defoliated by the middle of
June. The damage is confined principally to a few small pockets of poplar
growth which it is planned to remove during the coming winter. Indica-
tions are that large woodland areas in Russell would have suffered severe
defoliation this summer if the control work had not been done, as consid-
erably more than 1,000,000 gypsy moth egg clusters were creosoted in the

town during the past fiscal year. Severe defoliation was also reported
near the base of Mount Toby in Sunderland, and in Deerfield and Ilolyoke,

Mass.; in oaks and gray birch in Granby, Conn.; and in large oak trees in

Westminster, Vt.

Infestations in Connecticut sprayed by C. C. C .—Enrollees from the

C. C. C. camp in Cornwall, Conn., were temporarily detailed to assist in

spraying gypsy moth infestations discovered during the year in the adjoin-
ing town of Sharon, which is located in the Connecticut section of the

barrier zone. The use of the C. C. C. men for this work resulted in the
treatment of a greater acreage in Connecticut than would otherwise have
been possible.

PLA1TT DISEASE CONTROL

Factors affecting the development and spread of stem rust in 1938 .

—

E. C. Stakman, in charge of rust surveys, reports as follows concerning the
development of stem rust this year: "In studying the factors affecting the
development of stem rust in 1938, it is apparent that a small amount of
initial inoculum early in the spring can increase so rapidly under favorable
conditions as to assume epidemic proportions by harvest time. The experi-
ence this year emphasizes the fact that, regardless of its source, a small
amount of inoculum is dangerous. Thus the earliness of barberry infection
assumes considerable importance. In addition, because of the fact that
small amounts of inoculum can multiply so rapidly in the very susceptible
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soft winter wheats in the South, the "breeding of rust-resistant varieties
for the winter wheat area is extremely important. It has been shown that
the soft red wheats in general are far more susceptible than the hard red
wheats. This conclusion is reached not only as a result of field obser-
vations but also as a result of controlled experiments. The aggregate
damage from stem rust in the winter wheat region will not be comparable
with that of 1937 * as the development of epidemics was more local than
last year. However, the heavy succulent stands in most places-, together
with superabundant May rainfall, furnished ideal conditions for rapid in-
crease of stem rust. The terrific and widespread leaf rust epidemic, to-
gether with stem rust and unfavorable weather conditions, caused heavy
damage to winter wheat in certain areas, notably north-central Texas, north-

western Missouri, and northeastern Kansas. It is rather difficult, how-
ever, under the circumstances , accurately to apportion the responsibility
for damage. Further evidence is being obtained that barberries are of out-
standing importance in the production and perpetuation of parasitic strains
of stem rust. So far, from 15 aecial isolates, 8 different parasitic
strains have been identified, of which several are very virulent. On the

other hand, only 10 races have been obtained from 131 uredial isolates.

In cooperation with the Division of Cereal Crops and Diseases, of the Bur-
eau of Plant Industry, experiments are being continued on the results of
hybridization between varieties and physiologic races of stem rust. In-

dications are that very unusual combinations can be made, thus demonstrat-
ing still further the danger of permitting even a few barberries to

persist .

"

Barberries rusted early in Minnesota in 193& •—Leonard W. Melander,

State leader of barberry eradication in Minnesota, reports that remaining
barberry bushes rusted early and fairly heavily in Minnesota this year.

The first pycnial infections were found on April 26, which is the

earliest date since 1921 when first rust on barberry was observed on April
25. This year mature aecia were found on May 6 and the first stem rust on
grasses was found on Agropyron repens on June 6. The first stem rust on
grain near barberries was observed on barley on June lU. Stem rust telia
were found on wild grasses near barberry on June ik in Dakota County.
This represents the earliest date telia have ever been reported in Minne-
sota, At least eight cases of barberry spreading stem rust to grains and
grasses have been observed so far this year. Rust observations indicate
the likelihood of barberries in the vicinity of Belle Plaine, Scott County,
where an area infested with barberry bushes was mapped several years ago.

A heavy local epidemic of stem rust developed on rye and wheat in this
area this year. An inspection of this locality will be made during the

summer.

Barberry bushes located in Grand Porks County, N. Dak. , by labor
crews .—On June 6, 53 common barberry bushes ranging in height from 3 to

10 feet, and 300 seedlings were found in a small farmstead grove in Ply-
mouth Township in Grand Porks County, according to George C. Mayoue,
leader in charge of barberry eradication in North Dakota and Montana. These
bushes were located and destroyed early enough to prevent any possibility
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of rust spreading fron then this year. On June 23, 26 "barberry bushes in-

fected with stem rust were located in Gilby Township, Grand Forks County.

These bushes were in a grove in which nany of the trees had "been ronoved.

There was evidence that rust had just begun to spread fron these bushes to

Reward wheat about 25 rods north of the location. While renaining barberry
bushes in North Dakota are not nunerous and apt to be widely scattered, lo-

cations such as those described above represent a distinct hazard to snail-

grain crops in an area such as Grand Forks County where wheat is extrenely
inportand and grain fields are continuous for nany niles.

Favorable conditions for blister rust spread in the Inland Empire .—

A

late, wet spring and a heavy crop of aeciospores gave blister rust infection

of Ribes a good start throughout the Inland Snpire during May and early
June. Abundant uredinial infection has been noted on both strean type and
upland Ribes in the vicinity of pine infection centers on each operation in

the region. Since aeciospore production will continue throughout June and
part of July, additional Ribes infection nay result. However, a period of
hot, dry weather during late May and early June gave indications that the

anount of this new infection as well as the anount of intensification on
the Ribes night be slight. With heavy rains occurring throughout the region
during the period June 15-18, the situation was conpletely reversed to the

extent that both an extrenely widespread initial infection of Ribes and
heavy uredinial intensification appeared probable. If this build-up of
Ribes infection is followed by snail anounts of precipitation in July and
August, the Inland Enpire will experience a favorable pine infection year
conparable to 1937 • Observation during late June at several locations in
the region show that uredinial infection is quite abundant and probably
nore advanced on Ribes lacustre than on the other Ribes species. Consider-
able necrosis of urediniun-bearing leaf tissue is occurring on R. lacustre
but not on other Rib e

s

. If there is a decided increase during the next two
weeks in the anount of necrotic area, the telia production of R. lacustre
will be greatly reduced.

White pine planted in Indiana .—Two Farn Security projects in Indiana
have recently planted nore than 100,000 white pine in nixture with other
pines on sone 200 acres of acquired project lands. These plantings are in
the southern part of the State in Ribes-free areas.

Blister rust notes fron Wisconsin .—Blister rust infection on both
pine and Ribes was found for the first tine in Juneau County, Wis., on
June IS, 1938. One canker which apparently had fruited several tines was
found on 1932 wood. In Portage County several Ribes cynosbati bushes were
noticed which were about ho percent defoliated due to heavy rust infection.
The first telial colunns for 1938 were reported at Black Hawk Island in Juneau
County on Junr IS.

I1IVEST iGATI0NS

Nun.be r of boll weevils surviving in hibernation cages decs net indi -

cate nu.nl or of weevils in cottonfiolda .—During October and November of each
year since 1931 » a* Tallulah, La., 35,000 boll weevils have been placed in
hibernation cages (500 weevils in each of 70 cages). The survival has varied
fron 6,^38 weevils, or 18.39 percent, emerging during May and June 1932 fol-
lowing the extrenely nild winter of 1931 • to 37 weevils, or .10-percent
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survival in the spring of 1935. The percentage of surviving weevils is
not an index as to the "boll weevil population in the cottonfields in the
spring "because a definite number of weevils are placed in the cages each
year, whereas there is great variation in the number of weevils in the
fields from year to year at the time the weevils are collected for the
cages. Boll weevil counts made "by examining the small cotton plants dur-
ing May and June give a "better index as to the boll weevil population
early in the season. The accompanying table shows that the percentage of
weevils surviving does not indicate the number of weevils in the fields.
Following the extremely mild winter of 1931-32, when 18.39 percent of the
caged iTeevils survived, there were only 1.35. weevils per 100 plants in the
fields during May and June of 1932, whereas the next spring when only .15
percent of the weevils survived there were l,k$ weevils per 100 plants in
the fields. This spring (1938) the survival in the cages was less than
one-tenth as high as in 1937 (l 13 percent in 1938 and 11.87 percent in

1937), but in the cottonfields during May and June this year the weevils
were about twice as numerous as in 1937 (0.53 weevils per 100 plants in
1938 and 0.28 weevils per ICO plants in 1937). The boll weevil survival
in hibernation cages of 1.13 percent as reported by G. L. Smith and as-
sistants was much lower than the survival in 1937, 193^" 1932, but
much higher than in 193^1 1935 1 &^d 1933? while the boll weevil population
in the fields at Tallulali, La., as reported by M. T. Young and assistants,
was about twice as great during May and June, 1938, as in 1937, snd seven
times as great as in 1936" but much lower than in 1§35» 193** t 1933, 1932.
The following table shows for the years 1932-38 the survival of boll
weevils as indicated by spring emergence at Tallulah, La. , from cages in

which 35,000 weevils were installed in the fall, and the results of exam-
inations of plants to determine boll weevil population in cottonfields
during May and June.

Year Weevils Plants : Weevils : Weevils per
1 survived examined ! found , 100 plants
. Number : . Percent Number : Number : Number

1932 :, 6,^38 1 18.39 137,800 !, 1,858 ,
' 1,35

1933 . : 52 : .15 : , 106,000 i : 1,583 i ! l.fe
193*+ . 2,630 : 7r51 ! 109,000 !i 2,671 ! !

2.1+5

1935 : '
• P !! .10 : ! 1^2,000 ! 1,820 i ! 1.28

1936 60 :! .17 1 ! 110,800 i 85 ! 0.076
1937 : ^,155 ! i 11.87 t

1 . 151,000 ; ! U25 ! 0.28
1938 : 39S i

• 1.13 1

! 168,000 : 903 ! 0.53

Emergence of boll \7eevils from hibernation .—F. F. Bondy, Florence,
S. C, planted 1/5 acre of cotton on March 30 in a field surrounded on
three sides by woods and located l/k mile from any other cotton. A flight

screen trap covered with a sticky material was placed near the center of

this small cottonfield. On each day between April 25 and 29 weevils were

collected on the screen trap, a total of 27 weevils in 5 days. On April 26,

h weevils were collected on the cotton. During May, 6U weevils were col-'

lected from this l/5 acre of cotton and U5 on the screen trap. During June,

199 weevils were caught on the cotton and 31 on the screen trap. Of these,
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87 from the cotton and 13 from tho screen trap were collected from June 15
to 30. Of the 263 weevils taken in the trap crop of cotton during May and
June, 75*7 percent were caught in June and 33-1 percent were caught after
June 15. As all of these weevils had probably hibernated in the adjacent

woods, this test indicates that 33*1 percent emerged and entered the cotton-

field after squares were large enough for the weevils to enter, and there-

fore after the effective season for presquarc applications of poison had
passed.

Boll weevil control by presquarc applications of insecticides .—Hex
L. McGarr, State College, Miss. ,

reports on twe series of tests of pre-
squarc poisoning to control boll weevils on cotton. The purpose of these
experiments was to compare the use of small plots (l/2 to 3/5 acre) with
larger plots or entire small fields (l to 3 acres) for tests of this type;

and to compare a mixture of 1 pound of calcium arsenate to 1 gallon of

water with the materials that are generally used in presquarc poisoning,
that is, calcium arsenate dust, and a mixture of 1 pound of calcium ar-
senate dust, 1 gallon of molasses, and 1 gallon of water. All of the teats
were replicated and untreated check plots or fields were used for compari-
son in each case. Twelve large plots or small fields, and 18 small plots
were used for the tests. The poison applications were made on June 3 and
4 after counts showed the boll weevil population varied in the different
fields and plots from 1.1 to 7 weevils per 100 plants. Approximately ^
pounds of the calcium arsenate dust and 2 gallons each of the calcium ar-
senate-molasses-water and calcium arsenate-water mixtures were applied per
acre. Mr. McGarr states: "An analysis of the pre square boll weevil work
this season strongly indicates: That the control from one application of
the calcium arsenate dust and calcium arsenate-molasses-water mixture gave
a satisfactory kill of weevils in both the large and small plots; that
there was very little difference, if any, between the effectiveness of
these two treatments in either the large or small plots; that the infesta-
tion in the small plots was delayed about 2 weeks in reaohing approximately
that of the untreated plots ond 3 weeks in the big plots; and that the
calcium arsenate-water mixture did not give satisfactory control."

Pink bcllv/orm investigations .—A. J. Chapman and associates at the
Presidio, Tex., station, report that bloom infestation counts were made at
3-day intervals during June in 12 fields. The counts in these fields
showed a slightly higher infestation than the same fields last year. There
was a wide spread in the infestotion in the individual fields depending
upon the cultural treatment during the past winter. The fields that were
heavily pastured showed a much lower infestation than fields that were not
pastured. The emergence of native parasites in hibernation cages showod
a larger parasite population for 1937 than for previous years. This was
probably due to the omission of field clean-up in 193&. Microbracon mcl-
litor Say (Hawaiian strain) was tho only imported species recovered from
tho hibernation material. Collections of pink bollworms in cotton blooms
were made the latter part of June in an attempt to recover the introduced
species released last year. Thus far only native species have emerged
from these collections. Tests were conducted under a large field cage to
determine the effects of different winter plowing and irrigation treat-
ments on pink bollworm survival. The cage is divided into three sections
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which permits three cultural tests to be conducted simultaneously. The
pink bollworm survival or carry-over in the different treatments was de-
termined "by making daily "bloom infestation counts during June. This
season 1 s results were the same as the results from similar treatments last
year. Early winter plowing without a winter irrigation showed the lowest,
survival, early winter plowing followed by a winter irrigation showed the
next lowest survival, and late winter plowing showed the highest survival.
These results were contrary to the results from similar treatments in the
hibernation experiment. The conflict in the records in the two experi-
ments was attributed to the higher moisture content of the soil under the
field cage. Duo to the lower evaporation under the cage the early buried
material was exposed to a soil with a higher moisture content than the

material with similar treatment in the hibernation osperiment. The fact
that there was a lower survival under the cage in the early winter buried
treatment than in the early winter buried and irrigated treatment suggests
that survival might be influenced by soil moisture conditions. The dis-
integration of the infested bolls would be dependent upon the microflora!
activity in the soil which would in turn be influenced by the soil
moisture. There was an earlier moth emergence from the hibernation experi-
ment this year than the past 2 years. The peak of the emergence this year
came during the last half of April while in the 2 preceding years it came
during the first half of May. The survival from the various cultural treat-
ments followed the same trend as the 2 preceding years. In every instance
winter burial followed by a winter irrigation decreased the survival over
winter burial without a winter irrigation. The earlier in the winter that
the infested material was buried and watered the lower the survival, and
the earlier in the winter the material was buried and not watered the

higher the survival. Depth of burial also greatly influenced the survival,
since 62 percent of the emergence came from the 2-inch depth, 29 percent
from the 4-inch depth, and 9 percent from the 6-inch depth. The time of
application of a spring irrigation influenced the tine of emergence as

well as the rate of emergence. An early spring irrigation stimulated an
early emergence, whereas a late spring irrigation delayed the emergence.
The rate of emergence was much faster from the late spring watering than
from the early spring watering. It required only 5 weeks after the water
was applied for 95 percent of the moths to emerge from the April 20 irri-
gation, while it required 10 weeks for a, similar percentage to emerge from
the March 10 irrigation. The difference in the rate of emergence was due
to temperature. In April the temperature was favorable for worm activity
while in March the temperature was unfavorable. Twelve varieties are being
tested this year for their resistance to pink bollworn attack. The

varieties were planted on April 5» and the first bloom was noted on Delfos
531B June 5» or 6l days after planting. All of the varieties had bloomed
by June 9» Bloom. infestation counts during June showed that D <3> P L 812-21

had a lower infestation than Delfos 7^9 ani 3^9x10-22 which were located
on adjoining rows. While this would indicate that D & P L 312-21 had shown

some resistance, it was thought that it was probably due to the fact that

the moths preferred the adjoining varieties since they produced a larger
number of blooms. The bloom records indicate a heavier infestation in the

variety field this year than last year. Aa experiment was installed to de-

termine the effects of withholding the first irrigation following planting
on the development and maturity of the crop. Three irrigation dates were
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used in the tost, 30» ^0 clays after planting. From the appearance
of the cotton during June, ^5 days following planting seemed to be the

optimum tine for applying water under the conditions of this experiment.

PINK B6LLTORM AND THURBERIA TCEEVIL CONTROL

Harvesting of the new cotton crop .—A total of 1,872 bales of cotton
had been ginned in the lower Rio Grande Valley district at the close of
June. The drought which this area experienced in the late spring and early
summer resulted in the premature opening of a considerable amount of cotton.
Cotton pickers arc plentiful, and the price for picking ranges from ho
cents to 65 cents per hundred pounds. This is, of course, the only area
in all the United States in which cotton was harvested during June, with
the exception of a few bales in the Corpus Christi section of Texas.

Vehicular inspection .—The vehicular-inspection station was opened on
the principal highway loading out of the lower Rio Grande Valley on June 22.

This station is operated on a 2U-hour basis, and serves to prevent the move-
ment of cotton products out of the area which might be moving in violation
of the pink bollworn quarantine. A number of small lots of green bolls,
open bolls, and even entire cotton plants with bolls, were intercepted at

this station in the few days it operated in June. A road patrol is operated
for the purpose of covering secondary roads leading out of the area, which
are not in good enough condition to be used by commercial truckers. Oc-
casionally cotton pickers and others do travel these secondary roads, mak-
ing it necessary to maintain a close supervision over the traffic on such
roads. Road patrols are still being operated on nil of the highways lead-
ing out of the Panhandle district of Texas and New Mexico. Very few vio-
lations of the quarantine have been noted by the road patrol operating in

that area.

Laboratory inspection .—A considerable quantity of sea-island cotton
bolls was collected during the fall of 1937 and placed in preservative
for later examination in the laboratory. About 90 percent of these bolls
were brought to San Antonio for examination, which has now been completed
with negative results. The other 10 percent are in process of being ex-
amined in the laboratory at Kianij Fla. Those bolls examined at San An-
tonio showed a wide range in boll weevil infestation, as bolls collected in

sone sections of Georgia and northern Florida were lightly infested by the
boll weevil, while bolls from other sections showed relatively heavy boll
weevil infestation.

T7i 1d- c 0

1

i 0 n crad i cat io
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.—Field work in connection with the wild-
cotton eradication program came to a close during June. It will be resumed
in late October. Excellent progress has been made toward final eradication
of wild-cotton plants in Florida and the pink bollworn infestation lias been
reduced to a very low percentage. The examination of 29,500 -wild-cotton
bolls collected south of Naples along the west coast, in the Ten Thousand
*sland£ section, in the Cape Sable area, and on the Florida Knys, resulted
in only 10 specimens of the pink bollworm being submitted for identification.
Inspection of bolls during the active season along the west coast of Florida



north of Naples was negative. This considerable reduction of pink boll-
worm infestation in wild 'cotton south of Naples and the negative findings
north, of Naples is of considerable importance due to the fact that sea-
island cotton is now being grown in Florida as far south as Manatee County,
in which the pink bollworn formerly existed in wild cotton.

Thurberia plant eradication .—Despite extremely hot weather and the
rough country in which tho crews had to operate, the morale of the W. P. A.
workers engaged in this activity remained at a high level. An average of
68 laborers were employed in this activity throughout tho month of June,
covering 2,2*4-0 acres and locating and destroying 5»95^ Thurberia plants.

TRUCK CROP AND GARDEN INSECT INVESTIGATIONS

Flowering of hot-water-treated imported bulbs .—As a result of ex-
tensive surveys during the spring of 1938 in the States of North Carolina,
Virginia, Maryland, Pennsylvania, New York, and Washington, by the staffs
of the Boltsville, Md. , Babylon, N. Y. f and Sumner, TTash. , laboratories, in
fields where imported narcissus and other flowering bulbs were planted that
had been given the prescribed hot-water treatment during the fall of 1937*
it was found that in general the flowering performance of those hot-water-
treated imported stocks was satisfactory enough to permit the sale of the
flowers in the majority of instances. A reduction in the potential flower
crop was evident in some fields. This was manifested either in the form of
"blind" buds, or the stems and buds woro killed outright. This condition
was more marked in some varieties than in others. The imported bulbs seemed
to flower better than did similarly treated domestic bulbs. The indications
are that the Poetaz typos suffered more from the treatment than did the
trumpet types. . In the former the number of florets perl stem was reduced and
in some instances the size of the individual floret was' below normal. In
the trumpet types the injury was more visible than in the Poetaz types and
ranged from complete "blindness" to nearly perfect flowers. In general it

was found that the least injury \7as evident in the bulbs which had received
an early treatment. The growth of the planted bulbs was satisfactory in
the majority of instances and the indications are that a satisfactory incre-
ment will result. The foliage showed various types of injury ranging from
spotting to severe roughening of the leaf surface. It is not known at

this time what effect, if any, the injury to the foliage will have on vege-
tative increase. It appears that successful flowering performance of the

imported hot-wo.ter-treated bulbs during 193& was due principally to the ex-

cellent well-cured and dormant condition of the imported bulbs when they
arrived in this country and at the time of treatment. It is assumed that

if the foreign growers and shippers can deliver similar well-cured and dor-

mant stocks each year, equally good flowering and growth will result, pro-

vided weather conditions are favorable.

Species of insects found on sugar beets grown for seed in the South-

west .—0. A. Hills and Ms associates at the Phoenix, Ariz., laboratory,

report that surveys made during April, May, and June, 193^, in fields of

sugar beets grown for seed in the Salt River Valley of Arizona, as well as

in certain areas of New Mexico and California, have disclosed that, in

addition to the beet leofhopper (Eutettix tenellus (Bak. )), the following
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potentially economic species of insects were present in the fields: (l) Two

closely related species of the tarnished plant bug (Lygus pratensis oblini -

atus Say and L. hesperus Knight); (2) the false chinch bug (Nyzus erlcae
(Schilling) ) ; (3) the small plant bugs ( Thyanta brevis Van Duzee and T.

custator (Pabr.))j and (4) Say's plant bug ( Chlorochroa sayi Stahl). T7ith

the exception of T. brevis , it seems doubtful, judging from observations
made thus far, that any of these latter-named species occurred in sufficient
abundance to cause appreciable economic damage. In the Mesa-Chandler area
of the Salt River Valley of Arizona, T. brevis apparently migrated into the

fields of seed beets during the month of May and may have been numerous
enough to cause some damage to seed germination, although no injury was su-

perficially apparent. Further studios are being made to determine the

oconomic status of the species of insects found on seed boots.

Hibernation studies of the tobacco flea beetle in South Carolina .—As

a result of studies on the hibernation of the tobacco flea beetle (Spitrix
parvula (F.)) in South Carolina, Norman Allen, of the Florence, S. C, lab-
oratory, reports that in a series of hibernation cages started during the

fall of 1937 f which were designed to test the status of plain loose soil,
leaves and debris, broomsedge, Spanish moss, and tobacco stalks and leaves
as hibernation media for the flea beetle, it was disclosed that there was
a range of survival in these media which extended from 3^5 to 29.0 percent,
with an average for all of the media of 10. percent. The highest sur-
vival of the flea beetles obtained was in plain loose soil and the lowest
survival was recorded in the tobacco stalks and leaves. Statistically, how-
ever, there was no significant difference between the survival attained with
the different hibernation media enumerated. Examination of the cages dur-
ing the spring season showed that the emergence of the flea beetle from hi-
bernation began at least as early as February 10; that it continued through
April 23; that the peak of emergence occurred during the period from March
l6 to 27; and that the majority of the flea beetles had emerged by the time
field transplanting of tobacco was well under way, coinciding with results
obtained in similar hibernation studies conducted in 1937*

Tolerance of tomato plants to certain insecticides .—Laboratory tests
performed by Joseph TTilccx, of the Alhambra, Calif., laboratory, in con-
nection with investigations on the control of the tomato fruit worm ( ilelio -

this obsoleta (?.)), showed that hydrated lime was safer to use as a diluent
for paris green than talc on tomato foliage. It was shown also that mix-
tures of cryolite anc1 calcium arsenate with talc (50-30-20) might cause some
degree of burning to the tomato plant, but additional tests are necessary in
order to determine this point definitely. This combination, if it could be
used safely in the field, would have a distinct field of usefulness as a
three-fold insecticide for the control of the tomato fruit worm, the tomato
pinwerm (Gnorioos chona lycopcrsicella (Busck)), and the hornworms (Protoparce
spp.). These tests showed further that a poison bait mixture consisting of
25 pounds of corn meal and 1 pound of calcium salt of dinitrc-cyclohexyl
phenol was apparently not safe to use on tomato foliage, whereas a poison
bait mixture consisting of 25 pounds of corn meal and 1 pound of per is green
caused burning to the foliage but was rendered safe for the purpose by the
addition of 1 pound of hydrated line to the formula.
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Effective dilutions of cryolite and cuprous cyanide against the to-
no to pinwora determined.—J. C. Elmore, of the Alharibra, Calif., labora-
tory, reports that laboratory tests on potted toaato plants against the
tonato pimora deaonstrated that the toxicity of a coaaonly used "brand of
natural cryolite to this insect increased as the dilutions were increased
froa 10 percent to oO percent. At a 10-pcrcent dilution 69 percent of the
pinwora larvae were killed, whereas at the UO-percent dilution 97 percent
of the pinwora larvae perished. There was a distinct levcling-off of the
aortality curve at the UO-percent dilution* The toxicity of cuprous cya-
nide to the toaato pinwora larvae also increased at progressive dilutions
of 5» 10, 15, 20, and J>0 percent. At strengths "below 30 percent, the
toaato pinwora aortality was less than 90 percent of the individuals
tested. Copper cyanaaid and sulphur nitride (0.5 percent) were relatively
ineffective against G. lycopersicella larvae in these tests.

Duration of the toxicity of cube dust aixtures to the tobacco flea
beetle on shade-grown tobacco .—F. S. Chanberlin, of the Quincy, Fla. , lab-
oratory, reports that results of recent experiments designed to deteraine
the duration of the toxicity of a cube dust aixture containing 1 percent
of rotenone to the tobacco flea beetle (Epitrix parvula (F.)) on shade-
grown tobacco have shown that the toxicity of this dust aixture to the in-
sect decreases very rapidly under shade-grown tobacco conditions. In the

presence of the aost favorable weather conditions the effectiveness of a
light application of the cube dust aixture is liaitod to approxiaately 3
days but apparently the toxic action occurring on the third day after appli-
cation is relatively slight. Showers evidently reaove auch of the cube
dust aixture froa tobacco foliage and render such applications ineffective.
It is believed that this aechanical loss by the action of rain is one of
the aost iaportant factors liaiting the effectiveness of cube dust aixture
for flea beetle control in the Florida region. Applications of cube dust
aixtures aade to shade-grown tobacco by the "drift" aethod when the foliage
is aoist with dew appeared to be aore effective against the flea beetle
than when the treataents are applied to dry foliage. The above results
were obtained and conclusions drawn froa experiaents wherein the aethod of
procedure consisted of confining a definite nuaber of tobacco flea beetles
with leaf discs cut froa the treated foliage at various intervals and de-
teraining the percentage of the resulting flea beetle aortality.

Chloropicrin not effective as a fuaigant for the cigarette beetle in
stored tobacco .—W. D. Reed, of the Richmond, Va.

, laboratory, reports that
the results of an experiaent completed during the period June 10 to 27,
with chloropicrin for the ataospheric fuaigation of 238 bales of cigar
filler tobacco at a dosage of U.U potinds of the liquid per 1,000 cubic feet
of space, with an exposure of 72 hours, disclosed that this fuaigant not
only was ineffective in attaining satisfactory aortality of well-grown lar-
vae of the cigarette beetle (Lasioderaa serricorne (F.)) in the tobacco
bales but that it required a period of days after the fuaigation was con-
pleted to aerate the tobacco sufficiently for reaoval, during which tiae

the ventilating systea in the fumigating chamber was operated for a total

of 71 hours. The temperature of the tobacco at the start of the fuaigation
period was 75° F. , and during the tiae required for aeration of the tobacco,
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the temperature ranged from 66 to 81 . In test lots of cigarette beetle
larvae placed in the air space between the stacked bales of tobacco, a
mortality of 100 percent was obtained. In the lots placed in test spikes

at depths ranging iron 1^ to 5*4 inches in the tobacco bales, a satisfactory
mortality was not obtained, since it ranged from 2h.k to 3^*3 percent in

the test insects as compared to 2^.8 percent in the check lots of larvae
kept under similar conditions throughout the duration of the test.

INSECTS AFFECTING MAN AND ANIMALS

Fumigation of clothing for killing ticks .—As a result of numerous
inquiries concerning methods of de-ticking clothing worn by hikers or
others having occasion to traverse tick-infested territory, a series of
tests was made in the Washington laboratory. Using a 3P-pound lard can as
a fumigating chamber it was found that 100-percent mortality in unengorged
Dermacentor variabilis (Say) placed among clothing in the chamber occurred
when one teaspoonful of either carbon disulphide or carbon tetrachloride
was exposed in the chamber for 8 hours with the lid of chamber sealed with
adhesive tape. J. M. Brennan, J. L. Webb, and II. L. Trembley collaborated
in making the tests.

Effect of Bonneville Dam on mosquito prevalence .—II. H. Stage, of the
Portland, Oreg., station, reports an interesting observation made at the
mouth of Wind River, Wash.: "Previous to this season Aedes vexans Meig. and
A. aldrichi Dyar and Knab have been abundant in the vicinity of the State
Fish Hatchery. Large willow flats were situated not far away but no longer
exist because they are now flooded by the permanent lake formed by closing
the gates at Bonneville Dam. As was expected, this area has ceased to

function as a mosquito breeder and definite information has been obtained
regarding the few numbers of mosquitoes from Bonneville Dam to The Dalles,
certain sections of which had heretofore been seriously annoyed by the
pests .

"

Cashew nutshell oil vs. mosquitoes .—Mr. Stage further reports: "Sev-
eral tests, both in the laboratory and in the field, show this oil to be
highly toxic and certainly a promising new material. Sprays were made up
of this material with 95 percent kerosene and also with 95 percent Diesel
oil and under severe field conditions. From 85-percent to 95-percent kills
were obtained when applied at the rate of 12.5 gallons per acre of water
surface .

"

Mosquito control on T. V. A. reservoirs .—As a member of the Board of
Malaria Consultants, T. V. A., W. 7. King attended a conference on malaria
control operations in the Tennessee River impounded areas, at Sheffield
and Decatur, Ala., during the week of June 27. Three days were spent in-
specting Anopheles breeding conditions and control problems on Pickwick,
Wheeler, and Wilson reservoirs. On the Fickwick and Wilson reservoirs he
reports that effective control is maintained at a minimum expense by con-
trolled fluctuations in the water level, thus avoiding Anopheles breeding
in vegetation along the shore line. In the large Wheeler Lake, which was
impounded early in 1937 1 effective control has been maintained in the upper
and lower portions, but in the central portion where extensive flats are
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covered with shallow water, the control problem has proved to "be extremely
difficult.

Screwwcrm infestation in wild animals .—A. W. Lindquist, of the
Uvalde, Tex., station, reports that during the first half of June a rather
complete survey was made in Edwards, Kimble, Kerr, Gillespie, Mason,
Bandera, and Heal Counties to determine as nearly as possible the part
played "by wild aninal life in building up Cochlionyia anericana Cushing and
Patton population. This work was carried out by contacting ranchnen, gane
wardens, and other interested people, and by making observations and counts
of infested wild animals, especially doer, in areas. It was determined
that approximately 20 percent of the adult deer become infested during the
average season, and that 20 to 60 percent of the fawns become infested. By
actual count while in the area, it was indicated that approximately 3 to k
percent of the deer were infested. It was indicated that there is a high
death loss in deer, and also in rabbits. The most valuable information ob-
tained was the reports of people owning rabbit dogs that rabbits with screw-
worm infestations usually would hide in burrows or hole up in other places
and would not be found unless they wore hunted with dogs. These people re-
ported that a high percentage of both cottontails and jack rabbits were in-
fested with screwworms during most years.

Sand fly repellent .—J. 3. Hull, of the Savannah, Ga.
,
laboratory,

reports that tests were continued the last quarter on the pyrethrum and
oil mixtures for protection of man while outdoors. This mixture was first

used When formers on Wilmington Island, near Savannah, complained of sand

flies annoying their farm animals to such an extent that it was impossible

to work the animals in the early morning and late afternoons. Samples of

the mixture, that is, 1 part pyrethrum extract #20 to 20 parts of lubri-

cating oil (about 5 S.A.E.) were supplied to these farmers with instruc-

tions to spray the animal lightly, covering the outer. hair only, so as to

avoid any chance of burning or overheating the animal. All reports from

farmers using this formula have been very encouraging. By spraying the

animal in the early morning, at noon, and at night the farm animals have

shown little annoyance from sand flies. These tests led to the use of the

same mixture for personal control. They reported that by applying such a

mixture they wore not annoyed by sand fly bites for at least k hovirs. The

following report was received from a group of men working in an extremely

bad sand fly section: "The mixture was applied when sand flies were biting

very bad; after an application of the oil no bites wore experienced; but

the men had almost become black from the sand flies that had been killed

while attempting to bite." The above report is approximately the same as

received from all using the mixture.

Protection of outdoor gathering from mosquitoes .—A successful test

of the efficiency of the ITew Jersey larvicide in protecting outdoor gather-

ings from mosquitoes was made by J. L. Webb, of the Washington office, on

the evening of June 23 at Landover, Md. Approximately 100 people—men,

women, and children—grouped at a garden party were kept free from mosquito

annoyance up to 11 p.m. by using the larvicide according to Dr. Ginsburg's

published directions. An area approximately 25 yards square was protected

by the use of 33 gallons of larvicide spray.
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Motion picture of housefly "biology .—Ray FernstroEi, cameraman for
Scientific Films, Inc., Hollywood, Calif., a branch of Paramount Pictures,
Inc., spent June 12 at the Dallas laboratory of the Bureau, making a
colored film of the biology of the housefly and of this laboratory's method
of testing fly sprays.

PORE I GIT PLANT QUARANTINES

Trunkful of contraband . ~-A large trunk from the Madeira Islands was
inspected at New York on July 2, 1937« In the trunk were the following:
Twelve loquats, kk passion fruits, k pounds of grapes, lk pricklypears , 9
plums, 1 orange, 1 stem of bananas, 3 pounds of green banana leaves, 1

Tillandsia plant, 31 nodes of sugarcane, 20 pounds of swoetpotatoes, 19
fern plants, and 3 lily bulbs. Among the insects taken wore lU living lar-
vae of the Mediterranean fruitfly in 5 loquats.

Entomological interceptions of interest .—Two larvae of the Medi-
torranean fruitfly ( Ceratitis capitata Wd. ) were intercepted at Boston on
March l6 in an apple in ship's stores from Australia. Larvae of the papaya
fruitfly ( Toxotrvpana curvicauda Gerst.) were intercepted at Miami, Fla.

,

on April 1 in a papaya fruit in baggage from Cuba. An adult of the weevil
Naupactus scantho graphus Germ, was taken at New Orleans on March 10 on a
grape in cargo from Argentina. The scale insect Leucaspis podocarpi Green
was intercepted at Honolulu, Hawaii, on September 21, 1937, on Pcdocarpus
nivalis in cargo from New Zealand. A living specimen of the cicadellid
Nososteles neglectus (DeL. & D.) arrived at Brownsville, Tex., on February
4 on a gardenia in cargo from Mexico. Two living adults of the weevil
Diai.) ropes abbreviatus spen'jleri L. were collected on April 3 on a grape-
fruit tree in the field at Rio Fiedras, P. R. Two living specimens of the

mirid Surycipitia vestitus Dist. were intercepted at San Francisco on April
23 on an orchid (Qncidlun cavendish!anum ) in cargo from Guatemala. The
scale insect Parlatoria viridis Fuller was found at Philadelphia on March 2

on palm foliage in ship's furnishings from Australia. Fourteen living
adults of the bruchid Acanthe s c e1 i de s armitagei (Pic.) were taken at Wash-
ington, D. C, on May 2 in pigeonpeas ( Caj anus~i:idi cus ) in the mail from
the Canal Zone. A larva of the Asiatic rice borer ( Chilo simplex Butler)
arrived at Detroit, Mich., on March 8 in rice straw packing in cargo from
Franco. Fifteen weevil larvae (Apion sp . probably A. carduo run Kirby) wore
intercepted at New York on April 7 in midribs of leaves of cardoon ( Cynara
cardunculus ) in ship's stores from Italy.

Pathological interceptions of interest .

—

Aphe 1 c nc

1

\o idg s limberi Steiner
was intercepted in dahlias from Gernany on February 15 at Washington. (See

note in the Nev/3 Letter for December 193^» P» 26.) Bacterium vesicatorium
Doidge was intercepted on peppers from Brazil at Jacksonville cn May 18.

Botrytis allii M. T.. tSann was intercepted in onions from Spain June U at

New York. Ceghalo sp 0 rium sacchari Butl. war, intercepted for the first timo

since 1922, on sugarcane in baggage from Mexico in May at 3rownsville

.

Ditylenchus dipsaci (Kuhn) Filipjev was intercepted from Uruguay for the

first time Juno 23 at New York, the host being garlic. Fusicladium dc-

p res sum (B. & Br.) Sacc. was found on fennel 8tons from Italy at New York
July 1. Gloeosj crium logunir.um Cke. was again intercepted on nosqvite beans
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in "baggage from Mexico, June 15 , at Brownsville. Lophodermiun juniperinun
(Fr.) DeNot was intercepted for the first tine May 27 at Boston on juniper
in nail fron Sweden. Phragr.o tr ichun chailletii Kze. was intercepted at Hew
York May 6 on Pi cea excelsa cones in baggage fron Germany. Phyllachora tri-
folii (Pers.) Fekl. was found on clover leaves in "baggage fron Italy June 17
at New York. Phyllosticta auerswaldii All e sell, first interception, was
found in baggage fron Germany June 2 at New York on leaves of Buxus senper-

virens . Puccinia arenariae ( Solium, ) Wint. was found on Stellaria media in

baggage fron Italy May 25 at New York. Puccinia buxi B. C. was intercepted
on box leaves in nail fron Prance May 2k at Chicago. Septoria stellariae
Rob. & Besm. was intercepted for the first tine May 25 on Stellaria media
in baggage fron Italy at New York. Tylenchus filifornis Butschli was inter-
cepted for the second tine June 3» a* New York, on . Araucaria excelsa roots
in baggage fron Germany.

DOMESTIC PLANT QUABANTINES

Grasshopper bait supplied exceeds egg-survey estimates .—As of July 12,
the total bait material equivalent available to the grasshopper-infested
States had- reached 137,222 tons, exceeding the survey estimate by almost
9,000 tons. Heaviest excess demands for bait cane fron Colorado, New Mexico,
North Dakota, and 'Wisconsin. The former two States exceeded expectations
on account of aggressive campaigns against B. longipennis .

Grasshopper infestation heavy in North Dakota.—33arl'y July reports
fron Iowa indicated less probable grasshopper infestation than was predicted
fron egg-survey reports. As a result, that State relinquished one-half of
its quota of about 20,000 tons of bait materials. Five thousand tons of
this bait was reallocated to North Dakota, where the actual infestation ex-
ceeded survey predictions. By July 12, only approximately one-half of this

5,000 tons of bait had been requested by the State leader, despite reports
of severe hopper damage in sone sections,

Aggre s s ive grasshopper control program in longipennis area ,— In the

longipenni s area of Colorado, the participation of farm operators in the con-

trol campaign is reported to be between 70 and 90 percent. \l. P. A. crews
have been used on spreaders, apparently very efficiently., A most encouraging
report- from New Mexico indicates that S5 to 95 percent of hoppers (D. longi-
pernis ) which hatched in that area, have been controlled as of July 2.

Harvest del a7/s grasshopper baiting,—TJheat harvest has temporarily with-
drawn the attention of farmers fron baiting operations in Kansas, Nebraska,
Oklahoma.,' and west Texas. It is anticipated that further demands for bait
will be forthcoming fron these farm operators after harvest for protection
of corn, hay, and forage crops.

Mormon cricket s damage range grass
,
trees, and shrubs.—The most con-

spicuous damage observed in Idaho was the severe defoliation of Lupine, Al-
filaria, and Arrowleaf Balsamroot. The destruction of seeds of many species
of range grasses is evident in all areas in Idaho and Nevada, where crickets
occur in numbers, and in some areas the pianos are cropped .close to the

ground by crickets. Injury to trees and shrubs is also evident.
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Mormon cricket program indicates local eradication possible .—Trenendous

kills have been secured in some areas of Wyoming and Montana by various con-

trol operations. Unusual weather conditions have kept crickets bunched and
available materials, equipment, and labor at the critical time has enabled
control crews to do unusually effective work in the concentrated infested
areas.

Mormon crickets begin egglaying .— In Oregon, Utah, and Washington, egg-

laying began in late June in the more advanced areas while at the same time,

at higher elevations, crickets were in the fifth instar. In Wyoming numerous
hymenox-jterous egg parasites wore present where heavy egg deposits occurred.

Predators assist Mormon cricket control .—Aside from sodium arsenite
dust, oiled ditches and streams, and metal barriers, the Mormon crickets are

having their own troubles with parasites, predators, and cannibalism. Crows,
curlews, blackbirds, hawks, sea gulls, meadowlarks, ground squirrels, and
prairie dogs have been observed to feed on these pests. Smaller birds have
been observed in attacks on Mormon crickets, but the larger birds appear to

have much better success. In areas where grasshopper control overlaps the
cricket control program, dead Mormon crickets have been found where grass-
hopper poison had been spread.

Calcium arsenate effective against the white-fringed beetle .—Calcium
arsenate dust has been used rather extensively in the program which is being
conducted in infested areas in Alabama, Florida, Louisiana, and Mississippi
to control the white-frinjed beetle. Results obtained to date show that al-
most complete kills on rather extensive areas have been made. Weather con-
ditions have been unusually favorable for the use of poison dust since
there has been very little rainfall in affected areas.

Results of white-fringed beetle survey .—As a result of an extensive
survey which is being conducted in known infested and nearby States, infes-
tations have been discovered at a point approximately 20 miles east of New
Orleans, at DeLlsle. Miss., and at Moss Point, Miss., where about 6U0 acres
are involved, at Gulfpcrt, Miss., where a closely related species of Nau-
pactus had previously been reported, at Mobile, Ala., near the Mobile &
Ohio yards, .and in a location in Alabama approximately 60 miles distant from
the Florala infested area. States to which shipments of nursery stock had
been consigned from infested nurserier, in Louisiana and Mississippi are co-
operating in the survey by inspecting such shipments and the environs where
planted. No infestations have been reported to date.

Peach mosaic nursery and budwocd environs inspection .—In conformity
with State quarantine requirements relative to nursery end budwood environs
inspection, this environs inspection work has been completed. Mosaic-
infected trees were found within the 1-mile radius of several nurseries or
budding wood sources.

Peach mosaic symptomless carrier trees removed .— In Arizona, W. P. A.
workers are working on the removal of a pint) orchard of 3,000 trees in Mari-
copa County. Research work conducted in infected arc-as indicates that cer-
tain varieties of plums are symptomless carriers of peach mosaic. In
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Colorado, in the heavily infected area of Mesa County, all plum trees
were grafted with healthy peach scions, which stand as permanent indica-
tors of the health of the plum trees.

Peach mosaic infested area extended .—Peach mosaic has "been found in
the peach-growing area of Delta County, Colo. This finding was incidental
to nursery and budwood environs inspection and involves another concen-
trated and rather extensive peach-growing county. In the July 1, 193^1
issue of the Bureau's Nexvs Letter, peach mosaic was reported from Woods
County, Okla. This report has "been found to he erroneous.

Nurserymen move plantings from phony peach areas .—Nursery environs
inspection for phony peach disease has "been completed in Alabama, Arkansas,
Georgia, Mississippi, and Tennessee. Growers and nurserymen are taking a
keen interest in the work. A good many nurserymen are locating their nur-
series away from peach-growing areas and cities and towns, which will
assist materially in nursery environs inspections in future.

Transit inspection.—With the passing of the nursery stock shipping
season, transit inspection activities are being largely directed to in-

spection of fruits and vegetables to determine compliance with the Japanese
beetle quarantine.

Motion pictures of pest control .—The Office of Motion Pictures of
thd Department is making films of control operations being carried on
against grasshoppers, Mormon crickets, and the white-fringed beetle. These
pictures will also feature the life history and habits of these pests
throughout the season. Films will be available for educational purposes
when completed.

CONTROL INVESTIGATIONS

Humidity has important effect on efficiency of nicotine fumigation .

—

In stiidies on nicotine fumigation in greenhouses , H. H. Richardson and J, W.

Bulger, of the Beltsville, Md., laboratory, have found relative humidity to

be very important in its effect on efficiency, corroborating earlier \7ork

on a laboratory basis. Manufacturers* recommendations to the contrary, mor-
tality was definitely higher under dry than under moist conditions. Analy-
ses of the nicotine concentrations by Mrs. R. L. Busbey, of the Division of
Insecticide Investigations, indicated higher nicotine concentrations avail-
able under the dry conditions. The indications were that mcxst all the toxic
action of a nicotine fumigation takes place in the first hour, the results
being practically equal to those obtained in an overnight exposure.

INSECTICIDE INVESTIGATIONS

Statistics on the consumption of insecticides and fungicides in the
United" States for 193^ »—Statistics on the consumption of insecticides and
fungicides in the United States for 193& have been published by R. C. Roark
(Chemical Industries, vol. 1+2, no. 6, part 1, pp. 636, 637 » 639 » June, 1932)»
In that year UU, 000, 000 pounds of lead arsenate, 1+5,000,000 pounds of cal-
cium arsenate, and 3 ,000,000 pounds of paris green were consumed. Imports
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of pyrethrum flowers during the first 11 months of 1937 broke all previous
records, amounting to about 13,000,000 pounds. In 193^, 510*537 pounds of

derris and 1,829 ,Q56 pounds of cube were imported. The consumption of

practically all insecticides and fungicides has increased greatly during

the last 20 years.

Evaluating derris and cube .—H. A. Jones, of the Division of Insecti-

cide Investigations, and H7. N. Sullivan, of the Division of Control Inves-

tigations, have published a paper on evaluating derris and cube (Jour. Econ.

Ent., vol. 31, no. 3, pp. UoO-^05, June 1938). They found chloroform to be

the best solvent for the toxic constituents of these roots.

Particle size of insecticidal sulfur s.—L. D. G-oodhuo (Jour. Econ.

Ent., vol. 31 » no. 3» PP« ^10-UlU, June 1938) has reported on the particle
size of commercial insecticidal sulfurs as determined by sedimentation
analysis. Forty-four samples were analyzed. The flotation pastes and sus-
pensions of colloidal sulfur were found to contain the most fine material.
The percentage of material passing a 325-°csh sieve was found to give very
little indication of the amount of very fine sulfur in a sample.

BSE CULTUHS

Alum lead arsenate apparently more dangerous to honeybees than plain
lead arsenate spray mixture .—George K. Vanoell, of the Pacific States Bee
Culture Field Laboratory, reports that an interesting statement concerning
a change in the effect on bees from spray practice was made by Thomas Davis,
at Courtland, who lives in the area where he produces package bees and
queens for market. The statement was to the effect that the growers of
pears (and apples) are using an alum lead arsenate spray mixture. This
practice was begun in 1930 in view of the better control of the large cod-
ling moth larvae. The action of the alum is supposed to be one of
stringency within the alimentary tract, causing the worms to retain the
poison which normally is passed out as a result of the irritation from the
arsenic. The main point of the note here Is that from the beginning of
the time of the spray the poisoning of honeybees has been severe, while
previous to this time very little injury was in evidence. The situation
has become so serious that the apiaries of the Davis Bros, will probably
soon be removed from the area.

Use of fenugreek as a cover crop in orchards potentially dangerous to \

honeybee

3

.—Mr . Yansell also reports that the use of fenugreek has also in-
creased sharply during the past several years. This crop is grown im-
mediately under the trees and with the blossoms standing upright, making an
ideal set-up for receiving the spray material dropping from the trees. This
plant is very attractive to honeybees, as a source of nectar, as shown by
refractometcr records available from Davis, Calif., in March 1936 . Tho
average concentration was 32 »9 percent sugar. No pollen activity has been
noted on fenugreek.
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INSECT IDENTIFICATION

New coleopterous larval material' received.—Because of the wide gaps
in the series of known coleopterous larvae, it is al\7ays of particular
interest to secure larval material which, through careful rearing, has
been definitely associated with adult specimens and can be positively iden-
tified. Through J. F. Cooper, of the Division of Fruit Insect Investiga-
tions, it has been possible to obtain larvae known to be Phyllophaga gracilis
angulata Glasgow and Anomala ninuta Burn. , neither of which was previously
represented in the Museum larval collection. Larvae of Conotrachelus flori-
danus Fall, definitely determinable as the result of rearing work conducted
by an inspector of the Mexican Department of Agriculture in cooperation with
the Brownsville office of the Division of Foreign Plant Quarantines, have also;

been received. Larvae and adults of this species had not previously been
associated.

Occurrence of an injurious European lepidopteron in Canada.—Specimens
recently received from J. McDunnough, of the Canadian Entomological Branch,
have been identified by August Busck as Lamprionia rubidella Bjerkander. The

insect was reported as doing serious injury to raspberry near Fredrickton,
New Brunswick. Apparently this is the first record of the occurrence of
this well-known raspberry pest in America.

Ants injurious to orange foliage .—Ants determined by M. H. Smith as
Trachymyrnex septentrional is obscurior var . seminole Whl r . , Monomorium mini-
mum (Buckley), and Iridonyrmex pruinosus (Roger) were submitted by Herbert
Spencer, of the Division of Fruit Insect Investigations, with the report they
had been found feeding on the young leaves of oranges in a grove at Ply-
mouth, Fla. In the case of the first-named species 8 or 10 trees in a 5-acrc

grove were said to have been defoliated.

A tobacco-infesting homipteron from Guam.—A mirid, determined by II. G.

Barber as Sngytatus tenuis (Reuter), was recently taken on tobacco on the

island of Guam by R. G. Oakley, This widely distributed tobacco pest was
not previously known to occur there. The species was described in 1895 from
the Madeira Islands as Cyrtopeltis tenuis . Since that time it has been found
injuring tobacco in the southern United States, in the West Indies, particu-
larly Cuba and Puerto Rico, and in Central America. H7. E. China, of the
British Museum, in discussing the synonymy of this species in the Ann. Mag*

.

Nat. Hist. 11th Sor., Vol. I, 193S» pp. 6oU-607i has shown that under various
other names it is widely distributed in the Oriental region, India, Java, etc.

Recent additions to the Diptera collection .—S. Adler, of the Hebrew
University, Jerusalem, presented to the Museum, in exchange for some speci-
mens taken on his visit here, 25 specimens of 12 species of Phiebo tonus. ,

all mounted on slides, most of them Palaearctic and most of them new to the

collection. This is a valuable addition since they have been determined by
Dr. Adler, one of the authorities on the genus. The Museum has also re-
ceived from F. C. Camargo of Brazil 123 specimens of the genus Anastrepha ,

consisting of l6 species, 15 of which wore determined by A. Costa Lima and

1 of which was new to our collection. This collection is of particular in-

terest and value, since a number of the specimens are' from the same rearings

as the types of the species.

oOo
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F. C. McDonough

Fred C. McDonough, * field supervisor in insect control, died at the

General Hospital in Claremont, N. H. , on July 2, 193&I after a short ill-

ness. His wife, Lucy 0. McDonough, and four children, Esther, Fred, Mary,
and John, survive him.

Mr. McDonough was born in Dover, N. H., on July 26, I8S9. He en-
listed in the 303^ Infantry on May 25 t 1918, and was transferred to the

18th Infantry on August 1, 1918. He went to France with the latter or-
ganization and served in the front lines in the Toule Sector, the St.

ilihiel Strive, and in the Argonne Forest, where he was gassed. In 1933 he
was decorated with the Order of the Purple Heart for wounds received in
action.

Mr. McDonough was employed on gypsy moth v/orls under letter of
authority from November l6, 1912, to July 15 t 1927 f 'war service excluded.
He received an appointment as agent on July l6, 132.1 1 and was promoted to

field supervisor in insect control on January 1, 1928. He was very active
until illness overtook him on June 17, 1938. He was buried with military
honors at Newport, IT. II., by the American Legion Posts of Newport and
Claremont.

FRUIT INSECT INVESTIGATIONS

Distribution and development of overwintering codling moth larvae .

—

Studies carried on by 3. E. Hodgson, of the Vincennes, Ind., laboratory,
indicated that in an old orchard where the trees had never been scraped,
about 92 percent of the overwintering larvae wore on the tree, half of
them above 6 feet from the ground. Moths first appeared from the upper
parts of the tree. On the average emergence was later from the trunk and
lower ports of the tree and emergence in ground cages closely paralleled
that from the lower parts of the tree. Thirty ground cages covering a
total of about 150 square feet, less than one-fourth the area under the
canopy, trapped a total of 246 moths. Approximately three-fourth3 of these
had been added by concentrating coarse surface debris in the cages, but

25 emerged from "aphis roots", 17 from mummied apples, 13 from stubble of
underbrush, and 6 from leaves and weed stems.
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Codling moths lay most eggs on lower part of tree .— In order to

determine where most of the codling moth eggs are laid, E. R. Van Leeuwen,
of the Yakima, Wash., laboratory, and his assistants have examined a
largo number of fruit spurs from unsprayed trees. In one instance, exam-
ination was made of about 50 spurs from the upper part and 50 from the
lower part of each of 8 trees of 3 varieties. Each spur bore an average
of 10 leaves and 1.2 apples. The results of this examination, in terms of
total eggs found, were as follows:

Variety Eggs found
;

Top : Bottom : Total

. Number : Number ) Number

1+93
: 60S :

1,101
US5 : 62U ! !

1,109
'

Wine sap 283

.

: '^57 : 7^0
Total : 1,261 : 1,689 t 2,950

Fewer eggs were deposited on the Winesap trees, which may in part
explain why Winesaps as a rule do not get as wormy as the other two

varieties. Contrary to popular belief, more eggs occurred in the lower
part of the tree than in the upper.

Survival of imported Japanese beetle parasite .—The Japanese beetle
laboratory at Moorestown, IT. J. , reports having collected a few specimens
of Ijexia ventralis Aid., an imported dipterous parasite of the Japanese
beetle, at the only known colony of this species in this country, the Tav-
istock golf course in Iladdonfield, N. J. This parasite normally has three
generations, the second or. summer generation emerging in the Japanese
beetle area at a time when the population of host larvae is exceedingly
low. Because of this situation, only one of the colonies released hereto-
fore has been able to maintain itself, the Tavistock colony, and appar-
ently this colony is barely surviving. However, it has been possible from
the very few individuals collected to rear up a fairly large amount of
material for further colonization at points where it is hoped conditions
will be better adapted for this species, particularly with reference to

availability of host larvae for the summer generation. It is hoped to

place new colonies in an area where both Pop ill in. japonica Newm. and
native Phyllophaga are present at the same time- in order to determine
Whether any of the native species of Phyllophaga will act successfully as

an alternate host for the summer generation of this parasite.

Dichlor-ethyl ether for plum curculio control .—Oliver I. Snapp and
J. R. Thomson, Jr., of the peach-insect laboratory at Fort Valley Ga.

,

have completed, experiments in cages built over peach trees to obtain data
on the effectiveness of dichlor-ethyl ether against the several stages of

the plum curculio in the soil under peach-orchard conditions. They report

that, although 1,000 plum curculio larvae were placed on the soil under
each of these caged trees during the period April 29 to May 2, all peaches

produced on these trees and harvested in July were free from curculio lar-

vae as a result of dichlor-ethyl ether at the rate of 10 cc per gallon of

water having been used on each square yard of soil against the larvae in 1

cage on May U and at the rate of 30 cc per gallon of water on each square
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yard of soil against the pupae in another cage on May 17. Not a single
curculio aclult emerged in the cage. where the stronger material was used,
and only nine adults emerged in the cage where the weaker naterial was
used ond these did not cause any worny peaches.

Flight habits of dernestids .—Beetles of the family Dornestidac are
of coav.on occurrence in stored raisins, probably as scavengers. In 1937
Heber C. Donohoc, then of the dried-fruit insect laboratory at Fresno,
Calif., found these beetles in raisins to a maximum extent of 900 per ton.
Samples tfifcen from March to June contained none, but they were found in

samples collected from July to October. Specimens from raisins have in-

cluded species of Trogo derma ,
Attagenus , and Perinegatoma , provisionally

determined by II. S. Barber. Catches taken in a rotary net operated in a
raisin storage yard by Dwight F. Barnes and George II. Kaloostian, of the

Fresno laboratory, this year have contained numerous dernestids. From
April lk, when the net was started, to July J>1 the total was 21,6U5. The
average daily catches were: April, lU; Hay, ^7; June, 127; July, 651. Col-
lections made at intervals of 15 minutes throughout two nights resulted in

the capture of small numbers in the early evening of one night. Similar
work during daylight hours showed that these insects flew for the most part
in bright sunlight. Short-interval catches on 3 days in July contained
'17'+, 669, and 1,597 dernestids. On July 21 a few were taken in the net at

an elevation of about 3 feet, when the air temperature was 108° F. in the
shade and 110° F. in the sun. In the intervals shown below, the catches
on that date were: 6:15 a.m. to 8 a.m., Jo; 8:15 a.m. to 10 a.m., 2U8;

10:15 a.m. to 12 n. , 273; 12:15 p.m. to 2 p.m., 59; 2:15 p.m. to 3:30 p.m.,
b.

; . ;
.

LEEXICA1I- FRUITFLY COITTROL

Still no Mexican fruit fly in the lower Valley .—Exactly the same
number of the Mexican fruitflies, namely 66, were trapped in Laredo in

July as were taken there in June. Repeated inspections of the limited
quantity of pomegranates and late peaches on the trees during this period
have failed to uncover a local larval infestation. No other Anastrepha
ludens were taken in Texas. In Mexico, however, the number of A. ludens
trapped increased slightly in Matamcros to a total of W+, while in Uuevo
Laredo 6 adults were taken. Apparently all of these flies emerged in the
border cities of Mexico and were trapped there or in Laredo, Tex. T.o

Mexican fruitfly, adults or larvae, could be found in the lower part of
the Rio Grande Valley in July. The results of the U03 collections during
the month are summarized in the following table.



Spccios ; Texas : Mexico

Adults : ^ :

Anastrepha ludens Loew : 66 : 50
A. serpentina Wied : : 0

A. Sp. "L» : U6 : 5
A. sp. not ludens : 6 : 0
A, paliens Coq. : kfO : 131
Toxotrypana curvicauda Gerst ; 2 : 0

Total : 63^ : 186

Larvae i :

A. ludens — : 0 : 1,003
A. serpentina : 0 : J>&

A. mombinpraeoptins Sein : 0 : 53
A. sp. not ludens : 0_j 21

Total :
0'

: 1,187
Grand total r~; 63^ : 1,373

41

From Laredo, Tex.

CEREAL AHD FORAGE INSECT I1TVESTIGATI01IS

Insecticide experiments for control of European corn' borer .—On con-
clusion of his 193S experiments for insecticidal control of the European
corn "borer in sweet corn in the Lake. States, D. D. Questel, Toledo, Ohio,
reports that ground derris (h rbs.'per 100 gals, water) was the outstand-
ing spray used. With this spray, 37 .S percent of the Ho. 1 ears in the

treated plots were "borer-free, as compared to 6S.U percent in the non-
treated plots, and the "borer population in the treated plots was reduced

89.3 percent from that in the nontroated plots. Sprays of synthetic
cryolite (l lb. per 100 gals, water), calcium fluosilicate (2 lbs. per
100 gals, water), and phenothiazinc- (U lbs. per 100 gals, water) also gave
good control and were a"bout equal in their effectiveness. The first two

of these, however, caused severe burning of the corn plants. Both stand-
ard nicotine tannate (.o625fo nicotine) and Quebracho nicotine tannate

(.0625$ nicotine) sprays were low in insecticidal performance in the Ohio

tests. Among the dusts, synthetic cryolite (20$) gave the best control.

Severe European corn "borer infestation in early market sweet corn .—
A. M. Vance, Toledo, reports that severe damage was caused by the European
corn borer this season to early market sweet corn in several sections of
the country, as dotermined by surveys made late in July. A survey of 25
fields of sweet corn near Toledo showed an average of 1,751 borers per
100 plants, with practically 100 percent of the plants infested. Only 2

of the fields averaged less than 1,000 borers per 100 plants and 6 fields
averaged 2,000 or more borers per 100 plants. Infestation of this in-

tensity was reflected in a decreased demand for sweet corn on the part of
both merchant and consumer and an appreciable price reduction on the

Detroit and Toledo markets. South of Sandusky, Ohio, 8 of the most se-

verely infested fields of sweet corn showed an average of 98 percent plant
infestation and 1,128 borers per 100 plants. Surveys of 10 fields of early
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sweet corn near Cleveland, Ohio, and Detroit, Mich., indicated infesta-

tions of but 66 and 285 "borers per 100 plants, respectively. In Hew Haven
County, Conn., the corn borer was abundant in early sweet corn, with an

average of S7S borers per 100 plants in 25 surveyed fields in which an

average of 97 percent of the plants were infested. Infested plants observed
during the survey near Hew Haven contained a minimum of 5 and a maximum of

IS borers per plant. Through cooperation with the Agricultural Experiment
Station at Geneva, IT. Y. , the Bureau has received data on corn borer infes-
tation in narket sweet corn in Hew York State, showing average populations
of 62U, U03» and 272 borers per 100 plants, respectively, in Albany County
(12 fields), Colur.ibi a County (8 fields), and Schenectady County (7 fields).

Differentiation between one- and multiple-generation strains of
European corn borer .—K. D. Arbuthnot, Hew Haven, Conn., reports that cur-
rent laboratory studies on the genetics of the various strains of the
European corn borer are characterized by continuation of limitations en-
countered previously in crosses of Hew Haven females and Toledo, Ohio,

males, no fertile eggs from this cross having been obtained during the

current . season's observations. The reciprocal cross is nade readily and
the reaction of the progeny is similar to that of rearings fron multiple-
generation (Hew Haven) stock.

•

Importance of certain sugars and proteins in nutritive requirements
of European corn borer .—G. T; Bottger, Toledo, reports that laboratory
roarings of corn borer larvae to establish the nutritive effect of certain
carbohydrate and protein constituents in their diet indicate clearly that
the growth rate of the test larvae was materially increased by the addition
of protein and dextrose to the diet. Also, the more readily digestible
diets are reflected in more favorable larval responses, particularly in
comparison v/ith diets high in cellulose content. Confirmation of these
interpretations is found in studies of the enzyme complex of the cellular
tissue of the alimentary tract.

Colonization of European corn borer parasites .—TC. A. Baker, Toledo,
provides the following sunaary of releases of corn borer parasites in the
corn borer infested area of the United States in 1933. Material for field
releases was obtained entirely froji laborrtcry breeding programs, except
for one small release of Fhaeo genes nigridens which was made from material
imported from Italy late in the summer of 1937 and held over in storcge
at Moorestown, H. J. , to provide optimum synchronization with corn borer
pupae at time of field release. The numbers of colonies of imported
European corn borer parasites released during the 193^ season were as fol-
iows

:

ftafc©
Ohelomifl an- Micrcbraeon brevi- iPhaeo^ones ni-

[Totalnulxv °-s TTesm : ccrnis TTesm. gridens wesm.
: £-r:.ber ITumbor Humber ~\ Immber

Vermont
: 7 7

Massachusetts- ! 7 i
: 7

Connecticut 3 J: 1 ! • »*

Hew York ,> 1 j1 1 1 2
Hew Jersey :: 6 i: 2 j1 1 !: 9
Maryland : 1 t 1 ' i : 2
Ohio ! 1 !

: 1
Total : 26 5 : 1

! 72
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European corn borer parasites in the Eastern States .—C. A. Clark,

Moorestown', N. J. , reports the completion of emergence in the laboratory
from corn borers collected in the field in the fall of 1937 an(l stored at

the Moorestown laboratory until late in the winter. The following species
of imported parasites appeared during the rearing progran: Lydella stabu-

lates var. grisescens R. D. , Inareolata punctoria Roman, Macro centrus gi_~

fuensis Ashn. , Che 1onus annul ipies , and Crenastus flavoorbi talis (Cameron).
The data are foatured by the general development of parasites in the vi-
cinity of Taunton, Mass., at which point all species given above have been
taken, and the rapid build-up of I. punctoria in the Hartford, Conn., dis-
trict. The extent of the distribution of the various parasites is shown
in the following table.

Collections producing-
C. : Labro-

Area
[

Col-
lections:

L. gri-i

sescens

.

I. \

punc- .

M.
;

&r '

C. j

annu-!

tflavo-

, orbi-,

Bas bus!
agilis

rychus
prisriati-

no.de .Jfcorja ! fuensis.'! l.ip_es ' tails. .

Number , Number Number , 1'Tunber. Hunberi ITunber! Number Number
Connecticut: !

East Hartford—

:

'

26 10 ; 19 - 0 i 0 1 ! 0
Massachusetts:

Maidon ! 33 : ' 5 1
i 25 0 : 0 : 0 : 0 i 2

Taunton ! 96 ! 31 !
! 20 : 15 ! 12 !:. 1 .. : 6 i

' 2

New Jersey:
Atlantic ! 21 i 1 :: 1 ! , 0 i 0 1 ! 0

Virginia:
! 28 !

\ %— 0 : 2 1 0 : 0 : 0
Total : 204 : 56 i 65 ! 15 : l4 ! 1 : 8 ! 4

Mr. Clark also reports that an adult of Phaeogenes nigridons was
reared on May 23 from a lot of S2 corn borer pupae collected in Burlington
Township, Burlington County, N. J., on May 7t 1933. This parasite repre-
sented the first recovery from the release of this species made 17 days
earlier at the same location and indicates successful initial establishment.

Laboratory breeding of egg parasite of European corn borer .—¥. G.

Bradley, Toledo, Ohio, states that following, in general, technic discussed

previously in the News Letter (vol. IV, No. 1, pp. 3~^i January 1, 1937) » a

laboratory breeding progran for Che 1onus annul ip e

s

was conducted at Toledo,

Ohio, late in the spring and early in the summer for release in the field,

principally in the Eastern States areas infested by the corn borer. vThile

preliminary experiments had indicated an expected production rate of 9*5
parasites per 100 eggs of Ephestia kuehniella Zell., the host utilized in

the breeding program, an average rate of 24.5 was returned. Distribution to

the Eastern States- was made 'by railway express '-in iced insulated boxes, with

mortality en route averaging about 1 percent. The increased production also

provided adults for test releases against the sugarcane borer in Florida,

Louisiana, and Puerto Rico. Various shipping methods were utilized in trans-

porting the adults to these localities, including air express, railway ex-

press re-iced en route, and railway express in conjunction with boat to

Puerto Rico re-iced at New York. By far the nost satisfactory results with,

long-distance shipments of this species- were, obtained with the insulated iced

boxes, re-iced' en route, and using either rail or rail-plus-boat facilities.
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A rail shipment to New Orleans averaged less than 1 percent mortality from

tine of shipment to field release and the rail-boat shipment to Puerto Rico

averted only 2 percent. A total elapsed period of 7 days was required for

the Puerto Rico shipment from date of shipment ot Toledo to date of release
in Puerto Rico. During the program a total of lj>ji f

k2k Chelonus adults wore
produced, involving the handling of over half a million host eggs.

Abnormal weather prolongs hatching period of grasshopper eggs in Cali -

fornia .— C. C. Wilson, Sacramento, Calif., reports that rainfall above normal
and mean temperatures below normal during the latter part of the winter and
early in the spring have prolonged the grasshopper egg hatch over a period
of approximately 75 days, or from April 1 to June l6. The normal hatch
usually reaches its peak by May 10, particularly in alfalfa fields in the

Sacramento Valley. In San Luis Obispo County the eggs hatch normally from
March 15 to April 15 i the peak of oviposition occurring usually around June
10, whereas in 193& from April 15 to June 10 the hoppers were largely in the

first to the fourth instars. The eggs of Melanoplus devastator Scudd. in
the grazing land of the foothills began to hatch 2 weeks later than normal
and continued to hatch through May 25. The long hatching period this season
is largely due to excess moisture in the soil and to a luxuriant growth of
vegetation, which tended to hold the soil temperature below the optimum for
hatching. The stages of development of the economic species in California
(June 1-18, 193S) arc given :in detail in the following table.

County :

California)

.

Date Species

St:ige of development
[First!

in-
> star

Second;

in- '

' star '

Third

in-
star <

Fourth
in-

star

Fifth

in-

star

Adult

June

Sacramento- • 2-16 'Melonoplus marginat-'
us Scudd. ' 218 183 : 101 86 > 0 <

• <- 1: 1

26
•M. femur-rubrun Dog..: S3 . 127 : 37 . 9
;M. devastator

: 7 . 116 : 168 112 i 30
San Luis Cannula pellucida
Obispo

—

12-13*
, Scudd. •

• <

1
Uo

,

kZo
92 ! 121 130

|

23 .: 8
:L1, devastator J . 297 : 62 !! 8

Other
*

counties

.

1-15 ;M. devastator : 1
j

U7 86 : 192 11*7
: 72

:Oedaleonotus enigma
: Scudd. k : 1 : 89

Specimens collected in Los Angeles, Kern, Merced, Stanislaus, Mari-
posa, Calavera, San Joaquin, Placer, Y-.br., Slitter, Butte, and Glenn Counties.

Sugarcane borer mere abundant in corn adjoining rice fiel ds.—7. A.
Douglas, Crowley, La., examined ccrn for comparison of injury by Diatraea
Baccharalis (?.) in 10 representative fields adjacent to rice and in llTficlds
within a 10-mile zone of. the rice area but where no rice was grown. Examina-
tions consisted of dissecting 25 practically mature representative stalks from
each field. Findings were as fellows:



Stalks :
s : :

Location , Total Bored. Larvae : Pup ae : Pupal Total stages
! : skins

.Nunbor Nunber Number. Nunber: Nunber Nunber
Corn adjacent to rice •

I 250 ! 230 !, 291 : 315 : 171 : 777
Corn at least 1 nile

fron rice fields : 250 . 119 : 101 : Sk i 26 ,: 211

Oviposition of Phyllophaga in various crops *—T. R. Chanberlin and Lee
Seaton, reporting on studies of grub populations fron 193^ oviposition in

various crops on the Crowley Pare, near Ldnont, Wis., submit the following
data. Holes dug "were of l/H0,000-acre area.

[Mean population
Crop : Holes dug ,: per

, 1/1+0,000 acre
, Nunber

(l) Pasture (bluegrass) 17 :

(2) Pasture (bluegrass) ! 15 :I 5*
(3) Sweet clover and Junegrass-.: 16 ! 1.19
(k) Corn '

: 12 ! 0

(5) Oats 1: 15 : .66

(6) Junegrass, alfalfa, and red!

! 20 ! ! 1.2

(7) Corn : 15 : 0

(S) Oats 15 .266
Total . ! 125

Since the population consisted of eggs and first-instar larvae which
had moved but little, a wide range in population in various holes occurred.
Except in. (2) a pasture, the populations are very low, especially since the

fields were in the nidst of woods, the beetle population was heavy, and the

soil was in good condition for oviposition, hatching of eggs, and develop-
ment of grubs. It Will be noted in (3) that the presence of sweetclover did
not .prevent oviposition in the field of sweetclover and junegrass and in (6)
that the presence of red clover and alfalfa did not prevent oviposition in

the field of junegrass, red clover, end alfalfa. No oviposition appears to

have taken place in the clean-cultivated corn.

JAPANESE BEETLE CONTROL

Pirst-record Dutch elm disease infections in New Jersey .—Positive cul-
ture of twig samples fron an elm in Kingwood Township, Hunterdon County,
N. J., added 35 square niles to the infected zone in that State. This latter
infection, plus previously confirmed trees found in Delaware Township in

April and in West Amwell Township in June of this year, extends the infected
zone to include this entire county. Other first-record infections reported
in New Jersey during the month occurred in Ewing and Lawrence Townships,
Mercer County, and in 31airstown Township, Warren County. At the end of the
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nonth the total work area in Now Jersey was 3» 237«6U square oiles, 3,12b

of which were in the infected zone and 711. 6U in the 10-nile protective

strip. In the past year 155.30 square niles has "been added to the New Jer-

sey infected zone.

0atch elm disease concentration in New Jersey infected zone.—A severe

concentration of Dutch elm disease within the known infected zone has de-

veloped in the Sourland Mountain region of Mercer, Hunterdon, and Somerset

Counties, N. J. In an area approximately 500 feet square in Hillsborough

Township, Somerset County, 28 twig samples showing characteristic discolora-

tion were taken from 30 elms sampled early in the month. One tree sampled

by the scouts was so badly attacked by bark beetles that approximately SO

percent of the twigs were broken and hanging. The wilt from the infection,

plus the wilted, dangling twigs resulting from crotch feeding by the beetles,

made the tree appear as though it had a severe infection of fire blight.

Scouting at Indianapolis .—The first systematic survey was completed at

Indianapolis on July 23, and the second going-over was started in the center
of the infected zone on July 2p. Early in the month the State of Indiana

furnished one of the crews with an 18-foot boat haying a hi horse-power
motor to enable the crew to scout along the White River from the Marion
County line southwestward to the Wabash River. All elms within 500 to 1,000
feet of the river's edge were examined. The crew progressed much faster
than would have been possible by foot or automobile scouting. Crews in

boats also scouted along the Wabash River to the junction of the Ohio River.

A large island at the junction of the rivers was also surveyed for diseased
elms.

Northward extension of Dutch elm disease zene .—Continued scouting in

the general region where diseased elms were found in the towns of Fishkill,
Hyde Park, and Poughkeepsie, Dutchess County, N. Y. , resulted in a further
discovery of two infected trees in the town of Washington. One of these
was in the village of Millbrook. These are the first finds in the tri-State
infected area to extend the range of infection outside the area within a
60-mile radius of New York City. It constitutes a northward spread of the
disease for approximately 27 miles beyond the former boundary of the in-
fected zone. The confirmations in the town of Washington are within 22 miles
of the southwestern boundary of Massachusetts.

Increased confirmations indicated ir. New Jersey .—Field surveys in
New Jersey during the month revealed a largo number of elms showing flagging
in areas that have not yet been systematically scouted. Consequently, a
large increase in the number of confirmations may be expected, in comparison
with previous years. There is also a tremendous increase in the numbers of
Scclytus multistriatus Marsh, and Hylur/opinus rufipes 3ich. to be found in-
vading any suitable elm material, either cut or standing. A total of 1,37U
confirmations reported by the laboratory for the week ended July 23 con-
stituted an all-time record for a single week's confirmations in the State.

Dutch elm disease discovered in Pennsylvania .—Confirmation of two elns
in Pennsylvania narked the discovery of the disease in another Strte. Recol-
lectitns of twig samples from the two trees suspected of containing infec-
tions were positively confirmed late in the month, and an eradication crew
started removing one of the trees. The first tree - found, of U2 inches DBH,
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overhangs the Delaware River on a property in Upper Mount Bethel Township,
Northampton County. The second confirmation is located approximately jfe

miles from the other infection, near Bangor.

Elm-sanitation project at West Point .—Starting in mid-July, the
Forestry Department of the U. S. Military Academy started a project to prune,
all elms of value on the developed section of the reservation. Other elms
of little or no value and in decadent condition are "being removed and burned.
The climbers and ground men engaged in the work are C. C. G. enrollees from
a camp at Cornwall, N. Y. The foremen were formerly employed by this Division
and are experienced in both scouting and eradication activities.

Two additional confirmations at Athens, Ohio .—Second and third confir-
mations for the current season were reported from the Athens, Ohio, area.
Approximately 60 percent of the Athens area had been scouted by the end of
the month. Scouting along the Baltimore & Ohio Railroad from Athens to Parkers-
burg, Ii7. Va, , had been completed and the crew returned to Athens.

Centers for r-efriterator-car .fumigation against Japanese beetle .—Funi^'J

gation by methyl bromide, and hydrocyanic acid of refrigerator cars transport-
ing fruits and vegetables from the densely infested Japanese beetle area to

nonquarantined States was performed at a number of transfer points in Vir-
ginia, Delav/are, Pennsylvania, New Jersey, and New York.. One hundred and
seventy-five cars of white potatoes destined for the South were fumigated with
methyl bromide during the month at Cape Charles, Va. , on the Eastern Shore.
At Onley and Melfa, Va. , a total of nine cars of onions was certified after
experimental fumigation with methyl bromide by the Division of Control Inves-
tigations. The greater part of the }3otato crop from the Eastern Shores of
Maryland and Virginia was fumigated with methyl bromide at the Pennsylvania
Railroad yards just north of Wilmington. Also treated at this point with the

same fumigant were 31 cars of onions and 8 cars of green wrapped tomatoes.
In Philadelphia 298 carloads of white potatoes were fumigated with methyl
bromide. Eight carloads of white potatoes were fumigated with methyl bromide
at Lancaster, Pa., and 17 cars of the sane commodity were fumigated with hy-
drocyanic acid gas at Sinking Springs, Pa. Eight inspectors were necessary
at times to fumigate empty cars and inspect screens at the Philadelphia
banana piers. In New Jersey empty refrigerator cars were fumigated with hy-
drocyanic acid gas at Camden, Bridgeton Junction, and Trenton. Carloads of
potatoes and onions were also gassed with HCN at Bridgeton Junction, N. J.

This year's heavy flight of beetles in New York City made it necessary for

the first time to fumigate refrigerator cars loaded with bananas. From the

12th to the 31st of July, 503 loaded cars were fumigated, and 1,021 empty
cars were fumigated before loading with bananas. Most of these cars were
fumigated in the various railroad yards on the New Jersey side of the Hudson
before lightering across on barges for loading at the sides of the banana
barges.

Japanese beetles invade Broadway .—Much of this year's Japanese beetle

newspaper publicity throughout the country was occasioned by a repetition,

on a larger scale, of last summer's beetle invasion of New York City. Swarm-

ing beetles, probably from Staten Island, Brooklyn, and other heavily in-

fested areas in nearby New Jersey, rode favoring winds into the business and

theatrical districts of Manhattan. In numbers and obnoxiousness , the adults

approached the nuisance stage that was experienced in Philadelphia for the

decade 132k to 193U.
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FORSST INSECT INVESTIGATIONS

Spruce budworn increases in Colorado .—Donald DeLeon, Eort Collins,

Colo., report:-, that the outbreak of Cacoecla funiforana (Clem.) on ponde-
rosa pine in the areas near Boulder and Bergen Park has increased in inten-
sity and extent during the past season. In addition to these areas, it

has also been found on the Montezuma, San Juan, and Pike National Forests
and on other parts of the Roosevelt National Porcst, Colo. Heavy outbreaks
of the moth were also found this year In the Douglas fir stands in localized
areas on the Roosevelt and Medicine Bow National Forests. There are appar-
ently two races of the moth, as those on Douglas fir are not only much
darker than those on ponderosa pine but also do not attack penderosa pine
in the Douglas fir stands, nor does the noth in ponderosa pine attack the

Douglas fir growing in association with it, although it has been. found to

attack limber pine. The flight of the race on Douglas fir occurs fror. 2

to 3 weeks earlier than the flight of the race on ponderosa pine.

Penetrating sprays for control of mountain pine beetle in lodgcpole
pine .—A. L. Gibson, Coeur d'Alene, Idaho, again reports success in the ex-
perimental use of penetrating sprays as a means of controlling the mountain
pine beetle in lodgepole pine. These sprays, which are applied to the in-

fested portion of the bole, penetrate the bark and destroy the insect broods
beneath. Three formulas having orthodichlorobenzene and naphthalene as the

lethal agent all gave successful results. This season's experiments were
conducted on the Grand Tetcn National Park where a rather large series of
trees was treated with the various formulas being tested. It is believed
that this method of control will supplant the use of fire, as it offers an
effective and economical method of destroying broods of the mountain pine
beetle in lodgepole pine. There are, however, certain details in connection
with the administration of the method in the field which will need to be

developed.

Pine beetle survey gets under way .—For the last several years this

Bureau, the Forest Service, and the Office of Indian Affairs have combined
forces to make a thorough survey of bark-beetle activity in the penderosa
pine forests of Oregon and Washington. F. P. Keen, of the Portland, Oreg.

,

laboratory, reports that on July 23 of this year, after a 15-day training
period, five crews of three men each were placed in the field to cover the
more important national forest and private tiriberland areas. Additional
crews were organized by the Indian Service to cover three of the large In-
dian reservations of the region. In addition to making a 100-percent check
of current bark-beetle damage on more than 200 permanent 320-acre sample
plots, a large number of 1-acre plots will also be cruised to determine the'

conditions most frequently leading to bark-beetle damage. General scouting
work will also be done to observe conditions on some 15,000,000 acres of
ponderosa pine forests in the two States. It is expected that the major
part of the survey work will be completed by the end of September and areas
needing control can be designated by that time.

Cboervat i :ns on carpenter ants in the Northwest .—Experimental control
of carpenter ants in Oregon and Washington has disclosed that at least three
species

—

Canponotus herculeonus L., C. maculrtus F. , and C. lacvigatns Smith-
establish colonies in houses in this region, according to R. L. Purniss,
Portland, Oreg. Present data show that the first two are much more prevalent
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than is C. laevigatus in the vicinity of Portland. Houses of poor con-

struction—that is, with' wood in contact with ground—are more likely to be

attacked than houses of good construction. The ants are frequently asso-
ciated with rot, hut there are nany exceptions to this rule. In one case

a large colony moved into the attic of .a house before the owner noved in.

Camponotus has been noted tending aphids on Pseudotsuga , Abies , Thuja , and
Faeonia .

Several species of sawflies observed in Minnesota .—H. J. MacAloney,
Milwaukee, Wis., reports that during July four species of sawflies were
collected from, jack pine in the Chippewa and Superior National Forests in

Minnesota. On the Chippewa forest, sawfly defoliation in conjunction with
spruce budworn defoliation has caused alnost complete stripping in one area,
and plans are already under way to cut the dying trees this winter. Pour
species of sawflies have also been found on black and white spruce in Min-
nesota, with Pikonema alaskensis (Hohwer) (frequently misidentified as Pachy-

nematus ocreatus Harrington) nost numerous. Except in isolated instances,
defoliation has not been severe. Balsam fir has also been fed on by two of
the species collected fron black spruce.

Activity of hemlock borer .—E. C. Secrest, Milwaukee, Wis., has found
that the adults of the

o
henlock borer do not become active until the air

temperature reaches 70 F. This is usually around 10 a.m., at which time

on warm, sunny days the bark temperature on the south
Q
side nay be 80 . Ovi-

position was observed between bark temperatures of 80 and 95 » with the

optimum about 86-. These temperatures are found in the open stands caused
by blow-downs and logging more commonly than in the uncut areas. Beetle
emergence had decreased noticeably by the middle of July, and at that tine
larvae up to l/2 inch in length were common. Trees heavily attacked in
June are now showing yellow foliage and will be dead before fall.

Parasites liberated for control of European spruce sawfly .—P. B*
Dowden, P. A. Berry, and P. E, Killer, Jr. (collaborator), of the New Haven,
Conn., laboratory, report as follows on the European spruce sawfly and its
parasites: "In southern Vermont and Nov/ Hampshire a high percentage of first-
generation larvae of the spruce sawfly had spun cocoons by July 15 . The
following week was very rainy and warm and large numbers of the remaining
larvae were killed by disease. On July 27 first-generation adults were
issuing in large numbers, and samples of cocoons brought into the laboratory
indicate there- will be little "hold over" in this generation. First-instar
larvae of the second generation were common on July 27. In the Wilmington,
Vt., area several trees were completely defoliated by the first-generation
larvae, and a number of trees were observed that were already attacked by
secondary bark beetles. In the spruce sawfly survey 24 New Hampshire towns
and 3^ Vermont towns have been covered. Thus far heavy infestations have
been found only in towns in the vicinity of Wilmington, Vt., and Dublin,
N. II., where severe infestations were located in 1937 • Microplectron fusci -

pennis Zett. has been colonized in all suitable infestations. Twelve colo-
nies totaling 120,000 have been liberated in Vermont and 20 colonies total-
ing 200,000 have been liberated in-New Hampshire. Approximately h million
Microplectron larvae have been produced in the laboratory and are being
held at temperatures to retard further development until suitable liberation
points are found. On July 8 a shipment of Exenterus abrupt orius Thunb.,
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larval parasite, was received from the Canadian Parasite Laboratory. Two
colonics totaling about 6,000 adults were liberated in each of the follow-
ing towns: Wilmington and Lincoln, Vt., and Dublin and Temple, N. II.

. Matsucoccus scale tested on possible pine hosts .—Examination of Mat-

sucoccus placed on red, white, nugho
, Scotch, and Austrian pines indicates

that the only species other than pitch pine on which the insect nay survive
here in the Northeast is red pine, according to T. J. Parr, New Haven, Conn.

Several thousand eggs were placed on red pine and all had hatched by May 23.
Of these, many were dead by Juno 2h but on July 15 some of the insects were
apparently still alive and the twigs showed typical injury. Injured areas
on pitch pine tv/igs in which enzync injections were nade continue to enlarge.
Enzyne injections are being continued.

Elms cut at different seasons exposed to bark beetles .—T . II . Jone

s

and R. T. Webber
t
of the Morristown, N. J., laboratory, report on an experi-

ment in which snail eln logs cut at nonthly intervals were later exposed to

bark-beetle attack in the field. The first cutting of logs was nade in Octo-
ber 1937 and the last in June 13J>'o t just before the logs were put out in an
area where eln bark beetles were abundant. Half of each cutting was placed
under cover in a wooden building immediately after the logs were cut and the

other half in an outdoor cage, the top and sides of which were covered with
30-nesh copper screening. The logs remained in these locations until they
were placed in the field. After a month's exposure they were debarked and
the galleries counted. Except- for logs cut in October, neither the length
of time logs were- kept before exposure nor the place where they were stored
had any appreciable effect on the extent to which they were attacked by the
smaller European elm bark beetle ( Scolytus nultistriatus Marsh.). Logs cut
in October were apparently becoming too old for attack. The place of storage
had a narked effect on the extent to which the logs were attacked by the

native elm bark beetle (Hylurgopinus rufipes Eich.). There was little at-
tack on the logs kept in the wooden building. Of the logs kept in the cage,

those cut in October were nost heavily attacked by -H. rufipes , followed in

oro>r by those cut in November and December. Those cut in later months
showed noticeably less attack by this species.

Determining point of Dutch elm infection difficult ,-~T7hen elm trees
affected by the Dutch elm disease are cut down and examined it frequently
happens that the way in which the fungus that causes the disease entered the
tree is not determined. This is probably usually due to the difficulty of
minutely examining all parts of the tree, particularly in the case of large
trees. Recent observations made by R. T. Webber, of the Morristown, M« J.,
laboratory, illustrate this fact. The observations further indicate that
bark-beetle adults penetrate the bark of healthy elm trees more commonly
than has been suspected. Eighteen normal eln treos, averaging 5? inches DBH,
were felled from July 9 to July 18. After they were felled the trunks were
carefully debarked and examined. Mr. Webber found 55 places on the trees
where Dark-beetle adults had bored through the bark and contacted the xylen,
presumably in unsuccessful efforts to form egg galleries. He decided that 13
of the contacts had been made by adults of the native elm bark beetle (H.

rufipes ) and 15 by adults of the smaller European bark beetle (S. nultistri -

atus ) . It was not possible to determine which of the two species had made
the remaining contacts. Had some of the beetles that made the contacts been
contaminated with the fungus a tree might have become diseased later. If it
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were then examined in an effort to determine how it became inoculated it
might have "been necessary to entirely debark and very carefully examine
the entire surfo.ce in order to determine the point of inoculation. .

Ambrosia "beetle a possible vector of Dutch elm disease .-»-TT. D. Bu-
chanan, of the Morris town laboratory, reports that he .has found corenia of
the Dutch elm disease fungus ( Ceratostomella ulmi) in inhabited brood cham-
bers of the introduced ambrosia beetle ' Xylosandrus gernanus „. These brood
chambers were present in the trunk of a dead elm tree. This is the first
record the laboratory has of the occurrence of the fungus in the galleries
of this beetle. Obviously, adults emerging from galleries in which corenia
are present will be contaminated with the spores of the fungus and will
introduce then into other dead wood which they may later attack.

GYPSY AND BROW-TAIL MOTH' CONTROL

\J. P. A. gypsy moth field work temporarily suspended .—All 17. P. A.

gypsy moth field work supervised by the Federal Gypsy Moth Office in Green-
field, Mass., was temporarily suspended on June 30» as no funds were im-

mediately available after the close of the fiscal year. Later in the month
approval was received for the employment of a total of 1,006 workers on
Federal U. P. A. gypsy moth projects during the month of July.

W. P. A. gypsy moth activities in July .—Yfhen the gypsy moth spraying
season was concluded at the end of June, and after the,- temporary suspension
of gypsy moth work because of lack of funds, T7. P. A. crews were returned
to the regular scouting, thinning, and cleaning work; to the inspecting and
repairing of temporary fences erected around sprayed areas to exclude live-
stock; and to certain special work peculiar to this season. Patrolling bur-
lap bands placed around trees as a shelter for gypsy moth caterpillars and
crushing all caterpillars and pupae found was a major activity in many areas
Slightly more than 2,100 assembling cages wore distributed in 31 townships
in Luzerne, Carbon, Monroe, Wayne, and Lackawanna Counties in Pennsylvania,
and they are being visited regularly for inspection and to comb the tangle-
foot so that it will remain sticky. These assembling cages are arrange-
ments of boards covered with tanglefoot that catch male gypsy moths at-
tracted to then by a bait composed of the ends of the abdomens of female
gypsy moths preserved from the previous year in a solution. The collection
and preparation of attractant material for next year's assembling cage work
was started at Greenfield, Mass., immediately after July U, and by July 23
sufficient material had been collected for approximately ^> t000 cagos. It

was anticipated that a substantial amount of additional material would be
collected before the close of the pupal season. The men employed in pa-
trolling burlap bands, setting. out and tending assembling cages, and col-
lecting assembling-cage material will be returned to scouting and other
usual work after the close of the pupal and moth seasons.

Gypsy moth larvae found near barrier zone in Vermont .—Two gypsy moth
larvae were found during the first week in July by men patrolling burlap
bands in Shrewsbury, Vt. During the following week two larvae were dis-
covered at. burlap bands in the adjoining town of Mount Holly. The two toiras

are located east of and in close proximity to a section of the barrier zone

where no gypsy moth infestations are known to exist at present. The infes-

tations where the bands were placed were discovered during the fiscal year
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1933, and every effort is being nade to eradicate then and rectove the

threat to the nearby section of the barrier rdone.

Tanglefoot at gypsy r.oth assonbling gages eaten "by bc"rs .— In put t ing
out assembling cages in Kidder Township , Pa., in the heart of the Focono
Mountain area, several cages were nailed to the srne trees that had been
used in previous years. In two instances it was found that the old tangle-
foot used in surrounding the cages had been eaten by bears. They had also

eaten the bark from the sections of the trees that had been covered with
tanglefoot

.

C. C. C. gypsy roth work in Jul y.—The transfer of large lumbers of
C. C. 0. enrolleos fron eastern camps to canps in the west, the enrollment
of new men to take their places, the taking of annual leave by many of the

non t end the turning over to the amy of nany others for dental work caused
a reduction in C. C. C. gypsy r.oth work in July. The new nen were employed
largely in thinning operations, burning brush, and patrolling burlap bands,
which does not require a great deal of training. I.iore tine will be lost
later when the new nen are receiving the special training needed for ef-

ficient scouting work. New egg clusters wore reported by the nen patrol-
ling the burlap bands about the niddle of July, and by the end of the third
week in Jvly nore than 11,500 new gypsy r.oth egg cluste rs had been creo-
scted by the C. C. C. band patrols, principally in the heavily infested
town of Russell, Mass.

Gypsy roth infestation is light in two areas treated silviculturally .

—

Inspection of the area known as "Filter Hill" in Greenfield, Mass., which
had been thinned by C. C. G. enrolleos according to the latest silvicultural
methods, disclosed a ver;/ light infestation of gypsy noth caterpillars and
no appreciable defoliation. At the State Forest in freridell, has::

. , which
was also treated silviculturally, there was slightly more infestation than
in the Greenfield area. No spots in the TTendell forest appeared to be nore
than 25-percent defoliated, the defoliation being ouch less in nost cases.
In both areas the species of trees nost favored as food by the gypsy noth
caterpillars were removed and the growth of less favored species was en-
coura ed, in order to develop stands of nore valuable and nore gypsy-no th-
resistant trees.

PLANT DISEASE CONTROL

Berberis canadensis found in Illinois .—An area infested With Sorb oris
canadensis has recently been located in Pembroke Township, Kankakee County,
111., according to a report recently received fro:.: R. T7. Bills, This infes-
tation extends over an area approximately half a rile Ion - and quarter of
a mile wide. Only one other area infosted with 3. canac'er.si s has been found
in Illinois, and so far field nen have boon unable to determine the source
of the original bushes. The infested area was treated with saLt brine, using
80 pounds of s?lt to }0 gallons of water per square rod.

.
Preliminary report on spread o f ston rust fron South.—Examination of

slides that have been exposed this year in connection with the rust-epi-
demiology studies is about two-thirds completed. So far, over a thousand
slides have been examined for ston rust spores, leaving nearly U50 slides
yet to be done. In examining slides for stem rust, it was observed that leaf
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rust spores "began to appear early this year on slides exposed in Missouri
and Nebraska, that the nuriber of leaf rust spores was high, and that they
were present on most days; so it is readily understandable that wheat in

these States and farther south suffered an extremely heavy epidemic, which
resulted in early killing of the leaves. Sten rust, on the other hand, did
not appear as early in May this year as in previous years (1935-37) • The
first sten rust spores appeared 3 weeks later at some of the stations this
year than last. In June nore of the slides exposed in the spring-wheat
States bore sten rust in 1938 than in previous years—although the spores
did not always appear in large nunbers, the total was probably higher in

1933. She maximum nunber of sten rust spores found on any one slide thus
far examined is 263»S03 per square foot, trapped on June 13 at California,
Mo. The next largest number was 197*0^0 per square foot, found on a slide
exposed at Lincoln, ITebr., on June 29* It will be recalled that more than
a million spores per square foot were caught on some slides exposed in
June 1935 • In the physiologic-race identification of 2k8 urodial isolates
made so far this year from northern Mexico, Texas, Oklahoma, Kansas, and
Missouri, race 56 continues to be the most prevalent in the United States.

This race, which attacks most of the winter wheats and the susceptible
spring wheats, comprised only 19 percent of the isolates from northern Mexi-
co. In Texas race 56 comprised 6l percent of the isolates, in Oklahoma 82

percent, in Kansas Si percent, and in Missouri 73 percent. Race 56 dees
not attack the more commonly grown durum varieties. Of the races that do

attack the durums, 3S» 19» and 17 are the most common this year. Haces that
attack the durums comprised 53 percent of the isolates from Mexico, but in

the United States they have been much less common, comprising 33 percent of
the isolates from Texas, and only IS to 20 percent of the races identified
from Oklahoma, Kansas, and Missouri. This distribution of races explains
why Ceres, Marquis, and Reward have been so heavily attacked in the spring
wheat area this year, while the durums have not been so severely rusted.

Race 5^ is especially virulent on Ceres, among the susceptible spring
wheats. Isolates from barberry collections have again this year yielded
races that are not commonly found in urodial collections. Such races as

lU, 15, 2k, 35, 52, 53, 69, 80, 97, ^nd ISO have been isolated; only one

of these, race 15, has also been isolated from urodial collections.

Yield from farm woodl o t shows value of protection against blister
rust .-—In 1919 a Minnesota farmer was visited by a member of the Minnesota
Forest Service with the object of convincing the farmer, and other local
residents, that it was worthwhile to protect the second-growth white pine
on their lands against blister rust infection. Although when first ap-
proached the farmer was not interested, inasmuch as he could see no income
from the woodlot and had planned to cut and grub all the trees so that he

could plow the land, he was finally convinced by the forester that the

woodlot should be saved. Years passed, and again in 1935 a blister rust
crew appeared on the farm. This time no argument was required to prove the

value of the woodlot as it was now considered the most valuable part of his
farm. During the preceding winter the farmer had harvested about half of
the timber from the woodlot. The cut yielded a total of 55*327 board feet.

Of this cut, part was sold to a portable saw mill for $l6.50 per thousand,
delivered on a landing in the woods. Part was sold at $25.50 which in-

cluded $U.50 per thousand for sawing, and the owner still lias 2,350 feet .

for his own use, which he values at $20.00 per M, In addition, several
loads of slashing were disposed of for firewood at $1.00 per load. This
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brought the total reported return to $955-69. or $H77.84 per acre. A
check showed the average age of the trees cut to be 51 years, making the

yearly yield per acre $9«37» In the words of the owner, this was a far

"better yield than he could get from his potato crop, and that from land
consider ed worthless. Within another 10 years a similar cut can "be made

yielding at least as much lumber. In the meantime reproduction is coming
in at the rate of 378 trees per acre.

Famous white pines .—In "Famous Trees" of the United States (Misc.

Pub. 295). recently issued by the Department, are found seven references to

white pines fanoust for their unusual size, age, or association with notable
persons, events, or places.

Phonological notes from lower Michigan .—Infection on Ribes is not
nearly so extensive as it was a year ago. In the sections where pine in-

fection is heavy, the infection on Ribes is very intense. This is especially
true in the Leelanau and Newaygo areas, where from 60 to 75 percent of the

Ribes eradicated were found infected. In one spot in Leelanau County 135
bushes out of 1S7 pulled were found he-vily infected. Species of Ribes in-

fected are R. cync sbati , R. hudsonianur.i, R. glandulosum , and R. 0 do return .

Heavy infection was also noted on R. cyno sbati and R. glandulosum in Grand
Traverse County. A number of leaves inspected during the week ending July

9 showed both the uredinial and telial stages.

COTTON INSECT INVESTIGATIONS

Notes on Spicoerus fornidolosus Boh .— C. S. Rude and L. C. Fife,

Gainesville, Fla.
,
report that at a few places during July the cotton leaves

were "ragged" by the weevil Spicaerus fornidolosus Boh. When these leaves
were first, noticed it was thought that the injury had been caused by lepi-
dopterour. larvae but when the beetles were placed on cotton in a cage it

was found that they were causing this damage. In cages the beetles also fed
on the tips of the cotton squares causing the tips to flare open. These
squares are not shed by the plant but when they open they make an imperfect
bloom. This insect seems to be quite resistant to calcium arsenate as no
dead weevils were found where the cotton had been dusted and they seemed to

be just as numerous in plots that had been dusted as in those not treated.
In no case did these weevils damage cotton enough to cause alarm. These
notes are recorded because it is thought that this insect has not previously
been reported from cotton. The first specimens were submitted on June S

for determination by L. L. Buchanan. In some fields it was estimated that
they occurred in June at the rate of about 1,000 per acre. They were not
found on any other plant but cotton.

Insecticide tests .—TT. T. Hunt and 0. T. Robertson, Presidio, Tex.,
report results observed by August 1, 193S, of the application of insecti-
cides. In one test no pink bollworn infestation counts had been made but,
as there was a serious infestation of the bcllworm (Heliothis ob so lot

a

F.)
in these plots, mature bolls were examined for bollworm injury that showed
infestations as follows: Untreated check, J>S percent; paris green plot, 21.5
percent; calcium arsenate and sulphur mixture, 20.5 percent; syncrclite,
11; 5 percent; and calcium arsenate, 10 percent. In another test after the
plots had been dusted four times an examination of the bolls for pink boll-
worms gave the following results:
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Treatment
Bolls :

! infested.

Larvae
per boll |

Control

Alorco dusting cryolite—

,

Alorco cryolite

TJlirn'hpr» ,miluoi <

30 !

w i

: !

: ^3
! 61

0.60
.71

. .98
: 1.12
! 1.31

: MS
! 25

: 15

Pink bollworm survives winter in El Paso Valley .—H. S. Cavitt and
0. T. Robertson, of the Presidio, Tex., laboratory, searched for pink boll-
worms in the lower El Paso Valley on July 5» 6, and 7» as the occurrence
of worns in the early cotton blooms would be evidence that the pink boll-
worm had overwintered in the soil. Many cotton fields were examined in

Hudspeth County as far north as McNary, with negative results in all but
two. On July 6 one injured bloom was found near Esperanza, but the larva
had fed out and dropped to the ground. This bloom was found in the after-
noon and often the fourth-instar larvae leave the "rosette" blooms and
enter the soil by that time of day., On ..July 7 one fourth-instar larva was
taken from a "rosette" bloom on the J. H. Neely farm, near Port Quitman.
This finding is excellent evidence that the pink bollworm survived the win-
ter of 1937-38 in the lower part of the El Paso Valley in Hudspeth County,
Tex. v

Pink bollworms probably did not survive winter in Balmorhea Valley .

—

Messrs. Cavitt and Hobertson searched for pink bollworms in the Balmorhea
Valley in Reeves County on July 8, 9i l^t 15i l6, with negative results.
This failure to find a single pink bollworm during 5 days of intensive ex-
amination of cotton fields that were infested last fall is evidence that

the pink bollworm may not have survived the winter of 1937-38 in the vicin-
ity of Balmorhea. Weather records indicate comparatively mild temperatures
last winter, but cultural practices may have helped to destroy the over-
wintering larvae in the soil and on the surface. Many fields were heavily
pastured with cattle following the final picking. This greatly reduced the
surface population of pink bollworms . Conditions were unfavorable for
these field examinations for pink bollworms during July, as there was an
extremely heavy infestation of Heliothis ob soleta , and the cotton square
borer

(

Strymon melinus (Hbn. ) ) and the cotton leafworn (Alabama argillacea
(Hbn. )) were also abundant in the cotton throughout the valley.

Pink bollworm parasites .—L. W. Noble and S. W. Luke, of the Presidio
laboratory, report that none of the introduced species of pink bolluorn
parasites were recovered from collections made in June, except possibly the
Hawaiian strain of Hicrobracon del liter Say. Less than 2 percent of the
pink bollworms were parasitized. M. mellitor was the most abundant parasite
but it is not known whether these were of the Hawaiian strain or the native
strain. M. platynotao (Cush.), and another species thought to- be Porisierola
sp. were the other parasites reared.- :

Sulphur interferes with breeding pink bollworm egg parasite .—L.
Noble and S. W. Luke, Presidio, report that the breeding of Che1onus black-
burni Cameron in large numbers -was seriously interrupted during the spring
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because the longevity of the adults and the period of ovipositipn was

reduced. It was feared that the stock of these parasites night die out;

however, when the cages were covered with new cloth, the longevity and cvi-

position again became normal. It was found' that the old cloth cage covers

contained snail quantities of sulphur, which had settled on the cloth when
the "breeding roon had "been dusted to control mites. The sulphur present
was not sufficient to kill the adults innediately, but was enough to

shorten their lives and greatly reduce oviposition.

PINK BOLLWQHM AND THURBLRIA WEEVIL CONTROL

Gin-trash inspection .—Gin-trash inspection of the 193^ cotton crop
was begun in the lower Rio Grande Valley of Texas and of Mexico about the

middle of July. There has been practically no rain during the harvesting
season and cotton is brought to the gins especially clean, so that there
is a very small output of trash. This makes for more efficient inspection.
Specimens of the pink bollworm were found in lrrge numbers in the first
samples of trash inspected at iviatamoros, Mexico. During the first days'
operation, 173 bushels of trash were inspected and 3»^39 pink bollworms
found, or about 19 worms per b\ishel . This is a much heavier infestation
than was present in the 1937 crop. Specimens of the pink bollworm were also
found on the Texas side and, while there has been an increase in infestation,
it is nothing like as heavy as on the Mexican side. 3y the end of July 32U
specimens of the pink bollworm had been found on the Texas side, most of
which came from Cameron County, with a few from Hidalgo and Willacy Counties.
Results in Starr County were negative. On the Mexican side 11,152 speci-
mens of the pink bollworm were found at Uatamo.ro s and 9 at Reynosa, about
60 miles up the river from M<?tamoros.

New infestation .—As inspections were completed in the lower Rio
Grande Valley machines were moved to counties farther north. Toward the
closo of the month a pink bollworm was found in Kleberg County, this being
the first specimen ever found in that section. Specimens have since been
found in 3rooks, Jim Wells, and Nueces Counties. Only a few worms have
been found, indicating that the infestation is very light. The State of
Texas has issued an emergency proclamation placing these four counties in

the regulated area,' and all cotton products are being moved in accordance
with regulations of the pink bollworm quarantine. It is of interest to

note that the people connected with the cotton industry were somewhat
familiar with pink bollworm regulations, as they have been enforced in the
lower Rio Grande Valley for several years. There has been considerable
activity looking toward the destruction of cotton stalks. A committeeman
from each county lias been appointed, and this person will in turn select
a larger committee in his county to assist with the stalk-destruction pro-
gram.

Harvest ing of the new cotton crop.—The entire month of July was very
hot and dry in the lower Rio Grande Valley of Texas. As a result, the cotton
crop matured rapidly and harvesting is fully 3 weeks ahead of last season.
Cotton piexors were plentiful, .and indications are tha.t ginning will ce
practically completed within another month. This is the only district in
the regulated area in which there has- boon any ginning, and very little is
expected to take place in other districts for another month.
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Vehicular inspection.—The vehicular-inspection station on the

principal highway leading out of the lower Rio Grande Valley has been op-

erated on a 2H-hour "basis throughout the month. A total of 15,662 cars

were inspected arid 967 confiscations made. The confiscations consisted

largely of small lots of seed cotton taken from pick sacks. Toward the

end of the month unusually large numbers of pickers began moving to up-

State points. An inspector has been on duty' patrolling roads in Starr

County and only one confiscation was made, but considerable educational

work was done by contacting farmers living near the quarantine line and
advising then about the movement of products.

Thurb eria-p1 ant eradication .—The eradication of Thurberia plants
has been carried on in the Santa Catalina Mountains of southern Arizona
throughout July. During the month H,l6o acres were covered and 3^1^16
Thurberia plants destroyed.

TRUCK CROP AKD GARDEN I17SECT INVESTIGATIONS

Correction .— In the Hews Letter for October 1937. (vol. IV, no. 12)
lines 11 and 12 on page 21 should read "a rotenone content of O.OO56 per-
cent was as effective as one with 0.0112 (instead of 0.0012) percent
rotenone content."

Economic status' of strawberry weevil on the Eastern Shore.—According
to the results of a survey conducted in May by C. 3T. Stahl and L. B. Reed,
of ' the Sanford, Fla., laboratory, Anthonomus signatus Say caused consider-
able injury to strawberry plants in the Eastern Shore section of Maryland
and in the adjoining counties of Delaware and Virginia. It wo.s found that
in the different fields examined from 16 to Si percent of the strawberry
buds were cut by the strawberry weevil on five farms examined in Sussex
County, Del. Likewise", a range of from 17 to 67 percent of the buds were
cut in three counties examined in Maryland, and from 3 to 63 percent of
the buds were cut in Accomac County, Va. In many fields the prevalence
of drought and other factors prevented the strawberry plants from develop-
ing the remaining uncut buds and it was therefore very difficult to de-
termine whether or not the injury caused by the strawberry weevil resulted
in reductions in yield. In several fields, however, the damage caused by
this pest was very pronounced.

Tobacco wobworm controlled by dipping tobacco plants in cryolite so-

lution containing stickou- .—L. 3. Scott, ox the Clarksville, Tenn., lab-
oratory, reports that when tobacco plants were dipped prior to transplant-
ing, in a mixture containing a sufficient quantity of 85-percent cryolite
to provide 1.9 percent of sodium fluoaluminatc , combined with a sticker,
the treatment was effective in reducing the injury caused by Crambus cali -

ginosellus Clem, approximately 90 to 100 percent. Fish oil and mineral oil,

each at the rate of 1.6 percent, animal glue at the rate of 0.37 percent,
and bill-poster paste at the rate ox 0.75 percent were equally effective
as sticking agents. Cryolite without a sticker was nearly as effective as

the combinations containing those adhosives. The evidence from those ex-
periments thus far indicates that the dipping of tobacco plants constitutes
a more effective control of the tobacco webworn than the bait consisting of
corn meal with paris green and oil of nirbano, commonly used in combating
these pests.



Sugar bent girgvrorm adult? prefer red clover to alfalfa for egg de-

pos itio n.—Experiments by F. H. Shirck, of the Parma, Idaho, laboratory,

demonstrated that at least under cage conditions the adults of Limonius
californicus (Mann.) prefer red clover to alfalfa for the deposition of

their eggs. In the course of the experiments several hundred L. californi-

cus beetles of both sexes were confined in cages in which red clover and
alfalfa plants voro growing. An examination of samples of soil in l/l6-
square-foot areas to a depth of k inches taken immediately surrounding the

red clover and alfalfa plants showed that of a total of S03 L. californicus
eggs found in the soil samples, approximately 6S.9 percent were found im-

mediately adjacent to the red clover plants and the remaining "$1,1 percent
were found immediately adjacent to the alfalfa plants. Similar soil

samples taken in the bare spaces between the plants revealed only a few
L. col if0mi cur-, eggs. This preference for red clover for the deposition
of eggs may explain the tend.cncv of red clover fields to become more heavily
infested with wireworms than' fields plantod to other crops.

Insecticide t es ts against cabbage worms .—An analysis of the data ob-
tained by V. J. lieid and C. 0. Bare, of the Charleston, S. C. , laboratory,
in insecticide tests directed against the more important species of cabbage
worms attacking the spring cabbage crop in that section indicated that a

highly significant correlation existed between the numbers of each of the

three species of worms present, i. c., the cabbage looper, the imported
cabbage worm, and the diamond-back moth, and the number of cabbages produced
of U. S. Grade ilo. 1, as well as the number of worm-damaged plants. As
the numbers of worms were decreased by the treatments there was a corre-
sponding increase in the number of U. S. Grade No. 1 plants produced and a
corresponding decrease in the number of plants ineligible for that grade
because of worm damage. Highly significant differences were demonstrated
between worm populations and yields resulting from the use of the various
insecticide materials and. the intervals of application. Materials used in
these tests consisted of dust mixtures containing 0.5 percent rotenone, 1.0
percent rotenone, and 0.3 percent total pyrethrins, respectively, as well
as a combination dust mixture containing 0.5 percent rotenone plus 0.2 per-
cent total pyrethrins. Applications of the insecticides began when the
combined worm populations reached 96.9 worms per 100 plants. Applications
were made at 7-» 10- to 11-, and lH-day intervals, respectively. Against
tho cabbage looper the 1.0-percent-rotenone and the derris-pyrothrum dust
mixture at 7-day intervals between applications were most effective;
against the diamond-back moth the 1-percent rotenone and the derris-pyrc-
thrum dust and the 7- or 10- to 11-day intervals were most effective;
against the imported cabbage worm the 0.5-pcrccnt rotenone, the 1.0 per-
ccnt-rotenone, and tho derris-pyre thrum dust were significantly different
and were significantly superior to the pyrethrum. Against this species
the 7- and the 10- to 11-day intervals were superior to the lU-day interval.
In general, the results indicated that, under the conditions of the exper-
iment, the 0.5-perccnt-rotenono dust mixture used at intervals of either
7 or 10-11 days was the most efficient of the treatments tested, both from
the standpoint of production of U. S. Grade Ho. 1 cabbage and of costs.
It was apparent, however, that under conditions of greater population of
the cabbage looper and of l-.:ss ideal dusting conditions a 1-percent-rotenone
dust applied at approximately 7-day intervals would be preferable.
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How tomato fruitworm larvae get poison fron insecticides .—During the
course of experiments with Heliothis obsoleta F. , at the Alhambra, Calif.,
laboratory, Joseph Wilcox and Arnold Mallis observed that the first instar
of H. obsoleta cleaned its feet with its mandibles. Further observations
made on the larger larvae confined in petri dishes that had been dusted with
corn flour showed that not only the forelegs but also the middle legs were
cleaned by the mandibles, that the larvae ate particles of the material from
the leaf surface in the petri dishes, and that the forelegs were used to

assist in this feeding. A continuation of these experiments" on tomato plants
revealed the fact that the larvae followed substantially the same practice
as was indicated in the petri dishes. The results of these observations in-
dicate that K. obsoleta larvae can bo killed on the plants from the effects
of insecticide applications without actually consuming any of the plant up-

'

on which the insecticides are applied.

Derris controls a plant bug on lettuce grown for seed .—K. B. McKinney,
of the Phoenix, Ariz., laboratory, reports that preliminary cage tests have
indicated that a derris dust, mixturo containing 1 percent rotenone with
clay as a diluent was effective in controlling the adults of the plant bug
Corizus hyalinus P., which has been causing considerable damage to lettuce
grown for seed in the Salt Kiver Valley of Arizona and in the Yuma Valley.
This dust mixture, however, was not as effective against the C, hyalinus
nymphs as it was against the adults.

Relative effectiveness o| different insecticides against Mexican bean
beetle.—The results of an experiment conducted at Norfolk, 7a., by E. W.

Brannon, against Spilachna varivestis Mails, on the spring crop of snap beans,
in order to determine the relative effectiveness of derris, cube, and cryo-
lite dusts and sprays, showed that, based on the degree of foliage injury,
derris and cube sprays containing 0.015 percent rotenone and dust mixtures
containing 0.5 percent rotenone are the most effective materials yet de-
vised for the control of the Mexican bean beetle. Sprays containing cryo-
lite (3 pounds to 50 gallons) and cryolite dust mixtures containing 60 per-
cent of the former and kO percent of talc, by weight, were more effective in

the control of the insect than in 1937 °r 193&? Sprays containing 3 pounds
of phehothiazine to 50 gallons of water, with 2-jr ounces of sodium lauryl
sulphate, gave good control of the bean beetle. The cryolite dust mixtures
were not so effective as the cryolite sprays. Dust mixtures containing com-
binations of derris, pyrethrum, and sulphur were equally as effective as

derris-talc or cube-talc dust mixtures containing the same percentage of
rotenone. Of the three brands of cryolite used in the dust mixtures em-
ployed in these tests, the natural cryolite and the domestic synthetic cry-
olite were slightly more effective than the imported synthetic cryolite.

INSECTS AFFECTING MAN AND ANIMALS

Field laboratory established at Nice, .Calif .—A new field laboratory
of this Division has been established at Nice, .Calif., for the purpose of

investigating the biology and methods cf control of the Clear Lake gnat

( Chaoborus lacustris Freeborn), a nonbiting midge which breeds in enormous
numbers in Clear Lake. A. ViT. Lindquist, associate entomologist, has been
placed in charge.
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Large numbers cf rabbits killed by motorists .—D. C. Parman, of the

Uvalde, Tex., laboratory, report:: that the highway between Fort Stockton
and McCanoy, Tex., was literally covered during July with the carcasses of
Jock rabbits that had been killed by automobiles, there sometimes being 100
or more dead animals pur mile. These carcasses are probably breeding
enormous numbers of blowflies.

Paraoitcs roleased for control of American dog tick .—During the spring
and rummer of this year C. IT. Smith, of the Vineyard Haven, Hans., labora-
tory, has released about '40,000 specimens of Kunterollus hookcri How.,
parasitic on the nynphal stage of Dcrmacontor vri^bili s (Say), to determine
whether the parasite will be able to survive in that locality and to test
the feasibility of this natural control over fairly large areas.

Freeing veget at ion of ticks .—Results of preliminary tests made by
Ur« Smith on methods cf ridding Vogetation of ticks have shown that nicotine
sulphate (1-200) will keep vegetation free of ticks for approximately J2
hours, and that creosote oil, kerosene extract of pyrcthrum, and aqueous so-
lutions of pyrcthrum are effective fcr 2U hours*

Effect of synergized sprays on housefly .— Cr-^ig Eagleson, of the

Dallas, Tex., laboratory, reports that in a preliminary test with I.lusca do-

mestica L. in a closed barn a somewliat longer time was required to produce
torpor with a spray of 50 mg pyrethrins per 100 cc, plus 10 percent syner-
gist oil than with 100 mg pyrethrins per 100 cc sprays, but flies collected
15 minutes after spraying failed to revive under favorable conditions. The
reduction of pyrethrin content of synergized sprays to 50 mg per 100 cc re-
duces the efficacy of the spray in open dairy barns.

FOREIGN PLANE QUARANTINES

Insects collected in Guam .—The following insects were collected by
B . &, Oakley from November 1937 to Hay 1938 in the field in Guam: Aiolopus

tamulus (F.) on rice, Anomolo sulcatv.la Burn, on lemon le;?ves, CI c

v

ia

ou, -eniao Stal on leaves of h'orinda citrifolia , C-rios fabia (Stcll.T~in
okra pods, Engytatus tenuis (h:ut.) en tobacco, Stiella zinckenolla (Trcit

)

(lima bean pod borer) in string bean pods, Sutechi a lateralis Boh. on de-

caying grass, Keliothis cbscleta (F.) in tomato, Iloletrichie mindanaona
Brenske en banana leaves and in soil, Lcotocorioa acuta (Thunb.) on rice,

Li^no-'-nus fc 3sarum (F.) in water in rice field, r.ogamelus preserving Kirk,
on leaves and stems of native taro, Frcdcnia l itura (F.) or. leaves cf

Ipomooa sr. . , Pjrausjc nubilalis (HTbn.) in cornstalk, Scholastcs bimaculatus

Hond« in decaying coconut pulp, S-;ler.ota.rips rubrc cinctv.o (T-iard) (red-

banded thrips) on leaves of 3 ixa erell ar.a, and Tiraco la ;:la;;iata (71k.) on

leaves of Ipomoea sp.

Interceptions at the WasMngton, L. C.» Inspection Hous e .—Owi ng 1

0

the intensive inspection given special permit and mail material at the In-

spection House a groat nany interceptions are made in proportion to the
quantity cf material handled. Some cf the more interesting of these inter-
ceptions which have not received notice in the News Letter during the past
year are listed here. Ar.,g:ina tritici (Stoihb.) Filipjov was intercepted
in 10 lots of wheat from Afghanistan on December 17, 1937* and in 11 lots



fron the sane country on February 23, 193 S. Bunt ( Tilletia laoyis Kuehn)
was found on a number of these lots of wheat. Although both diseases are,

present in this country, there is always danger of introducing new strains
fron countries fron which importation is unusual. Diplodia viticola Desm.

was intercepted on Vitis sp. fron Afghanistan on January 29. Ditylonchus
dipsaci (de Han) Filipjev was found in a lupine fron Holland on November

18, 1937* Her.il eia oncidii Griff, and Maubl. was intercepted on orchids
fron Brazil on Hay k and again, on two lots, on June 3, 193S. Hendersonia
packi

i

Clinton was. intercepted on Lonicora tatarica fron Sweden on February
18. Ilotorodera narioni (Cornu) Goodey was intercepted in Anenone tessiri
fron Gernany February 7» begonia fron Janaica on June 22, in Copt is
guinqiiefolia fron Japan on December 22, in Convolvulus incanus fron England
on April 25, in Molo cactus natanzanus fron Cuba on ITovenber 23, in Pachy-
sandra terninalis and Sarcocca ruscifolia fron England on Harch 7, anc1- ^n
Viburnun glomeratun fron Austria on April 5* Leptothyriun castanea (Spreng.)
Sacc. was found on oak leaves fron England on Harch 11 and L. nacrotheciun
Fckl. on two lots of peonies fron Japan on ITovenber 30* Rhabdospora ranealis
Sacc. was intercepted- on Rubus sp. fron Engl .and o'n February 28.

Entomological interceptions of interest .—Two larvae of the trypetid
Anastrepha nonb inp raeop tons Sein were intercepted at El Pasc , Tex.

(
, on

July 5, in a nango fruit in baggage fron Mexico. An' adult end pupa, both
living, of the Hediterranean fruitfly ( Ceratitis capitata tfied.) were inter-
cepted at Baltimore, Hd. , on November 6, 1937, in quince in the nail fron
Italy. A living larva of the pink bollworn (Pectinophora gossypiclla Saund.

)

was taken at New York on June 13 in seed cotton in baggage fron Uganda, East
Africa. Ten living larvae of the Asiatic rice borer ( Chilo simplex Butler)
arrived at Seattle, Wash. ,• on Hay 20 in rice straw in cargo frcn Hanchuria.
The rice straw was used as packing naterial for household goods. One living
and eight dead adults of Bruchus atomarius L. were found at Philadelphia
on Hay 2 in seeds of the flat pea ( Lathyrus sylvestris var. wagneri ) in the
nail fron Germany. Sixteen living adults of Callosobruchus adenptus (Sharp)
were. token at Chicago, 111., on Hay 3 iri kudzu-bean (Pueraria thunbergiana )

in the nail fron the Netherlands. • Living spocinens of the nango weevil
( Sternochctus nangi ferae F.) wore intercepted at San Pedro, Calif., on
July .4 in nango seeds in ship's stores fron the Philippines. A living
specimen of the acridid Taeniopoda auricornis (Walk.) arrived at Laredo,
Tex., on June 21 on bananas in cargo fron Mexico. Living specinens of the
pentatonids Bdessa cornuta Burn, and Hornidca cubrosa (Dall.) were inter-
cepted' at Hogales, Ariz., on June 9 01i orchid plants in baggage fron Mexico.
Living specinens of the scale insect Aspidiotus latastei Ckll. were found
at Washington, D. C.,on June 3 oil an orchid in express from Brazil. This
species is not known to occur in the United States. A living adult of the
weevil Motanasiopsi s de cenpunctatus Champ, was intercepted at San Francisco
on Harch 1 in a plant (Broneliaceae ) in express fron Mexico. This is new
to the National Museum Collection.

Pathological interceptions of interest .

—

Apholencho id es fragariae
(Hit zona Bos) Christie was intercepted in begonia leaves fron Yugoslavia, on
August 2 at Hew York. Cronartium ribicola Fisch. was intercepted on July
26 at New York on leaves of Ribes sp. fron Gernany. Ditylenchus internedius
(de Han) Filipjev was intercepted in Dioscorea sp. tubers fron Puerto Rico
on June 20 at New York. Macrophona candolloi (B. & Br.) Berl and Vogl. was
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intercepted on loaves of Buxus scmporvirens used as packing for rosebuds

in baggage from France on August 2 at Hew York. Phyllacnora acaciae Henn.

was intercepted on Acacia famesiana from Mexico on July U at Brownsville.
Ramuhari a cynarao Sacc. was found at Philadelphia on July l6 on globe arti-

chokes from Italy. Rotvlenchua bradys (Steiner and Le Hew) Filipjev was
intercepted in Dioscorea sp. tubers from Puerto Rico on June 6 and June 20

at ITow York. Septoria betae Westd. was intercepted on July 13 at El Paso
on 6hard leaves fron Mexico. A severe spotting of lenon from Italy was re-

ferred to specialists in the Bureau of Plant Industry, who reported that

S. linonun Pass, appeared to approach the specimen most nearly. S. pasti-
nacao West, was found on parsnip leaves from Denmark on July 7 at Boston.

DOMESTIC PLAHT QUARANTINES

Grasshopper bnitir.g effects control .—Effective baiting for grass-
hoppers had given a high degree of control throughout the infested regions
at the close of July. In areas where idle lands greatly predominated, the

baiting was effective until dry weather forced hordes of the hoppers into

the crops. In the Rocky Mountain area infestations of species other than
Dissostcira longipennis Thcs. were largely localized on irrigated lands and
good control was obtained for different crops, with unusually high savings
of alfalfa.

Prolonged grasrhoppcr hatch necessitates repeated baiting-.—In Missis-
sippi Valley areas localized outbreaks have resulted from short periods of
favorable hatching weather. Repeated baiting has accomplished a high de-
gree of control and is continued for the prolonged hatch, as well as the

normally late species of grasshoppers.

Grasshopper situation in the Dakotas, Wyoming, and Montana .—Enormous
populations of Melanoplus mexicanus Sauss. developed in the current season
on idle lands in western parts of the Dakotas and eastern areas of Wyoming
and Montana, making it physically impossible for the farmers to bait the ox
tensive areas with available man power. Crops and range lands carried popu
latiens of from 10 to 30 per square yard, and field margins and roadsides
populations up to So. General migrations of adults in July are attributed
to build-up populations in past years, a long egg-laying season in 1937,
favorable hatching conditions in 1933, and abundant succulent vegetation in
the present season. In brief dry periods the hoppers migrated to the crops
Some protection was obtained by repeated baiting of adjacent lands.

Migratory grasshoppers controlled .—Concerning activities in the mi-
gratory grasshopper area, ~. E. Dove, field project leader, writes! "The
southeastern section of Colorado, the northeastern section of New Mexico,
and the Panhandle counties of Texas bordering ITew Mexico have kept up an
efficient bombardment and superiority of fire through bait-spreading opera-
tions which remind one of real warfare. National Guard trucks, as well as
trucks from all agencies interestod in agriculture, wore found hauling bait
materials or mixed bait, while smaller trucks . and passenger cars pulled
bait spreaders in line formation to cover these extensive acreages. This
work called for funds from every available source and civic clubs, dances,
popular subscriptions, and other sources wero used in supplying the necessa
funds for local needs. * * * A high degree of control was obtained for this
species (Disscsteira longipennis Thos.) in all three States."



Mornon cricket conti-ol uork cloning,—Dusting operations, which have
"been carried on in the current season throughout the infested States, are
approaching completion and preparations are being made for the adult and
egg surveys. Men and supplies are kept available, however , for innediate
use in case further migrations threaten crops. Very satisfactory control
has "been reported fron most of the areas. By the close of the nonth ar-
rangements were 'being nade for collecting and storing dusting materials,
metal barriers, and equipment remaining in the field at the close of the
season.

Observations on Mormon crickets .—Crickets in Crooks County, T7yo.,

apparently dying from infestations of red mites, were found in most cases
to contain unusual water sacs in the fore abdominal cavity above the crop.
When the body of a cricket was opened the sacs protruded like a pair of
wings. Concerning range injury on experimental plots in Nevada, it is re-
ported that "much bluegrass which was cropjjed close to the ground by
crickets early in the season will never recover. A lone cottonwood at
Indian Springs was observed to be partially defoliated. Injury to sage-
brush was noted and crickets were observed feeding on the flowers of As-
clepias and Helianthus , as well as on oats and wheat. Alfalfa, potatoes,
watermelons, onions, peas, and sweet corn were observed to be damaged by
cricket feeding." Favorite places for Mormon crickets to deposit their
eggs, according to observations in Utah, are rocky south slopes of hills,
also hard roadbeds.

More white-fringed beetle infestotions .—White-fringed beetles have
recently been found on several properties in Bolton, Kinds County, Miss,
(about 150 miles north-northwest of C-ulfport), representing the most
northerly infestation located thus far. An area of approximately 200 acres
is known to be infested end the limits are not yet determined. Owing to

proximity of the infestation to the Mississippi Delta, immediate action
was taken to start dusting operations and to insure the cleaning up of rail-
road yards .and other industrial premises, the owners cooperating fully.

An infestation was also located in Pearl River County, in southern Missis-
sippi. The well-developed inspection activities now under way in the State
include both a survey campaign throughout the State, assisted by public-
spirited organizations and citizens, and a systematized inspection on the

part of Federal and State inspectors. Similar work is carried on in other
known infested States and spot inspections are being made in Georgia,
Texas, Tennessee, and South Carolina.

'Thite-fringed beetle emergence .—The peak of emergence of white-fringed
beetles at Florala, Ala., occurred July 12-20, whereas the maximum emer-
gence over the known infested areas was reported as July 10-25.

Uhite-fringed beetle control .—Spraying of railroad rights-of-way
with oil emulsion was continued in July at Pensacola, Fla. , and Florala
and Lockhart, Ala., effecting on some areas a 50-percent kill of beetles
and destroying their food plants. Calcium arsenate dust was applied to

areas in New Orleans, La., Gulfport and Laurel, Miss., and C-lendale, Fla.

Cultivated fields in Alabama and Florida were redisked. Barrier furrows
wore constructed around infested areas at Laurel, Miss., and the boundary
vegetation dusted. Measures were taken to reduce beetle populations at
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Gulfport, Saucier, McHenry, and Landon, Miss., as well as precautions to

prevent their spread through the movement of amy troops encanping in

southern Mississippi. Immediate control measures were applied to city
"blocks in Pensacola and to places in New Orleans fror.i which spread would
bo r.iost likely, such as shipping centers, tourist camps, docks, and vacant

lots near nurseries.

Peach nosaic inspection .—During July inspection for the peach nosaic
disease was aadc jointly with the States cf Arizona, California, Colorado,
Idaho, New Mexico, Oklahoma, Texas, and Utah, llo nosaic disease has "been

fount?, in Idaho. All diseased trees are being removed at the tine of in-

spection in Colorado, Utah', and Oklahoma. The removal of diseased and aban-
doned trees throughout the infected States is under way with the services
of l6l relief employees. The interest of cooperating States, counties, and
growers is demonstrated in the fact that a greater percentage of the in-

fected trees was removed to the close of June 193^ than in the same period
in 1937« The environs of nurseries and budwood sites are thoroughly in-
spected for a radius of 1 mile, as provided in standardized State quaran-
tines, and an inventory of the nurseries that failed to meet the quaran-
tine requirements is being kept. It is believed that this './ill materially
reduce the possibilities of artificial spread.

Nursery inspection for phony peach disease .—The environs of 63S nur-
series in over 200 counties in 13 States have been inspected in the current
field ssason and all of the 1,S29 phony trees founc'. in the 1-nile radius of
such nurseries were removed prior to June 30, the deadline d-'te prescribed
in quarantines of several States. This is the first time in the history of
the x->roject that removal of every diseased tree has been accomplished by
that date. The inspection covered 1,500,000 trees on 11,000 properties.
Similar work is under way in States whose quarantines provide for removal
of diseased trees at a later date.

Phony peach dise-se reduced .—In addition to work in the ^'^icinities
of nurseries, inspection is under way on all properties found infected since
1929 in the lightly infected States and since 1935 in those more generally
infected. Results thus far show a decided reduction in the disease, as
compared with previous years. Ultimate eradication of the phony peach-
disease is considered entirely possible.

Sweetpotatc weevil control for the past year .—A summary of the activi-
ties for control of th€ sweetpctato weevil since the project was authorized
by Congress on July 1, 1937t prepared by the field project leader, T. R.
Stephens, shows that surveys have been made in 172 counties cf Alabama,
Georgia, Louisiana, Mississippi, and Texas, for the purpose of determining
the northern boundary of the infestations, one1

, the areas where eradication
would be carried on. Thirty-three counties wore found infested, with
property infestations of 2,555. The surveys included inspections of seed-
beds, field, storage, and wild host plants. Volunteer sweetpotatc plants
and wild hosts have been destroyed on known infested properties and those
adjacent. Infested fields, storage banks, and seedbeds have been cleaned
up and growers assisted in sanitation practices. The use of 59,000 sweet-
potatce3 as traps in cleaned fields captured 2U,000 v/eevils. Alabama and
Georgia sponsored V, ?. A. projects on the eradication work. A uniform State
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quarantine standardizing the regulatory and control work was adopted by
the States. Work has been carried on jointly with the affected States to

whose generous contributions is attributed a large part of the success at-,

tainod thus far in the control of the weevil.

Citrus canker eradication .—Work in Juno was confined to the Texas
counties of Brazoria, Hardin, Harris, and Jefferson, with thorough in-

spection in the city of Houston, where several old locations of trifoliates
were found. In cooperation with the State, 829 properties wore inspected
during the month and 120,000 host trees destroyed, including escaped and un-
cultivated trees and several thousand abandoned nursery trees in Hardin
County. Canker was found in Harris County on six citrus seedlings on a
formerly infected property. They had just cone up from seed balls appar-
ently 3 years old. A second; round of sterilization of infected properties
with pear burners in Brazoria County, where incipient infections have been
recurring since 1935 from old canker areas, failed to show any indications
of the disease. All the work was carried on in the noncommercial citrus
areas

.

Pop son reassigned to citrus canker project .—R. N. Popson was again
placed in charge of the citrus canker eradication project on July l6, with
headquarters at Houston, Tex. , inasmuch as the services of W. R. Heard,
who has been in charge of the project since last March, are needed on white-
fringed beetle control.

Live Japanese beetles in railway cars *—Twenty-one live Japanese
beetles had been found up to the close of July at transit-inspection points
in the Midwest, in cars of produce arriving from the heavily infested
areas. The number of produce cars from the East is less than half the

usual movement, the Chicago inspectors report, as growing conditions in

the Midwest have been excellent this year.

Nursery-stock shipping season is good .—Movement of nursery stock
throughout the Central States was unusually good during the last spring
and fall shipping seasons, while the percentage of violations on the part
of commercial shippers showed a decided decrease, according to the report
of the Chicago office for the last fiscal year. Of the 500,000 shipments
inspected at central and southern points, it is reported that 1,26U were
in violation of Federal quarantines, and many others represented infringe-
ments of State pest-control regulations. States have cooperated through
the assignment of inspectors to assist in the project.

More forest-plant products observed in transit .—Several New England
establishments which ship such products of forest trees as wood shavings,
sawdust, cross' ties, and slabs, have recently been placed on the "current
inspection list" for gypsy moth inspection at origin, as a result of in-

formation supplied by transit inspectors at Boston as to the interstate
movement of such products.

Assistance in Japanese beetle trapping .—Inspectors of the Pivision
of Domestic Plant Quarantines have cooperated with the Japanese beetle con-
trol project during the current season by placing and tending traps for the

beetles at 10 points in the South and west where such inspectors are stationed
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CONTROL INVESTIGATIONS

Colorado potato beetle inactive during summer months .—High summer

temperatures are almost as important as low winter tenperatures in causing

dornancy of the Colorado potato beetle at Sanford, Fla. M. C. Swingle, of

the Sanford laboratory, roports that in laboratory rearing of the species

most of the adults entered the soil in May and June, although a snail per-
centage, alnost 10 weeks old, are still crawling about in the cages. These
adults oviposit very rarely, and feeding is definitely less than under
optimum conditions. Periodic exposure of the dormant adults to low tem-

perature in the refrigerator has arrested the dormant period in a few tests,
but the adults do not oviposit nor feed normally at the high room tempera-
ture. It appears probable that the dormant adults become active late in

the fall, in contrast to their behavior in the Northern States.

INSECTICIDE INVESTIGATIONS

Structure of pyretlirins ,—The structure of pyrethrin I and pyrethrin
II, the active principles of pyrethrun flowers, has not been fully eluci-.
dated. F. 3. LaForge and H. L. Haller have just published thoir twelfth
contribution to the study of this problem (Jour. Organ. Chen., vol. 2, no.

6, pp. 5^-6-559 >
January 1933). Their conclusion is that the formula pro-

posed in 192U by Staudinger and Ruzicka is not correct.

Determination of small quantities of methyl bromide in air .—The work
of this Bureau has shown that methyl bronide is an effective funigant for
several insects infesting vegetable products and that it does not injure
green vegetables. Methyl bromide is now being used on a large scale for
the furtigation of potatoes in railroad cars. In the studies of this ma-
terial as a funigant it is important that the exact concentration in the
space being fumigated be known. A method for determining small quantities
of methyl bromide in air has just been published by R. L. Busbey and N. L.
Drrke of this Division (Indus. Engin. Chen., Anal. Ed. vol. 10, no. 7, pp.
390-592, July 15, 1933). The method consists in saponifying the methyl
bromide by alcoholic potassium hydroxide, removal of the alcohol, oxida-
tion of the bromide to bromate by sodi\ur. hypochlorite, and iodonetric ti-
tration of the bromate.

Codling moth studies .—J. Z. Fahey and H. v7. Rusk, in cooperation with
L. F. Steinor and R. I. Sazama of the Division of Fruit Insect Investigations,
have been studying the larvicidal efficiency of various sprays as affected
by the factors of growth, rainfall, and timo of application, It was found
that the surfaco area of the apples doubled during the week after the first
cover spray and increased five times in the first k weeks. A report of
these studies is published in the Transactions of the Indiana Horticultural
Society for the Year 1937 (pp. 88-89).

Compounds of peat with alkaloids .—L. N. Markwood on July 12, 1938,
was granted U. S. Patent 2,123,2^8, which covers the substantially water-
insoluble reaction products of peat with organic bases of the group consist-
ing of arecoline, anabasine, codeine, ethylene diamine, and piperidine. One
of the objects of this invention is to provide neans for rendering these bases
less soluble in water, the free bases themselves being soluble. Their
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usofulness and application are thus increased, as in the field of veterinary
nedicine where they offer possibilities in the control of internal para-

sites, when administered in a substantially insoluble forn.

IDENTIFICATION AND CLASSIFICATION OF INSECTS

An important lepidopterous insect from Guam . —Moths , larvae, and
pupae reared fron string beans on the island of Guam and submitted by II. G.

Oakley, of the Division of Foreign Plant Quarantines, have been identified
by Carl Heinrich as Cryptophlebia carpophaga TIalsingham (family Olethreu-
tidae). There are other specimens of this species in the National Col-

lection from India, Guam, and China. It is apparently widely distributed
in the Indo-Malayan region and has been reared from Parkinsonia and Bau-

hinia pods, fruits of Aegle marmelos , litchi seeds, and pods of Cassia
fistula and several species of Acacia . The record from string beans is

apparently new. _C. carpophaga has been listed as a synonym of illepida
Butler (described from Hawaii) and under the latter name has figured fre-
quently in economic literature. The synonymy, however, is very doubtful.

The range of Anastrepha species Y extended .—A single specimen of

this striking species that has been trapped so frequently in the lower Rio

Grande Valley and at the Hacienda Santa Engracia, Tamaulipas, has been sent

in from Panama by James Zetek. This was trapped on June 15» 1933 » at La
Campana, Panama, associated with 13 other species, 5 of which are unde-
scribed. As a result of this record, Alan Stone states that there are now
only two species of Anas trepha—A . ludens and A. pallens—that occur in the

Rio Grande Valley but do not occur in Panama or farther south.

Ants attacking screwworm flies .—The Division of Insects Affecting
Man and Animals submitted for determination ants collected on July S, 193°t
at Menard, Tex., by Roy Melvin, who reported that they were attacking
newly emerged adults of the primary screwworm ( Cochliomyia americana C.

and P.). The ants were determined by M. R. Smith as Sciton (Labidus )

caecum (Latr.). Mr. Melvin stated that the ants attacked the flies as they
emerged from buckets of sand placed 25 feet deep in an old well.

New host record for an aphid .—Specimens of an aphid taken at quaran-
tine on turnips from the Netherlands (Norfolk No. koGS) were determined
by P. ¥. Mason as Rhopal0 s ipho n inus tulipaella (Theob.). This species is

usually found on bulbous floral plants such as tulips, Iris , gladiolus ,

and Muscari . The National Collection contains one lot taken on beets from
Holland in 1932.

0O0—
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DR. L. 0. HOWARD HONORED IN MEXICO

On September 3i 193^, ceremonies were held in Mexico City dedi-
cating the Lelanc Ossian Howard Entomological Laboratory of the National
Polytechnic Institute of Mexico. American .ambassador Daniels presented
one of the principal addresses on this occasion. He said in part: "I

regard it as both an honor and a privilege to speak for my countrymen on
the occasion when Mexican men of letters and scientific attainment have
given a signal token of esteem and appreciation to a distinguished
American scientist. It is rare that any nation bestows permanent dis-
tinction to a groat man of another country by giving his name to one of
its buildings. In this act Mexico records its acknowledgment, in its

National Polytechnic Institute, that scientific discoveries are the

possession of all men in every clime, and makes this recognition in the
most enduring and visible form.

"Conferring the name Howard upon your entomological laboratory
is but one of many significant acts \tfiich bind Mexico and the United
States together in common devotion to culture and science. The stronger
these mutual bonds, the surer is the spirit of the Good Neighbor ad-
vanced and undergirded cn both sides of the Rio Grande."

FRUIT INSECT INVESTIGATIONS

Plum curculio enters hibernation by midsummer.—As jarring peach
trees after harvest in 1935 and 193& f° r marked curculios and diligent
searches under peach trees arid around the border of peach orchards during
the late summers of 193& 1337 failed to locate plum curculio adults,
Oliver I. Snapp and J. R. Thomson, Jr.. undertook an investigation at

Fort Valley, Ga. , this year to determine definitely where the curculio is

after the harvest of the last maturing variety of peach in that locality.
About 1 month after harvest a quantity of fallen leaves was raked up from
a hedge row bordering an Elberta peach orchard in which the population of
new (first-generation) carculios had been very heavy during peach harvest.
Zxamin: tion of this debris yielded a number of curculio adxilts, indicating
that adults of this insect begin to enter hibernation in midsummer in
central Georgia, within a month after the completion of peach harvest. This
is the reason why in some years very few curculios are fcund on peach trees
shortly after harvest.
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Survival of Japanese beetle eggs and larvae in commercial molding
sands .—I. M. Hawley has reported on some studies at the Moorestown, N. J.,

laboratory, to determine whether Japanese beetle eggs could hatch and the

larvae survive in various types of moist molding sand handled under com-
mercial conditions. These types of molding sand ordinarily are free from
organic or vegetable matter. Of 1 , HOO eggs under observation in the sev-
eral types of molding sand, 1,110 hatched. Of the 1,110 larvae obtained,
only 27 were alive at the time of the first examination, made 8 to 11 days
after the eggs hatched and at the tine of the second examination, made 13
to lS days after the eggs had hatched, none of the 27 were alive. Hone
of the larvae ever developed to the point of transforming to the second
instar. It is evident that, although eggs will hatch in the several types
of molding sand tested and the larvae will live for a relatively short
time, the absence of organic matter suitable for larval food prevents ex-
tended development.

Colonization of Japanese beetle parasite .—At the Japanese beetle
laboratory at Moorestown during August a total of 9 • 539 females of the

Koiwai strain of Tiphia popilliavora Roh. , an imported hymenopterous para-
site, were collected in the field. This material was used to form 9^
colonies, each consisting of 100 mated females. Those colonies were lib-
erated in the areas heavily infested by the Japanese beetle, aa follows:
6U colonies in Maryland, 18 colonies in Connecticut, and 12 colonies in

Westchester County, N. Y. This parasite belongs to the digger-wasp group
and attacks the Japanese beetle in the larval stage in the soil. In

addition, seven colonies of reared mated females of the Korean strain of
T. popilliavora , each colony consisting of 100 individuals, were liberated
in Pennsylvania.

Flight of the saw-toothed grain beetle .—It is generally believed
that Oryzaephilus surinamensis (L.) cannot fly. As this is by far the

most numerous insect in stored raisins the year following harvest, the

laboratory at Fresno has been making observations in a raisin-storage
yard by means of a rotary net to determine definitely, if possible, the

inability of the insect to fly. This point is important because if the

species cannot spread by flight, barriers can be used to keep it out of
raisins that have been cleaned by means of the raisin-cleaning machine de-
veloped at the laboratory. Catches collected daily, with a few exceptions,

from April lh to August 31 have contained saw-toothed grain beetles as fol-

lows, according to records made by Dwight F. Barnes and George H. Kaloo-
stian: April, 0; May, 1; June, 0; July, 20; August, 151. When compared with
the enormous numbers of saw-toothed grain beetles in raisins stored in

open-sided stacks in the yard where the net is being operated, the above

figures are negligible, but they do indicate that a very small percentage
of the beetles move through the air, probably by use of their wings rather
than by drifting in air currents.
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1,23X1CM FRUIT FLY COHTROL

Insect populations ebb in lever Rio Grande Valley .—There was a

decided reduction in the nuriber of insects taken in traps during August.
The high fly population present in Laredo and Hatanoros during June and
July reached a very low ebb soon after the first of the month. Throughout
the latter half of August no Anastrepha ludens Locw were taken there. In

the lower part of the valley a limited number of Anastrepha spp. were
trapped. The Mexican fruit fly, however, was net present in these collec-
tions. All indications point to another bumper citrus crop. Rains during
the last week in August have started the fruit to growing and will cause
it to size earlier. Estimates made by various agencies place the probable
production in excess of U2,000 equivalent carloads. Results of trapping
and fruit examination are summarized in the attached tables.

Species'

Adults trapped
A. ludens
A. serpentina T7ied

A. spp. "L"

A. sp. "n sp."
A. pallens Coq

Total

Larvae collected
A. ludens
A. serpentina
A. sp . not lud-: ns

Total

Texas Mexi co

2

9

5

l

>05

222

16
0

2

0

SO

98

97

57
1,137
1,291

Hot in regulated area.

C3RSAL Aim F0RAG2 INSECT INVESTIGATIONS

Three generations of European corn borer observed in southern Hew
Jersey .—C. A. Clark, Moorestown, H. J., says it has been established
definitely that the European corn borer can produce at least a partial
third generation annually in southern Hew Jersey. This information was ob-
tained from frequent and extensive field observations, supplemented by
plot studies at the Moorestown laboratory in 1933. The oviposition period
of the second generation in Hew Jersey this year extended from July 25 to

August 20, with the peak of egg deposition occurring during the last 3
days in July. Pupation of the second generation reached 12 percent in
some fields by August 23. Moth emergence had started and fresh eggs of
the third generation wer^ also found on that date.

High infestation cf corn borer in Hew Jer?e; J
.— 'Er. Clark reports

that a large number of fields of sweet and field corn are very heavily in-
fested by the European corn borer in Hew Jersey again this year. One



10-acre field of dent corn, examined near Hightstown, averaged 3H borers
per plant, with every plant infested. Fields with an average infestation
of 10-1 5 "borers per plant are common.

Imported parasites of corn "borer well established and spreading in
Eastern State s.--Mr. Clark says tS&at%t the close of 1937 five larval para-
sites of Pyrausta nubilalis Hbn. , imported from Europe and the Orient,
have become established in the eastern portions of the territory infested
by the European corn borer and that four of these species had apread over
a considerable area. The tachinid Lydella grisescens R. D. was found over
an area of at least 837 square miles and the ichneumonid Inareolata punc-
toria Roman, had dispersed over an area of not less than 756 square miles.
The polyembryonic braconid Macrocentrus gifuensis Ashm. continued to in-
crease rapidly in numbers and this parasite had become present in an area
of over 278 square miles in southeastern Massachusetts. Che 1onus annul

i

-

pes Wesm. , a braconid which attacks the eggs of the borer and subsequently
destroys the host larva, was recovered from an area of 85 square miles,
although it is probably present over a much larger area. The ichneumonid
Crenastus flavoorbi talis (Cameron) maintained itself in Massachusetts but
failed to increase in measurable numbers. A maximum parasitization by
all species of 56.3 percent was recorded from one collection of borer lar-
vae made at Taunton, Mass., in the fall of 1937 • In order to obtain the
above data on establishment and spread of parasites, collections totaling
21,190 larvae of the corn borer from Massachusetts, Rhode Island, Con-
necticut, New Jersey, and Virginia were reared.

Midsummer pupation of European corn borer in early sweet corn .

—

A. M. Yance, Toledo, Ohio, reports that pupation of the corn borer in

early market sweet corn near Toledo late in July and early August averaged
11.3 percent, according to random counts, involving ^-,398 individuals,
taken in the course of an infestation survey of 25 fields. On the basis
of comparable data, midsummer pupation in early sweet corn in the same

section in 193& 1937 was significantly less, averaging 6.2 and 8.7
percent for the 2 years, respectively. Pupation occurred in all 25 fields
examined in 1938, ranging in individual fields from a minimum of k to a
maximum of 2k percent. In 8 fields of early sweet corn surveyed near San-

dusky, Ohio, August 2-3, a total of 99*+ individuals were examined and an
average of 6.3 percent pupation found. L. A. Carruth, of the Geneva, IT.

Y., Agricultural Experiment Station, furnished data taken July 22-30 in

Hew York State, which indicated percentages of pupation averaging 11.9

(for 7 fields), 7.6 (for 12 fields), and 6.9 (for 8 fields), in early sweet

corn grown in Schenectady, Albany, and Columbia Counties
?
respectively. The

above data are evidence of a partial second generation of the corn borer
in 1938 in portions of the Lake States area.

Susceptible modifiers evident in wheat fo^rnd resistant to hessian

fly.—TJ. B. Cartwright, Lafayette, Ind. ,
reports that a hybrid Fg family

representing a cross of 111. No. 1, W 38 » a strain resistant to hessian fly,

with Dawson, a susceptible variety, has shown an excessive number of plants

susceptible to fly in a greenhouse test at Lafayette. This is believed to

indicate that the resistance of 111. No. 1, 17 38 is modified by susceptible

genes. Susceptibility is reflected also in the population of flies established

in individual hybrid plants in the same test, as indicated below.
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Parents and hybrid
:Average fly

Plants : larvae per
infested: infested plant
Percent

111. llo. 1, W 3S

Dawson, C. I. 33U2
Dawson x 111. No. 1, W 38, F2

57
100

85

Numb e

r

5-7
8.U
8.0

liigh typo of re sistance to hessian fly recorded for whoa t strain
PF I Sk^Sf .—Mr. Cartwright also reports that foreign plant introduction No.

94527 1 a durum wheat, has not deviated fron zero plant infestation to

hessian fly in tests at Lafayette in 193&- in contrast, other resistant
wheats, as 111. llo. 1, VT 33, Java C. I. 10051, and Marquillo C. I. 6bS7,
have shown a marked decline or unstableness of resistance when snail endo-
sperm seedlings were subjected to the fly in greenhouse tests. The con-
trast of P. P. I. 9^537 with other resistant types in 1933 is shown nore
fully in the sunnary below.

Apr. -May i May-June : July-August

Variety or strain
j

field test,: greenhouse : greenhouse test,

plants ! test, plants) plants
infested : infested : infested

Percent Percent « Percent
Acne 6 100

0 0
111. No, 1 x (NorkaxCarina)

—

! 0 85
111. Ho. 1, :.' ~^C- - -

: 0 ; 15

'

: 57
Java, C. X. 10051 5 4 5 71 1: 59
Marvel, C. I. 88 76- -

: 2 : 7S : 69
Marquillo, C. I. 6887 : 2

;
61 : 90

Thatcher, C. I. 10003 (Sus-
ceptible check) 1 65 : 100 ! 100

Cube dust (rot en: no 5 percent, ether ether extracts 10 percent) not
effective against alfalfa cator^.illor .—L. G. Jones, Sacramento, Calif., re-
ports laboratory and field tests completed during the period July 20 to
August 10, with cube dust applied to growing alfalfa at the rate of Uo pounds
per acre (rotenone 0.32-5-0 percent) disclosed that rotenone did not cause
satisfactory mortality of all larval instars and of pupae of the alfalfa
caterpillar. In these tests the cube dust or concentrate v/as diluted with
varying percentages of talc, sulphur, and wheat flour. Ho kill was noted in
any rotencne combination with these materials nor from the undiluted cube
(5-percent rotenone) dust.

High yield cf grain by fly-resistant and rust-resistant Marquillo -
w inter wheat hybrids .—S. T. Jones, Manhattan, Kans., reports that pre-
liminary yield tests involving l66 pronising winter wheats have been com-
pleted by J. H. Parker, agronomist at the Kansas experiment station. Pour



Fg hessian fly and rust-resistant Marquillo-winter wheat hybrids included

in this test and developed in a joint project with the Kansas Experiment
Station and the Bureau of Flant Industry, gave relatively high yields of
grain. Three different • selections of Marquillo x Oro ranked fourth, sixth,
and seventh, with yields of 39»8, 39«^t an<i 39*2 "bushels per acre. A se-
lection of Marquillo x Tenmarq yielded 35»8 bushels per acre and ranked
thirteenth in this test, where the highest yielding variety, Hope x Kawvale,
produced U5 bushels per acre. Grain produced by the Marquillo hybrids ap-
peared to be of high quality and good type.

The devastating grasshopper widespread in California .—C. C. Wilson,
Sacramento, Calif., reports that Helanoplus devastator Scudd. has spread
from the foothill-grass land, its natural habitat, into grain fields and
into adjacent cultivated crops until at present it has invaded from 5

million to 8 million acres of territory. The infestation is general through-

out the grazing lands in the foothills, both east and west of the Sierra
Nevada Mountains, and also thousands of acres are infested in Siakiyou, San
Luis Obispo, Santa Barbara, Ventura, and Los Angeles Counties. In Kern
County alone more than a million acres are infested by the devastating grass-

hopper. The density of grasshopper population averaged 27 per square yard
in many areas of 5 "to 5»000 acres; however, in general it averaged from 1

to 5 per square yard. Damage has been confined largely to the range grasses
although in some instances fruit and shade trees have been defoliated and
crops adjacent to heavily infested range lands slightly damaged.

JAPAHBS3 BEETLE CONTROL

More Dutch elm disease confirmations in Dutchess County, N. Y .—In
the newly discovered infected region of Dutchess County six infected trees
were discovered in August, the first in Pleasant Valley Township, about 2^-

miles northeast of the confirmed elms previously located west of He ther-

wood, N. Y. In Lagrange Township a second confirmation, discovered by the

autogiro, is located on the east bank of tfappinger Creek, slightly over \
mile north of the main line of the railroad at Arlington, N. J. The third
confirmation, a first find in Clinton Township, is located about \ mile

north of Schultzville . The other three in Dutchess County were found in
Hyde Park. One is located a few hundred feet north of a recent confirma-

tion on a nearby estate. The rapid spread of disease in Dutchess County
probably may be attributed to the general use of dead elm for fuelwood.

Inspection of one pile of firewood revealed that half of it was elm,

covered with bark-beetle galleries.

Dutch elm disease infections in Connecticut.—Confirmation of a

diseased case in Danbury, Fairfield County, the first in that town, added
U5.38 square miles to the infected zone and 19.92 square miles in the town

of Brookfield to the protective area. A later first confirmation of a

Graphium case in North Branford Township, New Haven County, added 25. 73

square miles to the infected zone and 37«^0 square miles to the protective

area. A first survey of all the townships in the heavily diseased area of

Connecticut was completed on August 2. The data shov; that 9«6 samples per

square mile were collected in this area, as compared to 5'3 samples per
square mile for the sane area in the first survey last season.
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Heavy infection of Dutch elm disease in New Jersey .—Confirmations
for the U-week period ended August 27 revealed 3*53^ e lm trees infected in

New Jersey. In 1 week's scouting some 200 confirmations were obtained in

Clinton and Readington Townships, Hunterdon County. Auto r"iro scouting lo-

cated six confirmations in Ringwood Township and one in West Milford,
Passaic County, and two confirmations in Vernon, Sussex County. Two confir-
mations were also located in Blairstown, Warren County, one in the village
of Slairstown, not scouted by the autogiro, and the other a small tree under
a large elm located by the autogiro. All counties are now engaged on their
second going-over.

More confirnations in Pennsylvania .—The two confirmed trees re-
ported last month in Upper Idourit Bethel Township, Northampton County, were
removed and burned by August 9. Two additional confirmations were reported
from this township and were eradicated by the end of the month. Two
Graphium-infected trees were reported for a first record in Bucks County.
One was discovered in Upper Makefield Township, the other in Lower Make-
field Township. 3oth were eradicated by the end of the month.

Extension in Indianapolis infected zone .—A confirmation near the

Hancock County line in Marion County, Ind. , extended the known area of
disease 6 miles to the northeast. This is an extension of 7 niles north-
east from any diseased trees found in 1937- A total of 8 diseased trees
was reported for Indianapolis for the month, raising the total to 31 for
this year.

Increase in sampling of wilted elms .—More twig samples had been
submitted to the laboratory by August 13 than were submitted during the en-
tiro 1937 season. A total of 6,0^2 confirmations was reported by the lab-
oratory during the U weeks ended August 27.

Freak gypsy goth deposits .—While checking camps at a public camp-
ing ground located on Mount Tom Reservation in Hoi yoke, Mass., the district
inspector noted that U gypsy moth egg clusters had been deposited on a
looking-glass hanging on a tree. Another inspector while on duty at a nur-
sery in Abington, Mass. , discovered an egg cluster deposited on the running
board of an automobile used locally.

C. C. C. camp equipment found infested .—Last spring several build-
ings of an abandoned C. C. C. camp, located in Wilmington, Vt., were dis-
mantled and stored near oak trees at a camp in Bellows Falls, Vt. After the

gypsy moth egg-laying season, two of these buildings were moved to Lunen-
burg, Vt., and cn inspection were found to be infested with 7 new egg clus-
ters.

Gypsy moth infest a tion on lumber shipments .—Luring August, 11 car-
loads of lumber, shipped from various stations in Maine, were found infested
with different stages of the gypsy moth. One shipment from Westcott, Maine,
carried 1 larva, 32 egg clusters, and 29 pupae. The first infested lot of
nursery stock to be presented for inspection was examined at Fryeburg, Maine.



Unusual gypsy moth infestation in Connecticut .—Conplete defolia-
tion was in ovi donee in two sections of an area of over 2,200 acres in the
tovm of Granby, Conn. At Car.ip Robinson, East Hartland, Conn, from 20,000
to 25,000 egg clusters a day have been creosoted.

Swarning Japanese beetles on steamships outbound fron Net; York .—
First evidence that Japanese beetles were swarning over Upper and Lower New
York 3ays and out over "The Narrows" in sufficient numbers to. infest pass-
ing vessels was contained in a report by 17. J. Douglass, of the Division of
Foreign Plant Quarantines at Norfolk, Va. On July 29 Mr. Douglass observed
Japanese beetles, one of which was alive, on three vessels arriving at Nor-
folk fron New York. The one live beetle was picked up fron the deck of
the first vessel examined. A solitary dead beetle was found on the deck
of another ship. On the third ship J>00 dead beetles were found on the deck.
In New York there was a heavy flight of adults on July 28, the date the

latter ship sailed. The ship left the pier at 11:35 a.n. an(i pas en route
out of the harbor until shortly after 3 P.n., during the heat of the day.
That day catches of 30 quarts of beetles in 200 traps operated by the Army
post at Fort VJadsworth, Staten Island, and capture of approximately 30
quarts in 193^ traps operated at Fort Hamilton, Long Island, were recorded.
These forts are on either side of "The Narrows." At Fort Jay, Governor's
Island, UU quarts of beetles wore caught in SO traps, making a grand total
for the day of over 500»000 beetles captured, in UlO traps. Transportation
of beetles on northbound boats was also reported by Leonard S. HcLaine,
chief of the Plant Protection Division, Canadian Department of Agriculture.
Inspectors of the division found 25 live end 51 dead beetles on the tipper

d.ecks of coastwise vessels arriving at the port of Yarmouth, Nova Seotia.

Six an:". 17 dead beetles were also found on the decks of two cruise ships
arriving at the ports of Quebec and Montreal. Officials of the Bermuda De-
partnent of Agriculture are also concerned about the possibility of beetles
being spread to the island by vessels arriving from the heavily infested
New York area. About the niddle of July it was reported to the Bermuda
authorities that large numbers of beetles wore invading the vessels of the

Furness-Bermuda Line while the ships were in dock in New York, and also

while the boats were proceeding down the bay and along the New Jersey
coast. According to eye witnesses, large swarms invaded the decks. No

beetles were observed to invade the interior of the vessels or the state-

rooms and none were seen alive after the first day out. A careful search

of the vessels while berthed at Bermuda revealed no living beetles but

.about 50 dead beetles were found in the lifeboats and on the lifeboat decks

of two' vessels. On August 23 John 1,1, T7~terston, plant pathologist of the

Bermuda Department of Agriculture station at Paget East, and Charles A.

Baker, also engaged in agricultural work on the island, visited the Japa-

nese beetle area and were shown the conditions of infestation surrounding

^ew York Harbor. The object of their trip \7as to investigate the possi-

bility of beetles being spread to Bermuda. Few beetles were recovered at

Bermuda after August 11 and on August 15 only six beetles we're taken from

both vessels. No further specimens were found after that date.

Trap-scouting for Japanese beetle .—By the end of the month trapping

had been concluded in Alabama, Arizona, Florida, Georgia, Kentucky, Louisi-

ana, Mississippi, New Mexico, North Carolina, South Carolina, Tennessee,
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Texas, Virginia, and West Virginia. Trapping continued into September in

the following number of cities and towns in the respective States: Cali-

fornia, 8; Colorado, 2; Idaho, k; Illinois, 15; Indiana, 10; Iowa, 1; Kan-

sas, 2; Maine, 18; Michigan, lU; Missouri, J>; New Hampshire, U; New York,

kG; North Dakota, 1; Ohio, 58; Oregon, 2; Pennsylvania, 3; Utah, 5; Ver-
mont, 1; Washington, U; and Wisconsin, 6.

Trappin-" for Japanese beetle in Canada .—According to a report

from Leonard S. McLaine, chief of the Plant Protection Division, Canadian
Department of Agriculture ,

Japanese beetle traps established at various
points along the border, particularly on the Niagara Peninsula, had
trapped no beetles up to August 20. Canadian inspectors found 15 dead
beetles in motor cars examined at Yarmouth, Novo Scotia, and 5 dead beetles
in motor cars inspected at Windsor, Ontario. In freight cars examined, l6

dead beetles were found at Toronto and 1 at Niagara.

Pumi ation cf l o g pile s wi th chloropicrin.—Using a canopy of du-

plex kraft paper, the section working on the development of control methods
has been able, under laboratory conditions, to secure 100-percent kill of
S. nultistriatus larvae in elm log piles by fumigation with chloropicrin.
The canopy is placed over the pile to form a gas-proof tent. This pro-
cedure has been employed principally with piles cf fuel wood.

Orthcdichlorobenzene-naphthalene emulsion as larvicide for elm
bark beetles.—Members of the section working or. the development of Dutch
elm disease control methods tried out the orthodichlorobenzene-naphthalene
formula as a larvicide against the smaller European elm bark beetle (Scoly-
tus nultistriatus Marsh.). An effective larvicide would serve a triple
role in Dutch elm disease control work. Its most important use would be
as a spray on dead branches of noninfocted elms of low vitality, which are
natural breeding places for the bark beetle. The larvicide would also be
valuable in destroying beetles infesting piles of elm logs kept for use
under fuel agreements. In addition, a larvicide is desired that will
serve as a repellent \7hen sprayed on freshly cut green logs that would be-
come attractive to migrating beetles. Preliminary tests with the emulsion
show as high as 80-percent mortality when the material was used as a larvi-
cide, with equal effectiveness when employed as a repellent.

Pre fumigation requirements lifted .—The prefumigation requirement
for empty refrigerator cars on the Eastern Shores of Maryland and Virginia
was lifted at midnight August 19, and in the Baltimore section on August
2U. At midnight August 31 this requirement was lifted in the entire area
affected. In lieu of this prefumigation, cars used for hauling fruits and
vegetables from the generally infested area to outside points were made
eligible for loading with inspected produce by thorough cleaning and in-
spection. All vents were screened when opened for ventilation. Fumigation
under load was required after these dates only when produce was loaded in a

car which has not been preinspecte;" , or when the product contained infes-
tation that cculd not be otherwise eliminated. The he~vy flights of be .ties
in the New York City area necessitated the continuance of fumigation of
loaded banana refrigerator cars moving from the Port of New York until
August 22, on which date it was discontinued. During the month, 87 cars
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containing 30,6oS "bunches of "bananas were fumigated. In addition 1,197
empty refrigerator cars were fumigated by the two principal New York
banana shippers. Most of the cars were fumigated in the various railroad
yards located in nearby Hew Jersey before their transfer to banana barges
and floating to the New York side.

Beetles travel by plane .—Examination late in July of cabins in
planes of American Airlines outbound from Newark, N. J.

,
arriving at the

Buffalo, N. Y., airport for several weeks resulted in the removal of 71
Japanese beetles, 39 of which were still active. Thirty-three of the
beetles wore found on plane? that had left Newark Airport about noon and
arrived at Buffalo at 2:30 p.m. Most cf the dead specimens were found
crushed in the rugs on the cabin floors. Stewardesses informed the in-
spector that they had killed a number of beetles in the planes after tak-
ing off from Newark. Several passengers also mentioned that they had
killed beetles in the plane. Some of the pilots stated that after the

take-off at Newark they could see occasional beetles clinging to the
crevices on the outside of the glass of the cockpit, but that the wind
soon dislodged them.

FOREST INSECT INVESTIGATIONS

Roundheadod pine beetle as a primary insect .—J. A. Beal, of the

Port Collins, Colo., laboratory, reports finding Dciidroctonus convexifrons
Hopk. killing a large number of ponderosa pines in an aggressive epidemic
on the Lincoln National Forest, in southern New Mexico. Heretofore this
insect has only been reported as attacking the lower portions of trees pre-
viously infested by other bark beetle's and as sometimes becoming primary
on decadent or weakened trees. It has been reported as usually being
secondary and relatively unimportant. During the last U or 5 years the

outbreak on the Lincoln National Forest has been responsible for the death
of thousands of ponderosa pine trees. Heaviest losses have been in the

pole stands and on young trees from 2 to 10 inches in diameter, with less

damage to the old overmature decadent trees. Control work has been carried
on yearly in the infestation and during the last year about 50,000 infested
trees were treated. Except for a few limited areas the outbreak appears to

have been successfully controlled.

Hibernation and hosts of spruce budworm .—Donald DeLeon, Fort

Collins, reports that the spruce budworm is found to hibernate almost im-

mediately after hatching, which occurs during the first half of August.

As soon as its hibernaculum is formed, the insect molts . Observation so

far indicates that, although the first-stage budworm larva of the race on
Douglas fir feeds slightly on the under side of the needles along the row
of stomata, no feeding is done. by the race on ponderosa pine. The spruce

b\xdworm has been found to be increasing on Elk Mountain in southern Wyo-

ming where it has been observed attacking not only Douglas fir and alpine

fir but also limber pine and lodgepole pine. The damage in this area is

negligible at present.
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A parasite of the adult Douglas fir beetle .—An interesting chal-

cid parasite of the adult Dendroc tonus nseudotsugae Hopk. is reported by-

Donald De^eon from southern Utah. This parasite winters over as a full-

grown larva in the abdomen of the beetle and emerges in June, by chewing

a circular hole through the elytra at the declivity. Though it is possible

that a reduction occurs in the number of eggs laid by the parasitized
beetles, the beetles do not die until after a good many eggs have been
laid. A. B. Gahon, of the Division of Insect Identification, has tenta-

tively called this parasite .Tomicobia n.sp., but he is not satisfied that

it falls correctly into that genus.

Adults of spotted hemlock borer active late in season . --H. C. Se-

crest, Milwaukee, Wis., reports that adults of the spotted hemlock borer
were still active and thnt eggs were laid during the last week in August.
Beetle emergence had decreased during the latter part of July but, follow-
ing a warm period which continued into August, beetle activity continued
throughout the month. No pupae were found during the latter part of August.

Forest tent caterpillar heavily parasitized in Minnesota .—R. H.

Nngel
,
Milwaukee, found that the forest tent caterpillar was heavily para-

sitized this year in the Gunflint area of the Superior National Forest in

northeastern Minnesota. General collections of cocoons made and examined
after moth emergence was completed indicated that over 95-percent para-
sitization had occurred. About 7»000 cocoons were collected as soon as
possible after they were formed and these cocoons were then placed in a
large screened cage to protect them from further attack by parasites.
About 30 percent of these cocoons produced moths and 29 percent had been
parasitized by tachinids and hi percent by sarcophagids

.

Sawlly control in Michigan forest plantations .—H. J. MacAloney,
Milwaukee, reports heavy infestations of jack and red pine plantations in

Michigan National Forests by Leconte's sawfly ( Neodiprion lecontei Fitch).
In some young plantations on the Marquette Unit of the Upper Michigan more
than 20 percent of the trees were attacked and, as surrounding natural
growth was also infested, the Forest Service sprayed all planted stock on
approximately 2,200 acres. Cost figures are not yet available. On the
Manistee, in lower Michigan, it is reported that 7.600 acres of plantations
were sprayed at a cost of from 12 to 25 cents per acre, but it "is understood
that in this case only the infested trees were sprayed.

Recent insecticide experiments .— S. F. Potts, of the New Haven,
Conn., laboratory, reports on insecticide studies, as follows: (l) Against
the European pine shoot moth, derris was the most effective insecticide
tested and lead arsenate was the least expensive of the effe ctive insecti-
cides. The control ranged from 85 to 99 percent. The mixtures contained
adhesives and spreaders. Thoy were applied by ground equipment. Concen-
trated spray mixtures were much more effective than standard spray concen-
trations and can be applied at a small fraction of the cost of mixtures
of ordinary spray concentration. (2) In experiments fluid mixtures have
been prepared containing adhesives and spreaders which required only 1
pound of water or solvent per pound of insecticide. A 5-cubic-foot tank
(36 gallons), full of a lead arsenate fluid mixture, contains 2R0 pounds
of lead arsenate, whereas it will hold only 100 pounds of the dry lead
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arsenate dust. Mixtures containing new adhesive and spreaders have been
developed which may make unnecessary the use of oils as stickers, "both in
concentrated sprays and in dusts. When sulphur and certain other insecti-
cidal dusts are applied in concentrated spray mixtures the fire hazard is

apparently eliminated.

Gypsy moth studies continued . --According to H. A. Bess, New Haven,
Conn. , intensive studies were continued this season on the gypsy moth in

the experimental areas located at Eastford, Conn., and at Petersham and
Freetown, Mass., to measure the mortality caused by different ecological
factors. In certain portions of the experimental area at Petersham, Mass.,
all the eggs in a number of exposed egg clusters failed to hatch. It ap-
pears that high egg mortality was associated with relative elevation, the
greatest mortality occurring at low elevations. Consequently, comparatively
few larvae were present except fairly high on ridges. The egg mortality at

Eastford, Conn., was quite low, while at Freetown, Mass., it was about 35
percent, a large part of this being the result of parasitization. The feed-
ing of the larvae did not produce conspicuous defoliation in the experi-
mental ar eas at Petersham, Mass., or Eastford, Conn., and only a slight
amount in the area at Freetown, Mass.

Spruce bark beetle declining in Northeast .—T. J. Parr, New Haven,
reports that in scouting for spruce infested with the eastern spruce beetle

(Dendroctonus piceaperda Hopk. ) on the White Mountain National Forest in

Waterville Valley and vicinity in New Hampshire, an area of lUS acres was
covered in chain-wide strips. On this area lk infested trees were found,

or an average of 0.09 tree per acre. In a survey the latter part of
August on the northern division of the Green Mountain National Forest in

Vermont an area of ]>k2 acres was covered in chain-wide strips totaling
U2.7 miles in length. On these sample strips a total of 75 infested trees
were located, or an average of 0.22 tree per acre. As the surveys 1 and 2

years ago indicated a much higher degree of infestation, even on areas
where no control has been practiced, the present survey indicates that the

infestation is declining.

Concentration of elm bark beetles near suitable breeding material .

—

W. D. Buchanan, of the Korristown, N. J.
,
laboratory, has counted the num-

ber of uninjured twig crotches and the number of injured crotches on parts
of a number of elm trees removed by the Dutch elm eradication unit. The

trees were removed at known distances from a large fallen elm branch in

which the smaller European bark beetle (S. multistriatus ) had bred in large

numbers. The injuries to the twig crotches were presumably made by beetles

that issued from the fallen limb. The data obtained by Mr. Buchanan is

tabulated below.
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Distance in
feet from Trees Crotches : Crotches injured

brood trees examined . examined
: Number Number Nuriber Percent

0-1+00

1+01-800

801-1,200—
1,601-2,000—
3,201-3,600—
i+, 800-5,200—.

27
: 24

! 17

f"
'

"'.78

I 2 vrf

i

"5

17,210
11,933

. 7,627
i 1,091
: 1,369
: 1,650

. 3,333
: 63

: 25 :

: 6

1

0

: 22.27

: -53

: -33

: .55

: .07

! .00

Flight of eln bark "beetle .—R. ?.. vfhittcn, Morristown, has obtained
data on the distances to which adults of S. multistriatus can fly. Adults
were liberated in an eln-free area, at distances of § mile, 1 nile, and 2

miles, and in all directions (north, south, east, and west) fron freshly
felled eln trees that were taken into the area. Jive freshly forned S. nul -

tistriatus galleries containing living beetles were fcrned when beetles
were liberated l/2 nile fron the trees; two galleries were forned when
beetles were liberated 1 nile away; and two when they were liberated 2 niles
distant.

GYPSY MOTH AND BROW-TAIL MOTE CONTROL

Burlap bands removed and destroyed .—The patrolling of burlap
bands was discontinued about the niddle of August, as practically .all of
the gypsy r.oth caterpillars had either pupated or reached the adult stage
and deposited their egg clusters, and the work of renoving and burning
the bands was started.

Pr-jpar-ticn of assembling-cage material for gypsy r.oth conpleted .—
The collection of attractant material and the preparation of bait for as-
seribling-cage work was completed in August. Approximately 686,000 fenale
gypsy noth pupae were collected this season, and more than 21+0,000 fenale
moths energed and were used in the preparation of the attractant material.
The percentage of issuance of fenale noths, about 35 percent, was the
highest since the work has been perforned in the Connecticut Valley. A
total of 8,025 cages, consisting of 30 abdonen tips each, were made. This
material has been placed in cold storage in Greenfield, Mass., where it
will be kept until needed next sunner.

Fences surrounding sprayed areas repaired qui ckly after storms . -

-

Intermittent electrical storms and high winds during August in both the
New England and Pennsylvania gypsy moth infested areas necessitated fre-
quent patrolling of the fences around areas sprayed in July. Uprooted trees
and broken branches that had fallen on the fences were removed and the
fences were repaired innediately, in order to prevent livestock from graz-
ing in the sprayed areas.

Damaged end dead fruit trees retard gypsy moth work.—A large per-
centage of the fruit trees in northern Vermont were either killed or se-
verely damaged by extremely cold temperatures during the. winter of 1933-3^.
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Many of these trees have not "been removed and are now in exceedingly poor
condition. Much more tine is consumed in scouting these trees than is

normally required in examining healthy trees, as all the cavities and loose
bark must be inspected and the fallen limbs and debris must be picked up.
These trees, especially those still producing foliage where the caterpil-
lars nay feed, offer ideal places of concealment for the gypsy moth egg
clusters.

_

"

Difficult remote areas in Vermont being scouted for gypsy moth .

—

Crews assigned to duty in towns along the Green Mountain Range in Vermont
are now scouting the wooded areas remote from traveled roads in an effort
to complete the examination of this rugged territory while walking con-
ditions are good. Some of the territory is so isolated that several of
the crews are walking from 1 to 5 miles each day after leaving their trans-
portation before scouting is begun. Crew's scouting in the region of Mount
Mayo, in the southeastern section of Underhill, were obliged to temporarily
discontinue work in that locality beginning August 20, as the area where
'they '-rere working is within the military range and is to be used for train-
ing purposes until about September 1. Scouting work was started during the

first week in August in an unbroken stretch of woodland approximately
27,000 acres in area in the township of Glastenbury, Bennington County,
Vt. The area is accessible only by a few trails and abandoned- logging
roads and the nearest points that can be reached by truck are several miles
from the center of the block.

gxterminative measures to be appl ied at infestation near barrier
zone .—Workers patrolling burlap bonds continued to find gypsy moth larvae
at one of the infested locations in Mount Holly, Vt., east of the barrier
zone. Many old apple trees in this area provide excellent conditions for
the survival of the pest. It is anticipated that thorough scouting of the

territory during the autumn, followed by suitable treatment work, will ex-
terminate the gypsy moth in Mount Holly .and eliminate' this threat to the
barrier zone.

Infestation found in growth cons idered unfavorable for gypsy moth de-

velopment .—-The crew scouting in' the town of Shrewsbury, Vt., which adjoins
Mount Molly and is east of the barrier zone, has found several gypsy moth egg

clusters in growth consisting chiefly of maple, beech, and yellow birch,
with maple predominating. These species of trees arc- not listed in the

favored food class in the report of the Research Division.

Scouts rece ive instruction by working temporarily in heavily in-

fested area .—Gypsy moth employees engaged in scouting in southern Connec-
ticut recently worked for a short time in a heavily infested area in

Granby, Conn. The experience gained by working in territory where egg-

clusters are plentiful is especially beneficial to new men working in

sparsely infested regions and they return to their regular areas with an
increased understanding of gypsy moth control measures.

\7 . P. A. gypsy moth work temporarily suspended in Pennsylvania .—Al 1

W. P. A. gypsy moth work in Pennsylvania was suspended during the first

week in August, pending the' approval of the project in that State. The reg-

ular Federal and State employees carried on the work of periodically examin-
ing the assembling cages, patrolling the fences around sprayed areas, and
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inspecting shipments of materials throughout the gypsy moth quarantined
area. Funds for the continuation of W. P. A. field work in Pennsylvania
were made available so that the activities could be resumed on August 8.

The crews patrolled burlap bands, did cleaning work at sites of infesta-
tions, and sprout removal and selective thinning work until the latter part
of August. The scouting force was then employed in creosoting egg clusters
in generally infested areas in preparation for the start of actual scout-
ing, which will begin about September 1 in the territory along the Lacka-
wanna and Susquehanna Rivers. Each year the men are assigned to creosoting
in areas where egg clusters are relatively abundant immediately prior to

the beginning of scouting work, so that all crew members may have an op-
portunity to locate and destroy numerous egg clusters.

Several male gypsy moths recovered at assembling cages in Pennsyl-
vania .—Adult male gypsy moths were found at two assembling cages in Jeffer-
son Township and at one cage in Madison Township, in Lackawanna County; at
one ccge in Tobyhanna Township, Monroe County; at one cage in Kinder Town-
ship, Carbon County; and at one cage in Dennison and one cage in Kingston,
Luzerne County, Pa.

,
up to August 20. These cages are within the infested

area in Pennsylvania, and most of them were located a relatively short dis-
tance from previous infestations.

Bear observed eating tanglefoot at assembling cage .—Evidence that
bears had eaten the tanglefoot surrounding assembling cages set out in

various parts of the gypsy moth infested section of Pennsylvania has been
found on several occasions this year. Hov/ever, it was not until the last
week in August that a boar was actually observed in the act. As the tangle-
foot is placed on the trees for the purpose of holding any male gypsy moths
that may be attracted to the cages, it is fortunate that the number of in-

stances in which the tanglefoot has been removed by bears this season is

relatively low,

C. C. C. gypsy moth work during the fiscal year 1958 .—During the
fiscal year ended June 3Qi 1938, C. C. C. enrolloes were employed l42,22o
6-hour man-days in New England on various types of gypsy moth work, under
the supervision of this Bureau. They examined the growth on more than
2^7,850 acres, including woodland, open and intensively scouted areas, and
1,853 acres selectively thinned. More than 3f 822, 700 new gypsy moth egg
clusters were creosoted. 3urlap was applied to over 6lO,500 trees and re-
sulted in the destruction of U,97^f520 gypsy moth caterpillars and pupae
by the end of the fiscal year. The figures given for the burlapping work
are approximately one-half of the total for the complete caterpillrr season,
as this type of v/ork continues into July and August ano1 only the amount
accomplished before July 1 is shown in the report for the fiscal year.

C. C. C. enrolloes working at very heavy infestation in Connecti -

cut .—Mere than ICC, 000 new gypsy taoth egg clusters have already been treated
by C. C. C. enrollees at a very heavy infestation in Granby, Conn. There
are pockets in this area in which the egg clusters will average at least
100,000 to the acre. A rapid survey of this area is being made and the
pockets of heaviest infestation are being located on typographical maps in
order that all of the worst spots maybe treated as soon as possible.
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PLANT DISEASE CONTROL

Many local sten rust epidemics in Pennsylvania trace d to barberries .

—

Aeciospores were being liberated from cluster cups on barberry leaves in
many localities in Pennsylvania by May 12 this year. The amount of infec-
tion steadily increased until May 20, when low temperatures retarded further
development. According to L. K. Wright, sto.te leader in charge of barberry
eradication, stem rust was spreading from barberries to grain in central
and northern Pennsylvania counties early in June. Infection could be found
by June 18 in practically all grain fields where barberry bushes were grow-
ing in adjacent pastures or woodlots. Stem rust on oats, barley, and rye
seemed to be confined almost entirely to direct spreads from barberry
bushes. The sane was true with wheat, except in counties in southeastern
Pennsylvania, east of the Susquehanna River, where inoculum appeared in

considerable quantity and the spread could be traced from east to wer.t, in-
dicating that infection may have come from barberry bushes in the extreme
southeastern part of the State, or bordering territory in adjoining States.

Control operations conducted in 13 counties.—Since barberry eradica-
tion was undertaken in Pennsylvania in 1935 1 no re than S million barberry
bushes and seedlings have been destroyed in 15 counties. An intensive sur~
vey has been made of more than U,000 square miles. According to reports
received from farmers, there has been a definite reduction in the amount of

stem rust damage in communities where the initial eradication work has been
completed.

Barberry bushes removed from 59 counties in Ohio .—When emergency
funds became available for barberry eradication work in Ohio, counties
were selected for attention in which large numbers of wild bushes were
known to exist. The plan of operation has been to keep as large an area of

the State free of rust-susceptible barberry bushes as funds would permit.
Since 1933 an intensive inspection has been made of all uncultivated land
in 39 counties, resulting in the eradication of more than 290,000 barberry
bushes and seedlings on 3»7^5 properties. In addition, from 30 to 90 per-
cent of the area in three counties has been completed and work is now pro-
gressing in nine more counties. An analysis of the recently compiled
county progress maps for Ohio show that no bushes were found in percent
of the area that has been covered with emergency funds which, in reality,
constitutes a second survey. All infested properties found have been care-
fully recorded and mapped and future reinspections in these counties will
be confined to timbered areas and other uncultivated lands within a 2-mile
radius of those properties, except when outbreaks of rust or reports from
property owners lead to bushes that were missed when the intensive survey
was made.

3erberis canadensis found in Cass Coimty, Ir,d .—Approximately J>,000.

Berberis canadensis bushes were found on the banks of the Wabash River, in

Cass County, 5 miles east of Logansport, according to Stanley Castell, who

is in charge of stem rust control work in Indiana. This is the second lo-
cation of 3. canadensis located in the State since barberry eradication was

first undertaken in 1918. This species of barberry is native to Virginia
and West Virginia, but there is still some doubt as to whether it is actually
native in certain localities in Indiana and Illinois, or whether small
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patchos of it nay have boon planted years ago. Mr. Castoll states that

the bushes were loc: tcu "by a crew of T
.7. F. A. laborer 1- none of whom had

ever seen B. canadensis before. Their training had been restricted to

learning the chara ct er i s t i c s of the connon barberry, which has quite a dif-
ferent growth habit

•

ExDorlnents to d_ejbgrnine the susceptibility of ribes alp i nun t o

blister rust .—Tho white-pine-blister-rust sv.sceptibiJ.ity of the attractive,
dieooious clpino currant ( Kibes alp i nop Linn.), grown as an ornamental in

landscape garden in.;:, has been variously reported. In European and North
Atiericah literature the species lias been listed both as susceptible and as

immune. Field tests with R. alp i nun to deternine the susceptibility have
boon carried on in Wisconsin by T. F. Kouba, who found the plants with
which he worked to be iniriune over a number of years. Bxperinental inocu-
lation tests conducted by G. G. Hahn, of the Division of Forest Pathology,
Bureau of Flant Industry, in 1937 193^ f

with authentic male and fenale
material of R. alp i nun fron tho Marsh Botanical Garden, Yale University,
and fron the Arnold Arboretum, respectively, have demonstrated the nalo
plant to be fully immune fro::, blister rust, whereas the fqnale plant was
susceptible. These r -.suits probably explain the conflicting reports con-
cerning tho resistance of R. alpine to blister rust infection.

Now infection centers located in Virgini a.—Nineteen new infection
centers have been fount in Virginia this year in Augusta, Highland, and
Rockingham Counties on either pine or Ribes , or on both. Infections on
white pine at 17 of these loc tions ranged fro:.; 3 to 7 years of ago. The
aecial stage was noted at four places. Of the 19 new centers, 5 were lo-
cated between 1,500 and 1,999 feet elevation; 9 between 2,000 and 2,999
feet J and 5 between 3»000 and 3»S00 feet. The infection on Ribes this year
is for tho nost part classed as hervy.

Ruat found or. Ribes in sugar pine re gion.—7. V. Benedict, regional
leader of blister rust control work in the sugar pine region, reports the
location of blister rust infection on Ribes at several points on the Lassen
National For' st, Calif. Infections on Ribes roezli were fount" at four
places in Tehama County. The southofcanost cf these four infections repre-
sents a southward advance of approximately IS r.iles of the southernmost in-
fection discovered last year. Numerous infections on Ribes have also been
located ale:; Montgomery Creek in Shasta County by '7. 17. TIagener and Goergo
A. Zentnyer, Jr., of the Division of Forest Pathology, Bureau of Plant
Industry. •

Blistbr ru f;t training schools for Indians .—On July 5i blister rusb

agent B. "'. Cleasby conducted a blister rust control project training course
on the Lac Court Oreilles Indian Reservation in Wisconsin, with 35 Indians
attending. Most of then had never before performed blister rust control
work. The need for such work was explained, then the men wore assigned to

crews and trained in actual F.ibes-era-' ication work. On July 5, T. F. Z.-uha,
State leader of blister rust control work in Wisconsin, conducted a similar
training course or. the Baa River Indian Reservation, with 29 Indians
attending. Samples of blister rust were shown to the group and a brief
talk was given regarding the need for control work, and explaining how tho
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work is done, before the men were assigned to crews and trained. In co-

operation with the Menominee Indian Reservation, a blister rust control dis-
play was placed at the Conservation Exhibit at Shawano, Wis., on July ^0

.and 31.

Spread of blister rust in the North Central Stat es.— In August blister
rust infection was reported for the first time on Ribes in the following
counties: Calumet and Green Lake Counties, Wis,, Ribes cynosbati being the

infected host plant; Wexford and Lake Counties, Mich., where medium to

light infection v/as found on R. cynosbati bushes; and Holmes County, Ohio.

Many other infections were reported in counties where the rust had pre-
viously been found. One of these was the discovery of a new pine infection
in Emmet County, Mich. , at Michilimackinac State Park, Mackinaw City. In-

fected Ribes were also found within the park boundary. This discovery ex-
tends the range of known infection to the northern limits of the county.

COTTON INSECT INVESTIGATIONS

Cotton aphid

s

.—Cotton aphid s have been unusually abundant this season
end have caused considerable damage in some fields, especially on plats
treated with several applications of calcium arsenate, cryolite, or mixtures
of paris green and sulphur. Dusting with nicotine sulphate, the control
generally used. , is sometimes unset isfactory unless conditions are just

right, and tests with dusts containing rotenone have been made this season
at several stations. At Florence, S. C. , E. E. Eondy and C. E. Rainwater
used a cube-sulphur dust en August 11 at the rate of 17*5 pounds per acre.

The dust was mixed to contain 1 percent rotenone, but probably did not con-
tain that amount. There was no apparent reduction iaa the aphid population
after U days and a 2-percent nicotine sulphate-lime dust, applied at the

rate of lb pounds per acre, gave fair control. In another test at Florence
the following insecticides were used; (l) 3*2 pounds of 2 percent nicotine
sulphate-lime dust per acre; (2) 43 gallons Lotbane k^O (l to 250) per acre
applied with a knapsack sprayer to both sides of row; (3) 11.2 pounds of
derris-tobacco-sulphur dust (l percent rotenone) per acre; (k) IS. 4 pounds
of cube-sulphur dust (l percent rotenone) per acre. (The cube used in the

last test was from a different batch from that used in the other experiment )i

Neither the nicotine-lime dust nor the Lethane spray gave any noticeable
control, though this may have been due to a shower of rain that occurred
within 30 minutes after the applications were made. Both the cube and der-
ris gave good control. From these and other observations it appears that
rotenone may be more effective in the presence ox moisture. At Tallulah,
La. , most of the calcium arsenate dusted and some untreated plots developed
heavy aphid infestations during August. Satisfactory control was obtained
from one application of 7 to 10 pounds per acre of 3 percent nicotine-lime
dust. Three plots with a medium aphid infestation were dusted by M. T. Young
with a derris-clay mixture containing 1 percent rotenone at the rate of 10
to 13 pounds, per acre. To one of the mixtures v/as added 1 percent Aresket,
to another 1 percent Vat sol, while the third contained no wetting agent. Very
little, if any, control was obtained, fron any of these applications. Another
series of heavily infested plats at Tallulah were dusted by C-. L. Smith with
these mixtures about the same time, also with negative results. Similar lack
of control of cotton aphids with dusts containing rotenone resulted on plots
dusted by K. P. Swing at Port Lavaca, Tex., in July.
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Boll wogvil parasites .—Last yer.r colonies of tlicr^bracor. kirkpatricki
Uilk. , an Introduced parasite of the pink bollworn, were liberated in the

Gulf coast section of Texas to see whether it would become established on

the boll weevil, after laboratory tests had shown that it would parasitize

the boll weevil. This season collections totaling 3 » 155 weevil-punctured
squares wore na.de by K. J. Crawford, of Port Lavaca, Tex., fron the area
v.h re liberations were nadc, but no M. kirkpatricki were: recoverer1

. . Of the

productive squares, i.e. those producing either squares or weevils, per-
cent were parasitised by native species.

Cotton leaf worn and flea hopper parasites .— In order to obtain nore
definite data on the percentage of parasitization and the number of para-
sites emerging fron pupae of the cotton leaf worn, H. J. Crawford placed
873 field-collected pupae in individual vials for observation. Fron these,
U83 moths energed—125 Brachyncria ovata (Say) and CJS Phorocera and Sar-
cophaga spp», or 20. lo percent parasitizatioi: of the pupae. 3. ovata pu-
pates within the Alabama pupae and in r.ost cases energed about a week later
than noths fron pupae of the sane age, and in one case energed ik days
after the host pupated. In all instances only one B. ovata energed fron
a leaf worn pupa. The Phorocera sp . larvae energed through irregular
openings near the middle of the leaf worn pupae and pupated within 2U hours.
The flies energed after a pupal period of fron 8 to 10 days. As a rule
only one Phorocera sp. and several Sarcopha : a. sp. energed fron one host
pupa. Seven Sarcophaga sp. energed fron each of two leaf worn pupae. It

was not definitely determined whether the sarcophagids were parasitic or
saprophytic. The cotton flea hopper egg parasite, Srythmelus psallidis
Gahan, was recorded for the first tine fron Bexar and Wilson Counties, Tex.,
and was also fount in abundance in collections of flea hopper eggs fron
crcton and horsenint in Mississippi. One reared S. psallidis required 12
fays for the conbined egg, larval, and pupal stages. The parasitization
cf 3il38 flea hopper eggs in the stens of bitterweeds, cotton, croton, and
sensitive pea was 32.8 percent by E. p sail id is and l.U percent by Anaphes
anonocerus Gir., or a total of 3^-2 percent**

Collection cf insects on flight screens.—During the last 5 years,
fron 1533 to 1937, inclusive, 12 flight screens, each consisting of 2

stationary franes set at right angles and covered with U,320 square inches
of tanglefooted wire screen were operated by K. F-. Ewing and associates
at Port Lavaca, Tex., for determining the flight of cotton flea hoppers
and boll weevils. This year these screens were discontinued and four re-
volving screens with one side that always faced the wind were substituted.
Records during previous years had shewn that, especially during the migra-
tory period, approximately as many flea hoppers were caught on the re-
volving screens with only half the tanglefooted area as on the stationary
screens. The numbers of flea hoppers and boll weevils caught per screen,
which is a rough index of the nur.be.rs present, were as fellows:
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Year Flea hoppers Boll weevils

August : Seasonal total : August i Seasonal total

1933 li7.i+.:

oO. 2:

1,159 : 2U.3 2k.S
193'+-—

:

971 : 10.9 : 11.1+

1935--- 38. S: H82 i 3.7 5.3
193S 60.0: 2^2 : 1.7 U.3

1937 ill. 9: 605 : U7.1 : 75.0
1932-

—

38.2: 355 : 2.8 ; 3.0

During the principal period of nigration (April to June) more than
twice as many flea hoppers were caught on the windward side of the screens
as on the leeward, whereas during July and August slightly more flea
hoppers were taken on the leeward than on the windward side. Fewer "boll

weevils have "been collected per screen this year than in any previous year
at Fort Lavaca. This is in line with the actual field activity of this in-
sect and the damage it has caused, the late season damage 'being greater in

1937 than for any of the other years, while in 193^ there has "been very
little boll weevil damage in this section to date. At other places the

boll weevil situation has been quite different this season. At Tallulah,
La., G. L. Smith and A. L. Scales operated three stationary and three re-
volving screens. The average catch per screen during August was 221
weevils on the stationary and 89 on the revolving screens. The catch on
both types of screens was more than three times as great as in 193&
1937- At Florence, S. C, the stationary screens operated by F. F. Bondy
and associates caught 177 weevils per screen during August, or nore than in

any year since 192S, when they were started. The field infestations and

damage by weevils at Tallulah and Florence have also been considerably
greater than during any recent year.

TRUCK CHOF AMD GARDE!! BISECT INVESTIGATIONS

Experiments against pea aphid in southern Wiscons in .—J . E . Dudl ey

,

Jr., and T. E. Eronson, of the Madison, '.7is., laboratory, report that the

results of experiments against Macro siphum pisi (Kltb.) in southern His-
cons in during 1933, wherein dust mixtures and sprays containing rotenone,
as well as nicotine vapor, were applied to large-scale experimental plots,
indicate that all of these insecticides resulted in an increase in yield,
as compared to the untreated check plots, and that, owing to the conditions
of pea aphid infestati cn which existed during the current year, there were
no outstanding differences between these treatments. The increase in yield
for the different treatments, as compared to the untreated plots

,
ranged

from 123 pounds to 1,577 pounds of shelled peas to the acre and averaged
U65 pounds. The average yield, of all the plots including the checks was
2,99^" pounds of shelled peas per acre, whereas the check plots averaged

2,570 pounds per acre. The price for a certain plot of peas, based on a

certain percentage of size, is called, the "grade rate", which is based on
the percentage of different size of peas. The average grade rate for all
of the treated and untreated experimental plots was $2.92 per hundred pounds.
Using this average grade rate, the increase in the value of the yield of 'he
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treated plots ranged from $3 • 59 to $U6.05, and averaged $13.58 per acre.

On account of the cool weather and subsequent rains, the reduction of the

pea aphid infestation attributable to insecticide applications during 193^
was not as high nor was it maintained for as long a period as has occurred
during the previous 2 years, although in most of the plots treated the

reduction in infestation was satisfactory. The most evident conclusion
that may be drawn from the 193^ work against the poa aphid in southern Wis-

consin is that, even with excellent growing conditions for peas and a

light infestation of the pea aphid, an adequate financial return was ob-
tained by treating the peas with the above-named insecticides.

Dusting sulphur and sulphur-pyre thrum dust mixture give best re-

sults against potato leafhopper on beans .—In summarizing the results ob-
tained in insecticide tests against Empoasca fabae (Harr.) on beans in

Ohio in 1933, IT. F, Howard, of the Columbus, Ohio, laboratory, reports that

the application of dusting sulphur or a sulphur-pyrethrum dust mixture gave
the best results and were significantly superior to sprays containing some

of the newer developed copper sulphates, basic copper arsenates, or sulphur
nitride. Dorris sprays also were comparatively ineffective. When used v/ith

peanut oil or pine oil the effectiveness of the derris sprays were in-

creased, but peanut oil caused a yellowing of the bean leaves and subse-
quent defoliation and, although pine oil caused less injury to the bean
foliage, it appeared to be too injurious to be recommended for general use.

Flooding proves ar. effective method of controlling wircworms in Wash-
ington .—S. W . Jones, of the Walla Walla, Wash., laboratory, reports that

the results of recent experiments in the flooding of irrigated lands to

control wireworms, principally the sugar beet wireworm (Limonius californi-
cus (Mann.)) and the Pacific coast wireworm (L. canus Lec . ) , indicate that
this method leads to a marked reduction of the wireworm population when per-
formed under proper conditions. In one experiment the plot was flooded for

7 days and the wireworm population was reduced from 5*1 to 0.9 per square
foot, a reduction of approximately 82. H percent. In another experiment
wherein the plot was flooded for 10 days the wireworm population was reduced
from lS.l to 1.2 per square foot, a reduction of 92.6 percent. In these
experiments the soil temperatures averaged 73 &nd 7^ F. , respectively, in
the layer extending from the soil surface to the 12-inch depth.

Germination of sugar-beet seed retarded by application of naphtha-
lene . —Ob so rvat ior.o by LI. W. Stone, of the Alharibra, Calif., laboratory,
have indicated that the germination of sugar-beet seed is retarded and pos-
sibly injured by applications of crude naphthalene sowed with the seed in
an attempt to repol or kill the larvae of the sugar-beet wireworm. Owing
to the heavy infestation of L. californicus In certain fields where sugar-
beet coed was to be planted, crude naphthalene was drilled in the rows with
the seed at rates ranging from U.6 to 11.3 pounds per acre. In planting the
seed with the naphthalene, an ordinary U-row seed drill with a fertilizer
attachment was used. As the naphthalene was moist it was necessary to mix
with it a small quantity of dry sand so that it would feed properly through
the fertilizer drill attachment. Detailed examinations of portions of the
treated fields indicated that there was no significant difference in the
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average number of surviving L. californicus larvae per unit area in the
treated and check rows, showing that the naphthalene was ineffective as a
wireworn repellent. The fact that some larvae were found dead in the rows,
however, would indicate that naphthalene night show promise if drilled into
bait rows. In the treated fields the "beet seed geminated very slowly and
the sprouts of those that did germinate appeared stunted and discolored,
as compared to those in the checks. It appeared evident that these "beets
would not make a crop, therefore the growers replowed their fields at the
end of 3 weeks after planting.

Increased acreage of Russian-thistle found in San Joaquin Valley .

—

¥. C. Cook and his associates at the Modesto, Calif., laboratory report
that the recent annual survey to determine the extent of territory occupied
by Russian-thistle ( Sal sola pestifer A.. Nels.) on the west side of the San
Joaquin Valley in California, comprising the entire area west of the valley
from Los Bands to Devil '-s Den, revealed the presence of the largest acreage
of Russian-thistle since the survey was started in 1931 • A total of approx-
imately 92,500 acres in the territory surveyed was found to be occupied by
Russian-thistle to a density exceeding 10 percent of the acreage. This is

nearly double the next highest acreage of this pernicious weed, approxi-
mately 52,500 acres, which was found in 193 5 • Russian-thistle is a favored
sumner host plant of the beet leafhopper and functions as an important
source of infestation of cultivated crops. Scattered collections indicated

. that this entire acreage was well populated with Eutettix tonellus -

- Bak.

Most sugar-beet wirewo rn eggs
i

deposited in top 3 inches of soil .—In

a scries of field examinations whereby the soil was dug in successive 1-

inch layers in an alfalfa field from which a heavy emergence of adults of

the sugar-beet wireworm had been observed, F. H. Shirck,- of the Parma, Idaho,

laboratory, found that of a- total of 1,0^5 eggs found in the successive 1-

inch layers from the 1-inch level to the 7.-inch level, 83.6 percent were
fotind in the top 3 inches of soil.

INSECTS AFFECTIHG- MAI? AED ANIMALS

Eggs of Aedes aldrichi Dyar and Knab may hatch the same season they
are laid .—For some year it has "been a natter of conjecture whether the

eggs of certain species of Aedes which are deposited on the soil or mud re-
quire one season's dormancy before they will hatch. H. H. Stage, of the

Portland, Oreg.
,
laboratory, has demonstrated that this period of dormancy

is not necessary, at least under experimental conditions. He reports: "En-
gorged A. aldrichi females were captured after having fed on a coy/ at Lotus
Island. These were placed in two cages, one cage in the laboratory, the
other in a well-protected situation among willows on the island. Although
few eggs were laid, the number in each cage was' about the 'sane . A number
of these eggs were . flooded with asparagine-phosphate solutions from 8 to

17 days after oviposition. Of these treated, ~J8 percent hatched, thus dem-
onstrating for the first time that eggs of this species may hatch the same

season in which they are laid."

Mortality of eggs of Aedes vexans. Meig. and A. aldrichi out of .doors .

—

Mr. Stage also reports: "Several pias t e 1—0 f-par i s dishes containing eggs of

these species, which had been recovered from soil late in 1937 » were planted
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in a screened cage and left over winter • Of the plump-appearing eggs so

obtained, 62 percent hatched when flooded during August. In June of this

season the hatch was SU percent. Bocauso of the long dry period this sun-

nier, it is somewhat surprising that the ...ortality was no greater."

fcheign plant quarantines

Larvr. of pineapple weevil from Mexico .—A living larva of the pine-
apple weevil (Metamasius ritchiei Marsh.) \7as intercepted at Brownsville,
Tex., on Hay S in a pineapple in cargo fron Mexico. The larva was doing
primary injury to the pineapple, boring straight at the base of the fruit.

As reported by C. C. Gowdy in Jamaica, when the fruit is attacked, the pine-
apple becomes unfit for consumption. When the fruit stalk is attacked, it

is unable to withstand the weight of the fruit, which falls over and does
not ripen.

Cotton pickers carry cottonseed .—Fifty pounds of seed cotton was
picked from various articles of clothing and other personal effects belong-
ing to U5 cotton pickers returning through 3rownsville near the close of
the cotton picking season in Mexico. The inspector was occupied for more
than an hour in getting the seed and Sid not have time to exanine it care-
fully. Such quantities of cotton coming fron an area infested with pink
bollworm obviously represents a potential risk.

Entomological interceptions of interest .—Thirty-one living larvae. of
the dark fruit fly (Anastrepha serpentina TJicd.) were intercepted at Si Paso',

Tex., on March 2h in a single sapoto fruit in baggage from Mexico. Seventy
living larvae of the Mediterranean fruitfly ( Ceratitis capitata Wied. ) were
intercepted at Boston on Kay 6 in 33 loquat fruits in the mail from the
Azores. Living adults of Bruchus laticollis Boh. arrived at New Orleans on
December 20, 193 7 » in vetch seed pods in cargo from France. The intercep-
tion was made at the appraiser's stores. Living specimens of the 3cale in-
sect Lepidosaphes tubulorun Ferris were taken at Washington, D, C, on April
k on Hibiscus cuttings in the mail fron the Philippines. Three living adults
of the nordellid Mordellistena chapini Kay were intercepted at Seattle, Wash.

,

on April ik in a Cat tie ya leaf in cargo from Colombia, jour living larvae
of the European corn borer ( Fyrousta nubilalis Hbn.) were found at New York
on May 10 in broomcorn stalks in the mail from Czechoslovakia. A living
adult of Jermestcs tessellatocollis Mots, arrived at Buffalo, 11. Y., on
April 18 in a box of dried vegetables in the mail from Japan. A living
adult of the scarabaeid Trichius ornatus Jordan was Intercepted at San Fran-
cisco on May 10 on an orchid ( Cymbidiun e'ourncur. ) in cargo fron India.. This
species was not previously represented in the National Museum collection . An
adult of the weevil Apion cchropur. Germ, was taken at Mobile, Ala., on
April 1 in vetch contaminating rye-straw jackets in cargo from France. A
living larva of the large cabba.-e butterfly ( Pieris brassicae L.) was inter-
cepted at Now York on January 25 on a leaf of white greens (Brassica chi-
ne::sis ) in cargo from Cuba. Livin^ larvae of the olethreutid Zr.inotia
opposita Keinrich was intercepted at Laredo, Tex., on February 5 on string
beans in cargo fron Mexico. This represents a new record of the species fron
Mexico and a nev host-plant record.
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Pathological interceptions of interest .—

A

pholencho idos parietinus

Bastian and Apholenchus pvenae Bastian were found in fairly large numbers
in scales of cipoliino bulbs fron Morocco on August 12 at New York. Dis-

eased Yicia fab

a

pods intercepted at New York on May 9 were infected with
a fundus having spores unlike any species in the genera Ascochyta and Stag-

nospora and hence not determinable . Cercospora capsici Heaid was intercepted
on peppers fron Mexico during July at Brownsville. C. nusae Zir.m. was in-

tercepted on banana leaves fron Guatemala on August 1 at Boston. A rust in-

tercepted on Loncho carpus sp . or spp. leaves from British Guiana at New York
on June 3 nas bi 3 en determined as Dichirinia guianensis Cumn. by Dr. Cummins.
D i dyno sphae r ia sp., no species described on the host, was intercepted on
leaves of Freesia cut flowers from Holland at New York, in cargo, February

15. Diplodia tuboricola (E. & E.) Taub. was intercepted in yams from China
on August 22 at New York. Fhaeosphaerella ephedrae (Hollos) Petrak w.?s in-

tercepted on stems of Ephedra sp. in nail from China on May 11 at New York.

Puccinia malvac oarum C. G. Bertero was intercepted on Malva sylvestris in

mail from Italy on August 1 at Detroit and on August 23 at Buffalo. The

rust has been intercepted from Italy in previous years on what was probably
this host but the host material was inadequate for a determination until the

Detroit interception was received. Sclerotium oryzae Catt. was intercepted
on rice seed from India on May 25 at Washington. The sclerotia were not

spherical, as they arc in the stems. Trichoseptoria sp. was found on Aucuba
japonica variegata leaves from Italy on January 21 at New York. Urocystis
cepulae C. C. Frost was found on onions from Italy on August 2U at New York.
Us til ago bromivora (Tul.) Fischer & Vital dh. ?/as intercepted on August 8 at

New York in a nail sample of Br'omus shaderii seed from Argentina. B. shad-

erii is a synonym of B. unioloides or 3. catharti cus , the latter being the

accepted name in Hitchcock's manual. The grass is used for winter forage in
the Southern States. The snut has been reported fron a number of States
on various species of bromegrass but this is the first time it has been in-

tercepted.

DOMESTIC PLANT QUARANTINES

Grasshopper-control activities .—The grasshopper baiting program which
has been conducted for the protection of crops in 2k States in the region
from the Mississippi Valley to the Pacific Coast was practically completed
by the close of August. Approximately kOO million pounds, or 200,000 tons
of poisoned-bait materials have been made available to the States during the

season. In preparation for the fall survey of 'hoppers, training conferences
were held during July and August at various points in the field, at which
the procedure for determining the extent and degree of infestations of the
varioixs . species , including .migratory 'hoppers, was outline in order that the

survey might be conducted on a uniform basis.

Farmers harvest early in some gro.sshopper-infested areas .—Duri ng
August when flights of Melanoplus mexicanus Sauss. first occurred, there was
seme tendency among farmers in certain areas to harvest grain prematurely
for feed rather than to apx>ly control measures. It is believed that much of

the resulting loss could have been avoided by baiting, as recommended by
State leaders, and populations of adults maki.-g the flights could have been
reduced materially.
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Mormon cricket activities .—To the close of July over 1,000,000
pounds of arsenite dust and },^00 barrels of oil, the latter for use pri-

marily in irrigation ditches, had been used in operations to protect crops

from Mormon cricket attack. Hand- and power-dusting operations have

proved highly effective in preventing damage to crops. The mixture of

three parts of diatomaceous earth and one part of sodium arsenite proved
as effective in killing the adult crickets as it had the younger instars.

A survey of the adult and egg stages of the Mormon cricket is now under
way throughout the ten infested States. Range plants in several areas
were so heavily damaged in July and August that in some localities cattle
and wildlife wore seeking food plants elsewhere. Pines and willows were
found partially defoliated by crickets.

Federal quarantine on white-fringed beetle under consideration .—

A

public hearing to consider a Federal quari ntine because of white-fringed
beetle infestations in Alabama, Florida, Louisiana, and Mississippi, is

being held at New Orleans on September 15 • Regulatory action thus far has
been linited to State quarantines which have been adequate, as areas of
infestation have been limited.

White-fringed beetle infe stat ions .—State-wide inspections for the

white—fringed beetle were conducted throughout August in Louisiana, Mis-
sissippi, Alabama, Florida, Georgia, Texas, South Carolina, and Tennessee.
Inspection in the three latter States was confined primarily to railroad
rights-of-way, highways, and tourist camps. Similar work was done in

parts of Arkansas. Infestations were located at 3aton Rouge, La., and
vicinity. The city of New Orleans was found to be quite generally infested
and the beetles were also found at points in other infested States near
the known infested areas. Infestations are now known to exist in six
parishes in Louisiana, five counties in Alabama, three in Florida, and
eight in Mississippi. A total of over 111 ,000 acres is infested, of which
approximately one-third is cultivated land. Clean-up activities have
been started at several points recently found infested. Calcium arsenate
dust for the purpose of reducing adult beetle population has been applied
to 13,000 acres in the vicinity of Florala, Ala.

,
Gulfport, Miss., Laurel,

Miss., Pensaccla, Fla., and New Orleans, La., and 3^9 acres in these areas
have been sprayed with oil to destroy vegetation on waste land and thereby
eliminate the adult food supply.

Peach-disease control activities .— Inspection for the phony peach and
peach mosaic diseases was continued in August in l6 States, with a force of
5^ Federal inspectors and 29 inspectors of the cooperating States and
counties. Second inspections for the peach mosaic disease were made in
infected areas of California and Colorado. Mosaic and phony trees are being
removed at the time of inspection in several States, including Georgia. A
scouting survey in the more important peach-growing areas of Idaho and
Nevada, and a careful inspection of orchards and nurseries in three peach-
growing counties of Kansas resulted in finding neither disease in any of
these three States. Relief labor is engaged in the removal of diseased and
abandoned trees in Alabama, Arkansas, Arizona, California, Colorado,
Georgia, and Tonnessee.
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Sweetpotato weevil eradication and control .—The August wo.rk relating

to this project was centered principally on enforcement of sanitation

measures, which are required by State regulations in the storage and

shipping of sweetpotatoes. Surveys for the weevil were continued in in-

fested areas of Alabama, Mississippi, and Texas. Thirteen infestations
were reported for the first tine from Marion County, Miss. A preliminary
survey of two South Carolina counties, with the assistance of a State in-

spector, resulted in finding no weevils.

Citrus canker eradication .—A summary of citrus canker eradication
activities for the past fiscal year shows no new areas of infection. Can-

ker was found recurring on 12 properties in tho noncommercial areas of
Texas and Louisiana. Through allotments from emergency relief appropria-
tions, abandoned and infested citrus trees tc the extent of 2,500,000 have
been removed from Louisiana, Texas, Alabama, and west Florida during the

year.

Trans i t-insp e c t i on wo

r

k —Three hundred thirteen apparent violations
of Federal plant quarantines (including violations of intrastate 'quaran-

tines relating to the Japanese beetle and the gypsy moth) wore intercepted
in August at transit-inspection points. Forty-five shipments of soil
samples from points in the Japanese beetle _area, shipped apparently for

purposes of analysis, were intercepted at *ew York and Pittsburgh. A
veil-closed box of cuttings consigned to a point in Florida without name
of sender contained a note to the effect that it was first refused "be-
cause of the bug ban." Apples were found in a heavy milk case in a ship-
ment through Boston. The second case in the lot contained milk packed in

ice and the absence of dripping water from the apple case lead to investi-
gation. Peaches waybilled and' shipped as oranges were also intercepted at

Boston. A plant shipment labeled "Clothing" was intercepted at St. Louis.
All these shipments were moving in violation of quarantines. They were
returned to the senders and reported to field leaders for further inves-
tigation.

CONTROL INVESTIGATIONS

Confused flour be etle very resistant to nicotine .—H. H> Richardson
and A. H. Casanges, of the Beltsville, Md.

,
laboratory, hove found the con-

fused flour beetle ( Tribolium confusum Duv. ) to be the most nicotine-resist-
ant insect they have yet tested, though few beetles have as yet been tried.
Its resistance to nicotine vfes found tc be close to that reported previously
by other workers using a similar apparatus. Comparing these results with
the results of others working with hydrocyanic acid gas on this insect,
nicotine appears to be the more effective. This comparison is on a weight
basis. On a molecular basis, the difference is much greater in favor of
nicotine. The above comparisons have to do with results on a laboratory
scale under the most favorable conditions. Under practical conditions, it

is questionable whether a similar difference- would appear.
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INSECTICIDE INVESTIGATIONS

Process of making dinitro-o-crcsol safe for foliage .—The high in-

Becticidal value of dinitro-b~cresol has been known for none tine but, be-
cause it is very injurious to the foliage of plants, its use is linited
tc dormant sprays. In an attenpt to retain the insecticical properties
of this compound an:' at the sane tine to diminish its toxicity to plants,
L. 2. Snith, of this Division, has nade certain derivatives of this con-

pound. The ether of Linitro-o-cresol was patented by Mr. Snith on April

26, 1938 (U. S. Fatent 2,115,0U6). On August 16, 1932, Mr. Smith was

Granted U. S. Patent 2,127,090, which covers the use as insecticides of

esters of dinitro-o-cresol . It is hoped that these derivatives will be

loss injurious to foliage than was the parent compound.

Another analogue of paris green patented .—On August l6, 1938, F. Si

Dearborn was granted U. S. Potent 2,127,3^0, which covers the use as an
insecticide of compounds of copper, arsenic, and unsaturated acids. These
compounds are analogous to paris green and it is believed that they will
be equally as toxic to insects and at the same time loss injurious to

plant foliage.

ESS CULTU3E

New culture no -gun for Bacillus larvae *—An easily prepared culture
nodiurn for B. larvae, which possesses distinct advantage ever media pre-
viously used in the Bureau, has been devised by I. C. Hoist, Laramie, 17yo.

For example, growth of B. larvae has been obtained with it when the num-
ber of spores averaged only 1 per cc, whereas in the past the Minimum num-
ber to obtain growth in culture has been held to be 50,000 per cc. The
way now seems open for making single-spore cultures for pure-strain
studies. Uith the new riedium, cultures of 3 . larvae have even been nade
directly from infected honey, a procedure that joints to the development
of a simpler and more practicable method than has been used in the past
for detecting the presence of this organism in honey.

Continued importance of super so dure problem shown by recen t wcrk .—

A

recent survey by C. L, Farrar, Madison, Wis., emphasizes the importance of
the supersedure problem and the necessity of having hardy queens of good
stock for use with package bees. Of the queens in 1^3 packages established
by the North Central States Bee Culture Field Laboratory this spring, 2.8
percent were lost during introduction, 3*5 percent failed to lay, 3.5 per-
cent were lost during the first week, U.9 percent were lost during second
tc third weeks, l.U percent were lost between the fourth and fifth weeks,
and U.2 percent were lost between the sixth and seventh weeks, making a
total of 20.3 percent. Of the queens retained in the colonies at the end
of the seventh week, those found inferior amounted to 19.S percent of the
original number.

IDENTIFICATION AMD CLASSIFICATION OF INSECTS

A r.ew gale rue id beetle from sage .—A plentiful rvA well-preserved al-
coholic sample of a chrysomelic! beetle defoliating sagebrush (Artemosia
tridentata ) near Aztec, N. Hex., has been received through the Bureau of
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Aninal Industry. Identified by H. S. Barber as a new species of Trirhabda
,

this forn is of interest because serious injury to sheep browse has been
feared fron it; because the species seens to be new; and because it ex-
poses our very nearer or confused knowledge of the actual species in this

group of galerucid beetles, and of their habits, host plants, habitats,
and economic significance. Two other specios of Trirhabda were described
fron New Mexico but their exact type localities are unknown, neither of
then is properly represented in the National Collection, and the host-
plant records ascribed to then require confirnation.

A Buropean ceraiibycid infesting finished wood in United States .—

A

beetle recently sent in by J. B. Van Schiver, Market Street Ferry, Canden,
IT. J., who reported it as having energed fron the woodwork of a living
roon, has been identified by W. S. Fisher as Stronatiun fulvun Villiers.
'This is one of the European longhorn beetles that, probably distributed by
connerce, has been reported at various tines fron Asia, South Anerica, and
the West Indies, but has not been known to have becone definitely estab-
lished in the United States. It is allied to sone of the species of Eburia
which have been recorded as living for nany years in finished wood products.

Blister beetles, the "gray" and the "nargincd ."—There seen to be two

very similar nargined blister beetles active in the Eastern States, each
sonetiaes appearing in. numbers and feeding destructively. Four samples
fron Clenatis nenr Washington, D. C. , were found to be nixtures of a few
"all gray" individuals among nany "nargined" beetles, differing uniformly,
however, in certain leg characters fron a colony which was defoliating po-
tato and which contained no gray beetles. Miscellaneous preserved samples
of such common and supposedly well-known forms rarely are in series or
have the host plant data preserved, and the gray forn is not mil repre-
sented in the National Collection. Pure colonies of the gray blister
beetle are said to occur and to attack potato. There nay be several species
involved and the recorded synonymy is known to be erroneous. Single speci-
nens are of little aid in determining specific d.ifferences or preferred
foods, but group samples fron swarns attacking particular kinds of plants
are much desired by this Division. These are best killed and submitted in
70-percent alcohol, with full data.

Addition to the collection of nenatocercus Diptera .—On returning fron
Amherst, Mass., recently Alan Stone brought with him 225 specimens of
Diptera, mostly Tipulidae, received from C. P. Alexander, of Massachusetts
State College. These consist in part of holotypes of species described by
Dr. Alexander from National Museum material, but mostly they are paratypes
and identified specimens presented for the Museum Collection. More than
100 of the species included were not previously rej-resented here.

Identification of an ant injurious to hops .—Ants, identified by M. R.

Smith as Formica fusca L. var., were submitted for determination by PI. E.

Morrison, Oregon State College. Mr, Morrison reported that the ants were
causing damage to hops at both Yakima, Wash., and Herniston, Oreg.
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Another European pine sawfly in the United States .—Specimens from
Lamington, IT. J., taken in litter under red pine, and submitted by C. 7.

Collins, of the Division of Forest Insect Investigations, have been de-
termined by Grace A. Sandhouse as Diprion frutetorum (P.). This apparently
represents the first identification of the species from the United States,

although one specimen in the National ^useun labeled as being from Ithaca,
IT. Y. , and another from Rye, IT. Y. , are evidently the same. These were
taken in 1931 'm& a * that time were identified by w". Middleton as Diprion
sp. The species has been known in Canada since 193^1 i-n the Niagara
Palls area.

The oriental rat flea in the interior of the United States .—The
oriental rat flea ( Xenopsylla cheopis (llothschiid)

) , the chief transmitter
of bubonic plague to man, has for many years been known to occur in the

warmer port cities of the United States but it has boon thought that the
colddr climate of the interior would probably prevent its development there.
Nevertheless, in 193 1

' it T;as found at Ames, Iowa, and in 1SJ>S at St. Paul,
Minn. , and H. E. Swing and Irving Pox now record it from two additional in-
land and northern localities, namely, Urbana, 111., and Youngstown, Ohio.

Certain European leafhoppers regular arrivals at U. S. ports .

—

Ulopa
reticulata (P. ) arrived on schedule again this year. On the basis of ma-
terial received for determination, P. W, Onan reports that the interception
of this leafhopper from the British Isles during August and September,
usually on heather, has become an annual occurrence. The ports involved
have been ^ew York, Philadelphia, and Boston; the earliest interception,
August 15; the latest, September 26. So far as known the species has not
become established in North America. A similar, though less regulax phe-
nomenon, is the interception of another leafhopper, Hogophthalmus scanicus
(Fall.), on shamrocks from Ireland, just before St. Fatrick 4 s Bay.

—oOo—
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,
ead and arsen ic residues on g outhern-grown .peaches not excessive *— 0 1 i ve r

I. Snapp, of the Fort Valley, 5a., laboratory, reports that the results of analy_
ses' made by the Division of Insecticide Investigations show that, even when the
fruit was not "brushed, the residues on harvested peaches that- had received lead
arsenate in 1938 according' to the regular schedule used in the South did not ex.
ceed the tolerances, there being 0.0086 grain of arsenic trioxide per pound and
a lead equivalent of 0.018 grain per pound on the unbrushed fruit. When brushed
before shipment, by means of machines with which most packing sheds are now "

equipped, the reridue load was reduced considerably, there being only 0,0019
grain of arsenic trioxide per pound and a lead equivalent of only 0.00^0 grain
per pound on the brushed fruit. Although the total precipitation during the
season was normal, heavy rains that followed shortly after the completion of the
applications at shuck-off and U weeks before harvest had been expected to reduce
the residue load on the ripe peaches , The results of the chemical analyses show
that the arsenic and lead residues were surprisingly lower than anticipated.

Oviposition by f irs t~gencration plum curculio in peaches in the South .—

.

Mr. Snapp and J. R. Thomson, Jr., have reported on the study conducted this year
at the Fort Valley laboratory to determine the percentage of first-generation
plum curculio females that deposited second-generation eggs during the year of
their emergence. The first eggs of the second-generation were recorded on June
15, oviposition having started this year lU days after emergence from the soil,
the shortest period between emergence and oviposition of which we have a record.
By the aid of the peach harvest 37 percent of the new beetles had deposited second
generation eggs; 71 percent had deposited second-generation eggs by August 12;
and the last second-generation egg was deposited this yonr on August 8. In 1937the last was deposited on August 6 and in 1936 on August 3. Dissections on
August 12 of the first-generation females that had not deposited any eggs during
the season revealed mature .and immature eggs in about 1 beetle out of 10 Therest 01 them contained no indication of immature eggr. or egg formation.

.

Abundance and flight habits of dried fruit beotle .-Catchc. of Carpophilughempterus (iTTxn a rotary net operated from AprifTIiTo August 31 inT^ai^storage yard by Dwight F. Barnes and George K. Kaloostiau of the Fresno, Calif'"

In 7' "TVi!
foll077s: **ri1'

9.U00; May, 5^,700; June, 56,000 . Julv,
"

20,600; August, 6,^00. Collections Proved froi the nei at intervals 0f 15minutes both all day and all night, showed that the insect is a da-tine flierIn July flight began soon .after dawn, - was nost ^ d ^ bright light and'ended with darkness. Moderate numbers were takon on July 21 while the teinSatur,of the air in the shade was 108°F.
temperature

L



Strawberry loaf roller a roservoir of oriental fruit moth parasite .

—

H. W. Allen, of the Moorestown, N. J., laboratory, reports that during the last

year considerable new information has been gained on Ancyl is comptana Froehl.

as a reservoir of the dominant oriental fruit moth parasite Macrocentrus ancyl i-

vorus. Roh. It has been found that this parasite occurs in the strawberry leaf

roller in nearly all strawberry-growing sections from Moorestown, N. J., through-

out the Eastern Shore to Norfolk, Va. However, its abundance varies greatly in

different sections. In order to obtain more definite inf ormation . on. the possi-
bilities of different sections as sources of this valuable species, surveys have

recently been placed on a quantitative basis. The following comments 'refer to

the third, or overwintering, brood. In the vicinity of Moorestown strawberry
acreage is still much below the average for the last few years. The percentage
of M. ancyl ivorus in strawberry leaf roller is 17»5t which is higher than in any
other section surveyed, but, as the overwintering strawberry leaf roller aver-

ages about 11,200 per acre,, the overwintering M. ancyl ivorus. - is only about 1,9^0
per acre. At Hammonton, N. J., the paras itizat ion is U«7 percent, the per-acre
moth population lU, 200, and the per-acre M. ancylivorus hibernating about 6S0,

At Gedarville, N. J., the overwintering strawberry leaf roller is about 22,500
per. acre, but the M. ancylivorus paras it izat ion only 0.5 percent, and the hiber-
nating M. ancylivorus about 112 per acre. , At Bridgeville, Del., .there is a
heavier leaf roller population than in any other district surveyed.—5^,200 per
acre v—and 5«9 percent paras it izat ion, giving about 3»320 M. ancylivorus per
acre.. This high rate per acre and the extensive cultivation of strawberry in
that section probably give this area a much higher total overwintering M.

ancylivorus population than any other surveyed. Except for the Bridgeville
section, the strawberry leaf roller infestation in the Eastern Shore section of
Delaware, Maryland, and Virginia seems unusually low and the numbers of M.

ancylivorus overwintering in this host relatively few,

MEXICAN FEU ITEL

Y

Trapping results in the lower Rio Grande Valley .—The 193&-39 season for
harvesting.. of Texas citrus fruits opened on September 15. Traps have been
operated continuously from Brownsville to Laredo throughout the month. During
this period only cny adult Anas trepha ludens Loew was trapped; This specimen
cane from the city of Laredo. The trap catch in September was the lowest on
record, -. Only 30 fruitfliea of various

,
species -.vera taken. In addition to the

one ludens^ previously mentioned, five A, serpentiq^ Wied, , one unidentified
Anas trepha species, and twenty-three A. pal lens Ooq* were trapped. The follow-
ing table shows the result of trapping and fruit collection in Texas and Mexico
in September:

Species • Texas ' Mexico

Adults
A. 1 ! 0
A. " 5 0
A. 1 '

. 0. .

A,
: 23 !

30 :

Larvae <

A. ludens - _ . . 0 :

Erom Matamoros, Mexico market fruit.



CEREAL AND FORAGE INSECT INVESTIGATIONS

Egc predators inhibit grass hopper abundance in California.—C. C. Wilson,

Sacramento, Calif., reports that in 1936, 1937, and 1938, intensive egg surveys

have "been conducted on 5,760 acres of natural habitat of the clear-winged grass-

hopper ( C annula pe 1 luc i da S cudd . ) in San Luis Obispo County. Square-foot sampler,

of soil were taken on approximately 380 acres representing U3 major egg beds of

the area. In the course of the surveys each egg pod was examined for predators

—

larvae of "bee fly (Aphoebantus hirsutus Coq. ) and blister beetle ( Epicauta puncti-

collis Mann.). The potential grasshopper population in 1936, 1937, 1938 has

been reduced by these predators 29 percent, 60 percent, and 28 percent, respec-

tively. Although there vins a reduction in total egg pods per square foot in 1938
over 1937, . there was an increase of 0.6 egg pod uninjured by predators per square

foot. This increase, however, is attributed to the persistent .scarcity of

predators on those egg beds where the percentage attacked ranged fron 0 to 20.

If these egg beds were eliminated fron the 3 years'" data the good egg pods per
squire foot .would bo 6.8, 3*8, and 2.8, respectivelv. Furthermore, if the egg
beds having fron 0 to 20 percent of the pods nttacked were grouped for this period,

the average good egg pods per square foot would be 1.8, 0.9, and 2.6, respectively,
and would account for the 1938 increase in good egg pods. These data are summa-
rized in the following table.

Year
Predators

Est* 3oe :3lister: Re duct ion

: Numb e r : Numb ejr : Numb er : Number : Percent : Numb e r Number
1936

—

- : 2,223: ISO : U69 . : 6Us : 29 : 5.0 : 3.5
1937

—

-: 1,096: .122 : 535 : 657 y 60 : 2.8 1.1
19^8 .: 1.073: - 28 : 27U . : 302 : 28

.
2.U 1.7

Average egg pods per
square foot

Total Good

^Damage by corn ear worm in Illinois.—-R. A. Blanchard, Urbana, 111., report;
that the corn ear worm, notwithstanding its- ea.rly appearance, was: less abundant in

Illinois, in general, than it was -in 1.937* :
Examinations showed, however, that

late corn in southern and south-central Illinois was very heavily infested, with
considerable, damage resulting. In some fields larvae were actively feeding in
considerable numbers -on October 1. Damage

:
in those; fields-, will increase until

the larvae are killed by frost. The warm dry weather in the latter half of
September caused rapid drying of the corn, thereby limiting the extent of the
damage to early planted corn,

Winter mortality studier. of grasshopper eggs.—E. G. Davis, Bozeman, Mont.,
reports that the percentage of -"inter mortality of e gge on the intensive study
areas in North Dakota, South Dakota, Minnesota,and Montana, showed considerable
variation among the areas during the 'winter of 1937-38. The total percentage of
mortality ranged from 10.0 on the Havre, Mont., area to 6l.U on the Dickinson,
N. Dak., area. The average mortality of six areas in those four States was 32. U.
The predators chiefly involved in the destruction of the pods were larvae of bee
flies, blister beetles, and carabids. Occasionally a wireworm larva was found
destroying a pod. Many pods were also. found which had failed to hatch but had
apparently not been attacked by predators or parasites*
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Length of exposure a factor in fumigation for flour "beetle,—R. T. Cotton,

Manhattan, Kans., reports that experimental work on the fumigation of "bagged flour

indicates that, although a dosage of l6 ounces of liquid hydrocyanic acid per ton

of flour fails to give an immediate kill of flour beetles with an overnight

exposure, the flour absorbs and retains enough gas so that all insects are killed

if they 'are left in the flour for 24 hours after it is removed from the vault, and

if the dosage is reduced to 12 ounce,s per ton a perfect kill will be obtained if

the insects, are left in the flour for 4g hours after its removal from the vault.

Analysis of the fumigated flour indicates that the gas becomes distributed through-

out the stack with reasonable uniformity by the end of the exposure period. Experi-

ments with rolled oats showed that very similar dosages wore required to effect a

perfect kill, although the oats absorbed and retained more of the fundgant than

did the flour.
t

Seasonal abundance of corn ear worm in northern Virginia.—?. F. Dicke,

Arlington Farm, Va.
,
reports that the survey conducted in Fairfax County to deter-

mine the seasonal abundance of the corn ear worm shows that the population is

approximately the same as the above-normal population for 1937* Sixty-four percent

of all the ears examined were found to be infested, as compared to 54«8 percent in

1937* Th'e normal average infestation is considered to be between 30 and 35 per-

cent. The increase in the percentage of ears in'fes'ted over that of 1937 is attri-

buted to a decrease in -the corn acreage in this area. This decrease is estimated •••

to be about 20 percent. The total acreage in the area surveyed having all ears
infested was slightly lower than in 1937* ^he following table summarizes the re-

sults of this survey .in Fairfax County.

Date' s ilking
began in

1938 •

; Fields,

:Acros of corn
silking

: Ears
! infested

Range of in-

festation in
:' ' fields

•Acres 100-percent

! : infested

July 13-20—•—

—

July 20-27
July 27-August> 3
Augus t 3-10 '

—

August 10-17

—

'—

!

Total !

Number [Number :Percent {Percent Percent :

' Number [Percent

7

: 17
• 6

"• 4 -

1 !

! 51 : . 17.5
! 138 : 47.3

6.9 23.6
27 • 9.2
7 l 2.4 !

! • 31.7
54.4

78.7 i

' 95.5 i

100.0 !

',[ 40,0-67,0
! 21.0-87.0 •

:

56.O-93.O !

89.0-99.0 !

i

!

' 26.4
: 75.1

5^.3
25.8
7.0"

: 14,0

: 39.8
- 28.8

: 13.8

3,7

35 :

..;•* • j
'

292 : 100.0 : 64.0 I 188.6 ! 64.6

The high population level of the ear,worm in 1937 and 1938 is primarily due

to mild winters. The population in 1937 was approximately double that of 193^,
which war preceded by a severe winter. It is. believed that the population in 1938
was kept stable primarily because of a high mortality of hibernating pupae during
the previous fall and' Winter. The mortality is largely attributed to the high
soil moisture prevalent from October to March. The maximum acreage of corn came
into silk between July 20 and July 27, and when this acreage reached its maximum
fresh-silk stage the number of eggs per silk was at a minimum; however, the peak
in the seasonal' abundance occurred in this peak acreage.. As in. the past 4 years,
the data on seasonal abundance show that the percentage of ears infested is a poor
figure to use for a comparison of the abundance during the season. ' The abundance I

of the attractive host material present in the field (early blossoming stage of
corn) at any particular time is the major item to be considered in determining
seasonal abundance *of this insect.
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A new preferred host plant for votato leafhopper..— "In all of our past

work on Enpoasca fabae (Harr.)," reports F. W. Poos, of the Arlington Farm, Va.

,

laboratory, "it appeared that this species preferred potato when given its choice

for oviposition. However, rocent obs rvations indicated that the broad bean

( Vicia faba ) was severely injured by this insect under all conditions. Five test

were therefore nade during the period May-July, 1938 to determine whether this

leafhopper preferred broad bean or potato for oviposition. Ten plants of each

species were used in those tests and a total of 1,566 nynphs were counted, 72.7

percent of which hatched fron the broad bean plants, or nearly three tines as

many as hatched fron the potato. Remarkable control of the potato lo.-fhopper

injury on alfalfa by a mixture cf pyre thrum and sulphur dust applied to the crop
after the injury had became apparent war- obtained in preliminary tests at

Arlington Farm .and at Oakton, Va., in" 1938."

JAPANESE 3EETI3 CONTROL

Aerial maps facilitate scouting for Dutch elm disease.--Aerial photographic
maps showing the terrain ovor - which Dutch elm disease scouts are operating, with
landmarks and the actual trees examined or sampled, h-;ve increased the efficiency
of the seasonal surveys for infected trees. On each map have been drawn in

township and county lines, and a system of grid lines showing the degrees .and

minutes of latitude and longitude. Now Jersey maps are 6-ninute quadrangles,
covering 35 square miles , while maps of Ne<" York and Connecticut are 5«minute
quadrangles covering 27.8 square miles. In all except one county the scale is
1 inch to 3»000 feet. In the infected area, foremen are furnished with key
maps covering 5 or 6 quadrangles assigned to individual scout crews. On th e

quadrangles in. the hands of the crows are plotted all naturally elnwfree areas,
areas in which elms have been silvicided, and sections that have been clear-cut
to remove all elms. Aerial maps are in use by foot scouts working throughout the
Connecticut .work area, in Rockland, Dutchess, Suffolk, and Nassau Counties

,
N.Y.,

in all New Jersey counties except Monmouth County .and the metropolitan area, and
in the Pennsylvania work area adjacent to the Delaware River. One of the prin-
cipal advantages of the aerial maps is that it is no longer necessary to assign
one man in a crew to make measurements to nearby landmarks in writing up the
location of a sampled tr.ee. By placing a dot or. the exact tree involved and
surrounding this with a circle, it is possible accurately to estimate distances
from nearby landmarks by the grid, lines of the map .at intervals of U,000 feet.
Eradication crews in turn -are furnished with maps on which elms to be removed
are spotted. This permits return to the exact spot by the nearest accessible
road, thereby speeding up the work.

.

Autor-iro scout in.: for Dutch elm disease An five autogiro ground crews
xn Connecticut were unable to work during the week of September IS to 2U in-clusive, owing to the hurricane. On Tuesday, September 27, one autogiro' scouted*o SS Township m Monroe County, Pa. Ground crews will scout the roads in thia
Particular township. The flying unit in New Jersey completed the second go-over
on September 26. Approximately UU.56 square miles -ere scouted. Ground crewscompleted Ringwood .and West Milford Townships in Passaic County and Vernon andWalpack Townships in Sus sex County during the last week of the month. Approxi-
mately 121.65 square miles were scouted on this second go-over. In New Yorkthe two flying units scouting in Putnan County completed the second go-over onSeptember 28. Tnis completed all the flying assignments in the strte of New York.
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Approximately 129.7 square miles were scouted. Ground crews 'following up in. Put-

nan County should complete this work early in the first week in October, conclud-

ing all autogiro scouting operations in New York. The flying unit 'assigned to

autogiro railroad scouting;- conpleted scouting U,706.2 niles of railroad rights-

of-way on the northern loop of railroads on September 24, 1938. Ground crews

should complete the assignment on the northern loop in the first week of October,
j

Sampling of each elm necessary to determine late-season infcction.—A con-

firmation in Putnam Valley Township, Putnam County, N. Y. , consists of an elm tree

with double trunk, each trunk measuring 10 inches DBH. This tree was discovered

by one of the New York State auto-cruising crews. Without doubt it was a 193S

infection, as there was no dead wood in it. This, confirmation is approximately 1

mile west of the 1938 Carmol Township tree and less than 1 mile north of two 193S

confirmations. Two trees in Gten Cove, Oyster Bay Township, Nassau County, N. Y.

,

were confirmed on September 15, Both of these trees had yellow and thinning
leaves, but so did the other elms in that vicinity, and they probably would have

been missed if all the trees had not been climbed. On September 16 a tree in

Iiottingtown in the same township was confirmed. This particular tree seemed healthy

when another tree near it had been confirmed. When the first of these two trees

was being eradicated on September 2, no symptoms were noted in the other tree. On

September 3 the scouts hauled some beetle wood tc the fire where the first tree
was being burned. They noticed then some yellow leaven on one side of the tree.

They sampled the tree and observed a few streaks in the sample. In little more
than a week this tree was almost bare of leaves. Its death was one of the most
rapid ever observed.

Hurricane makes extra work for Dutch elm disease crews.—Purine the week
ended September 2^, heavy rains were constant through Monday, Tuesday, and Wednesday
reaching torrential proportions at times, and culminating on Wednesday in a hurri-
cane that swept New Jersey, New York, and the New England States. Thousands of

trees "'ere blown down and many homes demolished. From Long Island through Connecti-
cut, Rhode Island, 'and Massachusetts many lives were lost in the worst storm in
several generations. During the latter part of September all Connecticut sanita-
tion crews equipped with trucks that could be. used for hauling worked en elms
felled and uprooted by the hurricane of September 21. With good weather during the

last week of September, the eradication crews, in New Jersey wore able to l0"Ter the
number of standing Dutch elm diseased trees.

First-record Dutch elm disease infection.—During the last week of September
a confirmation was received for a tree in West East on, Northampton County, Pa. Ex-
tension of the infected zone to include this new infection required the addition of

Greenwich, Harmony, Lopatcong, and Pohatcong Townships, the borough of Alpha, and
the tn^n of Phillipsburg, all in Warren County, N. J., an area of ^9.55 square
miles. The extension necessary in Pennsylvania is approximately 5 square miles.

Valuable elm succumbs.—A Dutch elm disease confirmation early in September
was an elm kk inches DBH at Greenwich, Fairfield County, Conn. This tree was
in front of an old stone house which the owner had purchased in Europe, taken down,
and rebuilt. in this country. The particular site for the house was .selected be-
cause of this elm and its removal spoils the effect of age so necessary in a proper
setting for the house.
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Season's scouting concluded.—Systemat ic scouting for Dutch cln disease

was officially ended on Friday, September 30, and the personnel was rearranged

for the October set-up. All tools and equipment were checked and preparations

completed for tagging dead and dying trees and for sanitation work to start on

Octoher 3» '

* .

'

Data on fumigation for Japanese beetle During the period of the farm-

products quarantine the total number of cars fumigated with hydrocyanic acid was

6' 256. Of this number 5,^78 cars were empties, 633 contained bananas, 59 con-,

tained onions, 81 contained potatoes, 3 contained torn-toes, 1 car was a nixed

load, and 1 contained sweetpotatoes. The fumigation of farm products with methyl

bromide cased early in September, the 'last cars being fumigated at the Edge Moor

railroad vards in Delaware on September 10. Forty-three cars of sweetpotatoes were

fumigated at the Edge Moor yards and one car at the Greenwich yard in Philadelphia,

Pa.
C

During the season 2,6l3 cars of "potatoes, 6l cars of sweetpotatoes, 51 cars^

of onions, 8 cars of tomatoes, and 2 mixed loads wore fumigated with methyl bromide-

making a total of 2,735. The total number of cars fumigated, including both hydro-

cyanic acid and methyl bromide treatments, was 3,991.

Japanese beetle control activities on t he Eastern Shore of Maryland.—Pur-

ing September shipments of sweetpotatoes from the Eastern Shore of Maryland were

very numerous. Approximately 120 refrigerator cars of sweetpotatoes were inspected

and' certified for shipment outside -the Japanese beetle regulated area. Several

thousand units of this same commodity were also inspected, with the poss ibilit y

that they might be consigned to points outside the quarantined area. Between

September 1 and September 20, the date of lifting the farm products quarantine,

30 cars of apples were certified for shipment outside the regulated area from

Maryland's Eastern Shore. Also in the same district k3,000 strawberry plants were

inspected and certified for shipment during September,

Gain in nursery shipments from central Pennsylvania.—.There seems to be a
definite gain in the fall nursery business in the New Cumberland, Pa., district.

Larger orders are now being handled than in any of the past several years, Severa?

carload shipments of nursery stock,- originating at a nursery in Lancaster County,
were made to the western part of the St' te, and actual inspections of material be-
ing moved outside the Japanese beetle regulated area have shown, a definite increase.

Transfer of Japanese beetle district supcrvir ors .—On September 1 H. X,

Smith was transferred from the supervision in the New York City district office
to the supervisorship of the Dover, Del., district, K. 3. Ward was transferred
from supervision of the Richmond, Va. , district field office to supervision of the
district office at Syracuse, N. Y. , on September 16. Leland Wolfe, formerly distri
supervisor at Syracuse, N. Y. , assumed pupervision of the New York City district
roffice on October 1,

Japanese beetle fumigation and : ^ rm—yroducts re- trict ions lifted.—Effect-
ive at midnight August 3l

f
fumigation of empty refrigerator cars used to haul

fruits .and vegetables was discontinued. Screening of vents was required until
September 10. When farm products -ere loaded in uninspected cars, the loaded car
was fumigated before certification. Restrictions on the movement of farm products
wore lifted on September 2C until June 15, 1939.
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Late Japanese beetle .
infestation.

—

On September 23, ten live Japanese

beetles were found feeding on grape foliage in Elnira, N. Y. These "beetles were

found "by an inspector in the course of special checking to determine how late

"beetles night be found in that section.

Harris burg rose gardens delayed blooms.—Rose gardens in Italian Park

at Harrisburg, Pa., were in good bloom in late September, attracting many

visitors. During the time of the- Japanese beetle flight the beds were sprayed

and kept more: or less free of blooms,*, so that they are now in beautiful condition,

Trapping for Japanese beetles at Springfield, Mass.— Information was re-

ceived from the Park Department of Springfield, Mass. , as of September 15, that

600,000 Japanese beetles were caught in the 1,650 traps in operation in that

city during the summer.

Infested material shipped fron' reservoir site.—Portions of several ad-

joining townships in central Massachusetts have been taken' over by the State for

. a link in the chain of reservoirs that make up the Boston metropolitan water
supply. In the region several villages and many old homes have been abandoned
and practically all the lumber has been cut. In some instances extremely old and

highly valued homes .are being torn down and the material transported to ether
sections for rebuilding. Up to the present time, 19 gypsy moth egg clusters have

been found and removed from material taken from these old houses before it was
transported outside the gypsy moth regulated area.

Increase in gypsy moth personnel.— Owing to the increase in fall shipments
of nursery stock to points outside the gypsy moth regulated area, two inspectors
were employed temporarily in nurseries, one at Pryeburg, Maine, and the ,other at

.Newport, R. I, It became, necessary also, to station two inspectors at a nursery
in western Massachusetts to, inspect material prior to storing it for early spring
shipment.

PORES T INSECT INVESTIGATIONS

Elm bark beetle may breed in small branches .—Galleries of the smaller ,

European elm bark beetle ( Scolytus multistriatus Mars ham) are sometimes found in
dead or dying elm branches measuring an inch or less in diameter. C. H. Hoffmann,
of the Morristown, N. J., laboratory, reports that adults have emerged from
small, infested elm sticks that he collected this year, the smallest of these
being 1 inch. in diameter.

Diseased sapwood may contaminate elm bark beetles.— It has been noted
that adults of the smaller European elm bark beetle sometimes pentrate the bark
of elms affected by the Dutch elm disease but, on finding conditions unsatisfactory
for making galleries, leave the trees and go elsewhere. An experiment conducted
by W. D. Buchanan, of the Morris town laboratory, indicates how beetles may thus
become contaminated with Ceratostomella ulmi . Adults of S. multistriatus and
of the native elm bark beetle (Hylurgopinus rufipes Eich.). known to be free of
the fungus, were allowed to attack logs immediately after they had been cut from
a diseased tree. The discoloration that occurs in trees affected bv the disease
was evident in these logs in the wood of the current season's growth. As soon as
the beetles had reached the sapwood they ,were removed and later cultured bv the
Bureau of Plant Industry. The fungus was obtained from k of 5^ S. multistriatus

ii
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adults and from 11 of 69 H. rufipes adults.' Fifty of the areas "where S.. multi-

striatus adults had come in contact with the sapwood were also cultured. The

fungus- was obtained from 11 of these areas.

Beech scale shows little increase in Maine.-—R. C. Brown and L. D. Casey,

of the New Haven, Conn., laboratory, report that 37 permanent sample plots estab-

lished in 1933 in central and eastern Maine were examined during the last 2 weeks

in September, in cooperation with representatives of the Division of Forest

Pathology, Bureau of Plant Industry. The intensity of the scale infestation is

not appreciably heavier than in 1937 nor is .there any marked increase in the
number of dead trees.

Investigations on the, European spruce sawfly.—-P. B. Dowden, New Haven,
reports that the survey on the European spruce sawfly was completed in New
Hampshire, Vermont, and New York on September 2h, This work was done in coopera-

• tion with State agencies in New Hampshire and Vermont, whereas in New York all of

the survey was conducted by. State employees. Micrrplectron rearing was brought
to a close on August 20. Between 5 ancL 6 million parasites were reared. About
1-1/2 million were liberated in New York, 1-1/2 million in Vermont, 1 million in
New Hampshire, .and 1 million in Maine. Snail numbers of several species of

spruce sawfly parasites were received from the Canadian parasite laboratory dur-
ing August .and September. About half of the material received was liberated,
while the other half was held

;
at the laboratory for experimental rearing. Two

species of cocoon parasites have been studied and one of them has been bred in
considerable numbers for one generation. Five species of 'larval parasites have
also been studied. Only one species ( Holocrennus ) was observed mating, but all
five species have deposited quite a few eggs on larvae of Diprion polytomum
(Htg. ). On August 19 a 3/U-acre plot heavily infested with spruce sawfly was
sprayed at .Wilmington, Vt. , by personnel from the Division of Gypsy M0th and
Brown-tail Moth Control. This plot will be sprayed each year and the trees
compared with adjoining trees, which will not bo sprayed.

Foliage injury.—Wetting, spreading, and emulsifying agents were prepared
which were nontoxic to tender foliage when applied in concent rati ens generally
used in ordinary and concentrated spray mixtures. Most oil sprays have not been
safe on dormant trees at concentrations greater than 2 to U percent, nor on
summer foliage at concentrations greater than 1 percent. Often these concentra-
tions are- too weak to control the insect. Both the oil .and the emulsifying
agent have caused injury. Recent developments, however, indicate that certain
oils can be used up to 15 percent on tender foliage without causing injury. In
concentrated lead arsentate spray mixtures, and to a crnsiderable degree in
ordinary spray concentrations as well, the addition of small quantities of ferrous
sulphate .and line practically eliminated the injury to wild black cherry, which
has practically the sane degree of resistance to injury as peach, plum, cherry,
and beans. The ferrous sulphate-lime -ixture greatly increased the adherence of
the lead arsenate. In ordinary spray concentrations of caloiun arsenate the
addition of weak solutions of bordeaux mixture greatly reduced foliage injury.
In concentrated sprays the addition of lime to reduce' free arsenic and the addi-
tion of "ca*co" casein glue and corn oil to coat the particles greatly reduced
injury.
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Dust adhesives and carriers .-Twelve dust mixtures were applied to spruce
and to deciduous growth. The insecticides used were lead arsenate and calcium .

arsenate, with which barite and celite were used as carriers. The adhesives and
spreaders were dehydrated molasses and-nilk solids, glycerine, corn oil, soybean
flour, triethylamine oleate, and "casco" casein glue. Glycerine has served very

well to take up moisture from the air and some of the adhesives appear to he very

good. A given volume of harite weighs 4 times as much as the same volume of lead
arsenate and 16 times as much as celite, and therefore reduced the amount of drift

hy wind.

Western yellow pine susceptible to attack "by eastern species of -Matsu>*

coccus ,~-T. J, Parr, of the New Haven laboratory, reports on- investigations with
the eastern species of Matsucoecus : "Matsucoccus eggs planted on the twigs of

western yellow pines at Eainbow in May hatched and some -of the crawlers "became

established. The number able to maintain themselves was small, however, in com-
parison tr the number of eggs planted. Those that did live have gone through the

last molt and have migrated -to the bark of the large branches and main trunks,
whe'r'e they are laying eggs. ... An hemipterous predator, Orius ins idiosus Say, has
been observed feeding on Matsucoccus egg masses on pitch pine."

Oviposit ion habits of the locust borer.—H. C. Secrest, Milwaukee, Wis.,
has found that there is a distinct relation between air temperature and the usual
daily migration of the beetles from goldenrod to the trees. On one cool, cloudy
day, when the temperature remained below 70° , the beetles did not leave the
goldenrod blossoms. This was also the case on cold rainy days.

Pores t- ins ect-survey program.

~

-Fpr es t-ins ect surveys being conducted by
the forost- insect laboratory at Coeur d'Alene, Idaho, include a resurvey of the
Coeur d'Alene National Forest, the Clearwater National Forest and adjacent private
land, the Kootenai National Forest, the Yellowstone National Park, and' the Grand
Teton National Park, with rechecks of potentially dangerous areas disclosed by
1937 surveys within the S-t, Joe, Kaniksu, Weiser, and Nezperce National Forests.
This program, which is under the direction of T. T. Terrell, includes 2,642,500
acres, exclusive of the areas to be rechecked. Two crews of four and eight men
are being used in the execution of these surveys. The smaller crew is employed on
the Yellowstone and Grand Teton National Park projects, the larger on the National
Forests of northern Idaho. The Coeur d'Alene and Grand Teton Park projects have'
been completed, with the Clearwater to be completed in a few days. The remainder
of the program will be completed during the latter part of October.

Douglap fir shortage.—According t^ J. M. Whiteside, of the Portland, Oreg.,
laboratory, there is a decided shortage, of Douglas fir on the Colville National
Forest, in northeastern Washington, from which to cut railroad ties. Depreda~
tions by defoliating insects and the Douglas fir bark beetle ( Dendroc tonus
Eseudotsugae Hopk. ) over a period of approximately 20 years have so reduced the
estimated stands of this species that forest officers are having a difficult time
finding quantities sufficient to warrant tie sales. On many areas the only live
firs to be found are thore of small diameters, usually below lU or l6 inches, the
larger trees remaining as snags in varying stages of deterioration.
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GYPSY MOTH AND BROWN-TAIL MOTH CONTROL

Hurricane and floods daaagg tree growth and property.—Only limited re-

ports of conditions in the gypsy moth area affected "by the flood and hurricane

are now available, "but it seens evident that the "barrier-zone sections of Vermont,

Massachusetts, and Connecticut were on the western edge of the. hurricane area and

suffered less damage than the sections east of the zone. The gypsy moth infested

areas in Pennsylvania and New York were not affected "by the hurricane and flood

damage was small. Future gypsy moth scouting and treatment work in the affected

sections will "be greatly impeded "by fallen trees and debris on the ground, and

the shattered tree trunks and "branches will render efficient scouting work more

difficult "by providing countless new sites for the deposition of egg clusters.

Incomplete reports from the field indicate that no injury was sustained "by any

gypsy moth employee and that the only government property to sustain apprec iable

damage was the autogiro owned "by this activity. This machine was stored in a

hangar at the Orange, Mass., airport, v/hich "as directly in the path of the

hurricane. The wind lifted the roof and sides of the hangar, throwing them "back-

wards mostly away from the autogiro, hut demolishing the rotor "blades and slightly

damaging one wing and the rudder.

Sprouts ^rov? rapidly in selectively thinned areas .—Sprouts have grown
very rapidly during the part summer in all sections of Ne^ England where gypsy
moth thinning work 7/as done last winter and spring, particularly in Massachusetts
and Connecticut. Exceedingly wet and humid weather prevalent from the middle of

July until late in August was conducive- tr the rank growth of the sprouts, many
of which exceed 6 feet in height. Selective thinning of the sprouts has already
"been started ir. certain localities and this type of work will increase as the
season develops and conditions "become more suitahle for treatment work.

Dense thickets of mountain laurel thinned to facilitate scouting.—.Many

of the gypsy moth infestations found' with in the harrier zone in southwestern
Massachusetts and in northwestern Connecticut are located in areas Where mountain
laurel is very ahundant. 'The laurel grows in dense thickets of intertwined
"branches , which are very difficult to penetrate. In certain localities it has
"been necessary to remove some of the plants so that those remaining could he
examined efficiently.

Old infe-totion apn-ror.t ' y eradic ated.—Burlap "^ands attached to trees
last spring at the site of a gypsy moth infestation discovered during the fiscal
year 1936 in Derby, Vt., wero removed and destroyed in September. The trees in
the vicinity of the old colony site wore carefully scouted and, as no evidence of
the presence of the gypsy moth was found, the infestation is, considered to be
eradicated.

No gypsy moths f^ur.d in Somerset, Vt.—Gypsy moth scouting of the open
areas in Somerset, a township adjacent to the harrier z.^ne in southern Vermont,
has been completed. No evidence of the gypsy moth was found.

Gypsy moth discovered in two previrusly uninfested tovms. Ab^ut the middle
of September a s ingle-e -g-cluster infestation -7as fotmd in the town of Goshen
and another single-egg-cluster colony was discovered in the town of Granville,
Addison County, Vt. These to™ns are situoted on high elevations in the Green
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Mountain Range, within the borders of the barrier zone, and have not previously

"been infested. It is evident that these infestations became established as a

result of the wind spread of snail gypsy moth caterpillars from infestations

existing along the White River to the east of, and outside of, the barrier zone.

The woodland growth in the immediate vicinity of both infested sites consists

chiefly of maple, yellow birch, and beech.

Pall nursery digging delayed in New York St ate.^Nurserymen in the gypsy

moth quarantined area on Long Island, N. Y. ,
delayed their fall digging during the

first part of September. The unusually dry and baked condition of the soil in

the nurseries made the digging of a satisfactory ball of soil around the roots of

shrubs extremely difficult.

Scouting work begun at sites where gypsy moths were attracted to assembling

cages. Scout ing work was started during September in the vicinity of assembling

cages where male gypsy moths were taken during the past summer "in Pennsylvania.

One gypsy moth infestation has been located approximately 65O feet from a cage

where" a moth was found in Kidder Township. No infestation has yet been discovered

at the sites of cages that attracted moths in Tobyhanna and Dennison Townships.

Gypsy moth scouting on the banks of the Susquehanna and Lackawanna Rivers.

—

Gypsy moth scouting work was started early in September along the Susquehanna and

Lackawanna River banks and the lowlands frequently flooded by these streams in the

townships of Hanover, Plymouth, and Wilkes-Barre, Pa. Progress has been slow, as

this work is necessarily very intensive. Recently constructed dikes, or levees,

built along the banks of the Susquehanna River for flood-control purposes have

materially reduced the quantity of tree growth and debris to be examined. During
the course of construction the river banks were thoroughly cleaned and all brush,

tree growth, and driftwood were destroyed by burning in many sections*

Summary of C. G. C. burlapping work.~~A total of 6l3,OlU trees were bur-
lappod by C. C. C. gypsy moth enrollees during the past season in 32 towns in
Massachusetts, Connecticut, and Vermont. More than J, 6sU,UoO' gypsy moths in the

caterpillar or pupal stages were crushed by the men who patrolled the bands;
approximately 6,U00,000 in Massachusetts, 1,170,000 in Vermont, and 65,000 in

Connecticut. The amount of this type of work done last season was only about
half that of the previous year, because of the great reduction in the number of

C. G .- C. camps in the areas where gypsy moth work is performed.

All types of gypsy moth work to be used at a heavy infestation in

Connect icut,-~A great' deal of intensive work is planned for the coming year at the

heaviest and most extensive gypsy moth infestation that has ever existed west of
the Connecticut River. The infestation covers more than 1,000 acres in the' towns
of Grahby and Simsbury, in the northwestern section of Connecticut, and a careful
count made in one part of the colony showed approximately 60,000 egg clusters to

the acre. All "types of gypsy moth work will be done in this area, in order to
prevent the westward spread of small caterpillars next spring. The work has been
speeded up by discontinuing the creosoting . of egg clusters on the forest debris,
and the waste material is gathered into piles find burned. The ogg clusters on the
troes, within reach from the ground, are being creosoted as rapidly as possible, and
this work will continue through the winter. Many of the trees will have to be
climbed, later, in order to destroy large numbers of egg clusters on 'the 'upper
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branches and trunks. This rather rough treatment -ill leave a heavy .-round in-

fe^aUor t cTi is planned to reduce by flapping and spraying work next

r Four . C C. crews, each consisting of fron 15 to 20 men, are now

enplovod in this area, and there is a possibility that additional men nay soon
;npl

be nade available.

C. S. 0 rvDRV noth work reduced by emergency relief work,—Pur in - the

latter part of September many of the C. C, C. enrollees employed on gypsy noth

work WG^ transferred to emergency relief duties that were so urgently needed

.after the flood and the hurricane. They removed fallen trees fron highways,

aided in reopening roads, and performed many other services.

PLANT DISEASE CONTROL

Salt brine kills native barberries in Virginia.

—

Two areas of native bar-

berries in Montgomery County that were treated during the early spring, one with

salt brine -and the other with dry salt, were checked to determine the effective-

ness of the chenical used. One plot of about Uo squa.ro rods containing approxi-

mately 50,000 barberry bushes had been treated with salt brine, and on another

area covering about 1,000 square yards and having approximately 60,000 bushes,

9,000 pounds of dry salt had been used. It was found that over 99 percent of the

bushes had been killed in each plot. In the plot where salt brine was used it was

found that grass and many kinds of weeds were growing over much of the area "-hen

the inspection was made in the fail, while regrowth in the area where dry salt

was used had not recovered nearly so rapidly.

Resurvov r-ork in Colorado.—A resurvey "'a? made of ~(2 properties on which

native barberry bushes were treated during the 1935 and 193& seasons and it was

found that regrowth of only about 2 to 5 percent had occurred. During this re-

survey 27 tons of salt and .8,485 pound" of atlacide were used to destroy the

35»971 sprouting bushes found. Accurate naps of all properties having bushes
were prepared when the first survey was made and these assisted greatly in the

resurvey. Crews of security wage earners resurveyed 2lU square miles in the

irrigated area in the north-central port of the State in Weld and Lariner
Counties, "'here U5 barberry burhes were eradicated on 7 properties. In addit

11 new properties having 128 bushes and seedlings were located. Before the be
ginning of the control program in 1918, local epidemics of stem rust occurred
almost every year in this area and in favorable seasons those became general
epidemics. 0"in.? to the eradication of the borberrv bushes and frequent inspec-
tions for its control, stem rust damage has been greatly reduced in this area.

Scouting parties find blirter rust in Plumas National Forest.—Blister rust
infection on Ribes wan discovered in the vicinity of Buck's Lake, on the Plumas
National Forest, in California. This places blister rust on tho Plums Forest
for the first tine and is also the nost southern known location of the rust. One
of the scouting parties has shifted the scene of its operations to .the southern
part of the Plumas '"here little scouting has been done hitherto. Several other
blister rust infections have also been found, two major oner being the discovery
of the rust along Bailey Creek near Viola on the western Lassen Forest by our
blirter rust scouts, and in the vicinity of Terry Mill in the extreme southern end
of the Shasta Forest by a member of the Division of Forest Pathology, Bureau of
Plant Industry. Infection found recently on Ribes in the southern part of the
Lassen National Forest has been determined as caused by both Cronart iun ribicola
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'and 6. occidentale . whereas. Kibes infection found on the Eldorado National Forest

was •
determined as C. occidentale .

Blister rurt control in Northeastern States.

-

~An area aggregating over

550,000 acres in eight of the Northeastern States has "been cleared of more than

ten million wild Ribes and nearly fourteen thousand cultivated Ribes during the

period May to August 1938, inclusive. This work gave approximately 15^,000 man-

days employment to nearly 2,700 laborers. Over 86 percent of the total area

examined for Ribes was in connection with projects operated with emergency relief

funds. Crews from 75 C. C. C. camps and an average of over 900 W. P. A. laborers

were used m Rijbes-eradication work during the 1938 season.

Old forest pays its way.—The oldest community forest in the United States,

at Newington, N. H. , is an. example of how such forests pay their way. The 112

"acres of Newington Forest, which now consists of white pines mixed with hard-

woods, were set aside in 1710 from common property and unallotted land. Since

then, timber and forest products obtained from the forest have helped build the

village church, the parsonage, the town hall, a school, and a library. The

community forest completely surrounds the village center. In addition to furnish-

ing about 30 cords of wood to keep the town hall and library and other public

buildings warm during the winters, the forest provides a playground and ball
field close to home for the village children. M0re than $6,000 worth of income

has been received from the sale of forest products during the last 50 years, yet

the present value of the timber on the 112 acres is estimated at $5,800. At one
time the timber on 12 2-acre lots was sold to pay off a town debt of $2,^00. In

1915 about 10,000 young white pine trees were presented to the town of Newington
by their representative to the State Legislature, in place of the supper which
had been customarily given by the representative-elect. School children and

townspeople cooperated in planting the 10,000 pines.

Ribes eradication in the sugar pine region.—The best record of the season
in acreage covered by eradication crews was made during August, when 10,8^7 acres
were blocked out as Ribes-free. and 32,298 acres were worked by eradication crews.
The seasonal total for the Sugar Pine Region to date is 93,038 acres. In Oregon
a grapple or plow device, operated by a team of horses and driver assisted by
two men, made encouraging progress in. ; eradicating large Ribes cereum bushes in
an area where other eradication methods had proved inadequate and costly; In
16 days of operation the crew covered about 15 acres and pulled 17,108 bushes.
This output is nearly four times faster and cheaper than the work could have
been done by hand-pull in/r methods. The camps with W. P. A. labor lost little
time from forest fire in California and Oregon, but the C. C. C. blister rust
camps in northern California spent a large part of their time fighting fire.
The turnover in camps manned with W. P. A. l.-bor was large, and because of the
diminishing number of relief workers available for blister rust assignment in
both States, it was not possible to maintain the camps at full strength. One
camp in Oregon was closed on August 20 because of the insufficient supply of
labor, and one Forest Service ¥. P. A. camp on the Plumas was closed on August
28 in keeping with the regular, plan for seasonal cessation of work on that' forest.
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COTTON INSECT INVESTIGATIONS

Airnlnnc d^t.in.:- for honi-jterous insect s—T. P. Oassidy reports that one

company near Tucson, Ariz., dusted all of their cotton crop, consisting of 3,000

acres of short-staple .and 300 acres of Fine cotton, this reason by airplane for

control of heniptorous insects. The Bureau cooperated in making population

counts and recommendations for poisoning. The ihfes-tatioii of heniptorous insects

-vas very light, as compared with the populations in the Yuna and Salt River

Valleys, and consisted principally of Lygus spp. Thr >e applications of 7^-per-

cent paris green and 92-|-percent sulphur mixture at the rate of 15 pounds per

acre-application at 7-day intervals acre used. The airplane operators applied

the poison for cents per acre-application.

Henipterous cotton insects in 1958.—Studies to obtain additional informa-

tion on the seasonal distribution and migrations of heniptorous insects fron

other host plants to cotton were continued "by H0race G. Johnston, of the Tucson

laboratory, fron June 15 to Augur t 2. Special attention was given to the Yuna

Valley of Arizona, -here larger populations and more severe damage occur than

in any other important cotton growing .area of the Southwest, though collections

and observations were nado in the Bard and Blythe areas in California, the

Doming area in Nem Mexico, tho Presidio area in Texas, and by other members of

the Tucson s toff in other sections of Arizona.- Forty-five species of henipterous
insects were collected or. cotton. F^ur of there had not been previously recorded,

though nany are merely of accidental occurrence and of no econonic importance.
Of the six species feeding on bolls, Euschir tug irvpictiventris Stal and Chlorochro^
sayi Stal were again "by far the most important. Of the six species feeding on
squares, Ly.-'rus hespg rus Knight is the most abundant and important, although
Creontiades femoral is Van D. was sufficiently abundant in the Salt River and Yuna
Valleys to be an important factor. Of the predators, Geocoris sonoraensis Van D.

was the most abundant, although little information has been obtained on the
importance of the predators. Euschistus impictiventr is was more abundant and
decidedly more uniform and generally distributed on cotton in the Yuma Valley, than
in 1937. When observations were first made in alfalfa—seed fields about June 15,
most fields were in full bloom and E. impictiventr is was quite abundant. By the
following week they had largely disappeared from sight and. very few were found
for several weeks, or until the alfalfa was cut for seed and raked into windrows.
Adults and nynphs then appeared in Large numbers, crawling out of the cracks in
the ground where they had apparently 'gone for protection. Many of the adults be-
gan to leave the fields immediately but the nymphs and sone of the adults re-
mained under the shocks until threshing tine and no doubt nany of the nynphs •

found sufficient food to reach maturity after mowing. C. sayi was found in the
same manner as E. impictiventris and r;hy this species was not more abundant in
cotton in the Yuma Valley this season cannot bo explained at present. Ly.rus
hespcrus has been classed ns a square- feeder, because it feeds' readily on squares
or in the terminal and lateral buds, principally the laterals, causing destruction
of the tiny squares. It now seems that this species may cause considerably nore
damage by feeding on the small bolls than was formerlv attributed to it, and
accounts for a considerable percentage of the so-called "natural shed" attributed
to unfavorable weatto r conditions. The heavy migration of Lggug to cotton started
about July 1, which coincided with the beginning of the excessively hot weather
and the time alfalfa seed was rapidly maturing. Many of the larger bolls were
punctured but not shed and, although they probably would be punctured later by
pentatonids, "some of the stained and otherwise injured bolls were undoubtedly due
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to Lygus feeding. Populations of Lyffns nymphs were quite large on alfalfa hay

just "before cutting, "but apparently most of them perished after the hay was cut.

Creontiad.es femoral is leaves alfalfa early and continues to "breed in cotton

throughout the season, and most of the other species "breed sufficiently on cotton

to be°of importance. However, the alfalfa-seed-field relationship is thought^to

explain largely the variations in abundance of hemipterous insects on cotton in

the different areas of Arizona. The Yuma Valley produces a higher percentage of

alfalfa seed than any of the other areas, and consistently has the highest popula-

tion of hemipterous insects in cotton. In the Buckeye area of the Salt River

Valley, alfalfa seed production ' is much less and the insect population in cotton

fields is consistently less than* in the Yuma Valley, In the Mesa area, of the

Salt River Valley, alfalfa seed production has "been practically eliminated in

recent years, owing apparently to injury "by Lygus hesperus and Chlorochroa sayi ^

and the insect populations on .cotton during the last 2 years have "been light,

despite the large acreages of alfalfa' hay. In the Salt River Valley as a whole,

however, other cultivated host plants, especially sugar "beet seed, have "become

important factors in the hemipterous insect problem in recent years. In the

Tucson area, where no alfalfa seed is grown and the production of alfalfa, hay

is relatively small, the populations in cotton fields have "been consistently low.

In the Safford area a small percentage of alfalfa seed is produced "but an abundance

of alfalfa hay. This area has "consistently shown relatively small populations in

cotton fields, although somewhat larger than in the Tucson area. There . is no
doubt, however, that if all. the alfalfa acreage in some areas, as the Yuma Valley,

were utilized for hay sufficient numbers of insects would still develop to be of

economic importance to cotton,' unless alfalfa hay production, was continued through-

out the summer, which is not the usual practice,

PINK BOLLWORM AND THUKBERIA YvEEVIl CONTROL

Stalk destruction.—The chief activity in' the lower Rio Grande Valley of

Texas has been the destruction of cotton stalks. The cotton acreage for the past
season ".'as 259,535» sn& stalks had been destroyed on 237»S24 acres by the end of
September. Approximately three-fourths' of the acreage not plowed is in the north-
western part of the district in what is known as the dry-land faming section. The

crop, was considerably later in this section and growers were granted an extension of

time so that they could complete the harvesting of the crop. The same program is

.being carried out on the Mexican side of the river. The cotton acreage last season
was estimated at approximately 150,000, and work had been completed on 85 percent
of this acreage by the end of September. The stalk-destruction program is also
being carried out fri the Coastal Bend area of Texas, which includes the counties of

Brooks
t>
Jim Wells, Kleberg, and Nueces. It will be recalled that a light infesta-

tion was found in these counties for the first time in the 1938 crop. Rains have
interfered with the work, but by the end of the month from 60 to 85 percent of the
acreage had been completed, Work is auch further advanced than these figures would
indicate, as the 85 percent applies to the county containing the largest acreage
and the 60 percent to one of the counties containing the smallest,

Pi bid clean-up.—Mention was made in a previous letter that a. special control
program, consisting of field clean-up, delayed planting, and other practices, would <

be resumed in the Big Bend area of Texas this season to reduce the heavy infesta-
tion and thus lessen the danger of spread of the pink bollworm to other areas.
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Cotton growers are behind the program and have made an effort to pick the cotton

as rapidly as possible so that fields could be cleaned early. Showers caused tho

cottar to open rather slowly .and there have been two floods which have handicapped

picking and field cleaning considerably. The floods", however, have killed a con-

siderable number of cotton -plants, especially whe re the stalks had been cut .and

stub plants were coning out. Indications are that many worms -ere also killed,

as a limited number of flooded bolls have been inspected and all specimens found

-ere dead. As soon as tho fields dry sufficiently there will be a considerable

acreage ready for cleaning. By the end .of the month stalks had been cut on some-

thing over 1,000 acres. The stalks are piled as they are cut and then ourned as

soon as they dry sufficiently, which usually requires 5 or b days.

Vehicular inspo oti o.^—The road-inspection station near Falfurrias, Tex.,

was operated throughout the month with about the Kane number of cars inspected

as during -the previous month; howovex^ there Was a considerable decrease in the

number of confiscations made. At the end of September the station was turned

over to the Division of Mexican Fruitfly Control, but during the next few months

an inspector will be at the station to represent this. Division, as there will be

some movement of cotton products from the lo^er Rio Grande Valley. The road-

inspection station at Jiarfa, Tex., to prevent the movement of products from the

Big Bend .area, -as opened on September 1. Nearly 200 pickers -ere inspected,

with very little contraband material being found. Many pickers leave the Big

Bend each fall for other areas, but as the station has been operated for a number

of vears they are familiar with requirements and see that all their effects are

cleaned before leaving home.

Inspect ion.— It is almost impossible to obtain suitable trash from sea-

island cotton for inspection with a. machine; consequently, field inspection has

been carried on in the sea-island plantings of northern Florida and southern
Georgia. Some S7 nan-days have been devoted to this activity with negative result:

Gin-trash inspection has been carried on over a larze .area and under excellent
conditions throughout September. Inspections were carried on in Alabama, Georgia,
Florida, Louisiana, Oklahoma, Texas, and Arizona. A total of 33»7&9 bushels of

trash was inspected in the above States with negative results. All of the in-
spections were outside regulated areas except in Arizona, ^here some 2, 200 bushels
of trash were inspected. This was in the Coolidge—Casa Grande section, where an
extremely light infestation was f<->und last season. In the El Paso Valley of Texas
a small amount of trash was examined by .regulatory inspectors. In 35 bushels of
tr.ash inspected, 2,3l5 specimens of tho pink bollworm were found. Most of these
specimens originated in the southeastern part of Hudspeth County, which is
designated as heavily infested. For the pa*t "everal years a considerable percent-
age of the worms found in the heavily infested part of Hudspeth County have been
dead. It had been thought that the mortality is probably due to some disease, and
a number of efforts have been made to determine this point, but without success.
It is of interest to note tha.t this season the percentage of dead worms is much
lower than for the last few years* •

Thur^or ia-plant orad ic at ion.—The eradication of Ihurberia plants in souther*
Arizona has gone forward satisfactorily throughout September. Work is still being
carried on from a carip in the Santa Cataline fountains. During the month U,6Uo
acres w re covered and 3°t77i+ Thurberia plants were located and destroyed.
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THUCK CROP AND GARDEN INSECT INVESTIGATIONS

L. B. Reed transferred to Washington..—L. B, Reed, associate entomologist,

was transferred on October 1 from the Sanford, Fla., laboratory of this Division

to the Washington, D. C, office, to assist in 'the research work, with particular
reference to the statistical phases of experimental plot technique, sampling
methods, .and analyses of data; also to aid in the review and preparation of

manuscripts, reports, programs of work, and miscellaneous experimental data.
.

In

"connection with this work, it is planned to have Mr. Reed^ visit the various field

laboratories of the Division from time to tine for the purpose of consulting the

field personnel and to become intimately familiar with the details of each of the

work projects as a result of direct observation and. contact.

Tomato psyllid injures potatoes .~~M. F, Bowen, of the Modesto, Calif.,

laboratory, made an* investigation during the period .August 5-27 of the outbreak
of Paratrioza cockerelli (Sulc.) on potatoes in western Nebraska, eastern Wyoming,

and northeastern Colorado. The results demonstrated that the 193^ outbreak of

this pest was the most severe ever experienced in Nebraska. Psyllid yellows, a

disease caused by the feeding of the immature farms of P. cockerelli . caused a
reduction in the yield of potatoes estimated at approximately SO percent of the

farm' value, of the early crop and approximately 10 to 15 percent of the value of the

late crop in the districts examined. In previous years important outbreaks of P.

cockerelli have boen apparently confined to the western part of the State, but dur-

ing 1938 serious damage by this pest war- recorded as far east as the Missouri River
and probably extending into western Iowa. Efforts to control the psyllid with a
1—^0 lime-sulphur spray gave highly variable results, owing, apparently, to varia-
tions in the time and manner of application. When the sprays were applied proper-
ly, satisfactory control was obtained of the psyllid and the accompanying yellows
injury, particularly when power sprayers capable of maintaining a pressure ranging
from 300 to UoO pounds were used. These high pressures produced a fine division
of the spray and facilitated a complete coverage of the plant, which is essential
'for best 'results. The rate of application ranged from 75 "to 125 gallons per acre,
depending on the size of the plants. Two or three applications were necessary.
The first application should be made when the plants are from 6 to 8 inches high
or, preferably, shortly before the adult psyllids appear in the field. The second
application' should be made about 2 weeks after the "first and followed, when nec-
essary, by a third application from 10 days to 2 weeks later. Results of experi-
mental spraying with' the lime-sulphur in Colorado, in the pre- once of the psyllid,
indicated that the X' otato yields may be increased as much as 200 percent by proper
spraying. Varietal differences in response to. psyllid yellows on potatoes have
•been' observed but no varieties of this crop have been found which show a promising
degreeof immunity or resistance to the disease.

Field toxicity tegjbs with cryolite and paris ^reen on hornworms
,

infesting
tobacco. ~-W. A. Shands and J. U. Gilmore, of the Oxford, N. C

. ,
laboratory, and

Norman Allen of the Florence, S. C, laboratory, report that tests conducted dur-
ing August to determine the effectiveness of dust mixtures and sprays containing
synthetic cryolite and of dust mixtures containing paris green against Protoparce
sexta (Johan.) and P. quinquemaculata (Haw.) infesting tobacco, demonstrated that
high percentages of the hornworms were killed within a short period after the
insecticides were applied when tobacco suckers infested with these hornworms were
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treated at the rate of 10 or more pounds per acre of a synthetic cryolite dust

mixture containing SO percent sodium aluminum fluoride, or at the rate of about

50 gallons per acre of a spray made up of U to 6 pounds of synthetic cryolite

containing 85 percent sodium aluminum fluoride. Percentages of dead larvae ran
;

-

from 87. 8 to 9U.U when the cryolite dust mixture was used and from 69.3 to 97»^
when a cryolite spray was used. Paris green and 'clay 1—6, when dusted on the

tobacco suckers at rates of 8.3 and 13*5 pounds per acre, produced hbrnwora
mortality of 80. U and 9^»9 percent, respectively. Judging from the data obtained

in these tests, it appears that cryolite may equal, if not surpass, paris green as

a hornworm insecticide when applied at the proper strength. In addition to

achieving a satisfactory mortality of the hornworms, cryolite does not have some
of the objectionable qualities of paris green, such as causing injury to the

plants and possible injury to the operator.

Status of pea weevil as a pest in Eggtgrn pea~.ftrowing Str'tos
3
— 1nquir ie

s

addressed recently by this Division to entomologists in New Jersey, New York,
Indiana, Illinois, Michigan, and Wisconsin, respecting the status of B ruehug
pisorum (L. ) as a pest in those States, have elicited the information that in New
Jersoy, Indiana, Illinois, and Wisconsin the insect is ordinarily present in very
limited numbers and cannot be considered an important pest. In New York and in

Michigan, however, the State authorities state that, although the pea weevil is not

now abundant, serious damage has been caused by this pest in their States during
past years when peas were grown on a commercial scale by the dried pea industry
for use as seed or feed.

Tobacco moth as a pest in growers 1 pack houses.—During the latter part of

August reports were received that Ephestia elutella (Hbn. ) was causing injury to
tobacco on the .sticks in growers' pack houses in North Carolina. Surveys made in
North Carolina and in adjacent Virginia during the second week of September by
staff members of Oxford, N. C, and Richmond, Va. , laboratories disclosed that
this moth was present but causing little damage in the growers 1 pack houses in

Chatham, Wilson, Lenoir, Johnston, Wake, Granville, Person, Orange, and Guilford
Counties, N. C. Heavy infestations were found in Durham, Rockingham, Forsyth, and
Caswell Count ic3,N,C. , and Pittsylvania County, Va. No evidence of the presence
of S. glut el la adults were found in the pack houses examined in South Carolina by
Norman Allen of the Florence, S. C, laboratory. While the tobacco moth is not a
new pest of stored tobacco in this country or in southern Europe, this is the
first time the pest has been known 'to cause any noticeable damage in farmers'
pack houses. The survey did not bring out definitely all of the factors that
might have a bearing on this unusual infestation by the tobacco moth in pack
houses. Ho-'ever, the evidence at hand leads to the belief that the early growing
season in 1938 resulted in the early curing of tobacco in the infested area, givin
the moths an opportunity to develop in the early curings. These first curings
were placed in the pack houses during the first week in July, approximately 1
.month earlier than heretofore. A period of over a month, from early in July to
late in August, would give the moths an opportunity to lay their eggs and the re-
sulting larvae to develop to full-grown size. This is bared on thefact that unde
to% ~ccn_strra,~c-house conditions it requires from U5 to 50 days for the moth to
co-iplote a life cycle from epg to adult. The finding of the worms in the first
curings of tobacco adds ~'ei:ht to the theory that tho unusually early curing of thf
crop -as r-:s;-onsi-le for tho development of the insect in the growers' pack houses.
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However, evidence is not. yet at hand to state conclusively the original source of

these farn infestations, that is, whether they were present on the farm in scrap

tobacco or in tobacco held over from previous years, or whether the moths had

migrated from infected storage houses to the farm. Apparently "both of these sources

of infestation may he involved. Investigations are now under way to determine the

"best methods of combating the tobacco moth in the. pack house.

FOREIGN PARASITE INTRODUCTION.

Spruce sawfly in northern Europe,--.During the' past "season,' *W, F, Sellers has

made an extended survey cf this pest and its: natural' enemies in northern Europe,

particularly in Sweden and Finland. - It was found t'o occur generally up to the

northern limit of spruce growth. Sample collections showed about UO-percent
paras it ization, about two-thirds of

. which was by Taehinidae. This is of particular

importance because it is quite rare in the collections made in past years in

Czechoslovakia and adjoining countries. Extended collections of cocoons are being
made in areas mentioned by representatives of the ' Canadian Department of Agriculture.

Study of white-fringed beetle in South America;—P. A, Berry, formerly of

the forest-insects laboratory at New Haven, Conn., arrived in. Argentina in September

to undertake a study of the beetle and its natural enemies. Data obtained through
various government agencies indicate that it is common, though not present in
destructive numbers, over large parts of Argentina and Uruguay*

Corn borer paras ites, shipped from Italy.— In August H. D. Smith collected
and shipped 8,322 adults of Phaeogenes nigridens Wesm, and 5»720 parasitized host
pupae containing the same species. The two shipments reached the Moorestown, N.J.,
receiving station with a survival of 9*+.^- percent of the adults.

INSECTS AFFECTING MAN AND ANIIvlALS

New laboratory for study of salt-marsh mosquitoes .—A sublaboratory of the

Orla*- " -Fla., laboratory of this Division has been established at New ' Smyrna, ' Fla.

,

fi Tpose of making more detailed studies on the biology, habits, .and methods
-o.i of salt-marsh mosquitoes, B. V. Travis, formerly engaged on the study
.arts at Tallahassee, Fla., has been placed, in charge of the new laboratory,

.ork on fire ants has been discontinued.

Salt-marsh mosquito control by C. C. C. camps discontinued.—On September 30
the Civilian Conservation Corps discontinued the work of its camps engaged in the
control of salt-marsh mosquitoes in Delaware and New Jersey, This brought to a
close over 2 years of cooperation between the Bureau of Entomology and Plant Quar-
antine, -the Bureau of Biological Survey, and the C. C. C, on studies that dealt in

part with the relationship of mosquito control and wildlife conservation, G. H.

Bradley, who- was in charge of this Bureau's part of the work, has returned to his

former research work on mosquitoes at Orlando, Fla,

Fractions of synthetic citronella. oil
,

appear to be more repellent to
mosquitoes than whole oil.—From preliminary tests by W. V. King, of the Orlando,

,

Fla., laboratory, with various fractions of synthetic citronella oil, it is indicated
that crude sosqui terpenes and crude geraniol are more repellent to mosquitoes than
synthetic Ceylon type citronella oil and citronellal when these materials are applied
to the bare skin to prevent mosquitoes from biting.
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Pvrethraa res lduc not^afficient as Mosquito .l^vicide^^. V. King, of the

Orlando, Fla„ laboratory, report, that tests gainst Culex larvae with a pyrothrun

r-r.iduD obtained fron extracted pyrethrun floors and containing from 0.1 to
. 5

tvrcent wrethrihs indicate that this material is considerably loss toxic to the

larvae than SeliyreShiS dusts containing .an equivalent concentration of pyrethrins.

firsts *reod Jr. enormous a^erg in Clear Lake.-At Clear Lake, Calif, A. W.

Lindquist estimates that at the peak of the gnat breeding season fron L; to jO

billion adults of Chaoborus spp. emerge daily fron the lake. This estimate was

arrived at by an analysis of the numbers of gnats recovered in float ing traps placed

at various points on the lalce. The peak of emergency occurred from August 27 to

September 3. Samples of the lake bottom obtained by dredging showed fron 200 to

92U larvae per square foot.

FOREIGN PLA1TT i£JP»EANTIHES

Mexican fruitf 1 leg for Africa.

—

In checking through the air express at- the

Bro".Tisville airport a snail, cheesecloth-covered sack, apparently filled with bean

pods and addressed to Tanganyika, was found. The package was not in bond and it-

was decided to check its contents. Thirty-six larvae of Anastrepha distinct

a

Greene,

1 coleopterous larva, 3 hynenopterous adults, and 2 gelechlid larvae were found in

11 Ia::a pods fron Tapachula, State of Chiapas, Mexico. Thus this country ^as pro-

tected, against the possible escape of these potential pest? and the day when East

Africa night have an opportunity to accept A. dirtincta as an immigrant was indef-

initely postponed.

Citrus canker notes.—.The California Oltrograph (vol. 23: 527 October 1338)
gives the Citrus Orchardist of New Zealand as authority for the statement that sone

citrus trees in New Zealand had developed citrus canker and were cut bock. Plant-

ings of citrus in New Zealand are said to total only 2,500 acres, but an effcrt is

being nade to develop the industry. Being satisfied that the eradication campaign
has succeeded in eliminating citrus canker fron the Union of South Africa, the
Governor-General issued a proclamation dated April 5» 193^, removing all restrictions
on the removal and planting of citrus trees in the Union, No citrus canker has been
found there since 1927. According to data accompanying a memorandum dated Septenber
2 fron the Bureau of Plant Industry, judging by tests to date, Bacterium citri nay
attac 1 - any plant of the subtribe Citrinae and also attacks Sw inglea glutinosa . a
plant doubtfully assigned to the subtribe Balsanocitrinae.

Entomological interceptions of interest.—Thirteen larvae and 1 pupa of the
fruitfly AnastrcTjha grandis (MacqV ) were intercepted at New Orleans on March 29 in

a pumpkin in ship's stores from Brazil. Two living larvae of the Mediterranean
fruitf ly (Ce rat it is cap i tat a fried. ) were intercepted at Sumay, Guar., on February
21 in bell pepper in ship's stores on board the China Clipper from Hawaii. T;;o

living Larvae of the gypsy moth (Porthctr ia d is par L. ) were taken at Seattle, "flash.,

on June f cn foliage of dwarf juniper in ship's quarters fron Japan. Fifty-five
living specimens of the gladiolus thrips ( Taeniothrips s inpl ex Moris on) wore collect-
ed on April 6 on gladiolus plants in the field at Rio Piedras, P."H. A living larva
of the pink bollworm ( Pectincphora c-;os s.vpiella Saund. ) arrived at Boston on May 3
in a cottonseed in a boll in baggage from Grenada, British West Indies. Two living
adults of the cerambycid Xylotrechus rusticus (L. ) were found at Norfolk, 7a., on
May 23 under the bark of walnut logs in cargo from France. W, S. Fisher reports
this long-horned beetle to be a European species. A living larva of the elnterid
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Athous' subfuscus Mu-ller arrived at Washington, D. C, on June l6 in soil accompany-. ;

ing violet plants in the. mail from- Ireland, Living specimens of the scale insect

Aonidjella inornata McKenzie were intercepted at San Francisco on April 28 on "betel
j

pepper ( Piper hetle ) in cargo from' Hawaii* Sixteen living larvae of the weevil

Baris laticollis Marsh, arrived at Philadelphia on April 22 in turnips in ship's

stores from Portugal. A living specimen of the lygaeid Sisanne.s contractus Dist.

was -taken at Brownsville, Tex. ,'on June 10 on a pineapple in cargo from Mexico,

Forty-five living larvae of the weevil Baris lepidii Germ, were ' intercepted at New

York on July 5 i*1 horseradish roots in Ship's stores from the Union of Soviet

Socialist Republics.

Pathological interceptions of interest.

—

Anguillulina filiformis (Butschli)

Goodey was intercepted in the roots of an Araucaria excelsa cutting in "baggage from
Germany June 3 at Now York. The only previous interception of this nema was in
horseradish from Germany in 1930* Aphe.lencho ides sp.

,
probably new, was found in

ginger rhizomes on September 7 at San Francisco in mail from Peru. Diaporthe,

phaseolorum (Cke. & Ell.) Sacc. was intercepted from Italy for the first time on

August 30 at Galveston in string beans. An orchid plant in baggage from Guatemala
intercepted at the Brownsville airport on September 2k was infected- v/ith Hendersonia
sp., Pestalozzia sp., and Phyllosticta sp. There was so little material that spe_
cific determinations were not possible. Heterodera marioni

,
(Cornu) Goodey was inter-

cepted at San Francisco on,s ome hosts new to our interception files, including
Astrophyturn myriosti^ma var. potosina on September 7, A. tamanlrpenso. A, tetragona.
and Echeveria agavoides on August 2&, E, agavoides and E. potosina on September 7,
and E. s ecunda on August 26, all from Mexico. Marssonina juglandis Sacc. was inter-
cepted on August 12 at New York on a Juglans re f?ia leaf from Yugoslavia, Phoma sp.
was intercepted on September 21 at Boston on a snowdrop bulb from Holland. A
similar interception was made last year at Norfolk. We do not find any species
of Phoma listed in the readily available lists as occurring on Galanthus . and we
have not received sufficient material for study. Puccinia sp. II, probably P.
violae (Schum.) PC, was intercepted at Boston -on August 2k on Viola canina leaves
in mail from Sweden. Garlic from Syria intercepted at Norfolk on September 2U bore
tiny white sclerotia surrounded by violet mycelium.

Correct ion.-~The interception of Ramularia cynarae "credited to Philadelphia
in the September News Letter p. 25 should be credited to Boston. The interception
was. made. hy ..Mr. Ehinger and long association of his name with Philadelphia was
evidently responsible for the error,

DOMESTIC PLANT. QUARANTINES' -•- -

Grasshopper-control conference.—Federal and State workers: on the grasshopper-
control project will meet at Omaha on November 21 and 22, to discuss the outcome of
the grasshopper-population survey now being carried on in the various infested States
and to formulate plans for the work of the coming year in the event that funds are
made available for that purpose.

^ Crops protected from Mormon crickets T,ngo of .agricultural crops from in-
festations of Mormon crickets' has "been almost entirely prevented -this year in areas
in which Federal-State control operations were carried on and the cricket population
has been .markedly reduced in such areas. Especially satisfactory results were ob-
tained in Moffat County,- Colo.

, where cricket control has been an annual problem for
the last lb years. Similar -results were obtained in two Utah counties,

'

Commenting
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on the use of metal strips, trench barriers, and oil on canals and creeks, to supple-

ment the dusting operations, Claude Wakeland, field project leader, states that

"literally hundreds of tons of Mormon crickets have this year been destroyed by .

barrier traps and oil." Increased infestations were reported, however, from limited

areas in Oregon, Nebraska, and the Dakotas. Control facilities have been made avail-

able to infostod counties in proportion to their needs and their cooperation in the

form of funds or labor. Thirty-six Federal supervisors were employed during the

season and 950 Federally paid laborers at tho height of activities. Volunteer

laborers also contributed assistance to the project.

Mormon crickets hatching.

—

From Nevada report cane early in September that

Mormon crickets have been hatching on the east side of Calico Mountain and on the

Owyhee lesert, in Humboldt County.

Rodents store Mormon cricket e~gs.~-The Utah State supervisor of Mormon

cricket control found that the burrows of mice and of kangaroo rats contained

stored eggs of the crickets. Fourteen mice .and two kangaroo rats were caught feed-

ing on such eggs.

Formula for Mormon cricket poison checked.—U-pon receiving complaints from

a Wyoming rancher that the mixture of 3 parts of diatomaceous earth to 1 part sodium

arsenite as a Mormon cricket poison was not giving a satisfactory kill, the assist-
ant field project leader made check tests at Sheridan, Wyo., with the result that

the 3 to 1 mixture gave a satisfactory kill, although the nor'e expensive 2 to 1

! mixture killed crickets more promptly. The poor results obtained at the Wyoming •

ranch from which complaint came were found to be due to the fact that dusting had
been done an rainy days.

?'
rhite-fringed beetle inspection and control.—Recent activities include the

inspection of highways and railroads leading out of known infested areas, of the

,

outside barrier ditch around the Florala area, of 20 infested blocks at Goulding,
near Pensacola, Fla. , where but 4 "beetles were found, and the inspection of New
Orleans and outlying districts including the town of Diamond, 40 miles south, where
an infestation was found. Inspection was also made of the entire 41 nurseries in

Harrison County, Miss., IS of which are in the quarantined area. Many of these
'nurseries have been inspected from five to seven times. A minor infestation was
confirmed in September cn a 6-acre tract in the vicinity of rice fields in Jefferson
Davis Parish, La. The most '"esterly known infestation is now separated by only one
county from Texas and the most easterly by only one county from Georgia. Control
operations have consisted of dusting infested cotton fields at Florala, spraying
around gins, warehouses, and school yards in the above area, on properties recently
found infested at Laurel, Miss., and on heavily infested areas at Gulfport, Miss.
The cleon-up activities in Alabama and Florida are carried on with State-sponsorod
W. ?. A. labor. One of the most complete jobs of weed killing and oil spraying
that has been done on the project was that recently accomplished at Mobile, Ala.
:The infestation in this area, locotod in the railroad yards and vicinity, is light
and the intense spraying, together -ith brush cleaning with a corps of 200 W. P. A.
laborers, ha* placed a wide protective zone .around this infestation. Several nursery
inspectors hove covered the Mobile nurseries twice -ith-ut finding any white-fringed
beet les

.
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Sweetpotato weevil infestations reduced.—Substantial progress is being made
in sweetpotato ™eevil control, as indicated; "by a comparison of conditions of

,
the

current season with those of 1937» whori the project, was 'initiated on a Federal-State
basis. A reduction of weevil infestations has "been effected in areas worked in

Texas, Louisiana, Alabama, Mississippi, and "Georgia, A f^-percent reduction is
;

indicated in areas in Mississippi, and a 63-percent reduction in an Alabama district.

In a recent intensive survey of seven Texas counties formerly infested, only two

infestations were found. Inspections in 10 Georgia counties in September resulted
in finding no new infestations. Scouting has been recently "extended with the

assistance of State inspectors ' to additional counties in the infested States. In
September inspections were made in 23 counties of h infested States, lU Federal
and lU State inspectors participating. As a result of public hearings by Commis-
sioners ' Courts of two Texas counties found to be -infested in the current season,
a request was made to have the counties brought within the regulated area and the
project leader has accordingly extended the eradication work to include these
counties. Another Mississippi county has 'also been added to- the eradication, area.
State agencies have displayed specimens of 'weevil injury at local fairs in the
respective counties ™here eradication work is under way.

Phony peach disease reduced.—.Six States in which the phony peach disease
has occurred in previous seasons yielded no cases of such infection in the current
field season. These States are Illinois, Indiana, Kentucky, Maryland, Oklahoma,
and Pennsylvania. He ither was phony poach disease found in the 1-mile radius of
nurseries in Missouri, "North Carolina, and South Carolina. Findings of phony trees
in Missouri were reduced from 219 in 1936 to 2 in 193S; in North Carolina from l6l
to lU; in South Carolina from U79 to H3; and in the commercial Nashville-Highland
area of southwestern Arkansas, from 90 to 19 . Reductions were effected in practi-
cally all other Arkansas counties except one. It is felt that one of the objectives
of the last 3 years, that of controlling the phony peach disease in the outer rim of
the infected region, with special reference to nursery districts and lightly in-
fected States, is being accomplished. The States have contributed largely in funds,
services, and regulatory action. Results of inspection in the more generally in-
fected States are not yet available.

Peach mosaic inspections.

—

Inspection for the peach mosaic disease jointly
with affected States, was completed or approaching completion' in the various in-"
fected States by October 1. From growers of large orchards in Arizona and California
an increased number of requests have come for inspection of their peach orchards
and removal of diseased trees. Recent work in Texas has been devoted to nursery
stock and bud-woad sources, the inspectors finding that a number of additional
nurseries in that State are growing quantities of peach stock. Nurserv inspection
was also conducted in two Utah counties. A third survey for I93S of orchards and
re inspect ion of nursery stock in Mesa County, Colo., revealed 29 mosaic trees, ascompared with 116 in the third survey in 1937. Diseased and abandoned trees are be-
ing removed m Arizona, California, Colorado, New Mexico, and Utah, with the aid of
lunds from Federal relief appropriations, and in Texas by State-paid labor.

• Trans it- inspect! on activities ¥0 live beetles were found in the September
inspection of cars of produce arriving at Midwest points from the Japanese beetle
area. With the seasonal lifting of Japanese beetle restrictions on fruit and
vegetable shipments on September 19, inspection of such shipments at Midwest' pointswas suspended and attention was turned to the seasonal shipment of nursery stock.
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According tc observations of the. inspector as to shipments soon at St. Paul, Iowa

leads in shipment of perennials and Pennsvlvania of "bulbs. From inspectors in

|chic.-<go, Sf Louis, -Atlanta, and Philadelphia, came reports of the interception dur-

ing the 'su^ior ci a total of 33 shipnents of uncertified gladioli fron a single

ship-p.-r in the Japanese "beetle .area in Ne^ York State , and New York inspectors re-

p^rt the interception of a like number of shipments of perennial roots from a Long

i Island point. Packages of the home type, such as cut flowers and farm produce,

('constitute a source of concern in the inspection work of the late sumv.cr. Two

inspectors from Bermuda visited the inspection stations at Now York and Philadelphia

in Auaist. An Illinois Stato inspector is assisting in the work at Chicago. A
i new, modern building has just been completed for the Railway Mail Service terminal

at Council 3luffs. .
»'*-*<

Good method effected in killin." citrus seedlings, --One of the problems in

I citrus canker eradication is the recurrence of the disease through the growth of

citrus seed in localities from which all visible citrus plants have been eradicated.

Sterilix. ing the ground "'ith the use of a pear "burner after such tree 'removal, a
method ^hich has "been employed since the early part of the year, is giving satisfac-
tory results. On a recent third working of old infected areas by this method, no

citrus seedlings could be found.

Citrus canker inspection and eradication.—Inspection was conducted in five
Texas covnties in Augu°t and six in September, with the inspection force increased
to five Stato and five Bxireau men. Orange and grapefruit groves and dooryard trees
in' farm areas -'ore inspectod, as well as previously worked properties. Canker was
foxuid on small Citrus trifoliata trees on two properties in the vicinity of Alvin.

I
On one of the properties not previously found infected, the disease was found on

I stumps of little trees in a pa°ture that had been cut each year with a mowing
machine. The plan of inr poet ing all pastures and prairies with crews of laborers

I is being continued with splendid ruccess. Most of these men have been 'on' the proj-
ect for some tine .and have developed a keen eye for small trees in weeds and -rass.

• gypsy moth quarantine revised.— The gypsy raoth and brown-tail moth quarantine
and regulations w re revised effective September 29, the principal change consisting
of the release of certain areas from regulation and change in designation of certain
other areas from that of lightly infested to generally infested,

• ' CONTROL INVESTIGATIONS

Compiled insecticide report issued.—This Division has issued in mimeograph
fom a report co.ariloi by 2. P.. Mc Sovran, .of. the 3eltsville, Md.

, laboratory, cover-
ing some of the insecticide tests made by 2. H. Sieglor, J. P. Vinzant, N. P. Howard
R. A. Pulton, Roy 3. Campbell, L. 3. Scott, M. C. Swindle, J. B. Gahn, A. M.

'

Phillips, U, Sullivan, and G. L. Phillips. The report brings together the data
froa tests on various insects, .and in rone instances also fron plant-injury tests,
of no- ma.toria.l s that have been tested by workers in the Division of Control Inves-
tigations or roported to this Division by other divisions- in the-Bureau. Report No.
1 covers.*he. last... quartor in 1937. All results on a single material 'that axe on
file in this Division .are grouped together. Results of plant- injury tests are in-
cluded, along with insect tests whore this information is on hand. 'The materials
are divided into three groups. The first group gives results with well-known
insecticides which may be used' -s a basis for evaluating results obtained with new
naterioia applied to the sane test insects. In the second ,?roup .are the new materials
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that have "oeen tested on both insects and plants, and in the third group new

materials that had "been tested only on insects. Within each group, for the con-

venience of those who are primarily interested in the most toxic materials tested,

the materials are arranged in the order of descending toxicity, that is, the

materials that caused the highest mortalities of the test insects are placed first.

The report covers *+7 mimeographed pages and data on 87 materials are given. Five

hundred tests on toxicity to insects and S2 tests on plants to determine whether
growing plants would tolerate being sprayed with some of the materials that appeared

toxic to insects are included. Twelve species of insects and three species of plants

had been used in the tests.

The south-am armyworm a typical lepidopteran.—.The question as to how typical

a lepidopteran is Prodenia eridania Gram, has "been answered in part "by P. A. Woke,

Beltsville, who has investigated the histology of the alimentary canal of the mature
larva, in conjunction with a study of the effects of insecticides on the gut
epithelium. The intestinal canal is a straight tube, separable into the usual
primary divisions of fore-, mid-, and hind-guts. An unusual structure is found in

the pharynx. The mid-gut epithelium is columnar and appears to consist of two chief

cell types, the typical columnar cell and the goblet or calyciform cell, with tran-
sitional forms "between these. The histology of this larval alimentary tract, there-
fore, is typically lepidopteran.

INSECTICIDE INVESTIGATIONS

New adhesive for insecticides patented.— One of the drawbacks to derris,
phenothiazine, and other insecticides is a lack of adhesiveness. As a result, when
they are sprayed or dusted on plant folinge, they do not. remain on the foliage as
does lead arsenate hut are easily washed off "by even a light rain. In order to
overcome this disadvantage L. D. Goodhue, of the Division of Insecticide Investiga-
tions, studied a number of materials with especial reference' to their use as stickers
for derris. One of the best materials is a rosin residue, a substance which re-
mains in the fractionating column after the removal of solvent and pine oil in the
steam and solvent process for the production of naval stores from pine wood. U. S.

patent 2,129,517* which covers this product, was granted to Mr. Goodhue on September
6, 193s.

Patents on rotenone.

—

Abstracts of foreign and domestic patents relating to
derris, lonchocarpus

,
tephrosia, and rotenone have been compiled by R. C, Roark and

published as mimeographed publication E-UU6. Eleven countries have issued 110
patents relating to rotenone products.

. ,
Preparation of amyl salicylates.—The salicylates of the eight amyl alcohols

are of entomological interest because certain of them are attractive to the tobacco
hornworm moth. A chemical study of three of these salicylates is reported by A. E.

Ereeman and H. L. Haller in the Journal of the American Chemical Society (vol. 60
no. 9, pp. 227^2275. September 1933).

Removal of nicot ine-bentonite spray^gesidue^ from apples at harvest.—«Iack E.
Eahey and H. W. Rusk, of this Division, and L. E. Steiner and R. ?. Sazama, of the
Division of Emit Insect Investigations, have recently reported that nicotine i
bentonite spray residues on apples may be easily removed by either hydrochloric acid
or sodium silicate (Hoosier Hort., vol. 20, no. 9, pp. 13sllUl. September 193G).
The alkaline wash is more effective.



BEE CULTURE

Green acorns produce extra-floral nectar gathered by boos.—C. E. Burns ide

reports that during August honeybees in large numbers worked actively at green

acorns of jack or barren oak ( Quereus mar i land ica ) near the Bureau's experimental

apiary at 3eltsville, Md. 3ees were observed searching the cups and reaching beneat'

the cup scales or between the cups and acorns with their tongues, as if sucking up

nectar. On examination of the green acorns small droplets of a liquid with a

sweetish taste <vero found beneath the cup scales and on the inside surface of the

cup. As no insects that would account for a secretion of this nature were seen on

the acorns, the droplets probably were extra-floral nectar.

IDENTIFICATION AND CLASSIFICATION OF INSECTS

Rearing of two supposedly rare Curculionidae.—-Two species of the curculionid

genus Barinus . namely, B. squamolineatus Casey and B. curticollis Carey, have been
reared in the Division by W, H. Anderson from larvae occurring in the lower parts

of stems of the sedge Cyperus stri,rosus taken in the immediate vicinity of

Washington, D. C. The adults represent the only individuals of these species in

the National Museum collections from this area, while larvae of neither species
vrere previously known*

Tobacco flea beetle.

-

..A copious and "-ell-preserved alcoholic sample supposed
to be E^itrix parvula (F. ). and studied by H. S. Barber, raises questions of
identity and variation, suggesting that our knowledge of this post is* not so conplet
as it should be. The sample, -"hich consisted of several lots from diverse
solanaceous host plants in .and near Quincy, Fla. , collected by F. S. Chamberlin,
of the Division of Truck Crop and Garden Insect Investigations, seems to consist
of two forms, one of which is indigenous, while the other seems identical "'ith a
West Indian species. The slight differences in markings, sculpture, and shape
appeared to be variational but, in those dissected, seen correlated with differences
in male genitalia '"hich indicate specific distinctness. This suggests that a
tropical species has been introduced and may be spreading unnoticed in the Southern
States ai ong the common form of tobacco flea beetle. Still another pale yellow
relative of this species is known to live upon the "potato tree"

(

s planum
verbascifolium), a common roadside shru'^ of southern Florida, but of this nothing
seems to be k^.own except a few individual specimens in collections. Several other
species of Epitrix native to -;ild solanaceous plants have become pests and a better
knowledge of the species living cn Rhysalis . Datura , and native Splanum , or -«ild
tobacco, in the South and Southwest should be assembled through observations and
alcoholic samples. It is h^ped that such preserved material, accompanied by full
observation data, maybe submitted to the Division of Insect Identification by
entomologists of the Bureau who are stationed in the field.

Ar.ts injuring coffee in Costa Rica—St*3o 1 mens 0f ants rero recently received
from R. Mangel Nanne, of the Costa Rica Department of Agriculture, with the report
that the species was causing very serious injury to coffee trees bv burrowing in
the trigs. They were identified by M. R. Smith as ifcrrnelachis.ta ( Decamera ) zeledoni

RZS :\^ci°\ cl°rely related to M. (D. ) remulorum Wheeler, known commonly as thenormiguilla, which causes similar injury t* coffee in Puerto Rico.

0O0—

-
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FRUIT INSECT INVESTIGATIONS

Inse c ts in relation to peach mosaic .—L. D. Christehson reports that
during the quarter ended September 3O1 the mobile laboratory operating out
of San Bernardino, Calif., on the survey of the insects in peach orchards
covered 3»325 miles, making 55 insect collections at 37 sampling stations
in the States of Texas, Arizona, California, Colorado, Utah, Washington,
and Oregon. During the 3-month period a total of 4,275 accessions were
added to the survey records of the insects found on foliage, in the soil,

and on the cover in peach orchards. At the fixed" laboratory at Brpwnwood,
Tex., for studies on the insect transmission of the peach mosaic disease,
in cooperation with the Bureau of Plant Industry, 84 transmission tests

v.
rere completed involving 8 suspects and 4,44-3 individual insects. Fifty-
four transmission tests, involving 17 suspects, were completed at. the

Mareno field plots near the San 3ernardino laboratory, in cooperation with
the Division of Domestic Plant Quarantines, the Bureau of Plant Industry,

and the California Citrus Experiment Station. Should any of the trans-

mission tests he positive it is not expected that symptoms will appear be-
fore next spring.

Flight habits of hairy fungus beetle .

—

Typh-.ea storcorea (L.) has
been found in moderate numbers in stored raisins, both on ranches and in

commercial storage. During May 193& the catchc-s of this species taken in

a rotary net, as recorded by Dwight F. Barnes and George H. Kaloostian, of
the Fresno, Calif., laboratory, averaged 476 per dry. The net was operated
in a raisin storage yard in Fresno. The record of flight, as indicated hy
removal of catches at 15-ninute intervals during the ni~ht of May 13-14,
is given in part in the following tabulation, which agrees with subsequent
short-interval work when smaller numbers were taken. The' insect is on the

wing most abundantly at dusk, although a few nay be taken' throughout the

night.
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Method of emulsifying Ethylene di chl or ide .—0liver I. Snapp reports

that the Fort Valley, Ga.
,
laboratory has developed a simple method of emul-

sifying ethylene dic'hloride for control of the. peach borer. In making a 50-
percent emulsion by this new method, eight volumes of water are added to one
volume of potash fish-oil soap, after which nine volumes' of ethylene dichlo-
ride are added and the constituents emulsified cold by pumping. This not
only simplifies the method of emul'sification of ethylene dichlortde but re-
duces the danger of a reversed or broken down emulsion 'when the stock mix-
ture is prepared on the farm. A fairly quick breaking type of diluted emul-
sion results from this method of emulsification; therefore ethylene dichloride
emulsion made by the simplified method should be used shortly after it is

prepared.

High fall temperatures do not change hibernation trends of codling
moth .—Continued high temperatures in the fall do not influence the pupa-
tion and emergence of codling moths. E. J. Newcomer and M. A.

v
' Yothers had

an opportunity to demonstrate this recently at Yakima, Wash. Regular sum-
mer temperatures prevailed during the period September 10-2U, but the num-
ber of moths caught in five baits placed in an orchard steadily decreased
during this period, as 3hown in the following table.

Date
(September) Moths

JNura&er

Temperature
"* 8 p.m. '

l Maximum"

11
12
13
Ik

15
16
17
IS
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Thc reason for this reduction in the number of moths is evident from

the following data, showing a corresponding reduction in the percentage of

transforming larvae.

Date larvae left fruit : Larvae transformed
, Percent'

June 11-20 : 99.5
June 21-30 : 39A
July 1-10 : 95.5
July 11-20 : 91.0
July 21-30 : 90.2
July 31-Au:ust 9 : ol.l

August 10-19 : 5-3
August 20-29 : 0.5

Probably very few. moths emerged after the end of August, and the hot
weather in September did not influence larvae to pupate that had already pre-
pared themselves for hibernation.

Standard gjraniol-eugeriol-phcnyl ethyl al cohol bait for attracting
Japanese beetles . --¥. S. Fleming, 3. D. 3urgess, and W, W. Haines, of the

Japanese beetle laboratory at Hoorestown, IT. J., have reported on the results
of studies carried on during the summer of 1932 dealing with the effectiveness
of the standard geraniol-eugenol-phenyl ethyl alcohol- bait for use in Japa-
nese beetle traps. The season's studies indicated rather clearly that

geraniol is the major, if not the only, beetle attractaiit in the bait. The

role of the eugenol seems to be primarily to stabilize the attractiveness of

the geraniol, holding the initial attractiveness of the geraniol throughout
the seaon, rather than to increase its attractiveness. While studies carried
on a number of years earlier seemed to indicate that the 'phenyl ethyl alcohol
increased the attractiveness of the geraniol-eugenol bait, the results of the

past season's work with the grade of geraniol now in common use shewed that

the phenyl ethyl alcohol did not increase the attractiveness of the geraniol,
but that on the contrary it tended to interfere somewhat with the stabilizing
action of the eugenol. With the grade of geraniol now used in the traps,
therefore, it appears that phenyl ethyl alcohol need not be used. Of the two

forms of eugenol available on the market, that derived from clove oil and
that derived fror. cinnamon oil, both types meeting the specifications for
U. S. P. grade, the season's results shoved that the clove eugenol was some-
what superior to cinnamon eugenol ir stabilizing geraniol.

Outbreak of Ochre sidia bo real in Arr. (

v

i 1 1 o 1 1 e Bu rg ) at Wgir t on , W . Va .

—

C. H. il-^dley, of the iiocrestown laboratory, reports on an outbreak of grubs,
thought to be these of the Japanese beetle, on the grounds of the Williams
Country Club at Weirton, W. 7a. An investigation of the situation was made on
October 7- It was found that the infestation was general over tho country
club grounds covering approximately 150 acres. Infestation ranged approxi-
mately from 10 to in some cases as high as approximately 150 grubs per square
foot. Grub feeding on roots of the turf was general, and in many parts of the
grounds severe injury to turf was apparent. So far as could be determined,
the grubs present were all 0. bo re alia . No Japanese beetle grubs could be
found. At tho time of the investigation, most of the grubs were close to the
surface anc apparently still feeding. A small proportion of them were found
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at depths down to 5 to 6 inches, these apparently having started to migrate
downward for hibernation. It was stated "by club officials that grub in-

jury had been observed during the last several years in increasing degree,

that of the present season being by far the' most extensive. Tor treatment,
an application of acid lead arsenate at the rate of 15' pounds per 1,000
square feet, applied dry with sand as a carrier was suggested. This method
of application appeared to be better adapted to the conditions obtaining
than the wet application.'

MEXICAN ;i!RUiray CONTROL

No Mexican fruitfly apparent :—For the four-th consecutive month, no

Anastrepha ludens Loew was trapped in the lower. Rio Grande Valley of Texas.

Were it not for the experience of previous years, it might be hoped that the
oncoming heavy crop of citrus fruit would be free from fruitfly injury
throughout the season. Experience has taught, however, that while the an-
nual influx of flies may or may not start as early as October in every other
season, some flies reach the area before the end of November. Unusually dry
weather, with almost .a 5-inch deficiency, in rainfall, has naturally delayed
growth and maturity of the citrus crop. Almost 3»000 equivalent carloads,
however, have been moved to market. A few years ago this would have been -80

percent of the crop, but this season it represents approximately 8 percent.

. CEREAL AND JORAGE INSECT INVESTIGATIONS

Resistance of sweet corn to European corn borer .—In tests conducted
by Morris Schlosberg in 1936 and 1337 at Toledo, Ohio, of a large number of
inbred sweet corn strains the entry M1828, obtained from the Michigan Agri-
cultural Experiment Station, showed a marked inhibition to survival of
European corn borer larvae, and the entry C2, obtained from the Connecticut
Agricultural Experiment Station, showed approximately average survival of
larvae. The results, however, pertained to specific stages of plant develop-
ment when infestation occurred; therefore in 193^ the strains were similarly
infested, at 22 stages of growth over a wide range of plant development, to
determine whether the resistance trait in the strain M182S persisted through-
out its growth period. The resultant larval populations were adjusted for
regression on stage of plant development when infestation occurred, ex-
pressed as the number of days elapsed from the date of infestation to the
date of silking of the plants. The relative larval populations expected in
the strains, on a per-plant basis, are shown in the tabulation below for
similar conditions of infestation and plant development, at 5-^ay intervals.
The data (see tabulation below) show a definite trend of regression of lar-
val survival on stage of plant- development when infestation occurred, and
a persistent operation of the resistance trait in M182S throughout the range
of plant development considered.
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Stago of plant development : Resultant larvae per plant
'jhen infestation occurred, : adjusted for regression on

from infestation to silk- : stage of plant development
ing

;
:v.'hen infestation occurred
. ggggg ; C2

Says : Number : Number

5 : 3,00 s S.36

:

10 : 2*01 : 6.37
15 :

T : 1,25 : 4.67:
20 1 —

:
: ,n i 3-27:

25 T : ,U2 : 2.16;

30 t ; _— ; ,36 ; 1.35; .

Recovery of European corn-borer parasite .—W. G-. Bradley, Toledo,
Ohio, records an interesting recover?/ record for one of the imported para-
sites of the corn borer. Eulophus viridulus Thorns.,, an external chalcid
attacking nature larvae and overwintering in the pupal stage, was taken dur-
ing the current season from borers infesting weeds and corn in Lucas County,
Ohio. while previously recovered at three points in the Lake States region
during the current season of release, this is the first record of its being
on a maintenance basis, no release of this species having been made in Lucas
County for 7 years.

Release of corn borer parasites .—C. A. Clark, Moorestown, N. J., re-
ports that ever ten thousand adults of Phacogenes nigridons Wesn, , a pupal
parasite of the borer, have been made available for release following impor-
tations from Italy through the Division of Foreign Parasite Introduction.
Two releases have been made in New Jersey this fall, in conjunction with
second-generation pupation, and the remaining adults will be held over in
storage for synchronized releases in other sections at time of spring pupa-
tion. Additional releases, in New Jersey were made with adults of Macrccen-
trus gifuensis Ashm. and I ua.ro 0lata punctoria (Roman) from material emerging
fron larval collections in New England, particularly the Taunton district.

Substitutes for bran rnd sawdust in grasshopper bait s .—J . R . Parke r

,

of the Bozenan, Kont.. ,
laboratory, says that during the spring and summer

of 193" members of the staff of the Bozenan laboratory conducted experiments
in Kay County, Okla. , to test bait materials available in Southern St-tes
which might be substituted for either bran or sawdust, the most commonly used
carriers for grasshopper poison in the North. The following combinations
gave results which statistically were not significantly different from a bait
consisting of three parts bran and one part sawdust by volume: (l) Citrus
meal one part to sawdust three parts; (2) citrus meal one part to cottonseed
hulls three parts; (3) mill-run bran one part to cottonseed hulls three parts.
The carrier in each bait was equal in volume to 100 pounds of dry bran.
Liquid sodium aorsenite, 2 quarts, was used as the killing agent.

Effect cf migrating swarms of helar.oplus .-.'.oxica.nu3 on local grasshopper
populations .—S. G, Davis, Bozenan, reports that study areas maintained at
Mandan, Dickinson, and Beach, N. Dal:., were invaded by swarms of M. mexicanus
Sauss. during the period July 2 to 20. Plights from these areas continued
until August 1. During the height of immigrations local populations were in-
creased two to six times, but when emigration terminated they had decreased
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again to nearly original numbers which exhibited a more uniform distribution
than at first. The data on these studies are as follows:

:Population per' population per iPopulation per
Area : sq. yd. "before: sq.. yd. during: sq. yd. after

t
• migration : . migration t

• migration
*
• Hupber : Number «

• Nuriber

Handan *

Dickinson :

4.2 :

. . u.U
: 10.0 .

-13.0

•

•
•

5.6
5.^

Beach -: 2.3 ...... : 12.0 .

t
• 5,0

Effect of flooding on Cannula pelluci.da .--5. G. Davis,. Bozenan, states
that egg beds of C. pellucida Scudd. on the study area maintained in the

Centennial Valley, southwestern Montana,, were, flooded with irrigation water
from April 23 until August 15 » when water was diverted to p~ermit haying opera-
tions. During this period the wild hay] meadows, with the exception of a few
higher knolls, were almost continuously under water and the soil was at all
tines supersaturated. Hatching on the dry knolls began on June 15 1 the nor-
mal hatching date for this area. Hatching in ground which had been flooded
began on August 20, 5 days after irrigation water was removed, and continued
until September 15 in the lower" sections of the" meadows". Although the eggs
were under water for over 3. 'months during the spring and summer all eggs ex-
amined appeared viable and hatched in normal numbers. Although the current-

year's hatch was, not prevented by flooding, it was delayed long enough to

prevent grasshoppers from maturing in time to deposit eggs and will result

in greatly decreased populations in the hay meadows in 1939

An effective bait for Mormon crickets .—F. T. Cowan, Bozeman, reports:
"After 4 years of intensive work an efficient arid economical bait has been
developed for adu.lt and late-instar Mormon crickets. It consists of 100
pounds of standard wheat bran, k pounds of sodium fluosilicate, and from 12
to 15 gallons of water. This bait vra.s thorough!;'- tested on small plots in
the field over 15 replications and gave an average kill of 86.3 percent. It

was also tested under actual farm conditions on plots of from 5 to 18 acres
and gave estimated kills of 75 to 95 percent in every instance where tempera-
ture and weather conditions were favorable for feeding. The tests on the

small plots also showed that the addition of 2 gallons of cane molasses to

the basic bran-sodium fluo silicate-water bait gave only slightly higher kills;
therefore molasses is not recommended "because of the additional cost. Two
pounds of sodium fluosilicate per 100 pounds of bran gave -significantly poorer
kills than k pounds, whereas scdium arsonite showed a definite repellent ef-
fect, even when used at the rate of l/? pint per 100 .pounds of bran. Through
a series of tests using the old "pan-bait method" extending over some 2S
days, it was determined that the greatest numbers of Mormon crickets feed
between the hours of f and 10 a.m. and at temperatures ranging, from 65° to

95 P. , with the optimum at S6°."
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. JAPANESE BEETLE CONTROL

Evergreen-bough inspection .—Inspection of evergreen boughs for gypsy

moth infestation started late in October. Five temporary inspectors were

employed. to supplement the regular force. Most of the boughs cut are spruce.

They are packed in 100-pound bales. Shipments were consigned principally to

New York City and St. Louis, where they are sold for use as covering on

cemetery lots. Before boughs are cut in the gypsy moth lightly infested
areas, the areas from which the boughs are to be taken, along with adjoining
properti.-s, are scouted for gypsy moth egg clusters. In the absence of in-

festation, the boughs cut from any particular lot are eligible for certifi-
cation without piece-by-piece inspection. Two" egg clusters each have been
found on properties adjoining bough lots at Plainfield, Mass., and Shrews-

bury, Vt.

Railway Express Agency fined .—On October 11 the Railway Xxpress Agency
through its counsel pleaded guilty to a two-count information alleging viola-
tion of the Plant Quarantine Act, arising from shipments of uncertified birch
logs consigned from Worcester, Mass., to Atlantic City, N. J., and Washington,
D. C. The cartons, with open tops disclosing the logs, were intercepted by
a transit inspector in Boston. When the logs were returned to the consignor,
an inspector was called in to certify the shipment. Five gypsy moth egg
clusters were found on the log's. The shipper was an individual wholly unin-
formed of the regulations. Although the log3 never traveled interstate, a

conviction for this violation was possible owing tc the fact that the Plant
Quarantine Act makes it a misdemeanor for a common carrier to receive for
transportation interstate uncertified quarantined products.

Load of firewood yields 75 cgT clusters .—Inspection of a carload of
firewood loaded at Cornish, Maine, for transportation to Philadelphia, Pa.,
disclosed 75 ei"£ masses. In addition, 29 egg clusters were destroyed and re-
moved from 7 carloads and 2 truckloads of lumber. Another heavily infested
carload of pulpwood disclosed 21 egg masses. Three egg clusters were found
on a carload of nursery stock inspected prior to certification. In all, 130
gypsy moth egg clusters were found in the course of the month's inspections.

Mosquitoes chase Christmas tree cutters .—From Addison, Maine, comes
the report that mosquitoes are delaying the cutting of Christmas trees, which
usually begins late in October. A crew of woodsmen returned to to;/n from the
woods, vowing that they would cut no more evergreens until the mosquito
nuisance abated. As Addison is within the lightly infested gypsy moth area,
all evergreen prod.ucts shipped from there must be certified before removal
from tho regulated zone.

Control measures at Isolated beetle infestations .— Soil treatment with
lead arsenate for Japanese beetle control progressed satisfactorily in sev-
eral cities in Illinois, Kentucky, Michigan, Pennsylvania, and. Virginia dur-
ing October. In Chicago, 33. 1 acre 3 were treated from October 1-19, bringing
the total area treated in Chicago this year to 159*3 acres. In Dearborn
Mich., 13.5 acres were treated, from October U-10; and in Detroit, Mich., l6.1
acres were treated during the period October 10-31. In Louisville, Ky. , soil
treating was started on September 29 and was completed on October 27, with
30.9 acres treated. Treatments in Eric, Pa., were started on October 17. By the
end of the month 50.6 acres in Erie had been covered. An additional 12.5



acres were treated in Oil City, Pa. Soil treatment was not started in
Winchester, Va. , until October J>1, 1.1 acres being sprayed on that date.
Soil treating in Detroit, Erie, Oil City, and Winchester will continue in-
to November. All treatments should be completed early in that month,

these soil-treating projects are sponsored by the respective States, cities,
or other agencies, with the Bureau furnishing the spraying equipment,
spray-truck operators, and supervision. *

Late ' adult
i

observations .—In Wilmington, Del., seven beetles, the last
Japanese beetles of the- season, were collected on a private estate on Octo-
ber 12. In the Elmira, N.Y., district, October 12 was also the last date

o
on which beetles were observed. In Philadelphia the temperature reached 90 P.

on October 17-, and on that date adults were observed in the open. The last
reported beetles in the Philadelphia area were three adults found on outside
roses at West Grove, Pa., on October 21.

Comb ination inspection house and fumigation chamber constructed .—

A

large class III, or infested nursery, at Princess Anne, Md, , has started
construction of a concrete building in which stock will be cleaned and

washed before inspection for Japanese beetles and other insects. It is antic-

ipated that this building will also serve as an efficient fumigation chamber
when needed. This firm has also completed construction of a concrete floor
on which its moss will be kept during the shipping season.

Trailer equipment for steam sterilization of soi l.—A dealer in mush-
room soil, or spent manure, in the Philadelphia district has equipped his
12-ton trailer with a system of piping whereby ha nay steam sterilize the

soil in compliance with the Japanese beetle quarantine regulations. Most
of his shipments are transported to Virginia and West Virginia under certifi-
cation.

Bark beetle invasion as aftermath of hurricane.— In the course of re-
moving English elms blown down by the storm and branches from other English
elms in Oyster Bay Township, Long Island, Dutch elm disease sanitation
crews discovered a considerable build-»up in the elm bark beetle population
in the storm-swept area. As English elms suffered the worst damage, ob-
servations for beetle activity were made on this species. Four weeks after
the storm it was found that Scolytus multistriatus Harsh, beetles had com*-

pleted their main galleries and deposited their eggs, the eggs had hatched,
and the larvae had completed the side galleries for a distance of f- inch
or more. In stubs cut from English elms that had dried out very slowly,
it was found in some instances that adult beetles had completed their main
egg burrows, that eggs had hatched, and the larvae had completed about l/8
inch of the right-angled galleries. Beetles appeared to have made their
greatest progress in wood that was almost dry.

Elm-sanitation activities in Pennsylvani a.—Sanitation crews in Bucks
County,. Pa., are working in Upper Makefield Township, where three diseased
trees were found this summer. Blanket permission has been obtained from
property owners for removal of all elms within a mile of the confirmed trees.
Sanitation work is also progressing in Upper Mount Bethel Township, in North-
ampton County, where four trees were confirmed this year. Crews from Monroe
County have been assigned to this area. Por the present the activities will
be confined to territory within a radius of a mile from the place where the
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iiseased trees were found. Sanitation work is entirely new to all the W. P. A.

workers in Pennsylvania. Two days were spent in training then in the new
skillc needed to do this work. Demonstrations were given in the field to ac-
quaint the nan with the differences between dead and dying elns, beetle wood,
:md possible beetle wood. Demonstrations were also given of the various rope

mots used in sanitation work.

Activities at Isolated infections .—Elms in Indianapolis retained their
leaves until October 15« All qualified scouts were assigned to dead-tree
work so that as much" of the area as possible coxild be covered before the trees
became defoliated. During the month specimens were again collected from elns
in the Athens, Ohio, district, which earlier in the season had shown apparent
symptoms of the disease but in which presence of the fungus had not been con-
firmed by laboratory culturing.

Check on road .•iovemeut of elm wood.—For 2 weeks during the month, men
were stationed on the principal exit highways at the border of the Dutch elm

disease infected "zone and protective areas in Connecticut, and on the Con-
necticut-Massachusetts line to observe the amount of elm wood in transit', par-
ticularly in easterly and northerly directions. No elm wood was intercepted.

There appeared to be very little movement of logs and rough lumber of any
sort to the north and- east.

Beetle infestation survey in tree-medication area .—Three hundred chemi-
cally treated elms wore felled in the Sourland Mountain sections of Somerset,
Hunterdon, and Mercer Counties, N. J. These trees will be debarked and ex-
amined for the presence of elm bark beetles. Fifty treated trees were also
felled and hauled in for examination from Bergen, Morris, Sussex, and Warren
Counties, N. J.

Sanitation work under way in isolated infected area .—In the Cumberland,
Md.-TJi ley's Ford, ">7. Va. area, elm-sanitation work is well under way. Ac-
tivities at present are limited principally to the area adjacent to the Poto-
mac River.

FOREST INSECT INVESTIGATIONS

Hurricane alters gypsy moth study plans .—The hurricane damage to the

older hardwoods in the area on the Harvard Forest, in which ecological studies

on the gypsy moth have been mr.de for the last 2 years, was so great that it

is not feasible to continue the studies in that area, according to H. A. Bess,

New Haven, Conn. It is estimated that perhaps 75 percent of the trees in the

area were blown down and in some parts practically all the treer. are on the

ground. This is a definite loss to the study but plans are under way to con-

tinue similar investigations in an adjacent younger stand not damaged by the

hurricane. T7ith the cooperation cf the Northeastern Forest Experiment Station,

studies on the fluctuations in the population of the gypsy moth are to be

made over a period of several years on the Massabesic Forest at Alfred, Maine.

This fall approximately 150 acres have been set aside for this study rnd the

egg cluster population, which is quite high, has been measured. This makes a

total of four experimental areas of 150 to 1,000 acres each, located at widely
separated points in New England, in which it is anticipated to measure quanti-

tatively the fluctuations in the population and tho mortality as influenced

by ecological factors.
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Mats'jcoccus scale fails to nature on red pine.—I. J. Parr, New Haven,
reports that the Mat sue o ecus : species associated frith pitch pine in New
England will also feed on red pine, hut it has been definitely proved that
they cannot nature and reproduce' on that species of pine. Death of the'
crawlers ensues before raore than a very slight swelling of the twig at the
point of feeding takes place.

Parker returns fron .Dutch elm disease studies in England'.—P. 3. Parker
has returned to the Morristdwn,' IT,

: J, , laboratory, after being stationed at .'

Oxford, England, for 3 years. During the tine he spent abroad' Mr. Farker
made studies and 'observations on insect vectors of the Dutch elm disease fun-

gus. While his experiments were conducted 'in England he made ' trips to cer-
tain continental European countries in which the disease occurs. Studies
made in England showed the larger European elm bark beetle ( Scolytus scolytus
P.) to be the most important carrier of the fungus.- Besides being more im-
portant as a carrier than the smaller European elm bark beetle (S. multistri-

atus Marsh.), S. scolytus was more' prevalent and moire widely distributed.

S. scolytus is not known to be present in the' United States but S.

'

nulti stri -

atals occurs in the northeastern section of our country. "Another European
scolytid beetle, Pteleobius vittatus P., not present in the United States,
transmitted the fungus to nursery trees, when the adults were artificially
contaminated, and the trees developed normal disease symptoms. No, trans-
mission of 'the ' fungus was obtained..however-with "adults .reared -from wood

from diseased elms and, although many examples of p. vittatus work were ex-
amined in the field, it was never possible to credit the species as being
the cause of infection in diseased trees. 'A number cf other arthropods were

found to carry the fungus but Mr. Parker states that none of them is to be
considered important in connection with the progress of the disease.

Types of elm trap trees -attractive to elm bark beetle s.—P. R. 'Thitten

and T7. C. Baker., Morris town, have reported on tests with -elm wood traps for

the two elm bark beetles, "S. multi striatums and Hylurgop inus rufipes Eich.
During the tests made in 1935 felled elm trees were found to be raore at-

tractive to the beetles than girdled trees, severed but hanging limbs, or
logs. In 1937 it was observed that certain chemically treated trees were
more attractive than felled trees. Further studies conducted in 1932. in

two large field plots showed that standing elm trees injected with sodium
chlorate were significantly more attractive than were felled trees.

Hibernation -of Oonophthorus .—Donald DeLeon, of the Fort Collins, Colo.,

laboratory, reports that last spring while, looking under bark scales on the
trunk of ponderosa pine for spruce budworm hibernaeula, a few fragments of
adults of a cone beetle, Conophthorus sp., were found. In the Denver Mountain
Parks area on September 23, C. L. Massey and ¥r. DeLeon found five or six
live specimens under the bark close to the phloem. The galleries were short
and extended in no particular direction. They were confined chiefly to the

region 5 inches 'or so above the ground. It appears quite likely that the

beetles may hibernate in this location. No definite determination has yet

been obtained but it is likely that the species is Conophthorus 'scopulorum
Hopk.
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Hountain pine beetle in Mt. Rainior National Park .—The 193^ survey
of activity by Sendroctonus monticOlao Hopk. in Mt. Rainior National Park
revealed only five active spot infestations

,
totaling approximately 1,0H0

trees on 38 acres, according to J. Mt Whiteside, Portland, Oreg. As all
but two of these infestations are in unfroquonted areas, and in keeping
With the insect control policies of the park, only 150 of this total num-
ber of trees will be treated by C. C. C. labor during the spring months.
The largest concentration was found near the headwaters of Laughingwater
Creek, in an infestation of several years' standing and where approxi-
mately 870 trees were marked or estimated on 33 acres of mixed white pine
stand.

Oregon-T/ashington western pine beetle survey completed .—Ano the

r

chapter in the intensive western pine beetle check-plot surveys, conducted
cooperatively in Oregon and Washington by the Forest Service, Office of
Indian Affairs, and the Portland forest-insect laboratory, was completed
early in October. A total of 38,570 acres, representing 21^- plots, was
surveyed during 193^ by crews of these agencies. Although this represented
a slight reduction as compared with last season's totcls, better coverage
of the pine types was obtained by a reallocation of certain plots and the
establishment of new plots in previously unsampled areas. Bark beetle
activity in Region 6 has been thoroughly investigated as a result of these
cruises, together with observational surveys which covered approximately
100 percent of the commercial pine stands.

GYPSY MOTH AND BROWN-TAIL MOTH CONTROL

Leaf sections driven against trees resemble gypsy moth egg clus ters .

—

Small pieces of leaves torn from trees by the recent hurricane were driven
against other trees with such force that they were still adhering to the
tree trunks and large limbs in October. As some of these leaf sections
closely resemble gypsy r.cth ogg clusters in size and color, it is often im-
possible to differentiate between them from the ground when the leaf sec-
tions are lodged on the upper parts of tall trees. This condition has
slowed up scouting work in some sections because of the necessity of doing
much extra climbing in order that no real gypsy moth egg clusters may be
missed.

C-yosy moth crews guard against starting forest fires .—Unseasonably
warm weather and lack of rain since September 21, together with the tangled
mass of trees and branches felled by the hurricane, has created a serious
fire hazard in the forest lands in which gypsy moth work is being conducted.
A strict ban on smoking and the building of fires by employees of this pro-
ject is in effect and will continue to be enforced until there is no further
danger of forest fires.

Small gypsy moth infestation found in the barrier zone section of Ver-
mont .—On October 3 a single-egg-cluster gypsy noth info? tat ion was dis-
covered in Branville, located just within the border of the barrier zone in
central Vermont. This is the second single-egg-clustcr infestation to be
found in Granville during the present fiscal year. The growth within a
radius of 50 feet of the infested tree consists of beech and spruce, with
a single yellow birch nearby.
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Artill ery range scouted between training periods .—A field artillery
firing range>~Usod by the United States Army for training Regular and
National .Guard units while stationed at Fort Ethan Allen, is located in the

towns of Underhill and Bolton, .Vt. The range is heavily wooded and is in-
cluded in the territory to he scouted for the gypsy no th . during the current
fiscal year.- No scouting could he done in that section :fron July 1 .to

September 25i as .the range \7as used almost continuously and no entry to the

reservation was permitted. However, the range was idle fron Septenher 25
to October 12, and gypsy noth crews assigned to duty in the two towns were
able to

,
scout in that region.. During the perfornance of the scouting work

nany unexploded J>-inch and 6-inch shells were observed. Military guards. .

stationed at the range and the supervisor directing gypsy noth work in that
locality cautioned all of the nen working in the range that the unexploded
shells must not he disturbed, as there was. danger of • explosion if they were. ,

touched or moved.. The' shells will he exploded by trained Army personnel
using devices especially designed for 'that purpose after the firing is con- .

pleted in late fall or early winter. No gypsy noth infestations were found
on the range. '.

Many trees "blown -down hy hurricane at gypsy noth infos tation ,—A gypsy
noth supervisory enployoe recently visited a gypsy noth infestation located
last year in Mount Holly, Vt. He estimated that nore than 50 percent of the

trees in an area of approximately 15 acres surrounding the infested site .

were hlown down during the Septenher. hurricane. Mount Holly is located east
of the harrier zone, in the south-central part of Vermont

.

Isolated infestation discovered in Massachusetts .—A new gypsy noth
infestation was recently discovered in the western part of North Adams Town-
ship . in northwestern Massachusetts, near the tfillianstown line. Informa-
tion so far available indicates -that this infestation is relatively small
and should he: easily exterminated. This infestation is notable "because- it

is located several piles fro:.; any other, infestation found in this section
during the last several years, whereas nest of the infestations located in
trio harrier zone district of . Massachusetts this season are in the immediate
vicinity of. old infested . sites

.

Sprayed foliage carried considerable distances hy storm .—A large- •

amount of foliage from woodland trees showing evidence of load arsenate
spray was recently observed on the ground, in .Great Barrington, Berkshire
County, Mass., far from any area that was sprayed for the gypsy: moth hy this
Bureau last summer. This seems to indicate that the leaves were torn from
the trees in sprayed areas and were hlown considerahle distances hy the

hurricane. The danger of animals hcing poisoned hy this foliage does not .

appear, to he great, as leaves dry quickly after 'becoming detached from the
twigs

.

Scenting completed in lowlands along the Lackawanna and Susquehanna
Rivers .—Gypsy moth scouting in the lowlands bordering the Lackawanna arid

Susquehanna Rivers in Pennsylvania, \7hich was temporarily suspended duriig

the September' flood, was resumed on Octoher 3» As most of the scouting in
this section had been completed before, the waters rose, only slightly nore
than 2 weeks were required to finish the work, and the territory was entirely
scouted by about the middle of October. One infestation, consisting of l6
egg clusters, was discovered in Jenkins Township on an accumulation of debris
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that had apparently originated at the site of some nearby infestation, been
dumped along the river bank, and moved to the point of discovery by the

flood waters.

Report of infe station in Stroudsburg, Pa. , unfounded .—A report re-
cently received at the Gypsy Mcth Office at Wilkes-Barre

,
Pa., relative to

the existence of a gypsy moth infestation in Stroudsburg, which is located
east of the Pennsylvania quarantined area, was investigated by thoroughly
experienced gypsy moth field men. Although these men carefully inspected
the supposedly infested area, they were unable to discover any indications
that gypsy moths were present and apparently the report was unfounded.

Spraying equipment needed in Connecticut .—A meeting of all gypsy
moth foremen and superintendents connected with the work in progress at the

severe infestation in the Granby-Simsbury area was held in Connecticut on
October 13. The meeting was also attended by one of the district foresters,
the Federal C. C. C. inspector of the State, two men from the State gypsy
moth organization, and representatives of the Federal C-ypsy Moth Office in

Greenfield, Mass. The field work was inspected and the problem presented
by this heavy infestation was discussed. It was the consensus of opinion
that spraying was greatly needed in order to obtain the desired control of

this infestation, and the possibility of obtaining equipment for this pur-
pose was considered. It was pointed out that all of the Federal Bureau's
available equipment is needed in and near the barrier, zone

. area and in

Pennsylvania, and that an attempt should be made to obtain spraying equip-
ment elsewhere. Suggested sources were the C. C. C, the State Foresters
Organization, property owners, and the two towns involved.

Some heavy infestations not seriously damaged by hurricane .—A sur-
vey of several woodland areas in Connecticut and Massachusetts which con-
tain heavy gypsy moth infestations and in which considerable gypsy moth
work has been done, revealed that in particular cases, such as at West Peak
in Meriden, Conn., at the Granby-Simsbury infestation in that State, and
at the severe infestation in Russell, Mass., there was no large number of
trees felled by the storm. Although in all of these areas some trees were
blown down, conditions at these points are not so serio\is as in many other
locations.

C. C. C. gypsy moth camp receives high rating .—The Westfield, Mass.,
C. C. C. gyp?y moth camp has been designated as outstanding and has re-
ceived the ncxt-to-highest rating for the First Corps Area for the eleventh
enrollment period.

New C. C. C. enrolleos trained at infested sites .—During the first
week in October many new C. C. C. enrolleos who started work at the be-
ginning of the now enrollment period received training in gypsy moth scout-
ing, creosoting, climbing with ropes and spurs, and in the use of sharp-
edged tools. These men were concentrated, as far as possible, in severely
infested locations where their work during the training period would be
most useful in completing needed ground work before snow falls.
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PLANT DISEASE CONTROL

Barberry "bushes rusted heavily in certain counties- in Montana . —

A

local rust spread directly traceable to heavily infected barberry bushes
was located by survey crews in Yellowstone County in July of this year, ac-
cording to reports received .from Ivar Twilde , assistant leader in charge of
field operations in Montana.- Eradication work during the last summer has
been restricted to areas of native timber in Yellowstone County. Since work
opened in the spring, more -than' JQO bushes have been found and 10 new
properties recorded. Ah average of 2J relief laborers have been employed
since work was begun in the spring.Owing to severe winter temperatures it is

planned to discontinue field operations' about December 15.

Abandoned farmsites-in .Missouri yield many barberry bushes .--*In a
recent report relating to the progress of barberry-eradication work in
Missouri, George M, Frahdsen, leader in charge, summarizes information re-
flating' to the number of abondoned farmsites encountered by survey crews dur-
ing October. As a result of a survey of 98.5 square miles • in .Adair , Audrain,
Knox, Macon, and Randolph Counties, S6 abandoned farmsites were encountered
in 1 month. In Adair County 12 abandoned farmsites were found in 11 square
miles; 2 in 22 square miles in Audrain County; 6 in 20.5 square miles in
Knox County; US in 24 square miles in Macon County; and 20 in 21 square
miles in Randolph County. This information is important in view of the con-
sideration that has been given to limiting survey in certain rural sections
in Missouri to an inspection of farmsites and timber immediately surrounding
the buildings. Mr. Frandsen points out that, had a procedure of this kind
been followed in October of this year, most of the 86 abandoned farmsites
would have been missed because there war, no road or other indication that

these old farmsites existed. Since barberry-eradication work was begun in

Missouri in September 1933 »
properties having 17,66H bushes have been

found, 2 !: S of which were rural properties, and 3& of this number could be

classed as abandoned farmsites and would have been missed had only a property-
to-property survey been made. Although the number of rural properties in

Missouri having barberry bushes is rather limited in comparison to some of

the States farther north, infes-ted properties have been found at the rate

of about 25 per county and the J>S that would have been missed, had only.

a

proporty-to-property survey been made, would represent about 15 percent of
the rural infested properties in the area which has been worked to date.

Blister rust carps closed for season .—The closing of the blister
rust control camp's in the western white pine region was started the latter

part of September. One HO-man haul camp out of Priest River was continued
during October. In addition some preeradication work was carried on in

the Coeur d'Alene, Kaniksu, and St. Joe National Forests. In the sugar

pine region, work ceased in all camps in California by October 15, except

the Soda Springs C. C. C. camp on the lassen National Forest, the Yosemite

Park C. C. C. camps in which eradication continued until the latter part
of October, and the Miami Creek camp on the Sierra National Forest which

will continue Ribes eradication as long as the weather permits and will

then move to Mariposa, Calif. In Oregon Ribes eradication terminated on

October 10.

Blister rust found in many new counties .—Weather conditions late in

the summer and early in the fall apparently favored the spread of blister

rust. The disease has been found for the first time on Ribes in kk new
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counties arid on white pine in 1 county in 8 States. In 29 of these counties

the rust- was found on the cultivated "black currant (Ribes nigrum) , indi-

cating the importance of this species in the spread of the disease.

Blister 'rust exhibits .—During September "bl ister rust exhibits .were

placed at two State fairs, seven county fairs, and a 4-H Club Exposition in

the Lower Peninsula of Michigan. R. I, Thompson, in charge of blister rust

control in this part of the State, writes that there was a total attendance
at these fairs of over 1,U50, 000, Interviews were extended to several
thousand interested people and information given on the blister rust disease
and methods of control.

COTTON INSECT INVESTIGATIONS

Cotton aphid studies .—Search for cotton plants immune or tolerant to

le~f aphids and studies of some of the factors influencing the aphid infes-
tation were made by S. W. Dunnam and J. C. Clark, of the Stoneville, Miss.,
laboratory during the past season. The Bureau of Plant Industry maintains
a large collection of cotton in their genetics plots at Stoneville, includ-
ing all of the species and hundreds of varieties, strains, and crosses of
cottons. All of these plants were examined and while- there were many gra-
dations in intensity of infestation no plants were found to be immune to

aphid attack. The wild cottons and nonproductive kinds generally had the

lightest aphid populations and. when a lightly infested plant was found among
the crosses it was invariably a stalk without fruit and. a segregate similar
to the wild types. Twelve pure-line varieties were grown in pots indoors
and in single rows side by side in the field for comparing the aphid popu-
lations. In the laboratory when a given number of aphids were placed on
each plant the increase was more rapid and the populations remained higher
on the slow-fruiting varieties with less determinate growth habits. These
varieties were excessively dusted with calcium arsenate tc build up a heavy
aphid infestation in the field. All of them became seriously infested al-
though some were more tolerant than others. Individual plants with infes-
tations ranging from extremely heavy to light and with vigorous leaves that
were more resistant to shedding when heavily infested, were found, in all of
the varieties but none were immune. Several flowers on each plant were self-
fertilized and the bolls ginned separately in order that pure-line seed
will be available. The history of each plant will be reviewed by a compe-
tent cotton breeder and seed' from the most promising selected for further
tests for resistance. The relation of pilosity and the application of cal-
cium arsenate to aphids were studied in three varieties. A V'"ry smooth
variety and. a variety v/ith intermediate pilosity, selected from progeny of

the same parents and. a very hairy variety not related generically to the
above were used. Plants of each type were dusted three, six, and nine
tir.es and left undusted. As in previous results, the more pilose plants
held more calcium arsenate and retained it for a longer time than did the
smooth plants. The adherence of calcium arsenate on each type was also
much greater when dusted, while wet v/ith dew than when dusted while dry. Por
all practical purposes three applications of dust appeared to cause as much
increase in aphids as six or nine applications. The total aphids as de-
termined, by examining 900 2-|-inch leaf disks from each class throughout the
season were 19,000 on the undusted plants, 27,000 on the 3-applicaticn,
31,000 on the 6-applicrtion, and 29,000 on the 9-applic-- ticn plants. The
maturity of the leaves following the first crop of bolls appeared tc be a
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factor in reducing the infestation on the plants receiving nine applica-
tions of dust, as the leaves were maturing and "becoming unfavorable for
the aphids *by the tine the latter applications were made. The total aphids
on the disks fron the dusted plants of the smooth variety were 23,000; from
the intermediate pilosity, .29,000; and from the very hairy, 36,000. Less
differences were found in the populations of the undusted plants of the

three varieties. Parasites of the aphids did not appear until there were
approximately five aphids per 2>r-inch leaf disk and parasitization was
higher in all cases on the dusted than on the undusted plants. Thus the
increase in aphids following dusting with calcium arsenate did not appear
to he due to killing of the parasites by the arsenical, but the density of
the aphid population governed the extent of parasitization. The pH of the
soil from the plots was determined, immediately after the dustings were com-
pleted by P. H. Tucker. The acidity of the soil in the checks was 6.32.
When three, six, and nine applications of calcium arsenate at the rate of
12 pounds per acre v/ere applied the pH values increased' to 6.38, 6

. 53 » an<i

6.85 respectively. The change in the soil from acidity toward neutrality
(7.0), or some other unknown factor, apparently caused the crop to mature
earlier as the amount of calcium arsenate applied was increased. Whether
the soil medium affects the pH of the cell. sap in the leaves, which might
favor aphid production, remains to be determined.

How do arsenical s kill the cotton flea hopper ?—Experiments were con-
ducted from June to August by G, D. Green, at the Port Lavaca, Tex., lab-
oratory in an effort to determine how arsenicals kill the cotton flea
hopper (Psallus seriatus Rent.). Paris green and calcium arsenate were
used in the tests as these are the arsenicals generally nixed with sulphur
to increase its effectiveness against the flea hoppers. Insects v/ere all

field collected 'from croton plants and Dost of the tests v/ere made on
growing cotton plants, although croton was used in some. Flea hoppers are
difficult to maintain in cages and the mortality in the checks was generally
high. Several types of cages v/ere used, including cages over living plants,
small cages fastened to the leaves, and bags over portions of the plant. In
the outdoor cages it v/as necessary to protect the insects from the exces-
sive heat of the midday sun by suspending a black cloth shade supported by
wires above the cages. Considerable variation in the numbers of insects
used per test was necessary because of the difference in types of cages. A
number of replications of each experiment v/ere made and checks maintained
under similar conditions except for treatments. In all cases the insecti-
cides were applied at heavier rates than ordinarily used under field con-
ditions, and whore dusts were used the plants and insects v/ere dampened
with water applied with an atomizer to simulate early morning dusting con-
ditions. As the cotton flea hopper is a sucking insect, the experiments
were planned to test the possibility of (a) killing by contact and (bj ar-
senic being absorbed "by the plant and taken by the insects through the food.

In the contact series, adults dusted with par is green and placed on un-
treated plants showed 6l.9-percent mortality as compared to 10.6 percent in

checks; plants dusted with 10-percont paris green to 90-percent sulphur,
U2. 1-percent mortality, check kO*k percent; and plants dusted with calcium
arsenate 30.3""P e i,ccn^ mortality,' check 10.6 percent. The mortality of un-
treated adults confined on plants dusted with paris green was 95»6 percent
and of plants dusted with calcium arsenate JJ.S percent, as compared to 10.6

percent in the checks; on plants sprayed with paris green the mortality was
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77-5 percent and 29.2 percent in the checks. When the' insects were sprayed

with paris green and eaged on untreated plants the mortality was U7.2 per-

cent, as compared to 29.2 percent in the checks. In the absorption series,

adults confined on plants dusted with paris green and calcium arsenate and

the plants thoroughly washed with water after 2k, Hg, or 72 hours the mor-

tality was 3S. 3 percent for the paris green, 27.3 percent for the calcium

arsenate, and 19. 5 percent for the check series. The mortality of the flea

hoppers confined in small covered cages attached to the upper surface of

leaves, which hnd been dusted on the under side with paris green, was 5^.5
percent but the mortality in the checks with this type of cage was also

55'^ percent. Where the buds of the plants were protected by paper bags
and the remainder of the foliage dusted with paris green, the mortality in

the insects caged on the undusted buds was 32.7 percent, and 29.1 percent
in the checks. In tests where the insects were fed on plant cuttings placed
in wn ter containing paris green and calcium arsenate the results were' in-

consistent because of arsenical injury to the plants. Sufficient work has
not been done to draw conclusions, but under field conditions where both
plants and insects are dusted at the same time, it appears that the toxicity
of arsenic to the cotton flea hopper is due to the combined effect of a part
of the arsenic being taken with the food after absorption by the plant, and
the remainder by external contact of the dust settling on the insects during
dusting and by contact of the insects with the dust on the plants. If part
of the lethal dose of arsenic is received from each of these sources, re-
sults of experiments using dead and live insects as a criterion to test each
source separately cannot be used, as individual insects receiving less than
a lethal dose will not die.

PINK BOLLWCRM AND THURBERIA WEEVIL CONTROL

Cotton stallc destruction .—During October practically all of the time
of the personnel in the lower Rio Grande Valley was given to carrying out
the stalk-destruction program. At the beginning of the month there remained
23,l6l acres of unplowed 193° cotton stalks and U95 acres of soca cotton.
In addition there were several thousand acres of poorly plowed land on which
a good many fruiting staltcs were left. A determined effort was made during
October to destroy these remaining stalks and it is believed that they were
reduced approximately 50 percent, eliminating the heaviest growth which was
most dangerous. Stalics remaining at the end of October may be listed under
three distinct classifications: Scattered stalks or root sprouts, ranging
from -less than one to several hundred stalks per acre on 75 percent of the
cotton lend; cotton land of nonresident or unknown ownership abandoned by
the grower; and soca cotton on abandoned land. At the close of the month
plowing of stalks had been completed on all acreage in the northwestern part
of the district in Hidalgo and Starr Counties known as the dry-land farming
section, where an extension of time had been granted. A total of 22 formal
charges were filed in the county courts against persons who were willfully
neglecting to destroy stalks on land owned or controlled by them, but in
every case where charges were filed the persons involved have gone ahead and
destroyed the stalks. At the end of October there remained only 239 acres
of 1933 cotton stalks still standing, with an additional 1,55^ acres of stub
or volunteer cotton which had not been plowed. This cotton, however, did
not bear fruit in October. Three of our inspectors have continued to assist
the Mexican inspectors in contact work on the Mexican side of the river. Dur-
ing October a very material reduction was made in the acreage of cotton
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stalks remaining there. There are only a few acres of standing stalks re-
maining in the Matamoros area. This is on land more or less isolated "by .

the floodwater of the Rio Grande; however, there is a considerable amount
of stub cotton in that area which has not been plowed. Toward the close
of the month the Mexican officials began a concentrated drive to have this
work completed and a large reduction in stub acreage is expected very
shortly. Taking the area in Mexico as a whole, it is relatively stalk-
free. In the area from Brownsville 90 miles west to Camargo and extending '

about 20 miles south, there are only a few fields in which stalks have not
been cut or plowed; however, in areas to the south where fields' are widely
scattered and contact work has been difficult progress has not been so good.
In summing up the situation on both the American and Mexican sides, it may
be said that a very large percentage of the cotton farmers have made a sin-
cere effort to destroy the cotton stalks in accordance with the program.
However, in such a warm climate it is a very difficult job to kill cotton
plants and in a number of fields in the vicinity of Brownsville-Matanoros
pink bollworms were being found on bolls from second-growth cotton at the
end of the month. On the whole the stalk-destruction program made favor-

able progress in the Coastal -3end section during the month. An extension
to November 1 was given farmers in this section in which to destroy stalks.

Only a few charges we re filed in State courts against those who failed to

comply.

Big Bend clean-up .—Clean-up work in the Big Bend area was rapidly
approaching completion at the end of the month and it is believed that

much good is being accomplished, as the stalks are being destroyed before
frost. This makes possible a more thoroxigh clean-up, because there is not
so much shattering of material carrying the pink bollworm during the pro-
cess of cutting stalks. A much better job of clean-up is being done on
the Mexican side than has been the case in previous efforts of this kind.

Gin-trash inspection .—Gin-trash inspection for the month was
concentrated mainly in the Panhandle section of Texas and in the cotton-
growing areas of Arizona. No new infestations were found in the Panhandle
of Texas but specimens were taken from several of the counties already under
regulation. In Arizona a new infestation was found in the Salt River Val-
ley of Arizona, where the pink bollv/orm was eradicated a number of years
ago. A reoccurrence was also found in the Casa Grande-Cool idge area, as
well as at Tucson and Safford, all of which were infested last season. In
Ward, Reeves, and Pecos Counties, Tex., and -in Eddy and Chaves Counties,
N. Hex. , all in the Pecos Valley, enough inspection was done to determine
the status of the infestation. It appears that in the lower end of the
Pecos Valley the worm population is building up somewhat, an average of
about 20 worms per bushel of trash being -taken from that area. Considerable
incidental inspection was done in the SI Paso Valley district during the
month by the regulatory inspectors, and from about 22U bushels of trash
more than 10,000 pink bollworms were taken. The major portion of these
worms came from the heavily infested part of Hudspeth County; also, from
El Paso County and from Dona Ana and Luna Counties, in southern New Mexico.
The gin-trash inspection being carried on in Alabama and Georgia was dis-
continued during the first week in October, all inspections for the season
having been negative. Inspection of sea island cotton fields was also dis-
continued during the first week of the month. In addition to the inspec-
tion, a considerable number of green bolls were collected from Florida and
Georgia for preservation and later inspection.
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Wild-cotton eradication .—A W. P. A. allotment was made available

for wild-cotton eradication work during the first week in October, and the

first crew of W. P. A. laborers was placed in operation at Key West on

October 13, with other crews being set up during the month at Key Largo

and in the Fort Myers and Bradenton subdistricts . The W. P. A. personnel

was increased from 7 on October 13 to approximately 75 on October 31- Dur-

ing October a total of 17,870 wild cotton plants was destroyed, of which

only 19 had mature bolls. Of these 18 were from Key Largo, and from the

mature bolls of these plants 5 specimens of the pink bollworm were found.

One pink bollworm was taken from a mature boll from Matecumbe.

Thurberia-plant eradication .

—
'Jork on the destruction of Thurberia

plants in the Santa C'talina Mountains during October slowed down to some

extent so far as actual work on the cotton line was concerned because of

so nany men having to be used in dismantling the camp at Italian Ranch and
prepari-.g and finally erecting a new canp in Finger Rock Canyon. After in-

tensive search the best site that could be found in this canyon necessitated
a tremendous amount of leveling and rock breaking and a considerable amount
of rather heavy trail building. No water fit for hunan consumption could
be found throughout the canyon and 300 gallons of water is having to be

hauled each day. Neither is there any wood in the canyon and coal will have
tc be hauled for all purposes. This will be considerably cheaper than haul-
ing wood several miles over mountains with nc trails and by pack animals.
During October 832 man-days were spent in locating and destroying 11,013
plants over a rough area of 2,oH0 acres. Eighty-seven l/2-gallon cans of
green Thurberia bolls were gathered from various mountain ranges and will
be sent to the San Antonio laboratory for inspection in the near future.

TRUCK CROP AND GARDEN INSECT INVESTIGATIONS

Flight ability of sweetpotato weevil adults .—K. L. Cockerhan, of
the Sunset, La., laboratory, reports that exper inents this year have demon-
strated that infestations of Cylas formicarius (F.) were found in trap
patches of sweetpotatoos planted 1,320 and 1,7^0 yards, respectively, from
the focal point of dispersal. At the former location approximately 8 per-
cent of the sweetpotato plants were found infested, whereas at the latter
location approximately k percent of the plants were infested when examined
in September. These findings indicate that the sweetpotato weevil adult
ir capable of flight fcr a distance of at least 1 mile. In addition, a
nucbor of sweetpotato weevil adults w'nich had been colored with dyes and
liberated at a focal point of dispersion were caught at trap lights located
from 1/1+ to l/2 mile, respectively, from the point of liberation.

?yrcthrum-c il sprays control beet leafhopper in Arizona .—Van S.
Ronnoy, of the Phoenix, Ariz., laboratory, reports that applications during
the period October 28-Novumbor 5, 1937, of a pyrethrum-oil spray directed
against Sutettirc tenel lug (3ak.) on seed beets havo apparently resulted in
an average increase of approximately 3^0 pounds of clean sugar beet seed
per acre over the production of beet seed in comparable untreated plots. The
value of the seed obtained by this increase amounts to about "30 per acre.
The plots sprayed twice did not exhibit a significant increase over the
plots sprayed once early in the season.
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Control of mole crickets in Florida .—J. N. Tenhet, of the Sanford,

Fla.
,
laboratory, reports that cultural control experiments during the sum-

mer of 1932 against mole crickets ( Scapteriscus spp.) demonstrated that a

satisfactory degree of control of these pests on celery seedbeds could be

obtained by deep plowing at 2-week intervals during -May and June. However,

the experiments disclosed that, unless barriers or walls were erected around
the treated seedbeds, the mole crickets were very likely to move into the

treated areas very quickly after the beds were prepared for planting. A
series of experiments on seedbeds with various poisoned baits yielded good

control of the nolo crickets; however, under field conditions, a poisoned
bait consisting of corn meal and zinc phosphide did not show any narked su-

periority to poisoned baits containing wheat bran, cottonseed meal, and paris
green or calcium arsenate. Tests with poisoned baits containing zinc phos-

phide, calcium arsenate, or paris green demonstrated that the first two

baits were safe to use' on celery seedlings, Bermuda grass, and carpet grass,
but the bait containing paris green burned celery seedlings very severely
and caused moderate injury to carpet grass. The paris green bait, however,

did not cause appreciable injury to Bermuda grass.

Life cycle of wireworms in Pacific Northwest .—E. W. Jones, of the

Walla 17alla, Wash. , laboratory, reports that a summary of the data obtained
in seasonal history studies of the Pacific coast wireworm (Limonius canus
Lec.) and the sugar beet wireworm (L. californicus Mann*),, conducted in the

Pacific Northwest during the U-year period 1935—3^ » revealed that neither
of these species ordinarily completes its life cycle in 1 year. These

studies disclosed that a larger number of L. canus complete their life cycle
within a 2-year period than of L. californicus . Most of the L. canus 'indi-
viduals under observation completed their life cycle in 3 years, ancPless

than 10 percent of the individuals required k years for this purpose. Jud-
ing from available data, it appears that L. californicus has a life cycle
ranging from 2 to 5 years in duration. Approximately 70 percent of the

1935 brood of this species had completed their life cycle at the expiration
of U years.

Seasonal injury by cabbage caterpillars in South Carolina .—In sum-
marizing experiments conducted against the common species of caterpillars
(Pi-eris rapae (L.), Autographa brassicae (Riley), and Plutella maculiponnis.
(Curt. )), affecting cabbage during the springs of 193$ . 1937* and 1938,
W. J. Reid, Jr ,, of the Charleston, S. C.

,
laboratory, reports that on an

average during the 3-yfcaj* period approximately 28 percent of the cabbage
plants under observation were rendered ineligible to U. S. G-rade No. 1 be-
cause of caterpillar damage, an additional ik percent were rendered un-
marketable on account of defects other than those caused by -insects, leav-
ing a remainder of only approximately 58 percent which xvere suitable for
marketing as U. S. Grade No. 1. Keeping in mind conditions that existed
throughout the 3-5'ear period during which the spring crop of cabbage was
grown in the Charleston locality, only about 8 percent of the total number
of plants damaged by caterpillars were harxrested prior to May 1, even though
approximately only 25 percent of all the plants in the fields under obser-
vation had been harvested by that date. Approximately 50 percent of the
plants harvested after the third week of May were classified as having been
rendered unmarketable because of caterpillar damage. It seems evident,
judging from the data now available, that .under average climatic conditions
the greatest degree of damage caused by caterpillars to the spring cabbage
crop in the Charleston locality of South Carolina occurs in May and June.
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Dorris, cube, and cryolite control Mexican bean beetle on pole

beans.—L. W, Branncn, of the Norfolk, Va.
,
laboratory, reports that re-

sults cf an experiment conducted in pole lima beans demonstrated that

dusts or sprays containing dorris, cube, or cryolite are effective against

Ep ilachna varivestis I.luls. on crops of lima beans grown commonly on poles

and from which pickings are made throughout a long period of the growing
season. Insecticide applications made to the pole beans on June lU, July 1,

and July lU, wore apparently reflected throughout the season in increased

yields, as compared to comparable untreated plots, as at the end of the

seventh picking (approximately September 30 )» pronounced increases in yield
were noted on the treated plots . The effect of. the insecticide treatments
on the first and secc nd pickings of the crop earlier in the season were

also strikingly apparent, as judged from the yield records made at that

time. It appears that sprays or dust mixtures containing derris, cube, or

cryolite, when applied properly, are effective in controlling the Mexican
bean beetle, not only on beans of the bush type but also of the pole type.

INSECTS
<

AFFECTING MAN AND ANIMALS

Toxicity tests against mosquito larvae .—Preliminary tests with 1-

phenyl benzothiazole by T7. V. King at Orlando, Fla. , against Culex larvae
and by H. K. Stage at Portland, Orcg.

,
against Aedes larvae show that this

material is quite toxic to these two species but is less toxic than phano-
thiazine. A sample cf cuprous arsenite produced in the Tennessee Valley.

Authority laboratory at ttilson Dam was tested for its toxicity, against mo-
squito larvae by VT. V. King, and was found to produce a higher mortality
than did a commercial brand of paris green. Both these materials, however,
were more toxic than calcium arsenite.

Bffic iency of poisoned baits fo r destroying rodent hosts of American
dog tick .— C. IT. Smith, of the Martha's Vineyard, Mass., laboratory, re-
ports that the use of a poisoned bait consisting of chopped apples and
zinc phosphide apparently reduced in 1 week's time the meadow mouse popu-
lation to a level which required 3 months to attain by the use of a

poisoned-grain bait.

Texas ranchmen interested in cattle grub control .—During the winter
of 1937-38, 2b5 Hereford cattle on a 32,000 acre ranch in King County,
Tex., were treated with a cube-powder wash to determine the feasibility of
using this treatment for the control of the cattle grub on range animals.
The insecticide consisted of 1 pound of cube powder (90 percent 250-mesh
to U percent rotcnoue) in suspension in 1 gallon of water containing ap-
proximately 4 ounces of home-made lye soap. The wash was thorovighly ap-
plied to the backs of the animals by rubbing it into the hair with a stiff
fiber brush. About 8 ounces of the wash was used for each animal and it

was possible for k men to handle and treat 100 animals per hour. The
treated animals wore segregated in a 10-section pasture surrounded by other
pastures comprising some 227,000 acres and on which were run a proportionate
number of untreated cattle. A check on the degree of infestation in treated
and untreated animals during the fall >f 193^t after being exposed during
one heel fly season after the application of the treatment, showed an average
of only I.06 grubsper head in the treated animals; whereas, an averrgo of
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7.08 grubs per head were found in untreated animals running in adjoining
pastures. Among untreated calves born after the adults were treated but
before or during the heel fly season and allowed to run on the same
pasture as the treated animals, there was an average of 4,11 grubs per
head. Calves born at approximately the same time but run on the pasture
with the untreated adults were infested with an average of 12. U grubs per
head. The apparent great reduction of cattle grub infestation as shown
by this test has encouraged the owner of the ranch to treat all his cattle
during the coming winter. The owners of neighboring ranches were much
interested in the results obtained and indicated that they would begin
treatments of their cattle this season. R. R. Reppert, Texas State exten-
sion entomologist, and H. G. Hackney, county agent, King County, initiated
the tests and E. T7. Laake, of the Bureau's Dallas, Tex., laboratory, co-
operated in the checking of results.

FOREIGN PLANT QUARANTINES

A quarter century of interceptions .—The first list of interceptions

,

covering the period July 1 to December J>l t 19-13* and prepared by S. R.

Sasscer, was issued as News Letter No. 1, dated February 2, 191^-. There-
after such lists were issued monthly for a time in the News Letter series,

the final installment for the fiscal year ISlk being News Letter No. 11

dated July 9i 191^. The interceptions for that year total 1,1+56, of which

256 were diseases. The countries of origin of these interceptions totaled

59 1 the bulk of the interceptions being from much the same list of coun-
tries as now. Gypsy moth, brown-tail moth, pink bollworm, European tussock
moth, citrus leaf miner, and crown gall are among the intercepted pests
given special mention. Interceptions of powdery scab of potatoes by Harry
B. Shaw and of papaya fruitfly by H. L . Sanford are given special mention
also. It is interesting to note that Messrs. Sasscer, Shaw, and Sanford
are still associated in the foreign plant quarantine work. Incidentally,
it was found that the first disease listed as determined to species was
Ramularia angustata which does not appear in our interception index files.

A brief check-up indicated that the insects ho.ve been indexed. A casual
examination of the interception lists indicated that the hosts occurring
most often were palms, on which 1U5 interceptions wore made; bay trees,
ikl; rhododendron (including azaleas), 132; box, 92; and orchids, 55-

While over one-third of the interceptions were made on this small group of
hosts, a wide variety of hosts occurs in the list for the year. The
twenty-fifth year report (for the fiscal year 193^) is in course of prepa-
ration. VTxiile the interception figures are much larger and the material,
both hosts and pests, somewhat more varied, it would appear that the old
records are very creditable when the newness of the work and the number
of inspectors employed are considered.

Pear tingid from Italy .—Two living specimens of the pear tingid

( Stephanitis pyri F.) were intercepted at New York on November 11, 1937

»

on a persimmon fruit in baggage from Italy. This is a serious pest of

pear and apple in Europe. Badly infested leaves become yellow, then brown,
and die. The injury, which is usually severe, consists in the loss of

sap, the destruction of the parenchyma, and the prevention of the functions
of the leaf owing t.o the covering of excreta.
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Entomological interceptions of interest .—Five living larvae of the

fruit fly Anas trephafratorcuius (Wied.) wore intercepted at Laredo, Tex.,

on July l6 in three peaches in baggage from Mexico. A living larva of the

trypetid Rhagoletis cerasi L. was intercepted at Boston on July l6 in a

cherry in ship's stores from Italy. This species is known in European
literature as the cherry fruitfly. '

Ten living adults of the bruchid Specu-

lariua cry thrinae Brid. were taken at New York on July 19 in Erythrina seed

in the mail from the Union of South Africa. A living larva of the avocado

seed noth ( Stenona catenifer 71sm. ) was intercepted at San Pedro, Calif.,

on August 2 in an avocado seed in baggage fron Ecuador. A living adult of

the weevil Me sites pallidipennis Boh, arrived at Norfolk, Va. , on June 2U
under the bark of a walnut log in cargo from France. Living specimens of

the coccid Lichtensia lutea (Ckll.) were found at Hidalgo, Tex., on May 27
on croton leaves in baggage fron Mexico. A living adult cf the weevil
Cholus nigromaculatus Champ, was intercepted at San Francisco on June 20

on an orchid (Laelia sp . ) in express fron Mexico. Eleven living larvae of

the bean pod borer ( Maruca testulali s Geyer) were taken at Mobile, Ala., on
July 26 in green string beans in ship's stores fron Puerto Rico. A living
adult of the elaterid Ischiodcntu s anceps Cand. was found at Baltincre, Md.

,

on June }0 on bananas in cargo fron Guatemala. A living larva of the pink
bollworn (Pectinophora gossypiella Saund.) was intercepted at Washington,
D. C, on August 19 in a cottonseed in, the nail fron Japan. A living larva
of the Mexican bean beetle (Epilachna varivesti s Muls.) was intercepted at
El Paso, Tex., cn July 21 on a Swiss chard leaf in cargo fron Mexico. This
insect was formerly known as Epilachna corrupta Muls.

Pathological interceptions of interest .

—

Aphelencho ides fragariae
(p.itzena Bos) Christie was intercepted in Iris alata on September 21 and
in I_. bucharica on October 6 at the Washington Inspection House in ship-
ments fror.. Netherlands. A. parietinus Bastian and Aphelenchus avenae
Bastian were intercepted at New York on October 20 in Fritillari a irperi-

alis bulbs fron Netherlands. Colletctrichum orchidearum All. was inter-
cepted at San Francisco on November 26, 1937 » on Angraecun falcatun in
nail fron Japan. This fungus has been intercepted on other genera of
orchids. Dendrodochiun ca.ttleyae All. was intercepted September 1 at San
Francisco on Cattleya skinner

i

from Guatemala. Erysiphe polygoni DC was
intercepted cn green string beans in baggage from Mexico on October 26 at
El Paso. This mildew has been intercepted on poas. fron Mexico nore or
less frequently. Probably the weather is more favorable for its develop-
ment during the pea season. Fabraea macula t

a

(Lev.) Atk. was intercepted
on quinces from Italy on September 29 and October lH at New York. Fusarium
orchidia Petch was intercepted on August 31 on Oncidium splendidum and Gloe-
osporiun cattleyae P. Henn. on September 1 on Cattl e ya skinneri from Guato-
mala at San Fracisco. G. den0.robii Maubl. was intercepted cn Dendrobiun
taurir.un from the Philippines on May 19 &X& G. odontoglossi var. mrcroapogg
on Odcntoglossum crispun from Colombia on August 27 and or. 0. grar.de from
Guatemala on August 31 at San Francisco. Ketfrodera mr.rionl (Cornu) Gocdey
was intercepted in shipments of Freesia armstrcngii and F. refracta var.
chapmani corns from Japan on September 5 and 6 at San Francisco . Mosaic
symptoms on squash from Mexico intercepted on October 2k at El Paso were
similar to those described for cucumber In Miscellaneous Publication 292,
on market diseases of crucifers and cucurbits. Fhy-alospora camptospora
Sacc. was intercepted on shipments of Stanhopea sp. from Mexico on May 17
and 18 at San Francisco. Puccinia shiraiana Syd. was intercepted on August
31 at Buffalo on Justicia pro cumber is in mail from Japan.
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DOMESTIC PIANT. QJJAR&NTINES ..

Padget in charge of white-fringed beetle project .—L. J. Padget has
"been designated as project leader in field charge of the white-fringed
"beetle control operations, with W. R. Heard as assistant.' Mr. Padget has
been acting in charge of the .project for the last few months.

Grasshopper population surveyed .—The survey of the grasshopper popu-
lation in States .from the Mississippi Valley to the Pacific Coast has "been

completed and the results are being
f

summarized for use at the conference

of Federal and State workers on the control project to "be held at Omaha on
November 21 and 22. A report from the Oklahoma State Grasshopper Control

Committee states: "We consider the 1938 grasshopper control program was

very successful in Oklahoma. If it had not been fpr Federal assistance in

the southwestern fourth of the State, the entire cotton crop would have
.been destroyed and much of the alfalfa seriously injured."

Mormon cricket control work .—Field operations for Mormon cricket
control having been completed for the season, all equipment is being hauled
and stored in Federal warehouses. Machines have been constructed and put
in use for cleaning and straightening the metal strips, having a total
length of several hundred miles, which were used as barriers against migra-
tion of the crickets.

White-fringed beetle control, activities .—Inspectors making roadside
inspections in October found light infestations of white-fringed beetles
in Wilcox County, Ala. , bordering on the north of the known infested county
of Monroe in the same State. Most of the area in the vicinity of the new
infestation is timberland. Inspections in September of the vicinity of

known infested areas resulted in finding few new infestations except for
the Monroeville, Ala., area, which was widened by several mile>s. Spraying,
dusting, and clean-up work has been continued on the newly infested proper-
ties. The Alabama State quarantine was amended, effective October 20, to

include the Monroeville area.

Observations as to habits of white-fringod beefcte .—Inspectors examin-
ing roads and properties in the area at Monroeville, Ala., report the fol-
lowing observations; "The soil in this section of the State is sandy, and
the slightest imprint on it can be noticed. While making inspections in
this kind of soil, it was noticed that the white-fringed beetle in crossing
the sand made a track that was quite distinct from any of the other insects.
Also, by studying these tracks, the. direction the beetle was going could
be determined. In following out these tracks, quite a few beetles were
found, and it is for this reason that this type of inspection is being used
in some of the localities at this time." From Gulfport, Miss,, comes the

report that emergence-cage tests show that a few of the near-Naupactus
species were still emerging in the period September 12-2U. The heaviest
recorded emergence consisted, of l6o adults from 1 square yard at Saucier,
Miss. Adult beetles were reported scarce during the period September 12-
2k in most of the infested areas, with the exception of Monroeville, Ala.,
where large numbers were found daily.

Sweetpotato weevil activities at harvest time .—Eradication measures
were emphasized in the October work on the sweetpotato weevil control project
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carried on in Alabama, Georgia, Mississippi, and Texas. Taking advantage
of the harvest season, growers were urged to clean their fields immediately

after gathering the crop. Fields have yielded 36 percent of the infesta-

tions found since the project was "begun in July 1937 • and seed beds 51 per-
cent. It is, therefore, on these sources that the surveys and inspections

which were continued in October were predicated. The work in Georgia and

Texas was accelerated through the assignment of additional inspectors "by

these States. Wild-host plants in the vicinity of Mobile, Ala., are being
eradicated by State-sponsored W. F. A. laborers. The results of the work
of the last 15 months in Texas in especially encouraging. Of the 17 infes-

tations found in 5 Texas counties in 1937* only 1 now appears to be active.

Phony peach control work in generally infected States .— In addition
to control of the phony peach disease, which has been effected throughout
the lightly infected States, as discussed in a previous issue of the News

Letter, the project has experienced a very successful year in Georgia. All
trees found diseased in the past field season are being removed. With the
continued assistance of growers, many of whom are helping to eradicate the

diseased trees, it is belioved that excellent control will be effected in

the commercial sections of that State. In Mississippi permission has been
obtained to remove peach trees from an orchard once the largest in the

State, having an original planting of 25|C00 trees. The removal of the re-
maining 6,000 to 7t000 trees will mean the removal of the largest phony
peach infestation in Mississippi. State regulatory measures are proving a
vital factor in bringing about the control of this disease. A marked in-
crease in phony trees was found in one Louisiana parish, however, which dis
closed over 6,000 such trees this year, as compared with over 1,000 in 1937
Whether this enormous increase was due to the more intensive inspection in
193S has not been determined.

More emergency relief funds for peach-tree-removal work .—Add i t i 0nal
funds recently allotted from the emergency relief appropriation will make
possible the hiring of some 1,000 additional relief employees from Novem-
ber through February for the control of the phony peach disease. In Octo-
ber, ^-00 such employees were engaged in the removal of diseased and
abandoned peach trees in Alabama, Arizona, Arkansas, California, Colorado,
Georgia, Louisiana, New Mexico, Tennessee, and Utah.

Nursery inspection for peach mosaic disease .—Of the I9U nurseries
of which inspections of the environs and of the budwood-source environs
were made during the last field season, it was found that mosaic trees
were existing within the mile-radius of such nurseries and budwood sources
in the case of 2 nurseries in Arizona, 11 in California, 2 in Colorado, 7
in New ^exico, 1 in Oklahoma, lk in Texas, and 4 in Utah.

Transit-inspection activities .—In September interceptions were made
in 12 cities of 3^5 apparent violations of the Japanese beetle, gypsy moth,
and pink bollworm quarantines, which had been consigned to Uo States and
Canada. In October, violations were intercepted, including infringe-
ments of quarantines relating to the white pine blister rust and Me.-ican
fruitfly. One shipment in violation of the Japanese beetle quarantine, con
signed to the Panama Canal Zone, was intercepted and inspected at Pitts-
burgh. Fall nursery stock shipping was reported by inspectors at most of
the stations to be unusually light.
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Carriers cooperate in transit inspection ..—An example of the excel-

lent cooperation of transportation agencies was recently cited "by New York

inspectors in the case of an express carloader who, on' checking a shipment

handled after inspection hours, found.it to be a violation. From the Pitts-

burgh station comes the comment that there has "been a decided decrease in

uncertified shipments accepted "by both mail and express. "We have made it

a part of our job," the inspector states, "to stop the acceptance of un-

certified material, offered for shipment at the Central Post Office and the

express terminals visited on the tour of inspection. Our success has been

made possible by the cooperation of the receiving clerks at the mail and
,

express offices."

Citrus canker eradication stepped up .—Additional emergency relief

funds recently allotted in Southern States permits employment of up to l60

additional laborers on this project, making a total of 2U5. The State of

Texas .is employing eight inspectors and the Federal government an equal

number. Nurseries and dooryard trees in the citrus areas were inspected

without finding canker. The finding of escaped Citrus trifoliata seedlings

necessitates intensive foot-by-foot inspection of lands covered with weeds,

bushes, and grass, and the laborers take keen interest in finding and de-

stroying these small trees.

CONTROL INVESTIGATIONS

Developmental changes in intestine of first-instar armyworm .—In
making blood smears from first- and second-instar larvae of the southern

armyworm (Pro denia eridania Cram. )
t
J. Franklin Yeager and Sam C. Munson,

Beltsville, Md. , have noted that large epithelial cells from the larval
midgut tend to appear in the smears in large numbers and usually isolated
or as groups of two or three cells. In the early part of the first instar,

the smeared gut cells are similar in form to those of the midgut in the

embryo of this insect; but, later in the first instar, the smeared cells
are similar to those of the other larval instars. This indicates that a
transformation from an embryonic to a larval typo of midgut epithelium
occurs in the southern armyworm while it is in the first instar. This
transformation usually occurs after the newly hatched larva begins to feed.

INSECTICIDE INVESTIGATIONS

Magnesium arsenates .—Information concerning the chemistry and in-
secticidal value of the various magnesium arsenates has been assembled by
I. E. Dearborn and published as mimeographed publication E-H51 . Magnesium
arsenate has been tested against about 30 species of insects. One hundred
and sixty-one references to the literature are cited.

Toxicity of commercial phenothiazine to certain insects .—L . E . Sni th
has reported (Jour. Scon. Ent., vol. J>1, no. 5» p. 631, October 193*0 that
commercial phenothiazine contains more or less material insoluble in ether.
This insoluble material is practically inert as an insecticide, whereas the

ether-soluble part is highly toxic.

Water extract of pyrethrum is not insecticidal .—M, S. Schechter and
H. L. Haller have reported (Soap, vol. lU, no. 11, pp. 101, 103, November

1933) that, although aqueous extracts of pyrethrum flowers are toxic to
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goldfish, they are not toxic to the housefly. The flowers lose about one-

third of their weight when extracted "by water.

Preparation of pert for making nicotine peat .— In ord^r to prepare

the new insecticides, nicotine peat and nicotine hunate , it is necessary
to remove fron the' peat the inorganic base-forming elements that occur
chemically combined as solids of the organic acids present. This removal

is accomplished by' treatment with acids. .A practical process for carrying

out this procedure on a commercial scale has been described by L. IT.

Markwood (Ind. Sng. Chen. , Ind. . Ed., vol. 30, no. 10, p. 1199, Oct. 1938).

BEE CULTURE

Ncctarlcss nectar-producing plants .-—Ceo. H. Vansell, of the Pacific
States Bee Culture' Laboratory, Davis, Calif., recently reported a peculiar
condition found this season in the vicinity of Ontario, Oreg. , and the ad-
jacent valley .sections . Ke says: "I had frequently heard of alfalfa being
purple with blossoms, yet the bees being unable to do anything on it. I

had previously supposed this might be a condition of the bees; however,
this is not the case. The bees were in producing condition, as evidenced
by examination, yet' they were not obtaining honey. I have never seen more
alfalfa in the blossoming condition than was present all around Ontario.
So;

-

.e of the honey producers had been feeding until recently, feeding hav-
ing been stopped not because the flow started but because of the expense
involved. The bees were hanging around the hives except during the early
morning hours when the rush for corn pollen was on. Not only was alfalfa
available in this area but also sweetclover, yellow and white, and ladino.
This was by far the best looking area visited, yet it was the poorest one
for honey production so far this year." Such conditions are of frequent
occurrence outside the irrigated sections and present some of the most
baffling of the problems connected with nectar secretion. Thus, alfalfa,
a major honey-pro due irrg plant in irrigated regions, ranks low as a nectar
producer east of the Mississippi, although it blooms profusely. Weather
conditions have been commonly ascribed as the governing factors for this
phenomenon on the assumption that the plant requires dry weather but plenty
of soil moisture to secrete freely. As a matter of fact, Vansell reports
that the rainfall for the year in the region in which his observations were
made has been above normal and that an excessive heat wave occurred during
the third week in July.

IDENTIFICATION AND CLASSIFICATION OF INSECTS

Unusual structure in a species of Bruchus .—H. S. Barber notes that
a peculiarity of Bruchus bra.chialis Fahreuc , not yet observed in any of the
several similar species examine!, is often useful in the identification of
fragmentary specimens. Observations on its functions are desired. In the
male the connecting membrane behind the front coxae contains a brownish
invaginated "pocket" which, when the specimen is distended by osmosis, evag-
inates into a crooked finger-like papilla, the apical and posterior surface

of which seems to be very desnely but microscopically pubescent. Absence
of such sensory, or otherwise functional, development in' the several other
species of bruchids examined for this structure makes this characteristic
of special interest, but the role it nay play is unknown. Living specimens
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observed under natural conditions of courtship, probably in the flowers of

the host plant, and proper histological research, might suggest the funttion

of the structure.

Collection of coleopterous larvae from Denmark .—A. G. Boving has

received for the collections of the National Museum about 100 vials con-

taining immature stages of Coleoptera occurring in Denmark. The material

which is authentically identified, and in some cases was definitely asso-

ciated with adults through rearing, was forwarded by J. P. Kryger of

Gentofte, Denmark. Included in the lot are some forms not previously repre*.

sented in the collection of the National Museum. Many of the items are
accompanied by notes on larval habits.

Invasion of houses by certain outdoor weevils .--Trachyphloeus bi»

foveolatus Beck, a European species, which has been previously recorded fr©m
only two or three localities in the eastern United States, was recently
found in abundance on the porches of houses, and to a lesser extent indoors

also at Portland, Oreg. , according to notes accompanying material submitted
for determination. A somewhat similar case is that of the introduced
Japanese weevil, Calomycterus setarius Roel., which occurred by the thousands
on and in a house at Towson, Md. , in 1935* The invasion of houses by cer-
tain species of Rhynchophora which normally live out-of-doors is usually
sporadic and at times probably fortuitous, but in the case of Brachyrhinus
ovatus L. the entering of buildings seems to be almost habitual, as every
summer from several to many instances are reported of this species being
found in houses, sometimes in large numbers. The combination of heat and
drought appears to be one of the factors inducing such invasions, although
doubtless there are various other causes differing according to circum-
stances and species. So far as known, all the species of weevils that enter
houses more or less frequently, or in large numbers, are wingless.

A European muscid recorded from United States .—Two specimens t de-
termined by D. G. Hall as Muscina pabulorum (Pall.), a relatively uncommon
European species, were collected during the past fall in the vicinity of
Boston, Mass., by Richard Dow, Curator, Boston Society of Natural History,
who forwarded them to the Division of Insect Identification, jjhis is the
first North American record for the species. It will be recalled that Mus-
cina pascuorum (Mg.), another European species, was first reported from
Massachusetts in 1923 . This species has become generally established i»
northeastern North America. So far as known, all of the species of Muscina
are saprophytic. The larvae feed on decaying fruits and vegetation."*"

Distribution of tick parasite Ixodiphagus texanus.—The parasite I_.

texanus Howard was described in 1907 from Texas as a parasite of the rabbit
tick ( Ixodes ) Haemaph^salis 1 epo r i

s

-palus tr i s (Packard) and redescribed by
Gahan in 193^ from specimens the exact source of which could not be definitely
determined. Up to the present time the species has been reported from Texas
by Howard (1907) and again by Bishopp (1934), from Idaho by Cooley (1934),
and from Minnesota by Larson (1937) • A recent consignment to the Division of
Identification sent in by C. N. Smith, of the Division of Insects Affecting
Man and Animals, consisted of numerous speciqens reared at Vineyard Haven,
Mass., in September 193& from nymphs of the J||bbit tick. These have been
identified by A. B. Gahan as Ixodiphagus texanus and indicate that this
species is much more widespread than has previously been supposed.
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Idgntifications of intercepted ants fron Guan .—M. R. Snith has de-
terninecTT3

_
sP^cTeli"~6T~a^ Guan fron the Hawaii,

China, and Philippine clippers flying "between California, Guan, Midway, Wake,
the Philippine Islands, and China. Eight of these species represent sone of
the world's nost inportant ant pests: Pheidole negacephala (Fabr.), Iricionyr-

nex hunilis Mayr , Liononoriun destructo r (Jerd. ) , Tetranoriun guineense (Fab r . )

»

Parat re china longiccrnis (Latr.), Mononoriun floricola (Jerd.), Solenopsis
geninata subsp. ruf

a

(Jerd.) and Plagiolepis longipes (Jerd.). The first
nentioned species was collected nost often, being represented by all castes
except queens.

An unusual cynipcid reared fron aphids .— Clyde F. Snith, of Ohio State
University, who has becone conducting investigations on aphid parasites, re-
cently subnitted for determination a large quantity of material comprising
parasites and hyperparasites that had been reared from various species of
aphids, principally in Ohio and Utah. Included were many specimens of both
sexes, from the two areas mentioned, of a cynipoid that has been identified
by L. H. Weld as Lytcxysta brevipalpis Kieffer. This species, which was de-
scribed fron Payetteville, Ark., and Forest Kills, Mass., has been known only
in the female sex. A description of the male will be published by Mr. Weld
fron the abundant .material reared by Mr. Snith. The bale of L. brevipalpis
is remarkable in having the same number of antennal segments as the female
(13),. and in this respect appears to represent an exception among the known
Cynipoidea.

Further records for two introduce d European sawflies . -_An additional
distribution record for Diprion frutetorun (F.), previously reported from
the Niagara region and New Jersey, is Petersham., Mass., where it was taken
under trees of Pinus resinosa on July 15, July 17, and August 1, 193S- The
specimens were received fror. R, C. Brown, of the northeastern forest-insect
laboratory, Neodipricn scrtifer (Geoff.), another European sawfly, has been
reported by J. S. Houser as a serious pest of Pinus silvestris in Ohio. This
species has also been taken on Pinus silvestris and P. resinosa in New Jer-
sey. The latter host shows that the sawfly is attacking nrtive pines as
well as the introduced species, P. silvestris and P. nughus .

oOc












